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Elizabeth Seton to Mr. And 
Mrs. Delamare 
Rev. Iohn Hickey to Eve . 
Errata for Volume I 







Facing Page 114 
Introduction to the Devout Life, by Francis de Sales, was formative in Elizabeth's spiri-
tuality and that of the early community. 
The Contest in the Communion of Saints, sketch by Brute when Elizabeth was in danger 
of death, September 1820 
(Both: Courtesy, Archives of St. Joseph's Provincial House, Emmitsburg) 
Facing Page 115 
Sketch by Brute of Elizabeth looking down from Heaven. Written on her book is "The 
Will of God." (Courtesy, Archives of St. Joseph's Provincial House, Emmitsburg) 
One of Elizabeth's inscriptions in The Following of Christ (used in her canonization 
proceedings as proof of her baptism) 
(Courtesy, Archives of Sisters of Charity of Seton Hill, Greensburg, Pennsylvania) 
Facinf? Page 216 
The Academy schoolroom in the White House, Emmitsburg, in a restoration circa 1947 
(Courtesy, Archives of St. Joseph' s Provincial House, Emmitsburg) 
A contemporary version of a sampler worked by Elizabeth's daughter, Catherine, 
typical of needlework taught by the Sisters to girls in schools and orphanages 
Facing Page 217 
Companion portraits of Vincent de Paul and Louise de Marillac (ca. 1874) 
(Courtesy, Archives of Sisters of Charity of New York) 
Map of France, with several sites mentioned in Elizabeth's translation 
of Gobillon' s Life of Mademoiselle Le Gras 
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Part XI 
Catholic Reflection, Prayers, Verses, 
Jottings, Inscriptions 
11.1 "Bishop Cheverus first letter ... "1 
[March 1804] 
Bishop Cheverus first letter answer to an earnest entreaty for his 
advice --- Entered the church immediately after --- 14 
March, one year after returning from Leghorn ---
on the piano while the children danced unconscious of the pressing 
heart ... 
. . . So the poor heart to Seton gone-tho' in the church so simple 
as to think he was quite secure of our dear Eternity-Now what do I 
think ... I know not- quite under the Ocean all is abandoned .... 
Our God, our Jesus ... my gentle compassionate-
and art thou gone my love 
gone to that unknown shore-
But soon beyond the Tomb 
We'll meet to part no more 
In His Name was all our trust 
He will hush each doubt and fear 
And take His Wand'rers Home 
o yes my only love 
Soon, Him [unclear], beyond the Tomb 
We'll meet to part nomore 
11.1 AMSV 115: 1,12 
lThis reflection is written on the outside of a letter Elizabeth received from Rev. John Cheverus 
dated March 4, 1804. 
Rev. John Chevems (1768-1836) was an emigre from France who hefriended and advised 
Elizabeth after her conversion. In 1808 he became the first bishOp of Boston, and after resigning that 
position, he became the archbishop of Bordeaux, France, (1826-1836) and was named cardinal 
(1836) shortly hefore his death. 
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yes we'll meet again my love 
soon we'll meet upon that shore 
Where the weary are at rest 
And the wretched sigh no more 
With our Jesus we will dwell 
He will wipe our tears away 
And our longing souls enjoy 
The Vision of Eternal day 
11.2 "And is it truly so ... " 
December 12, 1808 
And is it truly so? enter into thy rest 0 my SouP-what is the uni-
verse to us-Jesus our all is ours, and will be ours forever-and yet we 
are not our own- but his to whom he has committed us- O happy 
bondage!- sweet servitude of love absorbe controul and purify = 
look up my soul, fear not, the love which nourishes us is unchangeable 
as Him from whom it proceeds- it will remain when every other sen-
timent will vanish-and could we desire more than to draw continual 
refreshment from a stream so near the fountain head- so pure so 
sweet a stream!-
Oh glory honour praise and thanksgiving he is our own one Priest 
our tender Mediator, our loving Father our faithful Friend who will 
never leave us- no distance can seperate, no time obliterate- for life 
and death he is our own 
Oh sacred precious, dear, possession- he will never leave us nor 
forsake us-to Our Lord be glory and Benediction forever. 
- let who has the key understand our Joy- may he be blessed a 
thousand thousand time by Him thro' whom he blesses us-
- Amen dear Lord Amen. 
11.2 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:46 
'Cf. Ps. 95:11. 
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11.3 "All our piety ... '" 
n.d. 
All our piety should have no other tendency than to unite us to God 
by knowledge and love, to make it reign in us by an absolute and con-
tinued dependence, by a faithful correspondence to his interior attrac-
tions and movements. In the meantime he makes us reign with him in 
his glory without interior peace-all these advantages can be to us but 
very imperfect. Trouble interrupts our meditations-the soul then 
only raises itself to God with pain and the violent shock which she suf-
fers causes then the tranquility and solidity of his reign. Our heart is al-
ways his throne but it is a tottering one which threatens immediate 
ruin. It is his seat but an uncertain one where he cannot find repose. 
When the Prophet said that Gods dwelling [is] in peace2 -it is not that 
he does not likewise dwell in the soul ofthe agitated but he is there as a 
stranger-since the confusion that reigns does not permit him to hold 
familiar conversation with her-and the agitation which she then suf-
fers threatens him with soon being driven away. For a soul which is vi-
olently agitated is not commonly solidly established in justice but 
must wish for a long time to be sustained in peace is like a house built 
upon a rock which has experienced the storms and the winds. 3 God 
here makes his dwelling with pleasure and approval-it is his house 
that he wishes us to build for him where he can have a (safe) and per-
manent habitation. He is not satisfied to take up his dwelling in those 
pavilions which are raised in the evening and taken down in the mom-
ing-which float in every wind and which have nothing solid about it. 
The true symbol of a soul in which trouble makes various chances by 
11.3 AMSV 115:1,44 
IThese notes, a possible meditation, are on the back of an 1809 letter from Samuel Waddington 
Seton to Cecilia Seton. They are in Elizabeth's handwriting. 
Samuel Waddington Seton (1789·1869) was the son of William and Anna Maria Curson Seton. 
When he was a boy, Elizabeth often referred to him as "Much Loved." He served as agent and 





the passions which renders it always (unequal) and indifferent to it-
self-the Saints suffered [unclear] time tribulation when the waters 
penetrated to their hearts- their interior pains are accompanied with 
trouble and various movements but all these prove, if I may say so, 
that in the interior of their souls they enjoyed the most intimate 
peace-God is not agitated in the interior of his Tabernacle. 
11.4 "All the beauty . .. '" 
[n.d.] 
All the beauty of this letter is in its just application to the simplicity 
of the child it is written to who c[oul]d not been just so .. 
Anninas care in preparing her was continual and she is truly a little 




11.5 "My Darling dear . .. '" 
My Darling dear dear Anna Maria Departed for heavens .. 12th 
March 1812. 
Why sorrow? rather comfort let it be 
Nothing is Dead but that which wished to die 
Nothing is Dead but wretchedness and pain 
Nothing is Dead but what incumbered, galled, 
11.4 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:36 
'This is an addendum Elizabeth wrote on a letter of Anna Maria Seton to Theresa Carrere, a 
student at St. Joseph's Academy. 
11.5 ASJPH 1-3-3-26A, p. 3 
IWritten at the bottom of the page in another hand: "these lines she applied to C[ecilia] and 
H[arriet]. poor Mother" 
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Blocked up the pass, and barred from real Life 
Spirit leave thy House of clay 
Lingering dust resign thy breath 
Spirit cast thy chains away 
Dust be thou disolved in Death. 
Thus the Guardian Angel spoke 
As he watched the dying bed 
As the bonds of life he broke 
And the ransomed captive fled 
Prisoner long detained below 
Prisoner now with freedom blest 
Welcome from A World of woe 
Welcome to Eternal rest 
Then the Guardian Angel sang 
As he bore the soul on high 
While with Alleluyas rang 
All the regions of the sky. 
11.6 "found among Annina's papers . .. " 
-found among Anninas papers-probably copied 
all her copies, extracts etc from six years of age---even the Books 
she learned her lessons- in the very linen she wore, all all bear the 
words Jesus- Death-Eternity some of them all three marked with 
the pen or needle' 
11.6 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:25, p. 3 
I Another version of the poem in the previous document 11.5. follows in the text oflhis document. 
but is not reprinted here. 
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11.7 "dearest Maria . .. '" 
Dearest Maria ... I sent for you my mother-her voice failed .. the 
nerves drawing and tears forcing down rapidly .. I sent for you my 
Mother-perhaps the Enemy-Oh Mother- but my Child my dear 
one the Enemy has nothing to do with the drawing of your nerves and 
the tremblings ofthe poor little frame which must must feel its disso-
lution-look up-It is 1, fear not' -Oh Maria- Oh my Mother and 
stretching out her precious arms with all her might upwards-her eyes 
streaming and fixed on our dearest thro' the clouds-poor Mothers 
anns too stretched involuntari~y tears abundantly and heart and mouth 
gasping-Maria said, dropping the arms-eyes remaining upwards 
not yet Mother not yet he says not yet then quietly turning to mother 1 
sent for you fearing the enemy you sayfear not and 1 have no fear to be 
sure my dear one your precious soul is safe in the tabernacle all is quiet 
is it not? to be sure Mother 1 could receive our dearest now this minute 
if he pleased- the Oil, Mother, is put here is it not (pointing to her 
bony breasty-
Yes dear one, it will clean off and efface all little naughty things 
will it not <not> such as wishing or wanting any thing or little 
thoughts not quickly put away-Yes Dear M. it will efface all Oh our 
adored-O Happy Maria has nothing more to efface-
some imprudent person had told her a representation of a Souls dis-
tress in trying to escape at the last moment and finding it vexed poor 
mother "do not mind it in my fever last night it was in my thoughts but 
I saw my Soul pass out joyfully and in an instant an angel poured 
something out of a chalice upon it- I can [y]et see the glittering 
brightness of the golden cup, but saw no more ofthe soul which flew 
away away-
11.7 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:91 
lThis reflection centers on the 1812 death of Sister Maria Murphy Burke. The first paragraph of 
this note is not in Elizabeth's handwriting. The second and third paragraphs are. 
'Matt. 15:28 
3Content suggests that the priest superior, Rev. John Dubois, was present and gave the last rites, 
including annointing with oil. Also see the following document. 
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11.8 "Well now our Dearest . .. '" 
+ 
Thursday 
well now our Dearest is Indeed gone this morning at Y, lO her 
struggle finished- Since it has been so long and severe we may hope 
she had all her pains in this life or little after midnight our superiour 
who had watched by her since noon the day before Brought her Our 
Adored she did not take her big clear eyes from staring with an expect-
ing smile of Delight and love in all herfeatures on the ciborium from 
the moment he entered the room till he stood close with the dear "Ag-
nus Dei'" to her mouth which she kept moving with expression of 
avidity till he entered and then the brightness of her looks so trium-
phant and joyful were inexpressible-often In her greatest distress 
she w[ oul]d open her eyes on poor Mother and say J have him-will 
not let him go- She was even in her departure in great pain sitting in 
her night chair but grasped her dear Crucifix which she had almost 
worn out wearing it night and day thro' so long an illness and gently 
and with great difficulty drawing it on her heart- she bowed the Dear 
head without moving any more and Departed-What delight for poor 
Mother to have been and to be still her Mother-the natural one was 
present but the spiritual one who had all her dear little Secrets of the 
Soul was the dearest and so more and more united in parting that it has 
been hardly possible to escape from her for the last six weeks-So 
many canticles so many psalms and lessons Oh! Our Father how you 
w[oul]d have enjoyed and she too beyond all Imagination but she has 
had every Devoted attention of God's appointment and we must be 
contented, till Our Big, Big, Reunion as she said-
11.8 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:93 
'This is a reflection on the death of Sister Maria Murphy Burke. Written at the bottom of the page 
in another hand: "Written by dear Mother Seton about our first Sr. Maria her name was Murphy but 
sometimes called Burke- her Mothers name of her 2d husband" 
2 Agnus Dei (Lamb of God) is part ofthe prayers in preparation for the reception ofthe Eucharist. 
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Now stretched in our choir Where Annina lay Oh! my poor souls 
what Remembrances 
11.9 "departed St. Teresa's day"! 
departed St. Teresa's day 
Maria 
- useless to make your Eulogium to those who so well knew 
You- to name your Virtues to those who witnessed a thousand acts of 
them daily-I seek before God a lasting and useful conclusion, to 
serve for our Eternity! and rather from this amiable view of Death, of 
Eternity, ofthe gates of Heaven turn towards the life in which we are 
still detained. few will be blessed with a Death so premature-if some 
few-the greater number are rather to serve-for the first intentions 
are enough-how immense and charitable those of Maria were- but 
for those who remain intentions will be tried- and let us be coura-
geous with love and zeal to fulfil the Will and order of Providence, nor 
refuse to live the longest life-a nothing to Eternity.- the most gener-
ous Saints desired to remain-courage Sisters of Charity your admi-
rable name must exicte in you every preparation to do justice to your 
Vocation.-
Go Maria-go to your blessed abode- to your friends who wait 
for you Anina, Cecilia, Madalena will recieve you. Go Maria go you 
have delivered very faithfully to your last breath your charge to be for 
others a model of charity also-
Go Maria fear not to be forgot by your Sisters- go, we follow, alas 
now to the cold grave-but we will follow also to heaven 
-Yes to heaven-O heaven-Eternity to see face to face! to 
praise with angels- to love incessantly, Eternally with God. 
11.9 ASJPH 1-3-3-26A, p.12-36 
!Rev. Simon Brute wrote at the top: "These lines are written about the good Sister Maria Murphy 
who died October 15, 1812." This is probably a funeral sermon given by Brute, followed by other 
reflections. 
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- Eternity! Eternity! Eternity!!! 
Here we contemplate2 a last time our blessed Sister- her Soul has 
been carried above by angels- this cold and inanimate clay from 
which she departed triumphantly is left for its momentary destruction 
in the Grave-momentary- so often it was united with the glorified 
body of our Saviour it will recieve also the glorious restoration which 
must take place for the just in the last day-
o day, happy day, the last of all, after which Eternity alone! but 
eternity even now, Eternity takes its endless course for the Soul- a 
delightful, an inexpressibly delightful course for the blessed Soul 
which watched so well for it during its short time of trial = But as the 
angels are not pure in his sight- Our Mother the church tenderly 
intreats us to put up our prayers for departed friends, that through the 
<merits> communion of Saints, the merits of our Redeemer may still 
be applied if necessary to them. 
We will pray for Maria as we did for Anina-we will pray, not only 
in this solemn moment when Maria now, (as did here Anina) calls on 
us herself for our most tender duties, but we will follow her also to her 
cold abode, Where with her loved companions already preceded, she 
will wait her glorious transformation- Where- pious thoughts, im-
pressive Views, Eternity anticipated, will soothe our Exile- and pre-
pare our Way to the land of the Living, of ETERNAL REUNION. 
the may bug goes from flower to flower to feed and nourish itself 
(which is the study ofthe mind) the fly to amuse itself- but the bee to 
draw their sweets. 
= Meditation is the Mother, contemplation the Daughter = the 
Swallow cries, the Dove murmurs- the young bees are called 
Nymphs 'till they gather honey, the old ones make it up and store 
it- so meditation gathers, contemplation enjoys its sweets-
come my beloved my dear one come eat, drink, be 
inebriated3- those who meditate eat, but drink little therefore are not 
2Written here at the top of the manuscript page : "She is gone to praise our Lord in the Land of the 
living" 
3Song of Songs 7: 12ff. 
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innebriated- while they who contemplate drink much and eat little 
therefore become innebriated, this spiritual drink passing easily and 
delightfully down, while the food being turned and pressed by the 
teeth requires time and labour to prepare it for digestion. 
My Lord and my God!! !-Rabboni!! ! oh how sweet are thy words 
to my mouth-sweeter than honey in the honey comb--thy voice is 
sweet- thy face is lovely'- Jesus!!! Father!!! Love!!! 
Vth Sunday after Epiphany 
admirable Epistle- Gospel good seed and cockle.5 
the Lord sows by his ministers- preaching, tribunal, conversa-
tions = goodparents-goodjhends- good books etc immense num-
bers of these different seeds. he has sown from the beginning of the 
World- he sows every where, but more abundantly in certain places. 
= the enemy sows-by falsejriends-by bad example-false doc-
trine- by bad books etc. 
+ 
present as a figure one Ear oj corn. behold the work of our heav-
enly father- what was its first beginning- look at this seperate 
grain-recollect the time when it was first planted in the earth and 
covered with the frost and snows of winter or trampled over in mire 
and mud-and afterwards behold all the fields covered with green and 
gradually adorned with these beautiful plants-they rise to the 
heighth of 8 and 10 feet, thousands of shocks appear in one View 
spreading their long broad leaves on bending stalks in shining verdure 
delightful to the eye. on the very summit of the plant the towering 
plume appears containing within it the fruitful ear wrapt round in 
silken folds which produces the multiplied grains pressed close to-
gether on every side- from whence- whence did they proceed? from 
one single grain-and by what power-our Heavenly Father-
4John 20: 16; Song of Songs 2:10·14 
5Cf. Matt. 13:24-31. 
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What then must be his seed of Faith, of his WORD-of his 
blood- of his Cross-of his flesh in the Eucharist deposited in our 
hearts thro' the Winter of Life What must be their fruit in the harvest 
of Eternity whose echoing vaults, , and ever verdant fields shall re-
sound forever with praise and love-Oh exulting-deJightful Pros-
pect- joyful anticipation- how endearingly should we cherish this 
precious FAITH, this glorious and ineffable hope, this first seed of 
Love now shooting in our hearts during the trial of Winter patience 
and oflife which so soon will pass away and bring us to the harvest of 
delights in Eternity!!!!!!! 
o food of Heaven how my Soul longs for you with desire- Seed of 
Heaven pledge of its immortality, of that Eternity it pants 
for- Come-Come-my JESUS Come bury yourself within this 
heart- it shall do its best to preserve that warmth and heat which will 
bring forth the fruits of Eternity- O amen our Jesus 
-different degrees of enjoyment in divine Love = as among many 
persons who hear a sweet harmony there will be some who hear not so 
well, nor with so much pleasure as others as the ears of all are not 
equally delicate and are more or less susceptible to the harmony of 
sounds. 
The Manna was relished by whoever tasted it, but differently by 
each according to the diversity of appetite in those who ate of it and it 
had as many different flavours as there were Israelites to savour it.-
The fish of the sea enjoying the immensity of the Ocean can never 
yet reach its limit and boundary-the birds of the air winging their 
flight thro' its vast regions can never yet compass its extent. So we 
plunging in the Ocean of the Divinity, or winging our flight to its in-
finity will yet find we can never reach its full enjoyment which will 
still remain infinitely above our highest capacities. thus the Blessed 
ravished with admiration of the infinite beauty they contemplate are 
lost, some in its infinity, others in the abyss of infinity remaining yet to 
be enjoyed filling them with a supreme joy that the beauty they love is 
so infinite that its perfection can never be perfectly concieved but by 
itself ... 0 our JESUS!!! 
+ 
-12-
-ah the tender interior look through sorrow, at eternal 
joy-through the look of our Jesus who wept for what you now weep 
and must weep for to the last moment of life, with loving bitterness 
and boundless exertions of penance, penance united to the only pen-
ance of our Jesus suffering, naked and dying in obedience and pay-
ment for your fault-penance-yes- life is so short-eternity so 
long-let every fibre of the heart now suffer with him that Eternity 
may be most glorious, pure, serene and loving-face to face with him 
o dear dear Eternity come-take from this Earth-
+ 
beware of the disgust and tediousness oflife proceeding from Na-
ture rather than divine love. 
Keep on with hard earned, but eternal blissful merit-try to love, 
yes to love your trial as from the Will. try to love the dear good trying 
one through piety and gratitude- come to the deepest recess of peace 
and love and tme contentment of your heart, and let the little whistling 
chilling wind blow above your head and blast nothing of your dear in-
terior cheerfulness, your bright and hopeful look at Eternity. 
the 1st communion at St. Marys Mount 
2 Febmary 1813. 
He who perseveres to the end shall be saved.' 
Piety must be habitual not by fits. 
- it must be persevering because temptations continue all our life .. 
and perseverance alone obtains the crown .. 
-its means are-the presence of God- good reading, prayer, the 
sacraments ... good resolutions often renewed- the remem-
brance of our last ends-and its advantages-habits which secure 
our predestination, making our life equal, peaceable and consol-
ing- leading to the heavenly crown where our perseverance will 
be eternal! ! ! 
' Matt. 10:22 
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St. Paul 2 Cor. ch VI.- and we helping do exhort you, that you 
recieve not the grace of God in vain-behold, now is the day of Salva-
tion. 
+ 
When a traveller reaches the summit of a hill from whence he can 
discover his road he easily goes on the way-
While he remains at the foot or keeps on the descent he loses it 
among briars and thoms-entangled in the bushes and delayed- he is 
overtaken by night- !!! 
When the Father of a Family rejoices with his children on a day of 
festivity-they remember not the daily Misery- a good fire- the 
covered table, and best garments, make them forget it will not always 
be the same- but the Father foresees, anticipates the future with the 
sigh of anxiety- the paternal heart pierces the Veil and be-
holds!! !- O our Jesus-the hunger, want and misery which may suc-
ceed= 
+ 
the lesson of perseverance how necessary on this day- for you a 
day of anticipated heaven, for the poor Father of the family of Death 
and Judgment-
Jesus 
Maria renewal of fidelity.-
our angels 
"Mount St. Mary 23rd May 1813"7 
Burying of Picot de Cloriviere8 
+ 
7Written in the upper corners of this page: "in the presence of the corpse" 
8The reference to Picot de Cloriviere is an error. This probably refers to Joseph Picot de 
Boisfeillet, a student at Mount 8t. Mary, who died there May 22, 1813. 
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-In what strange apparel does our Joseph Picot appear among us 
this day-Why the silence of that voice which used to join with us to 
praise our Lord-Why this motionless and lifeless corpse among his 
lively friends- Why are these eyes shut to the light of day- Why this 
cold countenance unmoved by our expressions and love for him-Ah 
Picot no more enjoys the life of this world-and are there no better 
hopes for him- there are-O my your friends there are, and the most 
happy, the most exalted hopes-no Voice is here to arise in judgment 
against this innocent boy, not one reproach to arrest the merciful sen-
tence at the hand of his God-our dear Picot was harmless inno-
cent- not even in the trouble of his last and long delirium did he 
betray the least wickedness from his secret heart-ah no when disor-
dered nature was incapable of disguise, and in the confused speeches 
of sickness c[ oul]d not have concealed the propensities of a bad soul, 
What were the harmless ravings of Picot day after day to repeat again 
and again his prayers- to express in impotent efforts his gratitude to 
his attendants, to bless them and love them and call for his uncle, his 
masters, and companions has been the only train of his discourse- to 
kiss, and call many times a day for the precious image of his dying 
Saviour and fix his eyes upon his hands, his feet and side and cling his 
lips upon the sacred wounds, one after the other, was his continual ex-
ercise, doing all he could to answer every call on his piety, often ex-
pressing his desire to recieve his first communion- yes such the last 
days of his short life now transferred to Eternity. 0 Eternity! the only 
word to speak this moment Eternity!-
Picot! we shall see you no more-speak to you no more- You 
leave us. descending in the grave now opened to recieve you in its 
deep asylum, you will rest with our Delany, we will return to this altar 
and back to our dwelling but you will return no more with 
us- Go--yet fear not one hair of thy head could fall unnoticed when 
passing through the shades of Death and the trial of your last dissolu-
tion! All were counted[.] the whole ofthis body is but a sacred deposit 
for the grave which must restore the whole by the irresistable com-
mandbut long before your soul will have enjoyed- while we remain 
to hope and to pursue-happy child taken from the dangers amidst 
which we remain- happy child to make the port so soon- ah should 
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expiations remain for Earthly frailties of so weak a nature as yours, the 
piety of so many friends will not abandon- we will unite in a same 
prayer for thee and dear Delany Your common silence will be most el-
oquent to us, telling us so plainly our life is but a Vapour, the World a 
passing scene its dearest hopes illusive-that God and Eternity is 
ALL and <the> Salvation our all and all forever-
+ 
Finding myselfin great danger of Death I beg my dear ... 9 de ne pas 
se livrer a une douleur immoderee mais aussitot que les primiers 
mouvements de la nature lui laisseront quelque repos je la prie de se 
souvenir que ce serait se manquer a elle-meme et a la providence que 
de pas s'armer de courage pour Ie moment ardu a etablir dans sa mai-
son en tout ce qui concerne I'education de ses enfants a l'egard des 
queUes il ne faut pas toujours avoir d'une douceur don't ils puissant 
abuser. 
= Je donne ma Benediction a tous mes enfants- je la donne 
d'abord a Theodat mon fils aine parceque j'espere qu'il s'en rendra 
digne en bon tenant ses juenes freres ce que non seulement lui est 
ordonne par la somme justice mais par les convenances humaines 
sans lesquels il ne pourrait meriter aucune consideration parmi les 
homes. 
= Je donne ma benediction a Francois Etienne mon 2d fils 
l'exhortant a persister dans Ie bien. J'emporte a son egard la satisfac-
tion de I'avoir retire de la conscription. J'etablis ce meme fils Ie mai-
tre concouramment avec la mere de tous ses autres freres afin qu'ils 
les dirigent et fassent en sorte de les procurer un etat-Je donne ma 
Benediction a Joseph mon 3 eme fils et l' engage continuer ses etudes 
avec zele afin de se render digne d' etre un bon ecclesiastque 
9The first line of this page is in English. The remainder of this page and the next seveml are in 
French. The writing is Elizabeth's. but the context is a last will and testament. giving a blessing to 
the writer's sons, Theodat, Francois Etienne, Joseph, Antoine, Augustin, Andre, and Ambrose, and 
his daughters. the older daughter married with a son and his daughters Augustine. Elizabeth. and 
Gabrielle. This appears to be the testament of a stepbrother of Brute. 
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= Je donne rna benediction a Antoine mon 4 erne fils. Je l'engage a 
redoubler de subordination et de zele afin de parvenir a etre un bon 
ecclesiatique. 
= Je donne rna Benediction a Augustin mon 5 erne fils il n' est pas 
encore en etat de sentir les devoirs qu' il a a remplir mais il sera bientot 
dans Ie cas de s' en penetrer. 
J e donne rna benediction a Andre mon 6 erne a qui on rapellera dans la 
suite ainsi qu'aux autres la memoire de leur pere 
Je donne la meme benediction aAmbrose mon 7 erne fils a qui l'on 
fera tous les jours mention de moi ....... Je donne rna Benediction a 
Manon rna fiUe ainee V(euv)e de Sieur Gan[unclear] TrevaUan. Je 
l'engage a prendre un peu d'activite pour acquerir la connaissance de 
ses affaires- je n' oublie pas son fils que je regarde comme Ie mien 
qui a aussi part a rna benediction. 
Je donne rna benedition a Augustine rna 2d fiUe Je l'a donne a Eliza-
beth sumomme Betsey-a Gabrieille mes trois demieres filles-je les 
engage a ne pas se laisser entrainer par les vanities du monde mais de 
vivre dans la simplicite, la travail, et l'humilite en priant Dieu de les 
inspirer Ie gout de se donner au service des pauvres ...... Je fais mes 
adieux a Mde B- ma belle mere que je remercie de tous les soins 
qu'elle a pris de mes enfants- je fais de semblable adieux a G ........ 
son cher fils aine sur les prieres duquelje compte parceque je connais 
son zele ardent pour la religion- Pareils adieux a bon frere Augustin 
j'espere que l'un et l'autre deviendront les appuis de mes enfants 
____ mon intention est qu'il soit donne copie de ce testament a 
chacun de mes enfants que ont fait leurs premieres communions et 
quant aux autres on leur remettra Ie jour de leur premiere communion 
chacun-de mes enfants fera chaque mention de moi dans les prieres 
du matin et du soir, et je declare a ceux qui se conduisent mal que je 
suspend a leur egard rna benedictionjusqu'a ce qu'ils soient rentres 
dans leurs devoirs-Je leur laisse a tous Ie temoinage de rna tendresse 
les exhortant principalement a vivre dans une parfaite union. 
[Finding myself in great danger of death I beg my dear .. . not to give 
herself over to overwhelming griefbut as soon as the first movements 
of nature leave her some respite I ask her to remember that she would 
be failing both herself and Providence not to be armed with courage 
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for the difficult moment and establish in her home everything having 
to do with the education of her children in regard to whom it is not al-
ways necessary to have so much sweetness which they can abuse. 
= I give my blessing to all my children. I give it first to Theodat my 
oldest son, because I hope that he will be worthy of it in giving good 
example to his younger brothers not only because it is ordained by all 
justice but also by human expectations without which he could not 
merit any consideration among men. 
= I give my blessing to Franyois Etienne my second son exhorting 
him to persist in doing good. I take with me in his case the satisfaction 
of having retired him from the army. I establish this same son as the 
master, concurrently with his mother, over all of his brothers in order 
that they direct them and make the necessary steps to procure them po-
sitions. I give my blessing to Joseph my third son and advise him to 
continue his studies with zeal in order to be worthy of being a good 
priest. 
I give my blessing to Antoine my fourth son. I challenge him to re-
double his efforts at subordination and zeal in order to become a good 
priest. 
I give my blessing to Augustin my fifth son. He isn't yet in a state of 
feeling the duties that he has to fulfill but he will soon be in the situa-
tion to be cognizant of them. 
I give my blessing to Andre my sixth (son) to whom one will recall 
later as with the others the memory of their father. 
I give the same blessing to Ambrose my seventh son to whom they 
will always make remembrance of me. I give my blessing to Manon 
my older daughter, a widow ofMr. Gan[ unclear] TrevaIIen. I ask her 
to take a little action to acquire some knowledge of her business af-
fairs ... I don't forget her son whom I regard as my own who also has 
a part of my blessing. 
I give my blessing to Augustine my second daughter. I give it to 
Elizabeth nicknamed Betsey, to Gabrielle, my three last daughters. I 
challenge them to not let themselves be distracted by the vanities of 
the world but to live in simplicity, work and humility, asking God to 
inspire in them a penchant for giving themselves in service to the 
poor. I say good-byes to Madame B my mother-in-law, whom I thank 
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for all the care she has taken of my children. Likewise I say good-bye 
to G her elder son on whose prayers I count because I know his ardent 
zeal for religion. Similar good-byes to his good brother Augustin. I 
hope that both of them will become supports to my children. My in-
tention is that each of them will be given a copy of this testament if 
they have made their first communion. My children should make 
mention of me in their morning and evening prayers and T declare to 
those who act badly that I suspend my blessing in their case until they 
have returned to their sense of duty. I leave them all the witness of my 
tenderness, exhorting them mainly to live in perfect union.] 
ASSUMPTION 1813 Mt. St. MarylO 
- The glory and happiness of the Catholic Church to sing the 
praises of Mary- the striking proof She is the true Spouse of Christ 
since She best loves, honours and cherishes her whom Jesus Christ 
himself so much honours, loves and cherishes. 
I-the glory and happiness of Mary- her predestination- We 
loved with an eternal love- What then the delight ofthe holy trinity in 
her-
2- her immaculate conception- one Soul again coming in inno-
cence- What a sight for angels- if we beheld a soul with the eyes of 
Faith before Baptism-but after- oh- angels taking their watch 
around them 
3- Marys Presentation- we in the Eucharist his living taberna-
cles-
4- her obscure life, humble, poor, retired, modest-a model to 
young Virgins- gloriously hidden in Jesus 
5- the Annunciation! What Glory! embassy negotiated by an 
Archangel- Marys hesitation as if choosing rather to preserve the 
pure integrity of her consecration than to become even the Mother of 
her God-
- God taking flesh from her, bone of her bone, flesh of her flesh, 
blood of her blood, the same which we now adore in our Jesus- in 
I 0Probably a sennon or meditation by Bmte, on August 15, the feast of the Assumption of Mary 
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Jesus our Redemption- in Jesus glorified at the right hand-in Jesus 
recieved in the Eucharist-oh, Anna, Mother of Mary how glori-
ous- O Ever Mother of All, how dear a delight to be so closely related 
to Mary-her flesh, and the very flesh of Jesus 0' 0' 0' 
6--Jesus nine months in Mary feeding on her blood 0 Mary! these 
nine months-
7-Jesus on the Breast of Mary feeding on her milk how long she 
must have delayed the weaning of such a child! ! ! ! 
8-the infancy of Jesus-in her lap--on her knees as on his throne, 
while the rolling Earth within its sphere adorned with mountains, trees 
and flowers is the throne of Mary and her blessed infant carrissing, 
playing in her arms-O Mary- how weak these words-
9-the youth-the Obscure life-the public life of Jesus Mary al-
ways every where in every moment day and night conscious she was 
his Mother-D glorious happy Mother even through the sufferings 
and ignominies of her son- her full conformity to him- What contin-
ual inexpressible improvement and increase of Grace in her-D 
Virtues of Mary infinitely perfect the constant delight of the Blessed 
Trinity she alone giving them more glory than all heaven to-
gether-Mother of God! Mary! oh the purity of Mary, the humility, 
patience, love of Mary-to imitate at humblest distance-
1000Mary at the foot of the cross-the piercing sword-the last 
look-last word of Jesus to Mary-
II-the delight of the Holy Spirit coming down at Whitsunday 
feasting on this Soul-
12-how happy the Earth to possess her so long- secret blessing 
to the rising church- the blessed trinity could not part so soon with 
the perfect praise arising from the Earth as long as she re-
mained-how darkened in the sight of angels when she was removed 
from it-
Glory of Mary since her Assumption. 
-rejoicing of the angels on her arrival in heaven 
- her passing through the different Hierarchies of angels and 
Saints-Jesus crowning her her continual praise to God, and media-
tion for us-the beginning of Eternity 
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conclusion 
Joy to be Catholics- Zeal for the honour of Mary- pleasing Jesus 
much by pleasing her in faithful service of love, prayer and hommage 
to her and especially by continual remembrance and imitation of her 
Virtues- in vain to wear the outward sign of her Children on the heart 
without the virtues of meekness, purity and charity so dear to her, 
within-
- happiness of those gone to Mary 
face to face with her 
aspirations to follow them 
in our own happy assumption- AMEN! !!!!!! 11 
Dix June 181412 anniversary of ordination sacerdotal dix June 1808 
OmyGod 
J' ai dit la messe mon divin maitre . .. a I' oraison ... . ala priere des 
enfans au bas du s[ ain]t autel comme vous etiez avec moi __ ah jour 
si memorable pour mon Eternite . . . . . . et pour celle de tant 
d'autres- Vous etiez avec moi mon maitre au Gloria in Excelsis . .... 
ace touchant Lauda Sion dont pas un mot ce semble n'a pas eschappe 
mon Coeur ... . . a memento moment redoubtable et delicieux. Je 
desirais ardemment qu'on vois reconnut et honorat en mes faibles 
mains ..... ah que j'etais bien avec vous a la communion et encore 
plus je crois quant je vous ai presente ainsi des 5 Y2 du matin a cinq 
ames vertueuses ___ 0 Ie fremissement de plaisir en les appro chant 
Kitty Linn . .... MB .... . Mary B .. ... Mrs. Keepers . . ... Mrs. 
Thompson et ses lunettes 
Je les revois a ce moment 
1 r"Amen" is underlined six times. 
12The fo llowing two sections, "anniversary of ordination sacerdotal" and "Veille Corpus Christi 
18 14" are both in French. The translations provided here are from Rev. Simon Gabriel Brute in His 
Connection with the Community 1812-/839, (Emmitsburg, 1886) . Sacerdotal ordination means 
ordination as a priest. Mrs. Thompson was the mother of Sisters Ellen and Sally Thompson. 
Aloysius Elder, who lived in the area, was the fa ther of Eliza who attended St. Joseph's Academy. 
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Mon maitre-je vous ai pris avec moi sur rna poi trine , , , , , j ai 
descendu la montagne vers Aloysuis Elder ... Ie souvenir vif de rna 
France m'a saisi et de la premiere fois que je vous portai ainsi dans Ia 
campagne-Oh nous chantions etj'ai commence a chanter tout seul 
Adoro te supplex 
Comme si cela vous eftt plu ..... vous avez fait couler en abun-
dances Ies Iarmes si delicieuses 0 mon Maitre ... je l'ai chante tout 
entier jusqu'a Ia maison de pauvre Beard ........ personne 
----- 4 petits chiens ... j'ai resolu de Ia chanter aux soeurs 
___ Oh sij 'avais de la voix! Je me suis souvenu que je chantais aux 
concerts chagrins plutOt pour moi et rna pauvre mere qui y consentit 
peut-etre par tendresse et nous vous deplumes. 
Arrive mon coeur s' est gonfle en vous deposant dur la petite table . 
. . . . Les pleurs ont coule tout Ie terns que je confessais et exhortais .... 
. puis un enfant sur Ie lit que je baptisais il y a un mois __ On 
voulait I' enlever oh non, oh non c' est l' ange et la Iouange parfaite. l' ai 
parle sur Ia pensee que vous aviez si Iongtems eu votre divin sacrifice 
et votre tabernacle dans cette maison meme 
Je me suis retire et ai commence mon office entre les ondulations du 
ble que je traversais. Les pleurs en abondance redouble en levant Ies 
regards vers I 'Eglise suspendue au-dessus des arbres et M. Duhamel a 
ce moment a I'autel. Ah me suis-je dit,je jouis donc du bonheur Ie plus 
pure Ie plus exquis qui so it sur Ia terre! Et alors seulement la pensee de 
I'anniversaire de mon sacerdoce m'est revenue et m'a roule 
vaguement et doucement pendant Ie retour. 0 matinee belle et pure! 0 
mon Dieu si bon si bon---que vous rendrai-je! Appelez moi au 
ciel. 
1'ai resolu en simplicite. Cette pensee a encor charme de plus en plus 
mon Coeur enivre. Soit Beni ... et ... et ... Et 
Mon Dieu benissez notre terre! 
L'ame spirituel de mon Coeur 
[Tenth ofJune, 1814] 
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Anniversary of sacerdotal ordination 
June 10, 1808. 
OmyGod! 
I have said Mass ... How you were with me, my divine Master, at 
meditation, at the prayer ofthe children at the foot of the altar, on a day 
so memorable for my eternity, and that of so many others. 
You were with me, my Master, at the Gloria in exce/sis,-at the 
touching Lauda Sion, of which not a word it seems, escaped my 
heart;- at the memento, a moment so solemn, so delicious! I desired 
ardently that you should be loved, and honored in my feeble hands. 
Ah! how well I was with you at Communion, and still more when I 
gave you in the holy Communion at half-past five, this morning to five 
virtuous souls. Oh! the thrill of pleasure in approaching them. 
Kitty Linn ..... M. B ..... Mary B ..... Mrs. Keepers ..... Mrs. 
Thompson and her spectacles. 
I see them again this moment! 
My Master! I have taken you with me on my breasts, ... I descended 
the mountain towards Aloysius Elder's ... The vivid remembrance of 
my France seized me, when for the first time I carried you thus through 
the country. Ah! we sang, and I commenced to sing all alone Adoro te 
supp/ex, as if that might please you! You caused delicious tears to flow 
in abundance. 0 my Master! I sang it all the way to the house of poor 
Beard, ... no one there ... four little dogs ... I resolve to sing it to the 
Sisters, ... ah! if! had a voice! I remembered that I used to sing at con-
certs, ... regrets for myself and for my poor mother who consented to it 
perhaps through tenderness, and we displeased Thee! 
Arrived, my heart swelled as I placed you on the little table. Tears 
flowed all the while I was hearing confession, and exhorting ... Then 
an infant upon the bed which I baptized a month since. They wanted to 
take it away ... 0 no! 0 no! It is the angel, and perfect praise. I spoke 
upon the thought that Thou hadst in Thy Divine Sacrifice, and in Thy 
tabernacle even in this very house. 
I came away, and commenced to say my office amongst the undu-
lations ofthe wheat which I traversed. Tears in abundance redoubled 
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as 1 raised my eyes toward the church suspended above the trees, and 
Mr. Duhamel at that moment at the altar. Ah! said 1 to myself, 1 enjoy 
then a happiness the most pure, the most exquisite which can be found 
on earth! And then only, did the thought of the anniversary of my holy 
ministry come back to me, and rolled vaguely and sweetly as 1 re-
turned. 
Q beautiful and pure morning! Q my God! so good! so good! What 
shall 1 render Thee! Call me to Heaven! 
I resolved on Simplicity. 
This thought has more and more charmed my inebriated heart. 
Be blessed ... and ... and ... 
My God! bless our earth. 
And the spiritual friend of my heart.] 
Veille Corpus Christi 1814 
Jour pluvieux-mes larmes en torrents pour les calamites de 
monpays. Je revens it travers Ie bois de tourmenter de nouveau un 
pecheur du vieille date que rien n'ebranle. J'etais triste ... 
J'entends trotter legerement derriere moi, puis hem, hem demi 
voix- je me retourne, c'etoit Ie pauvre petit negre de Mde 
McCatee qui a I' air d 'un arbrisseau a demi froisse dont rien ne 
cherit Ie developpement, tout jeune et un air vieux ---mais 
l'oeil si bon, si simple- il me regardait d'un telTain plus bas, son mor-
ceau de chapeau a la main et tirant Ie pied delTiere lui, mais avec un 
air! ...... J' aurais ri sans que j' ai pense au grand Abraham qui 
regardait je pense ainsi Ie Seigneur quand il vient prier pour 
Sodome ..... et il se souvenait de notre autre Dimanche soir en-
semble et la vache "Mon enfant avez vous fait votre priere ce 
matin? Qui monsieur-de tout votre coeur? Qui monsieur il faut 
faire comme cela tous les matins et tous les soirs .. . Qui monsieur 
Je continuais ma route ... il a couru plus legerement qu' avant ... et 
cette fois j' ai entendu sa petite voix "I go to church every Sunday ... " 
C' est bien ... c' est bien" et je continuais march ant avec mes pensees. 
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"Every Sunday, sir, I go to church." "Oh bien mon enfant, il faut bien 
aimer Ie bon Dieu" et j' ai tire une medaille et je lui ai donne et il a Ie 
pied derriere avec un regard et une inclination ... Je me suis retoume 
a 4 pas de lit il baisait sa medaille! Ii a couru tout Ie chemin apres moi 
... j arrivais a la maison avec la pensee du commencement, mes yeux 
pret a repandre leurs grosses lannes, c'etoit me disais- je comme 
Abraham avec Ie Seigneur! Pauvre petit illui est plus agreeable que 
moil J'aurais dfr m'arreter d'avantage et lui faire un peu de 
catechisme. Pauvre enfant, nud pieds, en rags, et un morceau de cha-
peau, noir, ignorant, sans mere, sans pere, sans ami, personne qui 
cheri sse sa pauvre tige froissee, abandonne donn ant sur Ie floor dans 
une guenille, courant Ie matin et Ie soir apres la vache-voila tout. 
Mais il est baptize, son pere celeste est infiniment bon, Ie ciel 
s' ouvrira pour lui! Se fennira- helas! Pour tant de riches, de savants, 
des opulants maltres de negres. 0 Ie ciel! ce petite enfant. Coulez mes 
larmes. 
[Eve of Corpus Christi, 1814 
Rainy day. My tears flow in torrents for the calamities of my coun-
try. 
I was just returning through the woods, after tonnenting a sinner of 
old date, whom nothing can move. I was sad. I heard some one trotting 
lightly behind me, then, "Hem! hem!" in a half voice. I turned; it was 
the poor little Negro13 of Mrs. McAtee who looks like a stunted shrub 
that nothing serves to nourish, who though all young has an old air, but 
the eye so good, so simple. He was looking at me from below, his 
piece of hat in hand, and drawing his foot backward, but with such an 
air! 
13Mount St. Mary owned some slaves, either as a result of purchase, outright gifts, or loans by 
parents as part of their sons' fees. Many of these slaves became Catholic, and their sacramental 
records were kept in the ledgers of Old St. Mary Church on the Hill. The vast majority of the Native 
Americans were gone from the area by the time the settlers arrived in the 1700s. Elizabeth and the 
Sisters of Charity provided catechism classes and other forms of social services to the 
African-American children and their families living at the Mountain. 
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1 would have laughed, had 1 not thought of the great Abraham who 
looked in this manner, 1 think, at our Lord when He came to pray for 
Sodom.14 He remembered our other Sunday evening together, and the 
cow. 
"My child, have you said your prayer, this morning!" 
"Yes, sir." 
"With all your heart?" 
"Yes, sir." 
"You must do so every morning, and every evening." 
"Yes, sir." 
1 continued my route. He ran more lightly than before, and this time 
1 heard his little voice. "I go to church every Sunday." 
"That is right,- that is right," and I continued walking with my 
thoughts. 
"Every Sunday, sir, 1 go to church." 
"0 well, my child! You must love the good God much," and 1 drew 
forth a medal and gave it to him, and he drew the foot backward with a 
look, and an inclination. I turned back, and at four steps from me he 
was kissing his medal. He ran all the way after me. 1 arrived at the 
house with the same thought 1 had in the beginning, my eyes ready to 
shed their big tears. It was, said 1 to myself, like Abraham with the 
Lord! Poor little one! he is more agreeable to Him than 1 am. 1 should 
have stopped longer with him, and taught him some catechism. Poor 
child! barefoot, in rags, running morning and evening after the cow, 
that is all! But he is baptized,-his heavenly Father is infinitely good. 
Heaven will be opened to him,- will be closed, alas! for so many rich 
ones, learned, opulent masters of Negroes ... 
o heaven! this little child- flow my tears!] 
14ef. Gen. 18:16-33. 
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11.10 St. John, Valley 
St. John' 1814 Valley 
- these two words-
"The disciple whom Jesus loved"- and "who leaned on his breast 
at supper,,2 - We- not on his breast but he on ours indeed- our life in 
him- wrapt in him- for us he put himself in agony ah for Me my-
self- for me every stripe of flagellation- for me every thorn- for me 
the spear and nails on calvary- that spear passed thro my very name 
written on his heart 
- 0 written even as the name of his very disciples and good shep-
herds- now from his tabernacle here- to our very heart! 
Benediction 
Mary Queen and Virgin pure!-
as poor unfledged Birds uncovered in our cold and hard nests on 
this Earth we cry to her for her sheltering outspread wings- little 
hearts not yet knowing sorrow- but poor tired and older ones pressed 
with pains and cares seek peace and rest- O our Mother! and find it in 
thee.-
Innocents3 -
this your day my children- to imitate thro life these innocent sim-
ple unconscious Babes the first Victims for our Jesus- their mothers 
anguish, even a little murmer perhaps that the strange man and woman 
Mary and Joseph left them to suffer all and brought on them this mur-
der and bloodshed- the spiritual view so different the little bodies cut 
down the little souls flying up joyful- happy blessed troop entering 
11.10 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:43 
'The feasts ofSt. John and the Holy Innocents (below) are in the octave of Christmas. 
2John 13:23-24 
3Cf. Matt. 2: 16-1 8. 
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Limb04 so welcome to the holy Fathers and expecting Souls to whom 
they give the news that he who was to come is come, and Oh! that their 
life had been given for his 
- my children mind the soldiers of Herod the ministers of the 
prince of darkness worse far than they, who c[oul]d only touch the 
body while the soldiers of Satan destroy and kill your little 
Souls-and a last thought yourself kill not each others Soul by Scan-
dal-say of her who gives the scandal there a soldier of Herod-
11.11 "All Saints eve .. .''' 
[October 31,1816] 
-after she seemed gone for a while, nature made another push and 
she said distinctly "Ma the girls talk so loud" think only of your dear 
Saviour now my darling I said "to be sure certainly" she answered, 
and said no more d[r]opping her head- for the last time on her 
Mothers heart.-
and she said she would come and see me the next night at eleven 
<for> she told sister- Margaret [George] very gaily who was speak-
ing of some one going home-"I will be home to morrow" about a 
qua[ r ]ter before eleven kneeling by her surrounded by her night watch 
in the choir, through the opposite window next the chapel door-I saw 
in the midst of the bla[c]kest sky imaginable and rolling loud thunder 
and lightning with driving wind rat[t]ling every thing around us-the 
purest white cloud, bright as if near the noon day Sun-as it advanced 
rapidly towards the window I was forced to smile with Cecil who 
knew her promise- for half past. An hour gazed at it with delight of 
thousand dearest imaginations then dropped in the thought of the 
4A belief among Catholics that souls of the unbaptized go to a place of natural happiness without 
enjoying the vision of God 
11.11 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:20 
lAlthough several versions ofElizabeth'sjoumal of Rebecca's illness appear in Seton Writings 
2:432-435 , the text that appears here is a different one. 
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blessed reality to be received next morning in the white clouds of sa-
cred veils-
R.MS. 
11.12 "The most pure . . .''' 
[1817] 
The most pure, heavenly minded Mary Egan departing. I have been 
watching the little lamp these twenty four hours, and when we thought 
it just out to the last minute, all the sisters gone, the last indulgence 
given, she turns suddenly to her poor Michael (her brother, afterwards 
a most edifying priest),> with a smile and tells him: "You know not 
how sweet it is to die in the arms of Jesus, or you would not cry. Re-
joice with me Michael, thank Him, He takes me to Himself. Befaith-
fitl to God, the last words my father said to me. I leave you in His hands 
Michael, I am going home, my brother, I go a little before you, to beg a 
good place for you, Michael." Then gives me the smile, and says: 
"Rebecca promised to get one for me." And turning again said: "It is 
so sweet to die in the arms of Jesus! We never yet had one since 
Annina, with such a love and patience for little ones. Never weary 
with them and glad heart when she was called to serve them, gentle, 
peaceable Mary, now like the white lily yonder in the garden. This day 
ofSt. Aloysius, like him she goes from this dirty world, all adorned to 
11.12 ASJPH 7-8-1:2(365) 
IThis selection is taken from the Annals a/the Sisters a/Charity, ISI6-1S20. A note preceding 
Elizabeth's reflection reads: "The following year, June 20th, Sister Mary Theresa Egan, niece of 
Bishop [Michael] Egan of Philadelphia, died the death of the just, after the most diligent efforts to 
perfect herself in the love of God. The following notes were written by Mother Seton on the death of 
this sainted young sister." 
Mary Theresa Egan (ISOO-ISI7) was admitted to St. Joseph's Academy gratis because of her 
father's financial difficulties. She entered the community December ISI6 and was known as Sister 
Mary Theresa. She died June 20, IS17, as a novice. 
A similar passage appears in Rev. Simon Gabriel Brute and His Connection with the Community. 
1812-1839 (Emmitsburg, IS86) which is reproduced in Seton Writings 2:316, note 5. 
2Michael Duborgo Egan, a nephew of Bishop Michael Egan, was a student at Mount St. Mary. He 
was ordained and eventually became president of that institution. 
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meet Him, she served with a care so exact, that she has been called our 
walking rule, since her first admission. When I began to read the 
prayers for Extreme Unction for her, I was sure the Superior would 
anoint her, when he came and this would, to all appearance, be her last 
day in this land of offence, she looked so pleased, so many pressings 
on my hand, whenever the word, Thy will my God, could come in the 
prayers, yet she so ardently longed to live, to be a sister, as she so often 
said, and her little notes on the day she was admitted to her novitiate, 
speak an ardor little expected under the most uniform serious look. 
"Your promised spouse, this day, my Jesus," she says, "Oh that the 
day would come to accomplish all." Well, it is come for you, my 
happy Mary! I never saw heaven so wide open for anyone, as for her. 
F or all she could, she did through persevering suffering, since she kept 
her class till this week, and so ardently desired to do the full extent of 
days, if she had been permitted. 
Sunday morning. Now all the girls around our first little novice, 
stretched in the chair, where my Bec [Rebecca Seton] lay last. They so 
tenderly loved each other. Cecilia [0 'Conway] just says, how admira-
ble her little writings, when admitted to the candidateship. The hope, 
that He would accept the service, so unworthy a creature could offer. 
And when on the Annunciation [March 25], the day of our vows, 
when she speaks to Him of our happiness and tells Him; "But you 
know well, though my happy time to make them is far off, yet my 
whole heart is yours, and with it I pronounce them with all its affec-
tion." Precious child! every little comfort I could offer her in her sick-
ness, she would stop, recollected and say, "if you say so, my Mother," 
and not take even a drink, she was parched for, till Mother said, or 
gave it when present. 
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11.13 Purity of Intention 
[1818] 
-What would be the whole world to me without the approving 
smile of my Jesus and with it what reprof of contempt could be too 
hard to bear 
11.14 "61 is our last number ... " 
Nov. 1818 
61 is our last number Blessed-
mind not my health Death grins broader in the pot every morning and I 
grin at him and show him his master-
Oh be blessed blessed blessed I see nothing in this world but the blue 
sky and our altars, all the rest is so plainly not to be looked at, but all 
left to him with tears only for sin we talk now all day long of my Death 
and how it will be just like the rest of the house work 
-what is it else-
what came in the world for-why in it so long-but this last great 
Eternal end-it seems to me so simple-when I look up at the crucifix 
simpler still-so that I went to sleep before I had made any 
thanksgiving but T[ e de ]um magnificat after communion 
tomorrow first Friday in month, and Saturday is my own day 
- Oh be blessed as the poorest Sinner is-
visitation-
Magnificat at sunset this eve[ninJg. 
11.13 ASJPH \-3-3-19:8 
11.14 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:78 
Rd. Mr. Brute 
Mount St. Mary's 
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11.15 "Suffer patiently . .. '" 
[n.d.] 
Suffer patiently for a while your winter will soon be over and the 
spring that succeeds will blossom eternally 
RESIGNA nON 
Eternity-Mother! 
What a celestial commission intrusted- Mother of the Daughters 
of charity! by whom so much is to do also for God through their short 
life-
Jesus Eternal Wisdom! 
Jesus Infinite Goodness! 
Jesus Joy of angels! 
Jesus crown of all Saints. 
Cheerfulness prepares a generous mind for all the noblest acts of 
Religion- love, adoration, praise and every union with our God, as 
also for duties, charity, happy zeal, useful concern for our neighbour, 
and all those acts of Piety which should improve cheerfulness and dis-
pose the poor Soul to joyful serenity-resting All upon infinite good-
ness! thrice infinite goodness of our adored and beloved 
[H]ow I love' that heart all lost in love beholding thee Father of an-
gels, and friend of man, his Saviour, God- who snatched the smoking 
brand from out the flames and quenched it in thy blood! ! !- How art 
thou pleased by bounty and distress! to make his groan beneath our 
11.15 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:21, 1-8 
I A number of small papers make up this document. 
2This excerpt is written on the back ofa holy card of the crucifixion on which is printed: "He was 
Wounded for our Iniquities and Bruised for Our Sin and with his Stripes we are healed." Because the 
lower edge is tom, the last line is illegible. 
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gratitude-of lavish love stupendous height to soar , , , and leave 
praise panting in the distant Vale, , , , - Oh! since our poor good will 
obtains thy smiles, with that soft eye which melted o'er doomed 
[Jeru] Salem, deign to look compassion to the coldness of my 
breast-on such a theme 'tis impious to be calm.-
the cries of my sins which rise up to thee, are the cause that Salva-
tion is far from me 
9th P 3- save me 0 Lord in you I put all my trust;3 for there is now 
no Saint left upon the earth or any person in whom to confide-for 
truth is decayed among the children of men and is scarcely to be found 
Remember 0 most pious Virgin no one ever had recourse to your 
protection, implored Your help or sought your mediation without ob-
taining relief-confiding then on Your goodness and mercy 0 Mother 
of the Eternal word I cast myself at thy sacred feet and do most humbly 
supplicate you to adopt me as your child and take upon Yourself the 
care of my Salvation. 
- - 0 let it not be said my dearest MOTHER that I have perished 
where no one ever found but Grace and Salvation4-
Williams daily prayer 
Death Judgment Eternity Mother 
my own 
You wash the dish and clean the platter, and so will our Lord scour 
you if you do not soon refonn, why will you force him to scour so 
3ps.56:3 
4This is the text ofSt. Bernard's prayer to Mary, the Memorare. 
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St. Nicholas Tolentin5 
Vigilence over words and actions 
11.16 "Children of the same Almighty Father ... " 
[n.d.] 
Children of the same Almighty Father, Redeemed by the same dear 
and merciful Savior-influenced and preserved by one adored <com-
forting> sacred Spirit, fellow heirs of the same precious hopes and 
promises- fellow travellers thro' the same road and journey- can 
any ties be more Sacred!? any bonds stronger than those which united 
Christians to each other-"I beseech you by the mercies of 
God"-"consider them render not evil for evil"l-
11.17 "To try and open day Wen ... " 
[n.d.] 
To try and open day Well-doing no action but which may be of-
fered to God as accomplishing his will-prayer with all the fervour in 
my power-
Many and earnest Acts of love and resignation-the first in the 
Morning-some Act of penance in atonement for sin and to obtain 
Perseverance- Mildness to all- No wilful Sin 
+ 
5St. Nicholas Tolentino (1245-1305) was an Augustinian preacher, confessor, and minister to the 
poor, sick, criminals, and needy. 
11.16 AS.JPH 1-3-3-3:47 
11 Pet. 3:9 
11.17 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:52 
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<Daily> offering of my Whole self- every hour confirming him 
by his Precious blood and 5 Sacred wounds to let me know his Will 
and give me grace to perform it-5 acts of mortification each day in 
honour of those wounds for the same intention 
30 years-at most Communion once a month 300 Communions 
One Act of penance each day- 10905 
3 acts of love each day 32850-
11.18 "most precious Communion . .. " 
[n.d.] 
most precious Communion-preceded by alarm and thoughts of 
fear- but all settled in one thought how he loves and welcomes the 
poor and desolate. He said while the soul was preparing see the blood 
I shed for you, is at this very hour invoked upon you by your Brother 
and- and they prepare, and you will thank-peace, silence, the gar-
den, my will my will forever! 
- oh yes adored, your will your will forever-
in all my late communion this abandonment and misery has given a 
mixture of sorrow and peace and love which is made a part ofthe daily 
Bread tho so many other bad bad ingredients are added = 
11.19 "Thou hast covered him . .. '" 
Thou hast covered him with glory and honour and set him over the 
works of Thy hands.2 0 yes, My God most happy to be Thy steward to 
dispense to Thy dear souls 
11.18 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:47 
11.19 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:16, p. 1-7b 
1 A number of small papers make up this document; one page lists household expenses for 1806 




A meek and humble heart, my dear one-that once gained All 
would be secured for time and Eternity. 
Praise grant me to know and love [thee] more and more in thy Sac-
rament [of] love, to give thee the most [perfect] thanksgiving in a life 
of daily __ faithful Service- remove [for]ever from my Soul the 
threat [of] thy Apostle .. alas with tears of blood I [wo ]uld acknowl-
edge too often to have deserved by me- O that I may [ever] 
more recieve thee but with 
[Seven Last Words]3 
Father forgive they know not what they do 
Amen I say to thee this day thou shalt be with me in Paradise 
Behold thy Son Behold thy Mother 
I thirst 
My God, my God why has thou forsaken me-
Father to thy hands I commend my Spirit. 
It is Consumated 
blessed Jesus } 
dearest Jesus } 
Beloved Jesus } 
My Jesus } 
Our brother } 
lIt is part of Christian piety to meditate on the last words of Christ on the cross. C[ Matt. 27, Mark 
15, Luke 23, and John 19. 
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our father } 
our friend } 
Our Saviour } have mercy on us 
Our redeemer } 
our love } 
our happiness } 
Our God } 
Son of Mary } 
our refuge } 
our comfort } 
11.20 "And my poor soul . . ."1 
[n.d.] 
[Reflection on Vows] 
And my poor soul steering direct for Eternity must clear its way of 
these perpetual impediments = Our Jesus understands-no one but 
him ever can unless the daily work c[oul]d be interested within and 
without by any but himself alone = Now poor poor poor Soul a Vow 
not made as former vows without knowledge of their obligation or 
consequence, but with full knowledge and acceptation of conse-
quences- nothing can excuse, it is signed by the Sacred wounds in 
which it was made- much good may come from it.-and now 
11.20 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:27 
IThis document is from a copy made by Robert Seton who sent the orig inal to Madame H6lfme de 
Barberey. In a note on the reverse of the copy, he stated: "I sent the original scraps to Mme. De 
Barberey with a request that she would return them. These are of Mother Seton and in her 
handwriting in the original, and that the reflection was on the fly leaf torn out of some book." 
Robert Seton (1839·1 927) was the son of William and Emily Prime Seton and the grandson of 
Elizabeth. Ordained a priest in 1865 and a bishop in 1905, he was interested in family genealogy. He 
edited Memoir: Letters and Journal of Elizabeth Seton, Convert to the Catholic Faith and Sister of 
Charity, 2 vols. (New York: P. O'Shea, 1869). This work is hereafter cited as Memoir. 
Madame H<Slime de Barberey requested material from Robert Seton because she was writing a 
biography of Elizabeth, which she published as Elizabeth Seton et les commencements de I'eglise 
catholique aux e/als-Unis [Elizabeth Seton and the Beginnings of the Catholic Church in the United 
States] (Paris, Librairie Poussielgue Freres, 1868). 
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invention[s] of the evil one make a more dangerous [unclear] for my-
self and those committed to me than the present unless this conclusion 
is adhered to = 
o sweet Lord!~Our Blessed Mother! how much grace and Pa-
tience! = but never mind individual misers let the poor willing ones be 
spared. 
11.21 "the good Friday . .. " 
[n.d.] 
<Tomorrow> the good Friday of Death and Life! 
The Death of our Jesus~the Etemal Life of our Souls 
1 st I stand upon Mount Calvary~my Saviour is there hanging on 
the cross these three hours of his suspension between heaven and 
Ea1ih.~the deepest darkness surrounds~his Divine soul is absorbed 
in unutterable thought, feelings of inconcievable anguish~prayers, 
offerings, last consummations of the Mysteries of our Salvation~My 
Soul~see~attend~remain in silence, adoration, union,~My Je-
sus~my God~Etemity.~Blessed Ma1y~beloved disciple~holy 
Women~adoring Angels! I unite with you~I am with you 
2nd a voice from the heigth of the Cross! the Voice of my Saviour 
through this darkness strong~awful~loud. spoken to the Father in 
the highest, and to resound to the remotest extremities of time and 
space. "All is consummated'l~hear my soul and plunge deeper still 
in this abyss oflove and Silence ALL IS CONSUMMATED! ALL! 
and in that hour! 0 think of all that was done for thee. 
3rd that voice again! "Father into thy hands I commend my 
Spirit."" the head of my Jesus sinks down~he breathes his last with a 
11.21 AS./PH 1-3-3-3:58 
IJohn 19:30 
2Luke 23 :46 
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powerful cry- Nature is convulsed- the horrid crash of rocks and 
opening monuments resound-JESUS EXPIRES 
= Why should we speak the feelings of the moment truly unspeak-
able in every breath-gratitude-Iove-Silent Adoration. 
11.22 "Souls destined to partake . .. " 
[n.d.] 
X 
Souls destined to partake his Eternal Inheritance the dear objects of 
his Love 
Go to him with faith love and confidence- he will help fill yourself 
with his spirit and He himself will govern 
He wills you to be to them as a titular Angel-to guide them in his love 
defend them from their Enemy and as the beauty purity and sanctity of 
those Souls contribute to his Glory, to put a part of his own glory in 
your hands. 
He uses you as Pharo[h] made use of Joseph to watch over his 
House'-andforget not the account to be given ifthro your fault of 
vigilance of Goodness, offirmness- ! Proportioned, to the dignity of 
those Souls- to Gods love for them to the glory they might have 
given- and the recompense reserved for them --- - --
+ 
to do violence to self on a thousand occasions- renounce all 
Satisfactions in particular- endure the weakness of some the 
munnurings of others- the delicacy of a third- yet forgetting no one! 
But your grace will be proportioned to your wants and duties- and the 
recompense proportioned also ----
11.22 ASJPH 7-3-1-2:110 
'Cf. Gen. 41. 
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11.23 "Principal impressions" 
28th August 1814' 
Principal impressions 
to die with him-to see all things in the little world of St. Joseph as 
they are- so good in intention andfaithfitl in accomplishment by the 
best souls-
2 Why care for any thing personal if it is, or is not, so, or not so. the 
little remaining moment all too little indeed for Penance much less 
reparation of love-
3 Why not enjoy the interior cell with sweet peace and expectation 
since he has arranged exterior things so evidently for that end 
4 the Judge who will show Mercy in proportion to what we show 
5 the moment to be judged so uncertain, the punishment already 
for 30 years deserved so certain. 
6 the treasury so empty, the occasions to heap it so continual the 
eternal regret if neglected-
7 a gloomy and constrained penance so unworthy to the beloved, 
and unedifying to his dear ones 
8 perseverance a gratuitous grace yet forfeited so often!!!!!!!!! 
9 if the punishment of the past was proportioned to! !! how very 
light the present pains in comparison 
10th not the least even momentary event, but by his dear PERMIS-
SION or appointment-
11 th Sent to remind- and awaken! ! 
11.23 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:44 
I August 28 is Elizabeth's birthday. 
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11.24 "We see my Soul ... " 
[n.d.] 
1 st. We see my Soul how mercifully we have been created preserved 
and Redeemed, but the grace of redemption, the Death of our Jesus 
himself, is to be applied to us <only by the sacred action thought of> = 
Baptism, and this Blessed Door of entrance to every succeeding grace 
we found opened to us at our coming in the world ... let us return in 
spirit to [the] blessed moment when we received this heavenly gift. 
11.25 "you mention my Father ... " 
[ 1816] 
you mention my Father,' answer he is wonderfully altered oflate-he 
has grown very reserved in his manners-converses but little, 
enquires after no one, except names are mentioned before him- but I 
am certain he will never cease to remember you-
11.26 "Then Elias taken up ... " 
[n.d.] 
Then Elias' taken up formerly in the fiery chariot who came back 
by the side of our Jesus on Mount Tabor and saw there the glories not 
)).24 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:44a 
11.25 ASJPH 1-3-3-7:95 
'The reference to "my Father" is obscure. Elizabeth's own father, Dr. Richard Bayley, died in 
1801. 
11.26 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:25(4) 
lElijah was visited by the fiery chariot and carried off to heaven "in a whirlwind." Cf 2 Kings 
2:1-13. 
2Mount Tabor was the scene of Jesus' transfiguration. A peak of 1650 feet that rises above the 
Plain of Esdraelon, it is located about five miles southeast of Nazareth. 
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to be revealed before his passion, nor to be seen by us before our own 
consummation-Thou sawest our Jesus a mild King coming to his 
Sion riding on the asses colt-but ah Zacharias3 thou sawest what fol-
lowed, his triumph-your Jesus sold and delivered and the 30 pieces 
numbered, yet be comforted thou know est the glory of his resurrec-
tion figured in the deliverance ofJonas4 from the monster ofthe deep. 
1st Eve of All S[ain]ts 
2 the day 
Saturday 
1st Medit[ation] 
Sunday <David Ps[alms]> Isaiah 
Monday David 
11.27 "The Loss of God" 
The Loss of God 
[n.d.] 
Let us represent to ourselves a lost Soul plunged in the depths of 
despair saying incessantly to itself I have lost God, lost him through 
my own fault, I have lost him forever. 
I have lost my God my creator, my saviour, the source of all my 
happiness-he destined me to glory, created me for himself, placed 
me a while upon earth to prepare me for heaven where now I ought to 
be reigning with him-but I have lost him, and through my own free 
will 
3Cf. Zech. 9:9 and Luke 19:28-35. 
4Cf. Jon. 2:1-11 and Matt. 26:16. 
11.27 ASJPH 1-3-33-3:25,6 
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11.28 "Servant of Jesus ... " 
[n.d.] 
Servant of Jesus, shall be loved revered- I thought a body sooner 
could have loved without a soul than I deprived of thee 
Ah why delay? 
Our misery is, not to conform ourselves to the intentions of God as 
to the manner in which he will be glorious . . what pleases him does not 
please us- he wills us to enter in the way of suffering, and we desire to 
enter in action- we desire to give rather than receive- and do not 
purely seek his Will 
11.29 "Union in God" 
[n.d.] 
Union in God 
The accidents of life separate us from our dearest friends; but let us 
not despond. 
God is like a looking-glass in which souls see each other. 
The more we are united to Him by love, the nearer we are to those 
who belong to Him. 
Jesus Christ encompasses all places and all his members centre in 
Him; we need but prostrate at His feet to find them. 
They may be hidden from the eyes of our body, but not from the 
eyes of our soul and of Faith. 
Death which breaks off all human ties, strengthens the union of the 
children of God. 
If time separates them, Eternity will unite them. 
t 1.28 ASJPH 1-3-3-18:67b 
11.29 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:81, 1-2 
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Ever dear and esteemed friend of my heart- May I address you on 
the fervent love and charity of our Good God towards us in the 
Blessed Sacrament of the Altar-Can we ever be greatful to him for 
that-much less the numberless numberless blessings he sheds on us 
each day of our lives-Join with me and let us thank him from the bot-
tom of our hearts for all both spiritual and temporal 
11.30 "My Flesh is Meat indeed ... " 
[n.d.] 
My Flesh is Meat indeed, and my Blood is drink indeed. John 6, 56 
verse 
The Body of J[esus] C[hrist] Become our nourishment, his Blood 
our drink, his Divinity residing corporally within us,- such is my 
dear Brethren the effect of his tenderness, the prodigy of his Almighty 
power, the effort of infinite love, and the love of a God.- this Mystery 
has been the object of our Faith in all Ages, of our Admiration and 
Gratitude, but at this season particularly, consecrated to the celebra-
tion ofthat we are especially occupied in considering all the consola-
tions it presents to us, and the advantages we obtain in labouring to 
profit by them, that we finally may be united to Him who bestows 
them, for the flesh of our God is indeed our Meat, and his blood our 
drink; and how is it then that with such Divine nourishment so capable 
of strengthening and supporting us, we still remain so weak and lan-
guid?--does it not seem as if we endeavour to render these great won-
ders of the mercy of our God ineffectual, by continually opposing to it 
the monstrous excesses of our wickedness, and infidelity. 
-Accustomed to your Goodness 0 my God! We regard it with in-
difference and receive it with negligence. We make no efforts to par-
ticipate in the fruits of it. We are insensible to all you do for us, while 
we think the smallest exertion too much for you- Our highest service 
11.30 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:24 
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could never repay the least of your benefits, yet for the greatest, we re-
fuse <to return> you even a worthless heart. by what fatality is it that 
in partaking your gifts, we at the same time must blush for our faith-
less ingratitude. 
Let us never then my dear Brethren lose sight of these two objects, that 
the one may give light to the other, and our souls be penetrated with 
the sense of our ingratitude at the view of that love whose greatness 
and luster is brightened by the contrast of our ingratitude and unwor-
thiness. 
<I will rest on this thought and following the words ofSt. John who 
teaches us that the institution ofthe> I will rest on this idea which is so 
proper to direct and support you in the engagements you have entered 
into with J[esus] C[hrist] And to possess your hearts in these happy 
moments you are to pass with him to renew that fervour which will 
conduct you to the foot of his Altar not only at the time particularly ap-
pointed, but as often as your time and occupations permit. I will then 
follow the words ofSt. John who declares to us that the institution of 
the Eucharist was the effect of the love J[ esus] C[hrist] always had for 
us, and would have until death, and <shall> considering the sacrament 
of our Altars in relation to what J. C. Has done for us, and what we re-
fuse to do for him, I discover in it a double mystery- Mystery of the 
inconceivable love of J. C. For us, and the yet more inconceivable 
mystery of our Indifference for him, as you will see in the second 
point. 
Ave Maria-
The son of God has descended from Heaven, he was humbled he 
was [space] he laboured, he suffered he became subject to death, and 
died on the cross, for our Salvation- these are striking testimonies of 
his love, but he so willed it says the Prophet that all his benefits should 
be concentrated in one, which is contained in the heavenly food he has 
prepared for us. Memoriam 
- No his love was not exhausted, it was not even satisfied by all 
that he had <done> suffered for us, he yet would do something more; 
it was finished, heaven was appeased, our Sins were expiated, and 
Hell shut up, and tho all seemed accomplished, the tender love of our 
Divine Saviour still invented a new work, to recommence again all he 
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had done and if it may be so said to recommence it again at every mo-
ment.- yes D[ear] B[rethren] in this Sacrament J[esus] C[hrist] in-
carnates himself anew, he again buries himself in the obscurity of his 
hidden and innocent life, again he instructs, and models his disciples, 
again he is exposed to the hatred and fury of his enemies again he suf-
fers, again he dies- thus the holy Fathers have called this Sacrament 
the extention and continuation ofthe Incarnation- therefore it may be 
justly said that in this sacrament is reunited the All the Wonders of his 
Mercy Memoriam fecit [He has made a memorial] etc etc-and this 
my dear Brethren is what I call the inconceivable love of 1. C. for us, 
which to fonn any idea of it we must consider in its Principle, its ef-
fect, and duration. the Principle ofthis love is not like that which atta-
ches us to some object in which we seek a mutual advantage, or at least 
expect a return of affection. Jesus on the contrary having nothing to 
hope for from us, yet loves us, and at the very moment we withdraw 
ourselves from him-therefore his love is intirely disinterrested in its 
principle. the effects of our Love are limited to some equivocal ex-
pressions, or transient demonstrations frequently false or useless- to 
some trivial services whose merit consists in the trouble we attach to 
their accomplishment, <and> our care to give them a consequence, 
and the gratitude we exact for bestowing them. 1. C. On the contrary, 
hearkening only to the voice of his love, exerts in our favour, his 
whole Almighty power <the strength of his Power>, and therefore his 
love is most generous in its effects. and finally the duration of our love 
often as limited, as its extent, soon diminishes to indifference, and fre-
quently is exchanged for hatred. the wannth and vivacity of our affec-
tions is generally an unfailing presage of their instability, they are 
quickly exhausted and as often we know not why we have loved, so 
we cease to love without any cause. but the Love of J. C. On the con-
trary extends to the consummation of ages, and is therefore a durable 
love, a disinterested love, generous and constant. I resume my subject. 
-The Son of God can have no self interest in remaining with us for 
of what utility can we be to him. Supremely happy from all Eternity in 
the bosom of his Father, essentially sufficing for himself, independent 
of all creatures, of all our homages, all our adorations, and all our 
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Sacrifices, were they even the offering of our Blood, our Life, and our 
whole Being, which never can add to his greatness, his glory, and sov-
ereign felicity which essentially exists in himself, and can there alone 
be found- therefore his acceptance of our service is an additional 
benefit we owe to his Mercy, and gives him a new claim to our grati-
tude and love; in short how much has he done for us, while we have yet 
done nothing for him, and after all our greatest efforts we cannot repay 
the least of his favours, nor can we fulfill the least part of our duty un-
assisted by his grace to strengthen and fortify us against our propen-
sity to Evil. 
These principles my dear Brethren are incontestable and from 
them it follows that in instituting the adorable sacrament of his Body 
and Blood, the Son of God could have no interest in view. Yet this is 
not sufficient to give us the whole idea ofthat disinterested tenderness 
which binds him to our Altars- whatever may be the principal motive 
which actuates mankind generally, perhaps it is not impossible to find 
some <virtue> noble souls, which virtue, and Virtue alone can inter-
est, who elevated above all debasing motives will perform a good ac-
tion for its own sake alone, and seek no reward but the pleasure of 
having done it. but we also desire to known on whom our benefits are 
bestowed- it would not be prudent we say to extend them indiffer-
ently to all sorts of persons and as all our goodness is but evil in com-
parison with the goodness of God, we persuade ourselves that though 
it would be want offeelings to refuse our assistance where it is requi-
site, it would be contrary to discretion to afford it in any other case, or 
where the necessity is doubtful- it is acknowledged we must do 
good, but it is thought to be no longer good if done without precaution 
and care. The Son of God less interested and intirely liberal in his Be-
neficence, gives to Mankind the most generous and lively testimonies 
of his love, while they appear in every circumstance to render them-
selves unworthy of it. in qua nocte tradebatur [on the night on which 
he was betrayed}. It was says the great Apostle, the night in which he 
was betrayed, he chose to perform the greatest Prodigy of his Mercy. 
Observe this circumstance, and weigh well the extensive Charity of 
your God. in que nocte etc It was when, as a return for all he had al-
ready done and suffered for us, that those very Jews with whom he 
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was born and in the midst of whom he had lived, for whose salvation 
he had endured such fatigues and labours, watching and traveling, for 
whose instruction he had constant[ly] devoted every hour of his mor-
tal life, whom he had endeavoured to gain by so many promises, and 
even threatenings, to whom he gave the proof of so many convincing 
and striking Miracles-those very Jews who had witnessed the resur-
rection of so many among their nation who had beheld the numbers of 
sick he had healed-who were nourished by the Miraculous Bread in 
the desert-as the sole reward and price of these benefits seek only to 
destroy him. In que nocte etc they now assembly from every part, they 
form their plans against him-the Priests and and Pharisees on one 
hand always impelled by hatred and Jealousy on the other the people, 
who attracted by the splendor of his Miracles had seemed at first to 
take part with our divine Saviour but now in dreadful accord conspire 
his destruction. In in qua nocte etc- that night of obscurity, whose 
darkness <is> yet <spread over> envellopes that unhappy na-
tion-night of horror in which the powers of hell unchained gave full 
vent to their ferocious cruelty, which they exercised with most power 
at the moment it was to be destroyed, when Devils inspired with their 
rage and fury the people of Jerusalem, animating their Pontiffs and 
their great ones, and even succeeded in seducing the most faithful dis-
ciples of this divine man. It was in that night in which was conceived 
and the execution commenced of the blackest and most odious of all 
projects- that night itself when the Love of our Divine Saviour con-
ceived and executed the project most salutary and advantageous for 
man. in qua nocte tradebature. 
It was neither ignorance nor surprise which rendered him their vic-
tim. He beheld the Jairus, the blind restored to sight, pitifully engaged 
in delivering him to his enemies whose favour they wished to 
gain-<for man> infinitely enlightened <they> He knew every thing 
that passed. he knew that his hour was come, and this was the hour, he 
knew how little those who were to profit by his Infinite Mercy de-
served it. he knew the shameful action ofthose who had been purchas-
ing him as a slave. he knew the barbarous infidelity ofthe disciple who 
had sold him. he knew who would deny him, and that even all would 
abandon him. sciam quia venit hora ejus [knew his hour has come}. 
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let us take care my Beloved Brethren. I know that whatever man 
could do it would be impossible for him to merit so great a Benefit, but 
at least he may avoid putting obstacles to it- at least he may 
endeavour to dispose himself to recieve it and to give some proof of 
his love. J. C. made choice of that moment in which man's trechery 
and ingratitude was in its most criminal excess, and therefore proved 
his love to be wholly disinterested in its principle and I shall also 
prove that it was infinitely generous in its effects-
- In the associations and friendships of the world interest is the 
general motive, <and> our greatest care is to avoid any sacrifice on 
our part, and the greatest address is to obtain a great deed, and give but 
little- but it is not thus the love of our God is influenced. purely disin-
terested, and infinitely generous it is unbounded in the exercise of its 
power which is Almighty, and exhausts itself in our favour- this is 
not saying too much my Dear Brethren, or more than the holy Fathers 
have said before me- could he do more for us- could he give us any 
thing better than himself. quid unum Poterat dare etc etc [he was able 
to give] 
- can I undertake D[ ear] B[ rethren] To convey any idea of so great 
a benefit- what created intelligence can <penetrate> dive into the im-
penetrable depths of the Almighty Wisdom of a God? should we not 
cry out with the Prophet, at the view of thy wonderful works 0 my 
God I was siezed with Fear. considerere opera tua etc [to consider 
your works] 
- but the sacrament of your love you would have us approached 
without fear, there you open all your treasures to us, and permit us to 
satisfy every want, every desire. let us then endeavour to comprehend 
to the utmost of our power the extent of the Love of our God. desiring 
fonnerly to give to Achas [Ahaz] and his people a striking testimony 
of his Mercy, Ask, said he to them, and whatever Prodigy you demand 
my Almighty power shall perform it. Peti tibe sigme [which one thing 
he was able to give]- and when they refused to ask- well, said the 
Lord, Behold the wonder I will do-a Virgin shall conceive and bear a 
Son, and his name shall be called Emmanuel l that is to say, as the 
lef. Isa. 7: 10-14. 
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Gospel expresses it God with us. quod est enterpretatum nobis eum 
deus [because it is understood God is with usI 
Ah Lord! had we the power to have chosen, should we have dared 
to have extended our hopes so far! it is true that in Mary and the birth 
of Jesus the promise was accomplished, and our God was with 
us- but he would be with us in a more especial manner, and to satisfy 
his boundless love he instituted the Sacrament of the Altar in which 
that love as ingenious as liberal has invented new bounties to add still 
to those already so abundant-in fact his Birth numbered him with 
mankind, but only during his mortal life, and partially in Judea, where 
he was in a manner unknown and inaccessible to the rest of the 
world-this benefit infinite as it is, was yet too limited for the extent 
of his love- he desired not only to be with us, but with each one indi-
vidually. videbit omnia caro salutare dei [all flesh will see the salva-
tion of our God} and to effect this what does he not do--he multiplies 
the greatest wonders and bestows them profusely, he will[ s] us to have 
an easy access to him-it is not necessary to make long and painful 
journeys- we find him in the midst of us. within our own cities, in 
how many different places his love each day reproduces the same 
wonders.- he wills us to be near him with freedom, and therefore 
veils the luster of his Glory, he wraps himself in shades that we may 
not perceive him, and like Magdalen we find ourselves at his feet 
without knowing him. 
When formerly he appeared to the Jews <without know> on Mount 
Sinai in the midst of thunders and lightnings those fearful people 
would not consent to behold him a second time. speak <to him> your-
self said they to Moses that the Lord may not speak to us. non loquatus 
nobis a niu [may not speak to us}. 2 He feared our terror would be like 
theirs if he appeared to us in the splendor which surrounds him- he 
therefore conceals it, prefering to be exposed to sacrilege, irrevernce, 
and infidelity who approach his Altars without fear [or] respect or 
love, rather than impede or check the confidence of his faithful 
friends. 
2Cf. Exod. 19:16-26. 
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-Do you then exclaim, favoured people; happy people- you cry 
out in a transport of fervour there is no nation like you whose God 
dwells among them. there is none who approach them as our God ap-
proaches us. non est alia natio etc etc-but this was not sufficient. 
even to dwell among us could not satisfy his tenderness he would also 
be united to us in the most perfect and intimate manner. and by this we 
may understand the excess of his love-he would not only be with us, 
but if it may be so expressed, he would become our own, and be de-
voted to us.- and besides, what is the nature ofthis union, is it such as 
is formed by those whose dispositions and habits assimilate, whose 
inclinations and sentiments unite- these are the strongest ties we can 
imagine-but the love of our God exceeds them- it renders that un-
ion real, he lives truely in us, as St. Chrisostom expresses it, he con-
founds himself with us so that we may become one with him intire, 
Pros terea semet and-and one substance. also according to St. 
Cyrille we become the same Body and the same Blood with him. 
Concorporeus et consanguinius Christe [same body and blood of 
Christ]. 
In the Incarnation he gave himselfto Mankind in general but here he 
bestows himself on each one in particular- he there gave himself mor-
ally, but here actually-expression fails dear Brethren to describe the 
effects of the love of our God- we cannot comprehend it, though he 
himself assures us, he loves us as his Father loves him. Sicut delexit me 
Pater [As the Father loved me} etc an infinite love and consequently ef-
fective, by which he communicates himself to us, as his Father commu-
nicates himself to him. his Flesh becomes our nourishment and 
converts us to his own substance---can love be extended further, can we 
require any benefit beyond this infiinte goodness- Ah we have only to 
express our desire, and we hold as it were in our own disposal the Au-
thor of all this Beneficence- What then will he refuse us? The Apostle ex-
horting us to that confidence we ought to have in God thought it could not be 
better established than by assuring us that he who gave us his own Son, with 
him would also give us all things. quomodo cum illo nobis omnia dabat [just 
as he (God) gave all things to us with him (Jesus)} . . 
- May I not equally say to you, ifJ[ esus] C[hrist] Has so loved you as 
to give you his Body and Blood, his Soul, his Divinity, is there any thing 
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else he will not also give you?-Ah how little do you know him my 
dear Brethren, if you doubt the generousity of his love- he prevents 
your desires, it is he whose glory and greatness fills the heavens <with 
his greatness> who fills you abundantly with that Bread of life-not 
such as the manna of the desert, for those who ate of it died in the 
desert, but this is the Bread ofImmorality and whoever eats of it shall 
live forever. its fruit is life eternal, and observe my dear A[ u ]ditors he 
not only promised but actually gave it. habet vitam eternam (he has 
eternal life). and how can you forego it while you possess it in the 
midst of you, the author of life itself who dwells within you, and in 
whom you live? In me manet et ego in ilIa {He remains in me and I in 
him} Your life becomes a part of his own, and as he lives in his Father, 
he who eats his flesh, lives in him. ego vivo Propter Patrem {I live on 
account of the Father} etc etc Is this sufficient dear Breathren to give 
you an idea of the generous love of your God? It is true you dwell in a 
valey of tears, it is true you are exposed to many miseries, to many re-
verses, to many weaknesses, but you have in the midst of you the 
Bread of immortality, the food of Saints, the symbol of the resurrec-
tion the precious pledge of eternallife,- such are the expressions of 
the Fathers of the Ch[urch]. 
- let us also speak of its constancy and permanency which is the 
third character of the love our Divine Saviour bears to us. No his love 
never diminishes, always the same, it ever produces the same effects, 
and is unwearied in its goodness to us. Man variable and inconstant 
cannot long remain in the same dispositions. We must study his time, 
his caprice, and <the> favourable opportunity, which may seldom oc-
cur, or may happen but once. J. C. Our faithful and powerful friend, 
seeks us only to bestow and ifhe complains it is not of our importunity 
in asking, but of our limiting his favours, and setting bounds to our re-
quest and desires. He will be with us to the consummation of ages, 
what love but his could be so constant! every day we see the 
seperation of those who have been most united; the most sacred ties 
broken, the best cemented societies dissolved though they were 
formed by Nature, Religion, and laws- It is you alone 0 my God who 
art always the same, and ever consuming in the ardours of your love 
and how many are the trials it continually experiences-Ah Sinners I 
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intreat you to take now a view of the iniquities of your life, recall the 
remembrance of those scandalous excesses you have committed 
against your God- far from being grateful for his favours you have 
not even kept the bounds of Indifference, but you have seperated 
yourself from him, rejected his invitations, despised his Graces- is 
this all you have perhaps even outraged his adorable Person, and con-
verted the Mystery of his love for you, into a Mystery of your own in-
iquity. <to yourselves> 
11.31 Death 
my sister unique 
1. I must die that is the moment will come that all the springs of life 
shall stop etc. 
2. I m[ust] d[ie] that is- a war etc- that struggling etc-
3. etc [ditto] that my parting looks round me etc-
4. etc_ that is all my little possessions that book of my tears 
5. etc_that I will no more come to prayer, mass in this choir etc. 
6. etc_ that I will be forgotten-after a little while beyond sea, in 
Baltimore 
7._ that is my carcass to rotten 
8._ that is my package of good and bad works I will go--
where?--!! 
9._ ah that is I shall see my God-O pleasure even in judgm[ ent]-I 
will not listen to it but behold Him- but alas! if they say- now 
come where? from him! Ah! 
10. oh no, no, no but that is that I will be no more ofthis world but 
one(?) 
of heaven and that to eter[ nity ]- oh death of love! ... . . . 
11._ oh then be prepared my soul .. ... . Eternity at stake-
o joy!- o terrours! --
my Sou[l] be prepared; ah yes my God! I will be --
11.31 AMSJ A 111 018a 
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o Cross of my dying Jesus 
o my frigid lips on thee, my trembling hands, 
My cold sweating bosom press thee-
Mother Seton 
18141 
11.32 " ... innocent representations . .. " 
p. 278 4th line l 
How can those imlOcent representations of God in that natural faculty 
of man, imagination, be forbiden- which 1 st. from the very nature of 
man tend to support and increase his pious feelings-2ly which were 
expressly directed to be described in the visions <of> inspired by God 
both in the ancient and the New Testament 
- 3lywhich form the ground of all the Scriptural language which in a 
thousand nay we might say ten thousand places speaks ofthe Lord in a 
language quite figurative--4ly which it is not even in our power to 
prevent from continually rising in our mind. 
5th Line 
What application can be made by the most malignant and distorted ge-
nius of this reference Revel. 17.v. 12 to images 
IOn the back of this reflection is written: 
"Remembrances of dear Mother Seton, as far back as 1813 
My first resolutions in st. Jos[eph]'s. House 
My God, my God pity and forgive 
S[ister] M[argaret] C[ecilia] G[eorge] 
1839 
lJill 
26 years Thine" 
11.32 ASJPH 7-3-1-2-899 
IOn a small scrap of paper, Elizabeth appears to be commenting on an unidentified text dealing 
with religious images. 
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6th Line 
that God has commanded images to be made and actually made use of 
in the religious service is evident from a hundred passages-- look only 
to 
Images of Cherubim in 30 places' 
Exod 25 v.18 and 19, 221 37.v7, 8 
Numb. 7. v.89 
3. Kings' 6 v.23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 32, 35 
7. v.29, 36 
8. v.6, 7 
2. Paralip[omenon] 3. v.7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 
5. v.7,8 
Ezechie141. v .18, 20, 29 and 
oxen sculptured chronicle 
11 chap. 4-3 Kings 7. v.20, 23, 25, 36 
rats-2 Kings. Chap 6 
Brass serpent lifted up 
Numb. 21 v.8, 9 
4 Kings 18. v.4 
Jolm 3. v.14 
Lions 3 Kings 7 v.29, 36 
all that accumulation of Verses has not the least fair reference to the 
catholic worship but to the Heathens. 
11.33 Two notes' 
5 Jan[uar]y 1820 
by request 
'Written on the left side: "Images of Cherubim in 30 places" 
3In contemporary Bibles 3 and 4 Kings are equivalent to I and 2 Kings; 2 Paralipomenon is 3 
Chronicles; 2 Kings is 2 Samuel. 
11.33 ASJPH 7-3-1-2-8102 a,d 
LIn a collection of four reflections on forbearance, probably by Rev. Simon Brute, Elizabeth 
wrote two notes in the top left corner of the first and fourth. 
Office of Jesus 
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A.M.D.G.' 
10 J an[ uar]y 1820 
oh if we knew 
the "Gift of 
God, 
in all things! 
11.38 "Office of Jesus" 
January 27, 1808 
May the Name of the Lord be Blessed forever-
o Lord open our lips-and our mouths shall speak thy Praise-
o God incline to my aid, 0 Lord make haste to help me1-
Glory be etc etc-
Jesus the only thought of Thee etc etc-
Our Lord has humbled himself becoming obedient unto Death of 
the cross etc etc 2 
Let all the Earth adore and sing to thy name Jesus 3 
o God who has rendered the name of Jesus precious to thy Faithful 
with great affection of sweetness, and terrible to the Wicked, grant 
that all who devoutly reverence his name on Earth may receive the 
sweetness of Holy Consolations and in the World to come the Joy of 
his Blessed presence thro' his holy Name-
2A.M.D.G. [Ad Majorcm Dei Gloriamj , or "to the greater glory of God." Cf. John 4: 10. For 
additional short reflections for which there are no originals, see A-I 1.34 through A-I!.37 iu this 
volume. 
11.38 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:17 





To Thee Lord Jesus Christ I pay 
These my devotions of the day 
Receive me at my death that I 
May live with Thee Etemally 
11.39 A Prayer to Jesus 
[n.d.] 
o Blessed Jesus, my tender Redeemer, My Merciful Lord, I flee for 
succour, I acknowledge and adore thee as true God. My faith, My 
Hope, and all my desires are fixed on thee alone not as I would indeed; 
for Alas! my faith is imperfect, my Hope feeble, my desires still cold 
and lukewaml, and My Heart yet filled with earthly affections- But 
oh!---do thou strengthen my weakness, supply my defects, inflame 
my zeal, and where I cannot attain to what I ought, accept what I do for 
what I would do if! were able. Oh! how plentiful is thy Goodness, 0 
how transporting sweet is thy mercy, Dearest Lord Jesus, to every soul 
that seeks and thirsts after thee. JESUS, thou release of them that are 
in captivity, thou restorer ofthem that are lost, thou Hope of them that 
are in exile, thou strength ofthem that are weak, thou refreshment of 
them who languishing faint, thou comfort of every sorrowful soul- O 
JESUS sure joy of my soul give me but a true love ofthee let me seek 
thee as my only good. 
My Dear my Amiable JESUS' 
11.39 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:82, 1 
'This prayer is on pages 1 and 2 ofthis document. Page 3 has the note "3rd May Exaltation Birth 
of Anina.- " Before 1960, May 3 was the feast ofthe Finding of the Cross. 
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11.40 Queen of Apostles 
[n.d.] 
Most Blessed Mother and Queen of Apostles We humbly offer our 
tribute oflove and gratitude to thee for the tender care and protection 
thou hast shown to our most dear Father, Continue 0 Benign Mother 
and be his guide and consolation through the dangers of this life. Ob-
tain for him the plenihlde of the Apostolic spirit, that one day he may 
be numbered with those B[lessed] Saints whose festival we celebrate 
this happy day. 
Give thy Blessing' O! Our Mother to your Simon begs the poor old 
Mother of your children ofSt. Joseph, in the name ofthe whole fam-
ily. 
11.41 Prayer of Consecration' 
Rebecca's Prayer of Consecration for 
Herself and a dear companion 
EAS 
o our blessed Mother we now consecrate our poor little hearts to 
you-a receive our offering from this day we will begin and with your 
dear assistance continue to try our very best to live and serve you 
faithfully- O our dearest Mother intercede for your poor children be-
fore the throne of your divine Son, for he will not deny you his dear 
Mother anything and therefore we beg of you to beg the dear Virtue of 
purity of heart, which is so pleasing to you and your divine Son, and 
that of modesty and love, but above all our blessed mother obtain for 
11.40 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:106 
'Elizabeth wrote this short prayer atthe bottom of a prayer to Mary, Queen of Apostles, asking a 
blessing on Rev. Simon Brute. 
11.41 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:B20, p. 10 
IThis prayer is in Elizabeth's handwriting. 
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us a happy Death that we may live forever in one true [union] in the 
blessed mansions of peace and love, our true country and 
home- Amen-
11.42 Prayer for Conversion! 
[n.d.] 
Pray, then, my beloved ones pray much for your parents; pray for 
the gift of perseverance; and Mother begs you to pray most earnestly 
for the conversion of a dear friend of mine in New York, to whom I 
have never written on the subject of religion. Pray, my dear ones, that 
this soul may be added to the fold. 
11.43 "The Rose" 
"The Rose" 
Little Mary Ann [Butler] 
The morning was beautiful mild and serene 
All nature had wak'd from repose 
Maternal affection comes silently in 
And plac'd on my bosom a rose. 
11.42 White (1901), p. 417 
Whit Sundayl 
1813 
lFor several years before [Elizabeth's] death it was hcr custom to ask of God for her Christmas 
gift, . .. the conversion of some poor soul that was still wandering in the devious paths of error or 
was but nominally a member of the true Church. Christmas was the day usually appointed for the 
first communion of the children, and their saintly superior, .. . enlisted their youthful hearts ... . On 
one of these occasions she observed to the children, the evening preceding the above-mentioned 
festival, that, if they had taken all the necessary care to place their souls in a worthy state for the 
reception of our blessed Lord, he would not hesitate to grant the reasonable requests oftheir pure and 
innocent hearts (White, 417). 
11.43 1-3-3-3:85 
IWhitsunday is another name for Pentecost. Whitsuntide is the season of Pentecost. 
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Poor Nature was weak and had almost prevailed 
The wearied eye lids were closed 
But the soul yet triumphant joyfully hail'd 
The sweet Queen of flowers the rose 
Whitsuntide was the time the season of love 
Methought the blest spirit had chose 
To leave for a while the mild form of a Dove 
And come in the blush of the Rose 
Come heavenly Spirit descend on each heart 
And there let thy blessings repose 
As thou did'st on Mary thy temple of rest 
On Mary! our Mystical rose. 2 
11.44 "St. Simon" 
Blest apostle lend thy ear 
Listen to my feeble prayer 
From thy happy, happy place 
Beam on us a smile of peace 
2A title ascribed to the Blessed Virgin 
11.441-3-3-3:50 
St. Simoni- October 28,1813 
I St. Simon the Apostle. In the Catholic church he is venerated together with St. Jude on October 
28 when their feast days are celebrated. Elizabeth made special note of the patronal feasts of her 
friends and students; this was Rev. Simon Brute's feast. 
Banish'd Children let us be 
Objects of thy charity 
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Well this earth is known to thee 
and all its scenes of misery 
all its hardships you have shar'd 
pass'd with joy through every care 
heedless of tyranic pride 
Preach'd your Jesus crucified 
you have trod the crooked road 
Now seated near the throne of God 
look down and let us be 
objects of thy Charity 
I thank our Jesus in our place 
for the many gifts of grace 
dayly on our souls bestow'd 
by the Author of all good 
Let thy glorious praise supply 
our poor souls deficiency 
Blest Apostle lend thy ear 
Listen to my feeble prayer 
11.45 "Communion" 
Communion! 
Awake my soul, thy Jesus' voice 
Bids thee arise bids thee rejoice, 
He comes with open arms of love 
Thy never failing friend to prove, 
Peace Peace my Soul thou needst not fear 
But haste 0 haste thy love is near 
1l.45ACM 
!This piece is not in Elizabeth's hand but was composed by her according to a notation on the 
original. 
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Whilst with the bread oflife thou'st fed 
Over this earth are thousands Spread 
Less blest than thou by Sin beguil' d 
And thou art made a favour'd child. 
How vain is all that's earthly now 
But 0 my Soul how g[r]eat art thou 
The whole of heaven's wide domain 
Could not thy Jesus love contain, 
While angelic hosts wondering See 
Their God debase himself for thee, 
He comes to shew the lovers part 
And dwell within a little heart, 
Peace then my Soul thou didst not fear 
But haste 0 haste thy love is near 
11.46 "When we by faith . . .'>1 
When we by faith behold the Cross 
Tho many griefs we meet 
We draw a gain from every loss 
And find the bitter sweet 
Oh Thou! to whom in vain no suppliant bows 
Whose good dispensing hand does never close 
Deign now to listen to a Parents Prayers 
And grant that this thy holy Book may prove 
The choicest present of matemallove 
When dawning reason opens on her Soul 
And youthful passions need some strong controle 
In these blest precepts may she seek the road 
11.46 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:25, p. 7-8 
'Written at the top upside down: "expletive to the class." 
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Which tenninates in bright eternal good. 
Here as she views the glorious prospect shine 
Of life and Immortality divine. 
o may the boundless hopes inspire her youth 
To listen to, and love the voice of truth! 
Here too while studying the holy words, 
The pure religion of her Blessed Lord 
May the remembrance of the life he gave 
To pain and death a fallen world to save 
Touch her young heart and all her bosom move 
With Faith, Obedience, gratitude and love. 
A.M.S.'-
11.47 "Servant of Jesus" 
Servant of Jesus!- Shall beloved revered-
I thought a Body sooner could have loved 
Without a Soul than I deprived of thee. 
-----Ah why delay? I 
o raise me waft me on thy orient wings 
Place me a midst the angelic chorus high 
Where Martyrs triumph and where Jesus reign 
view 0 my God, this sad and tear worn cheek 
This anguish'd heart that feeble tott'ring frame 
These eyes forever fixed on heaven and Thee 
When shall I join thy blest adorers these-
---- poor lonely tenant ofa frame decay'd 
Thy shatter'd prison cannot hold thee long 
The months unwearied roll; the hour will come 
2possibly Anna Maria Seton 
11.47 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:55 
IThese first four lines also appear above in Seton Writings 3: 11.28. 
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11.48 "Altho' the fig trees . .. " 
Altho' the fig trees no fair blossoms bear 
Nor the rich vines luxuriant clusters yeild 
Though the mild olive fails to crown the year 
Nor flocks the folds adorn, nor herds the field 
Still in the Lord will I rejoice 
Still to my God will lift my voice; 
Father of mercies! still my grateful lays 
Shall hymn thy name exulting in thy praise. 1 
Though the gay dreams of youth, the enchanting bloom 
By hope pourtrayed, misfortune has 0' ercast, 
And dash' d the fair perspective with a gloom 
Which nought can dissipate while time shall last. 
Though tom from natures most endearing ties 
The heart's warm hope, and loves maternal Glow 
Though sunk the source on which the soul relies 
To soothe thro' lifes decline its destin'd woe 
Though sorrow still affecting ills prepares 
And o'er each passing day her presence lowers 
And darkened fancy shades with many cares 
With many trials crowds the future hours, 
Still in the Lord will I rejoice 
Still to my God I lift my voice, 
Father of mercies still my grateful lays 
Shall hymn thy name exulting in thy praise. 
Salvation! promised by the God of Heaven 
Salvation! purchased by the Lord of love 
To erring man a Peace and pardon given 
To erring man eternal bliss above. 
11.48 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:61 
lCf. Hab. 3:27-28. 
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This is the theme shall raise the drooping breast 
This is the theme shall light the clouded eye 
Shall swell the grateful triumphs of the blest 
When earths vain glories undistinguish'd lie 
For this 0 Lord do I rejoice 
For this my God I lift my voice 
Mercies so vast inspire my grateful lays 
To hymn thy name exulting in thy Praise. 
11.49 "How are they loved ... " 
How are they loved! thy <Tabernacles Oh my God> dwellings Lord 
-0 How are they loved-<how cherished> with raptures pure 
Faith there triumphant overst to 
<Oh> my god tis those thou dwell! <there> 
Faith triumphs there-there, love <is victorious> a victim reigns' 
How are they blest who contemplate that <there> love 
and from <it> thy altars feet breathe forth their sighs 
One single moment passed in thy delights 
is worth whole ages of Earths empty joys-
-Possessed ofthee!-and in thee all possessing 
Even Heaven itself .. even heaven with in <my> the hearf 
Infinite love! 0 keep, oh seal the dwelling 
11.49 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:51 and 51A 
'Rev. Charles Souvay, C.M., in his manuscript at DePaul University 3-a-Souvay, Box 5, #78, 
edits this verse as: 
How are they loved! thy dwellings Lord! 
How are they loved, with raptures pure 
<faith triumphant there with Sovereign power> 
While Love of victim conquering reigns-
Triumphant Faith makes known they power 
2Souvay edits this verse as: 
Even Heaven itself enjoyed within the heart 
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Oh stay, and reign till life itself depart-
Infinite love! thyself bestowing 
the more enjoyed, the desired <the more> 
consuming still, and still renewing 
the happy heat that <grace> love has fired 
Surrounded by adoring angels-
Their Sovereign Lord by love concealed 
In silent wonder ... <? The triumph> cherubs envy 
the <mystery> joys by Faith alone revealed. 
-And could I on the world bestow <oh my Lord could I 
forget that> this heart when once to possess by thee 
this Heart all thine. Oh save dear Lord-
and from my weakness set me free3 
o may ev'ry rose as it springs evermore 
Enkindle the hearts of all those 
Who wear them or see them to bless and adore 
The hand that created the Rose. 
11.50 Little Office of the Blessed Sacrament' 
Mon Pere [My father] 26th Feb[ruaJry [inside front cover, left]2 
Felix 7 Jan[uarJy 
3Souvay edits this verse as: 
Oh Sovereign! Reign, command, contraul, 
Reign over all by right of Love 
A Dieu false joys, vain world, ADieu 
My Jesus is my only good. 
Trans[lated] from French by MEAS. 
11.50 AMSV NIP 110: M, III, B3 
'The title page is missing in this prayer book. 
2The material inside the front cover, left, written mainly in French, is perhaps by Rev. Simon 
Brute. 
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M[a]d[ame] Garon [or Garou] 27 October douce and bonne Soeur 
[Sweet and good Sister] 
M[a]d[ame] Lamabilais 13 February bonne Soeur excel[lent] mere 
[good Sister excellent Mother] 
M[a]d[ame] Y Lebrunetiere 4 Jan[uarJy. Dne bonne Soeur pieuse 
comme un ange sa dernier imperfection fut Ie dernier mois de sa vie un 
desire trop ardent de quitter la terre et d' aller au ciel [A good Sister as 
pious as an angel. Her last imperfection was the last month of her life a 
too ardent desire to leave earth and go to heaven.] 
Ma tant[e] Vauhell03 [unclear] 5 Sep[tembeJr40 ans fille de la charite 
[40 years a Daughter of Charity] 
Mon oncle B.- 5 Nov[ embe ]r- Apb [Archbishop ]-Xaviers day-
5 Aug[usJt 22 Aug[us]t 10th April. 2 April Olier 
Anina 12th March [1812] Cicil [Seton] 29 April 
[181O]- Maddel[ein]e [Harriet Seton] 23rd Dec[embe]r [1809] 
Maria [Murphy Burke] 15 Oct[ober 1812]-Ellen [Thompson] 28th 
Nov[embe]r [1813] Agnes [Duffy]4 3 Dec[embe]r [December 1, 
1814] 
our Jesus good Friday- Delany 26 Octob[er] 1813 Picot [de 
Boisfeillet] 
Clauzel'-[unclear] 18 July 1813 Sf. Martina [Quinn] May 261816 
S[ister] Ma[r]y Joseph [Llewellyn, 1816] 
Romauf 3 august 1813 S[iste]r Maddelin [Magdalen Guerin]6 27 
Dec[ ember] [December 20, 1816] 
S[ister] Kitty [Mullen] 25 Dec[ embe]r [1816] Mary Teresa [Egan] 20 
June [1817] 
3Brute's maternal aunt, Therese Ie Sanier de Vauhello (1740-1802), entered the Daughters of 
Charity in 1758. 
4Catherine Duffy (1792-1814) was admitted as a candidate for the Sisters of Charity February 14, 
1814, and became known as Sister Agnes. Noted for meekness and mildness of character, she died in 
Baltimore December I, 1814, and she is buried in the original community cemetery at Emmitsburg. 
5Contemporary records list his death date as July 13, 1813. 
6Madeleine Guerin (1784-1 816) was a widow who arrived at St. Joseph' s along with her sister, 
Adele Salva, and Louise Rogers, both candidates who were accompanied from Martinique by Rev. 
William Dubourg, S.S. Initially, Madeleine was a boarder who taught French in the Academy. 
Around 1812 she was admitted to the novitiate and became known as Sister Madeleine. She died at 
St. Joseph ' s and is buried in the original community cemetery. Her only son, Francis Guerin, 
enrolled at Mount St. Mary July 23, 1811. 
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Benedicta [Corish] 16 Jan[uar]y [1814] 21 April 1818 Ellen [Brady]' 
Dedderick [CustermannJ' 14 Jan[uar]y Re[veren]d Duhamel 6 
Feb[ ruary]9 
ExX1812 10 
o Lord Almighty-God ofIsrael the Soul in Anguish and the trou-
bled spirit crieth to thee-the soul that is sorrowful for the Greatness 
of the Evil she hath done goeth bowed down and feeble,-the eyes 
that fail and the hungry Soul gives Glory and Justice to thee-[inside 
front cover, right] 
Oh most sweet Lord Jesus Eternal sweetness of those who love 
thee, Joy above all desire, finn hope of the hopeless, solace of the sor-
rowful, and most merciful lover of penitent sinners, who hast said my 
delight is to be with the Sons of men II for the love of whom thou didst 
assume human nature in the fulness of time-
remember Oh most sweet Lord Jesus those sharp sorrows which 
then pierced thy sacred Soul from the first instant ofthy Incarnation to 
the time of thy solitary passion preordained from all Eternity-re-
member Oh most amiable Saviour all those bitter anguishes thou didst 
suffer when at thy last supper thou didst wash the feet of thy disciples 
and feed them with the sacred banquet of thy precious body and blood, 
most sweetly comforting them and fortelling them thy ensuing 
'Ellen Brady (1796-ISIS) from Emmitsburg was admitted to the novitiate of the Sisters of 
Charity February 21 , ISI7. She died at Emmitsburg and is buried in the original community 
cemetery. Her sister, Felicita Brady (d. ISS3), also became a member of the Sisters of Charity. 
8Dedderick Custerman was the gardener at St. Joseph' s. He died January 12, about ISIS. Cf. 
Seton Writings 2:519 for Elizabeth's note about his death. 
9Rev. Charles Duhamel (1753-ISIS) was a priest of the archdiocese of Baltimore and former 
pastor at Hagerstown, Maryland. He replaced Rev. John Dubois, S.S., as pastor ofSt. Joseph Parish 
in the town ofEmmitsburg(IS09-ISIS)and lived at Mount St. Mary. He is buried in the cemetery at 
Mount St. Mary. 
Following, on the bottom half of this page, "The key hole" is written under a drawing of a 
tabernacle, and there are other ink sketches typical of Brute's work- the eye of God in a triangle, a 
crucifix, and a skull and cross bones. "12 Sep[tember)" and "St. Raphael" are written on two lines 
beside the eye of God and above the tabernacle. On the base ofthe tabernacle is written "JESUS." 
IOThe remainder of the text is in Elizabeth's hand. 
lICf. Provo S:31. 
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passion!' after which (see page 281) 13 
[next page, facing text, left side] 
Bless the Lord 0 my Soul,!4 let all that is within me praise his holy 
name. Bless the Lord and forget not all he has done for thee-
Who forgiveth all thy sins, and healeth all thy diseases 
Who redeemeth thy life from destruction 
Who crowneth thee with Mercy and Compassion-
Who satisfieth thy desire with good things-thy youth shall be re-
newed like the Eagles-
(Eternal!) 
The Lord doth Mercy and Judgment for all that suffer wrong-he hath 
made his ways known to Moses, his will to the children of Israel. 
The Lord is compassionate and Merciful and plenteous long suffering 
in Mercy 
He will not always be angry nor will he threaten forever 
He hath not dealt with us according to our Sins nor rewarded us ac-
cording to our iniquities- for according to the height of the heaven, 
above the earth: he hath strengthened his mercy to them that fear 
him-as far as the East is from the West so far he hath removed our in-
iquities from us-
As a Father hath compassion on his own children so hath the Lord 
compassion on them that fear him-for he knoweth our frame-he 
remembereth we are dust-mans days are as grass, as the flower of the 
field so shall he flourish-the Spirit shall pass in him and he shall not 
be, and he shall know his place no more-but the mercy of the Lord is 
from Eternity to Eternity to them that fear him, and his justice unto 
childrens children!5 
!2Ct: John 13. 
13Undcrneath this is written in pencil in another hand, '"Mother Seton's writing. " A continuatjon 
of devotions to the passion ofJesus under the heading, "Sl. Bridget" is printed on p. 281 ofthe prayer 
book. The first lines seem to follow afier the section copied by Elizabeth. They read: "going to 
lvlaun! Olivet, thou ~midst, my Soul is sorrowjit! unto death:" 
'4At the top ofthe blank page to the right ofp. 526 is written in pencil, "These pages were written 
by Mother Seton." The writing is probably that of Mother Mary Fuller, S.c., of New York. 
15ps. 103 
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to such as keep his covenant, and are mindful of his command-
ments to do them- the Lord hath prepared his seat in heaven and his 
Kingdom shall rule over all. 
Bless the Lord all ye his angels-ye that are mighty in strength and ex-
ecute his Word hearkening to the voice of his orders-Bless the Lord 
all ye his hosts ye Ministers of his Who do his Will- Bless the Lord all 
his works: in every place of his Dominion: 0 my Soul bless thou the 
Lord. 
Quelle Misere! je m'humilie devant Vous de tant d'injustice et si 
peu d'amour! si j'avais jamais bien contemple mon Sauveur sur sa 
croix, ou dans ses tabernacles; si j'avais dignment pense a son sang 
verse pour moi et pour tous, a son amour pour les ames si j' avais pense 
comme il faut au ciel et a I 'hOlTible enfer, a I' Eternite, I' Eternite! Oh 
parlerais-je da Sacrifice! Mon Dieu, queUe faiblesse, que je suis ftti-
ble en Votre amour que je m 'en humilie avos pieds 
13th June 1810 [inside back cover, left] 
[What wretchedness! I humble myself before you for so much in-
justice and so little love! In had ever really contemplated my Savior 
on his cross or in his tabernacles; if I had worthily thought about his 
blood poured out for me and for all, about his love for souls; in had 
ever thought, as one must, about heaven and awful hell, about Eter-
nity, about Eternity! 0 would I speak of sacrifice! My God, what 




I devote myself to youl6 
What will happen to me this day 0 my God I know not- all that I 
know is nothing can which you have notjorseen willed and ordained 
from all Eternity- and this is enough--Oh my God it is enough 
Adoring your eternal and impenetrable designs, I submit to them with 
my whole heart for the love of you-I will all!,] accept all, offer the 
16These three lines. on a pasted piece of paper, are possibly not in Elizabeth's hand. 
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sacrifice of all in union with the sacrifice of my divine Saviour Christ 
Jesus and beg in his name and thro' his infinite merits for patience in 
my pains, and a perfect submission to whatever you may will or per-
mit. 
Mad[ am]e Eliza[beth]-
My God give grace to my heart and above all the grace to profit by 
your grace and your love. My God and my all. May I truly seek but you 
alone on earth and in heaven itself what else can I desire my God, the 
God of my heart, my portion My only portion and inheritance for 
ever.!7 for Eternity my God Eternally mea Deus in Eternum! [My God 
eternally!] Amen, fiat, fiat. [may itbe done]-
Xavier 
+ 
o Jesus thou love of my Soul SUCCOUR US. 
I beseech thee by those 5 wounds which for our sake thou has suf-
fered on the CROSS-
Jesus fili David miserere mei [Jesus, son of David, have mercy on 
mer8-
o Sanctissima Trinitas [0 most holy Trinity]-
monstra te esse Matrem! [Show that you are a Mother]- Iast 
words!9 
In te Domine speravi non confundar in Eternum [In you, Lord, I 
have hoped; let me not be confounded foreverYo [inside back cover, 
right] 
17Cf. Ps. 73:26. 
l8Cf. Luke 18:38. 
!9This may be a reference to one ofthe last words of Jesus on the cross as he entrusted his mother 
Mary to the disciple John, "Here is your mother"; cf. John 19:27. 
20Part of the Te Dell'" 
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11.51 Elizabeth Seton's Prayerbook' 
Father of the agonizing Spirits and God of all, recieve the Souls 
which thou has redeemed with thy blood returning to thee-[title 
page] 
We may be sure that our Saviour offers himself for each one of us 
every time we offer our whole Soul and body there with him. 
50,000 Bethsamites were struck dead for looking with disrespect at 
the ark2-0h then who shall disrespect that altar. [po 16] 
o Eternal God and creator of all, remember the Souls of poor Infi-
dels are the work of thy hands, and created in thy likeness-see how 
Hell is filled with them to the dishonour of thy name-remember the 
cruel death our Saviour suffered for them, permit them not then to 
dispise him- propitious to the prayers of thy church, call to mind thy 
own compassion-let them acknowledge thee the true God and Jesus 
Christ whom thou has sent and who is our Salvation, our life and res-
urrection, by whom we are redeemed from Hell, and to whom be glory 
now and ever. Amen. [po 44-5] 
11.51 UNDA Prayer Book 
'June I, 1805, Rev. John ChevenlS wrote to Elizabeth in New York that he was sending his letter 
with Rev. J. S. Tisserant and "one ofthe prayer books which have been printed here for the use of our 
Church and which I beg of you to accept of as a small taken of my friendship and respect." This book 
was probably the Roman Catholic Manual, or Cal/ectian of Prayers, Anthems, hymns, etc. (Boston, 
1803) which Cheverus had had printed. Elizabeth used the prayer book until her death, and from 
time to time she wrote prayers and petitions on its flyleaves and in other pages in the book where 
space was available. The lower inside edges ofthe pages for the Ordinary ofthe Mass are worn thin. 
Catherine Seton gave the book to her nephew Rev. Robert Seton who gave it to the University of 
Notre Dame Archives. Its title page is missing. The placement of Elizabeth's notations is indicated 
in the text in brackets. 
2Cf. I Sam. 6:19. 
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a my God I know I have opposed your graces, I yet have not dried 
up their source- it was not for my sake you gave them but for Jesus 
my saviour and God, you are still our Father since he is our Brother, 
look upon his labours, hear his cries, see his wounds- [p.47] 
Blessed the Eternal Father who adopted me his child 
Blessed the eternal Son who merited for me this adoption and 
sealed it with his blood 
Blessed the holy Spirit who confirmed this adoption by the grace of 
divine love and shed it in my heart-[p. 59] 
a WISDOM' that didst proceed from the mouth of the highest, 
reaching from end to end strongly and sweetly disposing all, do come 
and teach us the way of Prudence. 
a ADONEA and leader oflsrael who appeared to Moses in the fire 
of the flaming bush and gave him the law in Sinai, come and redeem 
us by thy Power-
a root of Jesse! who standest for a sign to the people before whom 
kings shall shut their mouth to whom the gentiles shall pray, come and 
deliver us, do not delay. 
a Key of David and Scepter oflsrael, who openeth and none shuts, 
who shuttest and none opens, come and bring the captive from prison 
who sits in darkness and the shadow of Death. 
a Oriens, splendor of Eternal light and son of Justice, come and 
enlighten them that sit in darkness, and in the shades of Death. 
o King of the gentiles and their desire and comer stone who 
makest both one, come and save the earth.-
a Emanual our King and lawgiver, the expectation of the gentiles 
and their Saviour, come and save us a Lord our God-[p. 74-5] 
3The 0 Antiphons are a series of seven antiphons read as part of the Magnificat at Vespers 
celebrated between December 17 and 23. They are a mosaic of biblical verses from the prophetic 
and wisdom books of the Hebrew Seriptnre,. 
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ah que j'i eteingrait! 
1 Oubliez-Ie, 0 man adorable sauveur souvenez vous seulement 
que VOltS est mort pour ne meriter la grace de vous aimez soltvenez 
vous dans Ie temp and dans I 'Eternite 
2 [Ah how ungrateful I have been! Forget it, 0 my adorable Savior 
remember only that you died to gain for me the grace to love you in 
time and in Eternity.] 
all one wound from head to foot where can he strike us but he was first 
struck himself- [p.97] 
I am in your hands my God- punish, but do not destroy, listen to 
that voice from the height of the cross which rising to your throne 
cried Father forgive it is for me that voice intercedes- for me the 
blood of my Saviour flows-for me he thirsts- for me he dies-
flow precious blood flow over my poor soul-and I poorest of your 
redeemed children desire to return you all, to retain nothing of my-
self- too happy iflost innocence may [be] restored by yielding up this 
all in a life of penance, and close union with the sufferings and death 
of my God. [po 99] 
o my Jesus desire of my heart look with pity- Holy Virgin be pro-
pitious to me-Lord Jesus look on thy Sacred wounds- remember 
they have given us a right to ask every thing conducing to our 
good- Christ. [po 244] 
o most holy Trinity! 0 my Jesus- O Jesus the desire of my 
Soul-[p. 245] 
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The virtues of the infirm are meekness, humility, patience, resigna-
tion and gratitude for help recieved-[p. 249] 
o my Jesus my Souls delight-O Sanctissima Trinitas [0 most 
Holy Trinity ]-[p. 252] 
o Jesus Lover of our Souls succour us-I beseech thee by the 5 sa-
cred wounds thou didst suffer for us upon the cross [po 255] 
Oh hear the cry of his blood and of my miseries [po 257] 
o my creator, 0 my Jesus-O Jesus desire of my Soul [po 318] 
o Jesus my Lord and my God, I beseech thee by thy holy Passion 
have pity on poor souls in their last agony- Christ [po 324] 
Soul of Jesus sanctify me4 
Blood of Jesus wash me 
Passion of Jesus comfort me 
Wounds of Jesus hide me 
Heart of Jesus recieve me 
Spirit of Jesus enliven me 
4This prayer, the Anima Christi attributed to St. Ignatius Loyola, was a favorite of Elizabeth, and 
she wrote several reflective modifications of it. 
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Goodness of Jesus pardon me 
Beauty of Jesus draw me 
Humility of Jesus humble me 
Peace of Jesus pacify me 
Love of Jesus inflame me 
Kingdom of Jesus come to me 
Grace of Jesus replenish me 
Mercy of Jesus pity me 
Sanctity of Jesus sanctify me 
Purity of Jesus purify me 
Cross of Jesus support me 
Nails of Jesus hold me 
Mouth of Jesus bless me 
in life, in death- in time and Etemity- in the hour of Death defend 
Me, call me to come to thee, recieve me with thy Saints in glory ever-
lasting [right side, first back flyleaf] 
o my Lord Jesus Christ who was bom for me in a stable, lived for 
me a life of pain and sorrow, and died for me upon a cross, say for me 
in the hour of my Death Father forgive, 5 and to thy Mother behold thy 
child.6 Say to me thyself this day thou shalt be with me in Paradise7 0 
my Saviour leave me not, forsake me not, I thirst" for thee and long for 
thee fountain ofliving water-my days pass quickly along, Soon all 
will be CONSUMMATED for me-to thy hands I commend my 
spirit; now and forever Amen. 
Pentecost Sunday, 1816, Communion with Rebecca at the choir 





9Luke 23:46. Another copy of this prayer, dated "Visitation ofthe Blessed Virgin Mary [July 2] 
1816" with the note "Peace to my Julian" is in ASJPH 1-3-3-3:93,2. This may have been part ofa 
letter to Julianna White, a student at St. Joseph's Academy at the time. 
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+ 
Unite me to thyself 0 adorable victim, life giving heavenly bread 
feed me, Sanctify me, reign in me, transform me to thyself-live in 
me, and let me live in thee, let me adore thee in thy life giving sacra-
ments as my God-listen to thee as to my Master- obey thee as my 
King- imitate thee as my Model- Follow thee as my Shep-
herd-love thee as my Father-seek thee as my Physician who will 
heal all the maladies of my Soul-be indeed my Way, truth, and life, 
sustain me 0 heavenly Manna through the desert of this world, till I 
shall behold thee UNVEILED in thy Glory.- Corpus ChristiJO 1816 
[right side, second back flyleaf] 
My God and my all-my Soul Oh if you can make the purchase of 
so infinite a good so immense an inheritance for the smallest tri-
fle-and what but a trifle is your best services to God-our Saviour 
calls them merits- that is he covers them with his own merits- you 
think them Sacrifices-look at the Sacrifice of Calvary and compare 
yours with it- you think life long and tedious- look at Eternity of 
bliss to repay it- your sufferings press hard- but look at your Sins! 
My God and my all-Save- Save that I may return you an eternity 
of gratitude and praise-my God so good infinitely merciful an eter-
nity of praise will be too short my God- my faithful God, my 
heaven- my eterniry-and so soon it may open to me-purest inten-
tions then my soul-closest and dearest union with the sorrows and 
pains of our JESUS. 
Afflictions are the steps to heaven. [left side, second back flyleaf] 
lOA feast celebrating the Body and Blood of Christ 
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11.52 The Following of Christl 
-the promotion of our heavenly kingdom among souls the grand 
object of our whole life-God, the Lord and Father of all 
-God incarnated for all 
-God to be manifested to the whole earth 
-His cross pointed out on Calvary 
-His sacred body on our Altars-
-such multitudes in spiritual distress and desolation-O, what 
motives for prayer and exertions of EVERY LOVING SOUL!- the 
interest of the heavenly and Everlasting Kingdom in the true spirit of 
Faith and Eternal hopes-
let me mount to thee by the stairs of Humility on which thou camest 
down to me-Let me kiss the path of mount Calvary sprinkled with 
thy blood since it is that path alone which leads me to thee-[left side, 
title page] 
+ 
11.52 ASCSH A-I03.003 
'Elizabeth wrote the following prayers and notes in her copy of The Following of Christ. 
According to Rev. Robert Seton, this book belonged to Mary Harper, who attended St. Joseph's 
Academy in 1814 but was at school in France in 1817. Her sister Emily was at St. Joseph's when the 
Harpers learned of Mary's death in early 1818. Emily's name is written in pencil on one of the front 
flyleaves. She may have given the book to Elizabeth after learning of Mary's death. 
Catherine Seton inherited all her mother's books and notebooks. Sometime after she entered the 
Sisters of Mercy in 1846, she gave many of these items to her favorite nephew, Robert Seton. While 
he was the pastor ofSt. Joseph's Church, Jersey City, New Jersey, he gave tbe book to Rev. Damcn, 
S.J., who had given a mission for the parish. Father Damen later gave the copy to Sister Anthony 
O'Connell, a Sister of Charity of Cincinnati. When Sister Aloysia Lowe left Cincinnati in 1870 to 
establish a community of Sisters of Charity in western Pennsylvania, Sister Anthony gave her the 
volume. According to a note on the last page, Mother Aloysia gave it to Sister M. Raphael in 
November 1889. The book is now in the Archives of the Sisters of Charity of Seton Hill in 
Greensburg, Pennsylvania. The placement of Elizabeth's notations is indicated in the text in 
brackets. 
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the sleep and dream oflife, 
-the awakening to another life 
the horizon of futurity 
the pure skies of heaven 
dawning of Eternity 











all this may be tommorrow 






truly awake in Jesus!!!! 
[front flyleaf] 
chere Bennoni-child of sorrows-we will awake in Jesus 0 to-
gether forever- no more his children of sorrow but of ever, ever last-
ing unspeakable joy [right side, page following title page] 
2 At the left of and between "splendor" and "beauty," "Emily L" is written in another hand, and at 
the right of those words "Harper." 
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o Divine love-O my Jesus - 0 my Eternity- be the music of my 
heart, my morning comes here below a taste and anticipation of my ce-
lestial bliss -
life of quiet peaceable penance short and passing, 
in exchange for eternity of torments deserved -
He takes in time, to restore in Eternity- not the cross of our own 
choice-he only knows how to crucify. his will includes the grace of 
every victim, as the manna every taste. 
Oh my God, forgive what I have been, correct what I am and direct 
what I shall be. 
from break of day I see thee till the dead of night- all is solitary 
where thou are not, and where thou art is fullness of joy. 
3 conditions oflove are to SERVE him, imitate him, and stiffer for 
him. [left side, page following title page] 
Our Jesus has abridged 613 precepts ofthe old testament under the 
laws of LOVE. [top ofp. iii] 
1 st- to possess the love of God 
2nd- intire abandon to that love that He may take intire possession 
of me in whatever way He pleases 
3rd-when even I do not enjoy this love to have no desire butfor it. 
1 st- to bear with and put up with every kind of pain and trial for 
the sake of this love, 
2nd- to keep the heart disengaged from every object for the sake 
of this love3 
3"Love" is underlined twice. 
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3rd- to have no intention in any thought word or action but to 
please this love' 
[4th ]- to speak little and speak low remaining in the heart of secret 
love. [po 8] 
Yes my Saviour I come to thee on mount Calvary, but draw after 
me so many Sins, so many ill habits tho' I detest them before thee [I: 
19, p.44] 
Sin, Vanity, misery, and inconstancy- the 4 elements of my poor 
life [po 45] 
- am I worthy oflove or hatred shall I in Death be found the friend 
ofGod?-all I know is that my conscience condemns me and perhaps 
my God condemns me still more [I: 22, pp. 52-3] 
- Concieved in Sin 
brought forth by pain 
nursed by misery 
consumed by cares 
persuaded by want 
carried off by Death 
- buried in hell5 
poor little prophets they cry before they can speak. 
[end ofll:12, p.llO] 
' ''Love'' is underlined three times. 
5"Hell" is underlined three times. 
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+ 
My God and My All 
holocaust 
o Jesus propitiation 
my Spirit inspiration all 
Thanksgiving [III: 21, p. 161] 
Amen, Benediction and glory and wisdom and thanksgiving honor 
and power and strength to our God for ever and ever amen6 [III: 22, 
p.I64] 
I am the conquest of thy precious blood, Suffer not a soul which has 
cost thee so many Sweats and sufferings to be taken from thee. [III: 
35, p. 195] 
My Lord and my God 
My God and my All [III: 56, pp. 252-3] 
Octave Sts. Peter and Paul ISIS 
Will not Jesus Christ be with me. Was I not signed with the cross of 
my salvation in Baptism with the unction of the Holy Ghost in Confir-
mation. do I not eat the bread of the strong in the holy Eucharist. AM I 
NOT WASHED IN HIS BLOOD in the Sacrament of Penance and do 
6Rev.7:12 
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I not hope to die prepared by the Sacred Unction which opens heaven 
to us as we quit the earth'-[III: 59, p. 266] 
Oh, my Jesus, Jesus, my Jesus! No one-no one ever wronged 
me-all have done too much-and thought less evil than there 
was-but O! how many I have grieved troubled and scandalized [IV: 
9, p. 297] 
to live according to the spirit"-is to love according to the 
spirit-to live according to the flesh-is to love according to the 
flesh-for love is the life of the Soul-as the soul is the life of the 
body-a Sister is gentle and agreeable-and for this I cherish her ten-
derly-She loves me-she obliges me extremely and therefore I love 
her reciprocally. who does no[t] perceive I love according to the flesh 
and blood-
[a] Sister made crabbed and uncivil and yet not for any pleasure I 
take in her or any interest whatever but for the good pleasure of God I 
cherish I accost her and even caress her-this love is according to the 
spirit-for the flesh has no part in it-I am fearful of myself therefore 
I wish to live according to this disposition-but this would not be ac-
cording to the spirit no certainly rna chere flUe [my dear one] although 
I am naturally apprehensive and fearful yet I will try to surmount these 
natural passions and endeavour little by little to do whatever belongs 
to the charge in which the Providence of God has assigned me-and 
this you easily see is living according to the spirit-Ma chere fille-to 
live according to the spirit is to act-to speak-to think in the manner 
the spirit of God requires of us-when I speak of thoughts I mean vol-
untary thoughts-I feel sad therefore I would not speak-Paroquets 
'Elizabeth's baptismal record was destroyed in a fire at Trinity Church, New York City, during 
the American Revolution. This passage was cited as verification of her baptism at the time she was 
canonized a saint. 
8This passage is based on the writings of St. Francis de Sales. 
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and magpies would do the same-I am sad but as charity requires I 
would speak- I will speak- spiritual persons do so- I am despised 
and am angry-so monkeys and peacocks would be- I am despised 
and rejoice- so the Apostles did- to live then according to the spirit 
is to do whatfaith, hope-and charity teaches [us] either in Spiritual 
or temporal things. 
St. Mary's Mountain- [ end pages 236-8] 
Seigneur Jesus qui etes un Dieu de misericorde et d'amour recevez 
moi puisque je retoume vers vous. II est vrai que je suis couvert de 
honte et de confusion, lorsque je regarde vos plaies, que je considere 
cette couronne d'epines et que je suis [Lord Jesus who is God of 
mercy and love, receive me since I tum again towards you. It is true 
that I am covered with shame and confusion, when I look at your 
wounds, when I consider this crown of thorns and what I am.] 
Beads to our Mother 
God's holiness-my nothing 
God's goodness- my poor sins 
God' s Wisdom- my ignorance 
[right side, back flyleaf] 
Instead of measuring your difficulties with your strength you must 
measure them with the powerful help you have a right to expect from 
God. 
we may easily do by the fervor and tenderness of divine love what 
we cannot do with all the address of human ability. 
ask for this divine love as a child for the breast of its mother- since 
you hold his place never act but by his spirit and for his glory, and al-
ways by supernatural motives-
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How much pain you will spare yourself if you will abandon your-
self to God.-
never be hurried by anything whatever- nothing can be more 
pressing than the necessity for your peace before God- commit every 
thing to him that passes thro' your hands, and you will help others 
more by the peace and tranquillity of your heart than by any eagerness 
or care you can bestow on them- [left side, back flyleaf] 
11.53 Elizabeth Seton's Two Bibles' 
About the Bibles 
[po 15] "A locked case at the Old Cathedral Library in Vincennes, 
Indiana, contains a copy of an English Bible printed in the United 
States by Mathew Carey of Philadelphia in 1805. More than two hun-
dred miles north and somewhat east another copy ofthat same edition 
is shelved among the rare books in the collection at Memorial Library 
at the University of Notre Dame. But these two Bibles are notable not 
simply as copies of the same edition of the Douay-Rheims version; 
other copies of Mathew Carey's publication exist elsewhere in the 
United States. What makes these two copies unique is that Elizabeth 
Seton, after she joined the Catholic Church, used both of them, one 
from 1805 to 1813 and the other from 1813 until her death in 182l. 
[po 17-19] "During her lifetime Elizabeth Seton did some travel-
ing: visits to relatives and friends in the New York area and in Phila-
delphia before her marriage, short trips with her husband, the voyage 
to Italy, and the journey to Baltimore. But after settling in 
11.53 UNDA and Vincennes Bibles 
'Elizabeth Seton 's careful reading ofthe Bible was documented by Ellin M. Kelly, Ph.D., in her 
book Elizabeth Seton 's Two Bibles: Her Notes alld Markings (Huntington, Indiana: Our Sunday 
Visitor Press, 1977). It includes annotations and comments written by Elizabeth from 1805 to 1821 
in her two Bibles. Significant portions of this important research work are included with permission 
of the author. Introductory notes about the Bibles themselves, about Elizabeth as a dedicated reader 
of the Bible, and about her notes and markings generally are included here. Sources are given in 
brackets for citations in Kelly's text. 
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Emmitsburg, she apparently never traveled outside of Maryland. How 
then did both of her Bibles find their way to libraries in Indiana? 
"[Rev.] Simon Gabriel Brute brought one Bible to the Indiana ter-
ritory when he became the first bishop of Vincennes in 1834. Born in 
Rennes, France, in 1779, Brute survived the French Revolution with-
out harm even though he and his widowed mother provided aid to the 
religious hunted by the government. After successfully completing 
his studies to become a physician, he decided to enter the priesthood. 
Ordained in 1808, he joined the Sulpicians shortly after and served as 
a theology teacher until he volunteered to come to America as a mis-
sionary in 1810. 
"For twenty-five years he served in the diocese of Baltimore, pri-
marily at the seminaries in Baltimore and Emmitsburg, and during 
these years in Maryland, Brute formed close ties with the religious 
community at st. Joseph's [the Sisters of Charity, founded by Eliza-
beth Seton]. In 1834 he was named the first bishop of Vincennes .... 
Bishop Brute died in 1839 and is buried in the crypt of the Old Cathe-
dral, St. Francis Xavier, in Vincennes. (The extensive personal library 
he brought from France to Maryland and then to Vincennes is housed 
today in a facility built on the Old Cathedral grounds in 1969.) 
"A half century later the other Bible came to Indiana by a more cir-
cuitous route when Mother Seton's grandson, Monsignor Robert 
Seton, presented this copy to Notre Dame." 
[po 20-21] "In 1886, Monsignor Seton, pastor of St. Joseph's 
Church, Jersey City, responded to a request from Professor James F. 
Edwards and began contributing material to Memorial Hall at Notre 
Dame. An explanatory letter to Edwards described the Bible, one of 
his first gifts, as an odd volume of an old edition of the English Bible 
which first belonged to Father Brute and was given by him to Mother 
Seton. [Source: UNDA, Seton to Edwards, December 20, 1886. Rob-
ert Seton's explanation of ownership is not accurate.] 
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"At the upper right of the first blank page in the Bible at Notre 
Dame, the signature, 'Robert Seton, D.D.' and the date, 'March 1876' 
appear. The notes on this page not only provide some identifying in-
formation but also suggest the travels of this copy. 
"Mem. This Bible belonged to my grandmother, Mother Seton, and 
after to her daughter Sister Catherine of the Convent of Mercy in 
Houston Street, New York. I had it newly bound in 1876. 
R.S. utsupra 
"It is the Second Catholic Bible ever published in the United 
States. The date, 'March 26th 1813, 'is in Mother Seton's handwriting 
as is also the word, 'Eternity, 'which is written somewhere in the book. 
I also recognise as hers-I am sorry to have to say-for it is a bad 
habit which spoils books-the frequent side-markings and 
underlinings of certain words and passages.2 I do not know how 
Mother Seton became possessed of this Bible. R.S." 
[po 23-24] "But why did Mother Seton have two identical Bibles? 
The answer is provided by Simon Gabriel Brute. In the lower left cor-
ner ofthe title page of the Vincennes Bible, Brute wrote: "This Bible 
was in the hands of Mother Seton at her death, 4th January 1821 and 
had been so since 1813." A note written by Brute four days after 
Mother Seton's death explains the existence ofthese identical Bibles. 
In August 1834, after he had been named bishop of Vincennes, Brute 
sent to the Sisters at St. Joseph's a collection of Mother Seton's writ-
ings and his own personal notes on his memories of her. Dated Janu-
ary 8, 1821, this note contains a list of the books which Brute lent to 
Mother Seton from his personal library. The final paragraph refers to 
two Bibles: 
21n 1816 Elizabeth wrote to Rev. Simon Brute, "- you may be a little mortified at the perpetual 
underlinings in your bible ... till all was read, J was not struck that you might not like it, but you 
know how to excuse- J wish I had offered you mine exactly the same." Cf. Seton Writings 2:422. 
In one of Elizabeth's notebooks, she copied selected excerpts from the Gospel of St. Matthew, 
chapters 3 to IS. Cf. Seton Writings 3: 10.5. 
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"The Bible which Mr. Filicchi had sent to her at the time of her 
conversion in New York, in 1805, was in my possession; I returned it 
yesterday, the 7th, to [Catherine] Josephine [Seton], upon receiving 
the one which I had lent in its place in 1813. [Source: Mother Seton 
Notes by Rev. Simon Gabriel Brute (Emmitsburg, 1884),56, hereafter 
cited as Mother Seton Notes.] 
"On reading that William Seton' s ship had arrived in the United 
States, Brute wrote a letter of condolence on June 29, 1821; in the sec-
ond paragraph he referred to both Bibles: 'Yet this last hour ofthis day 
opening that sacred Bible your Mother kept seven or eight 
years-{but her first one of 1805 I returned to Joe [Josephine D .... '" 
[Source: UNDA, Brute to Seton, June 29, 1821.] 
"Elizabeth Seton entered the Catholic Church on March 14, 1805, 
in the presence ofF ather Matthew 0 'Brien, a diocesan priest who was 
pastor of St. Peter's Church on Barclay Street. [Source: Melville, 
96-97.] Although her friend, Antonio Filicchi, witnessed this event, 
he could not have presented her with the Notre Dame Bible then be-
cause the publication date on both copies is October 15,1805. How-
ever, Mr. Filicchi, who had accompanied Elizabeth and Anna Maria 
back to New York after the death of William, did not return to Italy un-
til the summer of 1806, so he had ample opportunity to present her 
with the Bible after its publication. 
"About a year after his arrival in America, Simon Gabriel Brute visited 
Emmitsburg and met Mother Seton for the first time: 'She read with me the 
Following of Christ to form my English pronunciation .... ' [Source: Mother 
Seton Notes, 60]. In 1812 when Brute came to Emmitsburg to serve as assis-
tant in the parish and as instructor of theology at Mt. St. Mary's, he became 
Mother Seton's spiritual director and remained so until her death. Even when 
he moved to Baltimore to serve as president ofSt. Mary's Seminary from 
1815 to 1818, they exchanged letters. When he returned to Emmitsburg in 
1818, they continued their conversations; exchanged notes on spiritual ques-
tions, on his sermons, on his English, on the spiritual welfare of the religious 
community; and collaborated on spiritual conferences and retreats for 
the Sisters at St. Joseph's." 
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[po 25-26] "Brute, aware of Mother Seton's 'bad habit' of marking 
and underlining, realized that he could share her responses to specific 
passages in the Scriptures if he could use her Bible. Since he was a 
great book collector-his personal library brought from France num-
bered over five thousand volumes-he would not have hesitated to 
procure an exact duplicate of her Bible and suggest the exchange. 
Both would profit: he from an increased awareness ofthe strength she 
drew from the Scriptures, she from a new text and the opportunity to 
share her responses with a specific reader. Whatever prompted the ex-
change, if Brute wanted to see what passages and words had im-
pressed Elizabeth Seton after her entrance into the Catholic Church, 
he had to read her Bible. Since it was in English, he would gain addi-
tional practice in the language, a fact that could not have escaped the 
dedicated teacher, Elizabeth Seton. 
"After Mother Seton's death, Brute returned her Bible to her heir, 
Catherine Josephine. Although she had seven nieces and nephews, 
Robert was her favorite, according to her own statements .... In addi-
tion, the interest he manifested in his grandmother and in his family's 
history prompted his aunt to entrust her precious legacy to him .... " 
About a Dedicated Reader 
[po 27] "Elizabeth Seton read the bible avidly long before she be-
came a Catholic. Her biographers mention her devotion to Scripture 
reading. [Rev. Charles 1.] White commented: ' ... the Holy Scripture 
was preeminently the study of Mrs. Seton .... She was in the habit of 
poring over the Protestant Bible, especially the Book of Psalms.' " 
[Source: White, 1904 ed., 388.] 
[po 29] "Brute, in one of his notes to her, cites his own use of the 
Notre Dame copy after they had made the exchange: 'I find this, 
Rebecca's Church, this moment, half past four, opening my Mother's 
Bible. I will not lay covetous hands upon so sacred a property, asking 
only one Our Father, and one Hail Mary, for the packetage and con-
veyance.' [Source: Rev. Simon Gabriel Brute in his Connection with 
the Community, 139] The 'Church' was clearly some handiwork of 
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her youngest daughter who died November 3, 1816; Brute's discov-
ery occurred sometime in 1817 so the 'packetage and conveyance' 
provided consolation to Mother Seton. 
"In notes Brute wrote during her life and after her death, he referred 
to Mother Seton's continuing devotion to Scripture reading. In a re-
membrance dated three days after her death, he wrote: 'Early devo-
tion. Love of the Holy Scriptures, poring over the Psalms, and the 
Prophets. Sometimes shut up for these devotional delights, the very 
shutters ofthe window close. ' On the fourth anniversary of her death, 
he composed a long memorial which contained the following petition: 
0, divine word, - divine law of my God, psalms, hymns, canticles 
to her, as ifbreathing out from a Moses " an Isaias " a David's, a Dan-
iel's, a Job's, a Jeremiah's heart!-from the heart of Zacharias, of 
Simeon, of John, of MARY herself! May Ifeel the devotion Motherfelt 
when opening the sacred page, when listening to the voice of the 
Church, nay, as it were of the heavens above during the divine service 
of this exile; but the exile as yet, but the traveling below! 0, the faith 
and love of Mother!" {Source: Mother Seton's Notes, 143-144.] 
About the Markings and Notes 
[po 31] "Elizabeth Seton read both Bibles with pen in hand as the 
markings and numerous ink blots confirm. During the years she used 
the Notre Dame Bible, she was a widow trying to determine a future 
course for herself and her children. This concern must have prompted 
her to consult the two books of the Old Testament about widows, Ruth 
and Judith .... Another narrative about a woman that Elizabeth exam-
ined carefully was the story of Susanna and the elders (Daniel 13). 
Mrs. Seton's conversion subjected her to slanderous attacks from her 
disapproving relatives and friends so Susanna's trials produced a 
sympathetic response." 
[po 32-33] "Elizabeth Seton used her pen in rather distinctive ways 
through both Bibles. Her grandson cited two devices: 'side-markings' 
(marginal lines ) and 'underlinings.' In addition to marginal lines, she 
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used single or double diagonal or vertical lines to indicate the begin-
ning and end oflonger passages. As a variation of this she used an ini-
tial (either a 'P' or a 'G'), indicating the beginning of a passage, 
together with diagonals at the end. In the first Psalms she employed a 
plus sign or an x to identify specific Psalms, and she used x's, dots, 
dashes, or dittos to mark specific verses. But the most origi-
nal ... markings are her personal notes, especially in the Vincennes 
Bible which she knew would be returned to Brute one day." 
[po 38-41]- "Obviously Elizabeth Seton's markings and notes are 
more extensive in the Old Testament; however, the Gospel of Luke in 
the Notre Dame Bible has the largest number of marked passages. 
Books from the Old Testament that received more than average atten-
tion from her pen include: 1 and 2 Paralipomenon (1 and 2 Chroni-
cles), Isaias, Genesis and 1 Kings (1 Samuel) in the Notre Dame copy. 
But the underlining and marking is so much greater in that copy that 
most of its books contain more marks than the two books most heavily 
marked in the Vincennes Bible, Genesis and Isaias. 
"Brute ' s fOUlih anniversary memorial lists psalms, hymns and can-
ticles. The Notre Dame Bible confinns his listing but goes beyond 
these three fonns to include petitions or prayers. Elizabeth Seton 
marked fifty-four psalms in that Bible and thirteen in the other. 
Among the twenty-nine complete psalms marked in the Notre Dame 
Bible, eleven are classified as hymns, including six from the cycle of 
the Kingship of Yahweh, and seven are lamentations. In the 
Vincennes Bible the complete psalms include three lamentations, two 
Wisdom and one Royal psalm. Two ofthe four doxologies which con-
clude the sections or books in the Psalter are marked in the Notre 
Dame copy, 71 :79 (72:79), 88:53 (89:52); one, 88:53, is also marked 
in the Vincennes copy. In her notes, journals and letters, Mother Seton 
mentioned the penitential psalms- 6, 31 (32),37 (38),50 (51),101 
(102), 129 (130), and 143 (144), but only in the Notre Dame Bible did 
she mark them and then only two, the first and the last. 
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"The canticles marked in that copy include parts ofJudith's (16:2, 
3,7) and Habacuc's (3:2-19) in the Old Testament and parts of Mary's 
Magnificat (Luke 1:46,47,56), Zachary's Benedictus (Luke 1 :67 and 
76-79), and Simeon's Nunc Dimittis (Luke 2:29,32) as well as the an-
gelic canticle (Luke 2:13, 14). Although Brute did not cite prayers 
specifically, among the passages marked with marginal lines, that 
form dominates, including among others the prayers of Tobias 
(3: 1-5), Sara (Tobias 3:22-25), Judith (9: 1-19) and the three youths in 
the fiery furnace (Daniel 3:26-69). 
"Mother Seton's interest in music and her concern for the priest-
hood and liturgical ceremony are evident in both Bibles. Song and 
musical instruments appear in numerous passages, including 1 Kings 
(1 Samuel) 16:23; 1 Paralipomenon (1 Chronicles) l5:l6,20,21;Ju-
dith 16:2, 15; and Isaias 38:20. Religious rituals, vessels and vest-
ments are prominent in many ofthe verses underlined in Exodus and 
in 1 and 2 Paralipomenon (1 and 2 Chronicles). Her interest in reli-
gious ritual may also explain her underlining of passages such as 'fell 
flat onhis face' in Genesis 17:3 and 'lying prostrate' in Tobias 12:22. 
"As an avid reader of literature before her conversion, Elizabeth 
developed an appreciation for poetic phrases and figures of speech. 
Her recognition of the 'well turned' phrase is evident in some of the 
passages she highlighted: 'sackcloth of supplication,' 'the weigher of 
spirits,' 'anchor of the soul,' 'as the partridge is hunted in the moun-
tains, 'as the falsehood of deceitful waters that cannot be trusted,' and 
'swift like the roebucks on the mountains.' 
"Because she repeatedly underlined certain words and phrases, 
particular themes or motives gradually evolve .... 
"Mother Seton's interest in eternity is evident in her markings. Her 
grandson cited the 'eternity' written in the Notre Dame Bible, but also 
prominent is her underlining of the phrase 'from eternity to eternity' 
three times in the Notre Dame Bible and once in the Vincennes Bible. 
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"But other themes are even more prominent than 'eternity' in the 
Notre Dame Bible. 'Peace' and "peaceably' are underlined sepa-
rately or as part oflonger passages forty-four times; 'bless,' 'blessed' 
and "blessing' fOliy-twotimes; 'weep,' 'wept,' 'wceping' and 'tears' 
twenty-seven times; 'exceeding' and 'exceedingly' ten times; 'si-
lence' or 'silent' ten times. The geographical situations of Mt. St. 
Mary's and St. Joseph's account for the underlining of 'mountain' or 
"mountains' eighttimes and 'valley' or 'vale' three times. To find the 
name Simon underlined four times, twice in 1 Machabees and twice in 
Luke, and the name Gabriel underlined three times, once in Daniel 
and twice in Luke, might not be so remarkable if these were not 
Bmt6's surnames. Her admiration for her father, Dr. Bayley, and his 
profession is reflected by the underlining of two references to physi-
cians in 2 Paralipomenon (2 Chronicles) 16: 12 and Luke 4:14." 
[po 42-44] "Young Tobias's dog is rather unique in the Old Testa-
ment; it must have intrigued Mother Seton because she underlined 
these passages. Perhaps its actions reminded her of a dog at St. Jo-
seph's .. . . 
"Another characteristic of Mother Seton's pen that merits mention 
is her use of the exclamation point for emphasis. Sometimes she trans-
formed the period ending a passage into an exclamation point; at other 
times she called attention to a passage by adding one or more excla-
mation points after the printed punctuation. The most striking use of 
this characteristic appears in Daniel 9: 18; here she added ten exclama-
tion points after the final punctuation. 
"In one of her personal notes for Psalm 118 (119), Mother Setonre-
ferred to the precepts of God as 'my loved inheritance.' Certainly 
Catherine Josephine Seton must have echoed this sentiment as she 
read and reread her mother's Bible while she had it. The care with 
which Bishop Bmte guarded and preserved the Vincennes Bible at-
tests to his value of it. Although her grandson deplored her habit, to-
day her 'frequent side-markings and underlinings' enhance rather 
than spoil the value of both Bibles. For those interested in learning 
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more about Mother Seton from a primary source, these two Bibles 
represent a highly personal legacy from a recognized saint. ... 
"Readers will immediately recognize a difference, quantitative 
rather than qualitative, between these two Bibles. Although under-
lined passages are predominant in the Notre Dame Bible, personal 
comments are more numerous in the Vincennes Bible. When Eliza-
beth Seton began using the Notre Dame Bible, she was a widow seek-
ing direction and consolation. After moving to Maryland, she 
continued to mark this Bible for her personal use. By the time she and 
Brute exchanged Bibles, she was the elected head of a religious com-
munity, concerned about both her natural and her spiritual families, 
but still seeking direction and consolation from the Scriptures and 
then sharing her thoughts with her spiritual director. With the coming 
of Brute to Emmitsburg, Mother Seton had access to his library of 
spiritual and theological works, and Brute's list suggests that she 
made good use of this resource .... " 
Notes and Markings in the Bible at University of Notre Dame 
used by Elizabeth Seton from 1805-1813 
Title Page 
[po 49-50] "In the upper right corner of the title page the date, 
'March 26th 18l3,' appears. The constitutions and rules which the 
Sisters at St. Joseph's in Emmitsburg had decided to adopt were for-
mally presented to them in January 1812. When the small group of 
Sisters had approved, Rev. John Dubois, the superior, sent them to 
Archbishop John Carroll in Baltimore for his approbation. On Febru-
ary 2, 1812, the Sisters began a retreat to open a year of trial for the 
rule. In the last days of September Father Brute arrived at Mt. St. 
Mary's in Emmitsburg to assist Father Dubois. His new assignment 
included saying Mass for the Sisters at St. Joseph's four days of the 
week and on alternate Sundays. During the next months the friendship 
between Rev. Simon Brute and Mother Seton developed. March 26, 
1813, could be the day he brought the duplicate to St. Joseph's and 
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exchanged it with Mother Seton for her well-marked Bible. The origi-
nal plan for the year of trial scheduled the first pronouncement of 
vows on March 25, 1813. For some reason the trial period was ex-
tended so that the first vows were made on July 19,1813, the feast of 
St. Vincent de Paul." 
Subscribers' Page 
[po 50-53] "Three separate items are noted on this page, all in the 
upper left margin of the page, one beneath the other. The first is '18 
Jan. 1815.' Father Brute and William Seton began the first part oftheir 
journey to France, leaving Emmitsburg for Baltimore in January 
1815. No record ofthe precise date oftheir departure appears in any of 
the biographies, but this note could be Mother Seton's record because 
she was concerned about the safety ofthe two travelers. Before begin-
ning the long voyage back to his native land, Brute probably returned 
the Notre Dame Bible to Mother Seton for safekeeping. If this date 
was not that of their departure from Emmitsburg, it may be the date 
Brute brought the Bible back to Mother Seton. 
'St. Francis de Sales O! Eternity' is the second item in the upper 
left margin. Elizabeth's first introduction to the writing ofSt. Francis 
de Sales came during her sojourn in Leghorn.,3 
"Years later in 'Dear Remembrances' she recalled: 'First impres-
sions on reading St. Francis de Sales' Devout Life. His chapter on 
widows. Delight in reading and kneeling at every page of that . ... ' 4 
"The Devout L!fe was an essential part of the community's read-
ing .... " 
"St. Vincent and St. Francis de Sales were close friends, and st. 
Vincent repeatedly referred to the bishop of Geneva in his confer-
ences to the first Daughters of Charity in France. Among the 
3Cf. Seton Writings 1 :289. 
4Cf. Seton Writings 3: lOA. 
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translations done by Mother Seton, Brute listed portions of the confer-
ences of both St. Vincent de Paul and St. Francis de Sales.s 
"If Mother Seton and Father Brute had a common watchword, it 
was 'eternity.' He frequently began his notes to her and his medita-
tions for the Sisters with '0 Eternity,' or he used 'Eternity' as the 
heading for his correspondence .... Brute never forgot the anniver-
sary of Mother Seton's death; in the last year of his life he wrote to 
Mother Rose [White], beginning his letter with this heading: '4th of 
January, 1839. Vincennes, 700 miles from St. Joseph's Valley. 4th of 
January, 1821. Eternity.' 
"The third item in the margin is another date, 'Monday 6 Feby.' If 
all three items were written during the same year, on this date Brute 
and William were waiting in Baltimore to travel to New York where 
they would embark for France. The early months of 1815 were trou-
bled months in America; word of the Treaty of Ghent [ending the War 
of 1812 between the United States and Great Britain] did not reach the 
country until after the Battle of New Orleans. The travelers were de-
layed by the unsettled state of affairs. News of [Andrew] Jackson's 
victory or of the treaty may have reached Emmitsburg about this time 
because Mother Seton wrote a letter to William on February 16,1815, 
which included the following comment: 
You have enjoyed the gazettes so much I know. I cast my eye on 
General Jackson 's name and read it with pleasure knowing you 
had read the same more than for the events of the day, for my dear 
one your poor mother looks only at souls. I see neither American or 
English, but souls redeemed, and lost. But you must. Your case is 
quite different. Love your country-yet also all countries, my 
William. 6 
"A careful check ofthe archives at Emmitsburg produced no docu-
mentation for either of these dates on the subscribers' page." 
SCf. Seton Writings 3:13.1 and 13.2. 
6Cf. Seton Writings 2:306. 
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The Notre Dame Bible 
Old Testament 
[The printed text of Elizabeth Seton's Two Bibles includes a care-
ful and thorough list of the verses that Elizabeth has underlined or oth-
erwise marked in the books of Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, 
Deuteronomy, Judges, Ruth, 1 and 2 Kings (1 and 2 Samuel), 3 and 4 
Kings (1 and 2 Kings), 1 and 2 Paralipomenon (1 and 2 Chronicles), 1 
Esdras (Ezra), 2 Esdras (Nehemiah), Tobias, Judith, Job, Psalms, 
Proverbs, Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus (Sirach), Isaias, Lamentations, 
Baruch, Ezechiel, Daniel, Osee (Hosea), Joel, Amos, Jonas, Habacuc, 
Sophonias (Zephaniah), Aggeus (Haggai), Zacharias, Malachias, and 
1 and 2 Machabees. Listed below are any words or phrases that Eliza-
beth wrote in the Old Testament books of this Bible.-Ed.] 
Genesis 
24:67- "After the final phrase of this verse, 'his mother's death,' 
the single word ' eternity' is written .... " 
Exodus 
31 :6- "A line marks the second half of this verse. A note written 
beside the marked pOltion reads: ' 0 how beautiful!' " 
2 Paralipomenon (2 Chronicles) 
9:7- "A capital 'G' appears before this verse." 
16: 14- "After this verse, describing the bmial of Asa, 'O!' is writ-
ten." 
Judith 
8: 1- "ln the lower margin of the page, the following has been 
added to the printed note on the identity of Simeon the son of Ruben as 
not the son but the brother of Ruben: 'Yet see the following chapter V. 
2, my father Simeon. ' " 
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Job 
33:26-" ... and he will render to man his justice. (Above 'man' 
the word 'hear!' is written.)" 
Psalms 
5:3- "An x, marked above 'morning' in this verse, refers to the 
following note written in the margin between verses 4 and 5: 'So did 
our Lord. St. Mark. Ch. 1, V. 35.' " 
5: ll-"The following note is written after this verse: 'heb. cover 
them as a tent.' " 
6:3-"In the margin beside this verse the following reference has 
been added: 'v Jesus Matt: 26:38.' ... " 
7:4-"The following note appears in the margin: 'Tobias 1 ch. v. 3 
v. 6. ' (The note is difficult to read so the 6 could be an 8.)" 
7: 15-16-"The following note is written in the margin beside 
these verses: 'To the Jews who made the Romans crucify J.C. were by 
crowds crucified by the same Romans.'" 
8:2-"The following note appears beside this verse: 'Matt. 2l. v. 
16.' " 
8:7-"To the printed references in the margin, the following has 
been added: 'Ephes. 1. V. 22.' " 
9:2-"To the left of the numeral' 170' is written." 
9:20-"After the statement which identifies the remainder of the 
psalm as Psalm 1 0 according to the Hebrews, the following is written: 
'(?) Jerom.' " 
40:10 (41:9)- "The printed note for this verse reads 'Acts 13.6.' A 
diagonal line has been drawn through that note, and 'John l3. V. 18 ' 
has been written below." 
90:15 (91: 15}-"Just after the last word of this verse, the word 
'exultas' is written." 
Wisdom 
12: 1-2- "A line in the margin marks these verses. Two lines above 
the '0' mark this capital letter, about a half-inch high; written inside 
this '0' are the words, 'how very sweet.' The writing is so small that a 
magnifying glass is necessary to read the words." 
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Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) 
7:15- "In the Notre Dame Bible an asterisk * appears after the 
phrase' repeat not' of this verse. The matching marginal note, marked 
with an asterisk reads: '*Repeat not, etc. Make not much babbling by 
repetition of words: but aim more at fervour of heart. ' Above 'not' the 
following note has been written: 'foolishly but in a holy manner,' and 
after 'heart' another note: 'Did not our Lord repeat?' " 
23:28- " ... After the final word of this verse, 'O! Alleluya' is 
written." 
Daniel 
9: 18-" ... (At the end of this verse ten exclamation points have 
been added after the final period!)" 
1 Machabees 
lO:65-" ... (After the last word of the verse ['dominion'], three 
exclamation points have been added and then the word 'eterna1.')" 
The Notre Dame Bible 
New Testament 
[The printed text of Elizabeth Seton's Two Bibles includes a care-
ful and thorough list ofthe verses that Elizabeth has underlined or oth-
erwise marked in Matthew, Luke, Acts of the Apostles, I and 2 
Corinthians, Galatians, Philippians, Colossians, I and 2 
Thessalonians, 1 and 2 Timothy, Titus, Hebrews, James, 1 Peter, and 
Apocalypse (Revelation). Listed below are any words or phrases that 
Elizabeth wrote in the New Testament books of this Bible.- Ed.] 
2 Timothy 
4:22- " ... ('Amen' [the last word in the verse] is underlined three 
times.) 
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At the end of this verse, Mother Seton added the following nota-
tion: 'St. Mark Day 1815'''7 ... 
Notes and Markings in the Bible at Vincennes Used 
by Elizabeth Seton from 1813-1821 
Title Page 
153-"Mother Seton used the title page to list the lessons or epistles 
and the gospels for daily Mass during Lent. In the white space sur-
rounding the large lettered HOLY BIBLE, she listed the lessons and 
gospels from Ash Wednesday through Saturday of the first week of 
Lent in a manner similar to the following: 
Ash Wednesday .... Lesson Joel 2: 12-19 .. . Gospel Matthew 6: 16-21 
Thursday............. .......... Isaias3 8: 1-6 ..... . Matthew 8:5-13" ....... . 
154-"ln the space and margin at the right of the title information, 
Mother Seton listed the gospels for the remaining days of Lent to the 
beginning of Holy Week or Palm Sunday. The right edge of the title 
page is badly worn; therefore, several of the numbers are now illegi-
ble." 
7Brute and William Seton sailed aboard the Tontine for Bordeaux April 6, 1815. In the journal 
kept for Brute during his absence, Elizabeth records on April 21, Sl. Anselm day: 
"The last word from the Narrows, and going with pressing sails-O our JESUS! ... Now the 
Moming Sacrifice and Evening Adoration full indeed. They who have neither!" Four days later, 
on April 25, her journal entry is longer than usual and concerns Brute: "ST. MARK- A most dear 
Communion for the absent-your brother [Rev. John Dubois I sang the Litany. I search my vacant 
brain, and not a word while the heart flows and overflows. I would note you something about 
his affairs, but they seem to me all comprised in his cautious, equal, daily grace almost 
miraculous .... " 
She continued this entry with an account given by Mr. Duhamel about the reaction of people in the 
parish to Brute's absence: 
"An Irishman told him the three priests at the Mountain all put together are not worth one Brute . 
. . they tell me to my face. now Brute's gone. aU is gone. Some say they will not go to confession 
till he comes again. Poor, dear, good Brute! Did you see his letter ma' am, to everybody to save 
souls? Poor, crazy Brute! he says he will be on the high seas; he would be much better here 
attending his congregation. He could tend six congregations at 1east. He can do what would kill 
ten men, if you only give him bread, and two or three horses to ride to death, one after the other. 
Poor Gentleman! ifhe was but steady!" Cf. Seton Writings 2:319-21. 
Elizabeth had many days to wait before she learned ofthe travelers' safe arrival. The trip took 
six weeks, and it was July before she received word. 
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The Vincennes Bible 
Old Testament 
[The printed text of Elizabeth Seton's Two Bibles includes a care-
ful and thorough list ofthe verses that Elizabeth has underlined or oth-
erwise marked in the books of Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, 
Deuteronomy, 4 Kings (2 Kings), I Paralipomenon (1 Chronicles), 
Tobias, Job, Psalms, Ecclesiasticus (Sirach), Isaias, Jeremias, Daniel, 
Amos, Micheas, Zacharias, and 2 Maccabees. Listed below are any 
words or phrases that Elizabeth wrote in the Old Testament books of 
this Bible.-Ed.] 
Genesis 
33: II-"(The note written beside this verse reads: 'Esau yields, 
how much better than a proud spirit-')" 
33: 14-"The note written beside this verse reads: 'Beautiful pru-
dence of Jacob, for alas, after the most tender reconciliation, explica-
tions would perhaps make all worse, silence and prudent love so much 
better and drop all in God.' " 
Exodus 
29:46- "The note written below this verse reads: 'Well then, we 
might have envyed the first people of God, if nothing had been left to 
us but pews and empty altar like our dear protesters [Protes-
tants]-Come Jesus, thy kingdom come to them and to all- ' " 
30:36- "The note written beside this verse reads: 'See Book of 
Revelations.' " 
4 Kings (2 Kings) 
"A note written in pencil under the title of this book reads: 'And 
Bonaparte went to Waterloo and they said, 'Bonaparte, give up.' And 
he answered, 'If I am Bonaparte, let fire come from these guns and 
consume 50,000 men. ' And fire went and consumed 50,000.- God 
permitted it; men admire and if 50 are victims in His own cause, will 
they blaspheme? ' 
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"This is the only long note in pencil in either Bible, which gives it a 
questionable status. Elizabeth was concerned about the activities of 
Napoleon Bonaparte. His escape from Elba in 1815 caused her great 
anxiety because ofthe danger it posed for her son William and Father 
Brute who were traveling to France when the news of the escape 
reached Emmitsburg. 
"Father Brute was forced to escape from Bordeaux, where he 
feared being arrested as a priest, to a safe hiding place in his mother's 
home in Rennes. Until July 17, 1815, he was not able to begin the 
work of his trip, recruiting young clergy for the American missions." 
1 Paralipomenon (1 Chronicles) 
"A paper marker inserted in the Bible at page 319 contains the fol-
lowing note in reference to chapter 29: '+ Oh, the beautiful Chapter 
XXIX! How different the religious and generous spirit there mani-
fested by the whole nation-of also the nations of the Middle Age and 
our selfish, cold, wretched spirit of this age oflight for what concerns 
the honour and service of God. Salva nos, Domine, [quonian defecit 
sanctus,] quoniam diminutae sunt veritates a filiis hominum. ' 
The Latin passage is from Psalm 11 (12), verse 2 (1): "Save me, 0 
Lord, for there is now no saint: truths are decayed from among the 
children of men.' This psalm is not marked in either of Mother Seton's 
Bibles." 
Tobias-
5:5- "A note in pencil written beside this verse reads: 'Gen. 32 Vs. 
24.' " 
8:2-4-"ln the margin of this chapter, notes in pencil appear beside 
these verses: 'Gen. 30:37,' 'Apoc. 9:14,15- 20:1,2,3,' 'and Matth.' " 
Job 
2:6-9- "A note ... written beside these verses reads: '0 Job on his 
dunghill-we on ours of this planet of Earth, but heaven in perspec-
tive God-Eternity.' ... " 
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l2-"Underneath the chapter heading: ' Job's reply to Sophar. He 
extols God's power and wisdom,' appears a single, underlined word: 
, indeed.' " 
17: l- "A note written in the margin beside the chapter heading 
and the first verse reads: 'Dreadful energy-all turned to spiritual 
joy.' " 
26: 14- " ... The following note appears in the margin beside this 
verse: 'Delightful verse-even seeing thro' Herchel [sic} glasses, 
scarce a little drop can be discerned.' 
"Sir William Herschel was a world-renowned astronomer III 
Mother Seton's lifetime. On March 13, 1781, this German-born im-
migrant to England discovered Uranus, the first planet to be detected 
telescopically .... 
"Both Mother Seton and Father Brute left comments that reflect an 
interest in astronomy ... ." 
"Writing to Mother Seton on August 29,1818, Brute recorded his 
thoughts on astronomy: ' ... 0 beautiful astronomy! One year is 
nearly five Mercury years, but Herschell's [sic} [Uranus] is 
eighty-five of ours ... and our Lord's year should be by the Psalm's 
account,just three hundred and sixty-five thousand since they say one 
thousand are but one day of His. 
" 'But, 10! The splendor of astronomical comparison. I tell you I 
calculated this morning in a way of meditation and preparation for 
Mass .... I calculated, said I, that the eighteen hundred million miles 
from the sun to Herschell [sic}, is not the distance from our earth, to 
some of the nebulous stars what the imperceptible breadth of a hair 
would be to a line drawn from st. Joseph's to the church ofthe Moun-
tain!' " 
SBefore the exchange of Bibles, Elizabeth Seton had marked numerous passages related to the 
heavens, but the most distinctive verse is Amos 5:8 which refers directly to the star Arctums and the 
constellation Orion. Cf. Seton Writings 1:372; 2:325; 3:10.4. 
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Psalms 
"The right margin ofthe first page contains the following notations 
in a single vertical column (Authorized Version numbers appear in 
parentheses) : 
Psalms for Corpus Christi, Matins and Lauds: 
-4 92 (93) 
15 (16) 99 (100) 
19 (20) 62 (63) 
22 (23) 66 (67) 
41 (42) -3 Daniel 
42 (43) 148 
80 (81) 149 
83 (84) 150 
Cant. Zacch. 
Prime Tierce 
-53 (54) 118 (119) 
118(119) 
... for the feast of the Sacred Heart: 
Psalms 21 (22) Second Noctum 33(34) 
27 (28) 41 (42) 
29 (30) 71 (72) 
"Written just beneath this long column of numbers is the following 
note: ' It is good for me to cleave close to God, to place my hope in the 
Lord God.' 
"The first page ofthe Book of Psalms also contains seven notes re-
lated to verses in Psalms 1 and 2." 
1: 1- "An x is superscribed after the last word of this verse; the 
note in the margin reads: 'x of those who mock at God.' " 
1 :3- "An x appears just after a printed marginal reference. The 
note in the margin reads: 'x happy this man.' " 
1 :4-"An x is superscribed after the last word of this verse. The 
note beside the verse reads: 'x producing no fruits of Salvation.' " 
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1 :5- "A double x is superscribed after the word 'judgment' and a 
single x after 'sinners' in this verse. The notes beside the verse explain 
these marks: 'xx for glOly- ' and 'x shall have no place.' " 
l:6--"Written at the end of this verse are the words: 'and be con-
demned.'" 
42: 1 (43: 1)--" ... After 'David' the word 'meditation' is written." 
108:7-8 (109:7-8)-"The following reference is written in the 
margin between these verses: 'Judas Acts 1. Vs. 20.'" 
118 (119: 1 )- "In the letter Brute wrote to William Seton on June 
29, 1821, he made direct reference to this psalm: 'I hIm at some notes 
of her hand-and in the psalm 118 which she said every day ... I see a 
place underlined for herself and others for you-' 
"Throughout this long psalm, Mother Seton wrote notes for fifteen 
verses, usually appending her comment immediately after the final 
word of the verse .... 
:83- " ... (Written in the margin beside this verse: 'dried and 
worn with son-ow. ')" 
:84-" ... (Written after the final word: 'How long are the days of 
my slavery to the passions which persecute my soul?')" 
:93- " ... (Written after: '14th March 1805-.') 
On this date Elizabeth Ann Seton became a Roman Catholic .... " 
: 112-" ... (Written after: 'Thyself!!! ')" 
: 123- " . . . (Written after: 'To know thy tnlth. ')" 
:141-" ... (Written after: 'Though young indeed in true knowl-
edge. ')" 
:144- " ... (Written after: 'In Thee, my Jesus!!!' Both the verse 
and the note,including the three exclamation points, are quoted in 
Brute's letter to William.)" 
:147- " ... (Written after: 'my only hope.')" 
: 158- " ... (Written after: '0 my dear ones!!' This note, including 
the underlining and the two exclamation points, is quoted in Brute's 
letter to William.)" 
:162- " ... (Written after: 'And the delight of their sou!!')" 
:165- " ... (Written after: 'Thy only Will is all.' ... This verse 
and note, including the exact underlining, are quoted in Brute's letter 
to William.)" 
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:168:- " ... (Written after: 'That the true joy oimy heart.')" 
:173- " ... (Written after: 'My loved inheritance!! !')" 
: 174- " ... (Written after: 'and delight-')" 
Isaias 
l-"In the right margin beside Chapter 1 the following is written: 
'Soul inebriated at each admirable verse-so grand, so tender, yet 
so energetic and fearful in reproach- so magnificent in mercies- su-
perabundant mercies --~ 
2 and 3d verses 
Hear 0 ye heavens- the whole firmament an immense ear of the 
creation to receive the voice of its afflicted and despised Lord. The ox 
and ass called to witness for him-' " 
38- "Just below the chapter heading is written: 'Thursday before 
1 st Stmday Lent.' " 
58:1- "Beside the chapter number is written: 'Friday before 1st 
Sunday,' ... " 
58:9- " ... 'Saturday' is written in the margin." 
Amos 
9: 14-"After the last word ofthis verse is written: 'our Jesus.' " 
Zacharias 
4:1O- "For who hath despised little days? (Written within the 
curved line under 'little days' is '6 ea. ')" 
The Vincennes Bible 
New Testament 
[The printed text of Elizabeth Seton's Two Bibles includes a care-
ful and thorough list of the verses that Elizabeth has underlined or oth-
erwise marked in Matthew, John, Ephesians, and Apocalypse 
(Revelation). Listed below are any words or phrases that Elizabeth 
wrote in the New Testament books of this Bible.-Ed.] 
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Matthew 
5-"Written beside the chapter number is 'Friday before 1st 
Sunday.' " 
12:30-"Written in the margin beside this verse is 'Luke 9:50.' " 
Ephesians 
"A paper marker inserted in this Bible in the section of Ephesians 
containing chapters 4, 5, and 6 reads: 'Ephes. ivvs. 1,2,3,4,5,6. ", 
Apocalypse (Revelation) 
1:4-"Written beside this verse is: '(+) Tobias 12:15.' 
"Written in the margin at the bottom of the page is this note: '(+) 
Tobias 12: 15 Ego Sum Raphael Angelos unus e septem qui alstamus 
Coram Divino.' 
"The same verse in the Vulgatam Clementinam9 reads: 'Ego enim 
sum Raphael angelus, unus ex septem qui adstamus ante Dominum.' 
('For I am the angel Raphael, one of the seven, who stand before the 
Lord.')" 
1 :5-"Added to the printed cross-references in the margin beside 
this verse is: 'John 18:37.' " 
1:6-"Added to the cross-references is: 'Exodus 19:6.' " 
4:7-"Written beside the numeral for this verse is: 'Ezechiel 
1:5-17.''' 
11.54 The Devout Communicantl 
Remember 0 most pious Virgin Mary that no one ever had re-
course to thee, implored thy help or sought thy mediation without 
9The 1604 edition ofthe Vulgate, or Jerome's translation ofthe Bible from the original languages, 
commissioned by Pope Clement VlIl 
11.54 ASJPH RB#22 
'This prayer is written inside the back cover of Rev. William Gahan, O.S.A. , The Divine 
Communicant (Philadelphia: Bernard Domin, 1818). 
Another verse of this prayer ends with "Love me, my Mother" (ASJPH 1-3-3-19:2e). 
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obtaining relief confiding then on thy goodness and mercy I cast my-
self at they sacred feet, and do most humbly supplicate thee. 0 Mother 
ofthe Eternal Word to adopt me for thy child and take upon thyself the 
care of my Salvation and let it not be said oh dearest Mother that I have 
perished, where no one ever found but grace and Salvation. 
EASeton 
19th July I8I8-Eternity 
11.55 Life of St. Teresa [of Avila)' 
Comme la bonne Madame Dupleix aux soeurs passant a New York 
dans Ie steam boat-O Providence!" [Like the good Mrs. Dupleix' to 
sisters going to New York in the steamboat. - 0 Providence!] 
11.56 Apology for the Bible l 
"Nobody knows what is confession as preached in the Catholic 
Church and commended by it as a divine institution and can speak of it 
11.550CL 
lThis note, beside a passage describing how someone served as a guide, is in Boucher's Vie de 
Sainte Therese, Tome Second. Cf. Seton Writings 3:B-2. 
'Catherine Mann Dupleix (DUI') (1777-1836) and her husband, George Dupleix (1766-1840), a 
sea captain, were natives ofIreland. Catherine was a close New York friend of Elizabeth and active 
with her in the Society for the Relief of Poor Widows with Small Children. She converted to 
Catholicism in the fall of 1812 after which she was active in several Catholic charitable 
organizations in New York, including the orphan asylum later staffed by the Sisters of Charity. 
11.56 OCL #364 
lR. Watson, D.O., Apology for the Bible in a Series of Leiters Addressed to Thomas Paine. 
(New York: John Bull, 1796). Cf. Setoll Writings 3:B-2. 
On the fly leaf: Wm. M. Seton and S. Brute 
On the Preface page: W. M. Seton 1796 
On p. 3 of the text, the following paragraph appears: "No one can think worse of confession to a 
priest and subsequent absolution, as practices in the church of Rome, than I do, but I cannot, with 
you, attribute the guillotine-massacres to that cause. Men '8 minds were not prepared, as you 
suppose, for the commission of all manner of crimes, by any doctrines of the church of Rome, 
corrupted! as [ esteem it, but by their not thoroughly believing that religion. What may not society 
expect from those, who shall imbibe the principles of your book?" 
On the margins and white space on this page, Elizabeth wrote a note included here. It is not clear 
whether the last paragraph is the writing of Elizabeth or ofBrutc, but clearly the content is a defense 
of Roman Catbolic belief in the practice of the sacrament of Penance. 
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with contempt. Such speaking proceeds only from prejudice and want 
of examin. to be acquainted either with the principles or the practice of 
the church, concerning confession, would have been enough to pre-
vent the aspersion ofthe bishop Watson, and even without granting, as 
for its divine prescription, what indeed the Catholic reader would not 
expect from a protestant bishop, he could have paid in this occasion to 
his old == Mother at least as much regard as he shows for deism itself 
and his champion. 
"however, the good effect of this illiberal aspersion must turn in 
this place to the consolation of the Catholic reader, who being a few 
lines after that the good man Esteems the doctrines of the catholic 
church corrupted may suppose that there is in them nothing worse 
than confession and absolution which have brought not comlption to 
him whenever he has used them in the true spirit of the church. Now, 
the observation of the bishop that it is the neglect of "even that reli-
gion " [unclear] gets but a new strength against Payne from those par-
tial professions of the author against it." 
11.57 Prayerbook Inscription' 
Hasten, Hasten happy moment time I bid thee fly awake me to Eter-
nity and bid this body Die 
Jesus infinite goodness 
link by link the blessed chain 
one' Body in Christ- he the head, we the members 
one Spirit diffused thro the holy ghost in us all 
one hope- Him in heaven and Eternity. 
one Faith by his word and his church 
one Baptism and participation of his Sacraments 
11.57 ASJPH 1-3-3-18:67a 
'The title page ofthis French prayerbook is missing. On the left side of a page that contains "Acte 
de Foi-acte d'esperance-acte de Charite;' [Act of Faith- act of hope- act of Charity] Elizabeth 
has written the following reflection. The first sentence is written on each side of an oval shape 
containing an angel. 
'This and each of the following ones is circled. 
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one God Our dear Lord, 
one Father We his children he above all 
through all, and in all 
Who can resist, all self must be killed and destroyed by this artillery of 
love one one one one one who could escape this bond of Unity peace 
and love-O my Soul be fastened link by link strong as death, iron, 
and Hell as says the Sacred word.' 
Waiting for our Lord Jesus-
Waiting in our exile-
That manifestation of our beloved so soon to take place-
beings yet confirmed by him unto the end 
by our Viaticum in our last day of life 
here below-that day is-that coming-
Servant of Jesus [unclear] beloved and revered -
I thought a body sooner could have loved without a soul than I de-
prived of thee 
Ah why delay ? 
our misery is not to conform ourselves to the intentions of God as to 
the manner in which he will be glorified-what pleases him does not 
please us-he wills us to enter in the way of suffering, and we desire to 
enter in action-We desire to give rather than to receive- and do not 
purely seek his WILL 
11.58 Prayer! 
o my God who knows me so well let me also know you as far as I can 
o strength of my Soul enter within it unite it closely to yourself, you 
know it such as it is, 0 make it worthy of you cleanse it from all its 
stain, from all its defilements possess it yourself alone, for in you 
alone defines its life, its light and its Peace 
' Song of Songs 8:6 
11.58 ASJPH 1-3-3-9:38 
IThi s reflection is written on the back of a Madonna illustration. 
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11.59 "0 God the Father of Mercies . .. '" 
o God the Father of Mercies2 grant by the merits and intercession 
of Blessed Jerome Emelian3 who by Thy good pleasure was a Father 
and a helper to orphans that we may faithfully preserve the spirit of 
Adoption by which we are called and are thy children. thro' J[ esus] 
C[hrist] 
o God who didst adorn Saint Camillus with a singular prerogative 
of charity for the relief of souls struggling in their last agony, infuse 
we beseech thee by his merits the spirit of thy love in us, that at the 
hour of our Death we may overcome our Enemy, and attain to the 
heavenly Crown thro' our Lord J.e. 
o God who for the salvation of souls w[oul]dhave B[lesse]dFran-
cis [de Sales] thy confessor and Bishop become all things to all men, 
mercifully grant that being filled with the sweetness of thy charity, di-
rected by his instructions and assisted by his merits, we may obtain 
eternal joys thro' our Lord Jesus Christ. 
o God who by an Apostolic Virtue didst strengthen Blessed Vin-
cent to preach to the poor, and enlarge the beauty of Ecclesiastical dig-
nity, grant we beseech thee that we may follow his example whose 
virtues we venerated thro' 
Amen4-
11.60 "I am pleased . . ."1 
I am pleased with you because you love my sacred passion. See my 
arms stretched on the cross, see my hands and feet nailed there for love 
11.59 AMSJ A 111 003 
IThis reflection is written on the back ofa holy card. A note on the bottom of the card states that it 
was given to Sister of Charity of Cincinnati Leona Murphy by Sister of Charity of New York Mary 
Fuller. 
'2 Cor. 1:3 
3St. Jerome Emiliani (1486-1537) is patron of orphans and abandoned children. St. Camillus de 
Lellis (1550-1614) is patron of hospitals, nurses. and the sick. 
4At the bottom in another hand: "This was written by our venerated Mother Seton." 
11.60 ASJPH 1-3-3-18:69 
IThis is written on the back of a holy card. 
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of you, see my wounded side gushing the purple streams of your sal-
vation- enter in my Sacred Heart and draw every grace and blessing 
from it. How did it beat for you in the manger, in the garden of agony, 
and on the Cross-Oh then will yours be cold to me. 
11.61 Note 
Rebecca Mary's ' worn many years by her mother'- given by her 
god mother R. Seton3 when she was dying! 
11.62 The Spiritual Combat' 
St Josephs 
Anna Maria R TJ Seton 
7th Septem[be]r 1810 
Eternity 
***** 
never to end 
11.63 Plaintes et Complaisances ... ' 
Rebecca Seton 1 st J[ ul]y, 1816 our Eternity of divine love J.M.J. 
11.61 ASJPH 3-3-9:8 
'Elizabeth's daughter Rebecca 
' Elizabeth herself 
3Elizabeth's sister-in-law Rebecca Seton gave the cross to Elizabeth who in turn gave it to her 
daughter Rebecca. 
4In another hand, probably Catherine Seton's: "This is the little gold cross I had." 
11.62 AMSV NIP 110: M, II, B2 
'This inscription, perhaps written by Elizabeth, is inside the printed book Laurence Scupoli, The 
Spiritual Combat (Baltimore: 1807 edition). A favorite of St. Francis de Sales, much used by 
Elizabeth, it was first published in 1610. Cf. Seton Writings 3: B-2. 
11.63 AMSV NIP 110: M, II, Bl 
'This inscription written by Elizabeth is inside the printed prayer book Plaintes ef Complaisances 
du Sallveurpar L 'Auteur de L 'Ecole du Sal/vew' (Paris: Gueffier, 1807). Cf. Seton Writings 3: B-2. 
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11.64 Practical Reflections! 
Julianna Scotf 
Presented to her by her beloved friend 
Mother Seton in the year 1814 
11.65 Note on Engraving 
1. House of Antonio Filicchy Leghorn 
2. Mrs. Baragatzzi 
3. Little barge, Annina AF EAS going to embark for America in the 
Piamingo---No 4 
The day of judgment said P[Filippo] Filicchi 
[The numbers above refer to those written on the picture of the 
scene.] 
11.66 The Imitation ofChrisl 
"Antonio Filicchi, from his dear sister and friend, Eliza A. Seton, 
to commemorate the happy day he presented her to the church of God, 
the 14th March, 1805." 
11.64 ASJPH RB #47 
IThis inscription is in Practical Reflections, A Brie/Method a/Meditation, printed between April 
1806 and Nov. 1808. C[ Seton Writings 3: B-2. 
2 Julianna (Julia) Sitgreaves Scott (1765-1842) was the oldest daughter of William and Susanna 
Deshon Sitgreaves. Born in Philadelphia, she lived in New York after her marriage to Lewis Allaire 
Scott January IS, 1785. The couple had two children, John Morin Scott and Maria Litchfield Scott. 
Julia returned to Philadelphia in 1798 shortly after her husband's death to live with her sister, 
Charlotte Sitgreaves Cox. She was a lifelong confidante and benefactor whose friendship Elizabeth 
cherished. They carried on an extensive correspondence until Elizabeth 's death in 1821. 
11.65 ASJPH 1-3 #102 
I These annotations written by Elizabeth are on a black and white engraving of the Filicchi home 
in Leghorn (Livorno), Italy, where they lived after 1807. 
11.66 White lst edition, 166 
IThis inscription is in a copy of The Imitation a/Christ Elizabeth gave to Antonio Filicchi. 
To Agnes Grace 
- 1l3-
11.67 Holy Card! 
For my little Agnes from her own, Mother E.A. Seton, 1820 
11.68 Reverse of Sketch! 
1st Western IsI[e]- Saint. Mary. 
[Name] Anna Maria [appears on reverse] 
11.67 ASJPH 1-3-3-29:2 
! This is written on the back of a holy card. 
Mary Agnes Grace (1812-1897) was a pupil at st. Joseph's Academy prior to 1821. She entered 
the Sisters of Charity in 1827 and was known as Sister Mary Gonzaga. During the Civil War she 
distinguished herself as Sister Servant at Saterlee Hospital (West Philadelphia), the largest Union 
hospital. 
11.68 ASJPH 1-3-3:53 
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Introduction to the Del10ut Life, by Francis de Sales, was formative 
in Elizabeth's spirituality and that of the early community. 
The Contest in the Communion of Saints, sketch by Brute when Elizabeth 
was in danger of death, September 1820 
(Both: Courtesy; Archives of St. Joseph's Provincial House, Emmitsburg) 
Sketch by Brute of Elizabeth looking down from Heaven. 
Written on her book is "The Will of God." 
(Courtesy, Archives of St. Joseph's Provincial House, Emmitsburg) 
One of Elizabeth's inscriptions in The Following of Chri,~t 
(used in her canonization proceedings as proof of her baptism) 
(Courtesy; Archives of Sisters of Charity of Seton Hill, Greensburg, Pennsylvania) 
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Part XII 
Community and Academy Records 
12.1 Minutes of First Council Meeting 
St Josephs, 18th August 1809 
The Sisters of Charity assembled in Community in the presence of 
their Father Superior the Revd. Wm V. Dubourg chose by vote three 
of their number to form a council with the Mother and her Assistant 
for the regulation and arrangement of the concerns of the Sisterhood 
as far as their Jurisdiction may extend. 
The three chosen for the council were 
Mother Mary Elizabeth Ann [Seton] {Sister Catharine Martha [Mullen] 
and {Sister Veronica [Cecilia 
Q'Conway] 
Sister Rose Mary [White] Assistant {Sister Cecilia Theresa [Seton] 
Sunday 20th. Augt. 1809 
The council, Sister Rose Mary and Mother assembled in order, and the 
following resolutions were taken --
-That we five will unite to watch conscienciously over the econ-
omy of the house with the same diligence as if it was the separate 
charge of each particularly-
Resolved to unite in breaking the two [too] natural propensity of us 
all to forming private parties, and to watch over the general good. 
The Sister whose turn it is to cook] 
will wait also at table and clear the] 
kitchen--- ] 
12.1 ASJPH 3-2-5 
The Sisters who take charge of the 
washing 
Sister Kitty Martha [Mullen]-
Sister Maria [Murphy] 
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Sister Marian [Mary Ann] [Butler] 
-Sister Sally [Thompson] 
Sister Susan [Clossey]-Veronica 
[Cecilia] [O'Conway] 
Sister Susan [Clossey] and HalTiet [Seton] 
will take charge of the linen giving] 
Ironers Mother Sister Rose 
Mary [White] 
it to be mended. ] Harriet [Seton] Elenor [Ellen 
Thompson] 
Anna [Seton] Cecilia [Seton] 
Extra Meeting 22 Aug[us]t.[1809] 
Resolutions-to read the callendar every Saturday in order that 
each Sister may have an opportunity of asking for an extra Commu-
nion according to her devotion. to change the hour of Break[fas]t. and 
supper for reasons generally approved by the Sisterhood. with some 
other necessary regulations all of which passed with one voice of the 
whole community after the council had first consulted. 
Above in writing of Mother E. A. Seton 
On fly-leaf: "This one page of the first Council Book remains, a 
relic. Mother Seton's handwriting." 
12.2 Incorporation, By-Laws, Board Minutes 
Meeting held on the 23rd July 1817 
St. Joseph's Emmittsburg, Md 
Decrees in virtue of an Act of the General Assembly of the State of 
Maryland passed on the 2nd day of December 1816-
Elizabeth A. Seton, Elizabeth Boyle, Cecilia O'Conway, Jane 
Smith, Rosetta White, Margaret George, Bridget Farrell, Mary Ann 
Butler, Frances Jordan, Susan Closey, Teresa Conway [Conroy], Jane 
Frances Gartland, Eleanor Angela Brady, Ann Gruber, Adele Salva, 
12.2 ASJPH 3-3-6:1 
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Elizabeth Magdalene Guerin, Sarah Thompson, Camilla Corish, Mar-
garet Felicity Brady, Scholastic a Beans [Bean], Julia Shirk, and 
Louisa Roger, under the Superintendent care of certain Clergymen of 
their Religious persuasion were made a Body Corporate, under the 
name and Title of Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph's, the same persons 
assisted by the Rev. John Dubois have assembled this 23rd day of July 
1817, for the purpose of organizing, and to elect the officers of the 
Said Corporation, and to adopt a code of By-laws for the government 
of said Institution. l 
Elizabeth A. Seton being in the Chair, the following By-laws, were 
proposed and unanimously adopted, To Wit-
lThis document includes the name of Sister Madeleine Guerin who had died a month earlier 
(December 20). probably because the bill had already been drafted for consideration by the 
Maryland legislature. For additional documents related to the foundation of the Sisters of Charity. 
see A-l2.3, A-12.4, and A-12.5 in Appendix at the end of this volume. 
Elizabeth Bean (d. 1835) was from SI. Mary's County, Maryland, and had been a member of a 
Trappistine monastery that failed. Known as Sister Scholastica, she entered the novitiate of the 
Sisters of Charity November 27, 1814. As a Sister of Charity , she served twice at SI. Joseph Asylum 
in Philadelphia, first in 1816 and later after 1819; Roman Catholic Orphanage, Manhattan (1819); 
SI. John, Frederick, Maryland; SI. Peter Asylum, Wilmington, Delaware (1830, sister servant); and 
SI. Francis Xavier School, Alexandria, Virginia. She died in Emmitsburg September 8 and is buried 
in the original community cemetery. 
Margaret Brady (1794-1883) from Emmitsburg was known as Sister Felicita (Felicitas, Felicity) 
after entering the Sisters of Charity in 1814. In 1817 with Sister Rose White she opened the Roman 
Catholic Orphanage, the first mission of the Sisters of Charity in New York. Sometime prior to 
1832, she returned to Emmitsburg before leaving for service in Philadelphia (1832); SI. Mary 
School, (1833); SI. John, Frederick, Maryland (1834); and Mount SI. Mary, Emmitsburg (1840). 
November 2, 1846, Sister Felicita withdrew from the Sisters of Charity, but her request to be buried 
in the community cemetery at St. Joseph'8 was honored. Her own sister was Sister Ellen Brady 
(d.1818), also a Sister of Charity. 
Teresa Conroy (1780-1823) was originally from Ireland. She entered the Sisters of Charity 
February 2, 1812, and made vows July 19, 1813. She and Sister Margaret George were the last 
members to enter the community before the opening of the first novitiate. Known as Sister Teresa, 
she was a member of the first group of Sisters of Charity to open a mission away from Emmitsburg at 
the Asylum in Philadelphia in 1814. Her other missions included service at Mount Sl. Mary, 
Emmitsburg (1817), at Sl. Joseph Asylum and School, Philadelphia (1818), then New York. She 
died at Emmitsburg November 6, 1823, and is buried in the original community cemetery. 
Mary Decount (1786-1870), an accomplished musician, was admitted to the novitiate of the 
Sisters of Charity October 2, 1817. Although she did not accept the proposal, the Council offered 
Mary's mother, a widow in her eightieth year, the opportunity to live at Sl. Joseph's with the 
stipulation that if she did not choose to do this, she would be granted $200 support per year from the 
profits resulting from her daughter's services as a music teacher. Known as Sister Mary Augustine, 
Mary Deeollnt was elected Proeuratrix (1820) and Mother (1827). She served at SI. Matthew 
School, Washington, D.C. (1825); SI. Mary Asylum, Mobile, Alabama; SI. Vincent Asylum and Free 
School, Donaldsonville, Louisiana (1848); and at SI. Joseph's, Emmitsburg (1855) where she died. 
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-BY-LAWS-
of the Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph's 
1. The Officers of this Corporation shall be five: The Mother Supe-
rior (or President of the Board), the Assistant, a Treasurer, a 
Procuratrix, and a Secretary to be elected every three years, unless a 
majority of the Members of the Board present at a meeting, should 
deem it expedient to make exceptions to this Law. 
2. The Affairs of this Society are entrusted to the Officers of the 
Board, who shall advise with the Rev. Director, and act in accordance 
with the requirements of circumstances. 
3. It shall be the duty of the Mother Superior to call meetings and 
preside at them, and to have a general superintendence over the Af-
fairs of the Society. - Mother's Assistant shall represent her and act 
in her name during absence or sickness, and in case of Mother's death 
shall take her place untill another Mother is elected. - The Treasurer 
shall receive all monies, make purchases, pay Bills, give receipts, etc. 
etc, and shall give a correct statement of Receipts and Expenditures 
whenever required to do so by the Board or by the Mother Superior.-
The Procuratrix shall see to the daily wants of the Sisters in concert 
with the Treasurer. -It shall be the duty of the Secretary to keep re-
cords of the meetings and other Acts of the Board. -
4. When any vacancy occurs by death, resignation, removal or oth-
erwise, such vacancy may be filled at the following meeting of the 
Board. -
She is buried in the original community cemetery. 
Bridget Farrell (1765- 1847) was a native of Ireland. A widow who original1y came to St. Joseph's 
as a boarder with her daughter, Margaret George, she entered the Sisters of Charity January 30, 
1813. Known as Sister Bridget, she was among the first novices admitted after the novitiate was 
organized under the newly approved rule. Bridget, fondly called Ma Farrell, served at Mount SI. 
Mary (1815) and Sl. Joseph' s, Emmitsburg, where she died. She is buried in the original community 
cemetery at Emmitsburg. 
Jane Smith (d. 1841) was among the first novices admitted afterthe novitiate was organized under 
the newly approved rule. Entering the Sisters of Charity January 30,1813, she was known as Sister 
Joanna. She served as Procuratrix (1814 ·1817), an office from which she wished to resign but 
which was not permitted; the Baltimore Infirmary (1823); St. Mary, Albany (1828); and St. 
Joseph's, Emmitsburg (1830) where she died January 21, 1841. She is buried at Emmitsburg in the 
original community cemetery. 
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5. Whereas the members ofthis Board are and shall at all times be 
Sisters of Charity, and therefore subject to be missioned to distant 
places, which must make it too inconvenient and expensive for all the 
members to assemble, even for holding elections of Officers, it is 
therefore established that all elections shall be legal and valid, pro-
vided that the Officers of the Board and the Rev. Director pro tern: 
shall be present at the meeting holding such Elections; and provided 
further that the Acts of such Elections be recorded and signed by the 
Officer presiding at such meetings and by the Secretary; and wit-
nessed by the Rev. Director. -
6. Whereas no person is admitted in the Society of the Sisters of 
Charity ofSt. Joseph's, unless the applicant agrees to give her services 
gratuitously for charitable, pious and useful objects in connection 
with the said Society, such person or persons shall have no claim 
whatever on this Corporation or on account ofthis Corporation should 
they at any time cease to be regular members ofthe said Society of the 
Sisters of Charity ofSt. Joseph's.-
7. The signature of the Mother Superior shall be sufficient for the 
validity of the Acts of the Board involving sales, transfer or lease of 
property; but all Acts referring to Elections of Officers must be signed 
by the Mother Superior or (in case of her death) by the Sister Assis-
tant, and by the Secretary and witnessed by the Rev. Director. -
8. In as much as this Society ofthe Sisters of Charity ofSt. Joseph's 
is modelled after the Society of the Sisters of Charity instituted in 
France by St. Vincent de Paul, this Board adopts the Rules and Consti-
tutions of that same Society except such ofthem as may be incompati-
ble with the Laws ofthese United States, of this State of Maryland or 
of the above named Act of Incorporation of our Society. 
After the adoption ofthe above By-Laws, It was moved to proceed 
to the election of the Mother Superior. Sister Elizabeth Seton was by 
acclamation elected as Mother Superior of the Society. It was publicly 
acknowledged that her experience, prudence and kindness, with 
which she had governed the Sisters of Charity from the 
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commencement of the Society, that is from the 31 st day of July 1809, 
fully entitled her to the confidence and respect of all the Sisterhood. 
Then the meeting by a majority of votes elected Sister Elizabeth 
Boyle Assistant, Sister Margaret George Treasurer, Sister Johanna 
Smith Procuratrix and Sister Angela Brady Secretary ofthe Board. -
There being no further business to transact, the meeting adjourned. 
Witnessed by 
(signed) J. Dubois, Sup. (signed) MEA Seton 
(signed) Sister Angela Brady, 
Secretary. 
St. Joseph's Emmittsburg 
May 6th 1818 
At a meeting ofthe Board duly called by the President to elect Sis-
ter M. Joseph Bennell [Rivel]2 member ofthe Board to fill the vacancy 
caused by the death of Sister M[ adeleine] Guerin. The motion was 
put, seconded and carried. - After which the Treasurer's report of the 
financial affairs was read and approved. Then the meeting adjourned. 
Witnessed by 
(signed) J. Dubois, Sup. (signed) MEA Seton 
(signed) Sister Angela Brady, 
Secretary. 
St. Joseph's Emmittsburg Md 
July 9th 1819 
At a meeting duly called by the President ofthe Board the follow-
ing business was transacted Sister Margaret George having resigned 
2Maty Rivel (d. 1857) entered the Sisters of Charity March 3. 18 18, although her health seemed 
doubtful. Known as Sister Mary Joseph, she spent all of her community life serving at Sl. Joseph ' s, 
Emmitsburg, except for a brief time in Philadelphia during the 1832 cholera epidemic. She died at 
St. Joseph's and is buried in the original community cemetery in Emmitsburg. 
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the office of Treasurer on account of continued ill health, it was 
moved and seconded to elect in her place Sister [Jane] Frances 
Gartland. The motion was carried by a majority ofvotes.-
Witnessed by 
(signed) J. Dubois, Sup. (signed) MEA Seton 
(signed) Sister Angela Brady, 
Secretary. 
St. Joseph's Emmittsburg Md 
August 19th 1820 
At a meeting duly called by the President of this Board for the pur-
pose of holding an election of two officers, Mother's Assistant and 
Procuratrix, it was moved and seconded to elect Sister Mary Xavier 
Clark member of the Board to the office of Mother Assistant which 
was carried. After which on motion Sister M. Augustin[e] Decount 
member of the Board and by majority of votes was elected 
Pro curatrix. Then the meeting adjourned. 
Witnessed by 
(signed) J. Dubois, Sup. (signed) MEA Seton 
(signed) Sister Angela Brady, 
Secretary. 
12.6 1815 Incident 
M. H. 1 a young girl recommended by the most Reverend W. D - + 
of Philadelphia who had lately baptized her and received her in the 
church - also recommended by our Sisters there' as a person in every 
respect most interesting and entitled to our care - she brought letters 
also from a respectable pious family saying every thing to convince us 
12.6 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:56 
1 Probably Martha Hartnet (Hartwell) who was admitted as a candidate for the Sisters of Charity 
April 3, 1815, but who remained only a few weeks before departing surreptitiously. Sister Margaret 
George described her as "an odd being [who 1 went away early in the morning or late at night- sans 
ceremonie-a true romantic spirit, poor child." 
' Sister Rose White was the Sister Servant in Philadelphia. 
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she was a worthy character - her appearance and manner was very 
promising, and she was recieved as a Candidate 3 - some weeks after 
her entrance she had some nervous affections which acted alternately 
as sickness or folly - Dr. M[oore]' directed [the application of] a 
blister on the back of her neck for excessive pain in the head - She 
played many little foolish tricks, crowning herself at night with lilies 
and going barefoot to Sister B[ etsy Boyle' or Bridget FalTell ' ]s cell, 
coming down to mass and attempting to enter the choir with a white 
handkerchief thrown on her head, without shoes or stockings also -
we thought it would go over but after some days without giving any 
suspicion of her intentions she disappeared, going out at night by the 
cellar door which she opened inside - a dark night of clouds and 
lightning and passing under Mothers [Seton] window (which was up) 
to go to the cow stable where she afterwards said she concealed her-
self 'till morning and from whence she had recieved a note brought 
there and given to the boy who drove the cows, and who in simplicity 
(as most of the family was gone to the Mountain church) seeing her 
gave the note which she said pressed her to come to town 
[Emmitsburg] where a calTiage waited for her - the poor child hav-
ing given it as one of her reasons for seeking refuge with us [the Sisters 
of Charity] that she was pursued and tormented by a man of very bad 
character, it was feared this person had sent her the note but no celiain 
account could be obtained - only that she had been seen in Baltimore 
handsomely dressed (though she left St. Josephs with her green cap 
and brown gown)' with a gentleman in Gadsbeys hotel- presented 
herself to our Venerable Archbishop [John CalToll] and other friends 
showing no embalTassment whatever -
in Philadelphia her account of St. Josephs house (from whatever 
motive) was such as only the most cruel and extravagant falsehood 
could invent, showing the marks ofthe ill usage she had recieved and 
3 A candidate was a postulant seeking membership in a religious community. 
4Dr. Samuel Moore provided medical care at Sl. Joseph ' s until his death when he was replaced by 
his brother Dr. Robert Moore, effective June 27, 1820. 
5The August 18, 1814 Council Minutes contain some information about the dress ofthe Sisters of 
Charity. The Council "agreed that the novices ' caps should be as the Candidates' Habit and Cape 
dark linsey [-woolsey]. Candidates wear what they bring--dark green or brown cap." The novices 
wore a dress of brown flannel until about 1823. 
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ofthe cords with which she had been bound - a strong contrast with 
the even singular affection and attention with which we had treated 
her-
12.7 1816 Incident 
Mr. J[ enkins r of Maryland wrote the most affecting representa-
tion of a young lady of his family who had been betrayed .. , abhored 
her crime, and in the deepest sense of sorrow and remorse begged of 
us a refuge from the world and an opportunity to repair by a life of pen-
ance and future service to God the unhappy offence she had commit-
ted -
she could be sent with such precaution that the place of her retreat 
would be known to few, and under a borrowed name - the Council 
had a long deliberation yet unanimously permitted, in consideration 
of the uncommon case, the pressing assurance ofMr. J[ enkins] that he 
believed her souls salvation depending, as the Contempt ofthe world 
if all her circumstances were known might drive her to despair, the ex-
treme distress of her family and their earnest solicitations, the marks 
of deep repentance she had shown, ... all seemed to authorize an ad-
mittance at least to enable us to judge if we might hope the promised 
good would be effected -
Mr. J[ enkins] was authorized with every precaution to send the 
penitent on trial [as a candidate]. - another letter 2 of most grateful 
description from Mr. J[ enkins] of their joy at the acceptance of the 
poor sufferer whom we looked for daily - a few weeks elapsed and 
he wrote as follows - that the person in question had the very day be-
fore our letter was received escaped from her family leaving a letter 
saying that she could no longer remain where every thing reminded 
her of her fallen state, that she could never expect to be admitted 
where it was known, and she would seek among strangers the relief 
12.7 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:57 
'Mr. Q. Jenkins of Port Tobacco, Maryland, applied for the admission ofa candidate who was 
accepted by the Council April 30, 1816. Her identity is unknown. 
2This correspondence is no longer extant. 
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she could not hope for where she was known - an eccentric romantic 
person, father of a family, had assisted her escape which he said was 
among good people etc etc 
Mr. J[ enkin']s and his families distress at her conduct concludes 
his letter - but the goodness of God to our house from whence a sec-
ond elopement would have been of most painful consequence in-
deed-
a Sister - of fine talents amiable character - but singular, sup-
posed to be in consumption 3 kept her bed nearly or more than a year, 
her bones through behind - Dr. C[hatard] - said she should take ex-
ercise - the Superior insisted the little Sister reluctantly complied, 
and became one of the most useful members of the community 
12.8 Regulations of the School of St. Joseph 
+ 
Regulations of the School ofSt. Joseph 
about 1812 in the writing of Mother Seton 
to be preserved as document of the early times 
and as comparison in times future I 
Sister Fanny [Jordan]' 
3This notation seems to be unrelated to the above incident but simply written in available space on 
the page, apparently at a different time. 
12.8 ASJPH 1-3-3-5:15 
IThis notation is written by Rev. Simon Brute. 
2Frances Ann Jordan (1793-1867), born in Saint Croix in the Virgin Islands (formerly Santa Cruz 
ofthe Antilles), was admitted as a candidate for the Sisters of Charity July 28, 1810, and pronounced 
vows July 19, 1813. Known as Sister Ann Frances (Fanny), she was on mission at St. Joseph 
[Orphan] Asylum in Philadelphia (1815 and 1819); St. Joseph's, Emmitsburg as Treasurer (1819); 
Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum, Manhattan (1822); St. Mary Asylum, Baltimore; St. Peter 
Asylum, Cincinnati (1829); St. Louis Asylum, St. Peter Asylum, Wilmington (1834); Washington 
Asylum (1843); St. Mary Asylum, Baltimore (1850); and St. Joseph's, Emmitsburg where she died 
June 13, 1867. She is buried in the original community cemetery at Emmitsburg. 
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1st class of Grammar Monday and Thursday begins at Y, past 8 to Y, 
past 9. 
2nd class every day ~ Tuesday and Friday from Y, past 8 to Y, past 9 
Half of them sent alternately to writing 
2 class of spelling from Y, past 9 to Y, past 10. during which the 3rd 
class will alternately go to figures and writing ~ 
3rd class of spelling from Y, 10 to Y, past 11. during which 2nd class 
will go alternately to figures and writing ~ 
from Y, past 11 to Y, past 12. 2nd and 3rd class will read alternately 
English with Sister F[anny Jordan] and French with Sister Elizabeth 
[Boyle] any of either class not learning French will read to [Jane Fran-
ces] Gartland 3 or Sister S [usan Clossey] if necessaJy. 
Afternoon 
2nd class of geography ~ during which French read alternately to Sr. 
Elizabeth [Boyle] 
3rd class of geography ~ [Jane Frances] Gartland 
2nd class of reading ~ Sister [Jane Frances] G[artland] Monday and 
Thursday. 
3rd class of reading ~ [Jane Frances] Gartland 
Monday and Thursday 1 st class parsing 4 ~ 
Tuesday and Friday 2nd and 3rd class parsing 
while 2nd class parse 3rd class read French or repeat 
Cecil [O'Conway] 
Writing and work 
Sister Kitty [Mullen] ~ 
~ Externs and all who want the 1 st sections of the Spelling Book 
3Mary Gartland (1786-1820) was born in Ireland, lived in Philadelphia, and was an Academy 
student (1810-1812). She was the first novice to be admitted to the novitiate March 19, 1812, aftcr 
the formal establishment of the novitiate. Known as Sister Jane Frances, she pronounced her vows 
August 21, 1814. She taught arithmetic, reading, and geography at Sc Joseph's Academy for eight 
years and was elected Treasurer (1 819). She died at Emmitsburg and is buried in the original 
community cemetery there. 
4Explaining the grammatical form and function of a word or words in a sentence 
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Arithmetic divided between Sister Martina [Quinn] and [Jane Fran-
ces] Gartland 
(Sister [Margaret] George and Sister Margaret the same person)' 
3rd class of grammar every day heard while 1st class writes 
Monday and Thursday 2nd class of grammar half sent alternately to 
writing-
1 st class reading from ';4 past 10 to ';4 past 11 
1 st class of geography (repetition) on Tuesday and Friday 
succeeds the hour of writing % hour (on Tuesday and Friday) 
4 may read French alternately during the repetition -
class of bookkeeping on Monday and Thursday succeeds the hour of 
writing % hour 
Sister Fannys 1st class of reading each one 5 minutes each to correct 
the other while 1 st class are writing 
Heathen Mythology· and French vocabulary ';4 past 12. 
Afternoon 
Monday Tuesday and Friday a given quantity of French translation 
Tuesday and Friday practical geography 
Monday and Thursday Sister Fannys 2nd class of reading assist Ce-
cilia [O'Conway] with work 
+ 
5In another hand the following note is added on the side: "Mother writes sf. George because she 
first called Sf. Margaret [that] a long time ago~" 
6In Elizabeth's early copybooks there were numerous references to Greek and Roman 
mythology, important subjects for an educated person. Cf. Seton Writings 3:8.1 , 8.2, 8.3. 
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the mode of teaching not uniform' 
can a child leave fine sewing 8 occasionally 
Mrs Seguin 9 - is she under the rule of the scholars? 
ought the angel 10 to be in the class room 
XVI confusion on change of class -
is the class Sisters presence necessary to give books for study 
children leaving school for drinks etc 
abuse going to clothes room 
examen if twice a day? 
silence in dormitory 
fruit withheld as punishment (angel) 
XI. children sent out during class 
XII. postures -
XIV. to be mended 
XVII-
children obliged for 
articles in [her] charge -
she so distas[page tom] -
angel might have the small articles 
angelus 
12.9 Employments at St. Joseph's 
Distribution 
of the external employments at St. Joseph's 
School department 
7These observations and comments appear in cryptic form on the last page as if they were 
Elizabeth '5 notes indicating areas for fo llow-up and instruction. Some were written in 1817 or later. 
sThis documents the earliest evidence of needlework taught at Sl. Joseph's Academy. A 
significant collection of girlhood embroidery is in the Archives at Sl. Joseph's Provincial House in 
Emmitsburg. 
9Mrs. Seguin was an instructor in music at St. Joseph's beginning in November 1817. She 
boarded at Sl. Joseph's where her daughter Emma was a pupil. Her son attended Mount Sl. Mary. 
10The term used to refer to the "adult in charge" who supervised a group of students 
12. 9 ASJPH 1-3-3-5:7 
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This is entirely changed as new regulations have been made I 
at the Head - Mother 
Discipline} Sister Kitty [Catherine Mullen] - the duties of her office 
shall consist in keeping good order during the Classes and recreation, 
viz - when she has a Class herself, she shall attend to the good behav-
iour and silence ofthose under her Care - when not engaged, or not 
much engaged she shall keep in order those who are at study, whilst 
the other Sisters are teaching - infonn said Sisters of any irregulari-
ties amongst their own Scholars which may escape their notice whilst 
teaching - in case of any of said Sisters not attending her Class on 
[account] of absence or indisposition, infonn mother [Seton] of it that 
she may appoint some one else to supply her place - and acquaint her 
also with any abuse that may Creep amongst the Girls - during recre-
ation, whether in or out ofthe house she shall overlook the Girls, and 
likewise when they go abroad' in a body - should they divide into 
two bands Sister Margaret [George] shall overlook one of the two. 
Sister Kitty's duty shall be also to infonn mother [Seton] by writing 
every week of any Capital fault which any of the girls may be guilty of 
in point of Behaviour whether she saw or heard of it. 
Prayers and other Exercises of Piety in the school to be perfonned 
or directed by her as the 2d officer in the absence ofthe mother and as-
sistant.3 
Studies in the absence of mother Sister Fanny [Jordan] shall give 
such directions relating to the 
} studies at large as extraordinary circumstances may ren-
der necessary and for 
} which mother would be applied to if she was present or 
not otherwise Engaged 
lThis document is not in Elizabeth's handwriting but was reviewed and annotated by her. 
Reflecting the style of the Particular Rules of the French Daughters of Charity, this document, 
probably written in 1810, pre-dates the first formal rule adopted in 1812 by the American Sisters of 
Charity. Cf. Seton Writings 3: A-l2.3. 
' ''Abroad'' is often used to refer to leaving the property or being "otf campus." Sometimes this 
term has been erroneously interpreted as going to Europe. 
3Sister Rose White was elected Assistant August 18, 1809. 
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School mistresses 
Sister Cecilia [O'Conway] 
Sister Fanny [Jordan] 
Sister Margaret [George] 
<Sister Kitty> 
Sister Susan [Clossey] 
Sister Elizabeth [Boyle] 
Besides those Classes Mother has consented to take upon herself the 
Historical Class and the Religious instruction - Sister Kitty shall at-
tend the repetition of the Catechism <assisted in tum by Sisters Ce-
cilia, Fanny and Margaret> Sister Margaret supplies her place when 
necessary 
2 - department 
Including the Work basket, the Infirmary, and the keeping of all the 
vesper Rooms and dormitorys 
at the head. Sister Rose [White] - under Mother whom she shall 
Consult on all necessary occasions 
her Duty will be to overlook and attend herself the work basket 
where wiJl resort besides the Sisters named below all the Sisters who 
shall have no particular office to attend or who will occasiOlmally be 
without work, or be permitted on account of some slight indisposi-
tions or infinnity to quitt their usual office for a time - she shall ap-
point to supply her place when her other duties will require her 
absence one of the Sisters under her who will appear the fittest, to cut 
out the work, fix it ready for Sewing distribute the work to the others, 
overlook their Sewing, at the work basket, receive the Clothes which 
want mending, give them or send them to the girls who can mend 
them, and return them when mended, to the Sister who has the Care of 
the Linen and Clothes - to her will the Sister apply when they want 
any thing in point of Clothing - and she shall supply them in cases of 
evident necessity and when materials are already in the house - but 
when the Case is doubtful or when purchases must be made Sister 
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Rose shall apply to mother who will decide upon the necessity of the 
Case, and if authorised by Mother she shall either direct the articles to 
be furnished, or apply to the Procuratix to buy what is wanting for 
which she will give her a written order from mother + Except those of 
such girls as Mother will think proper to authorise to keep their clothes 
1st division of the 2d. department 
Sister attending at the Work basket 
Sister Rose 
Sister Ann [Gruber]4 - when not employed at her office 
<Martina> [Quinn]} (Sister Ann only can come during 
Clare [Stinson] } 
Agnes [Duffy] } 
instructions and readings 5 __ 
< >} who may also be employed in the kitchen or other 
offices, 
Mary Ann [Butler] 
Julia [Shirk] } 
Louise[Rogers] Sr. Maddeline [Guerin] Sr. Bridget 
[FalTell] 
4Sister Ann Gmber (c.1779-1840) was born in Switzerland, entered the Sisters of Charity March 
16,1810, and pronounced vows July 19, 1813. She served the Emmitsburg community several times 
as Procuratrix (1812, 1826, 1827) and in 1815 she went to Mount Sl. Mary for domestic and 
infimlary services and later to the Baltimore Infirmary (1823). She died at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
en route from Sl. Louis to Emmitsburg; and was first buried in Sl. Paul cemetery until February 1874 
when her remains were removed to Sl. Mary cemetery and reburied in the lot of Timothy Hesson. 
She was the first woman religious buried in westenl Pennsylvania. 
Clare Stinson first entered the Sisters of Charity in 1810 but Icft after three years. She was 
readmitted to the novitiate September 29, 1813, but was dismissed the following spring. She 
reentered the community at a later date and was admitted to vows December 25, 1818, but later 
withdrew. 
5This notation is in Elizabeth's handwriting. 
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Mrs. [Madeleine] Guerin } 
Mrs. [Bridget] Ferrell } 
Veronica [Cecilia O'Conway] 
Alloysia [Mulherrin]6 
Adele [Salva]} when free from her other office connected 
with this 
<[several lines crossed out]> 
Martina [Quinn] is excepted as long as Mother thinks proper to 
keep her <cross out> in her Room - Mother can also dispose of any 
other whenever She thinks proper but Sister Rose must be in formed 
of her intention either by herself or by the Sister wanted, that the for-
mer may know the reasons of her absence - Mother will every 
Morn[ing] repair to her room immediately after Breakfast and dispose 
as far as is in her power of the employments for the day - Sister Rose 
will supply any unforseen deficiency if necessmy 
Duties to be performed at the work basket 
all the making of Clothes for the Sisters, and small <children> Girls 
unable to do their work - <fixing of the work of the bigger Girls> 
mending of all the Clothes and linen belonging to the Sisters or small 
girls, fixing of and - if necessary for the larger ones - knitting, 
quilting in a word all the sewing wanting for the hOLlse. and also when 
they can the making of the Clothes and Linen for the Seminary' all the 
mending either of Linen or Clothes must be brought by the Sister who 
has the Care of the whole, viz Adele [Salva], to Sister Rose [White] or 
6Julia Shirk (1793-1848) was admitted as a candidate for the Sisters of Charity June 29, 1810. and 
made vows July 19, 1813, after completing the first novitiate. Known as Sister Julia, she was sent to 
the Philadelphia Asylum (1813), st. Joseph' s, Emmitsburg (1 815), New York Asylum (1819), the 
Baltimore Infinnary (1824), Baltimore Asylum (1832), Norfolk (1840), Boston (1841), the male 
asylum in Washington, DC (1846), and Charity Hospital, New Orleans (1848), where she died. 
Louise Rogers (d. 1847) was admitted as a candidate for the Sisters of Charity in July 1811 and 
pronounced vows July 19, ] 813, after completing the first novitiate. Known as Sister Louise, she 
had been Madeleine Guerin's seamstress in Martinique. In her later years she became blind after an 
unsuccessful cataract operation. She was on mission at St. Joseph 's until her death and is buried in 
the original community cemetery. 
Sister Aloysia Mulherrin (b. 1793 ) was from Philadelphia. She petitioned for admission to the 
Sisters of Charity ofSt. Joseph's in 1813 and was known as Sister Aloysia. In 1816 Elizabeth 
advised her to withdraw from the community. 
'Mount St. Mary 
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in her absence to the one whom she will appoint to keep her place for 
that purpose, who will separate what belongs to the Sisters and small 
Children, from what belongs to the other Girls to whom she shall sew 
their clothes for mending by Sister Susan [Clossy] who will get on 
them directions if necessary, and keep the others to be mended by the 
Sisters - what was given to the larger Girls must be returned to <the> 
Sister <who is at [several lines crossed out]> Susan to see if properly 
done 
Sister coming occasionally to the work basket for want of employ-
ment for a time, shall apply for work to the Sister at the Head of this 
department and be under her care whilst there. 
at the same place will be made the spiritual reading at 3 oc1ock in the 
afternoon, the act of Adoration and the familiar instruction to the nov-
ices, as well as the Spiritual Exercises appointed to take place at l,4 
past 8 at night + _ according to the regulations made for the distribu-
tion of the time. 
from the Head Sister of this department the Sisters belonging to it 
must <apply whenever receive their directions when they <work> are 
to go and help their Sisters in the kitchen after dinner or supper to put 
way the things that they may have an opportunity to attend the Spiri-
tual exercises - and no more must be permitted to go than can render 
them an effectual service 
This is done in the Choir 8 
2d division of the 2d department 
the keeping of Linen and Clothes <[word crossed out]> 
Sister Adele [Salva] is to take care of them - her duty will be to 
collect all the Linen belonging to the Sisters and Children from the 
Dormitorys, <and> deliver it after counting the pieces to <words 
crossed out> Sister Sally [Thompson] and receive the same from her 
when washed and dried - if Sister Adele is directed to take the linen 
from the layers, Sisters shall be given - this precaution of counting 
the dresses if necessary not only to her to help her in case, of women 
8This notation is in Elizabeth's handwriting. 
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being hired from abroad but in order that if any thing is missing it may 
be ascertained by whose neglect it happened - <Mrs. Guerin may> 
Sister Agnes [Duffy] is appointed to help Sister Adele when if neces-
sary - she shall receive said Linen - from Sister Sally, when washed 
and dried - iron them with the help of some Sisters given her by Sis-
ter Rose and put them way - this Sister will also have all the Clothes 
wanting for the Sisters and boarders during the season in the shelves, 
will take care to give to the Sister who is at the Head of the work basket 
those which want mending, receive them back when mended and put 
them back in the shelves ready for use - she shall every Tuesday and 
Saturday night put on the bed of each Sister and boarder a clean 
change of such other clothes as may be required - in order to do it 
with more regularity, a Bag of Coarse Linen bearing the name of the 
owner written on a Piece of white Linen Sewed on said back shall be 
provided for each Sister and <individual> boarder - in which her 
Linen and Clothes shall be put and placed on her bed, and in which 
<shall> she shall put those Clothes which she will put off -
no Sister or boarder are allowed to take any thing out of the shelves or 
even touch any thing there - but when they want any thing out of 
them they must, without Exception apply to Sister Adele or Sister 
Agnes [Duffy]. 
The Clothes not wanting for the Season shall be put in trunks until the 
next season by and under the Care of the same Sister who shall take 
care also to Air the woolen clothes and blankets during the Summer 
Season, to Prevent the moth. 
Whenever any piece from the Washing, or mending, shall be missing, 
Sisters Adele - shall inform of it- Sister Rose who if necessary will 
refer the case to Mother [Seton]. if Sister Adele has any leisure, she 
will help her Sisters at the work basket -
3d division of the 2d department 
the cleaning and scrubbing of the upper rooms, dormitory, and Infir-
mary 
Sister Rose shall see that the whole shall be kept in <a> proper or-
der and shall appoint for this purpose such of the Sisters out of the 
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work basket room as will not be wanting on that day for the kitchen 
and will approve her most capable of it. for the Scrubbing of said 
rooms, she shall receive orders from Mother that it may not happen 
too often - should she find any necessity to do it Extraordinarily, she 
will apply to Mother, who on examining the reasons, will decide it + 
the Dormitorys if possible shall be kept shut - and no boarders or 
even Sisters permitted to go in without the most urgent necessity and 
never without Leave of the Sister at the head of this department. 
<[ several lines crossed out]> to remove any pretext for small Children 
to go and dirty the Dormitorys, no one shall be permitted to keep 
trunks there 
Some Sisters who have the cleaning of the Dormitorys, shall make 
the beds of such of the boarders as are too small to make them when-
ever it is found necessary + to scour the cots, all the Sisters belonging 
to the work basket and who are not too weak or infirm, shall turn out to 
do it and the Sister at the head of this department shall see that it will 
be properly done. The pots are cleaned every Saturday by Sisters as-
sisted by orphans appointed by Sister Rose 9 
4th division of the 2d department 
Infirmary 
Sister Rose at the head - her Duty is to inform mother of any sick 
Sister or boarder to be admitted there; and after having conferred with 
her or Superior to administer them such medicines as are wanting to 
see that the infirmary shall be kept clean, the sick attended, nothing 
material as for the provisions to be furnished, remedies to be given, ar-
rangement for the accommodation of the sick to be taken, without her 
Knowledge and Consent - whenever the Confessor or Physician are 
wanting,IO she ought to inform mother at if and send for them; - if it 
wants scrubbing, she must send Sisters upon a general rule about it, or 
after a special application under Her Sister Agnes [Duffy]will attend 
"This notation is in Elizabeth's handwriting. 
ID-rhe earliest attending physicians at St. Joseph's Academy included Dr. Richard Wells and Dr. 
Daniel Moore. The confessor was ordinarily Rev. John Dubois and after 1812 Rev. Simon Brute. 
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the sick <when able>, - when she is unable Sister Rose will send an-
other from the [work] Basket Room after having consulted Mother, if 
possible and the Duty ofthe assistant Infinnarian, will be to sweep the 
Infinnary, make the beds, attend the sick in Common cases give them 
teas, and victuals according to the directions of the Infinnarian, in a 
word render to the sick any service which their state may require 
but 1 st she is not to set up with them at night - ifthere is any neces-
sity for it Mother on being infonned of it shall appoint one by turn 
from the work basket so that no one should set up more than one night 
and if possible more than 2 a night 
2d. She is not to cook for them - but merely infonn the Sister at 
the Head of the kitchen of what is wanting, which this last will get 
done according to the directions sent by Sister Rose through the assis-
tant Infinnarian, in case the cook should see that she cannot do it, 
without neglecting her other duties, she will request the assistant Sis-
ter Helen II to infonn Sister Rose of it, who will send then another Sis-
ter from the work basket to <do it> help her - but respecting the 
victuals to be furnished to the sick Sisters, the lnfinnarians will be 
mindful of the Regulations" made in the Chapters of Poverty and obe-
dience and she shall not deviate from them without consulting Mother 
who will give her either general or special orders 
12.10 Certificates 1 
1st week 
Catharine Josephine 
is intitled to Two Certificates 
for good behaviour 
"There is no "Sister Helen." This probably refers to Sister Ellen Thompson. 
I2This may be an allusion to a working draft of The Regulationsfor the Sisters oj'Charity in the 
United States of America that were proposed in January 1812. Cf. Seton Writings 3:A-12.4. 
12.10 ASJPH 1-3-4-2 
I Small certificates called premiums were awarded to pupils as a reward for good behavior and/or 
achievement. 
MEASeton 
17th Nov[embe]r 1808 
MEASeton 
24th Nov [embe]r 1808 
MEASeton 
24th Nov[embe]r 1808 
MEASeton 























one certificate for good lessons 
MEASeton 
20th Feb. 1809 
Cathe. Josephine 
one certificate for silence 
MEASeton 
20th Feb. 1809 
Cathe. Josephine 
one certificate good behaviour 
MEASeton 
20th Feb. 1809 
Cathe. Josephine 
one certificate for good lessons 
MEASeton 
3rd March 1809 
12.12 Virtue Books' 
"The spring is come, and the voice of the turtle [dove] is heard in 
our grove. Arise, my love, and come away!' Hasten to the arms of 
your Jesus, and fear nothing. - Divine Union and Repose. 
12.11 ASJPH 1-3-3-18:64 
12.12 White, 10th edition (1901), p. 347. 
'These collections of sentences, composed by the students at St. Joseph's Academy, were called 
"virtue-books." A virtue was selected every day by each one of the students as the object of her 
particular attention, and in the evening she examined how far she had succeeded or failed in the 
practice of it. This type of practice was common among the members of pious communities. 
'Cf. Song of Songs 2:12-14. 
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"Do you love? Have no other will but that of your Beloved. Aban-
don yourselfto him, and cast all your care upon him.3 He has said it; he 
will never leave you or forsake you.- Trust and Love. 
'I have loved you with eternal love, ,4 says your Beloved, 'and laid 
down my life for your sake. Come, then, follow me.' Answer him, 
'Yes, dear Lord, even unto death.' -Courage and Love. 
'Be not grieved and afflicted if your good intentions fail you. 
Know your kind Master accepts even your desires, and what you 
would do if you could.- Confidence and Peace. 
"Finish the work your Father has given you to do, and remember, 
after putting your hand to the plough you must not turn back. 5 - Fidel-
ity. 
"While you try to do the will of your Beloved, do not forget him in 
the performance of it. You know he is a jealous lover, and wishes to 
have your whole heart.- Love of the Divine Presence. 
"Do not [do] your Lord's work negligently, nor yet be 
over-careful. All he requires is fidelity, and leave the rest to him. Pa-
tient labor shall have a great reward.- Patience and Fidelity. 
"The light affliction of a moment will obtain for you a weight of 
eternal glory. Suffer, then, with love, and rejoice to be counted worthy 
to share with your Beloved.- Love your Cross. 
"Do good while you have time, and redeem the past. But give not 
away your oil, or the Bridegroom may come and find your vessel 
empty.6-Watch continually. 
"Arise, and go to your Father. Confess you have sinned against 
Heaven and before him.7 A contrite heart is his delight, and the soul 
which trusts in him shall not be confounded forever.- Repentance 
and Penance. 
"Accept the will of your sweet Lord sincerely in all things, and all 
your pains shall turn into pleasure. Love will tum your lead to gold, 
and your thorny crown to unfading roses.-Love, love, love 
31 Pet. 5:7 
4Jer. 31:3 
' Luke 9:62 
6ef. Matt. 25:7-9 . 
7Luke 15:1 8 
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"Possess your soul in patience.8 Let not your heart be troubled.9 
The sun will not always be under the cloud. He soon will shine the 
brighter for having been hid a while.-Courage and Confidence. 
"Do not try to get down from the cross, for the cross and your Jesus 
are inseparable. The way you walk in is covered with thoms, but it 
leads you direct to his throne.-Courage and Faith." 
12.13 Receipt 
18th June 1812 
Rec[eive]d ofMr. Elder the sum of Sixty two Dollars and half for 
the Board and tuition of his Daughter [Eliza] at the House of St. Jo-
seph. MEASeton 
12.14 Receipt 
16th April 1811 
Received from Mr. Stigers for his Daughters [Eliza] Board and tui-
tion the Sum of fifty five Dollars - which compleats the payment of 
one year' 
MEA Seton 
8Luke 21 :19 
9John 14:1 
12.13 ASJPH 1-3-3-18:4 
12.14 ASJPH 1-3-3-18:6 
IThis line is in another hand. 
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12.15 Receipt 
Give Mrs. Troxel the reminder of the money you was to send back to 
St. Joseph's - EASeton 
12 March 1813 
Paid Mrs. Troxell 30 dollars. Thos. Radford' 
My friend if you will pay this poor man (Murphy) for his cow 22 dol-
lars you will relieve us from his pressing demand and we will repay 
you in a week or two -
EASeton 
12.16 Receipt 
9th Sept[ embe]r 1811 
Received the Sum of twenty five Dollars for three months advance 
payment for the Board and tuition of Miss Sarah Coales [Coale], -
MEASeton 
For the House of St. Josephs 
12.17 Elizabeth Seton's Day Book 1 
Sold out of the opposite articles to children 
10 hooks and lines a 12 V2 (10 charged to account) 1.25 
1 Silver thimble (Recd. cash for it from Patron) 0.50 
12.15 ASJPH 3-3-7:27, p. 24 
'Thomas Radford, a resident of the village of Emmitsburg, was a cobbler. He, along with Robert 
Moore, witnessed Elizabeth's last will and testament. 
12.16 ASJPH 1-3-3-18:68 
'Sarah Coale was from Libertytown, Maryland. 
12.17 ASJPH 1-3-3-29:4 
'This book, all in Elizabeth's writing, begins with an April 1815 entry followed by a list of 
expenditures from August 1810 to January 1812 and a list of receipts from August 1810 to 
December 1813. 
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April 1815 Days of Entrance of Day Scholars this Summer 2_ 
April 10th 





M[ ary Diana] Harper 
T[heresa] Carrere 
M[ary] and C[harlotte] 
Van Predell 
M[ary] Thompson 







[Joanna] Fannell cot and mattrass and bedding 
[Mary Alphonsa] Ringold 1 cot 
E[liza] Wyse 3 1 cot 
M[ary]. Williamson 










330-82 Yz ' 
cot and mattrass 
1 cot 
1 cot and mattrass 
1 cot 
cot Mattrass and Bedding 
cot and bedding Do -
cot 




$2 pr year 
$2 pr year 
$2 pryear 
$2 pr ann. 
$1 pr ann. 
$3 pr ann. 
$1 pr ann. 
I pr ann. 
2 pr ann. 
1 pr ann.> 
2 pr ann. 
1 pr AIm. 
3 pr an. 
3 pr ann. 
1 pr ann. 
3 pr ann. 
2Cf. Seton Writings 3:A-12.18 for a list of pupils attending St. Joseph's Academy and Free School 
1809-1821 during the lifetime of Elizabeth Seton. 
3About this time both Ellen M. Wyse and Eliza Wyse are recorded as pupils. 
'An arithmetic calculation 
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Recd. from Nace and Brawner 5 RRRRRRRLLLL6 
Ju~y 16 bundle straw @ 6 Y2 
Deer 12 D[itt]o D[itt]o @ 6 1/4 
To cash Workman first six months Drs. Cts. 
Augt 28th pd Agnew plasterer 70 " 
1810 Brown carpenter 50 "31st 
Labourers in Garden 3 .50 
Oct 4th Shingles for kitchen 15 
Well Digger on account 25 
Khunn [Kuhn] 10 25 
6th {load of Boards to Reed 13 56 
{to be deducted from Browns acct 
Brown on account 20 
Calf for pump 18 25 
29th Masons and Brown for Nails 30 95 
31st Weaver for posts etc 5 11 
Dedderick [Custennan] 
for farming utinsels 30 
Novr. 2d Gardening and cutting rails 9 30 
10th Peter for famling utinsels 6 32 
14 Brown on account 10 " 
Dec. 14th 6 days work on fann 4 56 
Brown infitll from 
July <1810> 15 55 
24 hauling rails 18 " 
Cathe[rine Josephine] account 24 
Drs. 379 35 
'Martha Brawner. whose tinnily lived on Sl. Mary's Mountain, was admitted to the Sisters of 
Charity March 20, 1829, and made vows July 19, 1831. Known as Sister Samuel Anna, she served at 
Sacred Reali School, Philadelphia (prior to 1834); Poydras Female Orphan Asylum, New Orleans 
(1834); and was named for SI. Peter's in Cincinnati July 1, 1835. After eight years of profession as a 
Sister of Charity, Sister Samuel Anna withdrew (1837) and entered the Visitation Monastery at 
Kaskaskia, Illinois (later moved to SI. Louis, Missouri). Additional members ofthe Brawner family 
later entered the Sisters of Charity, while others were employed at St. Joseph's on the fann. Nace 
Brawner was a laborer and probably related. 
6This appears to be someone practicing cursive penmanship or testing the flow of ink in a pen. 
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to Cash Cr. 
Augst. 19th 1810 
10th BarI flour Mr. Winter 9"50 
10 articles for the house 4"50 
13 - D[itt]o - D[itt]o 1"76 
14th -Do -Do 2"96 
17 -Do -Do 18"92 
20 - Do -Do 10"84 
23 -Do -Do 5"34 
28 - Dr. Irons $1 - to Sister Jane 
[Frances GaIiland] $2 3" -
30 - White and Grover pd. to this day 31"65 
- Sundries for the house and 2lb tea 3"62 92.15 
Sept. 5th -1 Bl. Flour 8"50 
8 - 2 Barrels flour 17"25 
- and lb. Butter and slmdries 
for the house 4"74 
17th - Butcher pd. in full 22"87 
- Sundries and 2 lb tea 2"84 
22 - Sundries 1"35 
28 - Sundries and 2 lb tea 5"79 57.55 
Octr. 1 - BarI. Flour 8.75 
- cow and calf Rd.D--g 25"-
4 - Sundries 3"47 
- Sundries and 2 lb. Tea 5"38 
22 - 4 BIs. Flour 34"50 
2 Ib tea and Sundries 6"27 
25 -Peter 3"-92.18 
Novr. 3d Mr. [Joseph] Hugh[e]s on acct. 50" -
5 - Sundries 7"70 
- Peter [Dourcy] on his own acct. 10" 
17 - Sundries knives forks spoons etc. 8"34 
25 - 4 Baris. Flour 35" -
- 6 wt. butter and wine for altar 1"22 
29 - Sundries 3"50 128"70 
Decemr.3d - Sundries 8.40 
7 - Kitchen utensils and Sundries 16"58 
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- a cow by Sister Steward 19" -
14 - Peter on his own account 4"56 
- Sundries 2"60 
22 - 1 cot 3" -
- Sundries 9"13 
24 -meat tubs 1"50 
Lows acct. paid in Nov. 29"09 
23 wt. Butter 4"23 98.9 
468"67 
January 
2d 1811 post master [George Lufft), and 21 'l2 
Tallow 4"17 
13th wood cutter 8"50 
15th [Thomas] Radford 10" -
Peter 1$ and and 2 Bls. Cider 
4"50/100 5"50 
24th Brown carpenter 15"00 
Soap yeast apples 2"50 
Peter on his own acct 5" -
Wood cutter 14" -
February Saddlers acct (need by Mr. Calf) 11"50 
2d Sundries 42 
Deddrick [Custerman] on his own acct 5"-
Peter D[itt]o D[itt]o D[itt]o 1" -
Sundries 4"5 
4th 40 Bush!. Bran 7" -
7th Saddlers acct. (Swem by peta) 2"40 
Sundries (for vestments altar) 4"95 
19th Sundries 3"75 
Peter (own acct) 7" -
Brown carpenter 10"-
Frames for school 10"-
139 Wr. Pork (Heyden) 39"78 
Sundries 1"62 
7There are detailed postal records from this period at ASJPH. 
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March 
6th Brown carpenter 20"-
7th Wash woman 2"50 
13th wood cutter and apples 7"25 
Peter (own acct) 10" -
Sundries "61 
18th 20 Bl. Bran 3"75 
[Thomas] Radford in full for 1810 10" -
19th Spinning cotton 7"36 
Sundries 5.97 
Mr. [George] Grover' on acct 30.-
19 washwoman 1" -
Book binder 1 "75 
Sundries 2"50 
Reeds account 5"75 
Washg. and c1eang. house 2"50 
cutting wood and plowg 5"-
30th Post master 2"75 
Peter (own acct) 2"-
April2d Bag apples 2"-
Wash woman 1"-
spinning cotton 1"75 
12 Peter (own acct) 5"-
16 2 weeks washg. 2"-
Sundries 2"-
22 Dedderick [Custerman] (own acct) 15"-
Sundries 1" -
25th Gardener (assistant) one month 10"-
Sundries 2"50 
29th wash woman 2 weeks 2"-
May 4th veal 1"25 
Sundries 3" 
14th Peter on masons account 5"-
wash woman 2 weeks 2"-
Apples 1"75 
"George Grover was the grocer in Emmitsburg. 
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Butchers acct. from Septr. 18 to April 2238"55 
20 Black Smith on account 10"-
Dr. Wells on acct. (Omit 1st April) 15"-
Sundries 1"76 
27 Wash woman 1" -
29 Sundries by Rose [Landry White] 8"50 
from Balte. 
Sundries 3"25 
Mr. James Hughes infull 50"-
Mr. Jo[seph] Hughes infull 20"-
Black sm. in full 15" -
Mr. Grover on account 95"-
Long and Troxel 28"-
Mrs. [Charlotte] Melm[o]th box 4"-
1st June wash woman - apples 2"6 
Peter on acct. 1"-
10th Pd. Long in full 29"90 
Sundries 3"49 
Peter on acct. 7"-
15th Sundries 2"62 
22d. Sundries 6"62 
26th Sundries 3"37 
29th wash woman 3 weeks 1"50 
Post master 2"-
Sundries 1" -
1st July Peter on acct. 2"-
5th Dedderick [Custerman] on acct. 10"-
9th Sundries 2"48 
12th Harvest work (Polly) 5" -
Peter on acct. 5"-
14th Sundries 3"50 
Browns order for house rent 25"-
Rd. Mr. [John] Dubois for Plaisteries 160" -
x20th Rd. Mr. Dubois for Saddler 33"-




27th Rd. Mr. Dubois (waggon carriage) 6"75 
Doctor Wells infull to Septr.5.1810 106" -
29th Peter on acct. 5" -
Sundries 4"72 
Wash woman 1 "50 
31st 3 bushl. Oats 1"50 
Sundries 1"43 
2 August Bradley by order of Brown 11" -
Peter on acct. 10"-
Sundries 1"-
7th Wash woman 1"50 
8 Khune [Kuhn] for hauling 18"50 
Sundries "43 
Mrs. Elders, Bill 6"06 
10th Dedderick on acct 20"-
August 
12th George (labourer) 18" 
Sundries "80 
Workman (com) 1"50 
l3th Sundries 6"20 
16th Sundries 3"-
26th Peter on account 10"-
Wash woman (2 weeks) 2"-
29 Deddrick on account 20"-
30 Tin man on account 10"-
Candles 1"70 
Peter in full of all accts. 20"25 
Johnson (for nails 7"43 
cot wire by Brown 5" -
Butter 1 "25 
Septr. 18th Radford on account 50"28 
Mr. [Lewis] Motter (butcher in full) 69"72 
Brown on Acct. (Borrowed of Rd. D) 20"-
19th Sundries 4"25 
25 Wash woman 4 weeks 4" 
27th {Plaisterers on account 21" 
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{Rd. Mr. Dubois 10 
Sundries 420 
Brl. flour (Mr. Winter) 713 
completion of Tin mans bill (Bearey) 1395 
Radford infull to augt. 3d 55 
Octr. 5th Wash woman 250 
Sundries 16 
Troup (Butcher) 327 
Sundries 194 
Kunn [Kuhn] for hauling on acct 20"-
Black man cutting and hauling 20"-
wash woman twice 2"-
Mrs. Elder in full 10"16 
Post to 9th Inst. 1"77 
Mrs. Elder Butter 1"25 
31st Brown on account 10" -
Sundries 3"-
Novbr.6th Spinning for St. Jos[eph] and 
Sem[inar]y 3"93 
Novbr. 1811 Hauling and cutting wood 8"75 
15th Shingle maker 2"79 
18th Moses on acct. "50 
Deddrick on acct. 30"-
19 Brown the carpenter on acct. 20"-
Sundries 1 "59 
23d Shingle maker 2"75 
2 Bs. dried apples 3"-




9 day work (Charles lee 4"50 
wash woman and apples 2"25 
Deddrick (Balt[imor]e) 8"79 
24th Brown (carpenter) on acct. 20"-
Decr. Xst.mass feast 5'-
3 Bs. flour, 3 bs. Oats (winter) 24"75 
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Dr. Wells on acct. 20"-
Moses 6"-
Washg. 1"-
Jany. Gelvex haulg. Stone for kitchen 31"23 
1812 Sundries 7"88 
on acct. for Beef 10"-
17th Moses 1 "50 
Khunn [Kuhn] for hauling 14"44 
20th 1 bi. flour 6 bs. Bran 9"75 
19 Y2 days work 9"60 
25 Mrs. [John]Troxel flour by Rd. Supr. 22" -
-Troxel 444 wt. Beef 12"20 
Sundries 2"-
Brown (carpr.) on acct 20"-
Basket man 2"25 
Feby. Deddrick to pay Mr. De 10"-
Wash woman 5"-
Oats (winter) 10"-
Butter (Elder) 4"12 
Feby. 1812 Mrs. [George] Grover on acct. 150" 
18 Sundries from Mrs. Troxel 11 
wash woman 2"-
Sundries (Mrs. Troxel) 2"50 
26 Dr. Wells on acct. 25" -
Hughes and Boyle on acct. 50"-
Brown on acct. 10" -
cutting wood (Anthony) 4"50 
Washg. 2"50 
28 John Troxel infull 7" 6 
Shutz (Miller) 31"50 
March 6 cutting and makg. rails (Charles) 13"50 
18th [Thomas] Khunn 324 wt. Port and 
14 chickens 21" -
Radford on acct. (Shoes maker) 55"-
[Lewis] Motter (Butcher) on account 55" -
20th Moses 6"-
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{287 wt. wool (cast from Sr. Elizabeth) 114"-
{Carriage .50 
Watchmaker 1 75 
450 feet plank 675 
Sundries 336 
April cutting wood and rails (Charles) 11 70 
4 Flour (Winter) 20" 
10th Flour (winter) 15" 
Butter (Armstrong) 433 
Dedderick to pay Peter for nursing him 4-
Butter 5"-
15th Radford on acct 50" 
Khunn [Kuhn] for hauling 20"45 
18 Dr. Wells on acct. 25"-
Sundries 34 
gr. 12 wt. Bacon 1227 
April 
1812 Digging foundn. (New buildg. on acct 6" -
19th 3 doz shad 4"50 
Flour (Winter) 25"-
Hughs and Boyle in full 57"33 
Motter on act. (Butcher) 50"-
22d Moses discharged 6"-
Boards and Scantling as pr. Troxels 
rects. 25"75 
Sundries 6"56 
May 7th Low and Quinn on act. 50"-
Radford in full to March 10th 17"75 
Milk man in full 12"70 
13 Sundries by Sr. Anns [Gruber] book 9"50 
232 wt. Ham 28.65 
Sundries 8"59 
Khunn (hauling) 25"-
Motter (Butcher) to 28th April 61 "61 
Johnson (nails) 15"15 
17th Butter, potatoes (3 busl.) Beef etc 12"18 
Digging new buildg. 40"-
~15l ~ 
33 days work ~ Charles and son 17"75 
Bradley on Brown order 20" ~ 
Scyth and harrow 5"~ 
Mackin on Browns order 10"~ 
23d cleaning and white wash 6"50 
Posts from Moravian town 9 25"~ 
Making drain new buildg. 5" ~ 
25 makg. Mattresses 6"~ 
cutt. Wood and rails (Anthony) 769 
Flour (Winter) 20" ~ 




1st Head Mason on acct. New building 25" ~ 
Deddrick on acct. 15" ~ 
Wm dismissd. 1" ~ 
Spinning 4"~ 
14 Bl. Potatoes 7" ~ 
3 cots and cypg. Board 12"50 
11th Hauling and plowg. Khunn [Kuhn] 15"~ 
Sundries 8"99 
Head Mason New buildg. by Supr. 30"~ 
18th Brown on acct. 20"~ 
Spinning 1 50 
20 days work (Charles) 10" 
July 1st butter (Mrs. Elder) 8 93 
{Khunn (new Build) 9" 
{Farm 2" 
Flour (Winter) 78"62 
4th Post (boardg.) 3"58 
Spinning 150 
Brown on acct. 1O ~ 
9Graceham was deeded by Charles Carroll to the Moravian church and was an exclusively 
Moravian settlement from 1782 until 1819. After 1819 the Moravians opened the town for 
settlement to outsiders. It is located not far from Emmitsburg. 
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Nails (Johnson) 12 52 
Bricks (Houch) 29 33 
23d Sister Anns [Gruber] book of Sundries 5" 
Butter (Troxel) 4 73 
Brown order for I Hughes clothing 20 
Bale. of J[ames] Hugh acct. To 
July 8th 1812 3" 
25th Jos[eph] Hughs acct. To 10th May 15"2 
1st August 
Brown/carpenter/on acct. 
Khunn for hauling 





















Sr. Anns [Gruber] book of Sundries 
Sr. Anns [Gruber] book of Sundries 
Low and Quinn in full 
Mowers 
Brown on acct. 
Lee for hauling 
Sundries 
{Rd. Supr [Dubois Jon acct. for 
flour he bought for us 
{from Winter notesed day book 
Khunn (hauling) 
Beckey the timler 
[Thomas] Radford on acct. 
Sundries 
Hughes wages one mth. 
Butter and flour 
Rd. Supr. For our acct. with 
Mr. [George] Grover 
Sr. Anns [Gruber] book of Sundries 
Brown (carpenter) on act. 
Wm Macker on acct. (Carpenter) 
Washing 
Bl. Flour 
Sr. Anns [Gruber] book Sundries 
Deddrick on acct. 

































Wm. Mackin on acct. 
Motter in jitll to this date 
Sundries Troxel pompey Thompson 
Sr. Anns [Gmber] book Sundries 
Sundries 
Well diggers 
Pd. Ge1vix for Mrs. Grovers on acct. 
Wm. Mackey on acct. (Carpenter) 
Hughs (labourer) 
Radford on acct. 
Khunn (hauling) 
Mr. Winter on acct. 
Mrs. Troxel milk ap. butter washg. 
Well diggers 
Jo Elder Appls. and Butter 10 
Recd. from Mrs. John Troxel 
2 cords wood 
6 Bushels Bran 
31 Bushels D[itt]o 
212 Rye flour 
41 Bushels Bran 
18 D[itt]o D[itt]o 20th 
6 Do Shorts 40 
8 Do Bran 20 
17 Do Do 
Do Do Do 20 
Lent to Mt. St. Mary's Seminary 
10 O'Neils geography 2nd hand 


























2 livers [or Quinn's] Jasper [?] $.00 
1 Dog Roman History 7.50 
1 O'Neil retumed copied 
















Sr. Frances [Jordan] 5"81 
{3 mt. adve. Frederick Town girls 75" 
{Jaimson, Ellen and Henrietta Smith 
Cash from Donations - Rd. [William] 
Dubourg 225" 
On Acct. for Lydia Beelen 40" 
From Revd. Dubourg Donations 50" 
Sr. Angela [Brady] Cash 7" 
Gr. Schooling Margt. Danner 3" 
Gr. Schoo1g. Eliza Troxel 3" 
2 months D[itt]o 2" 
H. Spalding and M[ary] Jenkins in 
adv[anc]e 110" 
Bridget 3 months adve. 25" 
[Louise] Daddisman on acct." 40" 
F[ anny] Wheeler 6 months adve. 55" 
Rosaline Mallon 
(40 Drs. retained by Rd. Dubourg 15" 
G. Smith six mt. Adve. 55" 
Jaimson, Ellen, and Henriet 
Smith adve. 75" 
{Eliza Stigers six mt. Adve. 55" 
{from 4th Septr. 
{Sarah Kauffman from 5th Novr. 55" 
{six mts. adve. 
Mary Gartland 12 six ms. Adve. 55" 
{Six ms. adve. from 23d Nov. 
J. Hillen 40" 
{on account 
Maria Hughs from 29th Octr. 
in adve. 25" 
Henriet Emmet quarter schooling 3" 
"Later Sister Martha Daddisman 










Eliza Troxel D[itt]o D[itt]o 3" 
Eveline Welty D[itt]o D[itt]o 250 
L[ydia] Beelen six ms. adve. completed 
and extra charges 20 67 
Nora MacAllister 6 ms. Adve. 55" 
In full for E Jaimson Ellen and 
H. Smith 75" 
completion of [Louise] 
Daddisman six ms. 15" 
Mrs. Oconway remittance 
(the only oneY' 35" 
One year completion for Eliza 
Stigers 55" 
Ht. Spaldings extra expends. 5" 
{Mary Jaimson six ms. adve. 55" 
{pocket money 5" 
Ann Marie and M[ argare]t McMeal 
six ms. Adve. 110" 
Ann Nelson Six ms adve 55" 
Ellen Wiseman six ms adv 55" 
Linnet Maregg six ms adv 55" 
Rd. Mr. [Rev. John Francis] Moranville 
to St. Joseph 145" 
Susan Oconor six ms adv 55" 
for a cot 5" 
Mary Livers quarts schooling 3" 
Mrs. Grover credit for Adelines 
12 ms 
Mrs. Grover credit for J. and 
A. White 6 Ms adv 110" 
Mary Hughs and Sopa Livers 
34" 
schoolg 6 111S. 13" 
Mrs. Long two Daughters 6 ms. 8" 
13Rebecca ArcherO'Conway of Philadelphia was married to Matthias 0' Conway, They were the 
parents of Sister Cecilia O'Conway, and their children attended St. Joseph's Academy and Mount 
St. Mary. 
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Mrs. McGruders [Magruder] 
two Daughts 6 ms 13" 
June 12 Daddisman in foil to 24th April last 55" 
{Lyda Beelen in full to 21 st Nov. 
last 115" 
{and six ms. in adv 
{M. Hillen in full for Jennet 30"70 
{extra charges included 
July 19th Mr. John Gartland for Bridget 
on acct. 50" -
Aug 13 {Mrs. Mallon pd. to N ovr. 4th 1811 
[ for Rosalin] 55" 
{ for show make mercht. 
and Doct. 25" 
{Mr. Delamare for his Daughter 
[Mary] and C Wheland [Whelan] 110" 
{six ms. adv for Mary 21 st Augt. 6 
w. from 19th July 
Septr. Mr. Coals [Coale] in adve. For 
Sarah 25" 
Mr. Winnet adv from Sep 4th 30" 
Mary McAllister 25" 
Made. Fournier 14 for Celanire 
[Delarue] for 25th July 30" 
Mrs. Oconor compo of adve for 
her Daught 55" 
6th Octr. 
1811 Mr. Jenkins in full to this date 63"50 
Mr. Gartland on acct. for Mary 30"-
Novbr. Sarah Cauffmans complr. of acct. to 
4th inst. 55"-
Mrs. Duncan for Julian 30"-
Decr. Mrs. [Wirmul] for Rebecca on acct.25"-
from Supr. hand for Mary Harper 23"77 
14Franyoise. Victoire Fournier was the sister of Rev. William Dubourg. S.S. 
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Jany. 1812 Mr. Cafferty 2 grs. schoolg for 
Mary 6" -
14 Julian Lane six ms adv. 55"-
15th Sarah Clemson six ms adv 55" -
pockt. Money 1 "25 
17th Mr. Boarmans 3 Daughters 
and Niece 220"-
[Catherine, Eliza, and Mary] 
Mr. Coals [Coale] for Sarah 25" -
March 10 By Rd. [Simon] Brute A[ nna] 
Nelson and F[anny] Wheeler 110"-
Mr. Smith for Mary 55" -
April Mr. Brown for his Niece in acct. 
and adv 22"-
6th Sister Magdalen [Guerin] 20"-
{Mrs. Wiseman in full for Ellen 67" -
{to 28th May 1812 
22d Mr. Cox for Mary compln of 12th ms55" -
Mary McLaughan six ms adv from 
19th ins 55"-
Cathe. Roach D[itt]o D[itt]o 55"-
Mrs. Oconor on acct. for her 
Daughters 80" 
for little orphan " 10" 
{Mr. Walsh for Mary Carrere 80" 
8th May {Mr. Williamson for Mary and cot 70" 
{Mr. T[i]ernan for Ann and Sally 125" 
Mr. Smith for P. Jaimson to 
14th May 55" 
Mr. Boannan for Mrs. Ed1ins Board 66 
Mr. Coal for C[harlotte] Nelson by 
Rd. Dub[ois] 60 
Mr. Bee1en for Lydia to Nor. 21st 105 86 
Maria Hughs infull 30 
15Care of orphans was a major focus in the work of the Sisters of Charity. 
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9 June 
1812 Capt. Hamilton for Elenor in adv 6250 
Mr. Wirmul for Rebecca to 4th June 25 -
29th Jane Russell in full six ms 31"50 
July 7th Mary Canal six ms adv 6250 
from Miss Cauffman Balance 
in full 1532 
15th Mr. Gartland for Bridget in full 92 52 
from Rd. Dubourg by Rd. Supr. 
For new bui1dg. 200" 
17th Mrs. Duncan in account 30" 
Clemson in full 475 
Mr. Wheeland in full to 19th inst 75"65 
Mrs. Oconor in full to 45" -
1st Augst Nora McAllester infull 29.25 
4th Cathe. Cauffman six ms adve 55 ." 
<Mr. Wilson in acct. For his 
2 Daughters 50"> 
Mrs. Mallon in full of all expences 
to 4th Nov. 100" 
6th Mrs. Corish on acct." 100" 
14th Mr. Clancy for his Daughter Ellen 6250 
and Mr. Wirmul for Rebecca 
in full 16 
17th Mr. Fitzpatrick six ms adv 62"50 
Mrs. Jenkins for Louise and 
Mary on acct 59" 
Mrs. Wiseman on acct. for Kitty 55" 
Mr. Christe for Mary Delamar 
to 21st Aust. 89" 
Maria Haythrop pd. Rd. Moranville 60 
Sepr. 24th Kitty Barry 62"50 
Mrs. Duncan for Julian in full 20" -
16Jane Corish (1794-1819) was a boarder at St. Joseph's Academy (1812). Despite concems 
about her health, she was admitted to the novitiate of the Sisters of Charity May 15, 1812. Known as 
Sister Camilla, she served at St. Mary School and Asylum in Philadelphia (1817) where she died. 

















Mrs. Corish for Jane and Celia adve. 1lO 
J. Wise one gr. schooling 3" 
A Nace 3" 
Rd. from M[ary] Dixon the bale. 
of her acct infull 5" 
Mrs. Wheeler for Adeline in adve 30" 
Mrs. Wiseman balance for 
Ellen and Kitty 30" 
for Kitty Beckenbaugh to 
25th Decr in full 66" -
Mr. Williamson for Mary 80" 
Jane Louise 30" -
from Mr. Smith for Mary extra exps. 
included to 6th Jany 1813 60" -
For Mary Jaimson D[itt]o 61 "75 
to 14th Novr. 1812 
Mr. Jenkins on account 50"-
Mr. Tieman (balce of Masons to 
Mr. Grover) 125" -
Mrs. Elder for Ellenor (to Mr. Grover 
for Hoffman) 62"50 
Mr. Smith for Henrietta pd. to our Superior 
Mrs. Stigers for Matilda 3 ms. 30" -
Mr. Brown for Henrietta and 
Bradenbaugh 125 
Mrs. Boarman on acct. 175 
Mr. Jaimson for Kitty 6 ms adv 62 50 
Mr. Brooks for 2d Kitty Jaimson 
6 ms adv 6250 
Mr. Doyle for Ann Morison in adve 11 0 -
Mr. Boarman on acct. 104"15 
Mrs. Walsh for Theresa Carrere 
6 ms ade 
Mr. Christe for Mary Delamore 
to 21st Feby 1813 
Mrs. Godefroy for Mercht. Bill 





Nancy brought in cash 23"52 Yz 
22 Mr. Clancy to 14th Augt. all 
charges 37"37 
(except Stationary) 
25th Mr. Williamson in full for Mary to 
8th May 70"~ 
{Mr. Coles [Coale] 6 ms adv 
for Mary Ann 62"50 
{in full for Sally 5"35 
Mrs. Corish 10000 
Mending November 4th 
St. Joseph's 1"41 
Childrens 235 
Rose [White] 50 
Decr. 4-25 Yz 
D[itt]o 30 17 
March 2nd Saturday Evening ~ From Mawner 10 cords wood 
March 4th the day Leonard has been 4 weeks working at the Moun-
tain 
Cts sd d cts 








26 Yz Dr. 39 45 .50 
40 114 1l0Yz 22 Yz 25 
53 1/8 11YZ12YZ 
67 
80 2 Dollar 15 Shillings 
93 3 Ds 26 - 6 
106 4Ds. 30~ 
17Several pages here are not in Elizabeth's handwriting and are not transcribed. 
18This is a conversion table probahly used for reference purposes. 
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9 119 5 Ds. 37 - 6 
10 134 6 Ds. 45.-
11 147 7Ds 52. -6 
12 160 8 Ds. 60. -
13 173 9 Ds. 67. -6 
14 180 10 Ds. 75. -
15 200 11 Ds. 82. -6 
16 213 12 Ds. 90. -
17 226 
18 240 d cts. d cts 
19 253 9 10 4 4Y2 
20 267 18 20 5 5Y2 
21 280 27 30 6 7 
22 293 36 40 7 8 
23 306 45 50 8 9 
24 320 9 10 
$ 
3 is 8 
6 IS 16 
12 IS 32 46 
24 is 64 ~ 




1-10 IS 4 64 
1-17"6 is 5 
2.5"0 is 6 
2 .. 12"6 is 7 62/-2-20-0 
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12.19 List of Expenses 1810 
Aug[us]t. 10th 1810. Feb[mar]y. May. June 1810 furnished 
to Veronica [Cecilia O'Conway] 
2 Doz catechisms 2 doz. Large 6 slates. 
4 Comleys Gr[ ammars] 
2 Doz spell[in]g. Books Y2 Doz pen knives 
2 quires' paper 
1 Doz. Slates. Ink powder 
1 Barrl. Flour 
SIb Tea 
31 Y2 Ib coffee 
14th Nov[embe]r 
12 Quires coarse paper 
2 reams writ. Do. 
5 Comleys grammar 
1 Doz catechisms 
Deer 1st 
1 Ream paper. Letter --
10 gurres (Y2 ream) comma 
8 small slates 1/8 
1 Doz Comleys grammar 
2 Orators 
100 pencils 
3 Y2 Holy J. 
33 Spellg. Books 
6 followg [of Christ] Xst 
6 pract. reflc. 
5 Doz Quills (4d) 
12.19 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:48 
4"25 
1 "62 Y2 
1"50 








lOne-twentieth of a ream of paper, consisting oftwcnty-four or twenty-five sheets ofpapcr of the 
same size and stock 
25 English 




Where as several orders on Troxel have been given and one only is no-
ticed it will be proper to require of Sister Sally [Thompson], how 
much flour is commonly used every week and calculate if as much is 
charged as was used-if not-some orders on Troxel might have been 
left out 2 
Decr. 12th 
2. Barls flour 
Jany. 5 
1 B1 flour and 25 2 Bs. Flour 
[January] 12th 
2. Barls flour 
Feb[ruar]y 6th 
2. Barls flour 
19th 
2. Bls. Flour at 8 Yz duo Bl. 
49 Who Fish 
7th March 
2. Bs. Flour Rd.D. order on Troxel 
14th 
4 doz. Mackrell 
12 Yz dos <cod> fish 
2 Barls. Flour pd. cash 
6 Bs. Flour - Mr. Elder 
1st May 
2 Bs. Flour 
82 Y. wr. Bacon 
25th 
2 Brl. Flour 
2Sister Sarah (Sally) Thompson, a native of Emmitsburg. procured supplies from local farmers 
and merchants in the village. John Troxell built the oldest grist mill in the Emmitsburg area in 1778 
or 1779. It was located on Toms Creek, and in 1829 the Sisters of Charity took steps to acquire it. In 
this mill local residents held meetings to recruit and arrange matters for soldiers during the 
American Revolutionary War. 
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29th 
2 Brs. flour 
12.20 Williamson Account 
Williamson 
from May 8 1812 to Novr. 8 
-Nov. 8-toMay 8th 1813 




2 pr. y. stockg. 
cot 
medicines 
6 pr. Shoes and mend[in]g. 
extern Wn 
6 M. adve. 




















To Mrs Seton! a recu Ie 13 decemb. 1811 - 119$ envoye en argent 
pour Mr. Tessier dont S[ociety of Saint] S[ulpice] 
pour M[a]d[am]e. Seton - and 60 pour Charles harper 
12.20 ASJPH 1-3-3-12:bI9a 
!This section is written in French, possibly Rev. Simon Brutes writing. 
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Provisions, Wood, Candles, etc. 310. 
Mark.s - - ,2L 
to 1st July 1806 726 
12.22 Statement 
Miss Teresa Carrere 
To St. Joseph's House Dr 
Nov 15th To 6 Months Board and Tuition 62.50 
6 Do French 5.00 
Stationary 3.77 
use of cot and mattress. 4.00 
S P Shoes mended· . . 0.30 
To making slip, S piece tape and 2 napkins 0.88 




74.44 Feb 7th Rec[eive]d the above in full 
98.28 
12.21 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:16, p. 5-1 
12.22 ASJPH ACU 
EASeton [signed] 
For the House of St. Joseph 
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12.23 Carrere Bill ' 
My dear Sir you will be so good as to tell your Lady with my best 
respects that Teresa is very well and has everything comfortably for 
the winter. She has written very often to her family lately. I hope 
you will receive her letters - She improves very well and appears 
quite happy. 
Respectfully and gratefully y[ ou ]r [unclear] Serv[ ant] 
EASeton 
12.24 Invoice for Silk Embroidery Thread' 
dear Sister this seems high but you will find it will bring $16 
12.25 1812-22 Receipt Book' 
March 25th 1812 
12.23 ASCSH A-I03.003 
'Elizabeth appended this note to a bill that was sent to the father of Teresa Carrere. 
12.24 ASJPH 3-3-7, #1 
'Elizabeth wrote this note on an invoice for $10 from Philadelphia dated July 23, 1815. St. 
Joseph's Academy was noted for offering plain and fancy sewing. Pieces of girlhood embroidery 
stitched by Academy pupils held in the St. Joseph' s Academy Needlework Collection in ASJPH 
have received national notoriety by students and scholars of historic needlework. 
12.25 ASJPH 1-3-3-19, #10 
'The minutes of the first Council Meeting (August 20, 1809) illustrate the way the early 
community exercised co-responsibility in fiscal matters: "That we .five will unite to watch 
conscientiously over the economy of the house with the same diligence as if it was the separate 
charge of each particularly" (ASJPH 1-3-2-5). The referral is to these sisters: Elizabeth Seton, Rose 
Landry White, Catherine (Kitty) Mullen, Cecilia O 'Conway, and Cecilia Seton. At the first election 
Catherine (Kitty) Mullen became the treasurer. Cf. "Provincial Annals" 7-8 (1811-1821): 1811a, 
298. The following is the list of treasurers ofthe community during Elizabeth's life: 
1812-1813 Kitty Mullen 
1813-1816 Margaret George 
1816-1817 Cecilia O'Conway 
1817-1819 Margaret George 
1819-1822 Jane Frances Gartland 
In this document all entries are in Elizabeth's hand unless otherwise specified. Entries where the 
signature or the X after the signer' s name is in italics indicates the person receiving the payment 
signed the receipt book. 
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Recd. from M. E. A Seton on acct. with the House of St. Joseph the 
sum of fifty Dollars $50. 
Thomas Radford 2 
Recd. from M. E. A. Seton on Account with the House of St. Joseph 
the sum of Sixty Dollars $60 
March 18th 1812. Lewis Motter' 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton for the House of St. Joseph the sum of 
Eleven Dollars 70/1000 
March 25 Charles Lee 4 
hisX 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton for the House of St. Joseph at different 
times from 25 J any to 21 st March 1812 the sum of fifty Dollars. 
John Brown' 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton for the House of St. Joseph including the 
charge of the Boarders postage the sum of four Dollars and 8 2 /100 
in full of all accounts to this date. 
March 31st 1812. Ceo Lufft Post Master6 
ale [?] Jo Cleary [?] 
Received of a Sister 1.75 dollars $1.75 [?] Davis [?]' 
Recd from Mrs. E. A. Seton for the house of St. Joseph the sum of 
twenty dollars for flower 
2Thomas Radford, a resident of the village of Emmitsburg, was a cobbler. He, along with Robert 
Moore, later witnessed Elizabeth's last will and testament. 
3Lewis Motter was a meat merchant and tanner in Emmitsburg. 
'Charles Lee, was probably related to George and Hannah Lee who did domestic and farm work 
at St. Joseph's. The Lees marked documents with an "X" for signature. 
sJohn Brown procured food staples for the Sisters of Charity and worked with James Hughes in 
carpentry for a fence around the children's yard. Brown also did work on the altar for the chapel in 
St. Joseph's House (White House) and made benches for Old St. Mary Church on the Mountain 
where Elizabeth and the early members of the Sisters of Charity worshiped many Sundays. 
7Not in Elizabeth's hand 
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April 4th 1812 Jacob [Winter?] 
Recd from Mrs. E. A. Seton for the House ofSt. Joseph the sum offif-
teen dollars for April 10th 1812 (2 Barl. Flower) 
Jacob [Winter?] 
Recd from Mrs. E. A. Seton on acct. with the House of St. Joseph the 
sum of fifty Dollars 
15th April 1812 Thos Radford 
Recd for Butter the sum of five dollars from Mrs. E. A. Seton for the 
House of St. Joseph 
April 10th 1812 Mrs. Armstrong aX" 
Recd for 98 Yz wt. Bacon the sum oftwelve Dollars and twenty seven 
cents from M. E. A. Seton for the House ofSt. Joseph $12 271100. 
18th April 1812 Bemard Winters 
Recd of M. E. A. Seton the sum of fifteen dollars for two barrels of 
flower [ flour] of ten dollars in part on the old account. 
April 21, 1812 Jacob [Winter?] 
Recd. of Mrs. Seton of the House of St. Joseph on 26 Day of Fe by 1812 
fifty Dollars on account. Hughes and Boyle" 
Received April 21 1812 the Sum of Twenty One pounds ten Shillings in 
fiill of an account Rendered. Hughes and Boyle 
Recd ofM. E. A. Seton the Sum of fifty dollars for meat for the house 
ofSt. Joseph, April 21st 1812 Lewis Motter 
Recd. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of six Dollars for the service of 
<five> the house of St. Joseph. 
22nd April 1812 Moses g o 
Received in full for Boards 2715 ft and scantlings the sum of twenty 
five Dollars and seventy five cents from M. E. Seton for the House of 
8possibly the wife of John Armstrong, a local locksmith and gunsmith, who lived in Emmitsburg 
at the time 
9James Hughes was a merchant in Emmitsburg. This entry and the one following are not in 
Elizabeth ' s hand. 
IOProbably an illiterate laborer 
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St. Jos. 
25th April 1812. John Troxelll 
Reed 8th May 1812 of Mrs. Seton fifty Dollars on ale. $50. 
Lorre V Quinn l2 
Reed. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of seventeen Dollars and fifty six 
ets. For Boarders and Sisters shoes at the House of St. Joseph in full to 
8th May 1812 Thomas Radford 
Reed for Milk supplied the house of St. Joseph the sum of 12 twelve 
Dollars <and five shillings> 
9th May 1812 Barney Winter 
Reed. from M. E. A. Seton for 232 Wt. Ham the Sum oftwenty eight 
Dollars and sixty five cents. 
13th May 1812 SamueIC[?] 
Reed for White washing the sum of two Dollars 
12th May 1812 Francis McKiernan 
Reed. for Beef bought by P[eter] Dorsey for the House ofSt. Joseph 
July 18th. 23d and 31 st (1811) the sum ofthree Dollars and ninety four 
cents. 
12th May 1812 Abraham Hebling 
Reed. fro 14 Yz et. Butter bought by P[eter] Dorsey 13 for the House of 
St. Joseph in 1810 the sum of two Dollars and sixty five cents 
12th May 1812 Long and Troxel 
II John Troxell owned land on Toms Creek where he built a mill about 1777. Meetings were held 
there to discuss plans and recruit soldiers for the American Revolution. The Sisters of Charity ofSt. 
Joseph's later acquired the property. 
12Lorre V. Quinn may belong to the family of Patrick Quinn from whom Elizabeth purchased 
meat, muslin, linen, dishes, etc. 
13Peter Dorsey did fann work at St. Joseph' s. 
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Recd. for M. E. A Seton for the house ofSt. Joseph the sum of twenty 
five Dollars for hauling. 
12th May 1812 Gabriel Bishop 
Received of M. E. A. Seton the sum of sixty one Dollars, sixty one 
cents for meat provided the House of St. Joseph. 
13th May 1812 Lewis Motter 
Recd. for Nails supplied for the House ofSt. Joseph the sum of fifteen 
Dollars fifteen cts. 
May 16th 1812 
Recd for Digging 186 yds and 18 feet = for the House ofSt. Joseph the 
sum of 40 Dollars sixty six cts.-
May 17th 1812 John Gilliland 
Recd. for 33 days work and Isaacs assistance for the House of St. Jo-
seph the sum of seventeen Dollars and seventy five cents. also one 
dollar and six cts for shearing Sheep. 
May 17th 1812 CharlesX [Lee] 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of$1 0 for work done by the carpen-
ter 
May 16th 1812 William Macke/ 4 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton on order of John Brown the sum oftwenty 
Dollars 17th May 1812 PatrickBradley'smark\\ 
14A carpenter involved in construction of buildings at St. Joseph·s 
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Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $2.50 for White washing 2 
rooms at St. Josephs 
May 23rd 1812 Jan Julian 
Reed from ME. A. Seton the sum often Dollars on aeet. for the House 
ofSt. Jos 
26th May 1812 John Brown 
Reed. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of$2.54 for butter for the house of 
St. Jos. 
May 26th 1812 Samuel C [?] 
Reed. from M E. A. Seton for cutting wood and making rails the sum 
of seven Dollars and sixty nine ets. 
26th May 1812 Anthony BoansX 
Reed. for making six Mattresses the sum of six Dollars 
27th May 1812 Winifred Thompson15 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton 20 dollars for flower for the house ofSt. Jo-
seph May 26th 1812. the same time received 2 barrels 15-50 g. 
Jacob Winter 
Reed. from M. E.A. Seton the sum of seven dollars for 14 bl Potatoes 
29th May 1812 P. W [?] 
Reed. from M. E. A. Seton the Sum of ten Dollars and half for one 
months Service for the house of St. Joseph 
June 3d 1812 
Reed. for four bundles of yam the sum of four Dollars 
William Cox 
7th June 1812 Catherine Thompson X 
JSWinifred and Catherine were probably members ofthe Thompson family who lived on a farm 
near Emmitsburg. Other Thompsons who did business with the Sisters of Charity were James, Ann, 
and Eliza. Two Thompson girls, Ellen and Sarah (Sally), were the first candidates for the Sisters of 
Charity to join Elizabeth at St. Joseph's in 1809. Contemporaries described Sally as being of 
pleasant disposition and sturdy build; she was strong and generous as the baker and the leader ofthe 
laundry crew. 
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Reed. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $12.50ets. for 3 cots and 
cyphering board 
June 11th 1812 John Rowe l6 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $15. for hauling and plowing 
June 11th 1812 Abraham Welty [?] 
Reed. from M. E. A Seton the sum of two dollars 81 ets. for butter 
June 13th 1812 Samuel Close 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $20 in account for the house of 
St. Joseph 
June 18th 1812 John Brown 
Reed. for Spinning one Dollar and half for the House of St. Joseph 
18th June 1812 Catherine ThompsonX 
Reed. for 20 days work for the House ofSt. Joseph the sum often Dol-
lars 
20th June 1812 Charles LeeX 
Reed. from M. E. A. Seton for Butter the sum of eight Dollars and 
93ets. in full to this date 
IstJuly1812 Lucy Elder l7 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton for the House ofSt. Joseph for day work and 
9 Dollars for hauling at the New Building eleven Dollars in all. 
2d July 1812 Gabriel [?] 
Reed. from M. E.A. Seton for postage ofletters for the House ofSt. Jo-
seph the Boarders Bill included - three Dollars and fifty eight ets. 
4th July 1812 Geo. Pfost} Mfaster} 
Reed from House ofSt. Joseph the sum of Seventy eight dollars 86 2 Vi 
for flour furnished by 
4th July 1812 John [?] Alexandar 
16A merchant in Emmitsburg. The cots and ciphering boards (or slates like a small blackboard) 
were used by the pupils at St. Joseph's Academy. 
17Probably the youngest daughter of Richard Elder and Phoebe Delozier who fanned the land 
entitled "Elder's Choice" 
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Reed. from M. E. A. Seton one Dollar and half for spinning for house 
ofSt. Jos 
4th July 1812 Catherine ThompsonX 
Reed. from M. E. A. Seton for work at the House ofSt. Joseph the sum 
of ten Dollars - on aeet. 
4th July 1812 John Brown 
Reed twelve Dollars and 20ets for nails furnished the House ofSt. Jos 
17th July 1812 Thomas Johnson 
Rd. from the House ofSt. Joseph the sum of twenty nine Drs. 33 ets. 
for 5500 brick 
20th July 1812 John Houek l 8 
Rd. the sum of seven dollars and fifty ets. for two pr. shovel and tongs 
20th July 1812 John Davis for Mr. WhQ/je 
Reed of St. Joseph Housefor Miss Wallery infidl- $12.13 
July 23d 1812 White and Groverl9 
Reed ofM. E. A. Seton the sum of$4. 73 ets for Butter for the house of 
St. Joseph's in full to this date July 24th 1812 Mrs. Troxel X 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $5. 19 12 for Butter and Eggs in 
full to this date 
July 25th 1812 Samuel Close 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of$1 0 for work done in the house of 
St. Joseph on account 
July 25th 1812 John Brown 
Khunn Reed. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of Eight Doll[ars] and 87 
ets for hauling for the house of St. Joseph (and 7 lb butter) 
25th July 1812 Gabriel[?] 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $3 for spinning for the house of 
St. Joseph 
August 1 st 1812 C[ atherine] ThompsonX 
l8possibly of the family of George Houck who operated a very early brickyard in the area 
19Local vendors who sold items such as cotton, ribbon, molasses, snuff, etc., to St. Joseph's 
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Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of$12.6 cts for work done for the 
new building 
Augt. 8th 1812 David Hoffman 20 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton - eighty five Dollars in full of all alc to this 
date 
7th Augt. 1812 LoweandQuinn21 
mowers 5 Drs 25/1 00 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $3.62 1.2 in full for 4 Vi days 
mowing for the house of St. Joseph 
Augt8th 1812 Denis HeydenX 
Recd from M. E.A. Seton the sum of two Dollars for spinning for the 
House of St. Joseph 
12thAugt. 1812 C[atherine] ThompsonX 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of twenty Dollars for work at the 
House of St. Joseph on account 
12th Augt. 1812 John Brown 
Recd from M. E.A. Seton the sum of 6 Drs. 91 cts for Hauling 
14th Augt. 1812 George Lee 
Recd. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of$15.75 for 4 Vi days hauling etc 
for the house of St. Joseph and 8 Vi lb Butter 1 Dollar 
Augt 19th 1812 deducted from this sum $1.12 Vi due by Mrs. Koone 
since last settlement. Gabriel Bishop 
Recd. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of$2.00 for spinning for the house 
of st. Joseph 
Augt22nd 1812 C[atherine] ThompsonXhermark 
Recd from the M. E. A. Seton the sum of$70 .. 54 cts in full for an acct 
of Tim Ware for the use of the house ofthe house of St. Joseph 
20Besides planking David Hoffinann also sold buckwheat and beans to St. Joseph's. 
21Patrick Lowe and Patrick Quinn sold items such as muslin, linen, dishes and building supplies 
to St. Joseph's. 
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August 28th 1812 Joseph Beachey22 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of three dollars for Timothy seed 23 
for the House of st. Joseph's 
September the 1 st 1812 Mary [Troxell] X 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of7. 93 3/4 for meat for the use of 
the house of St. Joseph 
Sept 2nd 1812 John Septor X 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of fifty dollar in aeet. for the House 
of St. Joseph 
2d Sept. 1812 Thos. Radford 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $1 0 for 1 Month's wages at the 
house of St. Joseph 
Sept31812 Hugh Money 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of four Dollars for Butter 
4th Sept. 1812 Samuel Close 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $50 on account 
Sept 16th 1812 Thos Radford 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $20 for carpenter work done at 
the house of St. Joseph 
Sept 25th 1812 William Mackey 
Reed. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of five Dollars for Service at the 
house of St. Joseph 
29th Sept. 1812 Hugh Money 
Rd. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of two Dollars on aeet. for work at St. Jos 
29th Sept. 1812 William Mackey 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $147. 64 Ih for meat furnished 
for the house of St. Joseph 
Sept 30th, 1812 Lewis Motter 
220 ne of the early tinsmiths from whom Elizabeth purchased a coffee pot, cups, etc. 
23Used to plant a kind of grass grown for hay 
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Recd from the <house of st. Joseph> 
Recd. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $5 for Baskets for the use of St. 
Joseph's House 
October 2nd 1812 Pomphey Elder X 
Recd. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of$6. 71 cts for Milk and washing 
for the house of St. Joseph 
October 5th 1812 Mary Troxel X 
Recd. from M. E. A. Seton the Sum of2 dollars for spinning yam for 
the house of St. Joseph 
October 6th 1812 C[ atherine] Thompson X 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton for carpenter work at the House of st. J 0-
seph the sum twenty Dollars on acct. 
13th Oct. 1812 William Mackey 
Received same day from Mrs. Seton nine dollars more in ac-
count William Mackey 
Recd. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of$1 0 for work done for the house 
of St. Joseph 
Oct 14th 1812 Hugh Money 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $50 on acct 
Octr 19th 1812 Thos Radford 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $1 0 - being 74ets more than the 
last acct. 
Oetr 20th 1812 Gabriel [?] 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of one hundred Dollars in acct. for 
flour furnished the House of st. Joseph 
Octr 20th 1812 Jacob Troxell [?] 
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Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of eight Dollars and fifty six ets for 
milk apples, butter, washing 
Oet 20th 1812 XMary Troxel 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of six Dollars 12 ets for Saddle 
work for the House of St. Joseph 
20th Oetr 1812 Henry Need 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of$36. 50 ets for 4 Barrells Flour 
for the use of St. Joseph 
Oetr 26th 1812 XGeorge Lee 
Oet 27th 1812 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of# $5 .. 86 lis ets for pork for the 
use ofSt. Joseph's House RobertSwem 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of six Dollars 3711 00 Yz work done 
for the house of St. Joseph 
31st Oetr 1812 Peter Dorsey 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of 4 D[ olla ]rs for earrying pump to 
Gettysburg and 3 - 2511 00 for boring pump 24 
4 Novr 1812 David Hoffman 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton for spinning for the House ofSt. Joseph the 
sum of eight Dollars and 23ets. 
5th Novr 1812 XB. Murphy 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of$48 - 50ets for flour for the use 
of st. Joseph's house 
Novr 8th 1812 David Hoffman 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $10 <for the> 
Novr 8th 1812 John Brown 
24This boring pump probably relates to digging a well. Traditionally, directly south ofthe original 
site ofS!. Joseph's House (White House), it was called "Mother Seton's Well." This location would 
have been more convenient for the sisters than Toms Creek. 
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Received November 13th 1812 from M. E. A. Seton 20 dollars and 2 
in full of all my work and George Hockensmith 's work at the well at 
St. Joseph's and in full of all demands to this date.25 
John Gilliland 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $1 0 in full for work done at the 
House ofSt. Joseph's 
Novr 14th 1812 Hugh Money 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $1 0.66cts for mil and washing 
for the house of St. Joseph 
Novr 17th 1812 XMary Troxel 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $5 and 25 cts for work done for 
the house of St. Joseph 
Novr 19th 1812 Peter Dorsey 
Received from Mrs. E. A. Seton one dollar for Cleaning and putting 
up the flock 26 
November 19th 1812 James Bowden 
Received November 19th 1812 sixteen dollars and 60 cts for nails in 
ful of all demands to this date Thomas Johnson 
Rd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of three Dollars and 18 cts for spin-
ning yard 
21st Novr 1812 x C. Thompson 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum often Dollars on acct for carpenter 
work for the House of St. Joseph 
25th Novr 1812 John Brown 
25George Hockensmith, Sr. , fought in the American Revolution. Probably this entry refers to his 
son by the same name. According to tradition, a lively public meeting was held at Hockensmith's 
Tavern. A proposal was made to change the name of the settlement of a portion of the former 
Carrollsburgh tract from Poplar Fields to Emmitsburg in honor of Samuel Emmit, who received a 
patent May 17, 1757, for 2,250 acres ofland. In 1785 his son, William, laid out and sold lots for the 
town. 
26May refer to sheep which were raised at St. Joseph's. The sisters also raised pigs, calves, and 
chickens. 
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Received November 28th 1812 from Mrs. E. Seton fifty dollars in ac-
count of the stories furnished for the addition to the house of St. Jo-
seph promising to wait until the bill is settled with the masons to 
receive the Ballance if any is due to me. 2? Frederick Gelwicks 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of ten Dollars for carpenter work 
for the House of St Joseph 
6th Decr 1812 William Mackey 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of twenty Dollars for plastering at 
the House of St. Joseph 
6th Decr 1812 Jan Julien 
Rd. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of two Dollars for coopering for the 
House of St. Joseph 
7th Decr 1812 John Younl8 
Recd. from E. A. Seton the sum of Six Dollars and fifty six cts for 
Eleven days washing and eight hens 
8th Decr 1812 X Thomas Lee 
Recd. ofM. E. A. Seton the sum often dollars for carpenter work at St. 
Joseph' s 
11th Decr 1812 John Brown 
Received December 18th 1812 of Mrs. E. Seton forty three dollars and 
a dollar for flour etc. in full of all demands agst St. Joseph's House to 
this day Jacob [?] 
Recd the sum of thirty five Dollars and thirty Cents of Mrs. Setonfor 
Smiths work 
Decm 19th 1812 Jacob [?] 
27May refer to the construction of a small chapel and worship space to accommodate the laity. A 
"lean to" was added to the southwest side of St. Joseph's House which provided a place of prayer for 
the sisters. E lizabeth sometimes referred to this area as the "choir" or "our home choir." 
28The most extensive manufacturer of timber barrels in the area at the time 
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Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of twenty seven Dollars and 30 ets 
for Lathes (g 100) for new building 
21st Deer 1812 DanielJordan 
Reed from Mrs. E. A. Seton the sum of six dollars for work done for 
St. Joseph's 
Deer 23rd 1812 Peter Dorsey 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of twenty nine Doll[ ars] and half 
for hauling 
24th Deer 1812 Gabriel Snofer 
Rd fun M. E. A. Seton the sum of five Dollars in aeet. for carpenter work 
24th Deer 1812 William Mackey 
Rd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of$l = 50 for 9 Bush[e]ls Beans for 
house of St. Joseph. 
29th Deer 1812 James Gettys for Jacob Winter 
Reed fromM. E. A. Seton the sum of5 dollars for work done at St. Jo-
sephs 
31 st Deer 1812 Peter Dorsey 
Rd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of 5 Drs in aeet. 
2dJany.1812 John Brown 
Reevd of Madam Seton the sum of 4 $ 17 cents Post account due the 
1st Day of January 1813. 
$4.17 Reevd for me 
Geo. Lluft P [ostJ M[ aster} 
Reed ofM. E. A. Seton the sum of two Dollars for Eight Bushels Bran 
at 25 C pr Bushel 
$2.00 Jany 16th 1813 Jacob Winter 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of$5 for work at the house ofSt. J 0-
seph 
Jany 20th Peter Dorsey 
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Reed from E. A. Seton on aeet. for he house ofSt. Joseph the sum of 
ten Dollars 
29th Jany 1813 John Brown 
Rd from E. A. Seton the sum of 5 dollars and a half for work done at St. 
Joseph's 
20th Jany 1813 Peter Dorsey 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of 5 Drs. for washing to 14 
Feb.1813 
2d Feby 1813 
Rd of M. E. A. Seton the sum of 2 Drs on aeet. 
2d Feb. 1813 
X Hannah Lee 
William Mackey 
Recd February 3rd 1813 from Mrs. E. Seton the Sum of Sixteen - Shil-
lings and Nine pence half penny in full of all Demands pr me -
John Armstrong-9 
Rd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of 3 Drs and 20 ets for forty rails 
brought from Peter Wolfe for the House of St. Joseph 
13th Feby 1813 Gabriel Bishop 
Rd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of 3 Drs [dollars] in aeet for work 
done at St. Joseph 
13th Feby 1813 George Miller 
Reed from M. E. A. Seton the sum of five Drs in aect for work done at 
St. Josephs 
13th Feby 1813 William Mackey 
29John Armstrong, one ofthe most renowned builders ofthe "golden age" (1780-1830) Kentucky 
longritle, developed a style that is typically referred to as the Emmitsburg School. He was one ofthe 
few gnnmakers of the time that truly made all of the major components of the ritle, hence the term 
"lock, stock and barrel." The records in the Frederick County Courthouse show him as a gunsmith in 
Emmitsburg beginning in 1808 and as late as 1822. Among knowledgeable collectors John 
Armstrong ritles are of the highest demand and value. 
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Recd from E. A. Seton the sum of 31 Drs for work done at St. Josephs 
22 Feby for work done at St. Josephs 
22 Feby 1813 George Miller 
Rd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of 5 Drs for carpenter work at St. Jo-
sephs 
26th Feby 1813 John Brown 
Rd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of 10 Drs. for carpenter work at St. Jo-
sephs 
March 9th 1813 John Brown 
Rd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of 10 Dr for cutting wood at St. Jo-
sephs. 
March 9 1813 Jan Julien 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of fifty Dollars on acct. with the 
House of St. Josephs for shoes of the Boarders and Sisters 
10th March 1813 Thos Radford 
Rd. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of9 Ds. for work done at St. Josephs. 
11th March 1813 Peter Dorsey 
Rd from E. A. Seton the sum of 2 Dollars on acct. 
11th March 1813 William Mackey 
Rd from E. A. Seton the sum of 25 Drs for Washing, Eggs, and Milk. 
12th March 1813 XMa Troxel [Mrs. Mary] 
Rd from Mrs. E. A. Seton the sum of 11 drs. and 30 Cents for yeast and 
Vinegar for the house of St. Joseph 
March 26th 1813 Frederick Gelwicks 
March 31 
Rd. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of 11 Drs. 12/100 for clock work and 
Brass pens- James Boreden [?] 
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Rd from E. A. Seton the sum of two Dollars and fifty cts. For work at 
the House of St. Joseph-
31st March 1813 
Reed. from E.A. Seton the sum of three Drs. 18/100 for postage 
board[er]s included. 
Received of E. A. Seton the Sum of three Dollars eighteen Cents for 
postage due this day. 
Emmitsburg 2nd April Ceo Lujft, Pfost] Mfaster] 
Reed. from E. A. Seton the sum of twelve Dollars for 3 locks for the 
house of St. Joseph-
2 April 1813 [unclear] 
Reed from E. A. Seton the sum One Dollar and half in full of all de-
mands to this date -
2d April 1813 Tim Cepter [?] 
Rd. from E. A. Seton the sum of 4 Drs. 18/1 00 for work for the house 
of St. Joseph (cots) 
8th April 1813 Richard Hayden 
Rd. from E. A. Seton the sum of 30 Dollars for milk, Eggs, washing 
work and a ton of hay-
8th Aplil1813 Mary Troxel 
Reed. from E. A. Seton for <smith> work done for the House of St. J 0-
sephs the sum of 7 seven Dollars and <twelve> 5 cents 
14th April 1813 X Charles [Lee] 
Received from M. E. A. Seton the sum of forty one Dollars for Smith 
work done for the House of St. Joseph-
26th April 1813 Jacob 1[?] 
Reed from E. A. Seton for work done at the house of St. Joseph the 
sum of 6 Dollars in full 
30th April 1813 William Mackey 
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Receivedfrom Sister Rose [White 1 Thirty Dollars on acct Due to me 
May 3d 1813 Thos Radford 
Received May 9th 1813 of Sister Rose [White 1 thirty Dollars in part of 
an account Recd by me $30.00 Lewis Motter 
Rd. from E. A. Seton the sum of thilteen Dollars 75/1 00 Ten Drs of 
which is for the plaistering account 
4 May 1813 Jan Julien 
Rd from E. A. Seton the sum of 5 Drs. and 25/100 for Boards for 
House of St. Jos 
8th May 1813 Jacob Troxel 
Recd from E. A. Seton on acct. the sum of 5 Drs.-
15th May Mary Binn 
Recd. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of ten Dollars for work at St. Jo-
seph's-
16th May 1813 John Hutton mark X 
Rd. from E. A. Seton the sum of three Dollars and 33/100 for plank 
bought by [John] Brown. 
May 20th Eliza Troxel X 
Rd ofE. A. Seton the sum of <these> ten Dollars on acct. for a cow-
23d May 1813 Mary Brown 
Rd from Mrs. E. A. Seton the sum of $11.50 cts for lime for new 
Bui1ding-
May 24th 1813 Jes Elder 
Recd from E. A. Seton the sum of $20 on account 
May 24th 1812 Gabriel Boyle [?] 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $2.50 for 5 days work at St. Jo-
sephs 
May 26th [or 27th] 1813 Charles [Lee] mark X 
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Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $40 - 75 cts for <fats> Milk 
washing in full of all acct to this day 
May 29th 1813 XMaIY Troxel mark 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $1 .. 20 cts for 400 Laths for St. 
Josephs house 
May 29th, 1813 Daniel Jordan 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $40. on account 
May 31 st 1813 Thos Radford X 
Cash paid Received from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $5 .. 60 cts for 
work done at St. Josephs and milk and $1 balance due from Mrs. 
Trux's [Troxel's] bill 
June 1 1813 X Alsy mark 
Recd. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $5 for balance due on the pur-
chase of a cow 
June 3rd 1813 Mary Brown 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of$7 in advance for work <don> 
June 5th 1813 Peter Dorsey X 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $31 - 50 cts <for B> in full of all 
accts up to this day 
June 10th 1813 [unclear] 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of fifty cents for work done at St. 
Josephs 
June 11th 1813 Lewis [Motter] 
Recd. from M. E. A. Seton the sum of <$12> $10 for Plaistering and 
$2 for White Washing new building 
June 12th 1813 Jan Julien 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $9 for work done at St. 
Josephs-
June 19th 1813 John Hutton X 
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Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $1 0 on account of Butter 
June 20th 1813 X Anne Zackaries 
<Received from M. E. A. Seton the sum of#32 - 27cts on an account 
rendered in June 1813 
June 24th 1813> 
ReceivedfromM. E. A. Seton the smof$33. 2 cts in full to this day 
June 24th 1813 Gabriel [?] 
Received from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $10 on acct. 
June 26th 1813 John Brown 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of$33 - 48cts Acct of his acct ren-
dered in June 19th 1813 DavidHoffman 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $20 on acct for p1aistering new 
Building 
July 17th 1813 [Jan] Julien 
Received from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $10 on acct 
July 23rd 1813 John Brown 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $4 on acct. 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of$5. 621100 for 571bs butter at 
10d a bi 
July 31st 1813 X 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of$l 0 - 50 cts in full for work done 
on the place to this day 
July 31st John Hutton X 
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $18 a balance due for 6 Locks at 
$5 a piece. 
Augt 10th 1813 [unclear] 
Recd ofM. E. A. Seton the sum of$15 for work done at New Building 
Augt 16th 1813 William Mackey 
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Recd. from Sister Margaret [George] 30 the sum of$12 for 273/4: yds 
Linen at 43 cts per yd. 
Sept 11th 1813 Bernard Winter 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $22 -90 cts. for ports and rails 
for the use of st. Josephs house 
Oct 6th 1813 Wm. Shields3l 
Recd from Sister Margaret the Sum of 21$ 12 1134 cts in full of all 
accts to this day-
Decr 13th 1813 Gabriel [?] 
Recd. from Sister Margaret for the house of St. Joseph the sum of 
$5 .. 15 113 in full for 1 veal and 4 geese-
Jany 9th 1813 John Capp 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $30 on acct. 
Feby 12th 1814 Bernard Winter 
Received Feb 25th 1814 fifteen dollars in account of fire wood deliv-
ered Peter Troxel 
Received from Sister Margaret the sum of $150 on account 
March 21st 1814 Lewis Motter 
Received from Sister Margaret Treasurer of the House of St. Joseph 
the sum of $20 on acct. 
March 21 st 1814 Lewis Kelly 
Recd. from Sister Margaret the sum of $40 on account. 
March 22nd 1814 Mary Tuxell [Troxel] 
30Sister Margaret George began making entries here. 
3 1An early settler who purchased a large tract ofland from Samuel Emmit. Shield's Addition 
expanded the western boundaries of the town of Emmitsburg. 
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Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $56 in full of all accts to this 
day. 
March 26th 1814 [unclear] 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $141- 68 in full of all accounts 
to this day 
March 26th 1814 Lewis Motter 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $27 in full to this day for cots 
and all demands 
March 26th - 1814 Margt. Rowe her mark X 
Recd. from Sister Margaret the sum of $30 - which with $3 more will 
be in full to this day 
April 1st -1814 Frederick Gelwicks 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $51 - 59 in full for 737lbs Pork 
at $7 per 100 lbs delivered by me last Decr. 
Apr 9th - 1814 [unclear] 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $5 for 1 months wages due to 
James Thompson for services done on the place. 
April 13th- Ann Thompson her mark X 
Recd. from Sister Margaret the sum of $5 - 48 cts in full to this day for 
sundry articles. butter, eggs etc furnished by one me to the Sisters 
April2lst-1814 X Eliza Thompson 
Received April 22d 1814 from Sister Margaret thirty six dollars 
which on a final settlement leaves only a Ballance of $20-85/100 
due me in full of all demands to this date. JohnSrown 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $33 - 62 Y2 in full to April 16th-
1814 John Shiffler 
Revd from Sister Margaret the sum of $18 - 44 113 in full of all accts to 
this day 
April 26th. 1814 Peter Troxel 
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Received/rom the House o/St. Joseph 36 dollars infitll 0/ all accounts 
by me 
April 30th 1814 In. Troxel, Jr. 
Received from Sister Margaret the sum of $5 - 55 in full of all ac-
counts to this day 
May 6th 1814 Daniel Hoffman 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $40 in full for my acct against 
the House of St. Joseph and $40 - 50 in full for my acct against St. 
Mary's Seminary 
June 6th 1814 David Morrison 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of$9. 6 liz in full for bricks to this 
day 
June 14th 1814 I say recd by me John Houck 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of$41 - 9 in full of all accts to this 
day- including in this sum $1 - 35cts for 270 feet Lathes for St M. 
Seminary 
June 18th-1814 Daniel Hughei2 
Recd from S. Margaret the sum of $9 in full to this day 
Augst 201814 David Hoffman 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of$2.75 in full to this day 
Sept. 28th David Hoffman 
32 An early merchant in the area who kept a store along with his brother Joseph on the land of 
Richard Elder. The Hughes and Elder families intermarried, and both played significant roles in the 
development of Roman Catholicism in the Emmitsburg area. The Elder Mass station led to the 
development ofthe parish associated with Old S1. Mary Church on the Mountain. Joseph Hughes, an 
architect, and his brother James, builders by trade, constructed a house (with a chapel) on the 
northeast comer of the town square, the cradle of S1. Joseph Catholic Church in Emmitsburg. 
Elizabeth consulted James Hughes on business matters, particularly when Robert Fleming 
demanded full payment for the balance due on the farm to be paid in Gold Eagle coins. James rode 
by horseback to Philadelphia to obtain the urgently needed payment which enabled Elizabeth to pay 
the surprised but overjoyed former owner. 
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Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $30 in advance <on acct> 
Bernard Winters 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $30 in advance for wood pur-
chased from him and not yet delivered 
Oct 31st 1814 David Hoffman 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $27 .. 97 for 319 1bs Pork 
Jany 24th .. 1814 William Phares 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $22-15 V2 cts in full this day 
Febry 16th 1815 David Hoffinan 
Received from Sister Margaret $8 .. 11 cts being in full of all accts to 
this day-
<Febry> March 1st .. 1815 Ellen Kerney 
Received from Sister Margaret the sum of $4-30 for cutting 10 and 
3/4 cords of wood in the winter 
March 25th .. 1814 Joe Shorter his mark X 
Received May 12th 1815 thirteen dollars and 87 V2 cents for bricks 
furnished at different times for St. Joseph's in full of all demands to 
this date George Houck 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $10 .. 311/4 in full for fire wood 
delivered by me to the House of St. Joseph 
May 22nd 1815 Eliz. G. Troxel 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $2 - 62 V2 for 43 3/4 veal pur-
chased from me Dec 17th 1814 
May 27th 1815 George Troxel 
Received from Sister Margaret the sum of 30-87 cts in full to this 
day of all demands-
June 4th- I815 David Hoffinan 
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Received from Sister Margaret the sum of $62 .. 50 for 10 Barrells 
flour delivered about the 1st June 1815 
June 27th. 1815 Geo[rge] McKeehan 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $12 for 2 barrells flour pur-
chased last winter 
July 18th-1815 Abraham Hebling 
Received from Sister Margaret the sum of $6 for 1 Y2 Days hauling 
rails from off the mountain 
Augst 4th-1815 Josiah Emmit 
Received from Sister Margaret the sum of $30-8 1/.2 cts in full for 
blacksmith work done for the house of St. Joseph 
Augst 4th-1815 John Shiffer 
Received from Sister Margt the sum of 28 .. 11-23 - 25 of which was 
for the Seminary of St. Marys and the rest for the house of St. Joseph 
Sept 29th David Hoffman 
Rec from Sister Margaret the sum of $62. 27 cts in full of all demands 
to this day-
Jany 8th-1816 David Hoffman 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of $90 - 34 in full for Pork and corn 
purchased from me-
Jany 9th 1816 Peter Sanders 
Received from Sister Margaret the sum of $42 in full for 2 cows pur-
chased from me this day 
May 24th - 1815 Thomas Elder 
Received from Sister Cecilia [O'Conway] the sum of 200 Dollars in 
part payment of pork purchased in Novr 1816 33 
Decr 6th 1816 Jacob Troxel 
<David Hoffman> 
" Sister Cecilia O'Conway began making entries here. 
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Recd from Sister Cecilia the sum of $18- 36 in full for straw grain 
Rye and hauling of saw logs 
December 14th 1816 David Hoffman 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of30 dolls 75 in full for plank de-
livered by me at the House of St. Josh to the amt of 16 and 75 and for 
St. Marys Seminary 14 Dolls.3' 
Decr 23rd-1816 Sam!. Coldwell 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of 60 for 49 Yz bushells com pur-
chased from me of which these remained due to me this day 1- 87 Yz 
Jany 31 st-1817 John Zacharias 
F eby 15th Recd the sum of $3- 62 cts from Sr. Cecilia for cutting 
woodfor the house of St. Joseph Harry Dugan X 
Feby 2nd 1817 
Recd from Sr. Cecilia the sum of $15 on acct. John Brown 
Recd the sum of $20-00 from Sr. Cecilia on acct-for different arti-
c1es of Blacksmiths work 
March 24th 1817 
John Scheaffer 
John Shiffler 
Received from Sister Margaret the sum of $16 = 3/4 in full for plank 
sold to John Brown for the use of the House ofSt. Joseph's 
May 11 th - 1817 Saml. Coldwell 
Received from Sister Margaret the sum of 85 Dollars for one Cow 
bought from Wm. Brawne?5 
May 19th- 1817 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of 17.25 in full for Scantling and 
Laths for the new porch 36_ 
July-28th- 1817 Wm Shields 
34The handwriting changes here to that of Margaret George and switches between her and Cecilia 
O'Conway depending on who is making the entry. 
35William Brawner sold wood also to Elizabeth. Several Brawner women entered the Sisters of 
Charity. 
361n her correspondence Elizabeth refers to a chapel porch and a back porch. 
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Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of 33908 Y2 in full of a note given 
by us payable Sept 1 st -1817 for dry goods-which was in full of all 
demands to Apri11lth, 1817 Motter and Baugher 
Recd from S. Margaret the sum of 8 Doll[ar]s for repairing and clean-
ing the well Henry Murphy his mark X 
Recd. from the House of St. Joseph the sum of Eleven Dollars in full 
for work done at the well, and piazza 
4th Sept. 1817 Daniel Tocarr [?] 
Recd from Sr. Margaret the sum of 26 - 25 in full to this day 
Sept 7th William Brawner 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of 126-33 Y2 for wool for St. 
Marys Semy. And St. Josephs and also - 1 ram 
Octr 13th 1817 James Kerney 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of 1-87 1.2 being a balance due 
to Zacharias of corn purchased last winter 
Novr 13th 1817 Zacharias his mark X 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of 50 Dolls. for 6 Barrells flour at 8 
- 25 per Barrell leaving a balance due us of 50 cts 
Novr 19th 1817 David Hoffman 
Recd from Sr. Margaret the sum of 154---for 1711lbs pork purchased 
from me at 9 drs. per hundred 
Jany 3rd 1817 George Steigers 
Recdfrom Sr. Margaretthe sumof$152. 85 Y2 in full for 1609lbs pork 
bot [bought] of me some weeks back 
Feby-20th -1818 P[atrick] Quinn 
Recd from S. Margaret the sum of 15 Dolls in part payment for wood 
delivered by me to the House of St. Josh 
April 16th - 1818 John Troxel 
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Reed from Sr. Margt the sum of 10 Dollars in full for the work done at 
the barn 
May 22nd 1818 Samuel Workman 
Reed from Sr. Margaret the sum of 30 - 50 in fu1 for one cow and 2 
Veals 
May 30th 1818 Eliza Troxel 
Reed from Sr. Margaret the sum of 8 - 30 in full to this day of all de-
mands 
June 2nd 1818 John Smallwood [?] 
Reed from Sister Margaret the sum of 19 - 37 Y2 for 31 bundles straw 
bot [bought] of Michael Dorsey 
Frederick Dorsey 
June 4th - 1818 
for the making of Bueks-
Reed from Sister Margaret the sum of 8 .. 91 for planting trees at the 
House of St. Josh-
1818 June 15th- Francis McMullin 
Reed from Sister Margaret the sum of 68 - 50 in full for all aeets to this 
day 
June 17th-1818- John Shiffler 
Reed from Sister Margaret the sum of 100 D 10 barrells flour bought 
some time baek-
July 29th-1818 Patrick Quinn 
Reed from Sister Margaret the sum of 40 - 80ets in full for plank laths 
and Joysts delivered by me to the House of St. Josh-
Augst 7th - 1818- Wm Shields 
Reed of the Revd. Mr. Dubois by Sister $120" 50 
29th August 1818 Jas. Kerney 
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Reed from Sister Margaret the sum of20 Dollars for 2 barrells flour 
Augst 31 st -1818- Jacob [W] 
Reed from Sister Margaret the sum of75 dr - whieh with 300 drs paid 
before is in full for 15 purehased by the Sisters from me 
Oet 8th- 1818 Lucy Elde/7 
Reed from Sf. Margaret the sum of 102 - 90 in full of all demands to 
this day 
Oet 17th Henry McDivil8 
Reed from Sister Margaret the sum of 155- 88 for 1 hog and head 
Sugar wt. 9-971b Sugar at 16ets per lb. 
Oet 31 st 1818 John Coulter 
Reed from Sf. Margaret the sum of 35 - 90 in full 
Nov 23rd-1818 Henry McDivit 
Reed from Sf. Margaret the sum of 75 dolrs for 10 barrells flour -
Novr-25th- I818 Geo McRichan 
Reed from S. Margt the sum of71 - 92 ets for pork- at 7 Dolrs 
Nov 27th-1818 Jacob Troxel 
Reed from Sr. Margaret the sum of 131 Dolls in part payment of the 
Bricks made by me 
Novr 24th - 1818 John Hite39 
Reed from Sf. Margaret the sum of 18 - 40 ets for 2 hogs wt. 230 Ibs 
Deer 1 st Daniel Rife 
37Lucy Head Elder (d. 1864), the daughter of William B. and Ann Lilly Head, was first wed to 
Joseph Elder, a friend of Rev. John Dubois. After the death of her husband in 1817, Lucy married 
Felix Taney. In 1805 Dubois purchased the Elder farm for the establishment of Mount St. Mary. 
380perated the Carroll mill which was built by Johnathan Hazelet circa 1800 
39Probably a descendant of the earliest German settlers in the area 
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Recd from Sr Margaret the sum of 81 .. 28 in full for 10 16lbs pork at 8 
Dolls 
Decr 1st . 1818 C. Whitmore 
Recd from S. Margaret the sum of 30 Dolls-in part payment 
Decr - 19 - 1818 - John Hite 
Recd from Sr. Margaret the sum of 50$ in part payment of flannel recd 
Decr - 21st - 1818 Jos. Harne [?] 
Settled this day with Mr. Taney and there is due to him 64 Dolls-
Jany-29th-18 19- Felix B. Taney 
Recd from Sr. Margaret the sum of 55 in part payment of 19 cords 
wood at 3$ per cord 
Febry - 2 1819 John Troxel 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of 21 Dolls in full for 4 Barrells of 
second quality flour 
Feby 9th 1819-
Recd from M. E. A. Seton the sum of $30 on acct for James Kerney 
Feby the 13th 1819 40 Laurence C. [?] 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of 55 Dolls which leaves only a 
balance due of 2 .. 81 3/4 of all accts to this date 
Feby 27th 1819- James Karney 
Recd from Sr. Margaret the sum of 30 in part payment for cutting 
wood on the mountain loft-
March 1st 1819 JohnNe 
Recd of Sr Margaret the sum of9 in full for 4lbs flour bo[ugh]t from 
me sometime back and then paid 15D - in all 24 - Dolls 
Feby -March 3rd - 1819 George Thrasher his mark X 
4Drrhis entry by Elizabeth is inserted between those of Margaret George . 
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Rec from Sr. Margaret the sum of 70 in full for Pork bot 1st Decr -
1818 -leaving a Balance of 84 cts 
March 10th 1819 John C Jacob [?] 
Recd from Sr. Margaret the note of Alexander Nesbit Esq. for 568. 
70/100 for Collection 
April 10th 1819 Lewis Motter 
Recd from Sr. Margaret 40-60 in full of an acct. 
April 15th 1819 
<Recd from Sister Margaret 50 Dolls in part payment> 
Jacob [?] 
Recd from Sr. Margaret 151.87 cts in Cash and an order of 150 on Mr. 
Owings which is in full of all demands to this day-
April 17th-1819 Thos. Radford 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of 10D - 56 114 for 165lbs beef 
April 26th 1819 George Witherow 
Recd from Sister Margaret the sum of 120 Don Acct this day of Meat 
May l3th 1819- Lewis Motter 
Reed. from Sister Jane [Frances Gartland] the sum of 10 Dollrs on acct 41 
June 14th 1819 Thos Radford 
Recd from Sister Jane the sum of 10$ on account 
June 15th - 1819 Jacob Smith [?] 
Received from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph on acct. 
12 dollars 
June 18th 1819 John Hite 
Received from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph's, 100 
dollars in acct. for Wm. Shields 
June 18th 1819 James Taylor 
41Sister Jane Frances Gartland began making entries here. 
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Recd from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph $26 - 44 Y2 
being the balance in full for hauling rails and posts and for 5 cords of 
wood 
June 19th 1819 Jacob Smith [?] 
Received from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph the sum 
of$33" 19 being the full amount of what was owed for putting up fences 
June 19th 1819 John Reilly 
Barnabas Bigham his mark X 
Recd from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph the sum of 
87 Y2 cents for one hundred of bricks 
June 19th 1819 George March 
Recd from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph $4 .. 00 in 
full for hauling wood. 
June 21st 1819 Felix B. Taney 
Recd from Sister Jane Frances the sum of 75 cents for 2 dozn. Rulers 
made for the House of St. Joseph 
June 22nd 1819 Jacob Welty 
Recd from Sister Jane Frances the sum of 200 dollars on acct of the 
late firm of Motter and Baugher 
July 8th 1819 Lewis Motter 
Recd from Sister Jane Frances the sum of 76" 25 for 40 % cords of 
wood 
July 24th 1819 William H. Brown [?] 
Recd from S. Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph the sum of four 
dollars in full for all work done by me to this day 
July 27th 1819 W. G. Harry Geyer [?] 
Recd. from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph, the sum of 
fifty dollars on acct. 
August 10th 1819 John Hite 
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<Recd from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph 12 Y2 dol-
lars in full of all accounts to this day 
August 10th 1819> 
Received from S. Jane Frances for the for the house of St. Joseph's 
thirteen dollars and 83 1,4 cts in full of all demands <from> to this date 
for Sundry hauling 
August 10th. 1819 James Thomas 
Recd from Sister Jane Frances the sum of 72 dollars for 12 barrells of 
flour 
August 14th 1819 MichDorsey 
Recd from Sister Jane Frances 10 Dollars on account of thirty which 
the House of St. Joseph owes me for paper 
August 20 1819 John Gleer Meyer and Co. 
Recd. from Sister Jane Frances 43" 50 in full for wood for the House 
of St. Joseph 
August 21st 1819 P. Woods 
Recd from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph the sum of 
29" 75 for 2 pieces of flax linen 
Augt. 23rd 1819 Patrick Swase his mark X 
Recd from Sister Jane Frances 18" 75 for M. Baugher being the full 
sum of all St. Joseph's House owes Mr. James Thomas 
August 29th 1819 H L Baugher 
Recd from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph 5 dollars in 
account for hauling 
August the 30th 1819 John Hite 
Recd from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph, 60 dollars 
for 6 months service 
Sept. 2 1819 John Ryan 
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Recd from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Josephs, 2" 81 3/4 
being a balance due James Kerney for Flannell 
Sept. 2d 1819 Matthew Devin [?] 
Recd from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph the sum of 
100 .. 00 dollars on acct. for hauling <and planks> 
Sept.. 16th .. 1819 C. M. Eichelberger 
Recd from Sister J. Frances for the House of St. Joseph $20 on aeet. of 
hauling 
October 7th 1819 John Wise 
Reed from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph 60 Dollars 
on acct for wheat bought for wheat bought from Charles Robinson and 
which I promise to see delivered at my mill 
Novr 16th 1819 John Tucks 
Revd. from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph 20 .. 50 in 
full for hauling to this day. 
Novr 24th 1819 Felix B. Taney 
Reed from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph 20 dollars 
on aeet. 
Novr 27th 1819 John Hite 
Recd from Sister Jane Frances 50 dollars on acet.-
Dec. 8th 1819 Thomas Radford 
Reed from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph 20 dollars 
on aeet. 
Deer 9th 1819 Daniel Jodun 
Recd from Sister Jane Frances for the House of St. Joseph $10 on aeet. 
Deer 28th 1819- John Hite 
Received Jany 13 1820 from the House ofSt. Joseph Ten Dollars for a 
Mass for Mr. Charles Verle James Hughes 
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Reed. from the House of St. Joseph 4 .. 46 V2 for hauling sugar eoffee 
and molasses from Baltimore 
January 31st 1820 Jacob <Biggs> 
Reed from Sister Jane Franees for the House of St. Joseph $10 .. 85 for 
217 lbs of beef, delivered this day 
Feby 5th 1820 George Troxel 
Reed from Sister Johanna [Smith] for the House of St. Joseph - 21 .. 
60/1 OO-for pump and pipe work in full 42 
7th Mareh 1820 John McClanahan 
Reed fr. S. Joanna on aect ten Dollars for carpenter work 
21st March 1820 James Taylor 
Reed from Sr. Johanna the sum of ten Dollars on account-
21st March 1820 Wm. Brawner 
Rd. of Sr. Johanna the sum of 30 Dollars on account-
1 st April William Brawner 
Reed. of Sr. Johanna the sum of fifty Six Dollars 25cts in full for flour 
8th April 1820 Geo. McKeehan 
Recd of E. A. Seton the sum of thirty Dollars on account 43 
19th April 1820 William Brawner 
Rd. of Sr. Johanna the sum of 16 .. 50ets. for Beef in full 
12th April 1820 George Witherow 
42Sister Johanna Smith, the procuratrix from 1817-1820, began to make entries, perhaps in the 
absence or illness of the treasurer. This may refer to early plumbing efforts at the Stone House, built 
about 1750. When this historic structure was excavated in 1979 for relocation, a primitive type of 
cistern, hollowed log and brass sleeve (approximately six inches wide), with brick arch (about forty 
inches in diameter) was discovered. 
43This entry by Elizabeth is inserted between those of Johanna Smith. 
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Recd of Sr. Joana the sum ofl5 .. 12 'ii-in full a settlement induding 
school charges of the children ofW. Brawner to the 1820. 
April 14th 1820 Ignatius Brawner44 
Reed of Sr. Joanna in full of all aects. to this day, the sum of 45-19 
April 17th 1820 Wm. Shield[s J 
Reed. from S. Joanna 46 .. 50 in full for work done by me up to this day 
April 20th .. 1820 James Taylor 
Rd. from Sr. Johanna the sum of six Drs. 80 cts for grinding wheat. 
27th Apri11820 Frederick [?] 
Reed on aeet from E. A. Seton twenty Dols." 
9 June 1820 William Brawner 
Reed ofSr. Johanna on acct. with the House ofSt. Josephs the sum of 
two hundred Drs. 
15th June 1820 Lewis Motter 
Recd infollfrom Sister M Xavier the sum of$33 - 40 
July the 1st 1820 Michael Blessing 
Reed in full of E. A. Seton the sum of forty one Dollar to this day 46 
22 Augt. 1820 William Brawner 
Recd on account <of> for work done at St. Joseph's 20 Drs. 
24th Augt. 1820 Edward Yates 
44lgnatius Brawner later became overseer ofthe farm at St. Joseph's and served as a trusted agent 
of the Sisters of Charity. He married Sarah Green and lived in the Emmitsburg area. One of the 
Brawner girls, Mary Clotilda (1812-1871), despite fragile health in her youth, entered the Sisters of 
Charity. She received the name Sister Hilary and served for forty years in healthcare until her death 
on mission at the Baltimore Infirmary. 
"This entry by Elizabeth is inserted between those of Sister Johanna Smith. 
46The last entry by Elizabeth in this receipt book 
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Receivedfor hailing plankfrom the [Monocacy] River to St. Josephs 
ninety nine Dollars Seventy five cents in fidl 
August 24th 1820 John Wise 
Received on acct .trom S. Susan [Clossyl7 for the House of St. Jo-
seph's -
Augt. 30, 1820 100 Dollars Lewis Motter 
Received from Sister Susan $50- for the House of St. Joseph fifty 
dollars on acct by me 
Septr. 6th 1820 Thomas Radford 
Recd from S. Susan on acct for the House ofSt. Josephs the sum often 
Dolls for Locusts posts 
Sept 16. 1820 HenlY Little 
Received from S. Mary Augustine for the House of st. Josephs, the 
sum of24 Dollars for 3 tons of Hay at $8 a ton 
Sept 22nd - 1820 John Carr 
Recd from S. M. Augustine $8 for two barrels of flour 
Septr the 27 1820 P. Smity [?] 
Revd of Sister Susan on acct for the House of St. Joseph ten dollars 
Oct 2nd 1820 William Brawner 
Reed. from S. Susan on aeet for work done at St. Joseph's the sum of 
twenty Dollars 
Oct 41820 Edward Yates 
October 18th 1820 
Received of Sister Susan for the youse [use] at the house of St. Joseph 
fifty five Dollars on acct. 
Thos Radford 
47Sister Susan Clossy began making entries here. 
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October 19th 1820 
Received fifty dollars on the b[u]ilding by me Edward Yates of Sister 
Mary Augustin[e] [Decount] for <St. house> St. Joseph house 48 
Received from Sister Mary Augustin for the House of St. Joseph $9 Y2 
in bill for repairing the pump 
October 21st 1820 John McClanahan 
Received from Sister Mary Augustin for the House of St. Joseph 
$19 . .3 7 Y2 for 31 bushel of potatoes 
Nov. 10. 1820 Joseph Liver/9 
Received from Sister M. Augustin for the House of St. Joseph $12 .. 35 
for 2 waggon loads of goods 
Nov. 10. 1820 John [?] 
Received from Sister M. Augustin for the House of St. Joseph $13. for 
a cow. 
Nov -11th - 1820 Bernard Winters 
Received from Sister Mary Augustin for making a fence at the House 
of St. Josephs $3 .. 54 in full of all demands. 
Nov. 13th - 1820 Bernard Winters 
Received from Sister M. Augustin $31 .. 50 for Posts 
Nov 17 1820 William Miller 
Received from Sister Mary Augustin the sum of $28 .. 50 for 228lbs of 
Fallow 
November 23rd-1820. Patrick Rogers (1821) 
48Sister Mary Augustine Decount was the procuratrix in 1820. 
4"The Livers family who owned property near the Sisters of Charity was very supportive of them. 
The families of Arnold Livers and William Elder. Sr., related by marriage, were charter members of 
the Catholic community in the Catoctin Valley that founded the original mission on the mountain 
where Rev. John Dubois, S.S., began his ministry in the Emmitsburg area. Livers girls attended St. 
Joseph' s Academy and were friends of the Setons. 
t 
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Received from Sister Mary Augustin for work at St. Joseph's $3 .. 63 
and for my Mother Mrs Webb 74 cents in full $2.37 12 
Nov 23rd 1820 Akins Wright 
Received from Sister Mary Augustin $7 .. 50 for 3 barrels ofCyder 
Novr 24th - 1820 Peter Kellenberger 
Received November 30 - 1820 of Sister Susan seventy Nine Dollars in 
full for Carriage Fair [fare].-
Henry G. Waters50 
Received from Sister M. Augustin $5. in part payment for pork 
December 1st 1820 James Maginly [?] 
Received December 12th 1820/i-om the house St. Joseph pr Richard 
McDermott5l twenty one dollars for an order from Daniel Jordan for 
three thousand Shingels $21 .. 00 Lewis Motter 
Received from the House ofSt. Joseph ninety Dollars in Full Decem-
ber 13th 1820 
$60. 00 for Flour 
$30 .. 00 for Pent of Horse Edward McBride 
Recd December 23rd - 1820 from Sister Susan on acct. twenty Dollars 
William Brawner 
Recd from Sister Susan for Work done at St. Joseph's the sum of 
$11..50 in full Decr. 26 1820 John M Piper and Co. 
Received Dec. 29th 1820 of the Corporation of St. Joseph's twenty 
dollars on acct. 
500perated the principal tavern in the town of Emmitsburg 
SIAn occasional laborer at St. Joseph's 
Daniel Jodun 
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Receivedfrom the House of St. Joseph the sum of$35.59 for Pork-
January 3rd 1821.52 James Maginly 
Recd from Sister Susan on acct the sum of fifty Dollars Jany 12th 
1821 Thomas Radford 
January 20th 1821 received of Sister Susan on Acct. ten Dollars 
William Brawner 
January the 30th 1821 
Recd.from Sister Susan for the House of St. Joseph infullfor Straw 
the sum of 12 Dollars for Mrs. Dorsey John Dorsey 
Received in full from the House of Saint Joseph the sum of twenty 
three Dollars and five and one half on the mill book 
Elijah Boldwin 
Reed infullfrom the House ofSt. Josephfor Smith's work the sum of6 
DoliI' - 23 cts 
FebI' 6th 1821 Michael Blessing 
Reeved in full from the House of St. Joseph <for> Nine Dollars 
Twenty four cents 
February 81821 James Bawden 
Recdfrom the house St Josephs the amount of$1 0 .. 50 in full for diffent 
ha[u}lling andjlower [flour} reed by me February the 21st 1821 
John Tucks 
Reed. from Sister Susan infullfor Cutting Wood the sum of Eighteen 
Dollars 
Febr 29th 1821 Charles Lee X 
Reced for jlour from Sister Susan the sum of eleven Doll - 75 cts 
March the 2nd - 1821 Michael McCellan 
52 After "January 3rd 1821" all entries are written by the person who signed the entry or receipt. 
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Recd from Sister Susan one hundred and fore [four J Dollars in full for 
26 d Barelsflour $4.00 
March 5th 1821 P[atrickJ Quinn 
Recdfrom Sister Susan March the 12 .. 1821 the sum of45 Dollars 18 
ctsfor Porkfurnishedto the House of St. Joseph- X 
March the 14th 1821 
Reced of Sister Susan twenty Dollrs on acct by me Thos Radford 
March 14th 1821 
Recd. of Sister Susan twenty Dollars on Acct. - William Brawner 
Recd. March 15 - 1821 of Sister Susan Thirtyfive Dollars in filll for 
Carriage Fare to Lancaster [Pennsylvania] Henry G. Waters 
March 21st 1821 William Ellis received of Sister Susan $31. 05 ;0 
C. Holdroyd account the amount infull 
Received of Saint Joseph $3.00 
March 26th-1821 Jacob Biggs 
Daniel Jadun Recd in full of Sister Susan the sum of $51-50 for the 
House of St. Joseph 
March 28th 1821 Daniel Jodun 
Recdfrom S. Susan the sum of$18 infullfor 2 Hogs-
April- 2d - 1821 Abraham Welty 
Recd from Sister the sum of $36-67 in full for making 192 fence 
pannels 
April 9th 21 Barnabas Biggin his mark X 
Recd infullfrom Sister Susanfor the House of St. Josephfor rails and 
shingles the sum of$33-1O 
April 25th - 1821 Daniel Jodun 
April 25th 1821 $50-
Reced of Susan fifty Dollars on account by me Thomas Radford 
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Received April 25th 1821 of S. Susan one Hundred Dollars on ac-
count by me 
$100-
Daniel Jarin [?] 
Lewis Motter 
Recd -from the House of St. Joseph the sum of$28 infullfor Mamme 
May 1 st 1821 James Crayton Xfor Mr. Bigham 
Recdfrom the House of St. Jos the sum of$8.for making and repairing 
pumps 
May 6th. 1821 John McClanahan 
Recdfrom the House of St. Josephs the sum of $8 .. 52 for 17 * yd of 
linnen 
May 8th.. 1821 Charles Cotter 
Recd in full to the first of May- 1821 the sum of $12.67 for sundry ar-
tides of Tin ware Joseph Beachey 
Received of St. Josephs house on account forty dollars 
May 14th -1821 James Taylor 
Revd. May the 14th of the House of St. Joseph on acct the sum of 
$10.00 for plaistering the New Sacristy Jan Julien 
Recdfrom the House of St. Josephfor glazing the sum of12.50 infull 
June Istl821 G-Knouff 
Received of St- House June 7th 1821 twenty dollars on account 
James Taylor 
Received at the St Joseph 23 Dollars and 66 cents for hal u] lling infull 
June 9th 1821 John Wise 
$200 
Recd June 14th 1821 of St House ofSt. Joseph two hundred dollars on 
ale for Lewis Motter Joshua Motter 
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Recd from the House of St. Joseph the sum of $10. 87 ~ in full for Sun-
dry articles June 14th 1821 James Lome 
12th June 1821, Received of the house of St. Joseph the sume offourty 
four Dollars and twenty one cents in full of all demands up the above 
date By me John Hitterbrick 
Recdfrom S. Susanfor the House of St. Joseph the sum of$20 on acct. 
June 29th 1821 John Taylor 
Recd from Sister M. Augustin for Veal and mutton in full the sum of $9 
- 87 1h 
July 3rd 1821 George Rodgers 
Recd from Sister Susan for the House of St. Joseph the sum of 9 Dol-
lars in full for Laths 
July 10th 1821 Daniel Jodun 
Received from Sister Susan for the house of St. Joseph the sum of 
eighty three dollars sixty two and half cents in full for work done 
July 13th-1821 James Taylor 
August 4th 1821 
Recd infull of the House of St. Joseph six Dollars and Fifty Cent By 
John Obermeyer and Co. 
Augt 4th 1821 
Recd infull of the House of St. Joseph the sum of8 Dollars - for haul-
ing- James Thomas 
Recd in full of Sister Susan for the House of St. Joseph the sum of Dol-
lars 78-84 for Posts. 
Augt 9th 1821 John Gilliard 
Recd infull of Sister Susanfor the House of St. Joseph the sum ofsix-
teen Dollars - 25 cts for Paper 
Augt 19th 1821 John Obermeyer and Co. 
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Recd in jull of Sister Susan for the House of St. Joseph for sawing 
plank and for plaister of Paris the sum of fifty two Dollars -18 0 cents. 
Augt 19th 1821 Benjamin Herley 
Recd in jilll of Sister Susan for the House of St. Joseph the sum of 
twenty Dollars 
Augt = 20. 1821 Hugh Daily 
Recd infitll of Sister Susanfor the House o[St. Joseph the sum of sixty 
Dollars in .fitllfor rails 
Augt 22d, - 1821 DanielJodun 
24th August 1821 
Received of Sister Susan seventy jive Dollars in full to Last April the 
20th 75 Thomas Rad[ord 
$9 .. 19 due on the last aeet by Mr. Radford to the House of St. Jo-
sephs-
Reced o.[Sister Susan for the House o[St. Joseph the sum of6 Dollars 
81 0 infull[or hauling 
Augt 26··1821 Catherine Frick 
August 271821 
Received of Sister Susan jar the house of St. Josephs Eight dollars in 
jitllfor hauling Caleb Knott 
Recdfrom Sister Susan for the House of St. Josephjor making afence 
the sum of 25 Dollars in jitll - Sept 7th 1821 
Barnabas Biggin his markX 
St. Josephs Dr 
April the 25th 1821 to 43 Barrels o.[Flour, @ $3.120134.370 
to 2 Baris the [he] got 6th 2hfi~om the simnary [seminmy]-
Recd. in full $140 62 0 By me Peter Troxel 
Recd o./Sister Susan/or the House 0.[ St. Joseph the sum 0.[ 6 Dollars 
and 30 cts infullfor work in the garden Oct. 4th 1821 
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Recd of Sister Susan for the House of St. Joseph the sum of five Dollars 
75 cents infull for Carriage hire and stone 
Oct 9th 1821- Frederick Gelwicks 
Received of Sister Mary A ugustine the sum of$15 .. 50 for 62 bushels of 
apples 
October 19th 1821 George Hutton X 
Recd of Sister Susan for the House of St. Joseph the sum of 10 Dollars 
75for 2 barrels o.fflour 
Oct. 19th - 1821 George Troxel jor Mrs. Troxel 
Recd of Sister Mmy Augustinfor the House of St. Joseph the sum of 
$5 .. 75 for hauling wood 
Oct. 19th 1821 James Thomas 
Recd of Sister Susan, for the House of St. Joseph, one Hundred Dol-
lars infullfor the last half years attendance on said institution ending 
Octr 29th-1821 
Novr. 5th-1821- [Dr.} Robert Maori' 
Recd of Sister Susan for the carrying of wood the sum of four Dollars 
and fifty cts in fitll 
Novbr. - 5th - 1821 Joseph Stevenson 
Recd of Sister Susanfor the House of St. Joseph the Sum of Nineteen 
Dollars and 80 cents in full for Smith Work-
Novbr. - 7th -1821 John Smith 
Recd - o.fSister Susan on acct for makingfence the sum often Dollars-
Novbr. - 8th - 1821 Barnabas Biggin his markX 
53Dr. Robert Moore succeeded his brother Dr. Daniel Moore as the physician for St. Joseph's in 
1820. 
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Recd of Sister for the House of St. Joseph the sum of twenty two Dol-
lars infullfor 100 Posts 
Novbr. - 8th - 1821 Jacob Hobb 
Received Novr 12th 1821 Fom the house of St. Joseph $1635 cts 
jar 109 bushel Bran Lewis Motter 
Recd of Sister Susan/or the House of St. Joseph the sum of thirty Dol-
larsfifty one cents in full jar Sundry Novbr 14th - 1821 
-Barnabas Biggin his markX 
Recdfi-om Sister Susan the sum of82 dollars 871,0 centsfor 1651,0 lbs 
pork 
Novbr .. 20th.. 1821 Joseph Reed 
Recd of Sister Susan the sum of2 Dollars in .fit/ljor hauling plank 
Novbr.2Ist- 1821 James [?} 
Received of Sister Susan the slime of 52 Dollars and 40 cts it beingfor 
1000 48 nails 
November 21st 1821 Robt. K Calvin 
December 18th 1821 
Reced of Sister Susanfifty Dollars on account $50 Thos Radford 
Recd of Sister Susan the sum of Seven dollars 
Decbr 7th 1821 John Carney [?} 
Recd of Sister Susan the sum of$24 80 cents infit/l 
December the 28 1821 John A Trammer 
Recdfrom Sister Susan the sum of $20 - 56 cents for pork for the 
House of St. Joseph 
Decr. 20th 1821 James Clark 
Recfi-om Sister Susan the sum of $5 O-for 10 barrells flour at $5 a 
barrell 
Jany. 12th 1822 Frederick Martin 
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Received from Sister Susan the sum of $53.25 in full of ha[u}lling 
wood 
Jan. 24th 1822 Thos C. Miller 
Received January 26th 1822 of St. Josephs 15 Dollarsfor 100 Bushels 
Bran Felix B. Taney 
Recd from Sister Susan for Beef and Veal in full $11 - 63 
Jany. 29th 1822 John Troxel 
Recd from Sister Susan the sum of eight dollars on account of wood 
Feby. 3rd-1822 
$8.00 Peter Callaghan 
Recedfrom Sister Susan on acct. the sum often Dollars Feby 9th 
1822 John Carney 
Feby. 25th 1822 
Recd 20 dollars on account by me $20 Thos Radford 
Recdfrom the House of St. Joseph infull $8-88 
March 5th - 1822 Jason Jodun 
Recdfrom the House of St. Joseph in full for wood $36.33 cts 
March 19th 1822 Joseph [unclear} 
Received in full of Sister Susan at the House of St. Joseph twelve dol-
lars $12.00 
April 1 st .. 1822 John Carney 
Recd of Sister Susan in full 20 shillings on 
Apri12d 1822 Black Harrys mark X 
Received April 4th 1822 of Sister Susan Eighteen dollars 30 cts in full 
for 122 bushel Bran Lewis Motter 
April 17th 1822 
Recd of the House of St. Josephs the sum of one hundred and thirty two 
dollarsfor twenty-two Barrells offlour Hugh Patterson 
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April 20th 1822 
Received of Sister Joannafor the House of St. Joseph the sum ofsixty 
one dollars eighty seven and a half cents infitll for wheat received of 
me Henry Welty 
April 30th.. 1822 
Recd of Sister Joannafor the House of St. Joseph, one Hundred Dol-
lars, being the amount of the half years salary,for medical attendance 
on saidlnstitution ending April 29th 1822 Robert Moore 
Recd from Sister Rose the sum of$13. for 325 lb Be~f at 4 cts a Ib54-
May 1st .. 1822- C. A. Livers 
May31822 
Received of Sister Joanna the sum of thirty four dollars 35 c infitllfor 
work done by me Charles Holdroyd {? 1 
Recdfrom Sr. Johanna the sum of#83. 36 :-infitll of all demands to 
this day 
May 4th 1822- Thos. Radford 
Recd. of Sister Johanna the sum of $48 .. 62 2for workmanship up to 
the present date 
May 6th 1822 Joseph Beachey 
May 6th 1822. Received of Sr. Johanna 45 Dollars for 100 Bushels 
corn sold St. Josephs FelixB. Taney 
May 7 1822 Received of Sister Joanna in .!ttll one dollar for cutting 
two cord of wood Peter Callaghan 
But $ cts 
50 - 1 - 60 
16-29 1f2 Cts -
'4Rose White succeeded Elizabeth as Mother of the Sisters of Charity in 1821. Catherine A. 
Livers (1793-1838), a single daughter of Arnold and Mary Brawner Livers, may be the signer. 









The Academy schoolroom in the White House, Emmitsburg, 
in a restoration circa 1947 
(Courtesy, Archives of St. Joseph's Provincial House, Emmitsburg) 
A contemporary version of a sampler worked by Elizabeth's 
daughter, Catherine, typical of needlework taught by 
the Sisters to girls in schools and orphanages 
Companion portraits of Vincent de Paul and Louise de Marillac ca. 1874 
(Courtesy. Archives of Sisters of Charity of New York) 
Map of France, with several sites mentioned in Elizabeth's 
translation of Gobillon's Life of Mademoiselle Le Gras 
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Part XIII 
Translations and Pious Stories 
13.1 Life of Vincent de Paul 
Continued from 3d Book [His Virtues] on Humilityl 
[Chapter Thirteen. His Humility] 
[Section Two. Some Thoughts of Monsieur Vincent About the 
Virtue of Humility] 
"I have" said Mr. Vincent "in my Visitations of Religious houses 
often enquired of the Religious what Virtue they had a particular at-
traction for, and scarcely one in twenty but would answer it was for 
Humility which proves how amiable and lovely that Virtue is, yet in-
deed possessed by so few because it is so hard to acquire and demands 
what Nature abhors .. but we must overcome this repugnance by de-
grees and accustom ourselves to Manifest and discover our faults 
when Charity permits us, while pride desires to conceal them, for if we 
do not watch ourselves we will find we are every way trying to con-
ceal our miseries and defects, which disposition we inherit from our 
13.1 ASJPH 1-3-3-21A 
1 Rev. Simon Brute advised Elizabeth to read and translate the lives and writings ofSt. Vincent de 
Paul and SL Louise de Marillac. El1zabeth's translation of St. Vincent de Paul's life is presented in 
this volume in the order in which it appears in her copybooks. For an annotated English edition, cf. 
Louis Abelly, The Life of the Venerable Servant of God Vincent de Paul: Founder and First 
Superior General of the COllgregation of the Mission, ed. John Rybolt, C.M., notes by Edward 
Udovic, C.M. and John Rybolt, C.M., 3 vols. (New Rochelle, N. Y.: New City Press, 1993) 
(hereafter cited as Abelly). For the original text where Elizabeth began her translation, cf. Abelly 
3:200. 
Louis Abelly (1604-1691) attended Vincent de Paul's Tuesday Conferences and was deeply 
influenced by him. He gave missions in the French countryside, became vicar general of Bayonne. 
then bishop of Rodez. 
Vincent de Paul founded the Congregation of the Mission in 1625 as a congregation of secular 
priests for service to the clergy and for evangelization and charity throughout the countryside with 
the motto: "To preach the Gospel to the poor." According to the revised Code of Canon Law (1983), 
the Congregation of the Mission is a Society of Apostolic Life. Cf. #94a: Vincent de Paul to Pope 
Urban III, [January 1632], St. Vincent de Paul: Corre!>pondence, Conferences, Documents, Marie 
Poole, D.C. , ed. and trans., et. aI., 15 vols. (New York: New City Press, 1985-) 1:140 (hereafter 
cited as CCD) .. 
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Father Adam, who after he had offended God went and hid himself. 
Humility is a Virtue to be acquired only by practice and frequent Acts 
of it .. . By the grace of God many among us po[s]sess this Virtue, and 
convict me of my pride miserable that I am whenever I behold them .. 
the peace of their Soul shines on their countenance and speaks their 
contentment, for if you contradict them they agree to it, if they are 
calumnated they bear it quietly, if they are overlooked they are satis-
fied, if they are burthened with work they bear it courageously, and 
what ever difficulty they find in the commands they recieve they 
cheerfully set about executing them, trusting in the Virtue of holy 
Obedience .. the temptations they meet with serve only to strengthen 
them in humility and makes them hasten to God for the Victory over 
the enemy . . yet Pride gives us no truce in this life, the most saintly and 
humble must yet combat it in many ways, some in the complaisance of 
the good they do, others in their knowledge and attainments, others in 
their fortitude and firmness etc. etc. therefore we have great reason to 
watch constantly and beg of God to save us from this pernicious Vice 
to which we are naturally so much inclined trying always to counter-
act it by the practice of its contrary, so that when it would excite us to 
desire esteem we should try to hide ourselves and reflect on our mis-
ery, seeking always the humblest and lowest employments instead of 
those which attract attention, or seem more honourable ... preferring 
our own abjection which alone can keep us safe from the pityful ef-
fects of our corrupt nature and its evil bent to pride and pretention let 
us beg our divine Saviour by the humiliations of his adorable life and 
death to draw us after him, offering him each one of our selves and one 
another whatever humiliation we may be able to practice2 •• • looking 
the other day at the pictures of the Venerable personages in our HalV I 
said to myself while our gentlemen were conversing there if we could 
consider the things of this world as they considered them, see them as 
2"Repetition d'Oraison Sur l'Humilite," Pierre Coste, C.M., ed., St. Vincent de Paul, 
Correspondence, En/reliells. Documents, 14 vols. (Paris, 1920-25), 11:53-56 (hereafter cited as 
CED). 
PietTe Coste, C.M. (1873-1935), compiled and published the complete writings of Vincent de 
Paul as well as a significant biography of the Saint. 
3 A portrait of St. Francis de Sales hung in the room. 
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they saw them and be penetrated with eternal truths as they were, how 
differently we should act .. how free would we be from pride and 
pretentions .. but when we look higher to the divine model of our Sav-
iour how humiliating is the contrast of our excessive misery ... let us 
then Acknowledge to the whole world our blindness and ignorance 
and that we are truly nothing but sin and while we say so, let us be truly 
convinced of it and ready that others should think so too, and treat us 
accordingly, for it is not enough to esteem humility, and resolve to be 
humble, but we must practice this Virtue on every occasion which 
presents itself, doing Violence to nature and trampling pride under-
foot."· 
Mr. Vincent held it as a maxim that Humility is the root of charity, 
and that the more humble [we are] the more charitable we will be to 
each other .. He said speaking to his Missioners "these 67 years God 
has borne with me on earth, I have thought over and over on the best 
means of preserving charity and union with God and our neighbour, 
and I can find none so sure as holy humility .. to humble ourselves un-
der every body, to Judge no one, and esteem those who are lowest and 
least .. for it is selflove and pride which blinds us, and keeps us in op-
position with each other'" ... he added "we should never even glance 
our eye on any thing good in ourselves but study rather the evil within 
us and the defects of our Nature and dispositions which is an excellent 
means to preserve humility, for neither the gift of converting Souls, or 
any exterior talents whatever can be considered as our own or for our 
own use, we being only the carriers and bearers of these gifts by which 
God will work what he pleases, but as we may be lost with the posses-
sion of them all, no one should take complaisance in them but we 
should be rather humbled and acknowledge ourselves to be poor in-
struments in the hand of God, which he deigns to use as he did the rod 
of Moses with which he worked wonders though it was but a poor lit-
tle whip, and easily broken.6 
4Abelly 3:202. cr. #165: "Extrait d'Entretien Sur l'Humilite," Avril ou Mai 1657, CED 
11:393-94. 
'cr. #103: "Extrait d'Entretien Sur l'Oeuvre des Ordinands," CED 11:152-53. 
6Cf. Exod. 7:9. Abelly 3:204. Cf. #39: "Extrait d'Entretien Sur I'Humilitc," CED II :59-60. 
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C[hapter] 14th his Obedience 
The great value which Mr. Vincent set on the Virtue of obedience 
is best expressed by his instructions on the subject to the Daughters of 
the Visitation' to whom he eXOlted to the observance of it with perse-
vering exactness, . . engaging them to love it and excite each other to 
the practice of it with the view of pleasing God who so particularly de-
lights in it, that the least delay in our obedience is displeasing to him, 
and a soul having Vowed in the face of the church to devote herself to 
this Virtue cannot be too exact in the fulfilment of her promise, or ren-
der a more perfect Service to God, who by means of her obedience 
will accomplish all his Will in her, and draw his glory from the 
distruction of her self will while he will bestow on her in return the 
peifect liberty of a child of God. 8 the spirit of disobedience on the con-
trary leads to interior apostacy, for as we commit apostacy by quitting 
our exterior habit in religion, so we commit interior apostacy by op-
posing the sentiments of our Superiors or murmuring at them if even 
in secret." 
Mr. Vincent earnestly recommended a frequent consideration of 
the great recompense promised to souls truly humble and obedient, 
even in this life, for besides the many graces this Virtue merits, God 
delights to do the will of those who for love of him submit their will to 
their Superiors.-also the punishment to be feared by those who yield 
to disobedience as is seen in multiplied instances in the old testament. 
[Secon]dly "The example of obedience our Lord and Saviour gave 
us ... What heart can be so hard as to resist it, and see our God obedi-
ent unto Death for poor and miserable creatures as we are, and yet re-
fuse to subject ourselves for the love of him." 
"To practice Obedience perfectly" he added, "we must subject our-
selves simply for the love of God, without permitting our understand-
ing to seek or examine why this or that is required of us .. promptly 
'Francis de Sales and St. Jane Frances de Chantal chose Vincent to be the spiritual father and 
superior of the Religious of the Visitation of St. Mary in Paris. He became superior of the Sisters of 
the Visitation sometime before December 22, 1622, made the first regular visitation of the convent, 
and was noteworthy for his care of these sisters. 
sCf. Rom. 8:21. 
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without delay .. Humbly, without seeking any commendation or es-
teem. Courageously, surmounting every difficulty, and repugnance. 
Cheerfully, executing what is to be done without showing the least re-
luctance. Perseveringly in imitation of our Lord who was obedient 
even unto Death"9 -these characters of perfect obedience were given 
by Mr. Vincent not only from his very heart, but Verified in every line 
and circumstance of his conduct, which was far more persuasive than 
any exhortations. The submission ofMr. Vincent to all authority both 
spiritual and secular was practiced in the most minute detail .. his ex-
actness extended so far that, one of the Brothers of the house of St. 
Lazare 'o having found a pa[r]tridge [pheasant] nest in its enclosures 
and set the eggs under a hen that he might have the pleasure of present-
ing the little pa[r]tridges to Mr. Vincent, recieved no other answer 
when he brought them to him in triumph but "Well my brother let us 
see if they can run yet" and setting out quietly with the Brother to 
reach a field of plowed ground, he bade him open the door of the cage, 
and enjoyed the pleasure of seeing them all escape .. then turning 
kindly to the Brother who had expected quite another kind of pleasure 
he said "You know his Majesty has forbid us taking pa[r]tridges, so of 
course he did not mean that we should take their eggs, and the least 
disobedience to our King in temporal matters is always more or less 
displeasing to God." 
Mr. Vincent would say, "our Obedience should extend not only to 
general rules of obligation but to every person whatever for the love of 
God as says St. Peter, putting ourselves beneath everyone as the low-
est and least and trying to serve and submit to them in every possible 
way, II unless Sin should be in question or any thing leading to it for 
condescension in that case would be a great misery indeed, instead of 
a pure act of Virtue,,'2 ... He would compare this Obedience of conde-
scension to the members which compose our body, and accommodate 
9Cf. Phil. 2:8. 
'''rhe former Priory of St. Lazare, north of Paris in La Chapelle, was the second motherhouse of 
the Congregation of the Mission. It was the headquarters for the Congregation of the Mission until 
its destruction at the onset of the French Revolution. 
"Cf. 1 Pet. 5:5. 
12Abelly 3:210. Cf. #50: "Extrait d' Entretien, Sur l'Esprit de Condescendance," CED II :69. 
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and assist each other continually for their mutual advantage and pres-
ervation the one approving and acting with the other as much as possi-
ble-and so we being members of one bodyl3 should continually 
practice a mutual condescension, the wiser and more experienced as-
sisting the humble and simple, the weak and ignorant, and trying to 
show them a preference even in the smallest things, through this same 
condescension we should not only approve the sentiments of others, 
but believe their qualifications natural and supernatural greater and 
more excellent than our own, and be ever ready to submit to them in all 
that is not Sin, I4 
-Mr. Vincent was most remarkable himself for this disposition 
accommodating himself to the will of others, yielding to their opin-
ions, and submitting to their weakness on every occasion where his fa-
vourite maxim was not in question "as much condescension as you 
will, provided God is not offended" but when the Glory of God, char-
ity to our Neighbour, or christian Prudence was in question he was im-
movable, yet refusing with so good a grace, that <what he denied> a 
denial from him was often more pleasing than a favour granted by an-
other. exact himself in the practice of obedience he required the strict 
observance of it in his community, , one of the oldest and most regular 
of his priests [Lambert aux Couteaux] had been advised by him to rest 
in the morning on account of some infirmity, but the good Missioner 
being habitually exact in making his meditation with the community 
thought that he might join it that morning also, as Mr. Vincent had not 
been positive in his direction that he should not rise, however he did 
not escape for as he was going out of Meditation Mr. Vincent repri-
manded him in presence of all the rest while they were yet in the 
church, and kept him a long time on his knees, although he was among 
the oldest of the community, and the one who held his place in it when 
he was absent, acknowledging in deed it was the first fault he had 
found him in contrary to obedience, praising his zeal and regularity on 
one hand while he blamed his inconsiderate fervour on the other. 
13Cf. I Cor. 12. 
14Abelly 3:210. Cf. #51: "Extrait d'Entretien, Sur I'Espritde Condescendance," CED II :69-70. 
\ 
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Chapter 15th his Simplicity 
St. Gregory calls Simplicity a serene light of the Soul, which is nei-
ther troubled or obscured by the cloud of every deciet, or artifice, but 
recieves its rays from truth itself, and is brightened from the splendour 
of the presence of God. ' 5 
This Virtue was so much esteemed by the greatest saints, that St. 
Ambrose in his funeral sermon on his saintly Brother (Satyie) [Saint 
Satyrus] put it in the rank of his principal Virtues and said that altho' 
his condition was so illustrous in the world, yet he had so perfectly 
preserved this Virtue at court and in his intercourse with the great, that 
he preserved even a childish innocence ' 6 • • and the same may be said 
ofMr. Vincent in whom it was the more remarkable as he lived in the 
most corrupted age, and amidst the grandees of the court. Yet it is cer-
tain that his life was a model of Perfect innocence, integrity and Sim-
plicity, his heart like a Mother pearl surrounded and covered by the 
sea waters yet recieves not a drop of them and nourishes itself only 
with the dews ofheaven ' 7 ..• this true Servant of God appearing in the 
midst of the world like a lily of candour and Simplicity, surrounded by 
the thorns with which it is covered. 18 
-he would say, "Simplicity of heart makes us go Straight to God 
and say the truth without pretention disguise or human respect." and 
no doubt it was greatly owing to this conduct that Mr. Vincent was so 
successful in all his enterprises, for nothing draws on us the favour of 
God and esteem of man so certainly as Integrity and simplicity in our 
words and actions. he often reminded his community of the Word of 
our divine Saviour Simple as Doves' 9 and of the happiness and conso-
lation of a truly simple heart, in which God assures us by his holy 
word he delights to converse and dwelFo .. and also thanks his Father 
I5Jacques-Paul Migne, ed .• Patrologia Latilla and Palrologia Craeca. 221 vols. (Paris, 1844-64) 
(hereafter cited as PL and PC). Cf. PL 79:605. 
16Cf. PL 16.2.1: 1307. 
17P1iny. Roman naturalist. popularized thi s opinion about pearl s formed in the oyster shell by dew 
from heaven in his Natural History 9, 54, 107ff. 
ISCf. PL 183 .3-4:85. 
19Cf. Matt. 10:6. 
20Cf. Provo 3:32. 
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that he has revealed to the Simple and to little ones what he has con-
cealed from the Wise and prudent of the world2! •.. and truly it may be 
seen that the Spirit of Faith and piety, and the Practice of true Virtue is 
to be found more among the Poor and humble, than with those who 
have the treasures of human learning, and the plain countryman and 
simple labourer will be the first to show their confidence in God and 
recourse to him in their wants and Afflictions, their patience and sub-
mission to his will because he delights to strengthen their Faith, while 
he leaves the rich and wise to their own consolations 
-"it is true also that even worldlings esteem this simplicity so 
much that though they do not possess it they must admire it . . the can-
did soul who speaks from the heart draws the confidence and affection 
of everyone, rich and poor at home and abroad, and to speak the whole 
excellence of this Virtue it draws us near to God and makes us like 
him, who is in his essence a simple Being without any mixture, and 
desires that we should become as Pure by Virtue as he by his essence, 
that is as far as our poor nature permits having a Simple heart, a Simple 
mind, a Simple intention, simple conduct . . speaking Simply, and hav-
ing God in view, and the desire of pleasing him without any mixture of 
artifice or disguise . 
. . This Virtue may be best manifested in our words expressing only 
what is in the heart and with a meaning always to please God .. not that 
Simplicity obliges us to say all that we think because this Virtue is dis-
creet and never contrary to prudence which teaches what we may say 
and what not, when we should speak or be Silent, and when according 
to the circumstance of the moment all may be told, or while the good is 
told simply the bad or useless part should be repressed in the thing re-
lated .. for should any point be contrary to Gods Glory, the good of 
others, or in praise of ourselves or for our advantage, Prudence forbids 
us to tell it, or we would Sin against many other Virtues. 
Simplicity in actions requires us to do plainly and uprightly what-
ever is to be done, with God always in View whatever may be our em-
ployment or exercise excluding every Kind of Pretention or artifice .. 
for instance should a person make a gift to another with an 
2!Cf. Matt. 11 :25. 
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expectation, or in order to obtain double the Value in return, we know 
that the world allows it, but it is contrary to the rules of holy Simplicity 
whose only pretention is to be candid and sincere and pleasing to God 
in all that she does. etc. Simplicity like other Virtues can be gained 
only by making frequent acts of it and by often begging the grace for 
acquiring it"22 
Mr. Vincent would never pass over the want of this his darling 
Simplicity in any of his congregation ... one of his priests writing him 
that he sent his whole heart to him, Mr. Vincent answered him "thanks 
for your letter and dear present, Your heart is too good to be in such 
bad hands as mine, and I know too that you only gave it to me to give it 
to our dear Lord to whom it belongs, and to whose love it continually 
tends. May it be always and fully his for time and Eternity beg him I 
pray you to give me candour and Simplicity of heart, Virtues I greatly 
need, and whose excellence is incomparable.»23 
.. a missioner wrote him some thing very flattering of certain per-
sons with a view that Mr. Vincent should tell their relatives and thus 
obtain him their friendship .. Mr. Vincent replied to him "alas what 
trifling Sir, if you have good to say of them, say it indeed but to honour 
God in them because all good is from him . . our Saviour reproved a 
man who called him gooa-4 because he did not do it with good inten-
tion and though I am persuaded that you do not seek any ones esteem 
but for a greater good and to advance the glory of God, yet remember 
that the least duplicity is displeasing to God, and to act with a right 
Simplicity we must have no end in view but himself'25 
. . this Simplicity he also particularly recommended in the manner 
of giving instructions and said that God would bless a humble and 
simple instruction with the efficacy of his own word, and grace, while 
the studied and high language of the proud would be always empty. 2(' 
"Our Lord knows" said he "that for three days successively I went 
on my knees to one of our priests to intreat him to preach with 
"Cf. #201: "Conference de la Simplicite et de la Prudence," ' 14 Mars 1659. CED 12: 167-81. 
23Cf. #2176: CCD 6:1 6 1. 
" Cf. Matt. 19: 17. 
" Cf. #1555: Vincent de Paul to Marc Coglee. September 25, 1652, CCD 4:470. 
26Cf. Luke 1:51-53. 
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Simplicity, and follow the notes which were given him, and not being 
able to prevail with him you may be sure that his instructions were 
without fruit .. for with the best turned periods and finest assemblage 
of thoughts, All is smoke without the Spirit of God-the parade of 
words can never profit souls, but Simplicity and humility <draw his 
grace upon them> carry grace to the heart-and we can only hope to 
be useful in our Vocation while these Virtues prevail in us that we may 
teach them by example, for soon as they are wanting in us and we 
cease to act plainly and sincerely we will find our grace all lost for as 
natural beauty and innocence has a grace beyond every artifice and or-
nament so plain and simple words find access to every heart-The 
Eternal Word himself gave this lesson in all that he taught,,27-
Chapter 16th 3rd Book -- his Prudence 
Prudence and Simplicity were joined together by our Lord .. and 
truly are so united as says St. Augustin,28 that one can scarcely be prof-
itable without the other; for Simplicity without Prudence is folly or 
passes for it, and Prudence without Simplicity degenerates into low 
cunning and deciet, and as it is unworthy of a christian to act with du-
plicity so also he must be guarded against the wiles of the wicked . . 
this Mr. Vincent practiced in the most excellent manner, and united 
these two Virtues in his Soul in their utmost perfection-
he would say speaking of Prudence "it is the Virtue which must 
regulate our words and actions, and keep us in the limits of circum-
spection and Judgment, when we are to say or do what may be good in 
itself, but to be retrenched or passed over when Charity is in question, 
or when it might tend to our own praise- it also regulates our inten-
tions, and the time and manner of what we do, as well as what we say. 
Prudence and Simplicity though they seem so different are like two 
good Sisters inseparable, when we make a right use of them-our 
Lord gave us many examples ofthe way we should practice them, par-
ticularly when they brought him the poor Adultrous woman to 
27Cf. #1 82: "Conference Sur Le Detachementdes Biens de la Terre," 8 Juin 1658, CED 12:22-25. 
2SCf. PL 40.6: 1240-42. 
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condemn her, but not choosing to act as her judge, he said let the one 
among you who is without Sin cast the first stone at her,'9 on which oc-
casion he admirably practiced these two Virtues. Simplicity through 
his designs of Mercy on this poor creature, and to do the will of his Fa-
ther, and Prudence in his manner of accomplishing his good intention 
.. also when the Pharisees tempted him with the question about paying 
tribute to Ceasar,'o on one side he maintained the honour of his Father 
by bidding them give to God what belonged to him and on the other 
denied them the power of saying that he countenanced their 
coveteousness and exactions, by requiring them to give to Ceasar 
what was Ceasars, and thus wisely avoiding the snare they had laid for 
him. but for us our only safe rule in the practice of Prudence is to make 
an inviolable rule at least to try to judge of things as our Lord himself 
would judge them, to reflect how would he have acted in such or such 
a case-which may be supposed from the Maxims and example he has 
left us-with this View and intention in all we do, we may go on se-
curely in the Royal way in which our God and Saviour will be himself 
our guide .. he has said it, 'Heaven and earth will pass away, but his 
word will remain forever,31 ... but for this end we must enter well in 
his Spirit, for it is not enough to do good, but that good must be done 
well in imitation of our Lord. It is not enough to mind our rules or be 
constantly employed in his service, but all we do must be in his Spirit, 
and for the end and object of pleasing him ... how great a Virtue then 
is Christian Prudence since it consists in Judging, Speaking, and 
Acting as the Son of God, the ETERNAL WISDOM clothed in our 
weak flesh, Judged, Spoke, and Acted ... how then should our 
thoughts and heart be first raised for light and grace before we speak 
or act."32 
-and indeed as it has been remarked, this faithful Servant of 
Christ Mr. Vincent always closed his eyes and remained a while silent 




32Abelly 3:225. Cf. #35: "Extrait d'Entretien Sur la Prudence." CED 11 :51-53. 
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was the light granted him from heaven that by it he often discovered 
what could never have been known by any other means. he often said 
that the divine light began to dawn at the very point where human Pru-
dence was most observed. 
a person asking his advice whether he had not better quit his em-
ployment to watch with more care for his Salvation, Mr. Vincent as-
sured him it was but a temptation, but the person more and more 
irresolute asked him the same thing at three different intervals, on 
which Mr. Vincent repeated more positively that it was a temptation 
and he would certainly conquer it if he would be patient and resist it 
courageously, as it really happened, for the person in question was not 
only convinced soon after that it was temptation but saw plainly that it 
was a work of the evil spirit, which would have led him to his ruin. 
[Section One. Continuation of the Same Subject] 
-a particular affair being recommended to him the success of 
which depended much on his interest Mr. Vincent replied "we will see 
to it, but as there is no hurry, we will be silent on the business for a 
month, in order to recommend it to God and hear what he says about it, 
as well as to honour the silence observed by our Lord so often on 
earth"33 
-when the Rules of his congregation were to be given altho' his 
heart was pressed to accomplish the work he waited thirty three years 
before he gave them though he had them in constant practice in his 
community so that they might be engraven on every heart before they 
were written on paper.34 
Mr. Vincent was extremely reserved and circumspect not only in 
saying nothing that might gi ve offence or pain to anyone, but also that 
he might advance nothing which had not been well considered, and it 
33 A person known to Vincent was anxious to have a young lawyer appointed to a noble family to 
serve as steward and to handle the business of the family , and he requested Monsieur Vincent to use 
his influence to obtain this position. 
34Cf. Jer. 41:33. Although Vincent cites his sermon at Folleville. January 25.1617. as the first 
sermon of the Congregation of the Mission, the actual foundation of the Congregation was made 
January 25. 1625. Vincent distributed the rules to his confreres May 17, 1658. Cf. Abelly 1:237-41. 
Cf. #1 80: "Conference Sur I'Observance des Regles," Mai 17, 1658, CED 12: 1-14. 
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is probably that this was the reason why he spoke but little, and very 
deliberately 
-a celebrated curate of Paris desiring to take for his Vicar a priest 
who had left Mr. Vincents congregation after having been in it a con-
siderable time, wrote to him to know why this priest had quitted him, 
and how he had conducted himself when with him, to which Mr. Vin-
cent being quite at a loss what to answer wrote the curate "I do not 
know the priest of whom you enquire sufficiently to give any testi-
mony about him," on which an old priest of the company observed to 
Mr. Vincent "how strange must the curate think it that you should not 
know a person who has lived so long in your company," but Mr. Vin-
cent said "I say in this case only what our Lord said of those he con-
demned, 'you have prophecied indeed in my name but I knew you 
not'35 let me then follow his example, and his own way of speaking, 
since it is evident he meant that what he knew of them he did not ap-
prove" 
-amongst multiplied instances of his kind and charitable manner 
of reproving one was very drole, a young man of high condition hav-
ing contracted an abominable habit of ill words called out one day be-
fore Mr. Vincent "the Devil take me," on which Mr. Vincent rising 
and embracing him gently said smiling "he shall not my dear I will 
hold you fast for God." the correction was so afficacious that the 
young man owned his fault , and promised not to repeat it, and indeed 
succeeded to break himself of his miserable practices. 
Chapter 17th 3rd Book -- his [Justice and] Gratitude 
Mr. Vincent said on this subject that nothing is so powerful in gain-
ing the heart of God as the offering of a grateful heart for the favours 
and benefits he bestows on all creatures, as well as the Mercies he has 
shown from the creation of the earth, and the works of virtue which 
have been practiced by his Grace .. he often recommended his Priests 
to give special thanks to God for his protection to his church, and the 
blessings and graces he bestowed by her .. to recommend all her 
35ef. Matt. 7: 22-23. 
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pastors and communities to him in a particular manner .. intreating 
not only his own priests but other communities and pious people to 
praise and bless God with him for his constant benefits, and to join 
their prayers with his offerings for that intention saying frequently 
that he believed we ought to employ as much time at least in thanking 
God for his benefits and favours as we had spent in asking them "la-
menting the sad ingratitude shown to God, as our blessed Lord him-
self in the case of the ten lepers who said 'is only this one Stranger 
come to give thanks to God"6 and would assure his Missioners that 
this want of gratitude in itself made us unworthy of recieving any fa-
vour or grace from God or man." 
every year on the Anniversary of his Baptism Mr. Vincent would 
beg his community to thank God for him, for having so long borne 
with him on earth ... he had a custom of expressing his thanks for the 
smallest service and would say to those who did the least thing for him 
.. thank you for not forgetting an old man, or thank you for bearing 
with such a Sinner, or to another, thank you for teaching me what I did 
not know, or thank you for your patience in waiting for me .. or for the 
charity which our God has given you for me .. the lighting his lamp, 
bringing him his book, opening or shutting his door, every little action 
recieved his thanks so that everyone delighted to serve him in any 
way-
We said in another place that when he fell in the water going to An-
gers one of his priests threw himself in after him to save him,37 some 
time after this very priest forgot all his pious purposes, quitted Mr. 
Vincents company, and lived a most irregularlife .. yet after a course 
of time determining to imitate the prodigal Son'" he wrote Mr. Vincent 
to intreat his pardon and implore him to recieve him again in some one 
of his houses .. his letters were redoubled but remained always unan-
swered as Mr. Vincent thought he could not in Justice to his company 
grant his request .. at last this poor priest knowing the short way to Mr. 
Vincents heart, came to this very door of his gratitude and knocking at 
36Cf. Luke 17: 18. 
37Cf. Abelly 1:201. 
38Cf. Luke 15:11-32. 
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it said, "Sir, I once saved the life of your body, now save that of my 
Soul" -on which Mr. Vincent wrote him "come and I will recieve you 
with open arms" ... rejoiced at his success the poor priest made ready 
to go to him immediately, but at that very moment he was taken with 
an illness of which he died-
He expressed the greatest gratitude to poor labourers and farmers .. 
he would say "we live on the patrimony of our divine Master but by 
the sweat and toil of these poor people I know not if we are thankful 
enough .. we should often think when we go to the refectory have I 
earned the meal I am going to take . . often that thought confounds me 
poor wretch that I am when I enter it and I say to myself miserable 
creature have you earned the bread you eat, and those comforts pro-
cured for you by poor labouring people .. at least pray to God for 
them, and let no day pass without offering them to our Lord, and beg-
ging for them the grace to make a good use of their sufferings and 
pains, and that they may obtain hereafter an eternity of Glory.,,39 
He provided for a poor woman from 25 to 30 years because she had 
nursed one or two of his Missioners who had been attacked with the 
plague on the first establishment of St. Lazare-
Writing to one ofthe benefactors of his company whom he had rea-
son to think might at that time be in want .. he said "I intreat you to 
command whatever we have as your own, we are ready to sell all that 
we have to supply you, even our sacred chalices, according to the ordi-
nances of the holy canons which require us to restore to our Founder in 
his necessities what he had given to us in his abundance .. I say this 
dear Sir before God and from my very heart."4o 
-a person of Piety having left a legacy to his congregation, one of 
the ancients among his priests observed that he feared there would be 
a great many charges and but little added to the procurators purse .. 
Mr. Vincent hearing these words closed his eyes for a moment then 
raised them towards heaven, and said "if even it should prove so, yet 
we should be most grateful for the intention of the legacy, and pray 
earnestly to God for our departed Benefactor" 
39Cf. #125: "Repetition d'Oraison du 24 juillet 1655," CED 11:201. 
4OCf. #1885: Vincent de Paul to a Benefactor, CCD 5:393. 
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-His gratitude was so great to the ancient Prior of St. Lazare4l for 
recieving his Missioners in his house that it may be truly said his life 
was an act of that Virtue while he dwelt with him .. he always called 
him our Father, visited him very often, whenever he returned from a 
journey his first attention after his adoration of the blessed Sacrament 
was to go and ask the blessing of this good prior-he assisted at his 
Death with the most particular Veneration, bringing his Whole com-
munity to beg his Benediction, and showed his gratitude to him to his 
last sigh-
Chapter 18th --- [His Perfect Detachment from the Goods 
of This World, and] his love of Poverty 
-He never would have a chamber [bedroom] with a chimney even 
in his advanced age-four or five years only before his Death his com-
munity seeing the great inconvenience he suffered compelled him as 
it were to have fire in his chamber, but until 80 years of age42 he would 
have no other retreat than a little room without a window, a mat or any 
furniture whatever but an old miserable bed, two old straw chairs and 
a small wooden table-when he was ill a curtain was once put to his 
bed, but removed as soon as he recovered, nor would he permit even 
the two or three pictures a brother of the house had hung on his wall to 
remain, he said more than one was superfluous and against holy Pov-
erty, and when the Visitation of the chambers was made he desired 
that his might be visited also and whatever was unnecessary removed 
from it-someone having put a little old carpet at the door ofthe lower 
chamber where he was obliged to stay during the day to see strang-
ers-he had it removed as soon as he saw it, though it was put there to 
keep out a very cold wind. 
41Guillaume de Lestocq was the pastor of St. Laurent, Paris, from 1628 until his death, May 9, 
1661. He was the main instrument in achieving the union of the Congregation of the Mission with 
the Priory of SL Lazare. For an account of the events leading to the establishment of the 
Congregation of the Mission in the house of St. Lazare. cf. CED 12:244-48. 
42By modern reckoning Vincent died at age seventy-nine orin his eightieth year. Abelly is using a 
Hawed chronology in order to make Vincent advanced in age to cover up the fact of hi s ordination in 
1600 at the age of 19. before the age prescribed by the Council of Trent. 
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-If any thing was wanting to him in his food or clothing he was re-
joiced and delighted-he wore the oldest Soutans [soutanes, cas-
socks] pieced and repieced so as to edify the rich by his poverty and 
neatness-When he went to [the palace of the Louvre for] his audi-
ence with the Queen, or to her council it was always in poor and coarse 
clothes such as he used every day-when it would be represented to 
him that his collar was torn, or his hat too old, he would turn it injest 
and say "why my brother it is as much as a King can do to have always 
a good collar and new hat"- When he was obliged to have fire in win-
ter he suffered very little wood to be used saying it was the property of 
the poor and of God and if we used more than was really necessary we 
must account to him for it. often when he would be far from home and 
without a farthing in his pocket he would when exhausted with hunger 
rejoice at the necessity to call at some labourers and beg a mor[s]als of 
bread for the love of God. 
He extended his love of poverty even to the ornaments of the church, 
having the Vestments of the Community of cambld3 [camlet] unless 
for high festivals and the ornaments of the altar in proportion yet where 
the necessary interests of God or his neighbour was in question he was 
not only profuse but considered money like smoke or dung-
-He said to his Missioners-"you ought to know gentlemen that 
this Virtue of Poverty is the very foundation of our congregation This 
tongue which now speaks to you by the grace of God has never asked 
any thing of what the company now possesses, and if but one step was 
to be made, or a single word spoken to have our company established 
in the different provinces and great cities, to multiply our number and 
increase our consideration I would not speak that word, and trust that 
our Lord would give me grace to be silent-this is my sentiment and 
let the Providence of God take its course,,44 --expressing his fear one 
day that the Spirit of Poverty would relax in his Missioners he said 
"What would become of our company if the Spirit of Coveteousness 
should creep in it .. some saints have called Poverty the bond of reli-
gious and altho' we are not religious being unworthy of the name, yet 
43 A material of silk and wool 
44Cf. #63: "Extrait d'Entretien sur la Vertu de Pauvrete," CED 11 :78. 
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we may equally say Poverty is the bond of our community- the tie 
which holds us from the things of the earth and fastens us to God ... 0 
our Saviour strengthen this Virtue in us, that we may seek but you 
alone and your pure glory."·5 
another time pressed by his great love of Poverty and his desire that 
its spirit should be maintained in his company he inveighed so 
strongly against the vice of coveteousness that he pronounced his 
maladiction three times on those who should be so miserable as to 
yield to sentiments of self interest or desires of the things of this life .. 
"oh most wretched indeed" said he "would this Missioner be and he 
would be taken himself in the snare and there remain struck with 
thorns and bound in chains while he would become so depraved at last 
as to say, 'let us enjoy our income in peace why should we be running 
afterthe poor, lettheir curates take care of them' and thus idleness will 
follow avarice and adieu to the congregation of the Missions .. we 
cannot read the history of past times without seeing multiplied exam-
ples of this loss of all grace and spirit of Piety, wherever the love of 
ease and convencience has been admitted, abundance and riches have 
occasioned the loss of thousands of Ecclesiastics, communities, and 
intire orders, which at first had set out in the Spirit of Poverty .".6 
one of his priests was calling over to him the Poverty of the house, 
and Mr. Vincent asked him if he had recourse to God in this distress, 
sometimes answered the priest .. "well at least then" said Mr. Vincent 
"Povelty makes us tum to God, while perhaps if we had plenty we 
might think less of him, and I bless God Sir that Poverty is the spirit of 
our house since there is a Grace hidden under it too little thought of' 
but returned the priest "you supply the want of others but never look at 
home," "I pray God" said Mr. Vincent "to pardon you those words 
though you may have said them through simplicity, and please to 
know that we can never be richer than when we most resemble our 
Saviour Jesus Christ"47 
45 Abelly 3:245. Cf. #64: "Extrait d ' Entrcticn Sur l' Attachcment aux Bien Temporc1s," CED 
11:79. 
46 Abclly 3 :245 
47Ibid. 
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Nothing could be more remarkable than Mr. Vincents singular re-
serve and circumspection with regard to the Benefices4s which the 
Queen gave him the disposal of .. not one of them was ever bestowed 
on any priest of his own company or any of his individual 
friends-and it being represented to him that whilst he enjoyed an in-
fluence at court he ought to do some substantial service to his com-
pany for its permanent establishment he replied "Not for all the riches 
of the earth would I do the least thing against God or my conscience, 
the company will never be lost by its Poverty, but I much fear if pov-
erty was wanting in it it would soon cease to subsist"49-
He was once obliged to recall his Missioners from an establish-
ment they had at ... he wrote them "restore all that was given you for 
your use to the grand Vicars; and say not a word of complaint when 
taking leave of them, beg of God to bless the city and diocese, and go 
all to recieve the Benediction of these gentlemen who dismiss you, 
and beg it at the same time for me who prostrate myself in spirit at their 
feet." 
When a certain community [the religious of Saint Victor] tried to 
disturb him in the possession of St. Lazare and brought their cause to 
court, Mr. Vincent showed so much indifference in maintaining his 
right that the Judges said he must be rather a man of the other world 
than of this, and truly he was as ready to quit the possession as to hold 
it if Justice had so ordered it50_ 
Another time losing at least 50,000 livres by the dispute of a farm 
[at Orsigny] which had been given to his community, he announced 
their 10ss51 in this manner "I do beg you gentlemen and my Brothers let 
this sacrifice be made with thanksgiving to the Judge of the living and 
48 A benefice was an endowed church office providing income for a priest. 
49 Abelly 3:247. This was the testimony given by the chancellor Michel Le Tellier: "I have had 
many dealings with Monsieur Vincent. He has done more good works in France on behalf of religion 
that anyone I know, but I particularly remember that while he was a member of the Council of 
Conscience he never sought any advantage for his own personal interests, those of his Congregation, 
or those of the ecclesiastical houses he had established" (Abelly 2:399). 
50 AbeUy 1: 124. The claim was rejected by an official decree. Abelly notes that while the case was 
being heard in court, Vincent remained in prayer in the Sainte Chapelle at the palace, totally 
indifferent as to the outcome of the affair. Cf. CED 1:148·49. 
51 Abelly 3:249 ff. The Congregation of the Mission lost the farm at Orsigny in 1658. Elizabeth 
added emphasis. 
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the dead who not only takes off our affections from the goods of this 
eatth, but takes them also from us and at the same time gives us even a 
love of our Privation, since our Lord assures us in the Apocalypse that 
those he loves he chastens,52 must we not love his chastisements since 
they are marks of his love but not only must we love them but also re-
joice in them .. yes we must rejoice to suffer this, as when we must 
take a bitter remedy though we loath even the sight of it sti 11 we take it 
gaily and smiling knowing the good it will do us and how useful it will 
be-and so it is with our Soul and company God purifies them by af-
fliction as gold is cleansed by fire53 .. . our Saviour felt nothing but ag-
0nies in the garden of olives and unutterable pangs on the cross, yet he 
rejoiced in the midst of them to do the will of his Father, and rigourous 
as were his sufferings, he preferred them to all the joys in the world, 
his food and delight was in that will54 so we too must recieve humilia-
tions and losses cheerfully from his hand ... oh how our God is 
pleased to see us meet here with that intention while we are as it were a 
spectacle for men and angels,55 in the shame and reproach this sen-
tence has brought on us, for the public can see us only as unjust 
detainers of what has not belonged to us .. therefore how much we 
gain before God by this loss. oh if it should be recompensed by an in-
crease of our confidence in him, of abandon to his Providence, a 
greater detachment from the things of this world .. 0 my God, 0 my 
Brothers, how happy we will be; and I dare hope this from his infinite 
goodness ... we will then freely offer to our God whatever remains to 
us of our possessions, and whatever good we have spiritual or corpo-
ral, begging to dispose of all that we have or are according to his most 
holy will, so that we may be ready to quit all56 and endure every incon-
venience or ignominy or affliction which may happen to us, and in so 
doing follow Jesus Christ in his Poverty, Afflictions and Pa-
tience-our rule must be never to complain whatever reason we may 
have since the judgments of men are so easily decieved, .. if they ask 
52Cf. 2 Tim. 4:1; Rev. 3: 19. 
53Cf. 1 Pet. 1:7. 
54Cf. John 4:34. Elizabeth added emphasis . 
55Cf. 1 Cor. 4:9. 
56Elizabeth added emphasis. 
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our coat let us give the cloke also, and if we do this perseveringly the 
divine bounty will bless us and if they take from us on one side it will 
be restored the other"57 -and truly the right of Mr. Vincents congre-
gation to that farm was so unquestionable that a number of lawyers 
would have engaged him to appeal to the civil council and promised to 
carry the cause for him free of expence5S -Mr. N. [Cousturier] prom-
ised even that should it finally be lost, he would make up the loss to his 
congregation since it was to this farm they resorted for their little rec-
reations etc. but Mr. Vincent said this was no reason, since the very 
pleasure they had in possessing it, might be as a rust or sweet poison to 
them, and by the Mercy of God they were no longer exposed to this 
danger. "besides" he added "it is my greatest pain to enter in any con-
test since it is contrary to the spirit of our Lord, and if I did not at a mo-
ment relinquish our right to that property, it was because I could not in 
conscience abandon so lawful a possession since I held it only as an 
administrator for our company, but since God has discharged me from 
this obligation by the sentence of a court which deprives us of it as if it 
was a stolen property, let it rest there, we are no longer obliged to con-
cern ourselves about it-for we certainly must believe that the Judges 
who gave sentence against our cause were honest men and if they have 
Judged badly we ought to see only the Providence of God in their mis-
take, and be perfectly satisfied with its orders-(this is so fully tran-
scribed as an admirable lesson of Mr. Vs spirit)S9 
Chapter 19th-his Mortification 
As we have said Mr. Vincent was throughout his whole life clothed 
in this precious livery of our Lord-this life being one continued 
57Cf. Matt. 5:41 . Cf. #189: "Entretien Sur la Perte de la Fenne d' Orsigny," [Septembre 1658l. 
CED 12:52-57. 
58Many qualified persons had advised Vincent to file an appeal. He would only consult in private 
a lawyer of the court who had been present for the original discussion of the case. After this 
consultation Vincent wrote to the late Monsieur des Bordes, Auditor of the Chamber of Accounts of 
Paris, which court had jurisdiction over some financial matters as well as the registration of 
contracts. Des Bordes was a longtime friend of the Company. Cf. #2752: Vincent de Paul to 
Monsieur Des Bordes, December 21 , 1658, CCD 7:422. 
s9[bid. Elizabeth added this comment with emphasis. 
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Sacrifice to him-his body and senses, his soul and its powers, with 
every desire and motion of his heart-from the abundance of which he 
one day said to his community "Jesus Christ our divine Master had 
many followers from time to time, and why did so few persevere to go 
after him-because the very first point he required of them was to take 
up their cross and deny themselves60 and they were not in the disposi-
tion to obey this injunction-but whoever would follow this divine 
Master must renounce their own Judgment, will and senses-by Judg-
ment we understand knowledge, intelligence and reasoning-oh what 
an advantage for a christian Soul to submit its light and reason for the 
love of God which truly is following and imitating its divine Lord, 
making him this sacrifice of its Judgment-as for instance when a 
question is proposed we do not refuse to say what we think on it, but 
we are ready to submit our Judgment and reason, so that we would 
willingly prefer the Judgment of others to our own-and as for re-
nouncing our own will, our Lord gave us the example through his 
whole life studying always to do his Father' s will,61 and not his 
own-O if Our God would be pleased to grant us this grace to obey the 
rules of our calling and all his commandments-to be exact in holy 
obedience we should then be his true disciples, but as long as we seek 
our own will we will have no true disposition to follow him, nor merit 
to bear our pains, in short we will have no part with him.-
we must also watch our senses continually to subject them to 
God-for oh how dangerous is the curiosity of seeing and hearing and 
how much power it has to turn us from God-how often we should 
pray to be delivered from this foolish curiosity which caused the loss 
of our first parents"62-
Mr. Vincent tried to bring up his Missioners in the spirit of the 
Apostles and gave himself the example of the most regular life neither 
too severe nor too free, too easy or too hard but in private he treated 
himself most severely contriving many ways of suffering in his Body 
and mortifying his interior continually that both might be kept 
60 Abelly 3:254-55 . Cf. Matt. 16:24. 
61John 8:29 
62Cf. Gen 3:1 -7. 
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subjected to the will of God, and this in a way the more holy and admi-
rabe as it appeared the less to the eyes of the world, resembling that 
grain [of wheat] of which Our Lord spoke in the Gospel,63 which the 
more it is hidden and buried, the more fruitful and multiplied it will 
be64 -* * He was particularly mortified in his affection for his parents 
whom he tenderly loved, and said often that our divine master had or-
dered us to quit Father and Mother,6S because many who dwelt with 
their family or visited it often became so engaged in its interests and 
pains or pleasures that they were exactly like flies drawn in spider 
webs, or bees drowning in their own honey .. "I remember" said he 
"what happened to myself when being sent to Bordeux to assist the 
poor galley slaves 1 observed to two particular friends 1 am going quite 
near my parents house do you think it would be well to call there 0 by 
all means they answered, assuring me my presence would be so useful 
to my family and 1 could speak so much to them of God etc. etc. but 
what happened, 1 was ensnared as 1 have seen many good Ecclesias-
tics, for 1 had been but six or eight days speaking to them indeed of 
their Salvation and of the happiness of their poor condition, assuring 
them that if 1 had coffers of gold they could recieve nothing from me, 
because all 1 could possess was for God and the poor as 1 held it only 
for them-well, yet when 1 quitted my poor family 1 did nothing but 
cry the whole way and that incessantly and to these tears succeeded 
the thought of helping them and making them more comfortable, to 
give one this and another that until my softened heart at last divided all 
1 had with them, and even what 1 had not-I tell this to my shame in-
deed but perhaps God permitted it to convince me still more ofthe im-
portance of the Evangelical counsel we spoke of-I was for three 
months in this temptation or rather importunate passion to advance 
my Brothers and Sisters, it was a continual weight on my mind, yet 
63John 12:24 
64Elizabeth added two asterisks. In a different hand and lighter ink, someone else wrote the 
following date in the right margin on the side ofthe page: April 11th, 1836. The latter may have been 
added by Sister Ann Marie Hartnett, first secretary to Mother Rose White or by Sister Margaret 
George sometime after her return to Emmitsburg the following year. Easter that year was April 3; 
April II was a Monday. 
65ef. Matt. 10: 37. 
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when I would be a little free of it I often begged of God to deliver me 
from this misery, and at last he had pity on me, and relieved me from 
this tenderness from relations, so that altho' they have lived since on 
alms, and do so still, yet God has given me grace to abandon them to 
his Providence, and to esteem them happier in their poverty and want 
then if they had abundance. I repeat this is related to my own confu-
sion to enforce the evangelical counsel so much insisted on by our 
Lord that we must hate Father and Mother, Brothers and Sisters if we 
would be his true followers, 66 and therefore our rule recommends us to 
renounce all immoderate love for our relatives-we must pray to God 
for them and serve them charitably when in our power, but keep firm 
against Nature which always leans towards them, and would draw us 
from the school of our divine Master, but we must resist firml y,,67_ 
One of Mr. Vincents priests returning from the part of the country 
where his parents lived told him they were always in the same piety 
and simplicity but so poor that they were obliged to work hard to 
live-"alas" said Mr. Vincent "are they not happy in accomplishing 
the sentence of God on his children 'that they shall garn[er]/eat their 
bread in the sweat of their brow'''68- another time when his family 
was unjustly and shamefully accused in a public court Mr. Vincent 
begged those who would have taken their part to leave them to Provi-
dence, "for is it not much better" said he "to satisfy the Justice of God 
who punishes in mercy in this world, to spare his rigours in the 
next"-and when the court finding that the complaint against them 
was a libel would have punished the authors of it Mr. Vincent pro-
tected them, and found means to deliver them from the Justice that 
awaited them, as was known by a letter which the same priest men-
tioned before and saw at his parents to whom he had written on the 
subject, saying "It is not without a particular order of Providence that 
you have suffered this defamation-God has permitted it that you 
might become like his own Son, who was accused of being a seducer 
66Cf. Luke 14:26. 
67Cf. #240: "Conference de 1a M0l1ification; ' 2 Mai 1659, CED 12:218-20. The date of Vincent' s 
return to his parents' home in Pouy was 1623. 
6sCf. Gen. 3:19. 
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and possessed by the Devil, and also it is for your great good in satisfy-
ing his Justice for other sins which you may have committed perhaps, 
and which you may not know, but he knows them."69-
One of his nephews came from a great distance to Paris hoping to 
recieve some considerable help from Mr. Vincent, who recieved him 
very cordially, but sent him immediately back with enough only to 
carry him o[n] foot as he came, 10 crowns to go 180 leagues-and 
these he begged of the Marchoness Maglene [Marquise de 
Maignelay] the only time he was ever known to ask anything for any 
of his family-the year 1650, his particular friend Mr. [Charles] du 
Fresne70 gave him a thousand Francs for them, which he did not re-
fuse, yet persuaded this friend to let him use it for their Salvation, and 
instead of putting them more at their ease, to put it in their power to 
send some Missioners where they were much wanting but divisions 
rising in the Kingdom, he kept the sum for 3 years waiting a proper op-
portunity for his plan- in the mean while the Province of Guyenne 
was over run with war and desolation, and the family ofMr. Vincent 
reduced to utmost misery, which was the time they lived on alms as he 
said, though he did not tell the cause of it-and hearing this painful 
news he did not express the least affliction, but was lost in sentiments 
of admiration and gratitude towards God who by so beautiful a Provi-
dence had reserved the 1000 francs, that he might relieve them in this 
extremity-Yet even then he would take no step towards it without 
consulting his ancients of the company, and when assured by them the 
money in question ought to be applied to their necessity, he still would 
not make the application himself but sent it to Mr. de St. Martin, Preb-
endary of Acqs [canon of Dax], that he might use it for them as he 
thought best begging him only to put them in a way of earning their 
bread, as he did getting a team for one, rebuilding the little cabin of an-
other, procuring labouring utensils, working clothes etc. to dispense 
69Cf. Luke II: 15. Cf. #838: Vincent de Paul to Some Relatives, CCD 3:24. 
70His first lodgings in Paris were in the faubourg [areaot1 St. Germain, where he met some of the 
chief officers of the late Queen Marguerite de Valois. Among these was Charles du Fresne, Lord of 
Villeneuve. a secretary of Her Majesty, with whom Vincent formed a close friendship because of the 
virtue and good qualities he noted in Dufresne. 
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to them according to their greatest want for little could be done with so 
small a sum for so many ruined people-
Mr. Vincent pleaded for all provinces and people but his own for 
whom he would never stir hand or foot to raise them from poverty yet 
prevented the intentions of many who would have done it for him and 
being once excessively pushed on this point he replied to one of his 
friends "do you think I have no feeling for my relations-few can 
have more than I, and natural affection and tenderness solicits me of-
ten enough to help them-but I must act by grace and not by Nature, 
and think of many poor more abandoned than they are without stop-
ping at the ties of family and relationship"-
-some Ecclesiastics offering to take his nephews to educate them 
for the church Mr. Vincent observed that much consideration should 
be used before they were withdrawn from their first condition, the life 
of labourers being above all most innocent and secure for 
salvation 71_ 
as the excellence of a time piece may be known by the motion of 
the hand of its quadrant which shows how the wheels and other parts 
of the machine are conducted, so by the good use of the tongue we 
may judge of the rest of the interior since the Passion and Affections 
of the heart act generally as the main spring to set it in motion and ani-
mate and give meaning to our words-"He who sins not with the 
tongue says the apostle is a perfect man"n but Mr. Vincent had so 
complete a mastery over his, that he very seldom or ever said a useless 
or superfluous word, and never used those which tended to calumny, 
boasting, Vanity, flattery, contempt, mockery, impatience, or other 
sallies of ilTegular passion, and such was his self possession that even 
in the fervour of public discourses, or in private addresses which he 
had not l' OJ-seen or provided for, he never said any thing inconsiderate 
and it often happened that when he had already opened his mouth to 
speak some particular thing he would stop and recollect himself to see 
before God if it was well to say it, and would either go on or be silent 
not as it suited his natural wish, but as he thought most consistent with 
71Abelly 3:261. Cf. #2027: Vincent de Paul to Canon de St.-Martin, CED 5:569. 
72Jas. 3:2 
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the grace of God-When it would happen that some news would be 
told him which he had heard before or some fact with which he was ac-
quainted, he would not show the least sign that he knew it, both to 
mortify self love which is glad to show that it knows what others do, 
and to allow another the satisfaction of thinking they had told him 
something new but above all he never allowed himself a word of reply 
when unkind or injurious language was offered him-it was on such 
occasions above all he possessed his Soul in Patience, and prayed 
most earnestly for those who tryed it, nor was he ever known in the 
most pressing moments of the wants of his so extensive community, 
all which must be supplied by him, or the multiplied losses which con-
tinually happened to them to drop the least word of murmur or com-
plaint, and so well he repressed even the very first emotions of his 
mind, that its equallity was never disturbed, and in the most painful 
circumstances he would continually repeat God be praised, Blessed 
be God; we must submit to his good pleasure, and be satisfied with 
whatever he sends us. 
It was most remarkable that so often as he was obliged to speak to 
his Missioners who were to be sent into Barbary, of this country so 
well known to him on account of his long slavery in it, 73 yet on no oc-
casion whatever was he known to speak of his having been there, of 
any circumstance of his escape from it or the perils and dangers of his 
slavery, and this evidently because in speaking on the subject some 
word might escape to his praise, or some display of his Virtue in that 
hard trial; for it seemed his study to bring forward what might tend to 
his humiliation but never what might turn to his praise.- certainly this 
height of virtue could be attained only by continual mortification of 
every movement of his interior, which indeed he considered of so 
great importance not only for perfection but even for Salvation that he 
would say "if a person had as it would seem one foot already in 
heaven, and quitted the practice of this Virtue, in the interval of time 
73The entire account of Vincent's alleged captivity in Barbary has been much debated as to its 
historical reliability. Abelly's account differs in numerous details from Vincent's originallext. Cf. 
Abel1y 1:42. 
The Barbary pirates were a menace to shipping in the Mediterranean Sea for hundreds of years. 
Elizabeth herself experienced this danger when she traveled to and from Italy in 1803-04. 
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necessary to put the other in, he would be in danger of being 
lost" -Therefore he tried so much to inspire this Spirit of Mortifica-
tion in his company and to lead them to a general detachment, univer-
sal death of the senses and nature, self seeking and particular interests, 
so that they might live only the life of the spirit, "Keep firm against 
Nature" he would say, "keep firm, for if we let her take one step she 
will take four, and be assured that the progress of our advancement in 
a spiritual life depends on the progress we make in the Virtue of Mor-
tification which is so essential in those who Instruct others that all our 
preachings and lessons will be vain if we do not show our practice of it 
in our actions and whole deportment. 
[Section One. Continuation of the Same Topic]74 
II For the exterior Mortification of Mr. Vincent we have said, he 
treated his body very severely even in his extreme old age, and great 
infirmities-in the year 1649 when he was over 70 years of age he 
made a considerable journey in which his Watchings and Abstinence, 
the cold and severe weather etc. forced him to stop on the way and oc-
casioned a severe illness.-he would say, there were many ways of 
practicing Mortification of the Body, which indeed was continual in 
himself he depriving his senses of whatever might give them satisfac-
tion, remaining in most painful postures, exposing himself to every 
excess of cold and heat-his hands especially would be quite purple 
with cold thro' the winter and always uncovered, nor could he be pre-
vailed on to make any difference in his clothing summer or winter. 
during the excessive sufferings of the Province of Lorraine by war 
and famine he would often say "now is our time of penance, while 
God is afflicting his People should not his priests weep for their sins at 
the foot of his altars,7S and spare them a share of whatever comfort 
they have," and in truth, he really reduced his whole community for 
the three or four years of this calamity to plain dry bread-as he had 
nearly done before at the time ofthe Siege ofCorbie [at the beginning 
74Abe lly 3:263. cr. #52: "Extrait d'Entretien Sur la Mortification," CED 11:70. 
7SCf. Joel 2:17. 
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of the war between France and Spain] to participate he said in the pub-
lic misery-
Having withdrawn a young person from an evil course of life, and 
provided her a secure asylum and every necessary convenience, he 
heard after some time that she had again returned to her former bad 
ways, and become truly miserable-"well" said Mr. Vincent "it 
seems to me we have done what we could to prevent this evil, and now 
nothing remains but to do penancefor her, and it is I who must pay for 
it"76 
We have said that whether thro' Infirmity or some other cause Mr. 
Vincent was often overpowered with sleep, but instead of making this 
a reason to allow himself more rest, on the contrary he would put him-
self in the most painfull postures or stand upright using every violence 
to keep sleep away, never lessening his watchings, and rising faith-
fully to the hour .. the first always in the church where he remained 3 
hours and more for his meditation, Mass and thanksgiving-his bed a 
pallet [cot] without mattress, his room without fire or curtain-sleep-
ing on straw to the very last with his multiplied infirmities was truly a 
hard penance, yet was but a shadow of his interior mortification which 
extended so far that he would not raise his eyes even in the fields or 
country, but generally kept them fixed upon a Crucifix and closed to 
see only God. passing a window from whence by only raising his eyes 
he could have seen the most magnificent fire works of a public rejoic-
ing, he closed them as he passed and said gently "God be praised."77 
He was never seen to smell a flower but would snuff in the air of sick 
rooms and Hospitals most cheerfully-as we have said for his hearing 
he was most guarded, carefully avoiding giving ear to any thing use-
less, and especially to anything which might delight his hearing with-
out serving his sou1.-
with regard to his taste he had so well mortified it that he made no 
distinction of food whatever and took anything that came first before 
him purely for necessity, and his example had so great an influence in 
76Elizabeth added emphasis. 
77Elizabeth added emphasis. 
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his company and inspired so much the Spirit of Modesty,78 that the in-
numerable strangers who were admitted in their refectory, could 
never sufficiently admire the recollection and reserve maintained in a 
place, where it would be so natural to find dissipation ... he counseled 
others what he invariably practiced, which was never to quit a meal 
without some act of mortification-one day returning very late from 
the city (the cook having gone from the kitchen) some person brought 
him two eggs which had been left near the fire for him, which Mr. Vin-
cent opening and finding the[m] uncooked swallowed very quietly 
without a word nor would it have ever been known they were raw if 
the cook had not asked the Brother next day if he had boiled the eggs 
he left for Mr. Vincent, who answered he thought they were cooked .. 
often he was urged by his priests to take a boullion in the morning in 
his extreme old age, and one of them insisting Mr. Vincent said "Sir 
you tempt me . . is it not the enemy who pushes you to press me so for 
the nourishing of this miserable body, this vile carcase is it right .. 
may God pardon you." . . after a w[h]ile he was prevailed on to take a 
little boullion not of meat indeed, but of a wild chicoree [chicory] ex-
tremely bitter and thickened only with a little ground barley without 
the least seasoning of any kind-and indeed he took so small a portion 
of food that often he was fainting at night for want of nourishment, and 
they were obliged to bring him a piece of dry bread, as he would only 
take what was for absolute necessity-
[Chapter Twenty-two.79 His Fortitude in Supporting Good and 
Opposing Evil, and His Patience in Bearing Afflictions and Pain] 
nothing could be more striking than his total indifference about 
property or convenience, it was observed to him after the loss of the 
Farm of St. Lazare [at Orsigny] that the worst of that business was 
people would disesteem his company, and perhaps think ill of himself 
.. "indeed" said Mr. Vincent "that is the best of it,80 since it is so good 
78Elizabeth added emphasis 
79 Abelly 3:284. Here Elizabeth begins to translate a portion of Chapter 22 and completes it later in 
the document. Chapters 20-22 appear later in this manuscript. The text is presented here in the order 
Elizabeth translated it. For the correct sequence. cf. Abelly. 
80Elizabeth added emphasis. 
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an occasion for us to practice Virtue." far from being sad or dejected 
by such losses or disappointments his greatest fear was that all went 
too well with them, and his community was not enough exercised by 
Afflictions and he would say "our company is so much blessed in ev-
ery way that I begin to dread the consequence, since it is certain that 
God chastises those he loves and exercises those who are hisS! .. it is 
said that St. Ambrose being on a journey entered a house where the 
Master told him he had never known what affliction was .. 'oh then' 
said St. Ambrose enlightened by heaven 'let us quickly go from 
hence,' and scarcely had he left the house when it fell in ruins from top 
to bottom and buried all who were in it. 
-"How many communities I have seen composed of Saints who 
suffered incessant persecutions and trials .. how many I still see . .. 
but these are indeed treated like saints while we having less Virtue are 
fed with milk like children until we become more worthy of the grace 
of suffering something for God."'2 
the point most sensible to Mr. Vincent was the loss of his most ca-
pable and experienced Missioners-on one occasion when he saw 
two in whom he had most confidence going one after the other, he said 
to a person near him, "they must die, but my heart is at peace-yet 
sometimes I fear it may be my sins which is the cause, but even in that 
the good pleasure of God must be acknowledged, and I must accept it 
with my whole heart."-
one of his priests complaining to him that he had so many difficul-
ties in a country congregation, "Ha Sir," said Mr. Vincent "would you 
live for yourself, and be without suffering .. would it not be better to 
have a Demon in the Body than to be without a cross, . . yes, for in this 
state the Demon can do no harm to the Soul but to suffer nothing in 
soul or body is to have no conformity with our Suffering Saviour, and 
the mark of our predestination is to suffer with him who chose suffer-
ing for his own portion"83 
StReb. 12:6. Abelly 3:284. Cf. #35: "Extrait d'Entretien sur la Prudence," CED 11:52·53. 
82Cf. #1781: Vincent de Paul to a Superior, CCD 5:1 97. 
83Cf. #J 394: Vincent de Paul to a Priest of the Mission, CCD, 4:242. 
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another suffering for Justice, he asked him "is not your heart com-
forted to find it has been found worthy before God to suffer in serving 
him .. certainly you should be very thankful to him and beg his grace 
to make a good use of this favour."-
a good religious [an abbess] finding great difficulty in reducing her 
community to order in its first beginning, Mr. Vincent sent her word 
that "Sufferings in the establishing of any good work drew on it the 
graces necessary for its Success"-
writing to a missioner who was persecuted by a particular individ-
ual, he said "I grieve that Mr. _ should act in this manner, still you do 
not take what he does as from himself but rather as a trial of your pa-
tience from God, and this virtue will be the more meritorious in you, 
as you are naturally so inclined to resentment, and have given no cause 
for the offences you recieve .. show that you are a true child of God, 
and that you have not meditated his sufferings so long in vain, but that 
you can overcome yourself and endure patiently what your very heart 
revolts at.,,84°he added "one of the most certain marks that God has 
great designs on a Soul is when he sends it desolation on desolation, 
pain upon pain, and the time of all this to know its spiritual advance-
ment is that of temptation and tribulation .. we can gain more in one 
day of temptation than in weeks of peace and quiet, as waters stagnate 
when left without motion so a soul without trial is often without merit, 
while one in temptation (like waters flowing over shells and locks 
which purify and sweeten them), exercises every Virtue with advan-
tage and merit."" 
he wrote a person under great affliction "how sensibly 1 feel your 
pains, for 1 know they are multiplied both in soul and body- truly it is 
an extensive cross, but it will raise you above this earth and this is my 
consolation .. our Lord sends you exterior and interior sufferings 
since he chose them for himself, and for the same reason he suffered, 
to purify you from sin, and to honour you with his Virtues, so that the 
name of his Father may be sanctified in you ... be then at Peace with a 
84Cf. #1804: Vincent de Paul to a Priest of the Mission, CCD, 5:230. 
85 Abelly (3 :288) added to the preceding paragraph this fragment borrowed from a repetition of 
prayer of 1645 on temptations; cf. #150: "Repetition d'Oraison Sur la Lecture it Haute Voix," CED 
11:150. 
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boundless confidence in his goodness-you have every reason to re-
joice in God and to hope all from him who dwells in you, 1 see not any 
thing you have to fear, not sin itself, (which is the only thing we should 
ever fear) because in the religious life you have embraced you do Pen-
ance for the Past, and for the future you have too great a horror of ever 
displeasing God.86 
Chapter 23rd -- his patience in sickness 
Writing on the subject of sufferings to a particular friend he said "I 
have concealed as much as possible the indisposition I have been un-
der knowing it would grieve you .. but 0 our God, how long shall we 
be so tender that we dare not even tell each other the happiness we 
have in being visited by God . .. may he give us more strength, that we 
may truly find our good pleasure in his."87-and truly whatever sick-
ness or pain attacked Mr. Vincent, he preserved his liberty of mind 
and his peace so perfectly that it could not be guessed that he suffered, 
if the worn out look had not betrayed it.-during the violent pains he 
suffered in his legs from the sharp and gnawing humours [bodily flu-
ids] which fell in his joints, knees, and feet, and in the last months of 
his life flowed from time to time in such abundance that his feet and 
stockings were quite drenched in it, and it ran in streams where he sat . 
. in this condition unable to stir or raise himself from his chair in con-
tinual pain, and without any rest night or day his countenance retained 
the same calmness and affability as when in health and not the least 
word of complaint ever escaped him, .. he recieved all sorts of persons 
from within and without, giving direction as usual for the affairs of his 
house and congregation and attending to every applicant with as much 
grace and serenity of mind as if he had no suffering at all and this se-
renity and affability was seen on his countenance to the very moment 
of Death-one of his priests happening to be in his chamber while his 
swol[le]n and ulcerated legs were dressing, moved with compassion 
86Cf. #3147: Vincent de Paul to a Visitation Nun. June 27, 1660, CCD 8:374. 
87 Abelly 3:289. Elizabeth added emphasi s. This concept of the good pleasure of God is an 
example of the influence of Franci s de Sales on Vincent de Paul and its impression on Elizabeth 
Seton who was familiar with Salesian spirituality. Cf. #3258: Vincent de Paul to N .• CCD 8:514. 
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said "oh Sir how dreadfully you suffer" .. to which Mr. Vincent an-
swered "do you call the work of God dreadful and his will in letting a 
miserable sinner as I am suffer . . may God pardon you that word it was 
not the language of Jesus Christ .. should not the guilty suffer, do we 
not belong more to God than to ourselves"-this same priest telling 
him another time that his pains seemed to increase from day to day .. 
"it is true" answered Mr. Vincent "that from the crown of the head to 
the sole of the foot I feel them increase, and also what account I shall 
have to give at the tribunal of God at which I so soon shall appear if I 
do not make a right use of them." He wrote one of his priests who was 
infirm "Sickness shows what we are for it is in suffering that impa-
tience and melancholy attack the most courageous, but as they can 
only prevail over the weak I hope you have gained more than you have 
lost by your pains, by accepting them as Gods good pleasure, and your 
Victory will be shown by enduring them for the love of God not only 
with patience, but with gaiety and joy.,,88 
He said to his community on the same subject, "Sickness is indeed 
a state most precious and insupportable to nature, and yet a most pow-
erful means in the hands of God to detach us from this earth, and from 
affection to sin, as well as to fill us with his graces and gifts-O our 
Divine Saviour who suffered so much for us, who died to redeem us, 
and to show us how much his Father might be glorified by sufferings 
and our sanctification improved .. may he show us the great treasure 
and good which is hidden in this state so painful to Nature but so prof-
itable to grace since in it our souls are purified, and those who are not 
yet strong in Virtue may continually advance in it for no position can 
be so proper for the practice of it-Faith, hope, resignation, love of 
God .. every Virtue may find its constant exercise .. it is like a plum-
met by which the very Soul may be sounded and the degree of Virtue 
we possess easily proved whether it be great, little, less, or none at 
all-the Infirmery is the place of trial for alls9 -0 could we see the 
Viltue of that true servant of God who being on his sick bed made it a 
throne of merit and glory . . he surrounded himself with the holy 
"Cf. #790: Vincent de Paul to a Priest of the Mission, CCD 2:623. 
8"Elizabeth added emphasis. 
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mysteries of Faith, at the top of his bed he placed the picture of the 
holy Trinity, at the head that of the incarnation, at the foot a crucifix-
ion and one each side the blessed Sacrament represented and the Na-
tivity, so that whether he turned to the right or left, or looked up or 
down, he found himself as it were surrounded by God-happy happy 
should we be if we could follow this so beautiful example, and what 
reason we would have to praise God if in his Goodness and Mercy9{) he 
would give us sick and infirm in our company who by their pains and 
sufferings would make it a scene of Patience and every Virtue-I have 
often said and repeat it still that the sick and infirm ofthe community 
are its true Benediction-
Afflictions and infirmities we know come from God and are all in 
order of his Providence and in what ever way they happen are always 
for our good and Salvation9 ) •• Yet too many bear them with impa-
tience, others desire to go here and there to a different house, province 
or country for better air etc. and how pityful is this- to see souls so 
filled with selflove, entangled minds, flying from suffering as if cor-
poral infirmities were the evils we should run from .. run from the 
condition in which it pleases God to place us, this is running from our 
own happiness- yes, suffering is a true happiness and sanctifies the 
Soul- I have seen a person called Brother Anthony92 who neither 
could read or write but had a great abundance of the spirit of God .. he 
called every body brother and sister .. some one going to see him one 
day questioned him on the dispositions with which he bore his contin-
ual infirmities and how we should make a good use of sickness .. 'for 
me' said Brother Anthony ' I recieve it as a trial which God sends me, 
for instance when fever comes I say you are welcome my Sister fever 
since you come from God, let his will be done in me' .. and so every 
true follower of our Lord acts, yet it does not prevent them using reme-
dies when they are ordered for their cure, by which also they honour 
God who made plants and remedies and gave them their Virtue .. but 
91 Abelly 3:292. Cf. #55: "Extrait d'Entretien Sur I'Utilite et Ie Bon Usage des Maladies," CED 
11:72-74. 
9'Brother Antoine Flandin-Maillet, C.M., (1590-1629) was widely known for his sanctity. 
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to be unreasonably tender of ourselves and notice every little pain we 
feel is a childish spirit and we ought to get rid of it"93_ 
Chapter 24th -- his imitation of J[esusl C[hristl 
[The Leadership Style of Monsieur Vincent] 
We cannot repeat too often that the whole spirit of the life of Mr. 
Vincent invariably tended to one only point both in regard to himself 
and others, which was the greater glory of God and the accomplish-
ment of his most holy will .. this was the sole aim of all his undertak-
ings' desires and intentions and he tried to lead every thing to this 
object by every advice, counsel, exhortation and help, Spiritual and 
temporal, every where and in every thing seeking only the Kingdom 
of God, and the accomplishment of his will on earth as it is done in 
heaven .. to this end his constant care was to walk in the footsteps of 
his divine Master, traced out by his word and example which he had 
ever present to his mind, that he might mould and form himself to this 
divine original and might truly say with the Prophet "thy word is a 
lamp to my feet, and a guide to my paths,,94 .. next to this care of his 
own Salvation he thought he could not act more in conformity to his 
divine Saviour than by turning all his care to the Salvation of his 
neighbour .. Souls bought with his life and blood, and therefore he 
spared no time, pains, labours, or efforts of charity consuming95 his 
whole life for them as we have so often said-but in all guided so well 
by the Spirit of God that it was evident it influenced whatever he did-
Mr. Vincent had a custom of taking advice on whatever he did, but 
when once a thing had been consulted and decided he would never af-
terwards countenance any change on the subject, but proceeded 
straight to the execution of it, saying we should resist our doubts as 
temptations, after we have consulted God and the community96 •• he 
93Cf. #184: "Conferellce Sur Ie bOil Usage des Infirmites," 28 Juin 1658,CED 12:32. 
94pS.119: 105 
95Elizabeth added emphasis. 
96 Abelly 3:295. 
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would mention the example of Pope Clement 8th to whom an affair of 
great importance being proposed which involved the interests of a 
Kingdom, no representations were able to move him for his final deci-
sion until after three years consulting God and the most enlightened 
persons he took his resolution and gave an answer 1110st advantageous 
to the church97 .. yet afterwards he had a dream or Vision in which he 
saw our Lord with a severe countenance reproaching him for what he 
had done and threatening to punish him .. terrified by the Vision he 
mentioned it to the Cardinal Told" who revolved the thing before 
God and then assured him he should not be in the least uneasy that it 
could but be an illusion of the enemy, since he had well consulted 
God, and taken counsel also, which was all that he could do on his 
part. the good Pope rested on this assurance, and felt no more uneasi-
ness on the subject.99 
being much pressed to give an advice on the subject of a certain 
person's going to Tunis he at last gave it in this manner "I have offered 
all your desires, prayers and tears with the Divine Sacrifice this morn-
ing and after the Elevation threw myself at the feet of our Lord beg-
ging him to enlighten me .. then considering carefully what counsel I 
would wish to have given you if! was at the hour of Death, or if! was 
to die that moment, it seemed to me that I should be comforted if! told 
you to go to Tunis so much good I think you may do there and that it 
would have given me the greatest sorrow had I dissuaded you, this is 
my plain thought about it, but do not let me decide you"IOO-
writing one of his priests who had charge of a company he said "I 
pray you be very exact in your morning exercises particularly your ris-
ing, Meditation, etc. the good habit once formed of these things is a 
rich treasure and the contrary custom has the very worst consequences 
.. why then should we find it so difficult to do these things for God .. 
the people ofthe world are so exact-seldom will a Lawyer fail to rise, 
and hasten to the temple .. returning at an exact hour .. seldom a 
97The issue was the abjuration of King Henry IV and his accession to the French throne. 
98Francisco de Toledo was created cardinal by Pope Clement VIII in 1593; he died in 1596. 
100 AbcJly 3:296. 
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merchant forgets to open his store .. but we only who have given our-
selves to God are to indulge our indolence and act by inclination." 
Mr. Vincent so rigorous to himself was most considerate to others . 
. he never used an expression of command but would say 1 think you 
had better .. it seems so to me .. that is the way 1 see it .. 1 beg you do 
this or that .. or 1 would thank you my Brother if you can .. etc. etc. us-
ing always the kindest expressions on every occasion,-when a thing 
would be proposed which he did not think well to grant he would say 
"we will see about it pray remind me of it another time" 
-one of his priests being much pained by separation from a com-
panion who had laboured most successfully in their Mission, Mr. Vin-
cent wrote him "I am sensible of the pain this separation must cause 
you, but remember that our Saviour quitted his divine Mother, and his 
disciples after being so well united by the Holy Ghost, separated from 
each other for the service of their Master." lol 
One of his Missioners writing him his many difficulties from 
within and without, he answered him "do not be discouraged, you 
know there are difficulties in every thing do not mind the trial your lit-
tie company give you, whenever we live together it seems we must ex-
ercise one another, such is human misery that if there are but two 
persons in a house they must give each other trial, would we even live 
alone we are a burden to ourselves, for this miserable life is full of 
crosses .. 1 bless God for the good use you make of yours, 1 know your 
mildness and prudence and hope they carry you through every obsta-
cle but if you cannot please everyone be not uneasy, our Lord himself 
did not do it, how many found fault with him and still find fault with 
him continually-blaming both his words and actions."102 
he wrote a Priest at a distance on Mission "I write you to know the 
state of your health, and what your thoughts are of what I now propose 
you-we are called to make an establishment at . .. and purpose send-
ing five Missioners, and to put the work in your hands .. consult God .. 
and then write me what you think of it .. and what your dispositions of 
JOICf. Matt. 10:37; Luke 14:26. 
I02Cf. # 196: "Conference Des Membres de la Congregation de la Mission et de Leurs Emplois," 
13 Decembre 1658, CED 8: 100. 
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soul and body are for this holy enterprise .. I beg our Lord to give us 
grace to correspond in all times and places to his <holy> adorable 
will." Mr. Vincent had the gayest and most lively [manner] of propos-
ing the most difficult things .. Wishing to send a Missioner to Rome, 
he enquired in the midst of them all who was the man ready to take a 
great journey for the service of God, without naming the place, the one 
he wished to send answered he was ready, .. but it is out of the King-
dom said Mr. Vincent .. no matter said the other .. but you must cross 
the sea added Mr. Vincent .. sea or land is all one to me rejoined the 
Missioner .. but continued Mr. Vincent smiling it is 1200 leagues dis-
tant .. still I am ready said his courageous Missioner-in this manner 
he would prepare and lead them to do what God required of them. 
[Section One-Continuation of the Same Topic] 
/ / We have said that those who were admitted in the Congregation 
of the Missions first entered an interior seminary express[ly] for the 
purpose of a School of Virtue, 103 to extirpate vice and evil inclinations 
by the practice of humility and mortification, of meditation and other 
exercises of a spiritual life, and after passing the necessary time in it, 
they quitted it for the study room if requisite .. he would say "while we 
prepare to serve the souls of others we should fill our own with every 
virtue .. carefully rooting out our sensuality and curiosity for they are 
most miserable who seek themselves, and fly from crosses, they may 
fly indeed but will find only more heavy ones wherever they go-the 
mortification of curiosity he considered as most necessary, being the 
root of all evils in a spiritual life-some persons he would say make 
but little account of exterior mortification on pretence that interior 
mortification is much more perfect, but such persons show plainly 
that they are neither mortified interiorly or exteriorly l O4 -
103Elizabeth added emphasis. 
104 Abelly 3:301. Cf. #15: "Avis it de Jcunes Etudiants Recemment Sortis du Seminarie Interne." 
CED 11:28-29. The following paragraph is taken from various places found earlier in Abelly. 
Elizabeth may have lost her place in the French text or gone back to retrieve a concept previously 
overlooked. 
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[Excerpt from Chapter Nineteen. Section One. His Mortification] 
Mr. Vincent could not conceal that he used great exterior mortifi-
cations himself as well as interior-whatever care he took to hide 
them the Brother105 who assisted him in his sickness saw from time to 
time his iron girdles, hair cloths etc. and besides the use of these he 
used a severe discipline every morning on his first rising which was 
heard by the Missioners whose chambers next to his were separated 
only by pine boards, and heard him using this exercise daily for ten 
years and more-and when any particular offence took place in any 
house of his congregation he would use the discipline in an extraordi-
nary manner, once in particular it was known that for eight nights suc-
cessively he rose twice in the night to discipline himself for a fault of 
disorder which had taken place in a particular house before he at-
tempted to interfere in it, but succeeded most happily afterwards in 
remedying the evil, as he owned long after to a confidential person 
saying his sins had caused the evil, and it was but just that he should do 
penance for it-thus Mr. Vincent practised himself what he so much 
recommended, repeating continually that our Lord loved sufferings 
so much that he made himself man only to suffer, that the Saints val-
ued suffering so much that those who had no maladies or infirmities 
sufficient to afflict their bodies, sought for other chastisements to re-
duce it to servitude and expiate their own sins, as well as those so mul-
tiplied over the world106-
i05Louis Robineau, C.M. , (b.1621), a lay brother who served as secretary to Vincent de Paul for 




Chapter 20th omitted accidentally --his Chastity 
Mr. Vincent carrying in his Body the mortification of Christ 
Jesus lO7 (as say the apostles) lived also an angelical life of purity in 
him-he would say that the smallest suspicion of the vice contrary to 
purity in a priest though it might be intirely unfounded was of more in-
jury to his holy employments than any other crimes he could be falsely 
charged with .. consequently they [the missionaries of his Congrega-
tion] should use every means common and uncommon even denying 
themselves what might be good, holy and lawful otherways, such as 
visiting a sick or afflicted person, whenever the circumstances of the 
case might bring the least imputation on them-
a Priest of most simple turn asked him one day if it could not be per-
mitted to feel the pulse of a poor dying woman to know if she was al-
most gone and if the last Sacrament should not soon be 
administered-"tmly" said Mr. Vincent "it would be best not to prac-
tice it [touching a dying woman] .. the Devil might be glad of the op-
portunity to tempt both the living and the dying, he makes his arrows 
out of all kinds of wood in that last passage in order to reach the poor 
Soul, another power of the senses may remain, though the strength of 
the body is weakened .. remember the dying Saint who would not per-
mit his own wife to touch him after they had separated by mutual con-
sent, crying out with the feeble voice yet left him that there still was 
fire under the ashes .. if my Brother you wish to know what symptoms 
there are of the Souls leaving the body, ask some surgeon or other per-
son at hand to try for you. lOS but whatever might be the case avoid even 
touching girl or woman" .. in all other points Mr. Vincent was conde-
scending, but in that one most rigorous-
A Missioner finding himself tempted by his situation coming and 
going in his employment, opened his mind to Mr. Vincent on the sub-
ject and his thoughts of embracing some Solitary order .. "Alas" said 
Mr. Vincent "while your candour in making known your trial rejoices 
107 Abelly 3:268. Cf. I Cor. 4: 10. 
I08Elizabcth added emphasis. 
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me, I also feel the pain St. Bernard expressed to a Brother of his order 
who on pretext of greater regularity wished to quit him and join an-
other institute, on which the Saint assured him it was but a temptation 
of the enemy whose greatest hope was in persuading us to change, 
knowing well that if he can draw a person from their first Vocation 
nothing will be easier than to persuade them to a second, and so on un-
til they come to their ruin, as happened to this poor man who fell in the 
greatest disorders .. and I can assure you my Brother that if you cannot 
preserve purity where you are, you will not do it in another place ex-
amine your reasons for desiring this change and see also if there is any 
condition on earth where we do not meet trials and disgusts, and the 
temptation of wishing to fly from them. Consider also that you have 
every reason to think that God has called you in this company and if 
so, he has provided you graces of Salvation which you will not meet 
with where he has not called you-turn your eyes from those objects 
which give you temptation, and open yourself to your Director, who 
will give you other remedies against it .. confide in our Lord and his 
Immaculate Mother, to whom I recommend you continually." ]()') 
Mr. Vincent recommended his Missioners the greatest reserve in 
writing to women, even on subjects of piety never to use any soft or af-
fecting expressions, and he was most exact in this himselP!O .. the 
word chastity itself he seldom used, not to give the thought of its con-
trary, using that of purity in its place which has a more extensive 
meaning-the purity of his heart shone on his countenance and regu-
lated all his words and senses, particularly his eyes which were 
scarcely ever fixed on any thing exterior .. he wrote Mademoiselle Le 
Gras [Louise de Marillac] who lived at the Village Chapelle, "I am to 
go to Chapelle for business, if there is any necessity for my coming to 
your house let me know if you please, otherways I should be glad not 
to go, as we agreed from the beginning"!!! .. he wrote another lady 
[Louise de Marillac] who was ill, "if it is really necessary I should see 
!09Cf. #1619: Vincent de Paul to a Coadjutor Brother, CCD 4:566. 
!to Abelly 3:270. Cf. #2303: Vincent de Paul to N. , CCD 6: 369. 
!1!Louise de Marillac began residing at La Chapelle in 1636. Cf. #395 : Vincent de Paul to Loui se 
de Marillac, [Between 1636 and 1641), CCD 1 :574. 
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you inform me of it, as you know I impose myself a law to visit no one 
unless for reasons of particular necessity or utility."112 . . he would 
never visit the ladies of charity I 13 or any where without a Brother ac-
companying who ifhe left him at a little distance yet never went out of 
sight, in order that no possible pretence could be made to the disad-
vantage of the heavenly purity he so much valued, and God so well re-
warded his care that whatever imputations were raised against him by 
the wicked, no one ever dared to touch that point, which shone in him 
as the pure light of the Sun. 
-His special love of heavenly Purity occasioned his continual ex-
ertions for all those who were in dangerous occasions-Madame 
Poulalon"4 who was under his particular direction assisted him in sav-
ing a multitude of young persons from distruction, keeping a house of 
piety to shelter and instruct them-Mademoiselle Le Gras also con-
tinually recieved in her care girls and women in occasions of ruin so as 
to shelter, instruct them, and give them spiritual retreats, as well as 
11 2Cf. #399: Vincent de Paul to Louise de Marillac, CCD 1 :576. 
I 13The Ladies of Charity were established 1634 at the H6tel-Dieu of Paris as a development ofthe 
establishment of the Confraternity of Charity founded at Chiltillon-les-Dombes in 1617 by Vincent 
de Paul. It was the first special association by the name Ladies of Charity and was directed by 
Vincent de Paul. Their mission was to imitate Jesus Christ in visiting the poor. particularly the sick 
poor, and in bringing them corporal and spiritual nourishment. Since 1971, as a result of the Second 
Vatican Council, a movement to renew this lay organization began in order to align Vincent's spirit 
of service with contemporary needs. Today this group is known as the International Association of 
Charity. 
H6tel-Dieu was a hospital for the sick poor in Paris near Notre Dame Cathedral, dating back to a 
ninth century hospice. H6tels-Dieu were founded throughout France and were often staffed by 
religious communities. In 1634 Vincent de Paul organized a group of Ladies of Charity to serve at 
the Paris H6tel-Dieu. Soon after, Daughters of Charity were sent there. Abelly reports that the 
hospital served between twenty and twenty-five thousand patients annually. Cf. Abelly 1: 154. 
114Venerable Marie de Lumague, Mademoiselle Pollalion (1599-1657). with the help of Vincent 
de Paul, and with the subsequent involvement of Rev. Jean Antoine Le Vachet, S.S., (1603-1681) 
developed the Daughters of Providence in 1641 from the house of refuge called Providence 
established 1630 in Paris. Mademoiselle Pollalion was one of the original Ladies of Charity at 
H6tel-Dieu in Paris. As the ecclesiastical superior until 1657, Vincent took an active interest in the 
development of this new religious community. He helped to arrange for the formulation of its rule, 
its expansion, and its approval (1647) by the archbishop of Paris (Jean Fran~ois de Gondi), King 
Louis XIII, and subsequently by King Louis XIV. Marie Bonneau, Madame de Miramion 
(1629-1696), also a prominent Lady of Charity, assumed the government of this institute after the 
death of their founder. 
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time and means to escape their danger-we know also how much he 
did in favour of the poor Magdalenes" ' 
Chapter 21st-his equallity of mind [His Even Disposition] 
Equallity of mind is one of the most precious fruits of Mortifica-
tion, by means of which we acquire not only an exterior empire over 
ourselves, but a power over the faculties of our mind and Soul so that 
we are never troubled either from within or without, the superior part 
of our soul holding its peaceable possession of itself whatever may 
happen . . Mr. Vincent possessed this tranquillity so perfectly that it 
shone in his looks and actions in the most trying occasions and tumult 
of affairs with the same serenity as if there was nothing to do, or noth-
ing had happened .. from his earliest days he went straight on his 
course always following close on the footsteps of our Lord, and from 
the time he was in community directing everyone by his example, 
through sickness or health, trial or consolation, diversity of times and 
seasons, with a mind always equal and an unmovable constancy, con-
tradictions and difficulties seeming rather to strengthen than weaken 
him-
at court with their Majesties, or surrounded by their courtiers Mr. 
Vincent retained this quiet sameness as in the midst of his priests or 
surrounded by his poor- No loss or disappointment could change 
him in this point, when the news was brought him of the final loss of 
the farm we have spoken of, which certainly was most sensibly felt by 
Mr. Vincent the only word he said was Blessed be God (Beni so it 
Dieu)' 16 which he repeated 5 or six times successively all the way to 
the church where he remained a long while on his knees before the 
Blessed Sacrament, and his tranquillity on this Occasion was the more 
115The Daughters of St. Magdalen were founded 1629 at Paris. and placed under the guardianship 
of the Sisters of the Visitation (1629-1671) who supplied the first officers including the first 
superior, Mother Anne Marie Bo11ain, V.S.M. Penitent women desirous of leading a life of virtue as 
religious comprised the institu te, which was housed in the Convent of St. Mary Magdalen on the 
advice of Vincent de Pau1. Two morc convents were opened subsequently in Rouen and Bordeaux. 
Urban VIII approved the institute in 163 1. Cf. Abelly 2:278-79. 
116Abelly 3:274-76. Elizabeth added emphasis. 
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remarkable as he had not the least reason to expect this loss, but on the 
contrary 8 Lawyers of the first reputation in Paris had assured him that 
the proofs he had of his right of that farm were infallible 
-the most pressing of all Afflictions to him was the loss of his 
Priests,l17 yet he would immediately recollect himself and raise his 
mind to God, , he wrote one of his Missioners "you have heard of our 
loss, a true loss indeed, not only as to the number amounting I 18 [to at 
least ten, but also as to the qualifications of the departed, who were 
among the best and most useful persons of our company] 
[End of Chapter 24, Section One] 
so thatll9 if anyone goes away, it is really themselves who do it, ei-
ther through levity of mind, or because they have been so relaxed and 
cold in the service of God that God himself has vomitted them out be-
fore the Superiors of the company thought of sending them, , as to any 
one faithful to God, and submitted to holy obedience going from the 
company it certainly was never heard of, thank God, neither those 
who are well nor those who are infirm--every case is taken of all, and 
every possible support shown them to the hour of their Death, , , if 
then this good person wishes to join your house and remain in it until 
Death, she will be treated like the rest with great charity, but tell her it 
depends on herself to secure her vocation by her good works, and 
therefore she must rest in God alone, and hope from him the grace of 
perseverance, , if she seeks for any human assurance it shows she has 
not a sufficient reliance on God, or seeks something else besides him, 
and it would be better she should remain as she is, and drop the busi-
ness"-
lI7Cf. #160: "Repetition d'Oraison du 15 Novembre 1656," CED 11 :372, 
118Elizabeth completes this paragraph on page 93 in her translation. In order to preserve 
continuity, the completed thought is here included in brackets. 
1I9 Abelly 3:311. Cf.#3132: Vincent de Paul to Marguerite Chetif, May 24, 1660, CCD 8:295·Y7. 
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[Section Two.120 How He Handled the Temporal Affairs of the 
Congregation] 
II Mr. Vincent could truly say with the Apostle that his Missioners 
preached the gospel labouring with their hands, for as all they did was 
gratis l 2! this good Father of the family was obliged to turn this every 
way, that he might provide for all, and the Brothers of the house 
worked in the farms of St. Lazare like labourers, with servants also to 
help them in raising cattle domestic animals etc. etc. 
altho' he permitted no return to be made his Missioners by way of 
salary as recompense, yet he permitted them to recieve an alms when 
it was given wholly through charity . . he wrote a Missioner, "there 
could have been no difficulty in recieving the charity offered by Mr. 
N. if you have done so make your excuse to him, we have no right to 
refuse what is given us for the love of God."'22 
[A very aged cardinal . . . ] opening his eyes as if he was roused 
from a state of recollection, "Ha" said he "there is truly a great Mira-
cle," expressing by this that those actions which are above the strength 
of nature and far surpass her power, are the most convincing proofs of 
the Sanctity of those who practice them-and by this so just conclu-
sion we may really assert that the life ofMr. Vincent was one contin-
ual miracle, since it was but one scene of continued acts of the most 
exalted Virtues and works far indeed surpassing the strength and 
power of nature, and in which he persevered to the last day and mo-
ment of his life, which was more angelic than human and has been the 
object of the veneration and admiration of all who knew him-
Certainly when we see Mr. Vincent's contempt of himself, the 
pains he took to be thought a nobody, a poor useless servant, a misera-
ble sinner as he called himself, .. and then consider the extraordinary 
and almost incredible things which were done by him, or through his 
means, it is plain that a particular Providence of God accompanied all 
120 Abelly 3:3 12. In thcoriginal document Chapter 24, Section Two, follows the above passages. 
I2ICf. 1 Cor. 4: 12; 2 Cor. 11 :7-9. 
122Cf. #90: Vincent de Paul to Jean de la Salle. November 11 , 163 1, CED 1:137. 
Elizabeth turns her attention next to translating a selection from the end of the final chapter of Ahclly 
(3:324). 
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he did, and gave a special Benediction to all his undertakings verify-
ing in him in a striking manner the words of our Lord that he who hum-
bles himself shall be exalted, [03 •• and it may well be called a miracle of 
Magnitude that the son of a simple peasant, born in the lowest and 
most obscure condition, brought up only to the care of cattle, then re-
duced to a miserable slavery, hiding himself as much as possible in a 
coarse and abject life, should notwithstanding shine like a glorious lu-
minary in the church, and enlighten innumerable poor souls sitting in 
darkness and in the shades of Death'24 . . not only enlightening them 
but vi[ vi]fying and restoring to their spiritual life so many myriads 
who were dead in sin .. that a simple priest without Benefice or au-
thority in the church should have made the most extensive reforms in 
the clergy and accomplished both within and without the Kingdom of 
France innumerable works of publick Utility and Benediction which 
the greatest and most zealous prelates could not have done in their 
own dioceses and places dependent on their power and jurisdiction 
with all their authority and abundant revenues. 
-That a man poor and unprovided in every way should be enabled 
to succour and help not a single town, but whole provinces, not for a 
month but for several years with provisions, clothing etc., restoring 
the churches ravaged by war to their former order providing vest-
ments etc. provision for their curates and priests-Supplying a count-
less multitude of poor in every direction with food and cloathing, and 
sick with comfort and relief, and this throughout France, and in many 
villages of Savoy, Italy, and other provinces still more distant, and 
that not for a short time, but for more that 30 years-and that a man al-
ways seeking to hide himself should without any striking exterior tal-
ent, never composing a Book or even preaching in any celebrated 
pulpit, yet gain a reputation which extended over the World, was hon-
oured and sought for by the great, and called to the council and cabi-
nets of Princes-in all this we must see the hand of God working the 
wonders of such a life, and the success of the wonderful enterprises of 
Mr. Vincent, that hand which brings light from darkness, and the most 
l23ct. Matt. 23:12. 
124Cf. Isa. 9: 1 and Luke 1 :79. 
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beautiful effects from Nothing. It is He who gave St. Vincent to his 
church, and to us the example of his holy life, as a certain guide to 
solid perfection if we embrace his sentiments and maxims with a 
steady endeavour to immitate them, seeking as he did the Kingdom of 
God, the accomplishment of his will, and the Advancement of his 
honour and glory. 
-JESUS-
Last Chapter [Conclusion of This Work, in Which We Answer 
Why We Did Not Include Any Miracles in the Book to Prove the 
Sanctity of Monsieur Vincent] 125 
Those who write the life of persons who have excelled in virtue, 
generally relate at the end of their work, the miracles which God had 
wrought in their favour as an authentic testimony of their sanctity, and 
as on the one side we must not rashly give credit to all that may be said 
of miraculous and extraordinary things, on the other we must not re-
ject or condemn them, for the hand of God is not shortened,126 nor has 
his power lessened in these last generations .. and as the gift of mira-
cles was the means he used for the first establishment of his church, 
and planting the Faith, it is not to be doubted that he has used, and still 
from time to time uses the same means to confirm and strengthen the 
Faith which seems sometimes almost lost in the hearts of many Chris-
tians-
however in this case the gift of miracles which God has not thought 
proper to grant to many of his Saints (even those which the church has 
acknowledged for the greatest) was not necessary to insure the utmost 
veneration for the sanctity of Mr. Vincent-many persons of greatest 
credibility would prove that he had worked many if it was necessary to 
dwell on the subject, but we would rather go with the spirit of the 
church which acknowledges no miracles but such as are known by the 
authority of her Bishops, and conform more strictly to the spirit also of 
125Elizabcth next translates the beginning of the last chapter of Abelly (3:323). 
126Cf. Isa. 59: I. 
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this Father ofthe Missioners, whose humility would have shrunk from 
a discovery of the graces and favours of God, which through his whole 
life he had so carefully hidden 
-It is related of a very aged cardinal, that being in the consistory 
when the Informations were given for the canonization of a person 
who had lived and died in great sanctity, he seemed sleepy and dozing 
the whole time they were reading the many miracles which had been 
done, but when in a part of the relation it was said that the person had 
recieved an atrocious and public affront with admirable patience and 
had testified the greatest charity and love to those who had insulted 
him, "Ha" said the good cardinal aloud, and [opening his eyes as ifhe 
was roused from a state of recollection, "Ha" said he "there is truly a 
great Miracle,"l27] 
... to at least ten, but also as to the qualifications of the departed, 
who were among the best and most useful persons of our com-
pany-Six died of the plague at Genes [Genoa] serving those who had 
it-the others gave their temporal life to obtain eternal life for the poor 
Indians of Madagascar .. these are so many Missioners we send to 
heaven, as we have every certainty that they consumed their lives in 
works of charity and for the Sal vation of Souls, in the footsteps of their 
divine Master .. May God then be glorified who gave them this glory, 
let his good pleasure be the peace of our Afflicted hearts .. our sorrow 
at this news which came almost all at the same moment was truly 
inexpressible l 28 
-a strange reverse of joy and sorrow once happened to Mr. Vin-
cent which it is well known from its circumstances must have moved 
his very Soul, yet no one but a close observer could see the least 
127Elizabeth may have been interrupted and lost her place in the French text. Here she goes back 
about a dozen pages in Abelly to translate the following text (3:276). 
128Cf. #2482: Vincent de Paul to a Priest of the Mission, [November or December 1657], CCD 
7: 14. Cf. #2095: Claude du Four to Vincent de Paul, July 1656, CCD 6:12. Later the shipwreck of 
November 2, 1656, off the port city of Nantes, resulted in the sinking of the vessel sent out to 
Madagascar by the late Marshal de la Meilleraye. Abelly recounts: " It carried several missionmies, 
together with sufficient clothes, furniture, and books to support them for several years. The 
missionaries were saved by the grace of God, but everything else perished. Despite these losses, 
[Vincent's] spirit was not shaken, nor did he lessen his resolve to support this great and important 
enterprise. On the contrary, it seemed that his courage was strengthened, for he sent another group of 
mi ssionaries to the island, even larger than the group which had been shipwrecked. ~' 
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change in him. Four priests and a Brother from Madagascar landed at 
Nantz [Nantes], but their Superior Mr. [Nicolas] Etienne thought it 
best to land their effects at Rochelle and took the brother round by sea 
with him for that purpose-the vessel they were in was beset by 
dreadful storms and thrown on a sand bank where it was said to have 
sunk immediately and persons who had seen it sink brought the news 
to Mr. Vincent-Some particular reason made the loss of this Supe-
rior inconcievably distressing to him, but he hid the event from his 
Community until he should prepare them for it, as he usually did for 
any loss or affliction to enable them to meet it with proper resigna-
tion.-in the mean while letters arrived, and the hand least expected 
on their superscription Mr. Etienne had arrived at Roc[h]elle having 
been saved with the Brother also as by a miracle, and was shortly to be 
with Mr.Vincent this sudden news of inconcievable joy which God 
alone could know the extent of, was borne by him as the news of his 
Death before ... blessing, thanking and praising God was the only ex-
pression he allowed his unutterable consolation on the occasion. 129 
he had a rule which he often gave to us that those things which hap-
pen in the common course of events as afflictions or consolations, cor-
poral or spiritual, should be recieved with equallity of mind as being 
immediately from the hand of God and his paternal love directing all 
to a good end if we do not ourselves counter act it. 
on the Death ofMr. [Antoine] Portail who was as a part of himself 
to him, he wrote one of his Missioners "It has pleased God to take our 
good Mr. Portail to himself .. he had always feared Death, but on see-
ing his approach he viewed him with peace and resignation, and often 
told me that his former fears had quite left him-he finished as he had 
lived in the practice of virtue, making good use of sufferings, and de-
siring to consume himself as our Lord had done to accomplish the will 
of God. he has been with us from the very beginning, and filled many 
employments in our company, doing it such essential services that he 
would be a very great loss to us if God did not turn everything for the 
best, and make us find our good in what would seem to be evil, so we 
must hope this his so faithful servant will be more useful to us in 
129Cf. #3063: Vincent de Paul to Guillaume Des Dames. January 9, 1660. CCD 8:250·53. 
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heaven than he has been on earth. While he was dying, Mademoiselle 
[Louise de Marillac] was also in extremity and we thought she would 
have gone before him, but she still lives-God would not overpower 
us with Affliction."130 
In the most painful and tedious maladies, delays of business, in-
suits, injuries, reproaches etc. this profound peace of Mr. Vincents 
heart remained immovable-the meekness of his manners and seren-
ity of his countenance were invariable-in his most trying pain it 
might have been thought he suffered but little, or was almost insensi-
ble, if his increased weakness and wasted look had not discovered 
him, especially before his Death he was so overwhelmed with differ-
ent maladies that he could see himself dying as he said, though by no 
other mark could it be seen by others but the distruction of his body 
and total loss of strength, for he sat always in his chair dressed as usual 
and going on with his daily affairs as usual-and the tranquil sweet-
ness of mind and look prevalent even to his last sigh, so that it may be 
really doubted if there ever was an equallity of temper more extensive, 
more proved, and more perfect than that of this great Servant of 
God-
+ 
Chapter 22- his strength of mind. l3 1 
[His Fortitude in Supporting Good and Opposing Evil, 
and His Patience in Bearing Afflictions and Pain] 
Many were the affronts and injuries recieved by Mr. Vincent, espe-
cially at the time he was in the council of the court, but no power on 
earth could turn him from any thing in which he knew the will of God 
l30Cf. #3085: Vincent de Paul to Firmin Get, Februmy 27,1660, CCD 8:288. Antoine Portail 
(1590-1660) came as a young man to Paris to study at the Sorbonne. He met Vincent de Paul in 1612 
and became one of his first companions in the Congregation of the Mission. Ordained in 1622, he 
was employed among the ga11ey slaves, gave missions in the countryside, and worked for the 
ordinands. Chosen lirst assistant general, and director of the Daughters of Charity in 1642, he spent 
most of the rest of hi s life at S1. Lazare where he died two weeks before Louise de Marillac and 
exactly seven months before Vincent de Paul. 
13 1 AbeUy 3:280. 
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or in which his glory was concerned. One of the most powerful Magis-
trates of the court having solicited him repeatedly and in vain for some 
object Mr. Vincent thought unjust before God, at last lost all patience 
and decency, and abused the man of God without pity, who remaining 
as unmoved as if nothing had been said only answered "Sir I hope you 
try to do your duty, and I on my part must try to do mine"'32 
-A Lady of high rank desiring his agency in a Benefice she ex-
pected to obtain from the King for one of her children, and Mr. Vin-
cent seeing that the grant would be an injustice refusing civilly as he 
could to interfere in it, the Lady fell in such a passion that she said the 
most extravagant things, and among the rest that she did him too much 
honour in addressing herself to him, and she would teach him how to 
treat ladies of her quality. Mr. Vincent answered not a word, and was 
much happier to recieve her abuse than to comply with her re-
quest--another Lady of the same quality, trying to induce him to 
make an unjust demand he answered with his usual gentleness, "Ma-
dame our rules and my conscience will not permit me to obey you in 
this point therefore I most humbly beg you to excuse me," but the 
Lady unable to digest this resistance fell in excessive rage, and abu-
sive words which Mr. Vincent endured with the most calm compo-
sure-
He showed the same steadiness in refusing even to Princesses an 
entrance in the religious houses of which he was Sup[erio]r when 
there was no just necessity for an infringment on the rule .. in vain 
they called him coarse and illbred and even showed their resentment 
on every occasion, some even to the very day of his Death, nothing 
could bend him to what he thought improper 
-We have said how devotedly grateful he was to the good Prior of 
St. Lazare,' 33 to that extent indeed that he had an unlimitted power 
over Mr. Vincent on all occasions which did not involve his 
J32Elizabeth added emphasis_ 
J33 Adrien Le Bon (d.1651). a religious ofthe Canons Regular of SI. Augustine and the prior of St. 
Lazare, ceded the priory. the house, and dependencies of St. Lazare to the Congregation of the 
Mission. The archbishop of Paris conferred it as a benefice under his control by letters dated 
December3l , 1631. Cf. Abelly 1:120; 3:242. 
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conscience, yet in one instance he remained inflexible even to him 
though with the utmost tenderness and respect in his refusal-the 
good Prior being under special obligations to the Abbess of a 
monastary whose character had been so openly impeached that the 
Queen had been obliged to imprison her, the Prior moved by her tears 
and seeming repentance, he thought he might persuade Mr. Vincent to 
procure her enlargement which he certainly could have done in a mo-
ment, but Mr. Vincent declmoing firmly it would be against his con-
science the good old Prior began to ask him "is this the return you 
make for all I have done for you for putting my house in your hands 
and recieving you and all your company" -"true," answered Mr. Vin-
cent "you have loaded us with favours and kindness, and we have the 
same obligations to you that children have to their Father, but all you 
have given is still at your disposal and I beg you to take it all back since 
now you think we are unworthy of it" ° ° at these words the Prior was 
silent, but remained for some days extremely discontented until being 
further informed of the true conduct of the person in question and con-
vinced of the propriety of Mr. Vincents refusal, he went on his knees 
to him with the most earnest excuses for what he had said to him, 
intreating him to relax nothing of the penance imposed on the Abbess, 
since it was for her greater good, and acknowledged himself wrong 
for desiring her liberty-Mr. Vincent hemod all this on his knees also, 
testifying his consolation and contentment that the good Prior was sat-
isfied-
Mr. Vincent being on a journey stopped at a very poor Inn to pass 
the night after a most fatiguing day-scarcely had he closed his eyes 
when a troop of noisy peasants came in and began a carousal which 
lasted all night during which their noise in the next chamber was ex-
cessive and they several times burst where Mr. Vincent was sleeping, 
who endured this without the least word of complaint, and the next 
morning multiplied his expressions of kindness to the inn keeper mak-
ing many little presents to his family, which the Brother of the com-
pany saw with wonder as he had given nothing in the other Inns 
though he had been treated with the best accommodations and the 
greatest respect therefore it was evident Mr. Vincent acted in this 
-270-
manner to the people ofthis inn because they were very poor, and be-
cause they had tried his patience'3• 
Conclusion of 24th Chapter accidently misplaced 
Mr. Vincent said (in an instruction to his Community) "I have re-
marked two things in those who are about to give up their vocation the 
first is their irregularity in morning rising, the second immodesty in 
suffering their hair to grow, and other similar little vanities"-he 
begged his priests to wear their hair very short, and if he saw any ones 
ever so little over the edge of the collar he would gently twitch it with a 
smiling look, as if to beg him to have it cut ... whenever he would see 
the smallest trait of slander or calumny he would say "remember be-
fore the shafts of envy or detraction can reach the heart of your 
Brother they mustfirst pass through the very heart ofourSaviour"'35 
When he gave a fraternal correction he did it with such mildness 
and charity that he verified the words of the wise man that a wound 
from one who loves us is better than the decietful kiss of an en-
emy-generally he mixed the wine and oil of the good Samaritan 136 in 
the reproofs he gave suiting them to different dispositions and with so 
much reflection that once having to advise a person of very difficult 
temper very unwilling to recieve correction he meditated three morn-
ings on the subject before God to obtain grace and light to do it effec-
tually 
-he generally began a reproof by saying something kind and fa-
vourable to the person he had to speak to, then by degrees would point 
out the fault in question in its extent of place, time, and circum-
stance,137 and then point out the remedy putting himself always of the 
party saying You and 1 have need of humility, patience, or whatever 
virtue he would recommend. but his greatest of all cares was never to 
134Elizabeth added emphasis. 
135 Abelly 3:302. Elizabeth added emphasis. 
136Cf. Luke 10:34. 
137Elizabeth added emphasis. 
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discover who had made known the fault of another, he would even 
prefer passing over a fault than to occasion a breach of charity or give 
one person a distrust of another, well persuaded that peace and union 
in community was of more consequence than any thing whatever. 
/ A Superior [Nicolas Etienne] of community begging Mr. Vincent 
to discharge him from his duty for certain reasons of incapacity he 
alledged ... Mr. Vincent replied "far be it from me to accept such rea-
sons, Your sense of your faults and incapacity must humble but not 
discourage you .. our Lord has merit and sufficiency both for you and 
for him .. let him then act, and doubt not that if you remain in the hum-
ble sentiments you now have, and in humble confidence in him, his 
merits will sanctify all you do .. I hope from his goodness and your fi-
delity to his grace that it will be so."13R 
/ Mr. Vincent gave a particular advice by letter to a Sister of 
Charity139 relative to those who are recieved in the community, or who 
go out of it. "You must assure the good young woman who applies to 
you for a promise that if she comes in the company it shall be for life, 
that such a promise can be given to no one, since perhaps they might 
relax in their exercise, or behave improperly so as to lose the grace of 
their vocation; and you know my Sister if this was to happen of course 
this gangrened member must be cut off to save the rest of the body 
from corruption-Still it is true that no one is sent away but for nota-
ble faults and never for common failings, or even for extraordinary 
ones unless they are frequent and considerable, and even then it is 
never done suddenly, nor 'till after long forbearance with the evil, and 
an application of every remedy we think could be effectual-these 
precautions are used the more with those who have been some time in 
the house, and still more with the oldest Sisters 
Mr. Vincent would never allow an unnecessary expence, no kind 
of ornament in any thing whatever-all was for God and for the salva-
tion of Souls-nothing for ease or convenience-he was often 
I38Cf. #3027: Vincent de Paul to Nicolas Etienne, November 22, 1659, CCD 8: 176-77. 
l39When Elizabeth did her translation, the terms Sister of Charity and Daughter of Charity were 
often used interchangeably in France. The French text reads "Fille [Daughter] de la Charite." 
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pressed to make changes which seemed both useful and proper, but 
would remain firm in granting only the absolutely necessary, saying 
that God never engaged to give us more than that, and we must avoid 
whatever went beyond it.!40 
being extremely pushed for room and accommodation, one of the 
Superiors of the house intreated Mr. Vincent to have an additional 
building at a time when St. Lazare was backward in resources .. "oh! 
Sir" he answered "do not think of it, it is a great mercy of God that the 
company is lodged as well as it is .. we must wait 'till he sends us more 
means, and the inconveniences you speak of, and omission of the 
good which you think might be done, since we can do no otherways 
will not be our fault.,,!4! 
There are few communities in which the desire of change and fre-
quent coming and going does not exist .. but this Mr. Vincent would 
never countenance .. he would beg of those who wished for a change 
to wait awhile, encouraged them to patience, would excuse his delay 
representing the difficulty of replacing them, sometimes telling them 
time would show what was best, or that he prayed them to wait and see 
if they could not get over the present d~fficulty142 -if he ever did 
change the first destination of any, it was for the strongest and most 
important reasons, otherways he would resist every solicitation with 
extraordinary firmness . 
!40Abelly 3:314. Cf. #209: "Entretien Sur la Privation Imposee it la Communaute par Suite de la 
Gelee des Vignes" [1659]. CED 12:286-88. 
141Cf. #1937: Vincent de Paul to a Superior. [n.d.] , CED 5:441. 
142Elizabeth added emphasis. 
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13.2 Life of Vincent de Paul 
[Translation of the Life of St. Vincent De Paulr 
Book Second 
[His Main Works and the Great Results Which Came from Them] 
There is a secret combination and connection between the Virtues, 
by which they not only follow each other but even attract one another 
in souls disposed to cherish them .. the graces we receive from God 
are the seeds of these Virtues, and they are continually mUltiplying in 
us if we do not resist them, or oppose any Obstacle to the sovereignly 
Beneficent will from whence they proceed .. this Mr. Vincent' con-
stantly experienced, and having also a great knowledge of the weak-
ness and inconstancy of the human Will, he found a singular grace in 
the exercise of spiritual retreats, the practice and use of which he facil-
itated by every means in his Power to persons of all conditions . .. The 
nature and intention of these retreats he expressed in a small writing 
found in his hand-"By the word retreat or spiritual exercise is to be 
understood an entire disengagement from all temporal Affairs, to ap-
ply ourselves to the knowledge of our interior and a Serious selfexam-
ine on the state of our conscience, to meditate, contemplate, pray, and 
thus prepare the soul to purify itself ji-om sin and all affections and 
habits of it, and to fill itself with the desire of Virtues, to seek and know 
13.2 ASJPH 1-3-3-22A 
IThis is the translation of E lizabeth's second copybook of the biography of St. Vincent de Paul. 
For an annotated English edition, cf. Abclly. For the original text where E lizabeth began her 
translation. ef. Abelly, 2:210. The Seton translation of Abelly comprises two copybooks, each of 
which is a distinct document: Seton Writings J:] 3.1 and 13.2. It is unknown how or why the early 
archivists differentiated between the two copybooks in the assignment of archival numbers since 
document 13.2 covers material earlier in AbeUy than document 13.1. Additionally, in translating the 
material in document 13.2., Elizabeth skipped some sections and then included them latcr in the 
document. Unless specified otherwise in notcs, these transcriptions are presented according to the 
sequence translated by Elizabeth Seton. Where possible, chapter titles, sub-titles, and page 
references are supplied from the English edi tion of Abelly (1993). Since Elizabeth's reading of 
Abclly was most likcly for personal devotion and religious formation purposes rather than historical 
information, she translated almost all of some sections, but in other cases she translated on Iy a few of 
Abclly's paragraphs. What she included and what she excluded provide some insight into her 
intention in rendering this translation. In cases of direct quotations, the proper diacritical markings 
have been added where necessary. 
2 After a short paragraph from the beginning of Chapter Three, Elizabeth next translates a lengthy 
excerpt from Chapter Four, "Spiritual Retreats" (AbeJly 2:229). 
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the will of God, and knowing it to submit and conform to it, to unite 
with it, and thus tend and advance to our Perfection and the true end of 
our Creation"3-
The intention of a retreat is to open the eyes of the Soul on our ill 
habits, defects and imperfections, and to know more clearly the par-
ticular obligations of our Vocation and condition that we may acquit 
them in a better manner and practice the Virtues which are suited to 
them, to establish us solidly in true charity which unites the heart, and 
all the powers of the Soul with God. 
not less than 7 and 800 persons were recieved, lodged and fed at the 
house of St. Lazare4 every year for the purpose of this spiritual retreat, 
Mr. Vincent like the father of the family in the gospel admitted to his 
feast all who presented themselves/ and as we have said his refectory 
presented the edifying wonderful spectacle of persons of all ages and 
conditions from city and country .. from the Prelate and Lord, to the 
page and lacquey, who were all lodged and fed in this great receptacle 
of charity where they found every necessary help to put them in the 
way of Salvation, without charge or cost, if anyone (which very sel-
dom happened) gave a small return on leaving their retreat, it was ac-
cepted, but never demanded. Mr. Vincent would spare nothing when 
the glory and service of God was in question or the Salvation of souls, 
considering that our Lord had given his life and his blood for this ob-
ject, and he could not be persuaded that his company would ever come 
to want temporal things while they consumed their whole life and 
means in works of charity, and he would be even pleased when some-
times they were in actual want of necessaries and conveniences from 
this cause, that they might learn to depend wholly on the Providence 
of God and like St. Peter be obliged to cry out amidst the winds and 
waves Save us Lord or we perish .. and truly God did preserve this lit-
tle bark6 as by miracle from the difficulties which seemed ready to 
overwhelm it, but which never lessened the charity of this great 
3CED 13:143-44. 
4Abelly 2:232. 
'Cf. Luke 14:21. 
6Matt. 8:25. A bark is a sailing vessel. 
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Servant of God .. one of the Brothers 7 of the house seeing it over 
crowded by the multitude who came for the exercises of the retreat, 
took the liberty to observe to him the thought they recieved too great a 
number, to which he only answered "My Brother it is because they de-
sire to save their Souls"8 -another time it was represented to him in a 
familiar conversation that the house was in debt in consequence of the 
great expence of these retreats, he answered "if we had thirty years to 
subsist, and should in consequence of these retreats subsist only fif-
teen, still we must not give them up .. the expence indeed is great, but 
it cannot be for better purpose, and if the house is in debt God can find 
means to free it, and we have reason to hope from his infinite goodness 
he will do so." 
Mr. Vincent would often say to those of his Priests who were ap-
pointed to recieve those who came to the retreat .. "Give them our own 
room if all the rest are filled," and he being told that even then there 
was not room for some, he said he would speak to them himself that he 
might put them off or examine if they might not be still kept, but from 
the time he took this charge on himself it seemed only to increase his 
charity and more were admitted than ever. 
-it was remarked that among such a number of people, many 
came who did not profit by their retreat to which he answered "but if 
only some do it is no small matter," yet still it was suggested to him 
that the motive of many in coming was perhaps more to be fed in the 
body than the mind-Well saidMr. Vincent "it is always an alms very 
pleasing to God, and if you make a difficulty in recieving them, you 
may reject some whose Salvation in the Providence of God depended 
on this retreat, your too great exactness in examining their intention, 
may be the cause of discouragement to those who are inclined to serve 
God, and whose final grace of conversion or Vocation depended on 
being received"9 .. 
in short the retreats went on successively and without interruption 
through the whole year-and that with so good a grace, and so much 
7Members of the Congregation of the Mission were either lay brothers or priests. 
"Abelly 2:233. 
9 Abelly 2:234. 
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charity, that the most hardened sinners came from them changed and 
edified, their hearts moved and gained by this hospitality benignity 
and kindness, as well as by the other many good examples they saw at 
St. Lazare-But Mr. Vincent at last feared that the fervour of his 
priests might relax in their charity .. therefore his recommendation of 
perseverance to them was most earnest "Fear" he would say to them 
"fear that God should take this harvest from us which he now so freely 
offers us and transfer its graces to others if we do not make the use of it 
he designs .. at the same time also he may take other graces from us for 
neglecting this one, and our whole company at last become de-
graded-this house gentlemen formerly served as a retreat for Lepers, 
many were recieved in it, but not one was ever healed, now it serves 
for the retreat of Poor Sinners covered with Spiritual Leprosy, who 
however by the grace of God are healed .. or to say more are brought 
to life again .. What a happiness for us, that the house of St. Lazarre 
should become a place of Resurrection-this Saint after being three 
days dead in the tomb came out alive, to and our Lord who raised him 
up does the same favour still to many who having remained here for 
some days as in the Sepulchre of Lazarus, come out also with new life. 
Who will not rejoice at such a Blessing, and who will not be filled with 
gratitude and love for his infinite goodness" what regret, what sorrow 
will not overwhelm us in the great day of accounts if by our fault this 
good work is lost .. . as soon as your zeal relaxes in it, when one of you 
will be required to take the charge of a person who comes for their re-
treat it will be immediately seen how the request displeases you and if 
you do not excuse yourself, and really undertake it, it will be seen 
plainly that you only drag the work, unwilling to give up even half of 
your recreation after dinner and supper though you give it for the Sal-
vation of a Soul and it might be the most meritorious hour of the whole 
day to you ... others of you will say it is but a poor employment, and 
very expensive, and thus the Priests of the Mission who formerly 
brought the Dead to life will be themselves no better than poor car-
cases and skeletons of what they once were .. no longer Lazarus's 
risen from the grave, and much less men who raise others from the 
IOAbelly 2:235-236. Cf. John 1l:1-44. 
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Dead, this house now a salutary bath for poor Sinners, will become no 
better than a filthy cistern, cOlTllpted by the relaxation and idleness of 
those who inhabit itl l ... There is no work of piety it is true but may be 
Profaned, nor any thing so holy but may be abused, but must our char-
ity therefore grow cold or shall a good action be omitted, because the 
one to whom we do it does not bring the spirit from it which we ex-
pected, is not this world a net in which both good and bad are 
taken-how are the torrents of grace which God lets loose upon the 
world abused and neglected, still although he foresees this abuse he 
does not with hold them-how many are these who make no use of the 
Passion and Death of our Lord, but as says the Apostle tread under 
foot the very blood which was shed for their Salvation ... 0 sweet and 
Merciful Saviour You knew that the greater number of the Souls you 
died for would make no account of that blood, yet it did not hinder 
your giving the last drop of it for them.I2 
"God has chosen us from among so many to serve him in his be-
loved Souls, and will we refuse him the glory we could procure 
him,--oh woe to the one among us, who seeking his own will, or the 
indulgence of his indolence, wishing for rest when he ought to work, 
should reject this means of helping them .. rather let us steel our hearts 
against the miserable spirit of indolence, which is cast down at every 
difficulty, and shows a repugnance for every thing which does not suit 
its convenience .. this wretched temper springs from self love, which 
spoils and ruins every thing, and therefore should be continually mor-
tified, subjected to the love of God. 0 Saviour of our Souls, Kindle in 
our hearts the fire of thy love, that we may triumph over all the obsta-
cles to thy glory in ourselves and others, and zealously seek to pro-
mote it, with persevering fidelity ... let us thank God a thousand 
thousand times that he has hitherto made our house a theatre of his 
mercies, on which the holy Spirit is continually descending .. could 
we see with the eyes of the body his perpetual effusions our Soul 
would be ravished, , , yes our house becomes the place of Rest for the 
King of Kings, the throne of his Justifications." 
"Cf. #9: "Sur I'Oeuvre des Retraites." CED 11 :14-14. 
I2Cf. Matt. 13:47-48; Phil. 3: 18. AbeUy 2:238. 
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[Chapter Six: Delinquents and Disturbed Persons at Saint Lazare] 
-Mr. Vincent recieved also at St. Lazare a multitude of persons, 
young men especially who abandoned to vice would fall in the hands 
of Public Justice without this resource, and who often were reclaimed 
hom the most abandoned habits by the care they recieved in this 
house, persons also subject to occasional insanity .. in short as the 
holy word says of our blessed Lord he had compassion on all,l3 and 
would be continually sUlTounded by every kind of human infirmity .. 
being called as he truly was the Refuge of Sinners. He seemed to have 
experienced in himself almost every human infirmity, humiliation, 
and temptation, that he might console others more effectualli4 •• he 
could generally say to whoever was in suffering "I have had the same, 
and 1 did so and so, to get rid ofit"-"be Patient" he would say, "Sub-
mit to the will of God and make use of such and such a remedy." a poor 
Domestic told him one day that her mind was too gross to apply to 
spiritual things as she had been only accustomed at home to take care 
of the cattle-My sister said he that is the first employment 1 ever fol-
lowed, 1 took care of my fathers swine, but if we humble ourselves be-
fore God we are only the fitter for this to serve him now, , so take 
courage- another telling him a temptation which greatly Afflicted 
her, he assured her he had formerly been under the same for a whole 
year together, yet had not even had matter for confession in the trial, in 
this way showing the poor Soul, that her temptation was not sin, since 
she was far hom consenting to it. 
- the Prudence of Mr. Vincent in administering correction was re-
markable-being once pressed to reprove a person who was grossly 
in fault he answered Medicines cannot be given without great neces-
sity to those who have a feverl5 .. and the mind of that person was not 
then in a proper disposition to recieve his advice. 
- it happened once that a Religious under pretext of liber~y of mind 
differed from another who was more exact, but Mr. Vincent soon 
l3Cf. Matt. 9:36. Abelly 2:259-65. 
l4Abelly 2:270. The rollowing section is from Chapter Seven. 
"Abell)' 2:272. 
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convinced him that true liberty of mind was found only in Perfect 
Mortification, and Command over our PASSIONS. 
He had a custom when speaking on business, or if consulted by re-
ligious persons, of pausing and recollecting himself, and taking him-
self the counsel of the holy ghost before he gave his answer, which he 
generally began with the words In nomine Domini which were very 
familiar to him, and when he would return from these pauses of recol-
lection, his advices were recieved as light sent from heaven-
When certain things would happen, evidently marked by the will 
of God, he would embrace them through every difficulty with won-
derful ease and sweetness, saying we must trust Providence in every 
case. '6 
Speaking of the Presence of God to an individual he said that since 
he had given himself to God he had never done any thing in private 
which he would not do in public, because said he "the presence of God 
should have more power over us than all the assembled universes." 
The moment he found out or knew the fault of any individual, he 
would use the utmost care and address to bring forward and manifest 
whatever good was in that person in order to efface the impression 
against them. 17 
Chapter 9th 2nd Book 
Institution of Sisters of Charity Servants of the Poor-
Mr. Vincent finding himself almost without knowing it or thinking 
of it, the author of this charitable work, and the Spiritual Father of this 
Community, resolved to employ his thoughts and care for the perfec-
tion of it-he therefore gave them as a first and fundamental maxim to 
keep well in mind that they were destined by the will of God to serve 
our Lord JESUS CHRIST corporally and spiritually in the persons of 
the poor .. and to prepare themselves worthily for such an employ-
ment and to become good Servants of such a master in an office so sa-
cred and holy they must first labour earnestly for their own perfection 
"'The previolls paragraphs are from Abelly 2:274. 
17 Abelly 2:277. 
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.. . doing all their exercises in the Spirit of HUMILITY, SIMPLIC-
ITY, and CHARITY,IS in union with those our Lord did when on 
earth, and for the same end, which excludes all Vanity, self love, hu-
man respect, and gratification of Nature-
He recommended them also particularly a great respect to Supe-
riors-indifference to places, employments, and persons ... POV-
ERTY .. that they might willingly live in a poor manner as Servants of 
the Poor,19 and Patience .. that they might suffer with a free heart for 
the love of God, inconveniences, contradictions, dirisions and what-
ever other mortifications might happen to them, even for their best ac-
tions, accepting all these in their mind as a part of the cross which Our 
Lord requires them to bear after him on earth, that they may deserve to 
reign with him eternally in heaven .. these with Mental Prayer, fre-
quentation of the Sacraments, annual retreats, and spiritual confer-
ences among themselves, union, and mutual charity, UNIFORMITY 
of life, of dress and manners with remarkable modesty constituted 
their principal Spirit-
Besides their service of the sick in the Parishes these good Sisters 
had five Hospitals under their care in Paris where they had the same 
charge2°-1st the Hotel Dieu where they helped the ladies of char-
ity-2nd the foundling Hospital where their charity was fully exer-
cised, no year passing but they had three or four hundred children 
brought to them to whom they gave every care, feeding and bringing 
them up with admirable charity-3rd the hospital of Criminals con-
demned to the Galleys, where they exercised the highest works of 
mercy, since they found in it all that could be most miserable in soul 
and body, beyond any discription or imagination- therefore the Sis-
ters employed in this work require a very particular grace, and an ex-
traordinary help of God, and Mr. Vincent prescribed them regulations 
accordingly-4th the hospital of the insane where they took care of 
18 Abelly 2:292. Vincent de Paul and Louise de Marillac, the founders, gave humility, simplicity, 
and charity to the Daughters of Charity as their characteri stic virtues. 
19The first Servants of the Sick Poor who assisted the Ladies of Charity in their service in the 
Confraternities of Charity were soon called Daughters of Charity by the people of Paris who 
witnessed their selfless dedication to their neighbor in need. 
20 Abell y 2:296. 
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poor idiots and mad people, men and women, fed and provided them, 
kept them clean and treated them with the utmost kindness and char-
ity-the govern ours of the Hospital attesting that their presence there 
prevented multiplied offences to God, as well as preserved order in 
the house, and alleviated the misery of the poor insane-5th the Hos-
pital of the Holy Name of JESUS where men and women in their old 
age were lodged, served, and assisted in every way by these charitable 
Sisters. 
Besides these five Hospitals in Paris they had many others under 
their care in different places, some very distant as Warsaw in Poland 
etc. and always with great Benediction, as is expressed in a letter of 
Mr. Vincent to Mademoiselle Legras on occasion of three Sisters be-
ing sent to Poitou. "I beg our Lord" he says "that he will give his holy 
Benedction to our Sisters as he has hitherto done and the spirit of their 
Mission which is to take charge of the sick and instruct children-O 
our God what happiness for them to go and continue in the place they 
are sent to the charity which our Lord exercised on earth .. heaven will 
rejoice to see it, and their Praise will be made known in Eternity with 
what holy confidence will they appear in Judgment after these holy 
works of charity .. surely the empires and crowns of this earth a[re] as 
dirt in comparison with the glory and merit with which they may hope 
to be crowned-May they then be directed by the Spirit of the Blessed 
Virgin in their Journey and employments . . let them often think of 
their blessed Mother and try to recollect in whatever they have to do, 
the manner in which they think she would do it ... above all let them 
think of her charity and humility, that they may be very humble before 
God, kind to each other, and Benevolent to every Body carrying 
Edifcation wherever they go-let them make their little morning ex-
ercise regularly either before they set out, or on the road-and say 
their chaplet, carrying with them some little pious book for spiritual 
reading-let them mix with conversations on God, but never with 
those of the world, much less such as are too free, and let them be as 
rocks against any freedom offered by men. Soon as they are at their 
place of destination-let them adore the blessed Sacrament and pay 
the Visit to the curate to recieve his orders respecting the sick and the 
children who are to come to school and they will try to help the Souls 
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of the sick they attend, obeying the officers of charity, animating each 
other to the love of the rule, confessing once a week .. and thus living a 
simple life before God, it will be still a most holy one, and though but 
poor and simple women on earth, they will become great Queens in 
heaven-which I earnestly beg of God etc. etc."ZI 
Sometimes the Sisters would be overpowered with work in the 
Hospitals when the number of sick would be increased .. as a Sister 
once represented by letter to Mr. Vincent in these words-"Sir, we are 
overpowered with work and are much in want of help. While I write 
these few lines it is night and I am watching our sick exhorting two dy-
ing persons, going first to one saying my friend raise Your heart to 
God, beg him to have mercy on you, then I come and write you two 
lines, and hasten to the other to say JESUS, MARY, MY GOD I 
HOPE IN YOU and then come back to my letter, so coming and going 
and writing-to intreat you most humbly to send us another Sister. " 22 
-these labours of charity undertaken by obedience with the whole 
affection of their heart were extended even to Soldiers in the 
army-as at the Hospital of Rethel where they nursed the wounded 
soldiers and other sick-after wards at Calais .. then at the siege of 
Dunkirk where two consumed their life in the most holy exercise of 
this charity'3 -Mr. Vincent speaking of their Deaths said "four were 
sent and two sunk under the charge imagine 4 poor Sisters surrounded 
by five or six hundred wounded and sick soldiers saying a few good 
words to them to beg them to think of their Salvation, especially to the 
agonizing to help them to die well making them acts of contrition and 
hope in God, thus minding the wounds of the Soul while they dress 
those of the Body .. is not this a great charity to go with such courage 
21Cf. #354: Vincent de Paul to Louise de Marillac, [October 1638], CCT> 1 :503. 
22Abelly 2:298. Cf. #1503: A Daughter of Charity to Vincent de Paul, [between 1639 and 1660], 
CCD4:389. 
23Cf. #186: "Repetition d'Oraison du 4 AoOt 1658," CED 12:39-40. In 1654 and 1656, the queen 
appealed to the Daughters of Charity to care for wounded and sick soldiers. After the Battle of the 
Dunes, June 14, 1658, which accompanied the siege of Dunkirk, six or seven hundred wounded or 
sick soldiers were sent to Calais. Anne of Austria who was present at these places was touched by 
what she saw, and she requested that the Daughters of Charity be sent to help them. Vincent chose 
four sisters for this mission. Cf. Conferences, "To Four Sisters Who Were Sent to Calais," August 4, 
1658. These events serve as the background to Vincent 's comments as reported by Abelly. 
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and resolution to such painful labours exposing themselves to the 
greatest dangers and at last to Death itself through zeal for the glory of 
God, and the relief of human misery. the Queen writes to demand 
more help at Calais and 4 Sisters will set out today one among them 
about 50 years of age came to me last Friday at the Hotel Dieu to tell 
me that she had heard two of her Sisters at Calais were dead and she 
came to offer herself in their place if I thought proper. I told her I will 
think of it my Sister, and yesterday she came to know my determina-
tion .. is not this admirable that these Sisters should thus offer them-
selves for such dangers with so much courage, ready to become 
Victims for the love of JESUS CHRIST, and the good of their neigh-
bour .. I can only say thatthey [these women] will be my Judges in the 
great day .. yes they will rise against us in Judgment if we have not the 
same disposition to expose our lives for God." 
The charity of one who founds an Hospital for the sick and poor is 
thought worthy of [unclear] Eternal Praise24-What then will be the 
Praise of a poor Priest who alone did what the most rich and powerful 
of the earth could never have thought practicable ... that is, not the 
foundation of a hospital, nor of ten nor an hundred, but of a thousand 
and more .. this certainly surpasses human power since it belongs to 
God alone to make something out of nothing, and to satisfy millions 
with five little loaves25 ••• Yet Mr. Vincent was this poor Priest, who 
was the instrument of God in doing this wonder through means of the 
Confraternities of charity-Millions of Poor were fed and helped cor-
porally and spiritually every day through means of this Father of the 
Poor, the greater number owing to him <this great servant of God> the 
good condition of their Souls, and even their Eternal Salvation under 
God .. a work which of itself alone must have obtained him a contin-
ual increase of glory in heaven while on earth it procured him the glo-
rious title of Father of the Poor.-
24 Abelly 2:286-288. Elizabeth next translates an earlier section, Chapter Eight. 
2'Cf. Luke 9: 16. 
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Chapter Eleventh. 2nd Book26 
[The Help Given Different Provinces Devastated by Wars] 
It may be said without exaggeration that the assistance rendered to 
the innumerable multitude of sufferers reduced to the last extremity 
by the miseries of war, through the exertions of Mr. Vincent was a 
charity unparall[el]ed in the known world ... no trace in history can 
be found of every kind of work of Mercy, spiritual and corporal, being 
exercised in the midst of the terror and disorder of armies, the violence 
and lawless ravages of soldiers .. and that with order, courage, and 
even security, not only in favour of some individuals, but an intire 
people, not for a time and in some particular circumstances, but for a 
long succession of years, in which Charity was made triumphant in 
places where even Justice had lost its Power, and the laws and com-
mands of Sovereigns were trampled on. this fact is so public and well 
known that it cannot be called in question and if some incredulous 
minds would doubt it, whole Provinces would rise to attest it produc-
ing their thousand and thousands who testify that they are indebted to 
this great Servant of God not only for the Preservation of life, but of 
what is dearer to them than life itself 
II the Province of Lorrain in particular, once the most fertile of all 
Europe as well as the most prosperous, was visited in 1635 with the 
three scourges of Plague, War, and famine covering it as a deluge .. 
multitudes indeed sunk under them, and those who could not seek a 
refuge in other places were brought to such extreme misery that they 
were reduced to devour the half rotten carcases of animals until they 
became in their turn the prey of ravenous beasts who rushing in open 
day on women and children would tear them in pieces in sight of every 
body .. some indeed would be torn from the jaws of devouring wolves 
who thirsting for human blood would run with them on all sides, and if 
they were obliged to give them up left them dreadfully man-
gled-these animals were so ravenous for human flesh that they 
would run even in houses of the towns and villages in the day time, 
and at night through breaches of the walls and sieze on women and 
26Abelly 2:316. 
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children or whatever they could catch-But as God never forgets his 
mercies in this life even in the midst of his Justice, he raised up the 
Spirit ofMr. Vincent for the help and consolation ofthis afflicted peo-
ple-his Missioners soon changed the face of the country though the 
number of Poor in the city of Metz in particular was so great that there 
would be as many as four and five thousand at the gates, of all ages, 
and in the morning generally ten or twelve would be found dead 
among them-[In Nancy] the Missioners distributed bread to them 
daily, separated the old and the young to instruct them with more ad-
vantage, for their confessions and communions, and took home the 
sick to their own lodgings, or obtained them a place in the Hospital of 
St. Joseph to which they sent linens and money for their relief7 -one 
of the Missioners wrote Mr. Vincent how much he was edified and 
consoled by the admirable Patience, and incredible resignation of the 
sick and dying "Oh Sir" said he "how many Souls go to Paradise by 
the way of Poverty ! Since 1 have been in Lorraine 1 have assisted more 
than a thousand persons in death, who all seemed well prepared."28 an-
other from St. Michel wrote Mr. Vincent "I find here such a number of 
Poor that all cannot be supplied .. about three hundred are in great 
misery, but not to be compared with many hundred more in the last ex-
tremity among which more than a hundred are such objects that 1 can-
not look at them without terror .. they are like walking skeletons 
covered with their skin and that drawn so tight and so shrunk that their 
teeth appear all dry and grim and their eyes sunk and almost extinct, 
they have been living only on roots they could pull out of the fields"29 
a poor widow woman surrounded by 3 starving children caught an 
adder,30 stript its skin and begun to roast it on the coals for them, but a 
27Fran90is du Coudray. C.M., and Leonard Boucher, C.M., missionaries stationed at Toul, 
gathered forty poor persons into their own home, and they helped one hundred fifty outside of the 
city. Vincent feared that the missionaries would succumb under the weight of their labors both 
physically and financially. He wrote to them to preserve both themselves and their reSOUfces. Du 
Coudray responded: "Monsieur, either send me help, recall me, or leave me to die among the poor." 
The same help was given in the city ofMetz. Cf. #368: Vincent de Paul to Robert de Sergis, February 
3, 1639, CCD 1 :528. 
28Cf. #567: A Priest of the Mission to Vincent de Paul, [between 1639 and 1643], CCD 2:246. 
29Abelly 2:321. Cf. #430: A Priest of the Mission to Vincent de Paul, [beginning of 1640]. CCD 
2:30. 
30 A common venomous viper 
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Missioner hastening arrived in time to stop the mischief .. another 
poor Soul went all over the town with little bits of corrupted horse 
flesh in her apron exchanging it for a piece of bread-if a horse drops 
dead they hasten to it and devour it greedily, whatever its sickness 
may have been. Yet this seems thanks to our God the most priviledged 
of all places for Piety and Patience, for in this total want of all tempo-
ral comfort they thirst for instruction, and more than two thousand 
persons regularly attend our catechisms, though all the great houses 
are like deserts31 ••• 
the curate of the neighbouring village was even seen with some of 
his people harnessed to a plow, breaking up the ground to sow some 
provision to save them from starving-
a Missioner also wrote Mr. Vincent "I cannot tell you how many 
Poor we have clothed and fed in this place called Bm'due [Bar Ie Duc] 
... but rather I will tell you how many have been spiritually clothed by 
general confessions and the holy communion, in the space of one 
month only 1 have counted more that eight hundrerf' 
one of Mr. Vincents oldest and most experienced priests was sent 
to visit the Missions, and wrote him "one of our Missioners33 is just 
buried, followed by more than 8 [7] hundred poor, mourning for him 
as their Father . . they attest and call over his charities with tem's .. he 
took his sickness in healing their maladies, and comforting their mis-
eries, always among them and breathing no air but the stench which 
surrounded them .. 1 could never get him from the confessional or sick 
rooms even for a short walk .. his assistant [David Levasseur] fell sick 
the day before he died through his excessive labours also for the Poor, 
whom he attended in his confessional on Christmas [Eve] 24 hours 
without food or sleep and only left it to say his Mass. our gentlemen 
Sir are most docile in every respect until you require them to take a lit-
tle rest .. they think their bodies are not made of flesh, or that their life 
31 Abelly 2:323. Cf. #454: Jean Dehorgny to Vincent de Paul, [June or July 1640], eeD 2:72. 
32Cf. #427: A Priest of the Mission to Vincent de Paul, February 1640, eeD 2:26. 
:n Oermaine de Montevit, born at Cambernon, nearCoutances. At age twenty-six he was already a 
priest when he entered the Congregation of the Mi ssion April 19,1 638. 
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should last but one year ... they are in such esteem that those who can 
speak even but once to them consider themselves happy."34 
-The sufferings and hardships endured by his Missioners were in-
credible .. Speaking to them once of a good Missioner Mr. LeBlanc in 
the mountains of Scotland35 who had passed through incredible la-
bours for the Salvation of the poor highlanders, multitudes of whom 
were converted and baptised by him-he said "See how God treats his 
faithful Servants surely the cross and sufferings must contain some-
thing far beyond our comprehension since he most generally rewards 
those with them who do most for his glory . . our good Mr. LeBlanc 
gained a multitude of souls for his kingdom and behold he lies in 
Prison, and may even hope for martyrdom . . What a grace for our 
company if one of us should be found worthy of that favour ... to suf-
fer for the Name of Christ! what acts of Virtue does he now practice .. 
Faith Hope Love of God and holy submission to his Will." Mr. 
LeBlanc did not however recieve his crown at that time .. after being 8 
months detained in Prison, there being no immediate law to condemn 
him, he was set at liberty with a strict injunction neither to preach or 
administer any Sacrament whatever, assured that if he was found in 
the fact he should be hung up without ceremony or appeal . . the good 
Missioner heard all in silence, and when his prison door was opened, 
withdrew to his dear mountains where he exercised his ministry with 
more zeal than before-on this occasion Mr. Vincent observed, "0 
that our company had the true Spirit of Martyrdom .. the desire to die 
for JESUS CHRIST in whatever way he pleases .. what benedictions 
would it draw on us .. You know there are many kinds of martyrdom 
besides that of blood .. that of the continual mortification of our Pas-
sions and also the Martyrdom of Perseverance in our Vocation, and 
34Abelly 2:325. Cf. #429: Jacques Roussel to Vincent de Paul, February 1640, CCD 2:29. 
35 Abclly 2: 180: "Chapter One, Section Eleven- The Mission to the Hebrides Islands." Vincent 
de Paul first sent missioners to Scotland in 1651, including two Irish priests and one born in 
Scotland. The two Irish priests Francis White and Dermot Duggan, were known in France as 
Fran~ois Le Blanc and Germain Duiguin and referred to by Vincent. The Scottish priest, Thomas 
Lumsden, originally from Aberdeen, was received into the Congregation of the Mission at Paris, 
October 31 , 1645, one year after his confreres. Elizabeth Seton had an understandable interest in the 
mission to the Hebrides since her husband, William Magee Seton, was descended from the Setons of 
Parbroath in Scotland. Cf. Robert Seton, Memoirs 1:29. 
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the accomplishment of our daily obligations and exercises .. to con-
sume our life in Virtue is a kind of Martyrdom-a mortified obedient 
person who lives in the incessant discharge of their duty and obliga-
tions according to their rule show by the Sacrifice of their body and 
Soul that God alone merits to be served, and is incomparably to be 
prefered to every advantage and pleasure ofthis earth .. thus publish-
ing the maxims and truth of the Gospel of Christ and giving testimony 
of its truth and holiness to the faithful and unfaithful, they live and die 
in conformity to the life of Jesus Christ which is in itself a true Martyr-
dOln."36 
1st Chapter of 3rd Book 
of the Virtues of St. Vincent" 
[Some General Observations on the Virtues of Monsieur Vincent] 
Mr. Vincent delighted most in the common virtues of Humility pa-
tience mortification etc. but he practiced them in an uncommon man-
ner Llsing these precious stories of the New Jerusalem in a spirit which 
threw light and lustre on them. 
He had a maxim that those virtues which we practice without diffi-
culties or obstacles are easily lost, while those which are practiced 
through the difficulties and repugnances of nature, and beaten by 
temptation, cast the deepest roots in the heart and are always most 
fruitful. 
2nd Chapter 
The Faith of St. Vincent" 
This first of Virtues had truly been rooted in the heart of Mr. Vin-
cent by the beating storms oftemptation-he endured many different 
36 Ahel\y 2: 181. Cf. #114: "Extrait d' Entretien, Nouvelles de Fran~ois Le Blanc, Missionaire en 
Ecosse, Avril 1655," CED 11:173. 
37Elizabeth skips to Book Three, Abclly, 3: II. 
'" Abelly 3: 15. For a contemporary study of Vincent's temptation against faith, cf. Stafford Poole, 
C.M., and Douglas Slawson, C.M., " A New Look at an Old Temptation," Vincelltian HeriJage 11. 2 
(1990), 125. 
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attacks against it, but it was but the more perfected and strengthened 
by trial-one of his particular remedies in such temptations was to 
write and sign his profession of Faith that he might wear it on his heart, 
and whenever he found himself tempted, he would lay his hand upon 
it as a sign to God that he renounced the temptation, and a renewal of 
his protestation to persevere to his last sigh in the faith of the church, 
and to believe firmly whatever she taught-His Faith was strong, 
pure, and simple. He reproved those who would examine too far and 
reason upon it, comparing it to the light of the sun which blinds and 
dazzles those who gaze too intently on it. He made it the Lamp and 
guide of his paths (as says the Holy Prophet)39 his affections thoughts 
and words being all enlightened by it in such a manner that what we do 
commonly by the instinct of nature and human reasonings he did 
through motives and principles of Faith. 
He said that the reason why we advanced so little in Viltue and the 
affairs of God is for want of the spirit of faith . . "no no" he would say 
"never can our hearts be filled but by the truth which is Eternal" -and 
it was his constant maxim not to consider things by their exterior, but 
to view them in the light of Faith to know what they were in the sight 
of God, , , "I do not see a poor peasant or a beggar," he would say, "ac-
cording to the exterior so coarse or forbidding, but I look at the other 
side of the medal by the light of Faith which shows us the Son of God 
himself become poor, and making the poor his representatives, and 
being disfigured to scarcely the figure of man in his Passion .. oh, how 
good it is to see the Poor in God, while if we look at them with human 
eyes we should feel only disgust and contempt"'O-
as the Faith ofMr. Vincent was thus the root of all his Virtues, if we 
cast our eyes on them we will see how great its perfection must have 
been by the effects and fruits it produced. 
39PS. 119: 105 
40cr. CED II :32. Cf. Isa. 53:2-3 . 
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Chapter 3rd of his Hope and Confidence [in God]4l 
as the Faith of Mr. Vincent was simple and pure resting solely on 
the word of God, and his truth, so his hope was exalted above all natu-
ral views and reasonings and fixed wholly on the goodness and mercy 
of God. 
-When anything for the Service of God was in question, after in-
voking his light to know his will, when once that will was known he 
hoped even against hope:2 and confided solely in his goodness for 
success .. if anyone was distrustful, or represented the improbability 
of the event being favourable, he generally answered "Leave it to our 
Lord, it is his work, and since he thought proper to begin it, we may be 
sure he will finish it in the way he sees best" or he would encourage 
them saying "trust in God, he will be our first and second both in the 
work since he called us to undertake it." 
-Writing once to a Superior of one of his houses he said "I find 
your work increases while your strength diminishes God wills it so, 
and since he gives you the work, he will himself be your strength as 
well as your recompence-believe me 3 are more than 10 when God 
puts his hand to the work, which he does to a certainty when human 
help fails, and he puts us in the necessity of working for his sake be-
yond our strength"43-
the better to dispose his Priests to the greatest confidence in God he 
endeavoured to inspire them with great diffidence in themselves and 
to convince them they could do nothing but by the help of God, that 
their part in any work was only fit to destroy or injure it, without his 
help, therefore they must have the most intire dependence on his grace 
and guidance-he wrote one of his Missioners-"You are right to 
think nothing of your self, still while you reflect on your miseries you 
must also raise your thoughts to Gods infinite goodness-You have 
great reason to distrust yourself, but also greater reason to trust in God 
. .. you feel yourself even inclined to evil, but remember that God is 
4 1 Abelly 3:21. 
42Cf. Rom. 4: 18. 
"Cf. #1293: Vincent de Paul to Marc Couglee. December 4,1650, CCD 4:121. 
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infinitely more inclined to good, and he will do that good in you, and 
by you, and while you are conscious of your own weakness, you may 
always look for his help--cast yourselfthen in his Paternal arms hop-
ing that he himse1fwill work in you and bless all you do,,44-
Another maxim ofSt. Vincent was that God would never be want-
ing in his Providence for those things which are undertaken by his or-
ders- and he set about those enterprises with a double courage when 
he saw them sUlTounded by the greatest difficulties, and exposed to 
the greatest pains and labours .. . 
sending out his Missioners to a most distant and difficult undertak-
ing, he said to them "Go, My Brothers in the name of our Lord- it is 
he who sends you, for his service and glory you make this Mis-
sion- he himself will go with you, have recourse to him in every 
place and circumstance, cast yourselves in his arms as in those of a 
tender Father with a firm confidence that he will assist and bless you 
in all your labours."45 
The Superior of a religious house having written him that his com-
munity was in great difficulty on account of the scarcity of provisions 
and the high price of grain .. he answered- "do not let one year of 
scarcity frighten you, nor even many, God is abundant in riches, you 
have not wanted any thing as yet, why will you be troubled for the time 
to come. does he not feed the birds who neither sow nor reap, how 
much more will he provide for his servants. You would desire as is 
natural, to have provisions in store and ready at your hand, but Grace 
must make you rejoice to have an occasion of trusting in God alone, 
and depending on him like a true beggar, trusting to his abundant 
liberallity .. may he have pity on the poor people, who not being in-
structed, know not how to make use of their affliction and want, nor 
render themselves worthy of the goods ofthis life by seeking first the 
Kingdom of God and his Justice which would obtain them both the 
temporal and Eternal blessings"46-
44Cf. # 1759: Vincent de Paul to Toussaint Lebas, July lO, 1654, CCD 5: 166. 
45Abelly 3:22. 
46Cf. #2591 :Vincentde Paul to Antoine Durand, Around May 1658, CCD 7:171. Cf. Matt. 6:26, 
33. 
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The steward [treasurer] of St. Lazare coming to him to say that he 
had no longer a penny to meet the expences which were on the point of 
beginning for the ordination Exercises, this great Soul full of confi-
dence in God raised his voice withjoy saying "0 the good news, God 
be praised, now we must prove if we have any confidence in God," 
and an Ecclesiastic of his friends observing to him the great expence 
of these times of ordination, and his house being unable to bear the 
weight of it, it would be proper to require something of each person 
who came to the exercises at St. Lazares, he answered smiling "When 
we have spent all we have for our Lord, and nothing more remains, we 
will put the key under the door and go off. " 47 
-often times similar representations were made him, that the 
community must sink under its debts if he did not moderate his exces-
sive charities, but he would only answer "the treasures of Gods Provi-
dence are inexhaustible, do not then dishonor him by our want of 
confidence .. the company of the Mission would sooner be destroyed 
by Riches than by Poverty." 
A certain lawyer making his retreat at St. Lazare, surprised at the 
multitude of externs whom he found there, asked Mr. Vincent leaving 
the refectory how he could possibly find means to provide [for] so 
many .. he answered "Oh Sir, the treasures of Gods Providence are 
very great, if we cast our care on him he will never fail us, as he him-
self promised" adding the verse of the Psalmist to which he had a par-
ticular devotion "The eyes of all wait on thee 0 Lord, and thou givest 
all things in due season, thou openest thy hand and fillest all things liv-
ing with Benediction."48 
The community meeting with a very considerable loss in his ab-
sence, wrote him the particulars of it, to which he answered .. "What-
ever God does he does for the best, and therefore we must hope this 
loss will be profitable to us since it comes from God, all things turn to 
good for those who love him, and we may be sure that when we 
recieve adversities from the hand of God they will be converted in joy 
and Benediction. I beg you then to thank God for this event, and for 
47 Abelly 3:23. 
48ps. 145: 15-16. a prayer used as grace before meals. Cf. 1 Pet. 5:7. 
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our goodwill to recieve this loss for his love he can turn it to our profit 
by ways unknown to us now, but which we will see one day, and I 
hope that the good grace with which you recieve this unexpected 
event will serve as a foundation for a new grace to make a most perfect 
use in future of whatever Aft1ictions he may be pleased to send US."49 . 
. Some friends of Mr. Vincent urging him to repair this loss by a cer-
tain and easy means they suggested-but he excused himself by ob-
serving "We have reason to hope that if we really seek the Kingdom of 
God and his Justice nothing will be wanting, as our Lord teaches in his 
gospel, if the world takes from us on one hand, God will give us on the 
other ... indeed we already experience this since the loss we met with, 
for God has raised us a friend who has given us almost as much as was 
taken from US"50_ 
Concluding a letter to one of his Missioners on the business of 
some farm, he said "here is a great deal on temporal affairs, God grant 
that they may not draw you too much from the Spiritual, and that his 
Spirit may give us a part in his own Eternal thoughts while he is con-
tinually employed in the Government of the World, and extending his 
care over the smallest thing that lives .. . Oh! how should we labour to 
gain a participation in that Spirit"" 
[Section One. Continuation of the Same Subject] 
-Mr. Vincent made much more difficulty to recieve persons of 
talents or property in his company than the poorest or humblest appli-
cants . . not that he would make any exception of persons, but he was 
persuaded that persons of humble unpretending condition would be 
more ready to put their confidence in God and to be led by the Spirit of 
Humility. a Missioner writing him that efforts were making by an-
other congregation to supplant and destroy that of the Missions, 
"well" said Mr. Vincent in reply "we should be very happy if God is 
pleased to send new workmen to his church, that their reputation 
49Cf. #189: "Sur la Perte de la Ferme d' Orsigny,"' CED 12:52-57. Cf. Rom. 8:28. 
sOCf. #2752: Vincent de Paul to Monsieur Desbordes, December 21 , 1658, CCD 7:422. Cf. Matt. 
6:33. 
SICf. #322: Vincent de Paul to Antoine POltail, April 28, 1638, CCD 1 :463. 
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should increase and ours diminish . . pray trust in God, let him guide 
our little bark, if it is useful to him he will preserve it from shipwreck, 
and neither the multitide or size of the other vessels will be able to sink 
it, but on the contrary it will make its way among them with peace and 
Security provided it keeps a direct course without stopping or trifling 
on its way"" -
at the time an application was made to Rome for the confirmation 
of his congregation and its union with St. Lazare, he wrote a Missioner 
who was extremely anxious for the event knowing the difficulties and 
oppositions in the way .. "I fear not the difficulties at Rome or Paris 
... All 1 fear is my sins ... sooner or later it will all come right .. let 
those who fear the Lord, trust in him, he will hear and protect them. " 53 
Mr. Vincent had a maxim that "from the moment God begins to do 
good to any creature, he never stops till he pelfects it, unless they render 
themselves unworthy of it." .. he would intreat his Missioners not to 
rely on any advantage of fortune talent or friends lest God should then 
withdraw from them ... "but if your confidence is wholly in God" he 
would say "he will provide us friends and every thing else-what we do 
is often lost for want of this dependance on him for when it is wanting 
he leaves us to ourselves, and though we work on, it is without fruit and 
we are made to know by our own experience iliat whatever talents or 
advantages we possess they are all nothing without God."54 
[Section Two. Continuation of the Same Subject] 
It was remarked that Mr. Vincent would never take in consider-
ation the qualifications or excellence of his Priests, relying solely on 
God and taking him for his ALL he would send to the 1110st distant and 
perilous missions those he loved and esteemed 111ost, or whose pres-
ence at St. Lazare was 1110St useful and necessary, whenever there was 
the least hope of their rendering greater service to God in more distant 
establishments. 
52Abelly 3:26. Cf. # 1477: Vincent de Paul to Jean Dehorgny. March 29, 1652, CCD 4:345. 
53Cf. Ps 115:11. cr. # 112:Vincent de Paul to Fran,ois du Coudray. July 12, 1632. CCD 1:1 64. 
54Cf. #23: "Sur La Contlance en Dieu," CED II :38-39. 
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his constant aim was to render to God the most unlimited confi-
dence-he often dwelt on the Faith of Abraham, "by whose son God 
had promised to people the whole earth, and yet commanded he 
should be offered in sacrifice .. the Father of the Faithful preparing to 
execute the command might yet have asked how then will the promise 
of God be fulfilled, but he gave himself no trouble about it knowing 
only that God was Almighty, and required of him what was most dear 
to him .. it was his only Son, how then could his life be preserved in 
which all the nations of the earth were to be blessed .. but God had said 
it and Abraham's confidence was beyond every difficulty that could 
arise ... and why should not ours be the same .. . if we leave the care 
of all our concerns to God and steadily follow the line he points out to 
us ... and is not this confidence most striking also in the fidelity of the 
Sons of Rachab55 and 10nadab who was directed by God to live in a 
manner quite different from other men .. to lodge in tents, not in 
houses .. so he abandoned the one he had, and lived in the fields, in 
which also he was to plant no vines that he might not have wine which 
he would drink no more .. he even forbid his children to sow wheat or 
any grain, to plant trees or to make gardens, so that they were without 
bread wheat or fruit .. What was poor 10nadab to do .. could his family 
live without provisions? .. seldom is confidence in divine Providence 
carried so far, but his was such that he with his children depended 
upon it in this manner for 350 years .. his children and childrens 
childrens doing as he had done, and this was so agreeable to God, that 
when he reproached his people for their intemperance by the Voice of 
Jeremiah, he said 'go tell this ungrateful nation a man did so and so,' 
and 1eremiah called the children ofRachab and had bread and wine set 
before them saying " eat ofthese' butthey answered, "We have been 
commanded by our Father not to eat them, and for so long a time as we 
never have.' ... Oh then if this Father had so much confidence in God, 
and if his children were so firm in adhering to his commands, what 
should be our confidence that in whatever difficulty we may be, his 
Providence will always provide us .. and what is our fidelity to our 
55Cf. Gen. 22; Jeremiah 35. Jonadab. son of Rechab, was chieftain of the Rechabites, who were 
conservative defenders of the Israelite traditions. 
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rules in comparison with these dutiful children, who were in no ways 
obliged to abstain from customary things but from submission to their 
father, through whose will they lived in this unheard of Poverty. 56 
[Section Three. Monsieur Vincent's Thoughts on the Confidence 
We Should Have in God.] 
Let us beg of his divine goodness thru a great confidence for the 
event of all our concerns if we are only faithful nothing will be want-
ing, he will live himselfin us, he will guide, defend and love us, and 
whatever we say or do will be pleasing and acceptable to him. how can 
we have confidence in ourselves when we know we can do nothing, 
and refuse to trust in God who we know can do all things, would we 
rather trust our own weakness than his goodness, our own poverty 
than his riches"'7 .. 
He wrote one of his Missioners- "He who lives at the sign ofCon-
fidence in God will be always favoured with his special protection, 
and he may be sure that nothing will happen but for his good, nor any 
thing but what is good, for God will give him himself and with himself 
all that is good, both for Soul and body."s8 
In a Conference with the Sisters of Charity recommending ear-
nestly this confidence he said "You see often how God in his anger 
punishes a multitude of sinners with sudden and violent death without 
time to do Penance while he leaves you, and takes care of you because 
you serve the poor- You had a special mark of his Protection on two 
particular occasions lately,--one was at St. Germains, where an old 
miserable building in which one of your Sisters had just entered with a 
portion for a poor sick woman, fell in Entire ruins from top to bot-
tom- She finding herself between two floors to all appearance must 
have been crushed and stifled, as 30 other persons were, no one in the 
house indeed escaping but a poor little infant, which however was hurt 
while the Sister of Charity as by a miracle stood quietly with her 
57Cf. #611: Vincent de Paul to Louise de Marillac, [September I, 1642) CCD 2:323. 
58Abelly 3:35. Cf. #24: "Sur la Contiance en Dieu," CED II :38. Elizabeth inconectly indicates 
that Vincent was writing a letter. He conveyed these thoughts to his confreres in a conference. 
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porridge pot in her hand on a little corner of the floor which had not 
fallen in though all the rest had, and what was still more remarkable 
there fell all around her from the upper stories of the house all the 
chests, tables, wood stoves etc, the least of which must have crushed 
her from that height but she remained unhurt, and walked out safe and 
sound from the midst of the ruins. 59 -the other instance I mentioned 
was a beam having broken in the house of their community and the 
floor of a room breaking in suddenly, the Providence of God so or-
dered it that not one among them was either over or under this floor, 
though a moment before many had been, Madame Legras herse1fhav-
ingjust left the place .. What a providence indeed!" Mr. Vincent then 
raising his voice cried out "0 MY GOD what reason indeed we have 
to trust you!"-adding "why we read in History of a man being killed 
by the fall of a tortoise on his head from the bec of an eagle, while a 
Sister of Charity walks safe and sound from the ruins of a house fall-
ing about her head without the least harm or injury." 
Chapter 4th-3rd Book [His Love of God] 
Although the Love of God has its seat in the heart and its most no-
ble and perfect operations can be known only to those who practice it, 
and to God as its source, yet we may sometimes judge of the interior 
fire by its exterior effects, as the heat of a furnace may be judged by 
the flame which comes out of it-the love of Mr. Vincent towards 
God will only be manifested in the great day .. but we will notice here 
at least some sparks of that sacred fire in his heart which he could not 
keep hidden within-
The first and certain mark of the love of God in a heart is an exact 
observance of his law60 and this mark in Mr. Vincent was of all the 
most evident, for whoever had most opportunity of observing him 
publicly and privately can best attest how constant and persevering 
his care was in the smallest observances of Sanctity- no one could be 
man, and fail less in them than he did or be more attentive in 
59Cf. Conferences, "On the Love of Our Vocation and Helping the Poor," February 13, 1646. 
60 Abelly 3:37. Cf. I John 5:3. 
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mortifying his Passions, regulating his Judgment, and watching his 
words .. he was indeed so united to God that it was plainly seen that di-
vine love ruled all the powers of his Soul, and influenced the very or-
gans and motions of his body .. his whole life being truly a Sacrifice 
and continual offering to God of all that he had recieved from his lib-
eral hand-the liberty, light and affections of his will and whatever 
was in any way at his disposal ... the intimate and highest joy of his 
heart being the thought of the incomprehensible Glory of God, his in-
effable love, and infinite Perfections-his most ardent and continual 
desire was for the greater Glory of God .. that he should be better 
served, loved and glorified in all places by all creatures, and this per-
fect charity was not only sensibly communicated to those of his own 
household, but whoever approached him experienced the effects, 
through the virtue and energy of his expressions which had the power 
of penetrating the hearts of all who heard them. 
Mr. Vincents love of God was particularly manifested by his purity 
of intention in the least and smallest of his actions the glory of God and 
the desire of pleasing him being always his sole object .. he often said 
God does not observe the exterior of our actions so much as the degree 
oflove with which we do them, as well as the pure intention which ac-
companies them .. that small things done in order to please God were 
not so liable to vain glory as more striking actions which often dissi-
pate in smoke .. and if we really wished to please God in great actions, 
we must first accustom ourselves to please him in small ones-
One day a Missioner accusing himself that he had done an action 
through human respect, Mr. Vincent replied "it would be better for us 
to be thrown tied and bound amidst burning coals than to do an action 
to please men instead of God," then having called over the divine 
perfections on one side, and the defects, imperfections and miseries of 
creatures on the other, to show the folly of those who neglected doing 
their actions for God losing their time and pains through the low and 
human views which influenced them, he added these remarkable 
words, "let us always honour the perfections of God taking for the end 
of all we do those which are most opposed to our imperfections, as his 
meekness and clemency as directly opposed to our anger and severity, 
his wisdom so contrary to our blindness, his greatness and majesty so 
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above our vileness and lowness, and his infinite goodness always so 
contrary to our malice.-our study should be to honour and glorify 
these perfections of God so precisely the reverse of our defects, and 
this intention will be as the Soul of what we do, and will enhance the 
value and price of all our actions-for as the clothes or dress of 
princes are not so much esteemed and valued for the stuff of which 
they are made as for the rich embroidery, pearls and precious stones 
which adorn them, so we are not to be satisfied with merely doing 
good works, but we must enrich them and add to their merit the high 
and most holy intention of doing them only to please God and for his 
glory."61 
Chapter 5th 
his conformity to the will of God62 
Mr. Vincent had so great an esteem for the practice of this holy 
conformity that in the abundance of his heart he used to repeat this 
beautiful sentence, that to conform ourselves in all things to the will of 
God, and to take all our pleasure in it, was to live on earth an angelic 
life, and even to live the life of JESUS CHRIST. And on the same sub-
ject he would say that our Lord was in a continual communion with 
virtuous Souls who kept themselves faithfully and constantly united 
to his most holy will and who willed or willed not always in confor-
mity with it.-he had even a particular rule for his community on the 
subject in these words .. "and because the holy practice of doing the 
will of God in all things is the certain means quickly to acquire chris-
tian perfection each one will try as far as is in their power to make it fa-
miliar in these four ways . .. -first in executing readily what is 
commanded and carefully avoiding what is forbidden-secondly 
among those indifferent things which present themselves to be done 
always to choose those which are most repugnant to our nature unless 
those which please us are more useful, for then they must have the 
preference, considering them however not on the side which delights 
61ef. #43: "Sur Ie Respect Humaine;' CED II :63·64. 
62Abelly 3:40. 
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or pleases us, but as being the most agreeable to God .. and if different 
things are to be done neither pleasing or the contrary to recieve them 
equally as from the hand of Providence-Thirdly with respect to 
things which happen unlooked for, as afflictions or consolations, cor-
poral or Spiritual they should be accepted with equality of mind, as 
coming from the paternal hand of our Lord-fourthly, doing all things 
purely in order to do his will, and to imitate our Saviour Jesus Christ as 
much as we can."63 he considered this practice as the sovereign rem-
edy of every evil, but desired that it should be persisted in and that the 
will of God should be as the very element of the Soul that it should be 
as the air it breathed, and the happiness to which it should continually 
aspire .. the perfection of divine love he would say does not depend 
upon extacies but in well doing the will of God, and that man of all 
others will be most perfect whose will is most conformed to the will of 
God-when our Lord instructed the young man in the Gospel on the 
means of reaching Perfection he said, if anyone will come after me let 
him renounce himself, take his cross and follow me,64 and I would ask 
who is it can renounce himself more, or take up the cross of mortifica-
tion more effectually in order to follow JESUS CHRIST, than he who 
studies never to do his own will, but always the will of God ... and in 
another place of Scripture it is said that he who adheres to God is one 
Spirit with him, and who can adhere closer to him than one who al-
ways does his will, wishes and desires nothing but his will - this is 
the true means and the short way to acquire a great treasure of grace in 
this life.65 One of his Missioners wrote him of a very disagreeable cir-
cumstance that had happened and Mr. Vincent replied, "well what can 
we do but to will what God wills, this morning in my poor Meditation I 
had a great desire to will whatever happens in the world .. the good 
and evil both (that is the evil of pains and sufferings) since God is 
pleased to send them . . many many blessings would be the 
63Cf. John Rybolt, C.M., and Frances Ryan. D.C., eds., "Common Rules or Constitutions of the 
Congregation of the Mission," chap. 2. #3, Vincent de Paul alld Louise de Marillac: Rules, 
COlljerences, alld Writings (Paulist Press: Mahwah, New Jersey, 1995), 88 (hereafter cited as 
Rules). 
64Matt. 16:24 
65Cf. #148: "Repetition d 'Oraison du 16 Mars 1656," CED II :317. Cf. I Cor. 6:17. 
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consequence of this Perfect abandon and conformity in us to the will 
of God, and our tranquillity and peace of mind would not be the least 
ofthem"66 
-Speaking of the 3rd petition of the Lords prayer he said "it was 
plain that our Lord would teach us that as the angels and Blessed in the 
highest heavens do his adorable and holy will incessantly, so he would 
have us do it on earth with as much love and perfection as possible, 
having given himself the example of this by coming from Heaven to 
Earth only to accomplish the will of his Father."67 
[Section One. Continuation of the Same Topic] 
and as the will of God may be known in two ways either by the 
events which depend not on us, but solely on his good pleasure as sick-
ness, losses, and other like events of this life, or by the express decla-
ration from him of what is pleasing to him exteriorly by his commands 
or councils, or interiorly by his inspirations, in which he leaves the 
will at libertl8 -for the first Mr. Vincent made it a rule to recieve ev-
ery event from the hand of God not only with submission and pa-
tience, but even with affection and joy-and in those things where he 
was free to act as he thought best he sought always the good pleasure 
of God directing his intention to please him at the beginning of every 
action, saying in his heart, My God I will do this or not do that because 
I believe it will be most pleasing to you, and agreeable to your will, 
and from time to time he would renew this intention so that he might 
always and in all things faithfully accomplish this most holy 
will-this exercise of conformity to the holy will of God he called the 
treasure of a Christian because it included in itself the practice of mor-
tification, of indifference and self denial .. of imitation of Christ, of 
union with God, and generally of every Virtue which are only Virtues 
66 Cf. #2383: Vincent de Paul to a Priest of the Mission, CCD 6:476. 
67Matt. 6:10. Cf.#142: "SurlaConformite ilia Volante de Dieu," October 15, 1655, CED 11:313. 
68 Abelly 3:45. For a discussion of this same concept but from a Salesian perspective of God's 
signified will and will of good pleasure, cf. Francis de Sales, Treatise ol/Divine Love, Books 8 and 9. 
Vincent was greatly influenced by the teachings and writings of Francis de Sales, particularly 
Introduction to the Devout Life and Treatise on Divine Love. 
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because they are agreeable to God arid conformed to his will, which is 
the source and rule of all perfection ... with respect to the inspirations 
by which God sometimes makes known his will to us, Mr. Vincent 
made the following remarks "as se(llove is easily decieved and may 
take the inclinations of Nature for the movements of the spirit of God, 
we must consider the motive, end, and means of these inspirations and 
take the advice of those who direct us, that by following their counsels 
we may do the will of God."69 (oh the beautiful beautiful advice) 
Speaking another time to his community he said, "I am sure there is 
no one present amongst us who has not tried today to do some pious 
and good actions, and yet perhaps God has rejected these actions for 
having been done through the motive of your own will as he said to his 
people, by the Prophet who declared to them on the part of God, '1 will 
accept none of your fasts, by which thinking to honour, you dishonour 
me, because when you fast you do your own will and by it you destroy 
and corrupt your fast, no and the same may be said of all our works of 
piety in which the mixture of our own will destroys and corrupts our 
devotions, our labours, our penances etc. for these 20 years past I can 
never read the Epistle at Mass which contains those words of the 
Prophet, (Isaiah 58 ch:) without fear and emotion ... if indeed we 
would not lose our time and pains, we must never act through the im-
pulse of our own interests, inclination, humour, or fancy, but accus-
tom ourselves to take the habit of doing the will of God in every thing . 
. In every thing I repeat, not only in particular things, for this is the 
proper rule of grace, which will make both the action, and the person 
who does it agreeable to God.'m 
We will finish this chapt[ er] by, another striking reflection of this 
true servant of God on the subject .. "See" said he "the happy and holy 
life of one who lives in this spirit of conformity to the will of God, and 
the blessings which continually accompany whatever they do---hold-
ing only to God, God is every where with them, he truly holds them by 
69Cf. #214: "Conference des Vraies Lumieres et des Illusions," 17 Octobrc 1659, CED 
12:340-55. For a different version cf. Abelly, 3:46. The comment in parentheses appears to be 
Elizabeth 's . 
7oIsa.l: 11 and 58:3-4 
7ICf.#199: "Conferellce de laConformite a la Volonte de Dieu," 7 Mars 1659, CED 12:155-56. 
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the hand, and being wholly submitted to his divine controul, you will 
see them today, tomorrow, next week, and through the whole year, 
and in short their whole life, in Peace and tranquillity, continually 
tending towards God, and shedding over the souls of their neighbour 
the Spirit so sweet and salutary with which they are animated. if they 
are compared with those who follow their own inclinations we will 
find a bright and striking light accompanying their actions, and a nota-
ble progress in Virtue, with strength and energy even in their 
words-the blessing of God is on all they do, while on the contrary 
those who are attached to their own inclinations and will, are earthly in 
all their views and thoughts, and even their best works are dead, be-
cause of their attachment to creatures and the grovelling dispositions 
of their nature, which keeps them from rising to God, and seeking his 
will"n-
+ 
His union with the good pleasure of God 
through Entire Resignation and Indifference73 
It is principally in afflictions and suffering whether interior or exte-
rior, that we show our true love of God, and perfect conformity to his 
will, when the heart burthened and oppressed unites itself to his good 
pleasure, acquiescing not only with patience, but also with peace and 
joy to whatever the divine goodness appoints, lovingly carrying the 
cross it sends because it is the good pleasure of God ... this Mr. Vin-
cent practised most excellently amidst the multiplied crosses and suf-
ferings by which God was pleased to try his Virtue for on every 
painful occasion his only word was God be praised . . the name of God 
be praised .. this was his usual strain expressing so well the disposi-
tions of his heart always ready and resigned for the will of God ... and 
such was his affection and esteem of this Virtue that seeing some of 
his Priests much grieved at an afflicting circumstance which had hap-
pened in his Congregation [ofthe Mission] he said that one single act 
n Cf. #28: "Extrait d'Entretien Sur la Conformite 11 la Volonte." CED 11 :46-47. 
73Abelly 3:47. 
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of resignation and acceptance of the good pleasure of God was better 
than a thousand temporal successes.74 
Speaking once on the subject and pointing out the difference be-
tween a situation in which God himself places us, and one in which he 
only permits us to fall, the one taking place by his absolute will, the 
other only by his permission as losses, sickness, contradictions, and 
aridities which proceed absolutely from the Will of God, but that in 
which there is sin or a counteraction of his orders, coming only from 
his permission he said .. "for the first which comes from the Will of 
God we should recieve them of whatever kind they might be with 
intire resignation to suffer whatever he pleased, as much and as long 
as he pleased .. which was the great lesson of the Son of God and those 
who get this lesson well and take it well to hemt, are in the first class of 
the School of this divine Master ... indeed I know no greater Sanctity 
or greater peifection than this resignation when it leads us to give our-
selves intirely up with intire indifference for every kind of situation 
and condition provided we m'e exempt from sin75 ••• 
Holy indifference is a state of Virtue which detaches us from all 
creatures, and so perfectly unites us to the will of the creator that we 
become almost without desire for one thing more than another. I have 
said it is a state of Virtue because in itself it is no Virtue unless the 
heart is disengaged by it from the objects which captivate it, in which 
case it is not only a most excellent Virtue, but of singular advantage 
for our advancement in our Spiritual life and in deed even most neces-
sary for those who wish to serve God in a perfect manner, for how can 
we seek his kingdom if we are attached to the things of the present life 
.. how accomplish his Will if we follow the movements of our own . . 
how detach ourselves from every thing if we are not courageous 
enough to quit the smaller things which hold us .. . We plainly see that 
this holy indifference must be a most essential point if we wish to be 
free from self slavery, or rather from the bondage of a beast, for those 
who suffer themselves to be enslaved and over ruled by their animal 
74Elizabeth added the emphasis. Abelly 3:48. 
75This text does not appear in CED, but it may be related to a conference Vincent gave to the 
Congregation of the Mission. May 16. J659. Cf. #205: "On Indifference." 
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nature, deserve not the title of Man, but of beast.-As fire tends al-
ways towards its sphere, and will destroy whatever is in its way, so 
holy indifference leads to Perfect Love . . and according to the senti-
ment of one of the Saints is the source of every Virtue and the Death of 
every Vice 
-"A Soul in this holy state is compared by the prophet to a beast of 
burden which pretends not to carry one thing more than another, to 
prefer a rich master to a poor one, a fine stable to a stall, but takes all 
things as they come, and suffers itself to be led in every manner stop-
ping or going on, to the right or the left, by day or by night etc .... and 
so should it be with us .. detached from our Jndgment, our will, and in-
clinations from all indeed that is not God, and ready for every direc-
tion of his most holy Will. 
"0 great St. Peter! You said well that you had quitted all things, be-
ing ready the moment you saw your divine master on the sea shore to 
quit your boat and garments, cast yourself into the sea to go and join 
this divine Lord who was your alF6 ••• Should we not indeed my 
Brothers, should we not empty our hearts and will of all that is not 
JESUS . . . may that Grace be ours ... and mine more than all, since I 
am so miserable, that even in myoid age I am forced to cry with the 
prophet My God be merciful to me77 ••• create a clean heart in me, free 
me from all my attachments .. I am much edified to see some of you so 
ready to go at all distances, some even of the oldest and most infirm of 
you have asked me to send them to the Indies .. and what gives them 
this courage but their freedom of heart which makes them willing and 
ready to go wherever God desires to be loved and adored; and nothing 
would stop them here but the holy Will of God-and the rest of us my 
brethren if we were not fastened by some miserable root or briar 
would also say from the heart, My God I am ready to go the world over 
to make known your name, even if I know I should die in the way; 
Convinced that my Salvation is in Obedience, because obedience is in 
your Will .. this should be our disposition and we should study well 
76Cf. John 21:7. 
77p s.51:1 
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what are the things which draw us from it that by means of continual 
mortification, interior and exterior, we may at last with the help of 
God obtain the liberty of his children, which is nothing else but holy 
indifference78-Oh how beautiful is this grace in a Missioner-how 
pleasing to God does it make him-if once we are thus divested of our 
own will, we will be ever ready to do the will of God with confi-
dence-that will in which the angels find all their felicity, and in 
which we should find all our happiness.,,"9 
.. Mr. Vincent exercised himself in this holy indifference in the 
most perfect manner-in the extremity even of his last sickness he 
was not known to express even by a word his preference to any rem-
edy or food whatever although he would tell when any thing disagreed 
with him, yet if it was presented again to him he would take it like any 
thing else .. with respect to his congregation he would not suffer any 
establishments to be sought for directly or indirectly since, he said 
"through pretext of zeal and the Glory of God, designs were planned 
which he would not bless or approve .. he himself knows what is best 
for us, and will do it in his own time if we give ourselves up in his 
hands like true children to a good Father."so 
a most advantageous affair being proposed to him for his congre-
gation, and his Priests pressing him to assent to it, he made this beauti-
ful answer "I think we would do better to leave it for the present, both 
in order to blunt the inclinations of Nature, which desires that what-
ever is advantageous should be quickly executed, as well as to exer-
cise ourselves in holy indifference and give time for our Lord to 
manifest his will, while we offer him our prayers and recommend the 
business to him-be assured that if he wills it should take place, our 
delay will no way hinder it .. the less there is of our work in it the more 
there will be of his"8' -
'8Cf. Rom. 8:21. Cf. #205: "Conference de l' Indifference," 16 Mai 1659. CED 12:227-44. 
Abelly ' s version differs from that of Coste. 
79Cf. #1472: Vincent de Paul to a Priest of the Mission, March 15, 1652, CCD 4:339. 
gOCf. #2274: Vincent de Paul to Achille Le Vazeux, June I, 1657, CCD, 6:33 1. 
"Cf. #2001: Vincent de Paul to Nicholas Etienne, January 30, 1656, CCD 5:537. The affair did 
not materialize. 
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in the year 1654 when the plague carried off several of his most 
useful and zealous Missioners after exhorting his community to confi-
dence in God he opened to them the sad tidings in this manner, "0 how 
true it is that we should place ourselves wholly in the hands of God as-
sured that his Providence does all for our good and advantage in what-
ever may happen to us ... Yes, what God gives or takes is always for 
our good since it is to fulfil his own will, which should be all our aim, 
and all our happiness .. Therefore I can now comunicate to you an Af-
fliction the most severe which could have possibly happened to us .. 
the Superior [Etienne Blatiron] of our house in Jenes [Genoa] . Mr. N. 
[Nicolas Duport] is dead .. you know with what joy he was employed 
in the service of the sick, his fervour and zeal for the salvation of Souls 
.. our virtuous and good Italian Missioner [Domenico Boccone] too is 
dead .. Mr. N. [Antoine Tratebas] also a great servant of God exalted 
in every virtue, is dead .. Mr. N. [Fran<;ois Vincent] whom you all 
know was inferior to none in virtue, is also dead. Mr. N. [Jean 
(Mc )Ennery] the most pious and exemplary of men is dead ... it is 
done .. my Brothers the contageous sickness has swept them all off, 
and God has taken them to himself ... 0 Saviour of Souls! what a 
loss! what an affliction .. it is now indeed we must resign ourselves to 
the will of God .. but after giving our tears to this separation we must 
raise our hearts to him, and praise and bless him for these losses, since 
they happen to us only through his adorable Will .. and let us not say 
that we have lost those whom God has taken to himself, , no we do not 
lose them .. the Ashes of good Missioners reproduce others, and God 
will give their grace and virtue, to those who have the zeal to go and 
replace them"82-
82Cf. #174: "Repetition d' Oraison Sur Mort de Plusieurs PrOtres de la Mission it Genes," 23 
Septembre 1657, CED 11:428-32. Abelly's text differs considerably from Coste' s, who gives both 
for comparison. In addition the event took place in 1657, not in 1654, Abelly's dale. The total 
number of confreres lost was six. 
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Chapter 6th 
his continual attention to the Presence of God 
it is the very Nature oflove to make us seek the presence of the per-
son we love, and to delight in their company and conversation-and it 
was most easy to Judge that the mind ofMr. Vincent was continually at-
tentive to the presence of God since it was never dissipated by any kind 
of business or occupations whatever but always recollected and present 
to itself, and as it has been remarked he generally paused to answer any 
question asked him, (particularly if on any thing of importance) while 
he raised his mind to God to obtain his light and grace, to say nothing 
but for his will and glory-one of his priests who had had the greatest 
opportunity to observe him in private had often seen him for hours to-
gether with his eyes fastened on a crucifix which he held in his 
hand-and on many occasions when news would be brought him of 
things which must create the greatest pain or consolation, he would 
recieve either the one or the other, with such equality of countenance, 
that it could never be accounted for, but through his Perpetual Recollec-
tion in God ... he often remarked that "very little could be expected of a 
person who had not the custom of conversing with God, and when we 
acquitted ourselves badly in our employments in his service it was for 
want of keeping close to him, and begging his help and grace with Per-
fect Confidence.""' ... When he passed from or to the city he was al-
ways in great recollection walking in the presence of God, praising and 
blessing him in his heart . . and when in the last years of his life he could 
only go out in his little carriage with his companion he would generally 
keep his eyes closed, and the curtain of the carriage drawn so as neither 
to see or be seen, in order to keep himselfthe more recollected in God. 
-he had a great affection for the custom of using the Sign of the 
Cross at the striking of the clock, he always did it himself uncovering 
his head and lifting his heart to God whether alone or in company, and 
recommended it as an excellent means to renew the remembrance of 
the presence of God, and the recollection of the resolutions we have 
made in our morning meditations, and therefore he introduced this 
83Cf. Abelly 3:56. Elizabeth added her emphasis. 
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practice in his company who used it as far as time and place would per-
mit. 
-Well convinced by a long experience of the multiplied graces to 
be acquired by this practice of recollection Mr. Vincent taught it in ev-
ery manner he could, , in many parts ofthe House of St. Lazare he had 
written in large letters GOD SEES YOif' so that going and coming the 
Presence of God might be remembered and such was his esteem for 
this exercise that he said whoever would practice it well and follow its 
attraction faithfully for the love of God, would soon reach the highest 
degree of holiness , , ,he had a particular turn in using natural and sen-
sible objects for this purpose, not stopping on the outside shell or exte-
rior appearance, nor even on their excellence, yet always refening 
them to the praise of their creator he would say what is the most beau-
tiful compared with him, who is the source of all beauty and perfection 
is it not from him the flowers, birds, stars, moon and sun draw their 
beauty and lusterS5 , , he said once to his community that having often 
to visit a sick person who suffered continual pain in the head, and bore 
it with great Patience, that he saw on the countenance of the person 
some inexpressible lustre which evidenced the residence of God in 
her soul-and he could not help exclaiming "0 the happiness of suf-
fering for the love of God! how pleasing is this state to him since his 
own son would crown every act of his most holy life with such excess 
of pain as caused his Death," , , , Being once in a room surrounded 
intirely with mir[r]ors so that every least thing in it could be seen, he 
said "since man has found an invention thus to represent whatever 
passes in a place, even to the smallest movement of the least fly, how 
much more easy is it to believe that they are all represented in the great 
mirror of the divinity which fills all, and surrounds every thing by its 
immensity and in whom the blessed see all things and particularly the 
84 Abelly 3:57. Abelly uses the phrase "GOD SEES ALL." Elizabeth uses this thought with added 
emphasis in an instruction on the Presence of God: "You know the general principle-that God is 
every where ... yet in the practice oflife, we live day by day as if we scarcely remembered that God 
sees us." Cf. Seton Writings 3:9.20. 
"Cf. CEO 13:143. 
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good works of the faithful, and consequently all their acts of patience, 
humility and conformity to the will of God."'" 
We finish this chapter by a remark he once made his community on 
the presence of God . . "The thought of the Presence of God makes the 
practice of doing his will incessantly familiar to us, the remembrance 
of his divine presence becomes fixed in the mind by degrees, and by 
his grace at last becomes habitual, so that we really are animated with 
this divine presence .. how many are there even in the world who 
never forget that God sees them, I lately met with a person who made 
it a matter of conscience to have been 3 times that day distracted from 
the thought of God . . these persons will be our Judges before his di-
vine majesty, for our frequent forgetfulness of him, whom it is our 
chief care and business to think of and love while we are serving him 
in exterior employments ... let us beg of our Lord the grace to say 
with himself, "My food and life is to do the will of God, and that he 
will give us a continual hunger and thirst after his Justice.""7 
Chapter 7th-His Prayers. [His Mental Prayer]8S 
Prayer is like the precious manna which God gives to faithful Souls 
to preserve and perfect their spiritual life, and the heavenly dew which 
is to produce and nourish every Virtue in their hearts-however 
pressing the affairs ofMr. Vincent might be, he would whatever place 
or situation he was in give at least one hour of the morning to mental 
prayer and would always give it the preference to every other employ-
ment or good work which was not of positive obligation or necessity . . 
the rest of the day was all consecrated by him in this first morning of-
fering which he always made in the church with his whole Commu-
nity ... the sighs of his burning heart often inspiring even the coldest 
with devotion .. no one of his congregation was exempt from this 
practice he so greatly esteemed .. even the sick and infirm he said 
might easily do it by the use of affections instead of reasonings and 
S6Cf. CElJ I 1:409. 
87Cf. John 4:34. Cf. CED 12:11i3-64. 
" Abe\ly 3:59. 
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keeping themselves quietly in the presence of God, forming acts of 
resignation, of conformity to his will, of contrition for their sins, of pa-
tience and confidence in the divine goodness . . of love, and 
thanksgiving for his benefits etc. besides this regular meditation he 
made others in the course of the day and evening as time would per-
mit-he had a particular devotion to pray and meditate before the 
Blessed Sacrament where he remained so recollected and in so devout 
a posture that all who saw him were greatly edified-
his advice on the manner of Meditation was to follow always the 
humble and simple method of reflections, affections, and resolutions, 
as the most secure and effectual, until God should himself place us in 
the more enlightened path which leads to perfect day89 -he remarked 
that it was easy to be decieved in the discernment of spilits therefore the 
humblest way was the most secure, and no one could leave the plain and 
beaten path without presumption and danger, , , our perfection not de-
pending on our manner of prayer and meditation, but on our practice of 
charity, and frequently we found this essential Virtue greater and more 
fervent in a simple soul which went the common way than in those of a 
higher pretention who would remain through their whole life grovel-
ling in gross imperfections by neglecting the daily task of rooting out 
some vice or acquiring some Virtue-the test and exterior of good 
meditation he said was the disposition and fruits it produced, and he 
knew of none better than humility, a sense of our nothingness before 
God, Mortification of our Passions, interior recollection, uprightness 
and simplicity of heart, attention to the presence of God, intire depend-
ance on his will, and frequent aspirations towards him. 
-Mr. Vincent covered with the Veil of Silence both his manner of 
Meditation and its effects on him, but it was easy to Judge what they 
were by the expressions which burst from his heart, unable to contain 
itself when coming from these communications with the divine maj-
esty while the whole tenor of his life was a continued act of humility, 
charity, mortification, and zeal for the service and glory of God-he 
testified the greatest desires for his Missioners advancement in this 
holy exercise. 
8gef. Provo 4: 18. 
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"Gi ve me a man of prayer" he would say, "and he will be capable of 
every thing .. he may truly say with St. Paul I can do all things through 
Christ who strengthens me90 •• The congregation of Missions will con-
tinue as long as it is faithful to the exercise of Meditation. Meditation 
is its impregnible rampart, to defend it against every kind of attack, it 
is its arsenal or tower of David to furnish it with every sort of arms, not 
only for its own defence, but for assailing and putting to flight all the 
enemies of the Glory of God and the Salvation of Souls."91 
-he recommended above all the meditation of affections and 
practice, that is meditation in which affections and good resolutions 
are made rather than considerations which should only be used to 
awaken them. he compared the soul to a galley on the waves with sails 
and oars, and said that as they only had recourse to oars when the wind 
failed, and when it was favourable went much quicker and more 
agreeably with sails, so considerations were to be used in meditations 
only when the movements of the holy spirit ceased, but when this 
heavenly wind breathed over our hearts we must abandon them to his 
direction. 
-he said that the treasure of every Virtue was contained in the 
mysteries of the life, death and resurrection of our Lord, and to profit 
by these subjects of meditation we should Adore our Lord in the situa-
tion in which the Mystery represents him, Wondering, adoring, prais-
ing and thanking him for the mercies he has merited for us, humbly 
representing to him our miseries and wants and begging the necessary 
grace and help to imitate the Virtues he teaches us in that Mystery-
he encouraged those who felt dryness and aridity in their medita-
tions to persevere steadily in imitation of our Lord who prolonged and 
redoubled his prayer as his Agony increased, and to remember also 
that prayer is a gift of God which we should beg of him earnestly in the 
words of the Apostles "Lord teach us to pray"n waiting for this grace 
with humility and patience. 
9OPhii. 4: 13 
91 AbeUy 3:62. Cf. #97: "Extrait d'Entretien Sur l'Oraison," CED 11 :83·84. 
OlCf. Luke 22:43; II: I. 
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[Section One. A Collection of Some Counsels and Instructions 
of Monsieur Vincent on the Topic of Mental Prayer]"3 
One of his Community observed to him one day that he doubted if 
he should make any more resolutions in Meditation he was always so 
unfaithful in practising them to which Mr. Vincent replied that was no 
reason why he should not renew them, "for although we might seem 
no stronger from the food we ate, yet we could not desist from taking 
nourishment, and one of the most essential parts of Meditation was the 
resolution made in it, but it should be strongly made, and even the ob-
stacles foreseen which might prevent our keeping it, that we might 
take the means in our power of surmounting them, although we will 
know that the effect and practice depend wholly on God-for truly the 
reason why we so often fail in our good resolutions is because we rely 
too much on ourselves, we rest on our own strength, and trust to our 
good desires, and therefore produce so little fruit while on the contrary 
our whole dependence should be on the grace of God which we should 
earnestly implore; then even though we should frequently fail in our 
good resolutions, and keep scarcely anyone that we have made, yet 
we should not cease to renew them, humbling ourselves before God 
begging his grace with renewed fervour like Physicians who seeing 
no efficacy in the remedies they give yet continue and repeat them un-
til they act upon the patient and they see the change they desire, , if 
then remedies are so perseveringly applied for Maladies of the body 
how much more persevering should be our applications of those of the 
Soul, in which God is often pleased to work the most effectual change 
by our patient perseverance94-
- "the practice of mortification too is very essential to meditation 
and I am persuaded that the want of it is the true reason why many per-
sons meditate with so little fruit, and are so slow in the way of perfec-
tion ... for how can we be prepared for meditation unless we are 
accustomed to restrain our senses not only by mortifying our eyes, 
ears, tongue and other exterior senses but also the faculties of our 
93Abelly 3:68 . 
94Cf. #70: "Repetition d 'Oraison Sur l'Oraison," CED 11:87-88. 
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Soul, the understanding, memory, and will .. unless we do it we can 
never be well disposed for meditation, but if we are faithful in the 
practice of mortification we will be well prepared for meditation and 
meditation in its turn will help us to support the spirit of MOltifica-
tion."95 
one of the Brothers of the company going on his knees before the 
community to ask pardon for the little good he had done oflate in med-
itation, and even for his unwillingness to apply to it- "My Brother" 
said Mr. Vincent "God sometimes pennits that we should lose the 
pleasure we have found in meditation and even all our attraction for it, 
but generally this is but a trial, and we must not be discouraged or af-
flicted, I have known some most holy souls who found nothing but 
distaste and dryness in Meditation, but as they were very faithful to 
God they made a good use of their trial and it became even a means of 
their Advancement in Virtue .. but as this dryness and weariness in 
meditation may also proceed from negligence on our part we must be 
always on our guard my Brother"96 
- another Brother making his repetition of meditation complained 
that he had neither sense or knowledge for that exercise, and could 
never command any faculty of his Soul but his Will which he em-
ployed only in producing Affections sometimes thanking God, some-
times begging his Mercy and exciting himself to confusion and 
sorrow for his Sins .. or begging some particular grace that he might 
imitate some Virtue of our Lord, and then taking resolutions in conse-
quence etc. "Oh" said Mr. Vincent "how good is this way ofmedita-
tion my Brother never trouble yourself about the reflections of the 
understanding, which are for no purpose but to excite the will, and 
since yours is so ready to produce Affections and resolutions, may 
God give you the grace to continue in the same course, and make you 
more and more faithful to his most holy Will."97 
95Cf. #72: "Repetition d'Oraison Sur l'Oraison," CED 11:90-9 .1. 
96Elizabeth added emphasis. Cf. #73: "Repetition d' Oraison Sur I'Oraison," CED 11 :91-92. 
97Cf. CED 11 :92-93. 
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His Devotion and Piety [Towards God] Chapter 8th 
Devotion is a Virtue by which we are attracted to whatever con-
cerns the Service of God .. St. Ambrose says it is the foundation of all 
other Virtues, and St. Augustin9R assures us that real Virtues can only 
be found in those who have true piety and devotion- Who can ex-
press the Sincere and perfect devotion of Mr. Vincent for whatever 
concerned the Service and honour of God, and the singular Affection 
with which he tried to extend the knowledge of his greatness and 
perfections in the minds of others ... he would say to his Community 
"Oh if the powers of our mind could penetrate ever so little in this Sov-
ereign excellence! 0 our Saviour- truly our hearts cannot concieve 
it99 ••• our eternal God, Most holy, Most perfect and infinitely glori-
ous and infinite Good comprehending all Good and in himself incom-
prehensible" ... 
he wrote one of his Priests who was on a Mission-"Oh how J am 
consoled by the success of your work to God alone be all the 
glory-he alone has done it .. how do we oppose the honour of his 
Name, and the Justification of Souls when we attribute any thing to 
ourselves such a thought is even a sacrilege .. how earnestly I desire 
that we may be well impressed with this truth, that if we think our-
selves the author of any good that is done, and take a complaisance in 
the thought, we lose a great deal more than we gain by that good' 100 •• 
but it was particularly in the celebration of the divine office the de-
votion of this great Servant of God appeared-his recollection of 
mind was such that often he seemed quite out of himself and lost in 
God .. and although he was all forbearance and mildness for the faults 
of others yet he could not endure the least fault in the celebration of the 
divine office, or sufficiently express his joy when it was well per-
formed--often he repeated to his community his earnest intreaty that 
they would acquit themselves of their devotions with every mark of 
respect and piety, going and coming with quietness and gravity to 
98PL 14.1.1 . 424; 41:631. 
"JCf. 1 Cor 2:9. 
lOOElizabeth added emphasis. Cf. Ps 118:23. 
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their exercises, their eyes down, or on their Breviary without looking 
to the right or left .. indeed the least of his own actions was a proof of 
his own piety and respect for whatever concerned the honour of 
God-as we have said he went to bed very late, and passed many 
nights without resting more than two hours and yet at the first signal 
he was up with such promptitude and fervour that the second sound of 
the bell never found him in the same posture as the first-he then im-
mediately with great humility paid his first duties to God as we find 
from a written instruction given to a person whom he directed-
"At my first rising I adore the Majesty of God, and give him thanks 
for the glory he possesses, for that which he has given his Son, the 
B[lessed]V[irgin] Mary, the Saints and Angels, my good Angel, St. 
Joseph, and all the whole church triumphant .. then I thank him for 
having preserved me through the night, offering him my thoughts, 
words and actions in union with those of Jesus Christ, beg him to keep 
me from offending him, and to give me grace to do faithfully whatever 
will be most pleasing to him."lol 
After these Acts of piety and gratitude he made his bed and then 
went to the church before the Blessed Sacrament, where notwith-
standing the difficulty of his swol[e]n legs which he was obliged to 
bandage every morning, he arrived before the half hour, and sooner 
than many others. he was delighted to see his Community assembled 
before our Lord, and grieved when any individual came heavily or 
lagged behind .. meditation being over he would repeat the litany of 
our Lord in a manner so inexpressibly devout, that the unction and 
balm of the Holy Name was shed in every heart-he then made his 
preparation for Mass with great recollection, without regard to his 
multiplied employments, and very often made his confession before 
it, the purity of his Soul being such that he could not endure even the 
Shadow of Sin-he pronounced every word of the holy Mass so de-
voutly and affectionately that it was plain he spoke from his heart, , , 
in a pleasing tone of voice with an easy and devout air, neither quick or 
slow, , , approaching the holy mysteries in the double quality of Vic-
tim and Sacrifice, humbling himself interiorly as a criminal guilty of 
tOlCf. #42: "Conseils it Une Personne de QualM," CED 13:142-43. 
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Death before his Judge, pronouncing the confiteor,'02 the words "in 
the spirit of humility and a contrite heart," etc. with sentiments of 
great contrition and humility, and as sacrifices offering his Praises and 
prayers with the whole Church, united with the merits, and the very 
person of Jesus Christ-he would say to his priests "We should try to 
offer the divine Sacrifice to God in the same spirit with which Our 
Lord offered himself to his Eternal Father, as much as our poor and 
miserable nature permits." ,o3- many persons after hearing his Mass, 
not knowing him even by name would say with admiration "how well 
that Priest says Mass, what a holy man he must be." Some said they 
seemed to see an Angel at the Altar- he was never known to miss the 
celebration of the divine Sacrifice (except the 3 first days of his annual 
retreat as was the custom of the company) as long as he could stand, 
his habitual infirmities never preventing him, and often he went to the 
altar as well as to meditation with a fever, which he called his feverette 
(or little fever) and he would serve the Mass of other priests even 
when at 75 he could not bend his knees but with much pain and diffi-
culty . .. with his infirmities and Venerable age acting as Clerk [aco-
lyte or altar server] with so much respect and devotion as to edify all 
who assisted 104 ... 
[Section One. His Special Devotion Towards the Blessed 
Sacrament of the Altar] 
-his devotion to the Blessed Sacrament ofthe altar was so strik-
ingly expressed by the respect and piety of his exterior manner that the 
Faith of the most negligent would be awakened by it, and the most in-
sensible be moved towards this adorable mysteryl05 . . when he went 
out from St. Lazares he would first prostrate himself before the altar, 
and on his return remain a considerable time to humble himself for 
J02The prayer of contrition said at Mass. beginning "I confess to Almighty God .. 
I03Abelly 3:76. Cf. #75: "Extrait d ' Entretien Sur Ie Saint Sacrifice de Ia Messe:' CED 11 :93 . 
I04Cf. Abelly 3:77. Abelly explains that it was the custom of the community to spend the first 
three days of retreat reflecting on their faults and not to celebrate Mass until they had made their 
annual or general confession . 
I05Abelly 3:78. Cf. # 15: "Avis it de Jeunes Etudiants Recemment Sortis du Seminarie Interne," 
CED 1 J :28-29. 
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any fault he might have committed abroad, and return thanks for the 
graces recieved .. he put his community also in this practice saying it 
was an attention due to the Master of the house . 
. . . he did not approve of abstaining from the holy communion 
without some striking necessity, a person under his direction 
rec[eive]d the following note from him "You did not do well to with-
draw from the holy communion this morning on account of the inte-
rior trial you suffered .. do you not see the advantage you give the 
Enemy of this adorable Sacrament do you suppose you will be in 
better disposition to unite with our Lord by keeping away from him, if 
you do you will find yourself greatly decieved-it is but illusion and 
temptation."I06-he also observed that nature too often found its ac-
count when we absented ourselves from the holy communion, and 
was well satisfied to live with less care and watchfulness than when 
we frequently approached it. 
.. he gave an instance of a good lady who frequented it twice a 
week in the order of a most exact and virtuous course oflife, but losing 
her director and falling in the hands of a confessor of the new mode of 
thinkingl07 who made it a matter of Greater Perfection and respect to-
wards the Adorable Sacrament to approach but seldom, this poor Soul 
found herself at the end of a year under all the bad impressions of the 
evil habits she had overcome by her former good practice .. wretched 
and discouraged she sought a confessor of the old standard who after 
some time allowed her a frequent recourse to the Bread of Life which 
restored her to Peace of mind, and that controul of her passions which 
she had formerly enjoyedlOS ••• 
Mr. Vincent was very exact in every mark of respect to the ador-
able Sacrament .. he said we were not to pass an altar like puppets or 
wire babys who were made to dodge and jump up and down without 
I06Cf. #69: Vincent de Paul to Louise de Marillac. [May 1631]. CCD 1:108. Abelly altered the 
original letter in several ways. For example. he expanded the final sentence; Vincent's own 
expression reads: "Oh! Surely, that is an illusion!" 
I07This refers to Jansenism, popularized in the work of Antoine Arnauld, De fa frequent 
commullioll, which discouraged the faithful from the frequent reception of the Eucharist. Vincent 
worked to oppose and condemn Jansenism. 
IOSCt. #1043: Vincent de Paul to Jean Dehorgny on Jansenism, June 25, 1648, CED 3: 318; 
#1064: September 10, 1648, ibid. 3:358. 
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soul or spirit .. and seeing a poor Brother pass who did not kneel 
intirely, he called him back and showed him the way he should do, he 
would kneel himself, even when obliged to hold to something to rise 
again, and when at last he could no longer bend at all he would say 
publickly it was his sins which had deprived him of the free use of his 
knees yet if he ever should see that the company relaxed in the practice 
he would kneel cost what it would and get up on his hands and feet the 
best way he could in order to give the example .. for he added "if any 
of us should pass the blessed Sacrament with half a genuflection those 
who come to St. Lazare would think they need do no more, and our 
own successors in the company who will be regulated by what we now 
do will perhaps do still less, for copies are seldom better than originals 
... Oh then let this act of piety be done amongst us in such a manner as 
to show our interior reverence accompanies our exterior action and 
that we adore him in Spirit and in truth who prostrated himself on the 
ground, in his prayer and Agony, with the deepest humility and re-
spect before his Eternal Father"I09-
-Since even this single exterior act of reverence was taken so to 
heart by Mr. Vincent what must have been the excess of his pain when 
he heard (as he so frequently did inhis time) of the profanations and ir-
reverences committed against this Adorable Sacrament ... the tears 
he shed, and the incessant endeavours he continually made in repara-
tion of these impieties is incredible .. he would interest every charita-
ble person, send chalices and ciboriums11O to churches which had been 
pillaged, employed those of his community in these reparations of 
honour sending one after the other in pilgrimage to visit in spirit of 
penance those churches where Sacrileges and profanations had taken 
place, the priests saying Mass, and the clerks communing, after which 
they made a Mission in the neighbouring Villages to excite the people 
to penance and works of piety as some little attonement for the of-
fences committed against the divine Majesty. 
I09Cf. John4:24; Matt. 26:39. Cf. #126: "Repetition ct 'Oraison Sur la Genuflexion:' CED 11:207. 
110Yessels or containers llsed to hold the consecrated hosts for Communion 
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Section 2nd 
his particular devotion to imitate Jesus Christ [and Conform 
Himself to His Example] 
-Mr. Vincent's singular devotion to the adorable Sacrament of 
the Altar and special love for this adorable mystery, was extended to 
every part of the adorable life of our Lord he knew that the designs of 
the Eternal Father in the Incarnation of his Son was not only to give us 
a Redeemer to draw us from the slavery of sin and Hell, but to give us 
also a perfect model of every Virtue for our imitation-therefore he 
took a firm resolution to copy this divine example in his heart the first 
study ofMr. Vincent was to imitate the Son of God in his common and 
hidden life which was nothing remarkable in the exterior, yet so truly 
admirable, holy and divine in its interior, therefore in imitation of his 
divine Master he led a simple life in no way extraordinary, avoiding 
all ostentation and singularity, but containing in itself the most excel-
lent and heroic actions and the practice of every Virtue-and as the 
life of our Lord was not so much a life hidden from man as a conceal-
ment of whatever was most excellent and divine in him, appearing in 
the exterior to be but the Son of a poor Carpenter while he could have 
shown himself adorned with glory, at all times and in all places as well 
as on Mount Tabor, III so Mr. Vincent gloried at all times and on every 
occasion to appear only as a poor Village Priest, the son of a poor 
peasant, hiding as much as possible the excellent gifts of nature and 
grace with which he was endowed by God, and for which he merited 
the utmost honour and Veneration. We know that he was raised to the 
highest degrees in Theology, yet he always called himself a Scholar of 
the lowest order, 112 and a poor ignoramus, he avoided dignities with as 
IIICf. Mark 6:3; 9:2. 
l12Cf. Abel\y 1:38: "Studies and Promotion to the Clerical State." After Vincent's death. his 
confreres found the papers for his bachelor of theology degree, received at the University of 
Toulouse, and those for the licentiate in canon law, conferred by the University of Paris. He had 
received this degree at least by 1624. CED 13:60, n.1. 
The French secondary school system worked up from the sixth class to the tirst. Vincent referred 
to himself as a poor scholar of the "fourth class" to convey a humble impression of his education. By 
this expression he implied that he had not tinished his secondary education. The fourth class would, 
therefore, be the third year of secondary school with students thirteeen or fourteen years old. In the 
typical Gascon style of his origins, Vincent's reference seems, however, to be more an ironic 
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much care as the most ambitious seek them, and singularly loved and 
imitated the common and hidden life of his divine Master .. he wrote 
one of his Priests "but above all let us imitate him in the Moderation of 
all his actions .. he did not always do all that he could [in order] to 
teach us to be content when it is not expedient to do all that would be in 
our power to do, and to limit ourselves to what is agreeable to charity, 
and conformable to his divine Will, the end to which we all must tend, 
as it was the only aim of the Saints gone before us"ll3-
Speaking to his Community of that self denial which our Lord re-
quires of all who will follow him he particularised renouncing the 
Pomps of the world ... "You will say" said he, "Why should we dwell 
on that subject .. we are but a poor community, we have already re-
nounced the pomps of this world, our clothing is poor, our furniture 
common, our food quite plain, we have not the least pretention to the 
ease and luxuries of the rich- but this is not the point my Brethren, 
poor clothing, poor furniture and food may still cover a very proud 
spirit, a great desire to be esteemed and approved by others, a great 
pleasure in being praised and commended, and a vain complaisancy in 
the little good we do, in all which we may see that the spirit of pomp is 
far from being renounced .. and that often it would have been better 
that we had not done so well, then to have had so much pride for hav-
ing done it, and given place to so much Vanity .. if we would truly re-
nounce the foolish pomp we must first renounce not only our own 
interior complaisance, but also the exterior Commendation or praise 
we may recieve for blessed are the Poor in Spirit, 114 and what slavery is 
so miserable as that of a poor Soul which is always looking for praise, 
and cannot bear to be blamed . .. the eternal Wisdom has shown us by 
his own example how carefully we should avoid all show in our ac-
tions, and how humble and simple our intentions should be- and be 
assured it is always the enemy of Souls who gives us desires of 
allusion to the quality of hi s education or his style of speaking and writing than to his actual 
educational attainments. Cf. # 198: "Conference Sur la Recherche du Royaume de Dieu," 21 Fevrier 
1659, CED 12:135 . 
1BCr. #50: Vincent de Paul to Louise de Marillac, [around 1630] , CED I :8 1. The original letter 
differs in many significant respects from Abclly's text. 
114Matt 5:3 
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success, and would persuade us to depart from the simplicity and hu-
mility of which our Lord has given us the example, , we must be 
guarded against this snare and remember that our divine Master could 
have given efficacy to all his words, and success to all his actions, but 
he chose rather to humble himself so far that as he said to his disciples, 
they should do still more than he did himself,115 and chose to be ex-
celled by them in those exterior actions which are publickly seen, that 
he might excel in those more common and humble, and of which the 
value is unknown, but to God, how is it that we are so unwilling to fol-
low this divine example116 .. so unwilling to yield our advantage to 
others, or to take what is most humiliating to ourselves, altho' it would 
be certainly the most pleasing and honourable before our Lord, which 
ought to be our only aim . .. Let us make our resolution to offer him 
most willingly the Sacrifice of our self love, for it is even a maxim of 
the Gospel that our Lord delights only in simplicity of words and 
actions 117 .. in these only his spirit is found it is vain to seek for it else-
where, and if we would be governed by it we must renounce all desires 
of distinction whatever, and the Pride of the mind as well as that of the 
Body, and in short to all the vanities and satisfactions of this life." 
. . Mr. [Antoine] Portail who had lived 45 or 50 years withMr. Vin-
cent protested that he had never seen him do anyone action but on that 
principle, which he so earnestly recommended enquiring always in 
his own mind what his divine Master would have said or done on such 
occasions or circumstances as occured, begging him to direct him and 
to inspire him in what was to be said or done since he could do nothing 
of himself. 
Attending the King [Louis XIII] on his dying bed who asked him 
what was the best preparation for Death he answered "to conform our-
selves to our Saviour when he prepared to die whose first and 
11 5Cf. John 14:12. 
ll6Elizabeth added emphasis. Cf. #204: "Conference de 1a MOltification du 2 Mai 1659," CED 
12:211-27. 
I17Cf. Matt. 11:25. 
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principal disposition was an absolute conformity to the Will of his 
heavenly Father" .. to which the pious King answered "That I do with 
my whole heart .. 0 Jesus thy will not mine be done, to the last sigh of 
my life I will say fiat voluntas tuas,""8 . . it was the continual study of 
this blessed Servant of God to be conformed to his divine Master even 
in his most secret thoughts and desires, seeking in every thing that 
God should be more and more loved, honoured, served, and glorified 
and his adorable Will accomplished in all things, holding himself al-
ways in readiness to do and to suffer whatever God pleased in labours, 
humiliations, sufferings and persecutions, never showing the least 
surprize at any thing that happened, however painful it might be, and 
willing to resign every interest or whatever could be most dear to him 
the moment the Greater Glory of God was in question ... he said once 
to his Priests "I beg of God two or three times every day that he will 
even annihilate us if we do not live to serve him . . what should we live 
in this world for if not to please God and gain Souls to his love and ser-
vice."-and could we have penetrated the heart of this true Servant of 
God, we would have seen how closely it was united with the Sorrows 
and Agonies of the heart of his divine Saviour for the sins and innu-
merable offences committed against God, the divisions and heresies 
in his church, the Spiritual and temporal miseries of his people and the 
desolation of Souls in their ignorance and infidelity .. Oh how often 
did he wish to die, and with his divine master give his blood for them .. 
but his life was truly as a continual death by the continual Mortifica-
tions and Sufferings he endured prolonged as we may say to an ex-
tended Martyrdom of love and perseverance1l9-
Speaking to his Priests he said "Whoever would save his life shall 
lose it .. our Saviour himself has said it, and declared that no one can 
do a greater act of love than to gi ve his life for his friend-and can we 
have a better friend than God, and should we not love all that we love 
for his sake, and love one another as friends since he commends it .. 
assuredly we must own that we have our life and being only from his 
liberal hand, and it would be a great injustice if we refused to obey him 
118Luke 22:42 
11 9Abelly 3:89. Cf. #1: "Extrait d'Entretien Sur la Vocation de Missionaire," CED 11 :2. 
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and give up that whole life and being to his designs and intentions, in 
imitation of our Saviour and Lord.", 20 
[Chapter Nine] His devotion to the B[lessed] V[irgin] Mmy and the 
Saints. 
Mr. Vincent placed among his principal rules the following "We 
will all endeavour, and each one in particular to acquit ourselves faith-
fully with the help of God, of the devotion and service we owe to the 
Blessed Virgin Mother of God, first by daily offering her some pattic-
ular devotion and duty .. 2nd by imitating her virtues as far as we can, 
especially her humility and purity 3rd by exhorting others to serve and 
love her whenever we have the oppOltunity of doing it.", 2, .. All his la-
bours and enterprises he put in her hands placing all his concerns un-
der her Protection .. and knowing that whatever honour we pay the 
Saints of God returns to their divine Master, he honoured ALL in a spe-
cial manner but particularly the holy Apostles as the first Missioners 
of the Gospel, who had carried its light over the whole Ealth .. and 
among these, he loved and venerated St. Peter most as the one who 
had loved our Saviour most, as well as for having been made by him 
the chief Pastor of the church .. and also St. Paul, as the chief Master 
and teacher ofthe Gentiles, , and as he bore his name, he endeavoured 
to imitate his Virtues. 
He never entered or quitted his chamber without saluting his 
guardian Angel, and recommended this custom particularly to his 
Community, to whom he would many times speak with tears of the 
fervour and exactness of the Turks to their false religion,122 their sub-
jection to their pious practices, their silence, modesty, and decorum in 
their Mosques, and often he would say he feared that these poor infi-
dels would one day be our Judges, and condemn before God our tepid-
ity and indevotion .. 
------------------------------- ----------------------
12OCf. Matt. 16:25;10hn 15:13. Cf. #31: "Extraitd'Entrctien Sur Ie Service de Dieu," CED II :49. 
121Abelly 3:92. Cf. Rules, "Common Rules ofthc Congregation of the Mission," chap. 10, #4, 
106. 
122Both the original writer and Elizabeth as translator here refer to the Muslim religion in terms 
offensive to contemporary Christians, though typical of Catholic theology prior to the Second 
Vatican Council. Cf. Lumen Gentium (Dogmatic Constitution on the Church), 16. 
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- he was most fervent in procuring every help for Souls in Purga-
tory, telling his Priests that they should always consider them as living 
members of Jesus Christ, living by his grace and secure of one day 
sharing in his glory .. he established the holy custom in all his Com-
munities of saying the De prof un dis three times a day for them, after 
the two particular examins before meals, and at night Prayers l23 -
Chapter 10th 
his zeal for the glOly of God and Salvation of Souls-
Mr. Vincent might truly say with our Divine Saviour The zeal of 
thy house has consumed mel24 for his whole life was consumed in this 
ardent desire to procure the glory of God who excited him continually 
to undertake, support, and bear all things either to repair the offences 
committed against the Divine Majesty or to procure the advancement 
of his honour and service for as S1. Augustin teaches us answering the 
question Who is it who is devoured with the zeal of God's house? "It is 
he who ardently desires to hinder God' s being offended, and who 
when he sees any offence committed against him can take no rest until 
it is repaired if it is in his power, and if it is not, feels the deepest sor-
row of heart, and the greatest pain in seeing God dishonoured"125 
Nothing touched the heart of Mr. Vincent so sensibly as the of-
fences constantly committed against the Divine Majesty . . his care to 
prevent them and the penances he imposed on himself when he could 
not was inconcievable . . when he would speak ofthe price and value 
of a single Soul and what it had cost Jesus Christ, he would move the 
coldest heart ... Speaking to his community of a Missioner who was 
in the midst ofthe plague at Genes [Genoa], and of his sufferings there 
.. he said "Oh let us indeed give ourselves without the least reserve to 
God and our neighbours, most happy to procure his glory and extend 
his Kingdom, ever ready to suffer any thing for his sake, and willingly 
expose life and health and whatever we have to procure the Spiritual 
123p S. 130 begins "Out of the depths" (De profund;s). In the practice known as the particular 
examen, one reflected on a specific fault to be eliminated or virtue to be acquired. 
l24Elizabeth added emphasis. Ps 69:10; John 2:17. 
125PL 35:1471. 
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good of our neighbour . . . for me I am ready to go even to the Indias 
for the Salvation of Souls, old and miserable as I am, if! should die on 
the way for think not that it is the strength of the Body which God re-
quires .. oh no, he asks only our good Will, and a ready sincere dispo-
sition to embrace every occasion of serving him at the risk of life 
itself, and a fervent desire of the heart to sacrifice ALL to HIM I26 in or-
der to become pleasing to his divine Majesty if even we were to suffer 
martyrdom .. the church so much esteems this disposition that she 
honours many as Martyrs who were only exiled for their faith , and 
died a natural Death in their exile. 0 how happy are our Brothers 
abroad, some are working in the midst of the plague, serving and nurs-
ing those who are infected, others are in the midst of war, famine, la-
bours, sufferings, and want of every comfort yet firm and unshaken 
through every danger and difficulty ... how grateful should we be to 
possess such constant and faithful members in so poor a congregation 
as ours . . members who suffer so much for the service and love of the 
Divine Majesty.", 27 .. undoubtedly the heart ofMr. Vincent continu-
ally burned with the desire of martyrdom .. only 6 or 7 years before his 
death at nearly 80 years of age, he went on a Mission with all his infir-
mities and excessive pains in his legs, catechising, confessing, 
preaching etc. with wonderful zeal and edification 128 •• he wrote one of 
his Missioners "oh! how blessed are they who give themselves to God 
to do what our Lord and Saviour has done, and to follow his example 
of poverty, humility, and patience . . his zeal for the glory of God and 
the Salvation of Souls .. living by his spirit and sheding with the odour 
of his life, the merit of his actions, for the Sanctification of Souls for 
whom he would even die '29 • •• oh! then love, love the happy lot which 
has fallen to you, and which will draw on you such a succession of 
graces , if only you are faithful to the first . . you will have, no doubt, a 
hard combat, bad nature will strongly oppose divine grace, and be al-
ways leagued with the Enemy to prevent the good to be done .. every 
126Elizabeth added emphasis. 
mCl'. # 167: "Repetition d·Oraison du 17 .luin 1657:· CED 11 :401 -03. 
mCf. Vincent de Paul to Mathurin Gentil . May 24. 1653. CCD 4:563. lfthe year of his birth was 
1580 or 1581, Vincent was seventy-two or seventy-three at thi s time. 
129 Abelly 3:99. 
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difficulty will be magnified, they will persuade you that grace may be 
wanting, and tempt you with sadness and defection .. they will often 
produce trial and pain from the very person who ought to be your sup-
port and consolation .. oh when this is your case, take courage, it is a 
good sign, it is then you may closely unite with our Saviour who in the 
midst of his utmost desolation and affliction was forsaken by his 
friends and disciples, and even by his own Father. blessed indeed are 
they who carry their cross with such a Master, and be assured that hap-
pen what will to you, your Strength will be always proportioned to 
your trial, God himself will be your Strength and support, and the 
more certainly as your confidence and refuge will be only in himBo ..• 
see the graces prepared for you .. nothing is more pleasing to God than 
to pour his graces on those who serve him freely, it depends only on 
yourself to recieve them abundantly, and destroy in yourself the re-
mains of corrupt nature ... I hope you will spare neither labour, 
health, or life, and that you will take a firm resolution to keep a strong 
hand at the work of your own perfection, while you are labouring for 
the Salvation of others in order to do this perfectly, you must act al-
ways in the Spirit of our Lord uniting your actions with his, thereby 
giving them a noble and divine origin,l 31 and dedicating them always 
to his greater glory ... if you do this, God will bless you, and whatever 
you do, though you may not be sensible of it, or know the extent of 
your success, for he often hides from his servants the fruit of their la-
bours for most just reasons, yet they are not the less meritorious, , A 
Labourer does not gather his harvest until long after the seed is sown 
as was the case with St. [Francis] Xavier who never saw the effect of 
his admirable and abundant labours nor the wonderful fruit of his mis-
sion until after his Death ... this reflection should keep your hemt 
high and free before God, in full confidence that all will go well, how-
ever unpromising appearances may be."132-
Speaking to his community of the beautiful field which was opened 
to them he said, "let us beg of God to inflame our hearts with the desire 
l3OCf. #1429: Vincent de Paul to a Priest of the Mission, CCD 4:282. 
I3lElizabeth added emphasis. 
mCf. #1951: Vincent de Paul to a Priest of the Mission, CCD 5:456. 
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of serving him . . St. Vincent Ferrer133 foretold that a company of Priests 
would appear who should carry fire over the whole Earth by the fervour 
of their Zeal. if we do not deserve to be these priests at least let us beg of 
God that we may be their Precursors .. be that as it may, at least we may 
be certain that We cannot be even true Christians until we are ready to 
lose all things and even life itself for the love and glory of our divine 
Master preferring with the Apostle to suffer Death and every torment 
with it, rather than to be separated from the love of this adorable Sav-
iour."134 
during the incredible difficulties which took place in the Mission 
of Madegascar, 135 the courage and zeal of this true Servant of God rose 
like a Palm above all that seemed to oppose them, and to take strength 
from the very circumstances which would have naturally destroyed 
them . . he wrote the Priest who had charge of that Mission "our di vine 
Master often gives the success to our Perseverance, which he refused 
us in the beginning of an undertaking, to try our Faith, and give us oc-
casions of merit, as well as to produce in us multiplied acts of confi-
dence and love which are extremely pleasing to him .. he seems to 
delight in exercising these virtues in those to whom he confides the 
most difficult and meritorious works, especially when their very 
charge as yours is, will be to plant those divine virtues in the Souls of 
others."I36 
-a representation being made to Mr. Vincent that the whole re-
sources of the congregation would be insufficient to support the contin-
uance of these difficult Missions .. "still" said Mr. Vincent "they must 
be continued since the Salvation of a single soul is so important that we 
would be bound to sacrifice life itself for it, how could we resolve to re-
linquish a work in which the Salvation of so many is concerned for the 
sake of expence or difficulty .. if our Missions produced no other good 
133St. Vincent Ferrer ( 1350-1419) was a Dominican missionary throughout Western Europe. 
Ferrer is also spelled Ferrier. The "field" to which Vincent refers are the missions in Madagascar. 
the Hebrides. and elsewhere. 
134Cf. # 195: "Conference Sur La Fin de la Congregation de la Mission," 6Decembre 1658, CED 
11:74-75. 
135The miss ion in Madagascar was sometimes referred to as the mission to the Isle of St. 
Lawrence. C f. Abelly 2: 134- 162. 
13oCf. #282 1: Vincent de Paul to Fnm90is Herhron, April 19, 1659, CCD 7:527. 
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than to discover the beauty of Religion to these Barbarious Nations, by 
sending men who traverse Oceans, voluntarily quitting their home and 
country, enduring every privation, and exposing themselves to a thou-
sand dangers as well as to every outrage and abuse, to go and assist and 
succour Souls, I should think both the men and money employed, could 
not be better disposed of."137 
it was most painful to this true Servant of God to see anyone of his 
community discouraged or relaxed, listening to selflove and the plead-
ings of nature .. he would say "it is impossible that any of us who live 
carelessly should succeed in what we do, or make a good end, and that 
propensity to talk and idle time which the relaxed Soul is so ready to in-
dulge is an evil so great that its extent cannot be calculated in this world 
.. but will be known too late in Eternity where it will be seen how the 
designs of God have been counteracted by this miserable habit, and 
how opposed it is to every grace of our Vocation .. We now are only as 
it were in the very first moments of the grace attached to it, yet we see 
how abundant it is, and we have great reason to fear that any relaxation 
or infidelity on our part may draw on us the same misfortunes which 
have fallen on other communities, and stop the source of those graces of 
which we render ourselves unworthy ... see already what sacred em-
ployments have been entrusted to us, how dreadful for us would be the 
consequence if by our own fault we should lose them."1 38 
Chapter Eleventh 
[His Charity Towards His Neighbor] 
After the great commandment of loving God with our whole heart 
and Soul the love of our neighbour is so indispensible, that the one 
cannot be perfectly accomplished without the other, however zealous 
or fervent we may think ourselves for the glory of God. "Give me" Mr. 
Vincent would say "a person who limits his love to God alone, raised 
to the most exalted contemplation yet without zeal for the Service of 
their neighbour, and give me another who loves God and his 
137Cf. #2562: Vincent de Paul to Firmin Get, April 5, 1658, CCD 7: 132. 
138Cf. # 122: "Repetition d' Oraison," 14 Juiliet 1655, CED 11: 193-95 . Abeliy's text differs from 
Coste's. 
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neighbour both, though in the most common and simple manner, zeal-
ous for their service, though doing his actions in a coarse and imper-
fect way . .. which would you say has the purest love? surely the one 
who for love of God loves his neighbour also and thereby fulfils the 
whole lawl39 ••• no community whatever can be more obliged to this 
perfect charity than we are, for we are called by our Vocation not to 
one city or one diocese, but wherever that fire may be carried which 
Our Lord and Saviour wished so much to enkindle on earth!40 We are 
not only here to love God, but also to make him loved, , we cannot 
love our neighbour as ourselves without wishing to procure him that 
good we would wish for ourselves, , , the greatest of all good, a union 
with the divine love,-our most amiable Saviour has left us an exam-
ple of the mutual charity we owe each other, giving up his very life for 
us, descending from heaven to bear the maladictions of the whole 
Earth, enduring the torture and infamy of the cross .. bearing in his 
own Body all our infirmities and miseries .. Oh had we but a single 
spark of that Sacred fire which consumed the heart of this divine Sav-
iour would we lose a moment in the exertions of charity, or remain 
with our arms across while the least good could be done .. . ifthis love 
is in our interior, our exterior will soon show it in all our actions for 
true charity is always active, as it is the property of fire to enlighten 
and warm, so it is the property of charity to communicate and show 
itself'4' ... what if when you are sent abroad you should be reduced to 
want and necessity .. oh happy condition how pleasing and estimable 
in the sight of God and his Angels."-the Missioners sent to Algiers '42 
were compelled to pay a large sum of money having been security for 
a slave, on which Mr. Vincent remarked that "What is done for charity 
is done for God, and we should consider it a great happiness to be 
found worthy to employ what we possess for charity, that is for God 
139Cf. Matt. 22:37-39; Rom. 13:8. 
'40Cf. Luke 12:49. 
'4'Cf. #207: "Conference de la Charite," 30 Mai 1659, CED 12:261-64. The Abelly text differs 
considerably from Coste's. 
'
42Cf. Abelly 2:85: "The Beginning of the Missions in Tunis and Algiers, in the Barbary States." 
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who gave it to us, therefore" said he "let us thank and bless his infinite 
goodness"143 .. . . 
the charity of Mr. Vincent embalmed and shed its sweet odour on 
every thing round him . . he would say "every thing produces its own 
kind and likeness, as a mirror represents objects before it ugly or beau-
tiful .. so our good or bad qualities are outwardly expressed, espe-
cially the virtue of charity which of herself is so communicative that 
she produces charity, and a heart truly filled with this heavenly ardour 
will communicate its fire all around it; every thing breathes and 
speaks charity in a charitable Soul." .. we may truly say that no miser 
ever did so much to spare and hoard his wealth or try[e]d more to in-
crease and manage it, than Mr. Vincent did by every means which 
would enable him to serve and be useful to his neighbour through a 
true and sincere spirit of chariti44 
-it was seen by those who knew him best that his whole life was 
employed in imitating the life of Jesus Christ which was wholly spent 
in doing good .. none ever sought his help without recieving assis-
tance, or consolation from him in some way or other .. and the particu-
lar turn of his charity was to seek always the defence of others 
pleading their cause and excusing their errors, as if every ones interest 
was his own, never speaking of others but in their Praise, or suffering a 
word to their disparagement to be countenanced in his presence. 
[Section One. Some Remarkable Examples of Monsieur Vincent's 
Charity] 
.. on occasion of a process l45 which would have brought reproach 
and humiliation on an individual who had counteracted the orders of 
the Prince of Condi [Conti], it was proposed that the Prince should at 
least be informed that the Priests of the Mission had not been 
143 Andre Dodin, St. Vincent de Paul. Entretiells spirituels aux missiollnaires (Paris: Editions du 
Seuil, 1960). 100 I (hereafter cited as Entretiells). 
144Abclly 3: 108. Cf. #59: "Extrait Entrcticn Sur 1a Charit6," CED 11 :76. 
145 AbeUy 3: 1 II. The priests of the Congregation of the Mission, who directed a seminary under 
the jurisdiction of the ParJernent of Toulouse, became involved in a lawsuit about the seminary at 
Cahors. The lawsuit concerned the abbey of La Fauvette. 
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concerned in the case, which Mr. Vincent immediately disapproved 
saying "if our Justification is sent to the Prince the whole blame will 
fall on this poor man who is in fault and it is better we should suffer ev-
ery reproach than do any thing to the prejudice of our neighbour"-
on many different occasions Mr. Vincent exposed his life for sav-
ing his neighbours, and some years before the institution of his con-
gregation, pushed by the zeal of St. Paulin[us] who sold himself to 
redeem a poor widows son, having found a poor galley slave who had 
been forced to abandon his wife and children in the utmost poverty, he 
was so touched with compassion, that finding himself unable to do 
any thing else for their relief, he resolved to put himself in the place of 
the poor man, and send him to the assistance of his afflicted family, 
and he really succeeded so far, to prevail with those concerned in the 
poor mans captivity that they permitted him to be fasten[e]d to his 
chain while he was set at liberty, 146 but the charity of Mr. Vincent was 
after awhile released from the severe trial, and he was taken from the 
chain . . however its galling weight left a remembrance for life, as it 
has been thought by those who best knew him that it was the cause of 
the painful swellings he had always after in his legs, it being custom-
ary to load the feet of the galley slaves with a heavy chain to secure 
them . . . one ofMr. Vincents priests asked him once if indeed he had 
been in this situation, but Mr. Vincent only smiled without answering 
and began to speak of something else ... Mr. Vincents charity to the 
whole body of this unhappy people infinitely surpassed that of giving 
himself for the liberty of one individual, for knowing their miseries by 
his own experience, he thought neither his health, life, or means suffi-
cient for their relief-
The charity of Mr. Vincent to the poor man in slavery was but a 
small point compared to an instance of it in the case of an unhappy 
Priest who after being famous for the soundness of his Theology, and 
facility in instruction became so blinded by temptation that Mr. Vin-
cent knew not how to relieve him, as the poor Soul was assailed in the 
most dreadful manner even to hate God himself, and falling in a 
i4('This account is still much debated. Cf. PietTe Coste. C.M .. trans. Joseph Leonard. C.M .• The 
Life and Works of Sf. Villcellt de Paili. 3 vols. (New York: New City Press, 1987), 1: 124-31. 
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violent illness which threatened approaching Death Mr. Vincent 
dreading that he might go out ofthe world in that condition (after blas-
pheming our Lord and uttering most horrid expressions) put himself 
in such earnest prayer for him as even to offer himself to suffer the 
same misery in his place if only he might be relieved from them before 
his Death, which indeed soon happened after for the poor Priest de-
parted in the full light of faith, freed from all temptation and most 
grateful to God for delivering him from so dreadful a condition 147 •• 
while in the wonderful mysteries ofthe same Providence Mr. Vincent 
found himself exactly in the same trial he had escaped, and finding 
that neither prayer or mortifications could deliver him from it he de-
termined with our Lord at least to bear it with patience and resigna-
tion, and making a compact with him that he would wear his 
profession of Faith and press it on his heart whenever he would find 
himself in extremity (meaning by this action to express his disavowal 
of every thought contrary to Faith and love) and would only lift his 
heatt to him without pronouncing any word whatever, neither hear-
kening to or looking at the enemy which tonnented him. 
he also opposed this cruel temptation by doing evety thing in his 
power for the service and honour of our Lord, in the succour of the sick 
and poor, and every charitable exercise, and by these means God gave 
him special grace to profit by his temptations so that these very reme-
dies he used became a source of most abundant graces to his Soul and 
gradually released him from all his pain though not until he had passed 
three or 4 years in this hard trial always sighing before God under the 
heavy weight of the most cruel temptations which at last he was deliv-
ered from by making an inviolable resolution to imitate our Lord as 
much as possible, and especially in giving himself wholly and intirely 
to the service of the Poor .. soon as this resolution was firmly made all 
the illusions and suggestions of the evil spirit vanished, and his heart so 
long oppressed by their terrible weight, was restored to the most intire 
liberty, and his Soul filled with abundant light beyond all he had ever 
147Cf. #20: "Extratit d'Entretien Recit d' unc Tentatian contre la Fai," CED 11 :32-34. Cf. See 
Poole and Slawson, "Temptation." 
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before enjoyed.148 from this resolution so faithfully adhered to by Mr. 
Vincent God has as we may say produced all the great and multiplied 
good works of his faithful servant, for the help and Salvation of multi-
tudes of Poor and the benefit and blessing of his whole church . .. the 
relation of this fact was recieved from some persons in the closest con-
fidence ofMr. Vincent, to whom it was communicated to relieve them 
from similar pains and trouble of mind in which they had occasionally 
fallen when under his direction 
[Section Two. His Special Charity Toward the Poor.] 
Chapter 12th. 
Mr. Vincent insinuated in his company the love of the Poor in ev-
ery possible way .. "God loves the Poor" he would say, "and loves 
those who love them .. they are our Lords and masters and we are un-
worthy to serve them."149 .. he would also declare that those who love 
the Poor during life will have no fear of Death .. that he had seen this 
verified in many150 .. and in one of his letters relating the Death of a 
virtuous Priest, "his Death" said he "like his whole life was a full ac-
ceptance of the good pleasure of God, from the first of his sickness ev-
ery thought and action was to fulfil the divine will, and without the 
least fear of Death, reminding me that 1 had said that those who 
worked for the Poor and loved them in life, should depart without the 
terrors of Death .. which he did, although he had been under the con-
tinual apprehension of them when he was well."151-
his love for the Poor was seen in the most sensible compassion for 
the distress and misery and the tenderness of his heart for them was 
expressed in a thousand ways .. if a representation was made of their 
distress he would sigh, close his eyes, and raise his shoulders and be-
tray his feelings of compassion and grief .. he would say in the seasons 
of want and scarcity he would say "I fear nothing for ourselves, we 
14SThe authenticity of this account has been debated on chronological and psychological grounds. 
149 Abclly 3: 117. Cf. # 164: "Extrait d ' Entretien Sur I' Amour des Pauvrcs," Janvier 1657, CEO 
11 :392-93 . Elizabeth added emphasis. 
t50yhis account was g i ven by Brother Robineau, the Saint's secretary. 
15I Cf. #405: Vincent de Paul to a Priest of the Mission, [October 1639], CCO, 1 :586. 
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may when all comes to the worst beg from door to door, but poor la-
bourers and peasants, what can they do .. eat the morsel in their hand 
and lay down and die .. Oh let us beg for the true spirit of compassion 
for them and when we go to see these poor sufferers show that we suf-
fer with them for the spirit of Mercy is the true spirit of God, and we 
should carry with us the spirit of Mercy and Compassion wherever we 
go. Oh how happy are they who employ this short moment of life in 
the exercise of Mercy .. a moment so soon past and gone .. Alas after 
having past sixty seven [seventy-six] years in this World, it seems to 
me but a dream and a moment, and nothing remains to me of this mo-
ment but the regret and sorrow of having so badly employed it .. think 
what will be our regret at the moment of Death if we do not now live in 
the exercise of Mercy .. . our very business being to comfort the Poor, 
and teach the ignorant what is necessary for their Salvation ... Oh 
then our divine Saviour give us the spirit of Mercy , with meekness and 
Humility .. take not your own Mercy from us by suffering us to depart 
from this true spirit of our Vocation"152-
[Section Three. His Alms] 
Returning one day from the city, Mr. Vincent found some poor 
women at the gate of St. Lazare who begged an alms which he prom-
ised to send out to them, but on entering the house his mind being 
taken up with many pressing affairs he forgot the poor women, and be-
ing reminded that he had promised them something, he went to them 
himself to present the alms, and beg their pardon on his knees for hav-
ing forgotten them. 
Meeting poor persons on the road, especially the old or infirm, 
however covered with rags and vermin they might be, he would take 
them up in his little carriage which he called his infamy,153 and carry 
them to whatever part of the city they were going, and would call this 
paying the hire of the carriage as he esteemed them much more worthy 
152Cf. #152: "Entretien Sur l"Esprit de Compassion et de Misericorde,"' 6 Aout 1656, CED 
11:340-42. 
153Abelly 3:128·29. Elizabeth added emphasis. 
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than himself to ride in it, and very unwillingly allowed himself the 
comfort of it, which at least he would share with the Poor through his 
love and tender compassion for them. 
an old Soldier who was called Cribble [The Sieve] on account of 
the number of wounds he had recieved, came one day to St. Lazare, 
and relying on the charity ofMr. Vincent plainly asked him to lodge 
him there a few days, which he as simply granted, and the old Soldier 
falling ill soon after he entered, Mr. Vincent had him removed to a 
chamber where there was fire, and gave him in care of a Brother to 
nurse him till he recovered, so that his visit lasted some months in-
stead of the few days he had purposed. 
thousands of instances similar to these, were furnished by this 
heart of boundless charity whose only aim through life was to imitate 
and follow our Compassionate Saviour-
[Section Five. His Regard for Priests and Other Members of the 
Clergy] 
a priest having been recieved at St. Lazare for a few days and fall-
ing sick there, was unwilling to tell his wants fearing the inconve-
nience he might occasion the house as it was a time of scarcity .. Mr. 
Vincent went to him to see that he should be provided with every thing 
most comfortable, assuring him that when every other means failed, 
there were Chalices and other silver in the house which were at his ser-
vice and should be sold immediately rather than he should want for 
any thing"4 ... 
another Priest having been lodged for over night, though a stranger 
and in miserable attire, went off the next morning without ceremony, 
taking with him a soutan [cassock] and long cloke he found in the 
chamber .. someone wishing to pursue him Mr. Vincent forbid it, say-
ing the poor man must have been reduced to great extremity and 
wanted those things extremely to have forced him to such an action, 
therefore it would be more reasonable if they insisted on following 
154Abelly 3: 142. For a contemporary refl ection on thi s topic. cf. Robert P. Maloney. C.M .• "On 
Selling the Chalices:· Review jor Religiolls 55.2 (March-April 1996). 171-84. 
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him, to carry him more clothes rather than to demand those he had 
taken-
[Section Six.] His Charity to those of his Company 
Fraternal charity he would say was a mark of Predestination since 
by it we are known to be the true disciples of Jesus Christ .. and that 
the congregation of the Mission would last as long as charity would 
reign in it ... he would denounce the multiplied maladictions which 
would fall on those who would lessen charity among them, which he 
called the Soul of all Virtues, and the Paradise of communities since 
Paradise was only love and union which would form the principal 
happiness of eternal life ... that those who loved with true charity had 
the same and for which God loved his creatures, which was to make 
them saints in this world, and blessed in the next .. that those who ex-
pected to live in comunity without constant forbearance and charity 
would meet so many contrary humours and discordant actions that 
they would be no better off than a Vessel in an Ocean without helm or 
anchor driving by winds and waves against rocks and coasts until it 
would be dashed to pieces .. while on the contrary by mutual support 
the strong holds up the weak, and the work of God goes on success-
fully. 15s 
Mr. Vincent considered detraction as so great an enemy to charity 
that he watched continually to stop the entrance in his company, he 
said it would be like a bloody wolf in the midst of a flock, and that 
those who listened to murmurs, complaints, or reflections on others 
were not more innocent than those who were guilty of them. he had a 
conference seven successive Fridays to give occasion to his Mission-
ers to say all that they knew of the evil of such a practice and the reme-
dies to be opposed to it, concluding the subject with a powerful 
address of his own on the subject-
one day he went on his knees to a priest of his company, and re-
mained in that posture for two hours protesting he would not rise until 
lo5Cf. #207: "Conference de la Charite," 30 Mai 1659. CED J 2:260-76. Abelly's version differs 
considerably from Coste's. 
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he obtained his promise not to give way to a certain temptation he was 
under "let me at least" said he "be as strong to save you as the Devil to 
destroy you." he told another who was about going from the company 
"Go" said he "but to me it will be more pain than to have a limb cut off 
.. your vocation is far dearer to me than my life." Writing to a Priest of 
his company who had communicated a particular weakness to him 
and feared to be less esteemed by Mr. Vincent in consequence of it .. 
"Oh my Brother" he said "do I not know that God often tries those he 
loves best with temptations like yours which are also often but the ef-
fect of human weakness .. that he leads the souls most dear to him by 
rough and thorny ways to give them occasions of merit and to acquire 
extraordinary graces, surely I only consider you as more faithful to 
God since you have resisted your temptations, and go on with your 
usual duties with perseverance." 
it happened once that one of his Priests in a communication he 
made him happened to drop the acknowledgment that he had had 
some thought of aversion and indignation against him on which Mr. 
Vincent jumped up and embracing him thanked him for his filial sin-
cerity, and added "If you had not had my heart before I should give it 
to you now for this mark of confidence." 
... another going to his chamber very sad and chagrined to declare 
his determination of quitting the company and returning to his own 
home .. "is it so" said Mr. Vincent, "when do you go, is it on horse 
back or a foot you make your Journey" .. these words instead of the re-
proach and reprimand the Priest expected so diverted his attention that 
he soon agreed to give up his project. 
Mr. Vincent had the greatest attention and tenderness for the sick, 
but he would beg them as soon as he saw them getting better to resume 
their spiritual duties as far as possible lest the infirmity of the body 
should reach the soul, and make it luke warm and immortified. 
[Section Seven.] His Charity to his Enemies-
In this point of all others Chlistian Charity triumphs over nature .. 
it is the truest mark of the divine adoption, and of those who are true 
children of our heavenly Father who makes his sun and dews and rain 
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descent on the Just and on the unjust. l56 Mr. Vincent, having the dis-
posal of Benefices at court [the Louvre], was extremely firm in refus-
ing one to a young Lord whom he did not consider as suited to the 
duties of it .. this person said every injurious thing ofMr. Vincent and 
the Queen hearing the circumstance ordered him to quit the court 
intirely but Mr. Vincent could not rest till he was recalled and really 
procured by his prayers and intreaties his return to the place he had 
left. 
certain persons whom Mr. Vincent had served with singular kind-
ness showed him some disrespect, and Jealousy of his company some 
of whom on their part represented this ingratitude as ajust motive to 
withdraw his kindness from them .. "0 what say you" replied Mr. 
Vincent, "it is exactly for this reason we should continue it"-
a Poor man at the door of St. Lazare asked Mr. Vincent ifhe should 
tell him what was reported of him. he answered, "Yes my friend." the 
begger said "it is reported by some who are not your friends that you 
are the cause of the poor being forced to go to the great hospital" .. 
"well" answered Mr. Vincent with his usual meekness, "I am going to 
pray for those who say so." 
a sick person in the street as Mr. Vincent passed called out to him 
that since he had been at court he had become the cause of all the evil 
which happened to the nation on which Mr. Vincent who really be-
lieved he was the greatest wretch in the world and caused evil in what-
ever he did, dismounted from his horse and going on his knees in the 
presence of all the people asked pardon of this man for whatever cause 
he might have given for what he said as he knew he was indeed the 
most miserable of all sinners .. the man struck at the sight of this ven-
erable Priest at his feet, could not help seeking Mr. Vincent the next 
day, and begging his forgiveness . Mr. Vincent delighted to forgive 
and on his part begged a favour of the stranger which was to pass a few 
days at St. Lazares, and finally engaged him to make a good general 
confession thus obtaining the triumph of both humility and charity. 
J56Abelly 3:156. Cf. Matt. 5:45. 
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[Chapter Twelve.] His Meekness 
Charity is in its perfection says the blessed F[ rancis] de Sales when 
it is not only patient but meek and gentle .. meekness being the blos-
som of this divine Virtue, which beautifies it the more in proportion as 
it represses the sallies of nature, which would so often cover them-
selves with the cloke of Zeal and take the appearance of Virtue. 
Mr. Vincent was naturally of a bilious temper very quick and sub-
ject to anger .. yet he had so intirely overcome this passion by the per-
petual practice of meekness that he very seldom showed the least 
marks of it. in his younger days he had sometimes yielded to his hasty 
and melancholy humour, but finding said he "that I was distined to 
live in community with persons of every disposition I addressed my-
self earnestly to God to rid me of this dark, dry and repulsive temper, 
and to give me a meek and benign spirit .. by his grace, and a little care 
to repress the boilings of my bad nature, I have succeeded a little in 
changing my sour temper, but nothing in comparison to Mr. N. who 
was one of the most repulsive tempers you could meet with except my 
own, yet he has tmly conquered, while I remain dry as a stick, but look 
not on my miseries and bad example .. listen rather to the words of the 
great Apostle who exhorts us to walk worthy of our vocation in Meek-
ness and Charity."157 
-Mr. Vincent gave some particular mles for the practice of meek-
ness .. the first was to try and forsee the occasions of anger which 
might overtake us .. and to form before hand in the mind such acts of 
the contrary virtue as might prepare us to meet them .. the second to 
reflect often on the bad effects of anger and detest it as a vice which 
continually opened the door to Sin, and tempted us to displease our 
God .. the third . . as soon as we began to feel the emotion of anger to 
stop both action and speech as far as in our power, and above all never 
to make any resolution while under its influence, as reason never acts 
freely at such a moment, but is hidden and obscured by passion .. the 
fourth . . he added that while our emotion lasted we must be very care-
ful to prevent its appearance in our countenance which is the index of 
157 Abelly 3:164. Cf. Eph 4:1. Cf. #44: "Extrait Entretien Sur la Douceur:' CED 11:64-65. 
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the Soul, constraining and repressing our feelings not through desire 
to appear different from what we are, but to please God by the practice 
of Christian meekness which we are bound to show each other in 
looks, words and actions.fifthly, above all at that time the tongue must 
be restrained in opposition to all the efforts of Zeal however plausible 
they may seem .. sometimes a single word of mild and kind expres-
sion will turn the whole stream of feelings and soften the hardest heart, 
while on the contrary a word of aggravation will raise a storm hard to 
be appeased, and sometimes make a wound not to be cured. lss 
His patience and gentleness to the sick was most remarkable, 
seeming always to place himself exactly in their place .. and when 
those who entered his company would be aft1icted with any bodily in-
firmity he would have them attended with care administer every pos-
sible remedy and it often happened that those who had at first seemed 
unfit for any essential service proved in the end the most useful of the 
company .. he wrote to a priest of it, "think not your infirmities and 
sickness a reason to retire from us .. the sick and infirm draw down the 
blessing of heaven on us, and you need not fear you will be burthen-
some to us .. be assured you never will." 
His patience with the Postulants in his company was to such extent 
that when it was often represented to him such and such should be sent 
away, he would answer "wait a little we must give an opportunity to 
our company to practice every kind of virtue we may find a constant 
exercise of patience, meekness, forbearance and charity while we 
wait for their amendment . . though after we have done what we can by 
prayers, threatenings and warnings and extended charity as far as we 
can in consideration ofthe rest of the company they must be dismissed 
if there is not change .. our Saviour did not reject Peter though he 3 
times denied him nor send Judas from his company though he forsaw 
he would betray him .. so must we spare no pains or patience with 
souls so dear to him."l59 
l58CL #47: "Abrege de Quelques Avis Sur la Douceur." CED II :66-67. 
J59Abelly 3:172. Cf. # 1232: Vincent de Paul to Rene Ahneras. July IS, 1650, CCD4:42. Cf. Matt. 
26. 
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-Mr. Vincent had a singular Charity for those who were under 
scruples or interior trials . . permitting them to interrupt him wherever 
he might be, and return to him over and over for the same question .. 
one in particular said of him "often I have interrupted Mr. Vincent at 
the moment he would be going to begin Mass, or had begun his office, 
and going to him again and again for the same object recieved each 
time as kind and patient a reply as if! have been but once, and when he 
found every answer unsatisfactory, he would write me the particular 
instruction suited to my situation and though I would still go to him 
late at night, or at the most unsuitable moment his charity and kind-
ness never varied, and his whole manner had the same inexpressible 
sweetness." .. he would call a Brother at the most pressing moment of 
business or engagement and giving the simplest direction be obliged 
to repeat it three or four times perhaps, or if through uncommon stu-
pidity of the person who recieved it he had to repeat it a fifth time he 
would do it with the same patient calmness as ifhe spoke but the first, 
and by his smiling countenance would express rather pleasure than 
pain. 
[Section Two. Some Remarkable Words of Monsieur Vincent 
About the Meekness We Should Practice in Regard to Our 
Neighbor] 
In a discourse which Mr. Vincent made on the virtue of meekness 
he observed that she was the companion of humility and nearly allied 
to her, that Our Saviour himself set them as a lesson to us when he said 
"Learn of me, I am meek and humble of heart."l 60 .. "0 my Saviour 
how happy to be your scholars, and learn from your own mouth this so 
short and excellent lesson, which makes us like yourself .. shall you 
not have the same power over us which Philosophers had over their 
sectators who were so attached to their smallest maxims, that the sim-
ple declaration the Master said it, was a sufficient reason to bind them 
to it forever ... if they could obtain such influence over their disciples 
in human things, how much more should the Eternal word be believed 
"' )Matt. 11 :29. Abelly 3: 175 
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and followed in things divine .. what would we answer at this moment 
ifhe should ask account of all the instructions he has given us, or at the 
hour of Death ifhe reproaches us for learning them so badly .. learn of 
me he says I am meek . . it is then the Master of masters who bids us 
learn of him .. God made man descended from heaven to teach us him-
self this lesson of lessons, and what can we answer in the hour of 
Death if we have not learnt it well . . Oh then our Divine Saviour give 
us a part in your spirit of meekness, we beg it by that same heavenly 
meekness which can refuse us nothing.-
"Meekness has three principle points of practice the first is to re-
press the first emotions of anger, those boilings of passion which fire 
the countenance and trouble the soul .. meekness cannot prevent the 
sensation of anger but it can stop its passing to this excess .. it cannot 
prevent a certain change of countenance, but it soon checks and re-
stores it, the agitations of nature cannot be wholly concealed, but 
grace hastens quickly to suppress them . . we should never be sur-
prised at the attacks of anger, but beg earnestly for grace to overcome 
them .. this is the first beautiful office of meekness to hide the defor-
mity of vice, and temper the first of anger, if it cannot intirely destroy 
it. 
"-a second office of this first branch of meekness is that when it 
may be sometimes expedient to show displeasure in reproving or pun-
ishing a fault this displeasure is not expressed with hastiness, but only 
as a necessary duty as when our Lord called St. Peter Satan, or called 
the Jews hypocrites, sent the buyers and sellers from the temple over-
throwing their tables and doing other acts expressive of displeasure L6 1 • 
. were they the excesses of anger .. surely not .. certainly they were 
done in his supreme meekness though with the necessary vigour to re-
press the evil he corrected. and this is the first power of meekness, to 
repress every feeling in opposition to itself, stopping anger immedi-
ately, or if it must be expressed through real necessity , yet to keep it in-
separable from itself tempering and restraining every emotion .. in all 
our trials and temptations to anger let us quickly recollect ourselves 
and turn our heart to God, fastening it on him and saying 'Lord You 
L6 LMatt. 16:23; 23: 14ff.; 21:12 
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see how I am beset by this temptation, do deliver me from the evil it 
suggests to me.' 
"The second practice of meekness is to wear a serene affable coun-
tenance to everyone especially to those who look for consolation 
from us. A smiling kind countenance is agreeable to every age and 
person as it seems to carry with it an offering of the whole heart, and to 
ask for yours in return while a sad contracted countenance is always 
repelling and never pleasing to any one.- A Missioner then or Sister 
of Charity should make it an habitual intention to show themselves af-
fable and cordial to every one, that this mark of goodness and kindness 
might enable them to draw the confidence of those who approach 
them for instruction and consolation, as according to the very words 
of our Lord this insinuating kindness gains the heart 'they shall pos-
sess the land' or the Earth, 162 while a cold serious countenance inspires 
only fear and distance truly for us who must have a constant inter-
course with the Poor and ignorant, as well as with all kinds of persons, 
we can never expect to do good and show any fruit if we look like dry 
earth covered with thistles .. some attraction is necessary, and a pleas-
ing exterior that we may repel no one rich or poor. 
"- I was much comforted the other day at the joyful look of a per-
son who had been staying some time in our house .. when he was go-
ing away he said, 'Well I met with nothing but kindness and 
affability, and a simplicity of heart which has delighted me inex-
pressibly. '" 
Isaiah says our Lord would eat butter and honey that he might 
know how to reprove evil and choose good,163 and I do suppose this 
discernment is only in souls governed by meekness, since the passion 
of anger obscures and troubles our reason, the opposite virtue of 
course must give it the light and discernment. 
"The third practice of meekness is when we have recieved an of-
fence from anyone, not to let our mind stop upon it or express any ex-
terior sign of vexation .. but rather to excuse it and say they did not 




offence in question. When an angry person says things of provocation 
on purpose to vex one who is meek and patient, the latter will always 
turn a deaf ear to what is said, and even seem not to understand it. 
"-It is related of a Chancellor in France [Nicolas Brulart, Marquis 
de Sillery] that as he was one day leaving the council he was followed 
by an abusive man who had lost a cause and laid the blame on the 
Chancellor, threatning him with the Judgments of God, and appealing 
to his tribunal, during all this the Chancellor walked quietly on look-
ing neither to the right or left, or taking the smallest notice of any thing 
that was said ... what a lesson in the first Chief Justice of the King-
dom, who certainly could have been well excused for punishing such 
temerity at the very moment . . but oh my Saviour how much stronger 
is our lesson in the school of your incomparable meekness towards the 
most guilty! .. you prayed for your enemies ... and so true meekness 
makes us not only excuse any injustice or offence we may recieve, but 
even to return kindness to those who give it, even if a blow or abuse 
should accompany it ... offering this rude treatment to God, and ac-
cepting it in Peace ... imitating our divine Saviour who covered with 
blows and spits, mocked and derided, yet said not a word unless to Ju-
das to call him friend when he went out to meet him and give himself 
up to his enemies with a meekness surpassing our human understand-
ing .. how can we then who are bound to imitate him suffer with so bad 
a grace and be even unwilling to suffer at all .. oh our Lord and Sav-
iour give us grace to profit by the pains and sufferings you have en-
dured for us, many have walked in your footsteps .. let us not be the 
most ungrateful of your children."IM 
Chapter 13th Mr. Vincents Humility 
Nothing renders us so agreeable in the sight of God, or commend-
able to each other as Humility. The humble shall be exalted'65 says our 
Lord and he truly proved this in the life ofMr. Vincent for it seemed in 
lMCf. Matt. 26:50; John 18:4-5. Cf. #202: "ConFerence de la Douceur," 28 Mars 1659, CED 
12:182-194. 
l6'Cf. Malt. 23: 12. 
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every PaIt of it that in proportion as this faithful servant of God sought 
to humble himself, so it pleased God to shed every grace and Benedic-
tion on him and whatever he undertook .. his humility being in him the 
root of all these benedictions, and the foundation of all the great works 
he accomplished, and drawing on him the abundant light and grace 
which made every thing prosper in his hands . . . though he seemed 
himself unconscious of it, often saying to those around him "I am but 
like a poor worm crawling on the eaIth"L66 .. and in his heaIt to God 
"You know I am but a poor creeping worm who knows not where it 
goes, but it seeks only to hide in you its only desire . . blind and misera-
ble I cannot advance a step unless you take me by the hand and lead me 
by your Mercy." 
it was the humility of Mr. Vincent which gave him a horror of all 
praise and commendation, so that he would take part only with those 
who blamed or found fault with him condemming his least imperfec-
tions with more severity than we do our greatest faults .. representing 
even his smallest defects of memory or understanding as gross igno-
rance and deficiency .. desiring most sincerely that others might be 
employed as the instruments of goodness in preference to himself 
seeking always to be set aside rather than to be brought forward, and 
so careful to hide the particular graces he recieved and the good works 
he did, that they were never brought to light but when Charity com-
manded it. . .. He delighted in speaking of any thing that would draw 
contempt upon him, and carefully shunned the slightest praise or hon-
our - when he came to Paris fearing that his name dePaul might lead 
anyone to suppose he was of an illustrious family he caused himself to 
be called simply Mr. Vincent, his Baptismal name, and though he had 
taken his degrees in Theology, L67 he called himself a poor scholar of 
the 4th class, trying always to appear like a poor nobody, and when he 
could draw any contempt or confusion on himse1fhe would express as 
much joy as if he had found a great treasure .. 
L66Cf. Ps. 22:6. Abelly 3:180. 
L67 Actually, a licentiate in canon law. Cf. CED 13:60, n.1. 
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[Section One. Some examples of Monsieur Vincent' s practice of 
the virtue of humility] 
he called his Congregation a poor, very poor little company, des-
tined only to evangelize the poor in humble villages and instruct poor 
country people, and being obliged at any time to send his Priests 
among other clergy he would recommend them to take always the last 
and lowest place, desiring no other honour for his company than that it 
should be well grounded in Humility, repeating to his Missioners that 
they should be well pleased when any individual among them was 
treated with contempt, and more so if it fell on the company at large, 
and if any would plead that they should be respected to become useful, 
he would say "but first learn to cherish abjection and contempt." 16K His 
own humility was so truly a part of himself that it could be read in his 
countenance, his attitude and whole exterior and he sincerely believed 
himself quite unworthy to use the commonest and most simple conve-
niences, or even what was useful to the very support of life, and with 
these views of his unw0l1hiness he was not only ready to give up 
whatever he might possess, but even studied to avoid every comfort or 
convenience'69 ... Yet if the glory of God or interests of the Church 
ever came in question, Mr. Vincent soon proved that his humility was 
not incompatible with the most generous magnanimity, and that he 
supported the one with the other, resting solely on God in order to pre-
serve the happy medium so agreeable to his spirit-he would say "Hu-
mility accords perfectly with great courage and generosity, as in the 
case of St. Louis who was the glory of the crown of France yet sought 
in Hospitals the most infectious and horrid wounds that he might dress 
them with his own hands uniting the highest grandeur with the deepest 
humility." 
-one of Mr. Vincents rules was if he did a public action to re-
trench some part of it which might produce him most applause, or best 
advance its success .. if two thoughts were presented at once to his 
mind to produce the one least striking if charity permitted it, in order 
168Abelly 3: 182. Cf. #40: "Extrait d' Entrcticn Sur I'Humilite," CED 11 :60. 
169Cf. # 138: "Repetition d'Oraison du 25 Aout 1655," CED 11:301. 
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to humble him and sacrifice the most brilliant to God in the secret of 
his heart, for our Lord said he delights only in humility of heart, and 
simplicity of words and actions170 •• where he would be obliged to 
speak of any work which God had done through him, he always said 
God made use of our company for such and such a thing, or if he was 
required to do any particular good he would answer "We will see, or 
we will try," but he was ready enough if there was any blame to take it 
all to himself and say, "it is my fault, 1 am the cause." he had a wonder-
ful address in turning what ever good he did to the credit of some one 
else as if he had no part in it, and to turn away praise and honour in 
whatever he did for God or his neighbour. 
a person of great piety recommending himself to his prayers, Mr. 
Vincent replied "I will offer you to God since you require it, but no 
one in the world is so much in need of the help of good souls as I my-
self overloaded as I am with miseries, and 1 really consider it as a chas-
tisement of my hypocrisy to be well thought of, and so mistaken for 
what I truly am." l7 l 
a priest who had just entered his congregation, holding a confer-
ence one day in presence ofMr. Vincent, said much on the wonderful 
virtues and example he saw in him .. Mr. Vincent let him go on that he 
might not be interrupted, but when he had finished his conference, 
arose himself and said aloud in presence of the whole assembly, "Sir, 
we have a custom among us never to speak in praise of any person in 
his presence It is true Sir I am a wonder, but a wonder of malice and 
miseries, more wicked than the Demon himself, who does not deserve 
to be in Hell as much as I do . .. this is no exaggeration Sir, but my real 
belief on the subject."172 
A Jansenist [Abbe de Saint-Cyran] trying to persuade Mr. Vincent 
of the truth of his opinions and finding his labour in vain, turning all 
his arguments to abuse, concluded by saying, "I am astonished how a 
congregation like yours can endure so ignorant and illiterate a 
170Cf. #204: "Conference de la MOllification: ' 2 Mai 1659. CED 12:2J 1-27. 
171 Marie-Henriette de Rochechoual1 was the superior of one of the Paris Visitation monasteries. 
Cf. #2035: Vincent de Paul to N .• CCD 5:58l. 
172Cf. #93: " Repetition d'Oraison du 26 Juin 1642," CED 11: 119. 
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Superior General" .. Mr. Vincent answered mildly and in the most 
humble manner, "indeed dear Sir 1 am much more astonished than you 
are, for 1 am really much more ignorant and illiterate than you imag-
ine."!73 
he had a custom whenever he found himself in company with per-
sons of condition to make it understood that he belonged to poor hum-
ble countIy people .. it happened one day that a poor country man very 
meanly dressed insisted on seeing Mr. Vincent, and on the door keep-
ers representation that it was not possible as Mr. Vincent was engaged 
above with some Lords of the court, "Oh then" said the man "it is not 
the Mr. Vincent 1 know for he told me he was but the son of a poor 
peasant like myself." 
accompanying some strangers to the door of St. Lazare a poor 
woman cried after him "0 my Lord give me an alms" .. Mr. Vincent 
turning said "Oh my good woman how little you know me, 1 am but a 
poor swineherd, the son of a poor peasant." 
another time going to the door for the same purpose of attending 
strangers he found a poor woman there who to coax him the better for 
an alms cried out "I was once the servant of Madame your mother" to 
which he answered "You must mistake me my good woman for some-
one else - as 1 know my Mother always did her own work, and never 
had a servant, being the wife of such a poor peasant as my Father 
was"-
Wishing much to prevent a person of high rank from accompanying 
him to his door Mr. Vincent asked him "do you know my Lord that 1 am 
the son of a poor peasant and in my youth was accustomed to keep cattle 
in the field"! 74 .. "really" answered the gentleman, "that is not extraordi-
nary since one ofthe greatest kings in the world David, the man of Gods 
own heart, was taken from his flock to fill his throne"l75 ... Mr. Vincent 
was covered with confusion by this answer-
!73 Abelly 3: 186. 
l74This common saying occurs in several places: CED 2:3, l71; 4:215; 8: 138, 320; 9: 15; 10:681; 
12:21 , 270, 297. 
l75er1 Sam. 13:14; 16:11. 
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In a meeting of the ladies of charity on some considerable concern 
for the poor, one of the assistants seeing that Mr. Vincent was about to 
join the voice of those who warmly contended, without being quite of 
their opinion could not hinder herself from gently reproaching him for 
his compliance, to which he answered with his customary humility, 
"God forbid Madam that my poor thoughts should ever prevail over 
the opinions of others, I am very happy that our good God should do 
his own work without me who am truly but a miserable creature." 
-He many times would kneel before his Priests and intreat their 
pardon for the particular sins of his life which he would mention aloud 
.. and his custom was every Anniversary of his Baptism'76 to kneel be-
fore his whole Community and ask pardon of God for the many sins he 
had committed in his past life through the number of years he had 
borne with him on earth, and of his Community for the scandals he had 
given them, begging them to beg for mercy for him-
Making ajourney with 3 or4 of his priests he fell in some diverting 
conversation with them on particular things which had happened to 
himself, when suddenly while they were listening with the greatest at-
tention, he stopped short and striking his breast with his eyes lifted to 
heaven cried out "Oh miserable man that I am filled with vanity and 
pride, here I am speaking only of myself' . . the conversation immedi-
ately changed, and the first stop they made in their journey Mr. Vin-
cent asked their pardon on his knees for the scandal he had given in 
thus speaking of himself. 
-Giving a direction to a Brother about some poor person, the 
Brother made him many improper replies and oppositions, to what he 
proposed, and Mr. Vincent thought himself obliged to reprehend and 
insist in his turn .. but his humility giving him afterwards an interior 
remorse, he went in the garden where a number of the oldest priests 
were assembled and going on his knees in the middle of a walk he 
asked pardon for the scandals he gave daily in the company, and for 
speaking rudely just now to one of the Brothers in the lower yard, 
176Abelly 3:1 88. Vincent was the third child born to Jean de Paul and Bertrande de Moras. Born 
April 24, 1581, he was baptized in the village church, St. Vincent de Xaintes, about a mile and a half 
away from Ranquines. his birthplace at Pouy. 
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"this" said one of the priests who witnessed it, "anyone might see, but 
1 also saw that at night after the general examine Mr. Vincent went to 
the chamber of that poor Brother and kissed his feet." 
Mr. Vincent insisted that no company could subsist without humil-
ity, that when that virtue was wanting in a community everyone would 
be seeking their own interests and nothing but partialities and divi-
sions could prevail .. that Humility is the choicest favour we should 
beg of God, and we should weep and be sad when we recieved honour 
and applause, for our Lord himself said wretched are you when you 
recieve praise of men. 177 
Mr. Vincent could not conceal his suffering when called to the 
council of the King, and he found himself obliged to sit down in the 
presence of princes .. it was remarked that he never wore his new 
soutan at court [the Louvre], butthe same dress he daily wore when he 
visited his dear sick and Poor. .. speaking of this employment at court 
he one day said "I beg our Lord that they may know me to be the fool 
that 1 am, and discharge me from it, that I may have more time to do 
penance, and give less bad example than I do daily in our Company" .. 
his pain was inexpressible when any honour was paid him while on 
the contrary he suffered every calumny with joy, not permitting him-
self the least excuse or complaint, humbling himself and asking par-
don continually of those who offended him .. as he did in particular to 
a person of quality who treated him with great contempt, and a young 
man who in a passion called him an old fool, on which Mr. Vincent 
immediately kneeled down and begged him to pardon him whatever 
cause he had given him to speak in that manner. 
having prevented the King from bestowing a Bishoprick on a per-
son whom he knew to be incapable of governing a Diocese, the rela-
tions of the young man resenting this disappointment extremely 
raised a gross and black calumny against Mr. Vincent, which reaching 
the ear of the Queen she asked him smiling ifhe knew what was said of 
him to which Mr. Vincent only answered "Madam I am a great sin-
ner," and her Majesty adding "You should justify yourself," he 
177 Abelly 3: 190. Cf. Luke 6:26. 
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replied "Much more was said against our Lord and Saviour, and he 
never Justified himself or made any defence."178 
A report was spread that Mr. Vincent had sold a Benefice for a Li-
brary and a considerable sum of money . . Mr. Vincent owned that his 
first thought was to take his pen and refute this horrid calumny, but be-
fore he wrote a first word he asked himself "Miserable man what are 
you doing you will justify yourself, while a Christian falsely accused 
at Tunis remained three days in torments, and even died in them with-
out the least word of complaint, altho' he was innocent of the crime 
aUedged against him and will you excuse yourself? .. indeed you shall 
not," and throwing down his pen he gave up every thought of justify-
ing himself. 
Mr. Vincent wrote his old friend [Monsieur de Saint Martin] the 
canon of Acqs [Dax], 179 "I thank you much for your kind care of my lit-
tIe nephew but I must tell you I never desired he should be an ecclesi-
astic nor did I think of bringing him up for that state which is the most 
high and sublime of any on earth since it was that which our Lord 
would exercise himself. had I known what it was when I had the 
timerity to enter it as I have since known it, I would have passed my 
life digging the earth sooner than have engaged in it with all its re-
sponsibilities as I have often told our poor country people to encour-
age them to be contented in their condition, and the longer I live the 
more I am confirmed in this opinion because I daily see more and 
more plainly how far I am from the perfection it requires .. since a 
priest has not only his own sins to account for, but those of the people 
also, if he does not try to appease for them the anger of God and satisfy 
his Divine Justice, opposing with his whole might the torrents of evil 
which overwhelms the church-the holy Spouse of our Saviour now 
so disfigured by the sad life of her ministers and members that she can 
scarcely be recognized .. . What would our first Fathers who saw her 
in her primative beauty now say if they could witness the profanations 
and impieties we behold .. alas they who even in those days of first 
fervour esteemed it difficult for Priests to be saved .. . truly dear Sir I 
i78Cr. Matt. 27: 12; I Pel. 2:23. 
i79Cr. #2027: Vincent de Paul to Canon de st.· Martin, CCO 5:569. 
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think it much better to give the poor child the profession of his Father 
than to engage him in so high and difficult a responsibility in which if 
we enter uncalled our loss seems inevitable."-
[Section Two. Some Thoughts of Monsieur Vincent About the 
Virtue of Humility] 
Section 3rd of 3rd Book 
Mr. Vincent had two particular motives of Humility on which ev-
ery principle of his conduct turned .. speaking of them in his congre-
gation he said "If we would study ourselves we would see plainly that 
nothing is more just and reasonable than that we should despise our-
selves .. the corruption of our Nature, our tendency to dissipation and 
inconstancy, the darkness of our mind, and irregularity of our will .. 
impurity of our affections . . these weighed in the scales of the Sanctu-
ary with our daily and habitual works would soon prove to us that we 
deserve nothing but contempt .. sin and nothingness of ourselves, 
ever opposed to the holiness and perfections of God, on what should 
we pride ourselves? .. even the good we think we have best succeeded 
in, we know by experience often turns to no account, and we will if we 
examine well find all we say, do, or think both in substance and detail 
to be only worthy of confusion and contempt for if we are not 
decieved by self flattery we will soon find that not only we are worse 
than others in general, but that we are even worse than the Devils in 
Hell, for if these unhappy spirits had the graces we have at their dis-
posal, and the means we have to amend, they would make a thousand 
thousand times more use of them than we do." '"o 
the second motive in the practice of this virtue was the example of 
our Lord .. "What" said he "was the life of this divine Saviour but a 
continued humiliation active and passive .. this Humility was so dear 
to him that he never quitted it while on earth .. and after his Death he 
would be represented by the figure of a crucifix to show himself in a 
state of ignominy, hanging on a gibbet for us, suffering the most 
180 Abelly 3: 196. Cf. #38: "Extrait d 'Entretien Sur I'Humilite." CED II :58-59. 
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shameful and infamous Death imaginable .. and this to make humility 
dear to us, and crush that pride which not only aggrivates all other 
sins, but vitiates our very best works, insinuating its infection and cor-
ruption in those even which are most holi" . . . 
"We see indeed the beauties of Humility but obscurely during this 
life yet we must have confidence amidst this darkness, and be assured 
that if we love humiliations from our heart God will grant us humility 
and we will cherish the grace of it by daily practice- for one act of vir-
tue well made prepares and produces another, and the first degree of 
Humility once obtained we easily pass on to the second .. then to the 
third, and so on .. we know that our Saviour testified the Pardon of the 
Publican on account of his humility, may we not then hope for for-
giveness too if we are truly humble, for humility introduces every 
other virtue in the soul where she dwells, and of sinnes makes us Just, 
while on the contrary if we were as Angels, and excelled in every other 
virtue without possessing Humility, no other virtue could subsist in 
us, since they would want their true foundation which is humility and 
we would be no better than the proud abominable Pharasee."I82 
+ + 
continued in the 3rd vol[ume]- [Cf. Seton Writings 3:13.1.] 
lS I Abelly 3:196. Cf. #44: "Extrait d'Entreticn Sur I'Humiliations," CED II :61. 
182Cf. Luke 18: I 0-14. Abelly added an extract frolll another conference or frolll a much different 
version to this fragment. Cf. #203: "Conference de I'Humilite," 18 Avril 1659, CED 12:209-11. 
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13.3 Life of Louise de Marillac 
Suffer with him in continual union with his thorns, nails, and spear 
, , listen to every word he says till Consummatum est' 
-Duties of minutes 
-Eternities of rewards 
Be most peaceable and humble in acknowledging your misery, 
-it brings us so much nearer to him, 
-our misery deplored draws down his ever ready mercy-
St. Joseph's House2 
+ 
-Madam Le Gras3 -
... Was born at Paris 12th August 1591-her Mother died4 when 
she was an Infant her Father gave every possible attention to her edu-
cationS , , to her personal and mental accomplishments, and his care 
was so well rewarded that he testified it in his last will,6 in which he 
says that "She had been his greatest Consolation on Earth and he 
13.3 ASJPH 1·3·3·24A 
iLatin for "It is consummated" (John 19:30) . This reflection, not part of the translation, is written 
on the inside of the cover page. 
2St. Joseph' s House refers to the White House, a log house completed inl8IO at Emmitsburg. 
3This is Elizabeth's translation from Rev. Nicolas Gobillon.La Vie de Madame Le Gras (Paris: 
1676). the first in Engli sh. For a modern English translation, cf. The Life of Mademoiselle Le Gras 
(London: 1984). Because Louise de Marillac's husband was a simple squire who belonged to the 
bourgeoisie and not to the aristocracy. she was not able to carry the title of Madame, reserved for 
women of the nobility, but instead she was known as Mademoiselle. 
4Gobillon is incorrect regarding the death ofLouisc' s mother for whom no historical record exists 
and whose identity is unknown. Her father. Louis de Marillac (1556-1604). was a widower at the 
time his daughter was bom. Louise's baptismal certificate is among many seventeenth century 
records which have disappeared. Her father remarried January 15, 1595. This second maniage with 
Antoinette Le Camus was an unhappy one, and the couple separated. 
5Louis de Marillac provided an income for his daughter. whom he placed with the Dominican 
nuns at the Royal Convent ofPoissy. Founded by King St. Louis IX. this conventtook in a few young 
children of the nobility to provide them with an education corresponding to their rank in society. A 
paternal great-aunt of Louise, Mother Catherine Louise de Marillac, Jived there. 
6Louis de Marillac bequeathed to Louise, whom he claimed as mafille. ma Ilatltrelle, an annual 
pension of lOO pounds in addition to land at Ferrieres-en-Brie August 15, 1591. In 1595 and 1602he 
increased his bequests to her. July 25. 1604. in his will he added another 20 eeus of pension to be 
drawn from the profits of the land at Farinvilliers. 
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believed that she had been given to him by God to be his comfort and 
his Peace through every affliction of his life"-
after the Death of her Father as she had always had a great con-
tempt for the pleasures of the World, she would have entered a reli-
gious life but her Director" who was eminent in sanctity opposed her 
ardent desire8 of consecrating herself to God in the austere order she 
had chosen (the Capuc[h ]ins) because of the extreme weakness of her 
constitution, , and while she was thus forced to deliberate on her V 0-
cation, she was Over ruled by persuasion and necessity to unite herself 
with Anthony Le Gras/ Secretary to the Queen of Medicis, whose 
family was singularly devoted to the Poor; Who after her marriage be-
came generally as it were the children of her adoption. Wherever she 
found them and her love for them became so strengthened by her fer-
vent and continual practice of Charity, that it may truly be said to have 
been without limits, for she not only visited the sick and indigent in 
their poor and wretched dwellings, but extended her care to the public 
hospitals where she rendered them with her own hands the lowest and 
most painful services, and not content with her own personal chari-
ties, she engaged a number ofladies to assist in them, and by her coun-
sel and example laid already the foundation of the institutions of 
charity which were to become so fruitful in her future years . 
. . scarcely could a soul be found more detached from the world, 
and the things of this life; she was never so happy as when she could 
escape all Commerce with society and enjoy herself with God in 
7Provinc ia l of the Capuchins, Reverend Honore de Champigny 
sLouisc was fifteen years old when the Capuchin nuns were solemnly installed in their Convent 
on Rue St.-Honore in Paris. The Capuchins' Franciscan piety and ascetic life of prayer, manual 
labor, and great poverty appealed to the devout young Louise who witnessed them walking through 
Paris, barefooted, preceded by a procession led by the archbishop. Even though she promised (or 
made a vow) to give herself to God in this rigorous cloistered life, her director advised her that she 
was not called to the Capuchin life and prophetically told her that God had other designs for her. 
9Antoine Le Gras (1581·1 625) was a valued functionary of the intendant of finances for the 
Queen, Sir Octavien d ' Attichy, husband of Louise's aunt Valence de Marillac. The Les Gras had 
one child, Michel·Antoine Le Gras (1613· 1696), who married Gabrielle Le Clerc in 1650. Their 
only child was a daughter, Louise Renee (b.1650), who died childless after her marriage to M. 
D'Onnilly. 
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prayer and meditation her Director the Bishop of BelleiD after teach-
ing her the exercises of a spiritual life, was obliged to restrain her fer-
vour, and wrote her "You must use your exercises of retreat and 
recollection as you would eat honey, that is rarely and moderately, for 
your spiritual avidity must be restrained." 
.. in fact notwithstanding her continual penance of constitutional 
infirmities, and most painful employments of charity she used hair 
cloth, fasting, and watching as in the ordinary duties of life, and the 
enemy of souls seeing he could not ensnare her by her passions or the 
love of pleasure, took a more certain method of tormenting her and 
tempted her by her own Virtue, she began to turn her very purity and 
tenderness of conscience against herself and concieved so great a fear 
of sin that she was in a continual examine of her faults, and even of the 
weaknesses which may escape the most innocent. her Director (the 
Bishop Belley) wrote her . . . "these are clouds my daughter which 
come between you and the Eternal Serenity to prevent you from see-
ing its pure light and the joy of the Service of God .. do not be so diffi-
cult about indifferent things, turn your eyes from yourself, and fasten 
them on JESUS CHRIST , , this in my opinion will be your true per-
fee·tion" . . still she was troubled for many years with these temptations 
from fear of sin, and at intervals with others still more dangerous, the 
enemy driving her from one extreme to the other through trouble of 
mind, at last attacked her Faith on the Very existance of God and im-
mortality of the Soul .. this temptation once lasted her from the As-
cension to Penticost, but she was relieved from her torment during the 
Mass of the Holy Ghost" at which she was assisting at St. Nicho-
las's,12 and filled with his consolations and Strength.-
It was the Providence of God for this precious soul to sanctify it 
IOPierre Camus, bishop ofBeUey, was a friend of the Marillacs and ofSt. Franci s de Sales . He was 
also a nephew of Antoinette Le Camus Marillac, Loui se's stepmother. The diocese of Belley was 
coextensive with the civil department of Ain and within the archdiocese of Besan90n. 
"Holy Spirit 
12Louise had a life-changing experience June 4, 1623, when her "Light of Pentecost" took place at 
St. Nicolas des Champs Church. Her mind was relieved of all doubts, and she understood that God 
wanted her to remain with her husband, who was ill, and to accept a new spiritual director. 
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through many trials .. Monsieur Ie gras l 3 for some years before his 
death suffered several violent maladies, which rendered him ex-
tremely fretful and difficult, , this was the moment of exertion for the 
most tender and faithful charity of Madame, whose cares and 
solicitudes for him were so unwearied, that she made her Service to 
him an apprenticeship, or study of charity, and the arts of consoling 
and relieving the sick, so that the lessons and instructions she gave her 
own community some years afterwards were in consequence of the 
experience she gained at that time, and her generous conduct gave her 
such influence on the mind of Monsieur Ie gras, that she had the con-
solation to inspire him with every disposition for a good Death . . 
She wrote in these terms after his Death to his Cousin Germain, 
Rev[eren]d Father Hilm'ion [Rebours]14 "I could never give you an 
idea of the abundant graces M.le gras rec[ eive]d in his last sickness, , 
he scarcely slept at all yet was so patient that he never disturbed the 
rest of anyone . . it seemed as if our Saviour would give him a partici-
pation of his own Sufferings in Death so general and extensive were 
the pains he endured, his mind seemed always filled with thoughts of 
the PASSION .. the blood poured from his mouth seven different 
times, the seventh put an immediate end to his life, , I was alone with 
him in the awful moment, , to his last sigh he expressed in every possi-
ble manner that his mind was fastened on God, uttering no words but 
PRAY for me, pray for me, in the most moving manner . . do remember 
him my Rev [eren]d Father, especially at complins for which he had so 
particular a devotion that he very seldom missed saying them every 
evening"-
a few hours after this earthly tie was broken Made. Ie gras hastened 
to her confessor, and in Communion made a renewed ardent consecra-
tion of herself to Godl5 -
13 Around 1621 or l622, her husband, Antoine, fell ill. This painful illness affected his behavior, 
and his mood became angry and despondent. Louise cared for her husband with much affection, but 
hi s mood changes and frequent bouts of impatience became more and more disturbing to her. She 
thought she was being punished for not entering the Capuchins. 
14Antoine Le Gras died December 21, 1625. 
15She renewed the promise (or private vow) she had made as an adolescent to give herself to God. 
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every year on St. Monica's day 4th May she renewed her Vow of 
Widowhood to GOD,16 and the offering of her person, life, and service 
to him in any way he would be pleased to use them. 
at this time her director the Bishop of Belley being too distant from 
her to give her the continual advice she was in need of, recommended 
her Soul and conduct to the care of Vincent de Paul17 eminent for his 
sanctity, and foundation of charity .. he could not refuse the charge of 
this soul from the hands of this Prelate, although at that time he would 
have particularly avoided a care of that nature 
-But the Moment was come when God would clearly manifest his 
<design> will to Made. Ie gras who was so struck with the designs of 
Mr. Vincents charity that she was determined to assist them to the ut-
most of her power, and offered even then, to Vow herself to the ser-
vice of the Poor if Mr. Vincent had permitted it. .. he chose rather to 
try her for some years, but the delay became but a kind of Novitiate to 
increase her Zeal and strengthen her Resolutions in which she perse-
vered so humbly and piously that Mr. Vincent was as it were forced to 
permit her the exercise of those functions for which she was so emi-
nently destined, and sent her to visit the confraternities of chariti8 
which he had established in different Villages, , the first he had insti-
tuted at Chatillon but they were afterwards brought to the cities also. 
-The faithful, and zealous Made. Ie gras recieved the orders of 
Mr. Vincent with the utmost submission and fulfilled them with the 
most exact obedience he gave her written instructions on the Manage-
ment she was to observe on her Journeys and in the fulfilment of their 
object, and she recieved Communion the day she set out, as a pledge 
160n the feast of St. Monica, May 4, 1623, Louise made a vow of widowhood but found no peace 
and no longer believed in the immortality of the soul. The following month, on Pentecost Sunday, 
she experienced her "Light of Pentecost" and was again able to experience God's presence. 
17St. Vincent de Paul became Louise ' s spiritual director and collaborator. 
18Louise de Marillac worked with parish-based Confraternities of Charity in Paris and elsewhere. 
The Company of the Daughters of Charity had its genesis in the Confraternities of Charity and the 
experience of Vincent and Louise in forming their first Servants of the Poor. In 1620 a Confraternity 
of Charity for men was established at Folleville in the diocese of Amiens. The Confraternities of 
Charity for men seem not to have survived the French Revolution, but Frederic Ozanam 
(1813-1853) in consultation with Rosalie Rendu, D.C. (1786- 1856). later revived the concept and 
founded the Society of st. Vincent de Paul. 
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of divine Protection. The first Journey she made was to Montmirel'9 
and Mr. Vincent wrote her .. "Go Madame, go in the name of our 
Lord, I beg his divine goodness to Accompany You, to be your Conso-
lation on your way, Your strength in your labours, and to bring you 
back in health loaded with good works + .. Go to Communion the day 
you set out in honour of the charity of our Lord, his travels, labours, 
pains and contradictions and to beg him that you may act by his spirit, 
and bear your pains and sufferings as he did his"-She was Accom-
panied in these Journeys by pious women .. they endured many hard-
ships on their way taking part with the misery of the poor wherever 
they went-they took quantities of linin, drugs and provisions for the 
sick, and when they would come to a Village, they would assemble the 
charitable women who composed the confraternity of the place, give 
them every necessary instruction and encouragement, animate their 
zeal, and do every thing in their power to promote their good works, 
visiting the sick, administering to their wants with their own hands, 
and consoling them in every possible manner .. they would then as-
semble the young girls of the Village at particular houses, and teach 
them the articles of Faith, duties of a Christian life, and if there was a 
school mistress in the place they would instruct her in her duty, and if 
there was none, they would try to procure one . 
. . We read in the conferences of Mr. Vincent how Mademoiselle 
exposed herself to every danger, even visiting a person in the 
Plague.-the letter20 he wrote her on that occasion, the Providence of 
God in preserving her life and her redoubled fervour in consecrating it 
to the Poor-
She was like a moving star shedding her light and influence in every 
direction, , , Visiting a place called Villepreux/' where Mr. Vincent 
'''The fourth Confraternity of Charity was established in 1621 at Montmirail, a town of Brie in 
Marne. situated on the property of the de Gondi family. In May 1629 Vincent sent Louise there on 
her first mission for the Company of Charity. Cf. #38: Vincent de Paul to Louise de Marillac. 
[around 16291. CCD 1:63; cf. #39: Vincent de Paul to Louise de Marillac. May 6.1629.1 :64. 
20Cf. #13 1: Vincent de Paul to Louise de Marillac, [between January 1632 and February 16331, 
CCD 1: 186. The person with the plague may have been Marguerite Naseau ( 1594- 1633). the first 
Daughter of Charity. who was ill with that disease. 
2'Loui se visited Villepreux . a small town near Paris. in May 1630. Thi s was the site of the second 
Confraternity of Charity of the Sick Poor established February 23. 1618. under the authority of 
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had long since established a Confraternity of Charity, Mademoiselle 
found that the curate of the place was not very well disposed towards 
her on which she wrote Mr. Vincent for his directions,22 Who wrote her 
"by no means to stay in a parish where she was not welcome, that our 
Lord would draw more glory from her submission than from all the 
good she could do, that one act of resignation and humility was worth 
more than many other good works" but after she explained to the curate 
her intentions he joyfully recieved the charity she had desired to exer-
cise to his flock, in which she did all manner of good 'till she fell sick 
with exertion and fatigue ... Mr. Vincent wrote to congratulate her that 
she had been found worthy to suffer something for God, and to remind 
her to make a good use of such an Occasion of Merit. 
.. having learned the honour which had been shown to Mademoi-
selle the following winter in the town of Beauvais23 he wrote her also 
on the use she ought to make of it .. "that she must unite closely in 
spirit with the Contempt and ill usage which the Son of God endured 
while she saw herself esteemed and honoured , , that a mind truly 
humble would humble itself more when it was honoured than when it 
was despised, , and like the honey bee would draw its sweets from the 
dew which fell upon the absynth, as well as from that upon the rose" 
.. when she left Beauvais to return to Paris the people followed her 
with thanks and blessings, and as a crowd went on with her ca[b ]riole24 
it happened that a little child having fallen, the wheel went intirely 
over its body, , the distress of Mademoiselle was unspeakable until 
making her ardent prayers she saw the little creature jump up, and run 
away unhurt. this circumstance is not mentioned as a miracle for had it 
been one it would be far less striking than her unwearied Charity[.] 
this Virtue says St. Chrysostom is the greatest of all gifts and prodi-
gies ... 
It is traced through the whole course of her life that this Virtue reg-
ulated and animated her whole conduct .. to find out the wants of the 
Cardinal de Retz, then bishop of Pari s, who approved its rule. 
22Cr. #46: Vincent de Paul to Louise de Marillac, [April 1630], CCD 1 :75. 
23Louise visited Beauvais in December 1630. Cf. #55: Vincent de Paul to Louise de Marillac 
[September 1630] , CCD 1:85. 
24A small, open, two-wheeled carriage 
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poor, to procure them relief, employment, and instruction seemed the 
sole ambition or pleasure she had ever aimed at. 
We read in the life of Mr. Vincent of the first institution of the Sis-
ters of Charity, the impossibility for the ladies of charity2' to take, or to 
trust their servants with the care of the poor .. the care and unwearied 
attention of Mademoiselle in forming the young country girls, who of-
fered themselves to the exercises of charity and care of the Sick .. she 
began her little community26 in her own house in 1633 on the eve of St. 
Andrew, and cherished it so tenderly that her only desire was to devote 
herself wholly to it and on the Annunciation the 25th March [1642] 
following she bound herself by VOW27 to embrace this vocation, offer-
ing herself to God with redoubled fervour as a perpetual holocaust .. 
and once a month the remainder of her life she offered a communion 
of thanksgiving for having been called to this state of life. 
(-here follows the institution of ladies of charity as related in the 
life ofMr. Vincent-their assemblies, funds, resources, deliberations, 
zeal, offices, etc. high rank etc.-14 of the best instructed chosen ev-
ery month for exhorting, instructing, and preparing the sick for the 
Sacraments, going two by two, by turns every day of the week-) 
But this work of charity could not be fully executed without proper 
persons to purchase and prepare every necessary for the Poor, as well 
as to help in distributing the food and conveniences procured for 
them, therefore Mademoiselle began to train up the most intelligent of 
her subjects for this purpose, and taught them not only how to make 
what was simple and good for the poor in confectionary, but also to 
prepare such as could be sold for their profit and advantage, and by 
that means raise a fund for the relief of their necessities. 
2'Cf. Seton Writings 3: 13, n. 113. 
21The Daughters of Charity were founded November 29, 1633. 
27Vincent distinguished between the vows taken by Daughters of Charity and religious vows in 
1640. Two years later Louise de Marillac and four sisters pronounced perpetual vows, but later in 
1651 the Company adopted the practice of annual vows of poverty, chastity, obedience, and service 
of the poor. During the founders' lifetimes there was diversity among the sisters about making 
vows : some made perpetual vows, devotionally renewed each year~ others annual ones; and some 
never made vows. Since 1642 the Daughters of Charity have made their vows on the feast of the 
Annunciation (March 25). Cf. Conferences, "On the Vocation of a Daughter of Charity," July 19, 
1640. 
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-the Benediction which God gave to this establishment is 
inconcievable-it became an inexhaustible source of good, a public 
azylum of every misery, and possessed the happy means of drawing 
the greatest good on the souls of the Poor who came only to be pro-
vided for the body .. the first year of its institution so much Benedic-
tion followed it that multitudes of Catholics were prepared by the 
visits of these good souls in the public Hospitals, to die a happy Death, 
or begin a good life, and more than seven hundred heritics, and some 
turks even were converted to the Faith .. Mademoiselle Ie gras applied 
herself so fervently in this good work that Mr. Vincent was obliged to 
moderate her zeal's he wrote her .. "To be always at the Hotel Dieu 
Mademoisell is not proper, though to come and go is right enough .. 
be not afraid to do the present good in your power, but fear your de-
sires to do more than you can, and more than God means you to do .. . 
I tremble at the thought of going beyond the means he gives, because it 
seems to me a crime in the children of his Providence" 
-Paris itself was too limited for the charity of this institution, it 
embraced every Province ofthe Kingdom, passed the seas, even to the 
countries of the Infidels, and reached the furthest limits of the earth. 
Mademoiselle taught her Sisters that the great art of serving the 
poor well, was to consider in them the person of our Lord/ 9 that the 
service we could render him was nothing to him, and therefore he 
made over his right to the poor in whom we could both honour and 
Serve him. 
She would tell them "it was but a small matter to carry the ponidge 
pot through the streets, or to fatigue themselves by working for their 
dear masters (as she always called the Poor) unless they kept God in 
view, and proposed their divine master as the object oftheir care .. and 
that if they lost sight of him for ever so short a time while serving his 
28Cf. #203 : Louise de Marillac to Vincent de Paul . [1635]. CCD 1 :290. 
29Yincent often repeated to the Sisters: "0 my daughters, how true that is ! You serve Jesus Christ 
in the person of the poor ... Go and look at the poor convicts in a chain gang, you will find God 
there ... •• Cf. Conferellces. "On the Love of our Vocation ...• " February 13. 1646. 
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members it would be always a diminution of love and a loss of grace, 
while if we always remembered our Lord in them, we would love to 
serve them and take care of them with the respect which is their due." 
a Sister who had been sent to the country wrote Mademoiselle that 
it was a great help to her in seeking out and serving the sick to per-
suade herself that it was our Lord whom she sought for, and found in 
them-and Mademoiselle answered her, "how true it is, my Sister, 
that a Soul who thus seeks God finds her true consolation, and begins 
even her Paradise on earth." 
. . She taught her Sisters that the special object of their care must be 
the Spiritual wants of the Poor .. that they must teach them to bear 
their sufferings as coming from the hand of God himself who gave 
them only for their good, to bring them to repentance, to expiate their 
sins and open heaven for them .. and that to make their sufferings 
fruitful and acceptable to God they must unite them with those of his 
divine Son, and present the sufferings of his Son to him as their own 
through his love .. that they must say with their whole heaJt with our 
Lord in the garden "thy will my Father not mine, be done"30 .. trying to 
be well prepared for the Sacraments in the uncertainty of when they 
may Die ... and should they be in danger of Death, to engage them to 
make acts of Faith, Hope, and Charity . .. and inspire them with great 
Confidence in God, , recalling his mercies to them, especially in so of-
ten sparing them from sudden Death, to give them the present oppor-
tunity of reconciliation and Peace with him, while he might have cut 
them off in their sins .. that now they have every reason to hope every 
thing from his Mercy, and to trust he will spare them after Death since 
he spared them so long during life .. and to secure his Pardon they 
must be truly penitent, detest their sins, and make the strongest resolu-
tions to commit them no more.-
She recommended them also to try when they had the opportunity 
to inspire these poor sufferers with strong thoughts of the happiness of 
the Blessed, , of the Beauty, greatness, and love of God , , of the joy of 
possessing him Eternally, , that every moment of their sufferings on 
earth, and of their present trial served through the grace of God and the 
30Luke 22:42 
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merits of our Saviour to procure them this Eternaljoy.- she recom-
mended them to give these spiritual helps as coming from their own 
heart, and not as a mere form of instruction. 
Here follows the Instruction found in the life of St. Vincent on the 
use and object ofretreats-Mademoiselle's zeal and charity in giving 
and procuring them-persons of every rank and quality of her sex en-
joying the happy influence of her care and instructions in this exercise 
... her knowledge of Spiritual life pelfected by long experience-
/ Mademoiselle besides her customary exercises of piety made re-
treats ofthree or four days several times a year," and regularly the ten 
days between Ascension and Penticost in honour of the blessed Vir-
gin, and to prepare for the coming of the Holy Ghost-
She passed the hour from 2 to 3 daily, but especially in Lent as 
much as possible in meditation of the Passion and Death of our Sav-
iour finishing always with the words of astonishment for Heaven and 
Earth, "CHRIST JESUS made himself obedient unto DEATH and to 
the Death of the Cross"-addressing also the cross as her only hope 
"0 crux ave spes unica"32 
The habit and continual practice of meditation gave to the most 
common actions of this pious soul, an air of recollection through ev-
ery diversity of occupation, , the most serious attention at prayer, 
most tender affection at Holy Communion, the little cloth which she 
held being generally wet with her tears. She preserved a gentle and 
constant union with the will of God so that in pains, sickness or what-
ever trial she had she preserved quiet and tranquillity without com-
plaint-her earnest desire was to inspire her community with the love 
of meditation as the only solid means oftheir union with God, and of 
SuppOliing their Vocation . . for how could they (she would ask them) 
dipersed as they must often be, sent to distant places in town and 
] I Louise especially liked to make retreats during Advent. 
32Louise had a great devotion to the passion of Our Lord. In her last will and testament Louise 
requested "that there be placed as soon as possible ... a large wooden cross with crucifix attached, 
and inscription at its foot bearing this title: Spes Ullica" (only hope). Cf. Phil. 2:8. 
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country, far often from the direction of their Superiors and the helps of 
the community, left almost to themselves in the midst of the world, 
necessarily distracted by their employment and subjected to the con-
tempt of Mankind . . "how" she would say "can you support your-
selves but by the closest union with God, and this union with him 
cannot be preserved but through recollection and meditation." 
The two ruling maxims of the life and conduct of Mademoiselle Ie 
gras were the love of Truth which detached her from creatures to unite 
her to her creator, in recollection and meditation and the duty of char-
ity, by which she embraced every occasion which presented itself for 
the relief of human misery-
/ Here the details relative to the little foundlings, 33 their extreme 
misery, the discouragement of the Ladies of Charity, , Mr. Vincent's 
eloquent and effectual pleas in their favour as related in his life ... 
also the condition of the poor galley slaves, and the happy ministry of 
Mercy through the Sisters of Charity procured for them by Mademoi-
selle Cornuel34 whose Father had left a considerable sum to be em-
ployed for these poor prisoners. 
/ The town of Angers35 where the Sisters of Charity had been sta-
tioned, was visited by the plague, and it was then they proved their 
zeal for the poor was without bounds or limits .. Mademoiselle Ie gras 
having returned to Paris, testified her joy at their generous conduct by 
the following letter to their Sister Servant "My dear Sister The sudden 
Deaths around us are a warning to be ready any moment God calls us . 
. it is a great consolation to me that you do not abandon the poor sick, , 
tum your devotion particularly to St. Roch to obtain of God the neces-
sary courage and perseverance even for your Martyrdom of Charity if 
he would honour you so far, but let all be in intire submission to his 
good pleasure, and then we will have nothing to fear." in the same let-
ter she informs them that there is also a contagious sickness at Paris of 
which multitudes die daily, and their Sisters in that city are constantly 
33The work with the foundlings began in January 1638 at La Chapelle. 
34Monsieur Claude Corneul bequeathed an annuity of 6.000 livres to improve the lot of the galley 
slaves in 1639. 
35The Daughters of Charity began their first ministry in institutionalized healthcare at the 
Hospital of St.-Jean at Angers in 1640. 
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exposed in the care of the sick for whom they cheerfully offer their 
lives36 -
/ Then follows the description of the desolations of War and famine 
in Loraine" -Mr. Vincent's unlimitted charities through the Ladies 
of the Confraternities at Paris, as related at large in his life. 
/ In the year 1641 Mademoiselle Ie gras bought a convenient house 
for her community's in Paris, near the House of St. Lazare, through the 
Bounty of Made. Goussaut ... here charity found her true Sanctuary . 
. hitherto she had been dwelling as it were in tents, but here she found a 
settled temple like that of Solomon in Jerusalem, and here pure and in-
nocent Souls, constantly employed in good words, daily offered an 
acceptable sacrifice, truly pleasing to God . . it became the general ref-
uge of the Poor, and the depository of the greater part of the public 
alms as well as private charities-everyone hastening to place their 
Bounty in the hands of its faithful Superiore, that she might distribute 
them to the best advantage-from these resources were distributed 
every comfort for the poor in clothes, remedies, etc. and this house be-
came a holy school of charity in which its members were carefully 
brought up in her various exercises, and prepared to execute them 
wherever they were called for-from that time this establishment has 
been constantly enlarging39 and its benign influence extending in all 
36Cf. #520: Louise de MarilJac to Sister Barbe Angiboust, April 10,1657, Sullivan, 547. St. Roch 
(c. 1350-1379) was invoked for protection against the plague. 
37Cf. "The Town Magistrates o r Pont-a-Mousson to Vincent de Paul ," December 1640, CCD 
2: 165. The Thirty Years War caused great suffering in the provinces, and Vincent de Paul sought to 
aid the famine-stricken population of Lorraine. The newsletter Relations appeared the day after an 
important meeting regarding the crisis. The Ladies of Charity had decided to provide charitable 
relief to the wartorn provinces by appealing to the wealthy for emergency support; therefore, they 
adverti sed in each issue: "Those who feel inclined to contribute should communicate with the 
priests of the parishes or with Madames de Lamoignon and de Herse." Following Vincent's 
example, the Ladies of Charity ardently distributed these newsletters, which they left with "good 
prospects" with the hope of a generous contribution. 
381n 1641. Genevieve Fayet Goussault (d.1639), widow of Antoine GOllssalllt, was instrumental in 
providing a motherhouse for the Daughters of Charity at La Chapelle, a little vi llage situated 
between St. Lazare and St. Denis. She had suggested the establishment of the Confratcmity of 
Charity at the Hotel-Dieu of Paris and became its president. Cf. 2 Chron. 2-7. 
39The apostolic development of the Company of Charity was rapid and diverse: pastoral care; 
parish social ministry and education; first hospital; care of foundlings, convicts. the insane, plague 
victims, and wounded soldiers on battlefield; emergency relief to the provinces; and hospice for 
elderly. 
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directions. its cares and charities have been like a daily providence 
through all the Prisons of Paris, in her hospitals, parishes, in the dis-
tricts of the court .. in town and country, and even in foreign King-
doms. 
-The city of Nantz seeing the great services which had been ren-
dered by the Sisters in the Hospitals of Angers, begged earnestly to 
share the blessing, and Mr. Vincent sent Mademoiselle with 14 of her 
daughters to that place. she wrote some notes on this journey<° as a 
guide for the rest. 
"Monday 23d July our honoured Father gave us our instructions on 
the object of our Journey, and named the Sisters who were to under-
take it. 
"Wednesday follow[in]g I went to recieve his further orders, and 
knowing how liable I should be to commit many faults, I took his di-
rections how to write the circumstances of our Journey . . the holy Will 
of God and the fulfilment of my rule being my whole design and object 
in it 
"Thursday 25th July, we took our places in the Orleans stage, and 
through the goodness of God, we performed our Journey without 
breaking our rule . .. when we came in sight of towns or villages some 
among us would remind the rest to salute their good angels and pray 
for the people of the place, , passing a church, we made an act of ado-
ration to the blessed Sacrament, and saluted the holy patrons of the 
town . .. when we came to the places we were to stop at, some of our 
Sisters went direct to the church, to give thanks to God for our preser-
vation from the dangers we had passed, to beg the continuance of his 
protection, and his blessing on what we were to undertake, that all 
might be done in the order of his most holy Will. If there was an Hos-
pital there some Sisters went to visit it, or if there was not, they went to 
see some sick persons of the place, and that in the name of the whole 
company as a continuation of the offering of our whole life and ser-
vices to God in the person of the Poor-When we had the opportunity 
we would say a word of Instruction on the principal mysteries of 
40Cf. #159: Account of the Journey to Nantes [1646] , Sullivan, 172. 
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Faith, or give some little advices, but always in few words-when it 
was in our power we also visited the church in the morning. 
"We had the honour at Pont C to be driven out of the Inn at which 
we arrived very late on Thursday, but on being turned away from this 
dear place, a good lady recieved us very kindly . 
"We arrived at Nantz the 8th August, at about 3 in the afternoon 
and went direct to the church of the Ursulines which was the nearest to 
make our Adoration, and offer ourselves anew and wholly to God to 
do his holy Will 
"As soon as we arri ved several ladies came to the church to meet us 
and took us to the Hospital , , and when there, the guardians and ad-
ministrators put every thing in our hands, but whatever power they 
gave us we did not undertake the least thing without consulting them, 
and obtaining their consent .. all the ladies of the town and country 
both took the trouble to visit us, many superiors of religious commu-
nities , , several convents of different orders obliging the ladies to 
bring us to them anxious to see our Sisters and know them 
"-From the very beginning our Sisters went hard to work, and 
kept on with such zeal that in a few days the look of every thing round 
us was changed, and multitudes came to express their pleasure-in-
deed at the time of the repast of the poor so many people went and 
came that it was hard to approach to their tables and beds to give the 
necessary help to the sick-Some ladies of the place having been ac-
customed to visit the poor in the morning to the great inconvenence of 
their families we proposed to them rather to come at 2 oclock with lit-
tle refreshments in the place of their bouillons (broth) in the morning 
as was the practice of our ladies in Paris, and they were pleased to fol-
low our advice. 
"Soon after the act of our Establishment4l was signed and we who 
were to return prepared for it .. our Sisters who remained showed the 
greatest desire of doing well, and renewed their resolutions before I 
left them, to my great consolation." 
41The Act of Establishment was signed August 8, 1655, when the first sisters affirmed their 
acceptance of the rule with their signatures. 
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While Mademoiselle was at Nantz Queen Ann of Austria42 applied 
for Sisters to serve the sick at Fontain-bleau .. she also at that time 
(which was during the siege of Dunkirk) supported a hospital for sick 
and wounded soldiers, and two of the four Sisters who had the care of 
it having died in this employment, she sent for others to supply their 
place, and as soon as this was known in the community, the Sisters 
hastened as with a holy emulation, to offer themselves for this work as 
victims devoting themselves to Death, 4 were sent and when Mr. Vin-
cent recommended their Journey and its success to his Missioners43 he 
said from the abundance of his heart-"two of the strongest and and 
most capable of those sent before are dead .. what indeed are 4 poor 
Sisters in the midst offive or six hundred sick and wounded soldiers .. 
[see] the goodness of God who has raised a company of such persons 
for his service .. is it not a sight to melt the heart to see these good Sis-
ters going with such courage and zeal to help the poor wounded and 
dying, and helping them above all to save their souls, , to expose 
themselves to such hardships as they must meet, and even to Death it-
self for those who have gi ven themselves up to the perils of war for the 
safety of their country." 
The Queen Regent [Anne of Austria] not only opened the treasures 
of her Bounties to Mademoiselle Ie gras (going so far even as to part 
with her Jewels when her resourses fell short), but she scarcely under-
took any good work without her participation and counsel, , But it so 
happened that in ] 64944 the miseries of the civil War stopped almost 
every resource of public charity, and almost the whole weight of the 
immense expence for the little foundlings in particular fell on Made-
moiselle and her community .. they left no means untried to supply 
42Queen Anne of Austria, mother of King Louis XIV. After the death of Louis Xlll in 1643, his 
wife, Anne of Austria, became regent and instituted the Council of Conscience to advise her on 
ecclesiastical affairs. She appointed Vincent to this body. Later, Louis XIV, in hl s letter to Pope 
Clement XI supporting Vincent's beatification. testified that his mother had recognized Vincent's 
virtues and that she had shown this by great marks of confidence. According to Louis, at Vincent's 
death his mother had exclaimed, "What a loss for the Church and for the poor!" 
43Members of the Congregation of the Mission were often called simply Missioners or Lazarists 
(because they lived at St. Lazare). In the English-speaking world they are usually called Vincentiall 
priests and brothers. 
44From 1648 to 1653, France was torn by a civil war sometimes called "The Fronde." 
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their necessities working in every way they could contrive, borrowing 
money even for the moment to enable them to make bread and articles 
of provision which would be most saleable in those times, that they 
might apply the profit to the relief of these poor little ones, and finding 
they still fell short, they cheerfully and joyfully confined themselves 
to one coarse meal a day, , and Mademoiselle seeing that with every 
exertion these poor babes must still suffer, listened neither to the 
Voice of Prudence or Nature, but gave constantly to their last penny 
trusting wholly in the Providence of God for her community and her-
self. 
/ Souls so exalted in charity could put no bounds to its exercises .. 
Parishes and Hospitals could not satisfy its zeal, but it must extend its 
Influence far and wide, , it is well know[ n] to what inconcievable mis-
ery the provinces of Pi cardy and Champagn were reduced by the deso-
lations of War in 1650 to which famine and disease followed of course 
, , The Inhabitants driven from their homes without any place of ref-
uge, , dying in the fields and on the highways, without Priest or Sacra-
ments, left unburied to ravenous beasts .. cloisters set open, churches 
profaned, sacred vases stolen, , the holy sacrament trodden under foot 
, , , What could be done in this extremity of misery! , , the Ladies of 
Charity led by Made de Herse'l5 under the direction of Mr. Vincent 
once more came forward with such unexampled zeal that they de-
prived themselves even of the small remains of their wealth and exte-
rior ornaments in favour of these poor Sufferers .. the Queen Mother 
[Anne of Austria] as their example gave the ear rings from her ears af-
ter exhausting every other means in her power ... 
The Missioners were the depositors of these alms, and dispensed 
them to these poor people while they fulfilled also the office of their 
Pastors, , and the Sisters of Charity of course had their abundant share 
of the hardships and dangers which accompanied this arduous charity 
, , providing and preparing their food, attending their sick, and con-
tributing in every manner to the relief of both Soul and Body-Many 
of the Sisters lost their own life in saving these poor Sufferers, and 
45The widow Charlotte de Ligne de Herse (d.1662) was a Lady of Charity who took an active parI 
in the work of the foundlings and favored the establishment of the Daughters of Charity at Chars. 
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those whom they also succoured at Estamp46 , , they were not only as 
ministers of the bounty of the rich, but as Nursing Mothers and faith-
ful friends to the miserable of all discriptions, and while they attended 
an incalculable number of sick, they also instructed multitudes of poor 
girls, providing those who were orphans with a proper dwelling, pro-
curing them every necessary support, places of employment etc. , , , 
Many as we said lost their lives in these employments, but nothing 
could be more striking than the Death of a Sister call [ ed] Mary Joseph 
this true Daughter of Charity being forced to sink under her incessant 
toil and labour, and no longer able to go to the sick in their houses, had 
them brought to her, and would sit up in her bed and bleed them, , this 
she continued to the moment of her Death, and she expired but an in-
stant after bleeding a sick person, thus ending her life not only in the 
exercise of charity, but through charity itself-
/ Notwithstanding the multiplied employments of the Sisters of 
Charity in Paris, in villages, provinces, and wherever their cares could 
reach, yet the desire of the Queen of Poland to possess them in her 
Kingdom could not be denied-Mr. Vincent wrote them on the occa-
sion after specifying the object and its necessity, "Go to recieve the or-
ders of her Majesty, and keep there the manner of life you observed in 
France, , You are under the direction ofMr. Lambert47 Superior of our 
Congregation in Poland and of the Reverend Bishops of that King-
dom." 
, , As soon as they arrived there, the Queen of Poland established 
them in the city of Vesovia [Warsaw] where they found full exercise 
for their Zeal .. the city was desolated by the plague, and the care of 
the sick in this malady was their apprenticeship of charity in that 
Kingdom ... Mr. Lambert had places of refuge prepared for the poor-
est and most abandoned of the sick who were nursed by these charita-
ble Sisters with indefatigable care and courage and one of them was so 
461n the Etampes region, occupied by enemy troops for two months, the Vincentians and the 
Daughters of Charity labored to relieve the suffering. facing extreme fatigue and the danger of 
infection. Several of the missionaries fen ill and died, as did a Sister Marie Joseph, whom Vincent 
mentions in his conferences. Cf. C01~ferences , "On Confidence in Divine Providence," June 9, 
1658. 
47Rev. Lambelt aux Couteaux . C.M .. (1606-1653) was a confrere in whom Vincent de Paul had 
great confidence. The Daughters of Charity went to Poland in 1652. 
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happy (Marg[are]t Moreau)48 as to crown her labours, by a glorious 
Death in this service ... The Queen was so taken by their Virtues that 
she delighted to pass whole days with them, visited the Hospitals her-
self, supporting them by her alms, and serving the sick and poor with 
her own hands-after some time the Queen demanding more Sisters, 
Mademoiselle wrote as follows by those who were sent, , "This is the 
time my dear Sisters appointed by divine Providence for the departure 
of our Sisters We see them go with sorrow because of our separation, 
yet with Joy since they go to do the Will of God, and unite with you in 
the accomplishment of his designs in the Kingdom of Poland. 0 how 
important is this work! I beg of God in his goodness to make you sen-
sible how great a trust is reposed in you my Sisters-if you could in-
deed but know it how humbled and confounded you would be to see 
yourselves chosen for such an employment, and you would try at least 
to render yourselves worthy of it .. our Sister Margaret will tell you all 
that our honoured Father told her to say to you on this subject."-
/ Here follow some details on the Institution for poor old men and 
women under the title of the holy Name of JESUS49 as found in the life 
of Mr. Vincent-
.. from this institution so small in its beginning was planned the 
great work of Charity our general hospital the common retreat of all 
the miserable, where the poor in their old age lead a secure life, where 
children are piously brought up and taught every kind of work, , 
where poor wanderers and vagabonds are drawn from idleness and 
vice, and where spiritual instruction makes indigence salutary by pro-
curing it the grace and riches of the Kingdom of God. its best eloqium 
would be that of St. Gregory [of Nazianzus] on the Hospital of St. Ba-
sil, "if you will go on the outlines of Cesaria [Caesarea]," says this 
holy Father, "you will see as it were anew town, the abode of Charity, 
the common treasury of all riches where misery is endured with Joy 
and wears the face of happiness-where the door is open for all who 
seek refuge and Salvation." 
48Marguerite Moreau, D.C., who refused to stay near the queen in Poland while her two 
companions went to serve poor persons in Cracow. She died in Poland in 1660. 
491n 1652 the Hospice ofthe Holy Name of Ie sus began to serve forty poor and elderly artisans. 
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It seemed that there remained now no more scope for the zeal of 
Mademoiselle Ie gras but to take charge of the Hospital of the Insane50 
"and this she did in 1655 at the earnest entreaty and solicitation of the 
great committee for the Poor so celebrated in Paris by the quality and 
merit of those who composed it, and as in that hospital there were a 
number of old men maintained by the committee, besides the poor In-
sane Mademoiselle engaged also to take charge ofthese in sickness ... 
it would seem beyond all comprehension how this pious foundress 
could answer so many calls of charity .. taking on herself the wants of 
all, making no reserves of condition, number, or malady of persons, , 
Infancy or age-in houses, Hospitals, prisons, cities and villages, , , 
the galleys or armies, , no exertion for Soul or Body seeming beyond 
the reach of her unwearied cares-
"Is it not" says St. Augustin [of Hippo] "one of the miracles of 
charity that God has given her such an admirable fruitfulness that she 
increases by distribution, and the more she communicates herself ex-
teriorly , the more she abounds in herself." 
The widow in the Book of Kings 51 had not oil for the support of her 
family or the payment of her debts while she kept it shut up, but as 
soon as by the order of Elias [Elijah] she distributed it in many vessels, 
she found it an inexhaustible source, flowing into every vessel which 
approached it filling both her children and neighbours with abun-
dance. 
The constitution of our Christian widow being exceedingly weak 
she could have done very little in the service of Charity had she not 
possessed an indefatigable zeal, but as soon as by the advice of an-
other Elias she resolved to give herself up to the service of the poor, 
she found every obstacle diminishing, and neither increased weak-
ness and Infirmities or any other plan could stop the flowing of that oil 
which indeed filled every vessel that approached it and was ever ready 
for every occasion which presented itself-
' <Yrhe Daughters of Charity were asked to staff the infirmary of the hospital of the poor by the 
Grand Berceau of the Poor. Its insane patients were extremely difficult to manage. 
"Cf. I Kings 17:7-24. 
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The charity of Mademoiselle which extended so far abroad was 
certainly not less fervent at home, , She was truly a Mother to her 
daughters,52 giving them free access to her at all times, teaching and 
forming them to the service of the poor herself, cherishing the new 
comers with great care and particularly solicitous for those whom she 
knew to be less exact to the rule, informing herself of every particular 
of their conduct and when sickness would prevent her recieving the 
communications and visits of the Sisters she would yet express by her 
looks of affection her ready desire to assist or comfort them, , She had 
a particular care of those at a distance, keeping a communication by 
writing in which she even gave them a part in the conferences53 she 
had with those at home. 
If she heard that a Sister had committed a fault, she took first the 
necessary information and then if obliged to reprove her, she did it 
with a charity that showed that her object was to correct the sin not the 
sinner instructing as says the Apostle "in the spirit of meekness" re-
flecting and fearing lest the same temptation might overtake herself, 
or measuring the severity of her words for the conversion and good of 
the offender, this prudence and tenderness in correction gave a weight 
to every thing she said, and encouraged amendment and perseverance 
-when she knew that anyone was tempted on her Vocation she 
used every possible means to strengthen them in their weakness for 
which she seemed gifted with a pmticular grace, and could not send 
away a candidate without violence to her heart and feelings, speaking 
one day in reply to some observations which had been made on a per-
son who deserved to be sent away she charitably said "there is a great 
deal to be considered when we have the care of souls, , do you think 
the only thing in questions is sending away, , oh how careful we 
should be in doing it." 
Mademoiselle was guided in her conduct on those occasions by the 
instructions of Mr. Vincent, chiefly compiled in a letter found in his 
"Vincent sometimes referred to the women who joined the Daughters of Charity as 
Mademoiselle's daughters. 
53Lollise gave instructions to the Daughters of Charity as part of their formation. She also 
arranged for Vincent to give conferences to them, frequently on topics she recommended to him. 
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life54 (relative to the admission of the young person who wished to se-
cure her stay for life) in which he so plainly expresses that the stay of 
the Sisters in the company depends intirely on their own will and con-
duct, , Mademoiselle uniformly proved her earnest desire to keep the 
Sisters in their Vocation, gaining their hearts by every office of char-
ity, taking part in their afflictions, comforting them by visits or letters, 
sparing nothing for their relief in sickness, and sending her Sister 
AssistantS5 when she could not comfort them herself-She had a par-
ticular talent to encourage them in suffering and prepare them for 
Death, and never omitted this charity when in her power. 
-The loss of anyone of them deeply affected her, , at the time 
many of the Sisters were dying, she was so struck with fear that it was 
her sins and the faults of the company which drew down the anger of 
God upon them that Mr. Vincent was obliged to write her on the sub-
ject .. his letter was as follows , , , 
"It seems to me Mademoiselle that you are much depressed, fear-
ing that God is angry, and will no longer accept the service of your 
company because he removed so many of it by Death, , but be assured 
on the contrary this is the very proof of his love not of his displeasure, 
for he treats you as he did his own beloved spouse his church, which 
he deprived of multitudes of its members in the beginning, not only by 
natural Death but also by tormentors and <Martyrdom> Executioners 
, , who would not have said (considering the church in the first ages) 
that God was angry with those young and holy plants, , , think so no 
longer Mademoiselle, but indeed quite the contrary.,,;6 
When a Sister died Mademoiselle gave the news to the absent her-
self, adding her advices and exhortations to perseverance in their Vo-
cation, "courage my dear Sisters" she said writing of the death of 
another," "Courage our labours and sufferings in this life are short, 
54Cf. #2625: Vincent de Paul to Pierre de Beaumont, July 14, 1658, CCD 7:224. 
" Probably Julienne Loret (1 622- 1699) who at age twenty-four was appointed first Assistant in 
the Daughters of Charity. In that role she had responsibility for the formation of new members of the 
community. 
;6Cf. #387: Vincent de Paul to Louise de Marillac, [1639], CCD 1:561. 
s7Cf. #5 13: Louise de Marillac to My Very Dear Sisters, [February 1657], Sullivan, 542. 
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and our recompence is Eternal- but they only will recieve it who com-
bat valliantly , , I beg you may all prove victorious"-
/ Charity being the end for which Mademoiselle Ie gras had insti-
tuted her company, she earnestly desired it should be also the bond of 
it. In her Instructions58 to the Sisters she would say" You will love each 
other like Sisters whom our Lord has bound together by his love, , rep-
resent to yourselves that God has called you together to do him the 
same service and therefore you should be like one body moved by one 
soul, and see one another as members of the same Body above all you 
will practice holy Cordiality the true proof of real and sincere charity, 
which by this Virtue shows herself exteriorly, cordiality being noth-
ing but the effusion of a heart penetrated with love which it sheds on 
its words and actions, and all around it , , , and remember how neces-
sary the practice of meekness is also, Peace and harmony cannot sub-
sist without it in your company nor can it preserve the Spirit of God, or 
his presence. This virtue of meekness is the distinctive character of a 
Christian and renders them worthy to bear the name of their divine 
master who communicates his divine qualities of Infancy to those 
who love and keep Peace"-
This good Superior continually reminded her daughters to have a 
low opinion of themselves and to think always well of their Sisters, , 
to consider that God often loves those most who seem most weak and 
simple, not regarding their imbecility but communicating his grace 
the more abundantly through means of their very simplicity, , , how 
cordially then should we honour them as belonging to God 
-She would entreat them also to ha ve great respect for each others 
opinions, trying never to differ, or contradict each other, , remember-
ing that our Lord referred always to the will of his Father, and that they 
might in this manner honour his submission when for love of him they 
gave up their way of thinking to follow that of another, provided it was 
in things in which neither God or our neighbour could be offended. 
-She would communicate to them also the advices of St. 
Chrysostom on Patience who bade us reflect that as we could not live 
58Cf. A54: "Draft ofthe Rule." Sullivan. 727. Cf. A8S: "Instructions to the Sisters Who Were Sent 
to Montreuil," ibid., 770. 
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without committing faults ourselves, it was but just we should bear 
with the faults of others, and thus accomplish the law of our Saviour, 
who bids us bear each others burdens and thus preserve charity intire59 
, , , bearing with one another, supporting one another as we wish oth-
ers to bear with us , , excusing a Sisters faults with charity, , how rea-
sonable this is indeed since we so often do ourselves what so much 
requires excusing ... She would bid them remark that we saw things 
in false light, and when the heart was possessed with pride or any pas-
sion we would be ready to condemn the most innocent and make 
things of great consequence which were nothing in themselves or at 
least very excusable through ignorance, surprise or weakness .. that 
Spiritual persons especially were often carried away by false zeal 
which blinded them by their own passions and <often> led them to be 
unjust on pretext of piety ... "these hidden passions offalse zeal" says 
St. Augustin "must be rooted out or they at last become like great 
beams in our eyes which will hinder us from taking the mote from our 
Brothers eye60 •• we should never see the faults of one another but with 
doves eyes such as the Holy Spirit loves in his spouse that is with eyes 
pure and simple, and a heart exempt from all bitterness or severity." 
Mademoiselle particularly reminded the Sister Servants of her 
community of their extensive obligations not only of example but also 
every possible care and support of those confided to them .. the tender 
consideration with which they were to treat their Sisters remembering 
that though all were ready to take the title of Servants of the Poor,61 
Yet very few could bear a rude or overbearing word, so that they 
would always find it better to ask than to command, and teach by ex-
ample rather than <reproof> authority . . that they should comfort 
them in their little troubles and trials, and treat them always with con-
descension and kindness, exercising them in their employments as 
more through charity than duty .. the title of Sister Servant being to 
59Cr. GaI.6:2. 
60Cr. Matt. 7:3. 
611n the beginning there was no stmcture for training candidates who wished to serve in the 
Confraternities of Charity . Before long a retreat of about fOllr days was begun prior to their insertion 
in the confraternity which formally marked their being sent on mission. Cf. Conferences, "On 
Mutual Charity and the Duty of Reconciliation," March 4, 1658. 
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dissignate the one who is to bear the greatest pains of mind and Body 
and to comfort all those in her care "this indeed we should do, since 
the Sisters we have charge of will find it so hard to bear with us either 
from our own ill humours, or the repugnances of nature which the en-
emy surely will tempt them with .. and let corrections be charitably 
given, always in proper place and time, so that it may be evident they 
do not proceed from prejudice but charity"-
She gave also the most detailed advices on the care of sick Sisters62 
.. saying, "consider that your Sisters being consecrated with you to 
the service of the sick, there can be no one so worthy of your assis-
tance as they are, for charity having united you together you are 
obliged to practice it most to each other- You must spare no pains in 
succouring them since they do not spare their own lives in the service 
of the poor .. especially be careful that they do not see you are tired of 
them iftheir infirmities are long and tedious; but give them every con-
solation in your Power, speaking with kindness and compassion at all 
times ... for it would indeed be like renouncing your profession of 
charity if you were to show them the least neglect or Indifference ... 
'Happy are they' says the Psalmist63 'who consider the Poor, the Lord 
will deliver them in the day of affliction, he will support them on the 
bed of sorrow, he will tum their couch in their sickness.' -oh who 
among the poor my Sisters should be so dear to us as each other, think 
often of the tender word of St. Paul when he sent his beloved disciple 
Epaphrodite[us] to the Philippians64 •.. 'he has been (said he) my aid 
in my ministry and help in all distresses-he was sick even unto Death 
but God has had pity on him and on me that I might not have affliction 
on affliction-recieve him then with Joy' etc. etc. ifthe Apostle would 
have his disciple thus cherished by the Christians for taking part in his 
afflictions, what are the dispositions of our Lord towards his Christian 
Virgins who sacrifice their lives to the Poor, and how would he have 
them considered in his church since he recieves all that is done to the 
Poor as done to himself . . surely he numbers them with those he most 
62Cf. A92: "On the Duties of the Motherhouse," Sullivan, 809. 
63Cf. Ps. 107. 
64Phil.2:25 
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dearly loves and to whom he will one day make the grateful acknowl-
edgment "I WAS SICK and You Visited me."'65 
I Here follows a detail of the reasons for which the Sisters were 
erected to a congregation-approbation of Cardinal de Rets,66 
-Rules given, and the community established under the title of Ser-
vants of the Poor, nomination of officers etc. all which is to be found at 
large in the conferences or the life of Mr. Vincent-
I surely the Approbation both Ecclesiastical and secular so 
strongly given in favour of this Institute was confirmed in heaven but 
Mademoiselle, to render it still more agreeable to the divine Majesty, 
would place it under the Protection of the Blessed Virgin,67 and for this 
intention prayed Mr. Vincent of offer a Mass in the name of the whole 
company December 1658-
It is well known that the first Intention of St. F[rancis] de Sales in 
planning the order of the Visitation under Mademoiselle [Jane Fran-
ces] de Chantel was for the service of the poor sick but the Cardinal 
Maiguemont [Marquemont of Lyons] desiring that the Sisters of the 
Visitation should be cloistered, St. Francis submitted to his Judgment, 
but divine Providence soon made it evident that this change from the 
first intention was only permitted to give birth to a holy order in his 
church which by the mildness of its rule should be favourable even to 
the infirm among Virgins and Widows who could not venture to em-
brace an austere order in Religion .. . 
Vincent de Paul then accomplished the work which the holy 
Bishop had only planned, and completed the Congregation of Sisters 
6SMatt. 25:36 
66Cardinal de Retz, archbishop of Paris, confirmed the rules of the Daughters of Charity January 
18, 1655. Cf. Cm~.ferellces, "On Fidelity to the Rules," Aug ust 8, 1655. On that date at the Daughters 
of Charity Motherhouse in the presence of Louise de Marillac and all the Sisters who had come for 
the conference, Vincent read the rules and officially erected the Company. Then he encouraged the 
Sisters chosen by God to be the "foundation stones" of the Company to persevere faithfully in their 
vocation. Each Sister present placed her signature at the bottom of a large parchment on which were 
stated the origin of the Company, its approbation by the archbishop of Paris, and the nomination of 
the Councillors. The following September 29 Vincent began the explanation of the Common Rules. 
Twenty-four conferences were given on the Common Rules from 1655 to 1658. 
67Cr. #602: Louise de Marillac to Vincent de Paul, Sunday [December 16581, Sullivan, 621. In 
October 1644 Louise de Mari1lac made a pilgrimage to Chartres and confided the Company of 
Charity to Mary, asking her to become its Mother in order to maintain it in the mission God had 
confided to it. Cf. #1 11: "Account of the Pilgrimage to Chartres," [1644], Sullivan, 621. 
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of Charity under the government of Made. Ie gras, which has begun 
under the direction of Made. de Chantel . .. a congregation which 
could not be shut up in a cloister since it was consecrated to the Ser-
vice of the Poor, and must have a right to go from place to 
place-"having no monastary but the houses of the sick, , , no cell but 
a poor chamber and that itself often hired; no chapel but the parish 
church, no <grate> cloister but the streets, no inclosure but Obedi-
ence, no grate but the fear of God and no Veil but holy Modesty."6" 
/ Thus was the company of Sisters of Charity established after hav-
ing practiced their rules for 25 years before they were written or regu-
larly confirmed. There remained now no more for their holy 
Foundress to do but to go to Heaven and recieve the recompense of her 
great work-
She had been long subject to many Infirmities so that Mr. Vincent 
wrote Mr. [Etienne] Blatiron, a Superior of the Missions,69 "I consider 
Mademoiselle Ie gras as naturally dead these ten years past, to look at 
her you would say she was just come from her grave, but God knows 
to what extent her strength of mind goes, , If <sickness> Infirmity and 
obedience did not restrain her, she would still be visiting the sick, and 
at work with her Daughters although she has no life herself but that 
which she recieves from Grace" - and we may see by these words 
that Mr. Vincent believed that as Grace found her necessary to the 
great work she had in hand, it would support her through every Infir-
mity until the whole was accomplished and it was this grace indeed 
which gave her the zeal and courage to pass through the unwearied la-
bours of such vast and painful employments. 
/ She had an illness 1656, and she wrote'O Mr. Vincent that she be-
lieved it was the Key for a good departure from this World, but that 
she begged him to teach her the best Preparation that she might not 
make shipwreck at the very port of her Voyage. God having a precious 
death in store for her, would prepare her a long while before hand, and 
6"Cf. Conferences, "On the Perfection Required for Sisters in Parishes," August 24, 1659. 
69Cf. #1002: Vincent de Paul to Etienne Blatiron, C.M., December 13, 1647, CCD 3:257. 
, oLouise was ill in 1655, and her weakened condition continued into 1656. Cf. #457: Louise de 
Marillac to Vincent de Paul, October 22, 1655, Sullivan, 488. 
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in order that she should pass through it with more merit, he willed her 
to go many times to his door, , , having during her whole life medi-
tated frequently on Death and often thought herself in her last illness, 
his terrors were greatly lessened-but even now when she thought the 
moment certain, it was still delayed and her days were yet prolonged 
for the increase of her glory-the following letter to one of her Daugh-
ters expresses her sentiments at that time. 
" It has pleased God7l not to efface me from this Earth, though I 
have so often deserved it. We must submissively wait his orders, and 
try daily to be in a disposition to meet his will, both in ourselves and 
others" 
at last the year 1659 [1660] finished her life . .. a fluxion and vio-
lent fever in 8 days reduced her to the last extremity, and the last Sac-
raments were administered to her. when they were giving her Extreme 
Unction, she turned to her son who stood near her with her family, "I 
beg the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost by the power they have given to 
parents to bless their children to bless you, and detach your heart from 
this world .. be a good Christian, my son." then looking round on her 
spiritual children, she blessed them recommended them to love their 
Vocation and be faithful in the service of the Poor-every possible 
means was used for her recovery but in vain, though a short relief was 
obtained (by the application it was thought of relicks of St. Francis de 
Sales for whom she had the greatest veneration)-
the 12th March following a few weeks only from her first attack, 
she recieved again the Holy Communion with the most striking devo-
tion and piety .. and her confessor [Nicolas Gobillon] having begged 
her to give her parting benediction72 to her community she said "My 
dear Sisters I still beg of God to Bless you and gi ve you grace to perse-
vere in your Vocation ... take good care of the Poor, and above all live 
in great union and cordiality to imitate the union and life of our Lord, 
and beg the blessed Virgin to be truly your Mother .. I die in the high-
est esteem of your Vocation .. had I a hundred years to live I would 
still recommend it to you as I do now-
7l Cf. #478: Louise de Marillac to Fran,oise Menage, D.C. . June 10. 1656, Sullivan, 507. 
72cr. "Spiritual Testament," Sullivan, 835. 
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the Dutchess of Ventadour73 came to sleep in the house and attend 
the last hours of Mademoiselle, who seeing the unwearied attention of 
her community round her begged them not to mind her and promised 
to call them at the time she was going ... as she felt her strength leav-
ing her she redoubled her devotion and recollection saying from time 
to time fervent words of the holy Scripture .. "Lord look down with 
pity, 1 am alone and poor" etc. etc.74 
her fever increasing with violence, she once cried out "take me 
hence" and the priest who attended her showing her a crucifix said 
"our Lord and Saviour did not ask to be taken from his cross," "O! No" 
she answered, returning to herself, "he remained upon it" and added 
"let us go then since he calls" .. sometime after, as if struck with the 
thoughts of the Judgments of God, she cried "0 my God 1 must appear 
before my Judge!" and the Psalm being suggested to her "to thee 1 lift 
my soul, in thee my God 1 trust," she showed full understanding of 
what was said by adding "I shall not be confounded in my hope.""' 
-and being thus about to leave this world her last words were only 
from the Psalms and holy word, all expressive of her confidence in 
God, 'till at about eleven in the fore noon she had her curtains drawn 
as a warning to the community (as she had promised) that her hour 
was come and entered in an agony which continued about half an 
hour, during which she kept her eyes continually raised to heaven .. 
the Prayers of recommendation of the Soul were made for her, to 
which she answered interiorly to the end, she then repeated her Bless-
ing to her community kneeling round her, recieved the Apostolic 
Benediction granted by Pope Innocent lOth76 for her and her Daugh-
ters at the article of Death, had her curtains closed and in a few min-
utes slept in our Lord-giving up her soul to him-Monday in Passion 
week, 15th March, aged 68 ... 
73Marie de la Quiche (c.170 I). the Duchess of Ventadour, was a devout widow and Lady of 
Charity who was a friend of Louise. 
74ps. 34 [35] 
75PS. 24 [25]; ef. Ps. 71:5. 
76Innoccnt X (1574-1655) issued a papal brief September 24, 1647, for Louise and her daughters. 
Also cf. copy of text given to M. [Thomas] Berthe [January 1653), Sullivan, 409. The grace 
requested in Louise's January 1653 text was granted by Pope Innocent X in 1655. 
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The curate of St. Lawrence [Nicolas Gobillon] who was there and 
had an intimate knowledge of her Virtues, (besides having recieved 
her general confession), cried out "0 the beautiful Soul which carries 
away with it its Baptismal Innocence"-
/ The Body was exposed a day and half for the consolation of innu-
merable friends who wished to see her after her Death, to give the last 
testimonies of their love and Veneration-
She was interred in the church ofSt. Lawrence in the chapel of the 
Visitation77 of the Blessed Virgin, , where many of her daughters had 
been buried .. the manner of her burial being the same as theirs by her 
earnest request, , which she made as a true Daughter of Charity and 
Servant ofthe Poor, nothing she declared being more glorious to her 
than this title ... she begged to have a cross near her grave and the 
motto Spes Unica on it .. and so it was done, and one also was put on 
the wall of the Church directly opposite her and her Daughters graves 
as the common device of All. Mr. Vincent had a public Solemn Ser-
vice performed for her at st. Lazare not only as a testimony of Grati-
tude for her services to the poor, but also of her zeal for the clergy, 
having been accustomed her whole life to offer Communions and 
prayers (especially in the times of ordination) to beg of God to send 
faithful labourers in his church and she had this so at heart, that she 
made it a part of her will that this practice should be continued in her 
Community. 
77Louise made her last wishes known in her will: 
I commit and willingly abandon my soul into the hands of God its creator and last end, 
and freely leave my body to the earth to await the resurrection. As to the place of my 
burial, I leave it entirely under the disposition of Divine Providence. to the care ofM. 
Vincent, whom I beg to remember the great desire I have testified to be buried 
alongside the wall at the foot of the Church of St.-Lazarus, in the little court which, 
from bones found there, appears to have been once acemetery.l still greatly desire to be 
buried there, and [ ask it of his charity for the love of God .. 
For my funeral I declare that I do not wish any greater expense to be incurred than what 
is usual in the funerals of our deceased Sisters. Anyone wishing to do differently, never 
really cared much for me, because it isn 't right that my poor body should be given such 
attention since I so often offended God and my neighbor. Moreover, this would be to 
pronounce me undeserving to appear as having died a true Sister of Charity and servant 
ofthe members ofJesus Christ, although, nevertheless, I am unworthy of that quality. 
(Betty Ann McNeil, D.C., "Last Will and Testament of SI. Louise de Marillac," 
Vincelltiall Heritage 15. 2 (1994), 108. 
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There could be no mark more certain of the Sanctity of Made. Ie 
gras,78 and her happiness after Death, than the practice of Charity she 
had observed throughout her life, persevering in it to the last, , , a more 
excellent gift says the Apostle than the gift of Mirac1es, .. for Charity 
is the virtue which makes Saints, innumerable persons testify (and I 
have myself many times experienced it) that there arose from the tomb 
of this Servant of God a sweet Vapour like the odour of the Iris and Vi-
olet, which perfumed the clothes of those who visited it, so that Sisters 
who went there would carry it with them to the Infirmary of the Sick 
Sisters in the House .. I could never discover by the most careful ex-
amination any natural cause for this circumstance but whatever the 
cause may have been or whatever may have been the quality of this 
perfume which ascended from the Sepulcher of this Servant of the 
Poor, there ascends one infinitely more precious from the example of 
her life, an odour the more Spiritual and estimable as it is a miraculous 
work of Grace, and the most glorious mark of her sanctity-a true and 
rich perfume which penetrates the hearts of her Daughters and 
sweetly and powerfully draws them after her example while it em-
balms the hearts of Pastors and their parishes, to inspire them with 
care and love for the Poor , , , a perfume in short which has not only 
shed itself on earth in the church of God, but has ascended even to his 
throne as an agreeable and acceptable Sacrifice 
17th September 181879 
7Sef. Betty Ann McNeil, D.C., "Spes Unica- Path to Glory: The Canonization of Louise de 
Marillac," Vil/celltian Heritage 13.2 (1992): 113-126. 
79Elizabeth probably completed this translation on this date. Because Elizabeth 's translation of 
Louise's life was selective, we can sec what aspects of Louise's life Elizabeth considered 
noteworthy, either because they resembled Elizabeth's own or because they were useful for forming 
and instructing the early Sisters of Charity in the United States . Like Louise the early American 
sisters carTied out their expanding mi ssion at a time of social and political change while enduring 
sickness, death, and financial insecurity. 
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13.4 Life of Louise de Marillac (continued) 
[Book Five. Chapter 4 ]Thoughts of Made. Ie gras, ON 
VOCA nON of Sisters of Charity' -
[ 1. On the esteem of this vocation.] 
One of the principal graces God has given you my sisters is your 
caU to this company and Vocation of charity, therefore I will teU you 
what your thoughts should be of it. 
-they may be both very high and very low and still without con-
tradiction . 
. . they may be very low my sisters for can there be anything lower 
in the eyes of the world than our condition'? .. country women,2 assem-
bled to serve the poor, to carry themfood and remedies! , , without any 
change in their simple dress and way ofliving, , so simple indeed that 
in the beginning you know we scarcely dared show ourselves in the 
street-what could be more humble than our beginnings-and with 
regard to yourselves What labour and fatigue in serving children, poor 
paupers, and even galley slaves .. how hard to be poorly fed, and al-
ways pushing on in your painful employments, , , surely all this is 
enough to give you a low opinion of your company as far as human re-
spect goes, , , consider it indeed my daughters as the last and least in 
the church of God, and by taking a custom of thinking of it in this man-
ner you wiU never be surprised when contempt or injustice may be of-
fered to you, , , Yet on the other hand, What consolation to see the 
goodness of God who has chosen this manner of life for you to honour 
by it the life of his Son on Earth. What can be more exalted than a Vo-
cation which engages us to the imitation of so great an example-
13.4 ASJPH 1·3·3-24B 
lThis is a continuation of Elizabeth's translation from Rev. Nicholas Gobillon's La Vie de 
Madame Le Gras (Paris: 1676). There is no modern English translation for the following material. 
Gobillon writes in several parts called books with several chapters each. Elizabeth did a selected 
translation of books 1-4; cf. preceding document. In book 5 she translated chap. 4, thoughts on 
vocation, and chap. 5, on the vows. 
2Country women refers to the "village girls" who were among the first Daughters of Charity. Cf. 
COllferences. "On Imitating the Conduct of Country Girls," January 25, 1643. 
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-Which one among you could have hoped had it not been for this 
establishment to have had the priviledge of comforting the poor, giv-
ing them food and remedies, entering their houses to instruct and re-
form them ... I own to You my Sisters how much I wished this, but 
who could have dared to hope it , , yet you see you do it every day, , 
how grateful then should you be for being called to so sacred an em-
ployment 
All Christians it is true are under the obligation of serving God in 
their neighbours,-but see how their ditlerent employments distract 
them, while such is the goodness of God to you, that this blessed work 
is your very profession, and you have nothing else to do, so that with-
out any means whatever of your own to do good you do, and can do in-
comparably more than the richest people in the world, since it is a 
small matter to give away your property in comparison with giving 
your very self, employing every moment of life, and exposing your-
self to all kinds of danger for the love of God in serving the poor.-
Whenever I think of the manner your compani was formed, and of 
the Singular Providence, which has supported it, I own to you my 
Daughters I cannot express my Astonishment , , to God alone it be-
longs to do great things by means so small, and even with nothing-
Divine Saviour, our Master and Model, JESUS crucified!4 You 
alone can do these wonders of Mercy , , and give to the hearts of your 
servants, not a consuming fire, but the ardent burning zeal of YOUR 
LOVE 
3Yincent heeded Louise's observation by strongly insisting on the reasons the Company had for 
calling itself "Confraternity" or "Society" and not a "Congregation" so as not to be enclosed as 
nuns. Cf. Conjerences, "Conference on Fidelity to the Rules," August 8, 1655 ; # 445, Loui se de 
Marillac to Vincent de Paul , August 7, 1655, Sullivan, 476. 
4Louise had great devotion to Jesus crucified. In hi s "Instructions for Widows," SI. Franci s de 
Sales states: "Jesus Christ crucified [ should bel their hearts' sole love" (Introduction to the Del'olll 
Life, 233). Louise devotedly followed Francis de Sales and his teachings. In the motto she gave to 
the Daughters of Charity, Louise inselted the word "crucified" so that it reads "The charity or Christ 
crucified impels us!" (2 Cor 5: 14). Cf. # 143: Louise de Marillac to Jeanne LePintre, August 1645, 
Sullivan, 137. 
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[2. On the love of this same vocation.] 
2d 
How grateful then should we be for our Vocation which is in itselfa 
practice of the two principal Commandments5 -obliging us to give 
every moment of life to Charity, serving her exteriorly in our care of 
the Body, but principally in our care of Souls, speaking to them of 
God, and helping them to know, and love him Eternally-
Besides how grateful we should be to God for choosing us for this 
manner oflife so secure and profitable for Salvation since in it we may 
easily practice even the Evangelical counsels in perfection if we only 
are faithful to GOD. 
-our best proof of our love of our Vocation is our faithful practice 
of our rule contenting ourselves to do what it requires and nothing else 
, , considering the desire of doing other things (even though of greater 
perfection,) as a dangerous temptation, for the enemy of Souls de-
lights to suggest vain desires and amuse our thoughts from their prin-
cipal end , , he would tempt us even with the thoughts of a religious life 
as so much more perfect than the one we are in, but only to divert our 
thoughts from our Vocation, and when that is lost to draw us back in 
the world and to destruction. 
[ 3. On the difficulties of this same vocation.] 
3d 
I must acknowledge my Sisters (what you all have experienced 
more or less)-that there will surely be little trials among you, partly 
from temptations of our common enemy, and partly from ourselves, , 
this you will have to bear from your first coming in the company-the 
Enemy will representfrightfitl difficulties, in your employments, the 
different tempers of your Sisters, change of place and companions etc. 
and this only that he may get the first possession of your heart and 
mind which he will surround and encompass in such a manner that 
you will find yourself so changed as to have no longer your first 
5ef. Matt. 22:34-40. 
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desires or wishes when you entered the House, , , and from yourselves 
you will be tempted by your separation from your parents and home, 
your change of life in food and lodging, , sometimes almost despair-
ing of ever getting used to it , , but 0 my Sisters, would you mind such 
temptations-be but patient a little while and you will see that all 
these troubles are but clouds which hinder you from "seeing and tast-
ing how sweet God is to those who wish to serve and love him." 
Whenever you would go from your family and home you would 
feel the pain of separation, if it was even to a home of your own, ah my 
Sisters it is hard to think how much is endured for an earthly establish-
ment, and how little can be borne for "the spouse of blood" who gave 
his life for us-You cannot enter the family of JESUS CHRIST where 
the first objects you meet should be the Death of self will, and the 
cross you are to triumph on, without feeling some repugnance of na-
ture in the beginning, but consider your trials as from the hand of God 
himself and it will strengthen your resolution and Zeal. embrace gen-
erously the cross your Saviour offers you, persevere in following him, 
and be assured that your very resolution to do it will draw on you an 
abundance of grace, and quickly advance you in Virtue ... it will also 
give you great confidence that you will be supported through your 
pains and fatigues of this life, and obtain a sweet rest in ETERNITY. 
Five. Chapter 5. Thoughts on the Vows. 
[1. On the excellence of the vows.] 
-in her chapter on the excellence of our Vows, she says, "Their 
origin is from the Death of our Lord upon the cross by which he pur-
chased US wholly of his Father, and they are an effect of his promise 
that when he should be lifted from the earth he would draw all to him-
selp By our Vows we make him the homage and Sacrifice of our Will 
which is all that he left to our own disposal, our will was all; that being 
also made over to him by our Vows we become intirely his, , every ac-
tion of a person under Vows becomes his, eve ry affection of the heart, 
6John 12:32 
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every thought of the mind even, are his own right and in our turn these 
Vows we make to our Lord give us a right and liberty of communica-
tion with him; for as we have promised and engaged ourselves to him 
so intirely that we are no longer in any way at our own disposal, so in 
return he gives himselfto US, and becomes (each one of US can say it) 
He becomes our own. 
a humility of our God. oh exaltation of his poor creature-Eternity 
will be too short to Praise this excess of love. 
[ 2. On Poverty.] 
-of Poverty she says "The spirit of Poverty is the spirit of JESUS 
CHRIST, Poverty was the constant companion of his life, and staid by 
him even in Death, and since I cannot imitate his Poverty intirely, at 
least I can Use what is given me with a consciousness how little I de-
serve it, bear the want of any comfort in silence and try to disengage 
myself from every thing, through submission to him and with a desire 
to be like him"-
The true happiness of every Sister, as well as the good of the whole 
company is most essentially connected with this Vow for this beauti-
ful spirit of Poverty gives a Sister freedom for all her functions, and 
the very existence of the company depends on it, since it is evidently 
the economy and frugality which it practices that recommends it ev-
ery where and make[s] them call for Sisters in all directions, for they 
say "it will be very little expence to support them" 
[3. On Chastity.] 
Of the Vow of Chastity which makes us, as it were, equal to an-
gels-She says "This Virtue is not secure but through Modesty and 
Silence-exterior Modesty which keeps the eyes from Wandering 
about and the ears from turning to idl[e] and improper discourse, , , 
and interior Modesty which consists in keeping the interior in the 
presence of God, the memory and understanding directed to him, and 
the will in a constant endeavour to love and please him .. exterior 
modesty can never be preserved without the interior, , , multiplied as 
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are the duties and employments of the Sister of Charity, still she may 
always preserve the interior silence and solitude of the heart, and ab-
stain ii'om all communications which are not of duty, since her duties 
of themselves force to so many. 
We surely have our cloister7 as well as the cloistered Religious, 
from whence if we are FAITHFUL to GOD we find it as difficult to 
get out, as they do from theirs. Oh my Sisters cannot holy chastity and 
Obedience keep us with God in our desires and actions as securely as 
the stones and walls of a convent-I earnestly beg our Lord whose 
own example has inclosed us in the holy walls of these Sacred Virtues 
to give us grace never to go out of them 
[ 4. On Obedience.] 
Obedience 
Obedience is that Virtue which obliges Sisters of Charity to submit 
to every change of place, persons and employments which may be 
made by Superiors, and this disposition of submission is so essentially 
connected with the designs of God in establishing their community, 
that without it they cannot give to God the glory he would draw from 
it, nor to the community the Service it requires-Obedience requires 
so great an indifference for places, employments and companions that 
we should not only be ready to go any where and with anyone but 
even dread to have the least choice, as it is always dangerous to will 
the least thing before we know that God himself wills it-
The disposition of a Soul which is in this holy indifference to do 
only what God wills is in an angelic state, because the angels of 
heaven live in this readiness to be employed for the Accidental Glory 
of the blessed, or to comfort souls in Purgatory, or serve souls on earth 
by assisting them in the way of Salvation etc.-disorder and confu-
sion on the contrary must take place wherever the spirit of Obedience 
is wanting-
7Cloi stcr refers to an area within a monastery or convent to which the religions are normally 
restricted. It is a place or state of seclusion. 
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[Book Five. Chapter 6. On Mortification.] 
Mortification 
[ 1. On the mortification of one's own judgment and on the will.] 
If you aim at perfection my dear Sisters you must continually die to 
yourselves. Oh how much is contained in these words, Why cannot I 
write them with my blood--oh my dearest dearest friends in Jesus 
Christ You must die to yourselves, that is you must destroy every 
power or faculty of your soul and body which is an obstacle to the di-
vine love in them. 
one of the greatest enemies of our perfection is our own private 
Judgment, it is a noble power of our Soul but so weakened by sin that it 
must be continually bridled and watched or it creates the most terrible 
disorder in the mind, and what makes our war with it so painful, it has 
always its specious pretexts and reasonings .. 
the first point in the mortification of this enemy of our soul is to al-
low it no reflection whatever on subjects which do not concern it, and 
the second is to Suspend it in every case, however plain a fact may ap-
pear ... as when we would see some painful consequence ofthe action 
of a Sister or a Superior oh then how simple it is for a pure and peace-
able heal1 to think "I do not know their motive in doing it, their intention 
must have been quite different," and indeed my daughters You will 
generally find this to be true, I assure you it has happened numberless 
times to me to be tempted to think that things were done for a contrary 
end, and when I would find how it had truly happened I would be 
ashamed and confounded at my injustice-not then"suffer yourselves 
to Judge of what you do not know- we cannot hinder the first impres-
sion of our imagination, but we can hinder ourselves from believing it. 
If you find it hard to hinder the impressions of your Judgment, take 
care how you speak of them to others or make them known in any way 
, , if you should listen to any Sister who thought as you do- O there 
would be the danger, even though you promise one another to say 
nothing about it for this promise will seldom be kept, and if it was, still 
the two who know each others mind will hardly escape the dangerous 
consequences of such a communication. 
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[ 2. On the mortification of one's own will.] 
2d 
Your will is also a noble power of your Soul, since God himself will 
not controul it-but he delights in its submission, and when you sub-
ject yourselves in the most humble manner for the honour of God, it is 
then you are the greatest and most honourable in his sight, most pleas-
ing in the sight of our Saviour and his angels . 
We must then daily try to bring our will to subjection not only by 
submission to superiors, but also to our Sisters when they are not con-
trary to God; and when what is required of us by Superiors is the most 
contrary to our own sentiments it is then by a submission to God in 
them we can offer him the most acceptable sacrifice-oh yes my Sis-
ters when you do the will of others, look up to our divine Saviour and 
dear Master and let your intention be to obey him in them-
[ 3. On the mortification of the passions.] 
-Mortification of our Passions-
The first of passions and the Queen of all others is love, which in it-
self is so noble and excellent that if it was not abused it would make us 
like the Seraphims in heaven . . but unhappily we pervert it by turning 
it on ourselves, or others, and thus draw it from God its true 
en d.-take care my daughters even with one another; as soon as you 
find a delight in being with any particular Sister, or in hearing her con-
verse, if you indulge it a little at first, then it goes further, and further 
still, till at last many disorders come from it, and you find it very hard 
to escape the consequence after having wilfully indulged the tempta-
tion . .. 
(Here Mademoiselle speaks of the passions of Hope, fear etc. as in 
the conferences of St. Vincent)-
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[ 4. On the mortification of the senses.] ' 
But mind your rule of keeping a constant guard on your eyes, a 
slight curiosity often leads to dreadful consequences-even where 
there is no particular curiosity how often has the imagination recieved 
impressions it could never get rid of by one unguarded look-O Di-
vine eyes of my crucified Saviour, by that love through which your 
beautiful light was extinguished on the cross of Death, shed the Spirit 
of Mortification on the eyes of your poor Daughters of Charity, that 
they may imitate the Virtues You have acquired for them by your mer-
its .. . 
-and oh my Sisters if you did but reflect well on all the dangers to 
which you are exposed by your hearing, how you would watch over 
that sense-think what an inlet it is to Vanity and dissipation of 
thought .. See what many of you lose by whispers and jokes and fool-
eries, if you even escape from grosser sins, , how many stars have 
fallen from heaven for having indulged them selves in listening to 
what they should not hear, and how many voluntarily risk the loss of 
their Vocation by habitual neglect on this point of our rule, for it seems 
to be exactly the ears of our Body, through which the enemy passes his 
poison in our soul therefore 1 intreat you not only to avoid every kind 
of improper discourse, but often deprive yourselves for the love of 
God of the pleasure of hearing what is harmless and innocent when 
charity and cordiality will permit, or when you cannot get out of the 
way, try to let all these little curiosities pass from one ear out the other, 
so as not to think again of them or give them any place in the mind . .. 
if you do not mind this how often you will be distracted in Silence and 
in Prayer. 
-I will say nothing to you of the horrid Sins which are committed 
by the touch, or offend your Purity by naming the different offences 
... but oh be well guarded against the very smallest on this point so 
delicate in the eyes of our divine Spouse, look at him ... see his 
SHere Elizabeth goes back in the text and translates more excerpts on the vows from #1: "On the 
excellence of the vows" ; #2: "On Poverly"'; and #3 "On Chastity." This material has been relocated 
in its proper sequence. 
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singular LOVE of purity and what he Suffered to expiate our crime 
against this Virtue ... the cruel torments by which he Satisfied divine 
JUSTICE for our sins proves enough how dreadful this worst of ALL 
Sins must be ... let your love for our divine Spouse and the 
rememberance of his torments for our Sins strengthen you against ev-
ery temptation .. and let also the image of our most pure and most holy 
Mother be always before you-Neither the Divine Son or his Mother 
will forsake you if you cherish their darling Virtue for the love of 
them-
13.5 Life of Sister [Fran~oise] Bonny [Bonyr 
-Sister Bonny was born in 1684 in [the diocese of Clermont] a 
canton of Auvergne, her Parents were among the most opulent of the 
villagers, and distinguished for their piety and love of the POOf-They 
particularly attended to whatever might concern the Salvation of this 
dear child and without pointing out her Vocation used every means 
which depended on them to turn it to God ... from the day they carried 
her to the church for Baptism they put her under the Patronship of St. 
Francis Assisium2 Father of the Poor and called her Frances ... she 
had the greatest devotion to this Saint throughout her life, and contin-
ual recourse to his intercession with God, while she faithfully imitated 
his love for holy Poverty and care of the Poor. 
The Mother of little Frances having a singular devotion for the 
Blessed Virgin tried to inspire her with it also in proportion as her un-
derstanding unfolded. , , she vowed her to wear white until she was 
13.5 ASJPH 1-3-3-24C 
ISister Fran,oise Bony (1684-1759) was the daughter of Peter and Mary Frebuchct Bony and a 
Daughter of Charity. The English text of this biographical notice may be found as follows: ASJPH 
10-0 Part Second: "Conferences and Notes on the Vittues Remarked in Our Deceased Sisters:' #94 
Sister Fran,oise Bony (1684-1759), Superioress of the Hospital of Aged People at St 
Germaine-en-Laye, Circulars and Notices, vol. 2 (St. Joseph 's Provincial House: Emmitsburg, 
Maryland, 1870), 74l. 
2St Francis of Assisi (c.1181 - 1226) was the founder of the Order of Friars Minor (Franciscans), a 
mendicant order whose rule is rooted in the cal] to a life of radical poverty. Francis' spirit of 
gentleness and love of all creation has made him a popular and influential figure in the Christian 
tradition and well beyond it 
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thirteen as the livery of her Blessed Mother and her motive in this was 
only to remind her child of the piety and innocence she should pre-
serve and to devote her to the source and channel of every grace . . the 
good Frances has since delighted to remember the effects of this con-
duct of her pious Mother, the tenderness of heart which it gave her for 
the Mother of God, and the desires it awakened in her to serve her di-
vine Son, and obtain those Virtues which would make her pleasing in 
his sight, , delighting in the advice of St. Bernard which was the prac-
tice of her life, , "in every danger every pain, every temptation from 
within or without, to have recourse to Mary to call on the Mother of 
Godfor help," sure never to invoke her in vain. it was her custom to 
prostrate herself before the image of this dear Mother as she called 
her, and recommend her own wants to her, and the wants of the Poor 
for whom she could find no support. 
This favoured child of heaven soon testified an earnest desire to 
recieve the Bread of Angels,3 for with the greatest fear of not making 
her first Communion worthily, she united an ardent wish for the 
source of all grace and life, and expected to recieve every blessing 
which heaven or earth could bestow when she recieved her dear Lord 
and Saviour. She had been early taught that in this divine mystery he 
consulted his love rather than our Worthiness, and that our Respect 
must never be separated from our confidence . . . She soon knew 
therefore what it was to rest under the shade of her well beloved: and 
how sweet he is to those who love him, and put all their confidence in 
him. The fruits she drew from her first Communion was a convincing 
proof that the tender devotion she manifested in it was both solid and 
sincere, and that her lively faith carried her far beyond the veils which 
hide him from us, and united her closely with her God. one Commu-
nion became a preparation for another, and it was soon seen that no 
pain could be inflicted on her like the Privation of frequent Commu-
nion or any joy conferred on her but that which the loving Soul enjoys 
when admitted to the Sacred Banquet-
3Holy Eucharist; cf. John 6:32. 
' Cf. Song of Songs 2:3. 
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the next step of the young Frances after her happy first Commu-
nion was to give herself all to him who had given himself all to her. 
Faith triumphed over every object which could have divided her heart 
, , she considered that her business in this world was not to find her 
rest, but her Sanctification , , her parents left her her freedom of 
choice, and she formed the design of devoting herselfto the service of 
the poor, and of becoming a Daughter of Charity, 5 but to be as sure as 
she could of her vocation to this way of life, she thought best to prac-
tice it in her Fathers house, and do for a certain time there what she 
hoped to do with the happy servants of the poor for the remainder of 
her life, and therefore she gave herself with the utmost zeal and love to 
the good works they did, and under a modest dress of the world at 
eighteen years of age, employed herself continually in visiting the 
sick, serving the poor, and burying the dead, and this with so much 
courage and success, that she was considered in her village (Lezoux) 
as the comfort and resource of all the wretched, and they knew that 
they were sure always to find her either in the house of her Parents, be-
fore the Altar of the church, or by the side of the sick and dying-thus 
she did the work of a Daughter of Charity, and indeed was always 
some part of the day with the Sisters established at Lesoux for the re-
lief of the poor, and the instruction of youth-
Love is as strong as Death6 and therefore it breaks the tenderest 
bonds separates the child from its parents, the friend from his friend 
and even from his country, , and Frances now suffered herself to be 
carried away by the divine Will from the most tender parents who far 
from withdrawing her from the paths of Charity and Virtue were the 
first to trace her the way, from friends who loved her without measure, 
and her native village where the blessing of the good, and virtuous 
continually followed her footsteps, , , God had his special designs on 
her, to make her the Mother of thousands of Poor 
-The place of Frances was taken in the carrier,7 her day of depar-
ture fixed, and the moment of separation, many pure and innocent 
5Fran~oise Bony entered the Daughters of Charity May 23, 1703, 
fiCf. Song of Songs 8:6, 
7Vehicle for transportation 
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tears passed between her and her good parents , , , but Faith soon dried 
them .. true Christians are but strangers on earth, sighing in the land of 
their pilgrimage and seek for no enjoyment till they reach their heav-
enly home.-the young traveller sanctified her journey by her 
prayers, and exercises of Piety, the mother of the Mareshall de 
N oailles who was making the same journey took an affection for Fran-
ces; and being herself as pious as she was noble, declared her resolu-
tion to protect the young postulant until she was safe in a community, , 
, she did so , , recommended her to the general of the mission;8 to the 
Sister Superior General [Sister Mary Guerin] and while she lived 
gave every mark of esteem and confidence to her as a friend. 
-(there follows the history of the foundation of the Sisters of 
Charity as in the life of St. Vincent) 
Wisdom, Prudence and the spirit of discernment ruled this numer-
ous Congregation, so that the different members of it were sent to 
places which suited them best, even to the climate they could be best 
accustomed to, the work which was most familiar to them .. th[u]s the 
talents and even the dispositions of all were turned to the best account 
-Sister Bonny's were soon found by her community to be truly 
excellent and that she eminently possessed those qualifications the 
rule required, with that fund of piety zeal and humility which have 
made her so useful and necessary in every house she was sent to. Soon 
after her arrival in Paris she was sent to serve in the Hospital of 
Langres.9 , , There she had many contradictions to bear-yet her only 
affliction was the obstacles put to the comfort of the poor, their spiri-
tual help and instruction, , she remained always undaunted where 
their good was in question, , she often said that we never truly be-
longed to our Lord until we were fastened with him to the cross, , and 
her conformity to the Will of God was also specially tried there, , be-
ing dangerously ill, she edified all around her by her Faith meekness 
and Patience, and even her joy when the progress of her malady 
8The Superior General of the Congregation of the Mission had ultimate ecclesiastical authority 
over the Company of the Daughters of Charity at the insistence of St. Louise de Marillac. Cf. # 13Od: 
Louise de Marillac to Vincent de Paul , November 1646, Sullivan, 187. 
9Located in the Haute-Marne Department in the northeast of France 
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seemed to promise her the end of her exile, , but God who destined her 
still to great labours prolonged her life and example to the world, , 
after being six years at Langres, to the great regret and souow of 
the poor, her station was changed for Dijon-at Dijon lO she had also 
many trials for the servants of the cross find it every where, here as at 
Langres she made many exertions for her dear Poor and would firmly 
resist in their cause. She would represent to the managers of their 
funds "You know such and such things should not be allowed, You 
are the protectors of the Poor, I am their servant, let us unite in being 
useful to their Souls and Bodies, what employment can be more hon-
orable if it is fulfilled with fidelity." Thus this courageous Soul with-
out the least departure from her modesty and humility showed herself 
superior to the contempt and threats of those who opposed her, yet she 
had the griefto see her dear poor neglected, or if help was given to the 
Body the most essential helps refused for their soul, , when it would 
be represented to her that she made herself enemies, she would answer 
"they are not my enemies but enemies of the good I am sent to do , , it is 
not they who oppose me who are to open heaven for me, but the Poor 
whom our Lord has told me to make my friends, by visiting and con-
soling them, , if I could serve them let the whole World be my En-
emy." 
, , She did an incalculable good at the house of Dijon, yet the Supe-
riors no doubt influenced by that Providence which destined her to do 
a much greater at Paris recalled her there, to the great sorrow of her 
Sisters, and regret of those who had at first opposed her the most, yet 
were now constrained as it were to admire and respect her.-the only 
pain in obeying she felt herself was the pain of her Sisters who felt 
now the whole value of her spirit of peace, her happy talent of govern-
ing their different tempers by the peace and humility of her own. 
Soon as Sister Bonny arrived at the house in Paris, she was named 
to the office ofInfirmarian , , she recieved the charge with joy and sub-
mission as from the hand of God as usual; it being always remarked in 
her, that she recieved every place and employment with a singular 
Peace and readiness. "In town or country" she would say "there are 
'OLocated in the eastern portion of France on the Ouche River in the Cote·d·Or department 
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always poor to serve, sick to nurse, and children to instruct, our work 
could not be a pure offering to God if it was mixed with our own de-
sires and interests"-in the office ofInfirmarian her talent for manag-
ing the provisions of the poor, and giving them comfort in the worst of 
times, seemed totally buried, , but as she had the care of the young Sis-
ters chiet1y, her art of presenting virtue in its most beautiful forms, and 
drawing the heart to God was in its full exercise, and in her cheerful 
admonitions she would often say now that we are sick we must learn 
by our own sufferings and infirmities how tenderly and carefully we 
should nurse and console our dear Poor-and indeed she was often 
more infirm than those she took care of, and seemed to have but a short 
time to live, but her divine Master seeing her ever burning heart for the 
service of the Poor, left her to be useful to them . 
. . having a singular confidence in our holy Father St. Vincent who 
was about to be canonized, II she made her earnest prayer for nine days 
through his intercession to obtai n just as much health as would enable 
her to serve the Poor, and we must conclude from the long years which 
were granted her, <and> the continual painful fatigues she was en-
abled to bear, the degree of health so unusual to her which was given at 
that very time, that her holy founder obtained that favour from the Fa-
ther of Mercies for the comfort and consolation of the miserable-her 
health being thus re-established Sister Bone was sent to Chaville (a 
parish near Versailles) to keep schoo!. 
The Superior at Chaville soon saw that she possessed a Sister of 
uncommon merit and eminent piety, of highest talents for a consider-
able employment, while the one confided to her could be filled by one 
of quite inferior qualities, , still she kept her near her for a time that she 
might the better know her excellent qualities, and be able to make a 
just representation of them to the Sister Superior General, and Sister 
Bony not in the least conscious that she was noticed was employing 
her zeal and piety most cheerfully for the good order and instruction of 
the little plants in her care, , seeing in them the redeemed Souls who 
were to become citizens of the heavenly Jerusalem, carressed and 
cherished by her divine Master who said himself "Suffer them to 




come to Me"l2 .. few indeed consider the extensive good to be done by 
the Instruction of children, , but from her own Infancy Sister Bony 
had been in the practice of this good work teaching them to love God, 
to preserve their innocence, to put themselves under the protection of 
the Blessed Virgin, to obey their parents, be always employed etc. etc. 
Still her Sister Superior 'tho daily more attracted by her merit and 
drawn even by the consolations she found in the pure Faith and active 
love of Sister Bony to the most intimate friendship and esteem for her, 
persisted in her resolution for the general good, and wrote to the Sister 
General of the company who named Sister Bony to the charge of a 
house in Champagne near Troyes. 
-Here this great soul not only filled the charge of Superior but 
could give a scope to her zeal for the glory of God, she was struck with 
sorrow to see a parish so destitute of the word of God as this one was, , 
and the many Souls abandoned as it were with[ out] instruction or con-
solation .. but what could she do a Daughter of Charity, a Daughter of 
St. Vincent de Paul, she knew that she must hide or at least excuse the 
faults of her Pastor ... therefore she began by the most respectful con-
duct to engage his attention and win his confidence, 'till by degrees 
she gained his permission to instruct the girls, and even the women of 
the parish .. these she assembled at her own house to read to them, ex-
plain the truths of Faith, and spoke to them of God, and the destination 
of our Souls with an unction and love which soon won them to piety .. 
her zeal was enlightened and never exerted itself for show, or in any 
way which violated that silence and modest submission which is the 
honour of true piety, , but every soul was in her eyes a conquest of the 
blood of her Saviour she saw only him, and tried to leave nothing un-
done for their Salvation .. where she could not succeed by instruction 
and example, she tried to prevail by her prayers and tears .. her exam-
ple indeed led innumerable persons young and old to the love of God, 
and several of the young girls of the village were <sent> carried by her 
to Paris for their novitiate" -oh happy community which asks for an 
12Matt.19:14 
13The Daughters of Charity call their time of initial formation "seminary" to avoid giving the 
impression that they arc a religious congregation which refers to this time as a "novitiate." 
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entrance no fortune but piety, health, and love of the Poor, because 
these only can sanctify and make them useful. . 
at Paris Sister Bony became known to Mr. [Jean] Bonnet Superior 
General [1711-1736] of the Sisters who soon formed a true judgment 
of her resources of mind and singular talents hidden under her modest, 
simple appearance and deportment .. He formed an immediate design 
to prevent her return to Chaville and place her in the most difficult sta-
tion that could be imagined (Saint Germain-en-Lays)'4 and where he 
could scarcely expect to obtain order, but through a heart as coura-
geous as Sister Bony's, and as fearless of contradiction and con-
tempt-The Royal Hospital of this place was in a state of utter neglect 
and ruin, many zealous persons wished to see it restored to its former 
state, but no one came forward for so difficult a work although many 
aged persons men and women bent under the weight of years and af-
fliction perished there for want of help. 
Mr. Bonnet as we have said, thought he saw in Sister Bony, pre-
cisely the zeal courage and firmness necessary to repair the precious 
ruins of this once noble and pious asylum of the Poor-The Superiors 
of the House in Paris saw so little of her zeal [and] qualifications that 
they had formed quite another plan, but on the representation of the 
Superior General they immediately yielded to his Will . 
-He then directed Sister Bony to repair immediately to St. 
Germain' s-"You go" said he "my Daughter to a desolated place 
which has no support, and but few friends, where the wants ofthe poor 
are daily increased, and their resources constantly lessened ... You 
will have to live in the midst of those who calculate with human Pru-
dence, and count but little on Divine Providence . . the zeal you will 
have to exercise for the support of this good work will seem to some 
even as an extravagance in a poor Daughter of Charity, a poor Daugh-
ter of Vincent de Paul, , you are the last indeed whom we will send to 
this lost establishment unless a striking change takes place-Go, tread 
the footsteps of your holy founder the Father of the Poor, if God is in 
14rhe Daughters of Charity were first established in St.-Germain-en-Laye near Paris in 1638, and 
Jeanne Lepintre began a school there in 1642. Fran~oise Bony remained at thi s mi ssion for forty 
years until her death. 
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this work human prudence cannot destroy it <and> a calm will suc-
ceed the storm you are to meet, and if you suffer with those who work 
for him you will also share their recompense" 
- Sister Bony listened in silent respectful attention, but who can 
concieve the burnings of a heart on the point of possessing a place so 
long desired, for the sole view and object of all her wishes was but to 
serve the poor whatever were the obstacles or difficulties she would 
meet, she knew that the poorest and most insignificant instrument be-
came powerful in the hands of God, and with the most simple confi-
dence she trusted all to his Paternal Goodness 
The Hospital ofSt. Germain had been founded in the time of Louis 
fourteenth, , time had changed every thing, its first Patrons were dead 
, , the rents which the King had granted it were now insufficient for its 
support, the number of the Poor was multiplied while Charity on all 
sides grew cold, , the Poor were daily threatened with being sent away 
and the governors had nearly determined that it was most prudent to 
suppress the establishment, , , 
Here indeed Sister Bony found a full scope for her burning zeal .. 
"You are the Father ofthe Poor my God" said she (entering the Hospi-
tal), "they are your own suffering members, , You alone can open the 
hearts of the Rich to compassion, and make friends of those who are 
now enemies to this work," 
- All that depended on her she did with the most cheerful perse-
verance, and and what was out of her power she begged of God with 
supplications and tears to accomplish himself how often indeed was 
she driven to the greatest extremity notwithstanding her zeal activity 
and economy, how often not able to calculate on any means of pro vi -
sion even for the next day, or to move a single heart to compassion 
they have laughed at Sister Bony for pretending to remain in her of-
fice- but they knew not the firmness of her Faith, or Confidence in 
Divine Providence one day being without a single loaffor the numer-
ous family round her she began to feel dejected, but (as she afterwards 
told her confessor) an interior reproach struck her and turning her 
heart quickly to God she cried to him" look with pity on this house of 
desolation see your poor ones sinking in the arnlS of Death , and stretch 
your hand to save them" <afterwards> then prostrating herselfbefore 
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an image of the Blessed Virgin she presented her the keys of the house 
become useless without her aid. , ,-that very day a lady of the city 
sent Sister Bony 300 livers [pounds] as an alms ..... 
Sister Bony as we have said left no means untried for the relief of 
her dear family of Poor, she would go round the markets and beg the 
offals , , ask an alms without shame or hesitation, , go at other times to 
the court and beginning with the Lords would keep on her supplica-
tions 'till she reached the feet ofthe Prince-the repulses or delays she 
encountered seemed only to fire her zeal, , She has been seen standing 
at the doors of the palace of Versailles or begging admittance in its 
appartments, in the most violent excesses of fever forgetting her own 
sufferings intirely to relieve those of her dear poor .. an officer one 
day said to her "do you not see my sister how ill you are, you should 
not be standing here" , , "truly Sir" she answered, "the Hospital is 
without Bread, when the poor are provided I will then mind myself." 
The King ' 5 moved by her disinterested zeal soon gave an additional 
revenue to the Hospital, and Sister Bony joyfully set to work to get the 
necessary repairs finished and to remove her poor in comfortable 
beds, although those who from the beginning had opposed the restora-
tion of this Hospital, positively forbid her making this change-but 
she knowing it to be the right of the poor persevered quietly in her duty 
with full confidence in God, and the most calm and humble represen-
tations to her opposers showing the utmost respect and even confi-
dence in her conduct to them where the sacred rights she maintained 
were not in question, , she was ever ready to excuse them by their in-
tentions which she knew she said were also for the Poor, but the partic-
ular portion of Poor confided to her care were in a succession of rights 
from the establishment of the Holy Name of Jesus '6 for 60 persons of 
both sexes, and these not under sixty years of age , , surely age and in-
firmity might have pleaded for them besides the first intentions of 
their founders. 
15Loui s xv. King of France (1715-1774). was the great-grandson of Anne of Austria, a friend and 
generous benefactor of Vincent de Paul. 
1('The Hospice of the Holy Name of Jesus was established by Vincent de Paul 
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in vain a plan was formed to prevent the removal of the beds from 
the old Hospital Sister Bony contrived to have them all transported at 
night, and well arranged before morning in their places, and she qui-
etly recieved the indignant reproaches which poured on her next day, 
as well as the threats of prosecution etc. her calm but firm conduct, the 
evident justice of her cause, and the evident blessing of God on her 
work, at last won over the very person who had opposed her most-he 
became her defender after being her accuser, and her firm friend unto 
Death, frequently acknowledging how he had opposed the work of 
God in her hands, and his deep sorrow for it, tho' his intentions had 
been pure, so strong we are in the hands of God .. what can be done 
against us when he is for US. 17 -
Now Sister Bony in full possession of her Hospital yielded to her 
incredible activity for increasing its support-she got her gardens in 
such order that they soon became a resourse, , many alms were sent 
from court , , her attentive industry and econemy soon diminished 
their expences, and her persevering charity opened at last every heart 
to her .. she was so happy as to interest the Marashall de Noailles in 
the success of the Hospital .. he became indeed the Greatest Benefac-
tor and the steady friend of Sister Bony in all her difficulties-The 
Duke of Ayers also protected her, and helped to supply the necessities 
of her Hospital with the most liberal charity .. indeed the simple man-
ners and language of Sister Bony was particularly pleasing to the 
great who seldom hear the language of a Soul filled with the Spirit of 
God; the lawful and modest confidence and sincerity of a religious 
heart, is always more successful than cringing and studied manners, 
which disgust even the most Pretending-still our good Sister gener-
ally used every means of opening the heart of the rich which the spirit 
of God allows, , she would thank them for any good they had shown to 
her Poor, remind them of the generosity of their forefathers "and that 
they who were now in heaven had opened it by their alms and works of 
charity-the simplicity and truth of Sister Bony were so universally 
respected that for the forty years she governed the Hospital of St. 
Germain her greatest enemies could make her no reproach but the 
17ef. Rom. 8:3 1. 
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firmness of her zeal, which God himself supported and recom-
pensed-
The Hospital being now well established Mr. [de] Gon[i]gham the 
zealous and holy Prior of St. Germain proposed to Sister Bony to con-
fide thirteen little orphans to her care and secure them a regular foun-
dation in the Hospital; in the first moment of her joy she threw herself 
at his feet and could answer but with her tears-Every thing was soon 
in readiness and Sister Bony had the unspeakable consolation of see-
ing these new objects of her zeal and vigilance settled in a separate 
part of the house with the convenience of a Refectory, Dormitory, and 
work-room for their employments and exercises; she dressed them in 
a neat uniform, and put them under the care of a Sister who never left 
them-they were educated and brought up with incredible care, and 
every means was used to win and draw them to God from their very 
first entrance, which could not be younger than seven, and they were 
allowed to stay 'till they were twenty; at this period Sister Bony's zeal 
would redouble and she left nothing undone to procure them a good 
set out oflinen and clothes, and the best situations for earning their liv-
ing or even to settle them in marriage when occasions offered, sup-
porting them to the last by her advice and example. 
How was the heart of Sister Bony moved by those in her Hospital 
whom she saw unmindful of Death and Eternity, , the Sisters delighted 
to recount her advices to them and her manner of drawing them to con-
sideration and repentance-
"Oh pity your precious souls" she would say, "give at least these 
sad remains of your life to God, , every moment is precious, , tell me 
what I shall do to help you for your Eternity, I delight so much to serve 
you because you are the members of Christ Jesus, bought with his 
blood, , why will you not serve him, and then your present misery will 
be changed as the misery ofLazarusl 8 was after Death, to unspeakable 
glory and Eternal rest"-
She served the poor herself al ways at di nner and supper, , nothing 
but sickness or unavoidable absence induced her to give her place to 
another ... she made the distribution of their portions most cheerfully 
l8Cf. Luke 16: 19-22. 
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and with a singular respect, mixing often the most striking words of 
life for the soul as she gave the food of the body, , She managed al-
ways to have enough at their meals if it was ever so plain, yet some of 
those who sought for no other good in the Hospital but a lodging and 
living would sometimes complain . . and Sister Bony would tell them 
quietly "God has given me power to serve you but not the power of 
contenting you" or sometimes she would remind them of those who 
were to come after them and tell them gaily, "if we give all to you there 
will be nothing for them." 
The Humble heart of this true mother of the Poor rejoiced continu-
ally in their service; she would in the overflow of its gratitude for so 
precious a vocation often say to her Sisters "Who are we to have the 
honour of serving Jesus Christ in his members .. . the world indeed is 
excusable for esteeming our employments so little, because it does not 
see them with the eye of Faith, but we who are called to this honour 
and happiness by divine Grace itself cannot be too sensible of our un-
worthiness, and of God's Goodness"-
She was never so much herself as when treated with contempt .. 
while she was one day zealously defending the rights of her dear Poor, 
and the subject became a little warm, she was told to be silent and go 
about her business since she was but their Servant, to which Sister 
Bony answered modestly with a smile, "indeed I have that honour un-
worthy as I am of it but in common with all who are useful to this 
House"-
When she would be sick and suffering instead of assuming the least 
superiority even as head of the house, or the oldest person in it, it is 
well known that she suffered more pain at seeing any trouble taken for 
her, or the least expence on her account, than through any bodily pain 
or inconvenience she endured .. she seemed like one who considered 
herself a stranger recieving relief only through compassion-
The Faith of Sister Bony was so alive to Devotion to the Saints, 
gaining Indulgences etc. that she would seem in the eyes of those 
whose devotion was less exact to be more pious than wise, but her pe-
culiar turn was simplicity whatever the Church believed and taught 
was her law without troubling herself in the least to know upon what 
principle she was ever contradicted-"the Church is my Mother" she 
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would say rejoicing, "I know no voice but hers, if an angel told me to 
disobey her I could not mind him"-
an admirable effect of her Faith also was so intimate a practice of 
the Presence of God, that the interests of the House, and the interests 
of her Soul never betrayed each other, She would pass from the most 
distracting employments, or the most laborious exercise of the or-
chards or garden, to the highest exercises of Piety with the same quiet 
and recollection as if she came from her pillow-calm and Peace ac-
companied her greatest pains and labours because God reigned in her 
heart, for we know if the greatest bitterness is poured in a heart that 
loves God, he will still counterbalance it with his ineffable sweet-
ness-
The end of her blessed career now approached, loaded with years 
and infirmities, Sister Bony hoped soon to be released from the prison 
of the Body, but when she thought herself the nearest to this deliver-
ance, the Providence of God was preparing for her a long and very se-
vere trial. towards the end of Lent she was forced to go to her bed with 
a sickness which showed a total dissolution of health and strength 
which had been prodigally bestowed for the good of the poor. , , on 
this bed she laid as on her cross ready to Consummate her Sacrifice, 
her love gaining strength as her bodily weakness increased, and she 
was more engaged in comforting her Sisters who were struck with 
grief at the danger of losing her than by any thought of her own pains 
severe as they were ... her whole life had been a scene of Sacrifice 
contradictions and persecutions, and she saw only the hand of her be-
loved in the present as in the past. "let him strike" said she "my Sisters, 
he strikes in Mercy now to spare us in Eternity"-her sickness in-
creasing she said, "it will finish, thank you for your care of this poor 
carcase in its pain, but when it is destroyed I shall see God." When 
burning with fever and pressed by the most acute pains, she would de-
light to say with Ezechial , , "this may be our last day in this Valley of 
tears, , this morning we are here, this night perhaps in Eternity"19 
-every thing seemed to threaten her immediate dissolution in this 
first stage of her illness, there could be no hope in the common course 
19Cf. Ezek. 32. 
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of things, worn out with fatigues and watchings she had done all in her 
power for God and the Poor, but nothing for the preservation of her 
health, , it seemed hardly possible she could survive the present attack 
, , her prayer was almost continual, , and her eyes so fixed on her cru-
cifix that she withdrew them but to say some tender word of love and 
gratitude to the Sisters around her or to excuse the trouble she gave, , 
prepared to recieve the last Sacraments the fire of Divine love was 
spread in every look and action .. "I shall then recieve you for a last 
time on this earth 0 my Saviour-you come to your poor Servant, in 
the house of the Poor, on her bed of pain-You will deliver my Soul 
oh that 1 may die with you on the cross, and your love consume the 
Victim" 
But the God of Mercy has his views on his beloved 
Souls-scarcely were the last Sacraments administered when Sister 
Bony seemed already to escape the threatened danger-yet the cause 
of her sickness remained the same, and altho' her fever lessened, the 
pains of her body were continual, and thus she remained for fourteen 
months .. the holiness of the elect is perfected by sufferings. the Di-
vine Mercy hides itself under their aft1iction and increases their sanc-
tity, while the fire of tribulation purifies the spots and stains which the 
soul had contracted Sister Bony seemed in the eyes of all around her to 
be fit for heaven, but he in whose sight the angels themselves are not 
pure, kept her still fastened to the cross that she might adorn and per-
fect her soul still more, , and it would also seem that she should still be 
spared for the help of her dear Poor for to the very last she retained the 
same strength of mind she had had in the midst of them, and it was 
truly admirable to see her supported in her bed writing, advising, and 
governing her house as she had done in her days of health passing 
from her readings and daily meditations on Death to the detail of all 
the wants of the Poor, and pleading their cause with those who visited 
her with more earnestness than ever ... No one could know she suf-
fered when they would hear her speak of God, or give her some hope 
of help for her Hospital-It is not suffering which covers the Soul 
with merits, but Patience which perfects every work, and this virtue 
increased daily in Sister Bony with her pains and trials, reduced to a 
living skeleton she had still a heart and lips to praise God, which she 
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did through every successive hour of her long sickness with a love 
which seemed indeed proportioned to her severe sufferings-
There are innocent complainings indeed of poor nature which does 
not like to suffer, and is too sensible of the pain she feels, not to shrink 
from the blow, yet these complaints are not sins while they are sancti-
fied by an intire resignation to the Will of God, , Sister Bony was so 
well strengthened against them that she would sometimes say, "do 
you know my Sisters you could not help being impatient in these sort 
of pains if it was not for the glory set before us ... Oh those who do not 
love God! how can they help losing Patience in such a trial." 
She would give a longing look at her Crucifix and say, "Ah my 
compassionate Saviour I must share your chalice or I shall never share 
your crown" -the total waste of her Body, the involuntary motion of 
her head, eyes and hands showed plainly how much she suffered, but 
no complaint or murmur escaped her, but often she repeated with St. 
Augustin, "cut, burn, this miserable Body dearest Lord, Only spare 
me in Eternity"-She delighted to call her body a poor carcase which 
kept her Soul imprisoned on earth-and would often repeat "it will 
finish let us bless and thank him-l know in whom I have placed my 
trust, , in my God who desires my Salvation, and will not reject a con-
trite and humble heart."'o 
The night of Sunday the 13th May Sister Bony was in an excess of 
agony which left no doubt of the approach of Death-her Faith and 
love made new efforts of Union with God, , in the morning she begged 
the priest who attended to say the prayers of the Agonizing21 to which 
she answered with the most peaceful attention and tender piety, , than 
waited the separation of her Soulfrom her Body as a poor captive look-
ing for deliverance, , no sadness was to be seen but on the countenance 
of her Sisters, on her own there was a lustre of serenity and peace, 
which the pains and shades of Death itself could not efface or obscure. 
Yet she was not free from that repugnance of Nature which beholds 
with ten'or the chalice presented to it, and the dangers of the last com-
bat-but her lively Faith, and submission to the Will of God comforted 
20Cf. 2 Tim. 1:12; Ps. 51. 
21 Prayers and psalms recommended by the church to be recited when a be1iever is near death 
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her in her Agony, as it had comforted her Saviom in his.-"the heart of 
my Jesus" said she "is open, his cross has shut Hell and opened Heaven 
, , if the pains of pmgatory are ever so great, Yet perfect charity reigns 
there"- She begged a second time that the prayers of the Agonizing 
might be said and she followed them as before sitting up in the bed with 
the clUcifix in her hand on which her eyes were fixed- seeing her Sis-
ters weeping round her "/ leave you" said she "My Children in the Sa-
cred Heart of JESUS." and she spoke no more but kept her eyes on the 
clUcifix 'till she expired . .. we did not percieve she was dead for at 
least half an hour after, although every eye was on her, she seemed in a 
quiet sleep and no one could believe the contrary until by changing her 
posture we found her Soul had left the Body. 
The next day Mass was celebrated for her intennent at the altar 
where the Poor and her Sisters had been so long praying for her- and 
her precious remains were laid near the altar of the Sacred Heart which 
was a monument of her own zeal and piety she having through her own 
exertions established a Confraternity of the Sacred Heart in her Hospi-
tal, and even obtained (through the Archbishop of Paris Monsieur 
Vintimet) Indulgences for the associates fi'om the Sovereign Pontif-
Multitudes accompanied her funeral several priests, the adminis-
trators of the Poor, and her dear Poor themselves bewailing their 
Mother- tell ing of her goodness, and each one would have desired to 
possess something ever so small which she had touched or used-a 
black slab was placed on her tomb, and a little motto recommending 
Sister Bony to the prayers of the faithfuF2 
+ 
We see in the life of Sister Bony the Power of Faith , ,and the grace 
of a unifonn piety- Yet she was not without those faults which are in-
separable from our human frailty-the Just even when left to them-
selves are weak, but the faults which escape them only show them their 
miselY and need of divine grace, they grieve for them, do penance but 
22The text which follows does not appear in the original French ofthe life ofFran,oise Bony. The 
remainder of this manuscript is the original commentary of Elizabeth Seton that she dated about two 
weeks after completing the translation of the life of Louise de Marillac. 
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do not lose confidence-the greatest servants of God will at times show 
their weakness and frailty; their fidelity and piety prove the goodness of 
God, who helps supports and strengthens them to persevere, , , their 
faults and imperfections, passing emotions of temper etc. prove that 
they are human beings still envelloped in misery ... but pure Souls see 
their smallest defects because their conscience is exempt from those 
sins which cloud darken and trouble those who are less faithful, , , when 
divine charity reigns in a heart, it detests even the Appearance of Evil, 
examining itself under those searching eyes before whom even angels 
are not pure it finds enough to accuse and condemn and would therefore 
resort daily to the tribunal of Penance if it was in their power, , their life 
is thus pure and their Death Precious, and in this the example of Sister 
Bony was eminently admirable and useful. 
29 September 1818. 
13.6 from Historical Letters' of Venerable Marie of the 
Incarnation2 
[Her Coming to Quebec, Canada] 
13.6 ASJPH 1-3-3-27C 
lThe source of these letters isLettres de fa Venerable Mere Marie de I'lncarllatioll Premiere 
Superieure des Ursulilles de la Novelle France Divisees en deux Parties (Paris: Louis Bil1aine, 
1672). These are taken from "Seconde Partie Con tenant Les Lettres Historiques." Elizabeth placed 
quotation marks at the beginning and end of each letter; however, her use of quotation marks is 
inconsistent. and many are omitted. She translated these letters from Rev. Simon Brute's copy, now 
in the Old Cathedral Library, Vincennes, Indiana, but only selected passages from the introduction 
and specific letters. Elizabeth was interested in the work of missionaries and expressed admiration 
for their zeal and self-sacrifice, wishing she too cou ld do this work. Cf. Seton Writings 2:546. 
Among Rev. Simon Brute's papers is one page titled "Early Missions of the Jesuits in Canada" 
that includes material from the Jesuit Relations of 1637. Cf. ASJPH 7-3-1-3: 89D. 
2The widow Marie Guyart (1599-1672) was born in Tours, France, married a silk manufacturer, 
Claude Martin when she was seventeen, and was widowed two years later. The couple had one son. 
She entered the Sisters of St. Ursula at Tours in 1629, taking the name Sister Marie of the 
Incarnation. In 1639 she led the tirst group of women religious to New France (Quebec) where they 
established the oldest convent in North America. The Sisters evangelized and taught the native 
children as well as those of the French settlers. Marie of the Incarnation compiled dictionaries in 
Algonquin and Iroquois and wrote catechisms and letters which give a valuable account of life in 
Quebec from 1639 to 1672. She was beatified in 1980. 
Sister Cecilia O'Conway, Elizabeth ' s early companion in the Sisters of Charity, entered the 
cloistered Ursuline convent in Quebec City in 1823 and took the name Mother Marie of the 
Incarnation. 
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Falling asleep in union with God on Christmas eve,3 -it seemed to 
me that I was in a most difficult road with one of our Sisters whose 
hand I was forced to hold that we might keep together, as we could not 
see the obstacles in our way though we were stopped continually, , we 
kept on till we reached a large field in which we met a venerable Her-
mit who invited us to follow him into a large and spacious dwelling 
which had no roof but the firmament of heaven, the pavement was like 
the purest alabaster, but covered here and there with vermilion crosses 
the deepest silence reigned around and the Solitary as if fearful of 
breaking it, only signed to us the object he meant to lead us to, which 
was a small but beautiful enclosure of admirable construction, or 
rather it seemed cut out of marble of spotless whiteness, , as we came 
near to it we saw seated on a kind of chair her whom we could not mis-
take in her unparalleled beauty, and the heavenly sweetness of the 
Babe she held in her arms-I darted to them and fell at their feet, , 
the Blessed Mother gave me a heavenly smile and then seemed to 
speak of me to her little Jesus, , what were my delights in this mo-
ment! but she soon arose and with the sweet Infant signed to me to 
come to a window.-from thence I saw immense spaces and voids, 
but in the midst a vast church which was so envelopped in thick fogs 
and smoke that no part of it could be distinctly seen but the very top 
which was discovered in a purer air, , the road which led to the vast 
spaces I saw, was not only beset with craggy rocks on each side but 
also with frightful precipices, scarcely could the straight and narrow 
path be seen, amidst these fearful objects.-the Blessed Virgin cast 
her eyes with a look of deepest Affliction on this sad spot and seemed 
to be bidding me do something when at the moment I was eagerly 
catching her words I awoke, yet with such impression as I could not 
any way have concieved without experiencing it , , its sweetness and 
delight lasted for many days-
a year after when I was once in deep meditation the thought of my 
dream struck me forceable with a strong light that the scene on which 
the blessed Virgin had looked with so much sorrow was the Church of 
3She is relating a dream. 
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Canada4 and I resolved to offer my life in serving it by every means 
which might depend on me. 
For five years again all remained in Silence until Madame Le 
Pettetre [de la PeltrieY being about to pass over to Canada I suppli-
cated her by that divine love which was burning in her heart, and 
through which she was to make this so difficult voyage, that she 
would take me and some of our Sisters with her .. . . 
What Joy what Consolation! Madame [de] Le Pettetre [Peltrie] de-
sires to found a House of Ursulins in Canada---our God has looked 
down on his servants and heard our cry, she even desires we should be 
ready to depart on the first occasion for this object, she will spare no 
expence for its execution ... oh infinite goodness of our God-to 
grant us such a mission-and to me above all, the most unworthy of 
his creatures. 
To my dearest-loved Brother 
The life and love of JESUS be your portion my Brother-We are 
called to a new world where our God is unknown or known only by a 
few devoted souls who live only for him. 
Adieu for this world my Brother I leave you in the arms of the same 
adorable Providence in which I go. You know the dangers of this voy-
age are multiplied, but what are they to a soul burning to be sacrificed 
for its divine Master, what is life or death before him, , we may be 
taken by the Turks and sent to Barbery [Barbary] but I see one only ob-
ject the cross of my Saviour and the Souls he has died for-I follow 
my Jesus ready to meet all for his love-beg him to strengthen me, and 
thank him for me my Brother. 
4Early French explorers and settlers brought the Catholic church to Canada in the seventeenth 
century. One of the motives of Jacques Cartier, an early French explorer, was to spread the Catholic 
faith among the native peoples. Jesuits. Franciscans, Recollects, Sulpicians, and secular priests 
were active as missionaries in New France, but these missionaries had a difficult struggle preaching 
the Gospel to the native peoples. Though the Algonquin and Huron were receptive, the Iroquois 
were resistant and persecuted not only the missionaries but the other tribes as well. 
'Marie-Madeleine de Chauvigny (Mme. de Le Peltrie) was a benefactor of the Ursuline 
expedition to Canada in 1639 when they settled in Montreal. 
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To a Friend 
after all our dangers we are safe arrived in the New Paradise [New 
France] where the cross is truly the tree oflife- the first scene we saw 
passing by was one of our Father Missioners6 preaching to some sav-
ages one of whom in his furious expression of detestation of the Faith 
which was preached broke a cane over the head of the venerable 
speaker, who expressed the greatest joy in the pain he endured by this 
violence-Thousands are baptised at a time-
our first convert was a young savage girF of excellent dispositions 
but accustomed to her freedom in the woods she could not endure con-
finement with us, she would run away for hours together, but her fa-
ther happily embraced the faith and from the moment he commanded 
her to stay among us (altho' her opposition had been so great that she 
had torn the gown we had made her to pieces) yet she not only re-
mained quietly but soon became an example for all the young women 
of Quebec. if she falls in the smallest fault she runs and asks pardon on 
her knees and when a penance is given her, her humble and gentle 
manner in performing it, moves every heart that sees her, the expres-
sion of peace and innocence has taken place of her savage wild-
ness-we call her Mary. 
-Many others have since entered our school .. a little one in partic-
ular who from her singular sweetness and docility we call Agnes, learnt 
her catechism so readily and said her prayers so well that her poor as-
tonished Mother was lost in the delight of hearing her, and said with 
tears in her eyes, now my little one you can instruct your Father and 
Me-but you may stay awhile here to learn more, , the little Agnes said 
and meant yes, but after the first night stealing off to her Mother she told 
her the Ladies give me plenty to eat, and pretty clothes and books, but I 
cannot leave you Mother .. many instances of the most dutiful respect 
and attachment among the savages, make Europeans see their own de-
6Probably Jesuit missionaries 
7Numerolls Amerindian nations were the aboriginal peoples living in North America when the 
French arrived. Marie of the Incarnation catechi zed among the Algonquins and Iroquois in the 
environs of Basse-Ville (Montreal). Europeans often referred to the native people as savages and 
barbarians. 
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ficiency, , and the zeal ofthe converted Chiefs8 is above all most strik-
ing to see them after their Baptism earnestly preaching the law of Christ 
and persuading their tribe to serve and love God ... hearing thanking 
God with fervour for having sent us to them, to show them the way to 
heaven .. When we see five hundred Baptized in less than a year what 
are fatigues and crosses with such recompense 
-if we can but obtain some succours from France, for our clothing 
which we thought would have served us for years we have been 
obliged to use to cover our young converts .. we have the greatest dif-
ficulty to make them cleanly it is constant work for one person to keep 
them from vermin-this office our Sisters are ready to contend for 
they think it so meritorious, as the grease the savages rub themselves 
with makes it doubly disgusting .. we are also forced to give the Bread 
out of our mouth to the poor old savages who cannot follow the family 
to the chase [hunt]-we have been so happy as to save the lives of sev-
eral hundred of them this winter. 
our accommodations are so confined that we are obliged to have 
the boards we lay on fixed one above the other to the beams of our 
sleeping room, through which we can see the stars twinkling as we go 
to sleep, there being spaces every where between the joinings so wide 
that it is difficult to keep our candle from blowing out, we have 
prefered rather to secure the building of our little wooden chapel than 
the repairs of our house this winter as we could not do both-two 
small rooms serve us for Kitchen, Refectory, classes, and choir, but all 
this is so agreeable to Poverty and our Sacred Vows that we can only 
laugh together at our embarrassments, especially as our good found-
ress Madame Le Pettetre [de Ie Peltrie] is much distressed at our situa-
tion, but her family will not suffer her to go to further expence 
-The good to be done here is incredible for many are very vicious 
through an absolute blindness-we had an instance of a young female 
savage lately, which was very striking-her disordily conduct had 
been notorious both sides the [St. Lawrence] river so much so that 
when our Reverend Father Buto saw her with us decently attired, 
80ne was possibly the chief of the Indian town of Stadacona, site of Quebec City. 
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modestly listening to instruction, and joining our devotion with fer-
vour, he burst into tears and told us "if you had no other fruit of your 
mission here but the saving of this one soul and turning her extensive 
influence to the example she now gives, you would have reward 
enough for Eternity" 
The desire of Baptism in this young savage was so great, and her 
intelligence so quick that her answers to the interrogations of the 
priest were as ready as if she had been learning all her life-and after 
Baptism her proud and unbending temper has become docile and pli-
ant as a Lamb-oh the goodness, infinite goodness of our God. 
-This goodness was so specially marked some days ago in our Fa-
ther Regeneau who went to the cabin of a poor sick savage on the point 
of her conversion, but her Husband happening to be there drove the 
good Father out and furiously struck his head with a hatchet which 
however cut no further than the hair, this struck the Barbarian with such 
astonishment that it quite softened him- Father Regeneau was not hin-
dered by his violence from going again calmly to the same cabin next 
day, and gave the Baptism so ardently desired by the dying woman that 
she seemed only to wait for it, and expired peaceably after it-
To her Brother 
You would be pleased my Brother to see how the Kingdom of our 
only beloved gains ground in these savage wilds-did I tell you that 
the first youth our Missioner Baptized was called Joseph-Joseph 
now a vallient soldier of Christ has become also our champion and 
goes about from tribe to tribe telling how we love his nation, and what 
a beautiful country we left to come and serve them, how we bring the 
young savage girls of the mountains to live with us, and teach them to 
do such wonderful things, and how to please the Great Being, how 
some of us live night and day with the sick, and what fatigues we suf-
fer for them, and how we love one another, and love those we have 
never seen, and how easy it is to be good when you are a Christian, and 
he says so many winning things to them that as they know he cannot 
know so much of himself, they quite venerate the good Jo and many 
are brought over by him-
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Father Ie Jeune entering a cabin the other day metthe good Stephen 
Pigarch who before his Baptism had been a great sorcerer, but is now 
most sincere in his conversion Stephen said "Father, he who can do all 
has done me a great favour, 1 came home from the chase the other day 
so weak and faint that 1 was like to die, and had only strength to tell 
Gallete my wife to pray to him who could do all to cure me, yet I told 
her ifhe chooses 1 shall die 1 am willing,-Gallete began to pray and 
said 0 Thou who has made all, and can do all, help us, and cure my 
husband, Yet if you do not hear us we will still believe and love thee .. 
a little after our prayer 1 found myself quite well, and so the other day 1 
wished we had a canoe, and 1 said to myself! never made one, but he 
who can do all will teach me and 1 asked him to help me as 1 did not 
know how myself, so indeed he did and I have a good canoe to cross 
the river and to go the chapel with Gallete .. so then Father Jeune has 
not he that can do all been very good to me." 
A young savage being converted by her parents who had become 
Christian could not persuade a young pagan she was betrothed to to 
embrace the Faith therefore her parents forbid her seeing him but he 
frantic and furious found means to speak to her-she repeated to him 
courageously her resolution to be baptized and then made known his 
entrance in their cabin, , her mother hastened to dismiss him but no as-
surance of her daughter could persuade her that she did not let him in 
and according to their custom they would have her lashed at the door 
of the church as an example and warning to the disobedient-every 
one was moved by her patience and submission and when she came 
afterward to me for her Baptism Instruction, 1 asked her how she felt 
towards those who had thus punished her, she said she rejoiced while 
they was giving her the stripes and said to herself "this will prepare me 
for my Baptism and I will bear it for Jesus Christ who knows I am in-
nocent of the fault, but he bore the same and was innocent of all sin, 
and 1 will be Baptized and be his child tomorrow"- and indeed she 
was early next morning with a troop of companions who came also for 
Baptism .. soon as the water was poured on her she fell on her knees 
and bursting in tears cried aloud, "I am washed, my soul is clean, he 
that made all makes me his child." we called her Angela after our holy 
Mother [St. Angela Merici]-
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a youth Baptized at the same time would stay when all were gone 
still repeating from time to time at the foot of the Altar the most mov-
ing expressions-he had to go far away in his tribe with his parents 
and could not return till the chase was over-seeing him again in our 
chapel bathed in tears I said well Augustin what did you do in your ab-
sence "oh my Mother" he answered "the evil spirit was always tempt-
ing me, but I made the sign of Jesus continually and carryed the 
chaplet you gave me on my heart and cried to him that made all to save 
me from the evil spirit and drive him out of me"-
I should weary you with multiplied instances I could give of the 
simple but so fervent Faith of our converts, but this is enough to show 
you that the sweets of Paradise sweeten all the thorns of Canada, and 
make them far dearer than all the pleasures of this world-
To her Son [Dam Claude Martin, OSB]9 
In the Sacred Heart of our divine Saviour I live with you my beloved 
.. he only knows my pain in our separation, but it is only for a moment I 
trust since you are so well resolved to give yourself to him-
Could you have an idea of the Joy we experience in the return of 
our Reverend Father Jouges 'O clothed indeed in the true livery of his 
crucified master and marked with his glorious scars-he had been 
taken prisoner by the Huron savages, and we had feared he had been 
roasted alive but in the beautiful providence of God he was spared 
though not without suffering the pains of many martyrs-first they 
had cut off the tops of his fingers and thumbs, then burnt them to the 
joint, and practiced on him a variety of the most severe and humiliat-
ing torments-they then set him free to go to any cabin where he could 
gain admittance and the hearts of some of the least ferocious melted 
before his heavenly sweetness and humility of countenance-he in-
structed and baptized a great number, and sent multitudes of children 
9Claude Martin (1617/18-1696) was twel ve years old when his mother entered the Ursulines at 
Tours. He joined the Benedictine Order and became assistant superior of the Congregation at St. 
MauL He later wrote a biography of his mother. 
lOSt. Isaac logues, S.l. , (1607-1646) was a lesuit missionary to New France. He was martyred 
October 18 at Ossemenon, now Auriesville, in New York, and he was canonized as one of the eight 
North American martyrs. 
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and agonizing persons to heaven. among the tribes however there 
were some who bore him ill will and taking him one day in a forest 
they hnng him by the arms with oziers [osiers, willow branches] the 
whole weight of his body cutting on them, and seeing that the torture 
was excessive they concluded he would be soon dead and left him, but 
one of the savages of another nation taking pity on him let him down 
just as he was exhausted and expiring .. the good Father once was free, 
and went on his old course of instructing and Baptizing-Many 
months after as he entered a cabin on the confines of a lonely forest he 
was struck with its silence and solitude and not seeing the good to be 
done which he sought for was just closing the door when he heard the 
faint cry "0 my Father," and turning to examine saw laying in a dark 
corner the very savage who had cut him down from the tree, and 
whom he long had sought for in vain-What a moment, the poor sav-
age was just expiring and earnestly desired Baptism which the Vener-
able Father administered just as his Soul was departing-a blessed 
return of his former charity .. the Death of the good Father was how-
ever determined on, and he was roasted according to their custom on 
some feast which was to take place in a few days .. in the interval the 
Queen of France [Anne of Austria] sent some Hollanders [Dutch] to 
the Nation who secretly bought the dear Father in exchange of 
merchandize and thus he is restored to us but so deeply disappointed 
in missing the Consummation of his mmtyrdom that he can scarcely 
overcome it, and seems indeed wholly like a man of another world. 
We m'e all moved with admiration and compassion for one of our 
savage converts, she is a most tender hearted mother and can never 
raise her children-she came to us yesterday from her cabin to have 
her last little one Baptized and told quite cheerfully that she was will-
ing to resign it, before I was Baptized she said I could not be com-
forted when my Bimbos [children] died, but now he that can do all 
comforts me, and I think he sees maybe that they would comit sins and 
go to Hell, he knows all and is so good he would not grieve me for 
nothing, so I tell him do what you please I will always love you and 
obey you, and then you will take me with my dear Bimbos to Paradise 
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And you my son I never lose sight of you before our great All- let us 
also lose ourselves in him and live in this vast ocean oflove and mercy 
until our Eternity Where we will see each other really and forever-my 
own dear 
To the Same 
What would be my joy, could I hear that you had given your life for 
Christ Jesus as our Father Noue had done- what would be my joy to 
give mine also a thousand times .. this Reverend dear Father of the So-
ciety of Jesus was called to visit the sick soldiers and confess the fort at 
the head o/the three Rivers [Trois -Rivieres ]- not to lose a moment he 
set out with a crust of Bread and a handful of dried prunes in his pocket 
and with only his Soutan as he thought the roupe [wrap] generally worn 
in this cold climate would impede his walking .. by the light of a clear 
moon he passed the frozen lakes and his footsteps were traced almost to 
thepJace of his Mission .. but one of the deepest falls of snow, with sud-
den violent wind which often takes place here almost instantaneously, 
must have hidden the fort and blinded the blessed Father so as to make 
him lose his way, , for the most eager search being made for him by the 
soldiers they discovered him in a little dell of snow which banked on 
each side of him, he was on his knees with his arms crossed on his breast 
and his eyes open and fixed on heaven, but quite gone and frozen, so 
that they were obliged to bring him home as they had found him in the 
same posture, and when he was placed by the fire and thawed, he had a 
pure vennilion colour which with his placid countenance and white 
hair gave him an appearance truly celestial . . What a Death! so alone 
with God, and burning with charity and zeal to serve him-
- the fruit of the piety ofthese saintly missioners is past discription. 
they send many oftheir Neophites to us for instruction, indeed our grate 
is never free, we had a large woman for several days almost in dispair 
that she could not learn the Pater Noster, at last she prostrated herself 
with her mouth to the ground for a great part of the day begging him 
who could do all as she said, to let her learn it, then returning to the grate 
she begged our Sister Marie Louise who chiefly teaches them to repeat 
it again to her and from that time had no difficulty in knowing it but it is 
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not so with a good old man named Bernard he can retain nothing we 
teach, but is so closely united with God by the most tender devotion that 
though he leaves his interior delights to come regularly for instruction 
he returns to the chapel or his cabin just as he came as for memory, and 
says so humbly be not weary of repeating my Mother (as he calls Sister 
Mary Louise) I am but a stupid child but he that can do all will pay you, 
, and he goes home again without being able to retain a word, while his 
conduct shows that God teaches him what he could never leam of us-
-the simplicity of these people in point of obedience is most re-
markable , , Sister Mary Louise had been some time preparing a young 
Indian for Baptism as she knew the language of his Nation, and during 
this time he would not go to the chase or do the least thing in contracts 
or traffic without her permission telling straight out I must go and ask 
Marie my Mother-and being much persuaded to go some distance 
on some business very advantageous to his family Sister Mary Louise 
told him that such a long journey would delay his Baptism and he 
might die on the way without it, on which he directly gave it up with 
firmness saying true there is no business so pressing as the saving of 
my Soul, I desire no riches so much as Faith, and the honour of being a 
child of God, and from that time he was so earnest for his Baptism that 
there was no need to repeat any thing twice .. this Baptism so long de-
sired being given his joy was inexpressible he confesses twice a week 
to prepare for his first Communion which he is to make in the Ap-
proaching Solemnity in the most public manner for the example of his 
Nation. 
Their tenderness of conscience is sometimes calTied to extreme-an 
edifying instance happened lately a young chief name Carlos had been 
promised by the steward of his tribe that the necessary provision for a 
long journey he had to make should be ready at an appointed time, but 
when the companions of his travels were assembled, and the moment 
came to start Carlos found nothing ready, for a moment he forgot him-
self so far as to let slip some words of anger but immediately recollect-
ing himself he hastened to ask pardon for his bad example, and came at 
once to find his confessor who not finding, he eagerly asked for Sister 
Marie Louise and telling his fault at once begged her to tell his confes-
sor when he came to our chapel how sorry he was for his sin and made 
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several acts of Contrition which he begged Sister Marie with tears to re-
peat for him .. however he had not been long on his Journey before he 
became so anxious to see his confessor that he came back with speed for 
Absolution saying he could not overcome the dread of dying on the way 
without it 
A pitiful circumstance took place this winter with two young sav-
ages who had taken their only son with them to the chase and the little 
boy being sick when they left home died in their arms just as the chase 
was over; the poor parents being struck with the rememberance that the 
Father Missioners had forbid a Christian being buried out in the woods, 
they sewed the boy in a deer skin and the mother calTied him many days 
journey on her back through rocks and deep fords with incredible fa-
tigues, till she brought it to the feet of our Missioners to bury it-
this sOlTowful scene was changed for a very drole one of two others 
who had quarrelled in presence of their parents, and the old people sent 
the son to live on bread and water three days in a dungeon of the fort and 
brought the daughter to our solitary cell for the same penance, which 
they both undertook with so good a grace that their pardon must have 
been secured by it .. we offered the poor girl a truss of straw to lie on, 
but she fell on her knees and said I am going to pay him that sees all and 
I dont want to rest. 
our little Seminary [school] has been very full this year .. our great 
harvest is in winter when the savages go to their chase of six months, 
and leave us their daughters to instruct .. a strange but beautiful provi-
dence has taken from us all our little furniture, and even our beds, but 
we lament our Poverty more for our good neophites than ourselves we II 
know that sweetness is under every thorn, which we cannot expect of 
them who scarcely know God but to fear him-I will say nothing of 
how this happened since it would tum your heart from those who are the 
cause, , think rather of our happiness that our Seminary is the refuge of 
all who are in affliction or trouble and the asylum of the ignorant and 
poor, who consider us as even more than their Mothers. 
11"We" is underlined twice. 
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To her friend 
A new scene of desolation surrounds our church, , after concluding 
a Peace with the Barbarous Irequois [Iroquois] Nation our Christians 
and Neophites had joined their tribes for a long and promising chase 
expecting to return laden with provisions . . but what a reverse .. the 
Irequois irritated at the failure oftheir crops ofmilet which was hurt 
by the wonn, and some sickness which took place in their tribes, pro-
tested that the good Father [Isaac] Jogues (who came to their nation as 
an ambassador of Peace ) had bewitched them with sorceries therefore 
one of them inviting him to his cabin to supper opened the door behind 
which another stood who laid him dead with a hatchet consummating 
the Martyrdom the good old Father had so long sighed, but beginning 
a signal of the most terrible war with our people, , who being at the 
chase [hunt] unarmed easily became their prey while they thought 
only of peace and security. It is said that their horror and dismay on 
seeing their wives and children who had been cruelly betrayed in the 
hands of the enemy, tied and led captive, and themselves now 
surprized and surrounded by them had struck the Christians with a si-
lent stupor until our good John Baptist got up from the ground and 
stretching his arms towards heaven said what do we [believe], is he 
who can do all not able to deliver us from our enemies, or ifhe suffers 
us to die by their cruel tonnents it will be only to take us to heaven to 
rest with him forever let us give ourselves up to him that he may do as 
he pleases, they all then prostrated themselves in prayer to the aston-
ishment of the Irequois who seemed to respect them, but when they 
began to sing their evening hymns to comfort themselves one of the 
Barbarians began to laugh on which John Baptists wife said to a 
Renagate [renegade] among them whom she had formerly known tell 
your people not to jest at what we hold so sacred, and remember you 
once said these prayers, the poor fellow fell to the earth with shame 
and confusion but the torments of our poor friends were not yet be-
gun- When they take each other prisoner you know if the captive 
cannot sing [their death song] unconcerned while his nails are drawn 
out by the roots, his fingers cut at the joints, and then seared with hot 
coals till the sinews are shrunk he is thought to be a mean coward and 
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the disgrace of his tribe, so you may suppose to what excess this spirit 
is carried, a mother among our converts was teaching her little one to 
make the sign of the cross before it went to sleep and some ofthe Bar-
barians round her siezing the child crucified the little innocent before 
her eyes fastening it to the bark of a tree with sharp pegs through its 
hands and feet and then forcing her on the journey almost senseless 
with agony. 
When they reached the place of the Irequois their reception as pris-
oners of war was barbarous indeed, , however in the end the women 
and children were saved, but all the men young or old who could bear 
arms were sent to the different villages to be burnt, boiled or roasted, , 
John Baptist was a whole night roasting from his feet to his waist and 
the next day from that to his head, , not a word was heard from him not 
the least sign of a faint heart, he kept his eyes fixed on heaven in evi-
dent prayer-the cause of his being so long tormented was that he 
would always pray aloud at the head of his company-his wife who 
had been stolen by one tribe from another was led away as if to give 
her liberty but she understanding their language having been a pris-
oner of war among them in her youth heard one say he could crisp her 
toes and eat them, with other horrid expressions she seemed not to 
hear, which determined her to get from them at all risques [risks]-her 
escape indeed seemed the work of God himself, for her very pursuers 
would pass her in the forest and not see her, , after incredible hard-
ships living on bark of trees, roots etc. thro' the winter, in the spring 
she found a canoe empty in which she entered the river St. Lawrence, 
going from island to island for birds eggs when pressed by hunger, 
chasing deer and castors which with quantities of fish she had taken 
made her quite a provision when she reached Montreal-what a con-
trast in the powers of this poor savage in this trying situation with a 
helpless European woman-
To an Ursuline 
My very dear Sister in Christ You may not yet have heard the sor-
rowful news or rather the triumph of Religion in our Blessed Fathers 
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Antonie, 12 Lallement and Gabriel, , , The first was in his Mission among 
the Hurons, and hearing just before he was unvested after Mass that the 
cruel Irequois were making an unexpected assault, he hastened without 
even stopping to take off his alb B to run over all the cabins of the poor 
savages that were sick or unbaptized gathering the old people and chil-
dren in the church where he baptized many by aspersion [sprinkling] ; 
after confessing the sick who could not come to the church, he hastened 
back to it to disperse as many as he could, not doubting the enemies 
would burn it , , as they approached he met them before the door and his 
very look awed them, but their fury soon broke out when he spoke of 
the Faith and a multitude of anows flew round him, they all fell to the 
ground and the next discharge was a volley of musketry, the blessed Fa-
ther was bathed in his blood, and they pitching his body in the church it 
fell at the very foot of the altar, , then setting fire to the building, he like 
a victim of sweet odour was consumed at the altar with the altar itself. 
The eve of St. Joseph our Reverend Fathers Brebeuf and Lalement 
met their martyrdom-the former had grown old in the service of a 
missioner and was but three hours in these last torments altho' he had 
suffered many martydoms before and had seen from seven to eight 
thousand Baptised-but Father Lalement who was the most feeble 
and weak constitntion imaginable resisted their torments fifteen hours 
The village or Bonig in which these Fathers were, was taken by the 
Irequois, and they refused to save themselves as many did by flight, in 
order to stand by their flock to the last .. they were Baptizing and con-
fessing 'till the very moment the furions Barbarians tore them away 
from the tenified converts. the Barbarians after knocking them down 
with clubs hurried them to the place of torment-they prostrated 
themselves when they came to it thanking and blessing God aloud for 
making them thus suffer for his love and granting this long desired 
hour . . they were stretched by stakes on the ground and everyone of 
l2Rev. Anthony Daniel, S.J., was martyred July 4, 1648, at the mission of St. Joseph' s, 
Teanaustaye. Rev. Gabriel Lalemant, S.J. ( 1610-1649), a nephew of the rormer superior of the 
Huron mission and assistant to Rev. John de Brebeuf, S.J. (1593-1649), was martyred March 17, 
1649. Brebeuf was martyred March 16, 1649. The other four North American martyrs wcre Rene 
Goupil, martyred September 29, 1642; John La lande, martyred October 19, 1646; Charles Gamier, 
martyred December 7, 1649; and Noel Chabanel, martyred December 8, 1649. 
13A vestment worn by a priest while celebrating Mass 
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their tormentors had liberty to do what he pleased to them-the 
Renegates who had a mortal hatred to the faith began by cutting off 
their hands and feet which they boiled and roasted, eating them before 
their eyes, and drank their blood as beverages laying hot coals on 
their wounds and sticking them with red hot irons till a new inventing 
struck them to pour boiling hot water on the heads of the Fathers danc-
ing round them in derision and saying you love Baptism so much it is 
your turn to be Baptized and go to heaven too .. then they tore away 
the scalps of the blessed martyrs; and all these torments they contrived 
to execute in such a manner as to spare the nerves and arteries and pro-
long life to the last. after Father Lalement had recieved a stroke of the 
hatchet on his head which opened the skull he kept his eyes still fixed 
on heaven as he had done the whole time of his torments in persever-
ing silence and tranquillity, , The Father Brebeuf on his part praised 
and blessed God thro' them all with a loud voice and the tormentors 
unable to silence him any other way tore out his tongue and cut away 
his mouth-thus ended their glorious martyrdom-which will no 
doubt fertilize the church as has invariably happened since our first 
settlements, , it is remarked that hundreds flock for Baptism after such 
glorious events as a fruit of the merits of these blessed victims .. the 
savage who martyred Father Jouges [Jogues] was taken captive by our 
Hurons and condemned to death, on which Father Jeune represented 
to him the crime he had done, , the poor creature not only lamented it 
in the most moving manner, but was so enlightened before his tor-
ments began that he earnestly desired Baptism, after which he en-
dured his pains with continual prayers and repetition of the name of 
JESUS until he expired. No one could help thinking that he obtained 
this death by the prayers of Father Jouges. 
To her Son 
The Love of our divine Saviour be our life for time and Eternity, 
my son. 
We have a good mark of his love at this moment-we have been 
completely burnt out of our Seminary without saving even a change of 
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clothes,14 and can truly share his poverty in the manger during this 
beautiful festival of Christmas-
our Sister Francis who has charge of baking for the Seminary for-
got to remove the fire with her usual care, and our very stair case was 
in t1ames before we knew our danger--our Sister Seraphim who has 
charge of our boarders thought she heard a voice say "rise quickly or 
you will be burnt alive," and found the f1ames lighting their chamber 
like day . . she hastened the young ones by a back way, and flew to 
waken the community, , , for my part I ran to our community papers 
which I had at hand, and seeing our Sisters had not enough presence of 
mind even to carry their clothes with them, I tried to gain our store 
rooms but found the fire was not only there but behind and each side of 
me, the flames and smoke forced me on and in the mean time our Sis-
ter St. Lawrence had forced the grate where the least of our little ones 
was gathered, and our Sister Ignatia staying with these innocents to try 
and get them out though the fire surrounded them almost intirely-
they escaped by the incredible exertions of these two dear Sisters, 
while I finding the dormitory to which I was running in flames fell at 
the foot of my crucifix and accepted the divine will-at this moment 
some person who had come to our help drew me out, and enabled me 
to reach the chapel from whence we took the blessed Sacrament and 
the vestments in the sacristy before the roof fell in ... our Revered 
Mother ran every where seeking us with the most lamentable cries, the 
boarders and novices gathered in one place perishing with cold, bare 
feet on the snow and with nothing saved but the nightgowns on them. 
The cold was extreme yet we stood together praying and gazing at the 
blazing furnace for no part of our buildings were spared, , the Rever-
end Mother of the Hospital15 however soon took us to their house, 
clothed us in their grey habits, and did all they could for our comfort; 
we ate with them, followed their exercises, and were treated in every 
way like their own Sisters. 
14The Ursuline convent in Quebec burned in 1650. 
15The Augustinian nuns at the Hotel-Dieu in Quebec City who had arrived from Dieppe, France, 
in 1639 
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our Reverend Father Superior and the governor of Canada came to 
encourage our Sisters, but all their manners and countenances proved 
that if God had withdrawn their temporal goods he had not withdrawn 
himself, for peace and cheerfulness was expressed in every word and 
look, until some proposal was made for their return to France since 
there was not a vestage of our former building but its ashes, or any 
hope in so poor and new settled a country of raising another for a great 
length of time .. but at the first word of giving up a work so dear to us 
as this of Canada, every heart sunk and with a united desire, expressed 
in looks and countenance of our Sisters what words could not utter of 
their sorrow and dismay 
we were permitted to remove to a little cabin containing three small 
divisions .. our blessed Hostesses gave us a part of every thing they had 
in provisions and clothes, and all the country round came to give tokens 
of joy that we remained, and of their desire to relieve us , , after a little 
while things were so ordered by our heavenly Providence that it be-
came a general undertaking to make us a new settlement and tmly it ad-
vances so rapidly that the simple souls round us, say it goes on by itself. 
-Beg our God and Saviour that I may be faithful to his grace unto 
death-your M 
To the Ursulins of Tours 
My Reverend and honoured Mothers--our Sister Mary Louise is 
called to herrecompence after many severe sufferings .. you were wit-
nesses of her fortitude and tender piety with which she quitted her coun-
try and her parents through all the conflicts of their sorrow and 
intreaties-I have written you of her singular success in acquiring the 
language of the different savage nations and with what charity and fa-
cility she instructed our converts, but who can describe her fidelity to 
divine grace as I have witnessed it these twenty two years in which we 
have never been separated, or give any just idea of her cheerful patience 
in her long severe illness which took place after the destmction of our 
house-her persevering exercise of the mle even after her malady was 
settled may have hastened her death; but when we tried to withdraw her 
from it, she would reason with me that her complaint was mortal, her 
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Eternity at hand, and penance to be done, that she owed example to the 
young ones, besides the certainty that if she accustomed poor nature to 
take its comfort it would every day ask more and more and would pro-
long her time, while she might on the conrary serve God fervently and 
faithfully to the last in the kind of complaint which consumed her and 
must finish her at last .. our crowded situation fon;ed us to put her in a 
room where she had to endure a constant smoke, the smell of the cook-
ing, noise of children, and above all the most confined air, so that her 
oppressions and pains of the lungs seemed ready to cany her off from 
hour to hour for many months our Sisters whose beds were fixed over 
hers as I wrote you before, so that they had to climb in them by steps 
were obliged often to disturb her even at night, but all these inconve-
niences were her delight, since this confined situation obtained her the 
consolation of hearing Mass, the divine office, and Instructions from 
her bed when she could leave it no more 
the particular grace of this blessed Sister was to infuse instruction all 
around her by her words and undeviating example, and that with great 
simplicity, for if she fell in any fault or imperfection she would show 
her sense of it in so simple and humble an acknowledgement, that this 
part of her conduct was the most precious grace to all around her, her 
turn too for keeping peace was admirable, not only with those who were 
under her immediate care, but among her Sisters and often too with her 
Superiors. She had an art of making things appear the best that were the 
worst, and showing the fairest side of every circumstance ... 
In two words, she was one of the most enlightened souls, and one of 
the most faithful to grace I ever knew-The Kings Physician attended 
her with singular care, and every human art was used; during the holy 
week the deep incissions made in her legs baring the very nerves and 
membranes drew no complaint but a moaning repetition of Jesus Je-
sus, and this she thought sounded like complaint, so that she begged us 
to pity her weakness . She ardently desired to recieve our Lord after her 
Viaticum but when told it was not the spirit of the church she said "I 
am her child let me never depart from her spirit,,16 -
16It was the practice in the Catholic church at this time that once a dying person received the 
Eucharist (Viaticum) as part of the sacrament of Extreme Unction, they would not receive it again. 
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Great and small, savage and Christian all were gathered at her 
enterment. The poor Hurons whom she had so well instructed had a 
funeral solemnity for her on their Island and lamented her as their 
Mother-of her loss to us I say nothing each one has her own regret as 
for a Mother, Sister, and friend, , , 
To her Son 
The love of our Jesus be our life for time and Eternity my W. 
My last letter gave the fairest hopes of the rapid progress of the 
church in these savage nations but the Iriquois tribes seem possessed by 
the enemy of all good who enraged at the loss of such multitudes of 
souls by the success of our Missioners, instigates them to most horrid 
crimes and treasons. They formed a plot to destroy all our Reverend Fa-
thers, and their cruel designs would have no doubt succeeded had not 
one of our young converts who was adopted by an old Huron chief, and 
still lived with him fallen on a plan to save them.-this young man told 
the Huron chief that he had dreamed that he made a great feast for their 
nation, but that he saw every thing must be ate that was prepared or else 
he could die, and gaining the old savages consent for this feast on which 
he believed the life of his dear child of adoption depended, he procured 
the provisions he desired and made a sumptious preparation-mean 
while the Reverend Fathers were surrounded by the savages who made 
their house the place of their rendevous and councils, and had ap-
pointed a day for the general massacre of all the Christians who they 
thought had some unfavourable influence on their nation-the Chris-
tians had no canoes and the river St. Lawrence had never carried boats 
on account of its tides and rapids yet these were their only resource and 
they contrived to make them in the garret of the Fathers house while the 
savages planned their destruction below-the preparations for their de-
parture being made the young man made ready his great feast at which 
the whole nation was gathered-he set abundance of roasted hogs and 
turkeys before them, and as soon as it was night they began to eat ... af-
ter being well filled they began to disperse but rallied them back with 
lamentable cries and said he would die if they left the feast unfinished, 
his old Huron Patron intreated the rest not to let his dear child die, and in 
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the mean time the music of flutes and tambours which the young man 
had provided drew them back to dance or lulled them to sleep so that the 
Fathers had time to get off completely and the rest of the Christians in 
readiness to follow them,-all remained quiet 'till sun rise next morn-
ing when the savages surprised that they did not hear the prayer bell at 
the Fathers hastened there, the house being quite empty as well as the 
Christians cabin they eagerly sought for them but such was the beauti-
ful Providence of God, that a deep snow completely covered their flight 
and no trace could be found of the way they had taken besides which a 
surf'ace of ice supported their boats so well that after the first had cut the 
way the rest easily followed in quiet succession till they were out of all 
danger of pu[r]suit for it was the last thought of the savages to seek 
them on the waters as they knew they had no canoes and never dreamed 
they could have boats, , , great indeed was their wonder and they at last 
concluded that both the Fathers and their Countrymen had gone away 
on wings as they could not find the least mark or trace of them, 
To her friend 
A great change has taken place in our happy prospect of peace so 
often promised by the Irequois-they have so far encroached on our 
settlement that we have been forced to make fortresses in all direc-
tions the avenues to our Seminary all barricaded and sentinals walk-
ing all night, , a dozen of great dogs however chained at our outside 
doors are a better guard than a regiment, for the savages are terrified at 
the very sight of these animals 
Some of our people have fallen in the hands of these Barbarians 
and been cruelly tormented, , very few have escaped, the one who 
gave us the account of the rest was on the point of being carried back 
for a stout savage who overtook him said, " I stop you" and collered 
him, our poor Christian who knew the double cruelties they practice 
on those who are retaken, drew a pistol from his bosom and answered 
"I kill you" and shot him dead, , .. he says that all our people bore their 
torments with courageous piety. Many of them being in one place our 
zealous Xavier whose presence of mind never left him called out to 
the rest "Here is the happy hour my Brothers which brings us to the 
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doors of heaven the Gate of Paradise opens to recieve us shall any of 
us be lost at its very entrance-It was to defend our faith and our chil-
dren that we fought our enemies, and now let them tear our life away 
by every violence, but never tear the NAME of JESUS and his Love 
from our hearts- he will not leave us now that we want him most, 
trust in him then, we die with him to save the souls he loves from the 
power of the Devil, our wives and little ones was in danger of their 
Faith as well as their lives-how short will be our pains in sight of our 
glorious ETERNITY .. courage my Brothers courage in 
JESUS"- these words excited the poor prisoners to transport so that 
to the very last they were praising God-the last one who suffered 
awed his tyrants by his generous courage, for as they cut his joints 
apart separating each one gradually he would thank and bless God for 
every separate stroke and remained on his knees till they hung him to a 
slow fire letting one side roast at the time .. the cruelty of these mon-
sters seems to surpass that of demons as long as they are possessed by 
them ... a savage converted, or a savage in his natural state can 
scarcely be known for the same species of being. 
our Reverend Fathers have saved six or seven hundred this last year 
in their apostolic functions and laborious mission.-pray then for the 
great triumph of religion, , , You can have no idea of the confidence in 
God which our dangers inspire-an alarm being given some nights ago 
that the Irequois army was quite near us, our Sisters remained at their 
prayers in the choir and not one but preserved her tranquillity, and as to 
our missioners and holy Prelate they seem to consider danger as their 
element, and thirst for death and torments, , but as yet every attempt of 
the Barbarians has been defeated by a marked interference of divine 
Providence which seems to keep them blind to the weakness of our 
forces which they could quickly exterminate-
To her Son 
The present moment is very trying to the Faith of our new converts, 
so do unite your prayers with mine for the safety of our new 
church-after the Irequois had left us to rest a little, the terror of our 
people has been again awakened by tremendious earth quakes-the 
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first took place at a most unexpected moment, the weather was calm 
and serene, when suddenly a sound as of rolling caniages was heard 
above and under ground, then more impetuous sounds as of roaring 
waves, which was succeeded by a hail like pelting stones penetrating 
into our chambers, a raging wind bursting the doors drove them back-
wards and forwards, all the bells of the towns and clocks within and 
without the houses were sounding at the same time, a honid confusion 
of every moveable took place. The marbles of which the houses are 
chiefly built opening and giving way threatened sudden destruction, 
walls and furniture falling on all sides all crashed together, and with 
the yellings and bellowings of our poor animals and cattle who walk-
ing in our doors seemed to seek protection, made a scene of 
indiscribable distress, , our only thought was the day of Judgement of 
which there appeared every sign-
You would have pitied the poor Savages who ran about in tenor 
many crying that the dmons were at war in the air and taking their re-
venge of us, others firing blunderbusses to dri ve them away, while the 
Christian[ s] all flocked to the churches to confess at least before Death 
overtook them. 
Some of our poor young people who had expected to have had a 
joyful carnival for which they had made great preparation, were 
struck with such fear that it seemed they must die of it. and one of our 
officers in the fort who gloried in crimes as if they were virtues, fell on 
his knees in this dreadful hour, confessed aloud all the sins of his life 
and moved every heart with his cries for mercy-it seems that many 
beside him were so struck with terror and remorse that of most hard-
ened sinners they are become exemplary penitents, and it is certainly a 
visible mark of God's protection of his people, that in this general des-
olation not one has perished, so that he is only angry with us to save us, 
and we may hope he will draw his glory from our terrors, for many 
souls are since converted who were quite asleep in their sins, and 
would probably never have been awakened by any ordinary means of 
grace, for since the first beginning of these tenors which continued 
more or less for many days and nights one only of our Missioners has 
heard eight hundred general confessions and all our Reverend Fathers 
are almost night and day in their confessionals every body fears and 
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every body is humbled, families are seen united and in Peace who 
have lived for years in enmity, hundreds of Infidels are converted and 
Baptized, and we bless God in the midst of this severe chastisement 
that his mercies so far surpass his Justice. 
To her Son 
You have recieved the news of our disasterous storms and the 
grace and Benediction we have recieved with them-Now it is said 
that the English are on the plan of attacking us, and on the point of tak-
ing our fortresses; what then will become of this poor country .. but 
our Reverend Fathers are more fervent than ever in their Mis-
sions-Father Dalois has penetrated th[r]ough the very Irequois na-
tion in a manner truly miraculous to reach the country of the 
Algonquins who are not ferocious like the Irequois, but easily recieve 
the Faith and spirit of Chrisitanity-
-this Father in a conflict which took place between the Hurons 
and Irequois going up the river to a savage settlement was struck with 
the thought of hiding himself in a canoe of the Irequois; and by this 
means getting in their country, and if so happy as to pass undiscovered 
he would then soon find his way to the Algonquins .. it would seem 
impossible he should have done this if God had not blinded these sav-
ages who would have no doubt roasted and tortured him to the ut-
most-the hard-ships he passed thro' are incredible in any but such 
souls as his who care no more for life than for a straw when there are 
souls to save or assist, for two years he lived intirely on a bitter acorn 
and mud which he roasted on the rocks or boiled with slime so as to 
make a black soup like ink---extreme hunger often made this excel-
lent-and he was so happy at last as to make a multitude of conver-
sions upwards of three hundred of the old people and children whom 
he had Baptized died before he left the country to come for help in his 
labours- one of the chiefs who embraced the Faith was a singular ex-
ample of the change they recieve in their whole temper and character 
when they become Christian. 
This man had been the terror of his nation by his strength and feroc-
ity before his conversion, but after it he had so tender a conscience that 
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he called himself to account for the least impatience and his pleasure 
in understanding that God is with us wherever we go was inexpress-
ible-if he went out in his canoe for fishing he would as if speaking to 
someone present "come great Captain Jesus bring me success, but do 
as you please with me if you choose I should work in vain" -or going 
to the chase he would make the same Invocation, "My great Captain 
Jesus do go with me and when I am faint and weary stay by me, if I 
meet plenty of deer I will bless you, or if they escape me I will bless 
you, do as you please with me my great Captain Jesus, only stay with 
me and keep me from sin" these people speak their mind aloud in this 
way with a simplicity so sincere that it extends to all occasions, they 
will tell you the faults they have committed and how it happened with-
out a moments hesitation, and in the presence of others as if they were 
alone. 
-all our people are in affliction at the loss of our good Joseph-he 
was surprized by the Iroquois who hated him for bringing so many to 
the Faith-they had him three days and three nights in the most cruel 
torments, dancing round him and asking him "Where is you[r] God? 
does he leave you now you are in our hands call to your God to set you 
at liberty, cant he untie your bands" Joseph kept on courageous at his 
prayers smiling at their inventions of cruelty, and repeating the most 
lively acts of confidence and hope till he sunk under his tor-
ments- this we learnt from a poor Rene gat Christian who was so 
overcome by the glorious death of this happy martyr of Faith that he 
was struck with the horror of his own Infidelity, and took the first oc-
casion to return to his duty. 
New rumours of war with the English continually reach us, what 
shall we say? .. "He who sees all and can do all," as our good savages 
repeat, will pity us I trust, yet it is plain that the lilies of the Arms of our 
France 17 will soon be entwined with the Cross, but let the Will of God 
be done, and his holy name be blessed forever 
17Pleurs-de-lis 
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Presentation 1819 EAS ' 80 
The Savages had no true knowledge of God before they saw Euro-
peans they thought that some powerful geni gave the stars and the sea-
sons their regular notion and course. They were struck when we first 
told them of the creation of the world and would cry out aloud to "him 
who made alf' , , they offered him their Indian corn and the best of ev-
ery thing they had-
2nd. Some ofthe savages adored the sun and offered a daily sacri-
fice to him by th[r]owing bears grease, flour of wheat and corn etc. in 
the fires they made to him- If they dreamed they should kill a man 
they could not rest till they had done it, and they were so exact in obey-
ing their dreams that one of them followed his wife whom he had 
dreamed he was to kill, through incredible dangers of his own life, un-
til she could escape him no longer and fell under his hatchet .. Who 
then can wonder at the zeal ofthose who desire to save souls from such 
abominable errors-
3rd. They believed in the Immortality of the soul - they gathered 
food and arms and whatever they thought necessary for the long voy-
age beyond the seas where the soul was to find its rest, where the sun 
set and never rose, and this belief was so strong in their minds that we 
could not get them to listen to us about Paradise they insisted rather to 
go to the land where their Fathers had gone,- they thought also that 
the souls of the be[ a ]vers and animals they had killed, went to that 
happy place of rest. 
How great then is the grace of being called to Instruct such blind 
souls "Come," said Father Jemle writing to his [sister in] France 
"Come and gather up the blood of Christ Jesus shed for the souls of 
these poor little ones here as well as for the young ones of your en-
lightened Seminary-for how many here it would have been shed in 
18Elizabeth signs and dates this portion of her translation on the feast of the Presentation, 
February 2, 1819. She then adds her comments and reflections. 
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vain ifhe had not sent the Sisters of the Visitation ' 9 -Come and share 
their cross courageously you will find whole bands oflittle souls gath-
ered under it, who like thirsty plants in a barren ground wait for a hand 
to cherish and foster them--come, show them the way to heaven, and 
they will afterwards open its gates for yoU."20 
13.7 Abridgement of the life of Mary Adelaid of the 
Visitation'-
She was the only daughter of her parents who were of the highest 
Nobility .. every care was given to her Education, though her particu-
lar talent was music in which she excelled, in a manner which sur-
prised those who were most skillful in that art. Many proposals the 
most advantageous were made for her settlement in life, but God who 
had other designs on this beloved Soul caused them all to fall 
through-The town being threatened with a siege, and Adelaid too 
much weakened by the small pox she was then in, to travel any dis-
tance, the Archbishop gave permission for her Board in a neighboring 
convent, in which her Aunt an excellent religious resided-She en-
tered it (not indeed very willingly) at about 25, quite unversed in spiri-
tual things, as her sole occupation in life had been but to amuse and 
divert herself .. however the examples she now saw made a deep im-
pression on her, and her strong affection for some ofthe Sisters round 
her, made her willing to recieve instruction, and to engage in a retreat 
of some days, which had the most decisive effect on her mind and 
brought her to a final and strong resolution to become a religious-her 
parents could scarcely be persuaded she was in earnest; and her ac-
quaintance[s] rediculed the thought as impossible .. but the most 
19E1izabeth probably meant to write " Ursulines" instead of "Visitation." 
2('The last page of this document contains some illegible writing and then "Will you go with me" 
and below "White." 
13.7 ASJPH 1-3-3-21C 
'Nothing more is known about this person or the source from which Eli zabeth translated this 
excerpt. 
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difficult point to Adelaid was to overcome herself, for such had been 
her attachment to the world that nothing but the greatest dread of los-
ing her soul could determine her to the life of the cloister .. Her Father 
protested that if she remained where she was she should never see him 
more, yet Adelaid strong as was her attachment to him and much as it 
cost her to resolve on such a sacrifice, persisted in it courageously 
even through the dreadful temptations which beset her almost the 
whole time of her noviciate when the enemy of souls left no art untried 
to overcome her-Night and day the pleasures she had left came be-
fore her in succession showing her all their attractions and none of 
their pains, but Adelaid remained firm, and her faithful God would not 
be outdone in fidelity .. he now visited her after this hard trial with the 
purest consolations, made it evident to her that her repugnance to mor-
tification and restraint might little by little be overcome, and when she 
would retire at night to rest, gave her a lively sense of the difference 
between those empty days, void of all grace and merit, which she had 
passed in the house of her Father and those she now passed in his 
house where every moment was a treasure for her Eternity ... as her 
heart had been so long a stranger to repose Adelaid doubly enjoyed 
these visits of divine consolation, and concluded her at first so sad 
Noviciate with the most zealous desires of an Eternal service to her 
God whom she knew she had so greatly offended, and to whom she 
now wished to attone through every moment of her life. 
She made her Religious profession to the great joy of the commu-
nity, but the world could not be persuaded that her vocation was not 
forced, and too extraordinary to be real, therefore to the great humilia-
tion and distress of Adelaid a report was raised that she had hung her-
self in dispair for having renounced her friends and the world. Some 
even declared they had seen her suspended, which probably was said 
in consequence of a Sisters habit being hung out on a nail acciden-
tally-it was believed by the whole town, and though the story was so 
silly nothing could stop its progress but a visit of the Princess Royal to 
the convent in order to attest the existence of poor Adelaid, and prove 
to her whole court the falsity of so cruel a calumny-Adelaid ap-
peared before the Princess, and the visitors of the parlour with un-
feigned modesty and cheerfulness, and even raised her veil to order to 
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prove the truth, and show that she was not only alive, but with every 
mark of peace and contentment in her whole exterior 
Adelaid was much beloved by her Sisters because she was not only 
of an active, frank, and generous disposition with great good humour, 
but was also so truly pious that although as she said the life of Martha 
suited her better than that of Mary, 2 she was an example of recollec-
tion in all spiritual exercises, and so carefully cultivated the spirit of 
prayer that she exercised it in the common comings and goings of her 
different duties which were multiplied, as she had the different 
charges of the Refectory, clothes room, Infirmary, and house keeping 
in succession from the beginning, and in every situation showed the 
utmost exactness and fidelity with so much good will that it seemed 
she could never do enough-
So much were her friends mistaken in their ideas of her vocation, 
that at the time of the besieging of the city, when many left the con-
vent, she firmly remained with the few who stood out the horrors of 
cannons and bombardment although her temper was naturally timid 
and fearful-her plain and easy manners were mixed with a liveliness 
and sweetness which gave an air of charity and kindness to whatever 
she said or did- her simplicity made her often say what would seem 
almost too candid .. a Reverend Father was congratulating her one 
day that she was going to begin her annual retreat and said he did not 
doubt but she was very happy to enter it and longed for the day .. "I 
long for it my Reverend Father," she answered, "not at all I assure you. 
I go to it only because my rule commands it, and I stand in need of 
it."-Indeed she always frankly acknowledged that she had no attrac-
tion to the service of God for any sensible sweetness she found in it, 
which made her exact fidelity to the rule the more remarkable-She 
persevered in every duty to her last day of life, even in that of rising at 
the first sound of the bell, altho she often passed sleepless nights from 
violent headachs to which she had long been subject in consequence 
of a blow she had accidentally recieved-
2Cf. Luke 10:38-42. 
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After a long while exercising the charge of Mistress of the Pen-
sioners, and sacristan, she was put in the difficult office of door keeper 
in which she delighted everyone who came to the house by her affable 
and obliging manner, , the poor especially loved and venerated her for 
although she was so quick and sometimes abrupt to those who came to 
lose time, she might have been taken by those who saw her patience 
with the poor for a person of most easy and phlegmatic temper .. her 
particular talent indeed was to comfort and encourage her neighbour, 
death surprised her as it were in this happy service, for having opened 
the door to the Physician who came on his ordinary visit she had has-
tened to tell a poor servant girl who she knew was not well that the 
doctor was there, and returning back to her station was struck with a 
blow of Apoplexy, and found by her Sisters quite speechless kneeling 
at a prayer bench before an image of the blessed Virgin with her rosary 
in her hand-she showed however she was in her senses, for someone 
ringing at the door she made a sign to a Sister to go in her place ... The 
Physician had not left the house so that every help was immediately 
administered but in vain; she died 12 hours after-
Her confessor gave her Absolution and Extreme Unction, and as-
sisted her throughout the night, she had great confidence in him and 
God was so good as to have given her an opportunity to speak to him 
and tell him something which had troubled her mind only half an hour 
before she was struck speechless, besides which she had been at Con-
fession the day before, and at Communion that very morning. There-
fore we may well hope that the Blessed Virgin to whom she was most 
affectionately devoted as a child to a Mother, did not fail to assist her 
in her last hour. She was 24 years professed, and aged 493-
3Written at the end in another hand: "Dear Mother Seton- a few 1ittlc moments more my Soul of 
service and then r' 
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13.8 Instructions for the Daughters of Charity 
Instructions for the Daughters of Charity 
of the mystery of the holy Triniti 
Q. What is the mystery of the holy Trinity? 
A. It is God in three distinct persons, the Father, the son and the 
Holy Ghost and these three persons are but one God 
Q. Which is the greatest, the most powerful, the oldest or the wisest 
of the three? 
A. they are all equally great and powerful and there is no antiquity 
in God, because he never had a beginning 
Q. How are they all equally great, powerful and wise? 
A. Because they have all three but one divine nature 
Q .. Where was God before the creation of the world, and what was 
he doing? 
A.. He was in himself and was contemplating his divine 
perfections. 
Q .. When did the Father beget the word and how was he begotten 
A. He was begotten from all eternity in contemplating himself, he 
has produced a second person who is like to him in all things who is 
called Son-
13.8 ASJPH 1-3-3-23B 
I A note at the top of this document says that it was written by (that is. in the handwriting of) Sister 
Margaret George. The source document for this Seton translation is ASJPH RB #27: Rev. Edme 
Perriguet, C.M .• IIIstrllctions 1'0111' Le Sbninaire desfilles de la Charit" (Paris, 1755). The Christian 
doctrine sections of this work may have been based on the popular catechetical publications of Sl. 
Robelt Bellarmine (1542-1621), namely, Dotlrilla Cristialli Breve, a small catechism for children 
(1597) and Dichiarazione piu copiosa Coriosa della DOftrina CristialIi (1598), a more extensive 
treatment of Christian doctrine for teachers. Both St. Vincent de Paul and St. Louise de Marillac 
made catechetical formation for the Daughters of Charity a priority. Cf. #208: Louise de Marillac to 
Sister Elisabeth Turgis, March 6,1648, Sullivan, 239; COI!lerellces, "Catechism," March 16, 1659. 
Louise de Marillac composed a similar catechism on the basics of the Christian faith which also 
highlighted selected prayers, Eucharistic liturgy, Penance, daily practices, sacraments, and a prayer 
to be said before making an examination of conscience. Cf. Document 824, "Catechisme Rectuge 
par Louise de Marillac," Elizabeth Charpy, D.C., La compagnie des Filles de fa Charite Aux 
Origines DOel/lllellts (Paris, 1989), 958. 
Both this document and the following one are selective translations taken from the same source. 
A typed, undated note from early in the twentieth century is attached to the two documents: 
"Instructions of Mother Seton, followed by various spiritual writings, including Sister Margaret 
George' s translation of a portion of Instructions found at the end of our Community Catechism." 
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Q. In what manner have the Father and the Son produced the Holy 
Spirit? 
A. They have produced him by love, the Father seeing his son and 
his divine perfections, loves him with an infinite love, and the Son 
loving reciprocally his Father, make between them a union of love 
which produces a third person whom we call the Holy Ghost-
Q. When we shall be in paradise, shall we see God with our bodily 
eyes? 
A. No because he has no body, but we shall see him by an interior 
light and this it is which constitutes the glory of the Blessed-
Q. Is it permitted to man to comprehend this mystery 
A. No, it is a mystery which we must believe, adore without under-
standing how it is-
Q. Can you give us some examples? 
A.. As the <son> sun which possesses three qualities light, rays and 
heat and notwithstanding is only one sun. 
2nd example, A Tree; there is the body, the branches and the root, 
yet there is but one tree. 
3rd example A Candle, represents the Father the wick the Son, and 
the flame the Holy Spirit-and yet it is only one candle 
Q. Have we not in ourselves something which represents the trin-
ity-
A. yes we have, <learning> understanding, Memory and will 
understanding represents the Father, Memory the Son and the will 
the Holy Spirit-
Q. Is the Blessed Virgin one of the persons of the adorable Trinity 
since she is the Mother of the Son? 
A.. No Because the Holy Virgin is only a creature and the Holy 
Trinity is the creator of all things-
Q. Are the Saints in Paradise equally as great as the Blessed Vir-
gin? 
A. No because they were conceived in sin and the glory they pos-
sess is owing to the pure goodness and bounty of God in virtue of the 
merits of the death and passion of Jesus Christ 
Q. Make an act of faith on the mystery of the Holy Trinity 
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A.. Most Holy Trinity, I believe firmly that you are one only God, 
in three persons Father Son and Holy Ghost-and I believe without 
comprehending it, because you have said it 
On the Mystery of the Incarnation-
Q. What is the mystery of the Incarnation?-
A. It is the Son of God, the second person of the Holy Trinity who 
became man 
Q. What is it to become man?-
A. That is to say he took upon himself a mortal body and a soul like 
ours-
Q .. Where did he take upon himself this body and soul?-
A. In the womb of the Virgin Mary his Mother by the operation of 
the Holy Ghost-
Q. What did the Holy Ghost to operate this mystery 
A. He formed a body from the pure blood of the Blessed Virgin, 
God created a Soul; the second person of the Holy Trinity united him-
self to this body and soul and this is what we call Jesus Christ made 
man 
Q. Did the 3 persons of the adorable trinity cooperate in this mys-
tery? 
A. Yes the Father in giving his Son, and the Son in giving himself 
and the Holy Ghost in operating this mystery 
Q. Was the Soul of our Saviour drawn from nothing like ours? 
A. Yes, Because he had none as God 
Q. The Holy Ghost then is the Father of our Lord since he formed 
his body?-
A. No, because he did not give his own substance 
Q. Who is then the Father of our Lord, as man?-
A. As God, he has a Father and no Mother and as man, he has a 
Mother and no Father-
Q. Was not St Joseph the Father of our Lord as man?-
A. No. he was only his Foster Father, though among the Jews he 
passed for his real Father because they did not understand this mys-
tery-
Q. Did the Blessed Virgin cease to be a virgin after she con-
ceived?-
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A. No she always was a Virgin both before and after her Concep-
tion-
Q. Give me an example to make me understand this better? 
A. As we see the rays of the sun penetrate through the glass without 
breaking it thus the Word entered and came forth from the Bl[essed] 
Virgin without injuring her virginity. 
Q. How many natures in Jesus Christ? 
A. Two the divine and human 
Q. Had our Lord always these 2 natures? 
A. No. the Divine he possessed from all eternity, but for the human 
nature he only assumed this when he became man 
Q. How many persons are there in J[esus] C[hrist]? 
A. only one, that is the second person of the most holy Trinity 
called the Son 
Q. Where is our Lord?-
A. As God he is every where, and as man he is in heaven and in the 
Holy Sacrament of the altar-
Q. What did our Lord in the womb of the B[lesse]d Virgin, was his 
power enclosed therein?-
A. No. he acted as God, with as much power as formerly and he 
possesses now; and more, he offered humility to God his Father, for 
the redemption of mankind, and prepared himself for all the pains and 
sufferings which he was to endure and make a continual sacrifice to 
God his Father in satisfaction for our sins. 
Q. Had our Saviour the use of reason from his birth? 
A. yes he had it also from the moment of his incarnation, the same 
he has now in heaven\ 
Q. What did he after his birth?-
A. He made himself subject to all SOlts of persons, infirmities and 
miseries like another child sin and ignorance excepted which could 
not reach him, he was perfectly obedient to his parents and obeyed 
them in all things- assisted them in their work and entertained them 
often on words of the Holy Scripture and what he was to endure, he re-
tired frequently from their company to converse with God his Father 
about our Salvation he likewise applied himself to manual labour with 
the Blessed Virgin and St Jos[ep]h for the support of the family-
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Q. At what age did he manifest himself to the world?-
A. At the age of 30 after having prepared himself for it, by a fast of 
40 days resisted temptation and received the baptism of penance in the 
Jordan from the hands of his precursor St John Baptist wishing to pass 
for a sinner-
Q .. What more did he do?-
A. He applied himself continually to preach, work miracles, and 
convert sinners who were afterward his disciples from among whom 
he chose 12 whom he named Apostles, and these preached every 
where, and performed miracles in his name-
Q. Did Judas also work miracles?-
A. Yes assuredly, our Lord bestowed on him the same graces as on 
the others 
Q. Why is he then damned?-
A. For having abused the grace of his vocation and sold our Lord 
through envy and avarice 
Q. Make an act of faith on the mystery of the incarnation-
A. 0 my God, My Saviour Jesus Christ, tme God and tme man, I 
believe firmly that you have been made man in the womb of the 
B[lesse]d Virgin Mary your Mother and that you there took a body 
and soul by the operation of the Holy Spirit, because thou hast said 
it-
Of the Mystery and benefit of our Redemption-
Q. What is the mystery of the redemption? 
A. It is our Lord, who died to redeem us from sin and hell to which 
we were bound by the disobedience of our first parents-
Q. What did he do for this? 
A. He subjected himself to our infirmities, he was persecuted all 
his life and at last died the ignominious death of the cross amidst thiefs 
Q. Could not our Lord have redeemed us by an easier way> 
A. Yes he could by a single act of his will but he would suffer thus 
to testify his love 
Q. Did our Saviour die as God? 
A. No. Only as man-
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Q. Did the Father and the Holy Ghost likewise die with the Son? 
A. No. Because they did not become Man and God could not die 
not having a body 
Q. What do you understand by saying our Lord died? 
A. That his soul and body was separated 
Q. What became of him after his death? 
A. His soul descended into Limbo and his body was placed in the 
sepulchre 
Q. Was the Divinity separated from his body and soul after his 
death? 
A. No it was always united to his body and soul-
Q. Did our Saviour die for all mankind?-
A. Yes for pagans and infidels as well as christians 
Q. Did he die for Judas also? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Why then is he lost? 
A. Because he failed in his fidelity in resisting the temptation of av-
arice which pushed him to sell his divine master 
Q. Can our Saviour die again?-
A. No because he is risen glorious and immortal 
Q. Has not our Saviour left us some marks to bear in remembrance 
[of] his death and passion?-
A. Yes he instituted the holy sacrifice of the mass which represents 
the passion of our Saviour in an unbloody manner and is an eternal 
memorial of his great sacrifice on Calvary-
Q. Could none but Jesus Christ satisfy for our sins? 
A.. No neither Angel nor man could fully satisfy 
Q. Why so?-
A. In as much the offence committed against God by sin God 
whose majesty and dignity is infinite required an infinite satisfaction 
and this could only be accomplished by J[esus] Christ whose actions 
were of an infinite value-
Q. Make an act of faith on the mystery of our redemption?-
A. My Saviour Jesus Christ, I believe firmly that you have been 
made man and that you died 011 the cross for the salvation of mankind 
and in this belief I love and adore you with all my heart --
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On the Theological virtues 
Q. How many theological virtues are there? 
A 3 faith, Hope and Charity-
Q. Why are they called theological?-
A. Because they unite us immediately to God 
Q. Faith unites us to him as the sovereign truth by his word which 
never fails-
Hope unites us to God, as to our sovereign happiness by his words 
which are infallible 
Charity unites us to God as the source of all perfection by his 
bounty which is infinite-
Q. What is faith?-
Alt is a divine virtue and a supernatural light by which we believe 
firmly all the church proposes to us because God has said it-
Q. What is hope? 
Altis a divine virtue by which we hope to gain paradise in keeping 
the commandments of God, and his church and doing penance, be-
cause God has promised it. 
Q. What is charity?-
A It is a duty infused into our souls by God by which we love him 
above all things and <as> our neighbour as ourselves for the love of 
God. 
Cardinal virtues-
Q. How many cardinal virtues are there?-
A. 4 prudence, justice, fortitude and temperance 
Q. Why are these virtues called cardinal? 
A. Because they are the first and principal virtues on which all the 
others depend-
Q. Why are they called moral virtues?-
A Because God gives them to us to regulate our manners, conduct 
us to him and withdraw us from all that would remove us from him.-
Q. What is christian prudence? 
A It is a virtue which conducts us to a good and supernatural end 
by proper means 
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Q. What is christian fortitude? 
A. It is a virtue which renders us courageous in dangers and enables 
us to undertake and suffer difficult things to bring us to our last end. 
Q. What is christian Justice 
A It is a virtue which directs us in rendering to our neighbour what 
belongs to <God> him for the love of God-
Q. What is christian temperance? 
A. It is a virtue which in sight of God moderates the pleasures of the 
senses and the grief of being deprived of them. 
Necessary Instructions for the Sisters of Charity 
servants of the poor sick-2 
Q. How many virtues are there which compose our spirit? 
A. There are three, Humility, Charity and simplicity 
Q. What is humility?-
A. It is a christian and moral viltue which causes us to have a low 
opinion of ourselves and makes us love rebukes and contempt and en-
dure patiently for the love of God contradictions and confusions 
Q. What is charity?-
A. It is a virtue infused by God into our souls-which causes us to 
love God, with all our heart and our neighbour as ourselves for the 
love of God. 
Q. What is simplicity?-
A. It is a virtue which makes us always act in the presence of God, 
regarding in all things only his pure glory, the edification of our neigh-
bour doing all our actions with as much perfection and modesty as if 
we were in the presence of our Superiors-
Q. With what spirit should a daughter of charity serve the poor 
sick? 
A. In a spirit of humility, charity, cordiality compassion, respect 
and devotion-
Q. How in a spirit of humility?-
2Cf. COllferellces. "On the Spirit of the Company." February 9 and 24, 1653, and "On the 
Perfection Required for Sisters ill Parishes," August 24, 1659. 
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A. In regarding our Lord in the persons of the poor seeing that he 
would himself during his mortal life debase himself to render them 
services, they should esteem themselves even unworthy of so holy an 
employment-
Q. How in a spirit of cordiality?-
A. In always appearing among them with a modest gaiety, which 
will convey to the hearts of these poor people that they serve them 
with their whole heart-
Q. Why with compassion?-
A. Because they should listen to their complaints with patience, 
supporting them in their weaknesses, and assisting them in every pos-
sible manner 
Q .. And why with respect?-
A Because we should look on them as our Lords and Masters, rec-
ollecting that they are in a manner our benefactors, since it is by the 
services we render them, we hope for a great recompense, no other but 
paradise, for which reason we ought to approach them with rever-
ence, speaking to them always with great sweetness-even though 
they should receive <them> your kindnesses with discontent and 
mourning and even go so far as to treat you with injuries and re-
proaches 
Q. Why do you say with devotion?-
A. That is to say we should make our devotion consist in well ac-
quitting ourselves of our duties to our dear Masters the poor, neglect-
ing nothing, which could contribute to their consolation and 
preferring our duties to them to our private devotions and even our de-
votions of obligation when necessity requires, occupying ourselves 
with some good thought and communicating to these poor sick these 
same good thoughts above all to instruct them well in the mysteries of 
our faith, the means of keeping <her> the commandments, of God and 
the church, manner of receiving the sacraments, so that they may how 
to live well and die well-
Q. Have the Sisters of Charity great need of an uncommon virtue 
and perfection?-
A. Yes for having commonly <but> for a cell a hired room, for 
cloister, the streets, or hospital rooms no enclosure but obedience no 
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grate but the fear of God no veil but Holy Modesty, they should com-
port themselves in all places and at all times with as much purity of 
heart detachment from creatures, edification of their neighbours as 
nuns in the retirement of their Monastery ---
Examinations general and particular-
Q. How many kind of examins are there?-
A. There are two kinds. General and particular 
Q. What is the particular examine?-
A. That made on one subject, that is on the virtue we have under-
taken to practice and on the resolution taken at morning meditation-
Q. When is this examine made?-
A. About 11 Y2 oclock and 6 in the evening 
Q. How many acts are there in this examine?-
A. There are three-the first is to beg the assistance of the Holy 
Spirit, the second to examine and see if we have been faithful to our 
resolutions-third to thank God for the graces he has given us and if 
we have failed in our good resolutions to demand his pardon-
Q. What is the general examine?-
A It is that made at night prayers to see wherein we have offended 
God in thoughts words, and actions or omissions, during the day 
Q. How many acts has the general examine?-
A .. There are 5 .. the first is to return thanks to God 2. to demand the 
assistance of the Holy Spirit the third is to examine yourself-4 An 
Act of contrition 5. A good resolution ---
On the presence of God-
Q. How many ways can we place ourselves in the presence of 
God?-
A. First by representing him to ourselves as present every where, 
filling heaven and earth he in us and we in him-as a sponge in the sea 
2nd. As in our hearts in a particular manner that is by grace as the 
life of the soul-
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3. Representing to ourselves Jesus Christ looking at us from on 
high fixing his eyes particularly on us-
4 .. Considering him hidden in the Holy sacrament of the altar-
Q. In how many ways can God be found in his creatures? 
A. In 4-by essence, presence, power and grace in the souls of the 
just-
Q. How do you mean by essence?-
A. That is to say that God have[ing] given us a being continually 
conserves it-and that without this conservation we would return to 
nothing 
Q. What do you mean by presence? 
A. That God surrounds us, is in us and is more present to us than we 
are to ourselves 
Q. What do you mean by power? 
A. That he is all powerful to chastise us if we do ill and to recom-
pense us if we do well in fine that he knows all sees all, hears all even 
to the most secret thoughts of our heart-nothing is hidden from 
him-
Q. How is he by grace in the souls of the Just? 
A. He resides in our souls as a King in his palace, where all the 
world obeys him without resistance, thus the Just man is prompt to 
obey the voice of God signified to him by his directors--confessors or 
Superiors and above all the inspirations of the Holy Spirit to which he 
obeys without delay and it is this fidelity which renders this soul 
pleasing to God who would make his dwelling in her 
Q. How would you make an act offaith on all the ways ofthe pres-
ence of God? 
A. My God I firmly believe that you are ever[y] where present, by 
essence, presence, power, and that you see the most secret recesses of 
my heart, and that you penetrate to the interior of my soul to recom-
pense or punish it one day-
Of Prayer-
Q. How many kinds of prayer are there? 
A. 3 namely mental prayer, ejaculatory prayer and vocal prayer 
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Q. What is mental prayer? 
A. It is to converse interiorly with God---discovering to him our 
wants, weaknesses and miseries, although he knows them better than 
we do nothing being hidden from him begging his assistance as a child 
from his Father, and that he would destroy in us all that is displeasing 
to him <and> by this means elevating ourselves above ourselves to 
unite ourselves to God alone 
Q. Into how many parts is mental prayer divided? 
A. Three <prayer> preparation, the body of prayer, and the conclu-
sion-
Q. How many acts of preparation are there?-
A. 2. Remote and immediate-
Q. In what consists the remote preparation 
A. In two points, to prepare the subject and dispose our minds 
Q. How many things are there for the preparation ofthe subject?-
A. Three, the first is to read the subject of the meditation and try to 
understand it the second to see to what it tends, and the third is to di-
vide it in certain points as the motives and means-
Q. How many things are there for the preparation of the mind?-
A. There are three-
1 st. Interior recollection, entertaining our mind with good thoughts 
conformed to the subject as much as we can-Second, exterior recol-
lection, keeping silence and doing all our actions gently and tran-
quilly-
third-purity of intention renouncing all curiosity, vain satisfac-
tions human respect, protesting that we only go to prayer for the glory 
of God and the salvation of our souls-
Q. When is the remote preparation made?-
for the morning prayer this preparation is made over night at 
prayers and for that of night from 5 to 5 Vz-
Q. Is this preparation necessary?-
A. Yes because it keeps the mind recollected in the presence of 
God, and disposes us better to receive his graces as we see that fire 
communicates sooner to dry wood than green 
Q. In what consists the immediate preparation 
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A. In three points first to put yourself in the presence of God. Sec-
ond to beg the assistance of the Holy Spirit,-third to read the points 
of meditation-
Q. When is the immediate preparation made? 
A. Immediately before prayer-
Q. In what consists the body of the prayer 
A. In three points. 
1st. To meditate on the mystery 
2nd To be penetrated with it 
3rd. To make a resolution to shun a vice and acquire the contrary 
virtue-
Q. In what consists the conclusion?-
A. In three points, 
The first to thank God, for the graces received in prayer-
second-To offer our resolutions to the Eternal Father through the 
merits of his son Jesus 
3rd. To beg of God to give you grace to put in practice all your good 
resolutions and desires through the merits of his Son and the interces-
sion of the B[lesse]d Virgin and our good Angel 
Q. What is vocal prayer?-
A. That made with the heart and mouth together as when we say 
our chaplet or other prayers of the Community-and by this prayer we 
speak exteriorly to God-
Q. Which of these prayers is most pleasing to God?-
A. Mental and ejaculatory prayer-
Q. Why so? 
A. Because <God>, by mental prayer we raise ourselves above 
ourselves-to find God, speaking to him heart to heart and by ejacu-
latory prayer our souls dart towards him by love-
Q. Is vocal prayer necessary?-
A. 0 yes, particularly when we suffer from distractions in mental 
prayer it is very useful when done with attention-
Q. What is Ejaculatory prayer? 
A. A short but fervent prayer with an elevation of the mind to God, 
which can be made coming and going to offer to God, the actions we 
are doing etc etc 
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such as 
My God pardon me the sins of my youth 
My God I ask pardon for my past life 
My God I offer myself all to you 
My God I would sooner die, in loving you, than live to offend you 
13.9 Instructions for the Daughters of Charity 
-From the little book of Instructions for a Daughter of Chariti-
Pride is the first capital sin. St Bernard counts 12 effects of Pride 
... curiosity-levity of mind-vain joy-jesting-singularity-ar-
rogance-Presumption-self Justification-Disobedience to Supe-
riors-false liberty, and blind custom of venial sin-
The three principal virtues of a Daughter of Charity are-Simplic-
ity, Humility, and Charitl-By Simplicity we have God alone in 
view in all we do and speak and act plainly and sincerely, (yet pru-
dently and charitably) for Simplicity does not require us to hurt and 
wound our neighbour by saying eVeTY thing we think; although it for-
bids us to say the contraJY of what we think.-the opposite[s] to Sim-
plicity are Duplicity and Affectation in our words, manners, and 
exterior. 
13.9 ASJPH 1-3-3-21B 
lThe source document for this translation is the same as that noted in footnote 1 of the above 
document. For an additional document of this type see A-I3.IO in Appendix A of this volume. 
2First articulated for the Confraternity of Charity of Women at Chiitillon-Ies-Dombes in 1617, the 
core values of humility, simplicity, and charity formed the basis of a communal spirit shared by 
generations of Vincentian women. They may have been derived from SI. Francis de Sales' 
"Instructions for Widows" previously published in his Introduction to the Devout Life. Later Sl. 
Vincent de Paul designated the same values for the Daughters of Charity as their characteristic 
virtues: "The Spirit of your Company consists of three things: to love Our Lord ans serve Him in a 
Spirit of humility and simplicity. As long as charity, humility, and simplicity exist amongst you, one 
may say: The Company of Charity is still alive." Cf. COllferellces, "On the Spirit of the Company," 
February 9, 1653. 
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How may we know if a person is truly humble-If she willingly 
bears blame and neglect, loves the humblest employments, and is 
ready always to give up to others in any thing not contrary to the rule 
and good order .. and to her Superiors in consideration of our Saviours 
obedience unto Death. 
What are the marks of true Charity?-fervent piety, modest re-
serve in looks and actions, few words at home or abroad, forbearance 
and kindness to everyone as to J[esus] C[hrist] in them and modest 
cheerfulness to prove her content in the service of her divine master. 
-Account to be given to our Director with humility, simplicity, 
and desire to advance in Virtue-if we keep our rule or not-in what 
we fail and why-if we examine daily on the viliue or vice we make 
the subject of our resolutions .. if we examine our manner of keeping 
our rule-and make the necessary resolutions-
2[n]d. on our defects, inclinations, attachments, our infidelities to 
our rule, employments, and resolutions-
3[r]d. on the graces we have recieved-holy desires, victory over 
passions or temptations, our ordinary or extraordinary mortifications, 
our spiritual exercises, prayer, reading, confess[ions], communions, 
divine Sacrifice-
4. on our affection for our vocation, if we are content in it, what 
pains us in it, if we have a taste for its spirit and rules-
5. on our ruling Passion which betrays us in most faults .. our infir-
mities and wants 
This account to our director with a humble and simple heart, 
strengthens our viliue, enlightens our mind, and arms us against the 
snares and deciets of our enemy, , our sins are not to be included in it, 
unless a venial fault or so, which may give a light into our disposition or 
turn of mind .. our sins otherways are to be kept for the confessional-
-Why have we so little fruit of our frequent confessions?-first 
for want of a sufficient examine, and contrition.-
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2. for want of an effectual intention, (that is advancement in the 
ways of God) and efficacious resolutions which cannot be maintained 
but by often renewing them, trying in earnest to overcome the obsta-
cles to our keeping them, and imposing on onrselves different pen-
ances and humiliations until we are faithful to them-
What are the faults which commonly accompany our Confessions? 
Useless details which we make for our own satisfaction, vain ex-
cuses for our sins, w[h ]inings and hidings of self love to avoid reproof 
or blame, and the custom of always bringing the same faults without 
any resolute endeavours to correct them-
What should we do after confession? Humble ourselves with our 
whole heart before God, renew our good resolutions, and onr determi-
nation to keep to the means which will enable us to fulfil them and beg 
the help and protection of our Lord and his blessed Mother. then do 
our penance with dispositions of humility and contrition as soon as we 
can .. . 
Why do many of us draw so little fruit from Communion? 
from being still attached to habits, persons, and things, which we 
have not the conrage to relinquish-from too much application to exte-
rior occupations without thought of God or intention to please 
him-from a custom of going to Communion without ardent desires 
and continual endeavours to keep ourselves united with our divine Sav-
iour-and from giving way to dissipation soon after onr Communion 
our Thanksgi ving after Communion is often too carelessly made, , 
, we forget that our whole life should be a continual Thanksgiving-
[3]The VOCATION ofa DaughterofCharity3 is to follow JESUS 
CHRIST forever. and in imitation of this divine Master to do always 
what is most for the glory of God, the Salvation of souls, and the com-
fort of the Afflicted. 
3Cf. Conferences, "On the Vocation of a Daughter of Charity," July 19, 1640. 
What follows are selected maxims of Vincent de Paul found in his prototypical biography of 1664 
by Louis Abelly, particularly in volume three. 
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2. A Daughter of Charity is to be without reserve for her God and 
the poor-always ready to bear and suffer every thing for Charity. 
3. Those who have loved the poor during life will not fear the ap-
proach of Death. 
4. We must love God not by our words but by our works, by the la-
bour of our hands and the sweat of our brow-
5. The more a Soul advances in the love of God the more progress it 
makes in the love of sufferings and humiliations-
6. The more Humble we are the more charitable and compassion-
ate we will be to the poor. 
7. Without Humility we must not expect to advance in virtue, or to 
be useful to others. 
8. Charity is the soul of every virtue, but it is Humility who draws 
them to us. 
9. It would be better to be cast in burning coals, with hands and feet 
tied, than to do an action with any view but to please God. 
10. a soul which seeks only God is always satisfied if only God is 
pleased. 
11. A Sister who loves prayer can do any thing while she who can-
not converse with God can do nothing well. 
12. If we desire to please God in great things we must first learn to 
please him in little ones. 
13. to be a Saint it is only necessary to do every thing for God, and 
his Will in all things .. this is all that he asks of us, and it is obedience 
only that can point out his will-
14. True and pure obedience consists not in merely doing the Will 
of Superiors but in doing it freely and without complaint. 
15. Divine Providence will never abandon us in any affair under-
taken by its order ... 
16. God will always help us himself when human means fail us, 
and he puts us in the necessity of doing what surpasses our strength. 
16. we must be firm in attaining a good end but mild and moderate 
in pursuing it. 
17. When God begins a good work in our soul he will go on with it 
to the end, and never leave it unfinished unless we make ourselves un-
worthy. 
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18. The less there is of human means in any thing we have to do, the 
more there will be of God. 
19. to fly from sufferings is to fly from our true happiness since 
they are the true means of our Sanctification. 
20. One Sister of Charity detached from her relations and personal 
conveniences will do more good than twelve who listen to the cries of 
nature and remain attached to human comforts.4 
2l. If we are not conscious of the faults we are reproved for, we 
know at least that we have many others for which we should be hum-
bled. 
22. We fly hom our true happiness when we refuse crosses and hu-
miliations-
23. It is next to impossible that a person who is bold and dissipated 
exteriorly should be regulated and recollected in their interior. 
24. There is no less advantage in harkening to God in our reading, 
than in speaking to him by Meditation. 
25. A Sister who is singular should be guarded against pride, for 
she is far from the spirit of a true Daughter of Charity. 
26. We should make it a matter of conscience to be with a poor per-
son without instructing them. 
27. Love of God and a faithful observance of the rule will draw on 
the least and most humble Sister the love and choicest favours of her 
heavenly Spouse-
28. God only speaks to us in silence; his voice is never heard in agi-
tation and trouble. 
29. OUf Rules carry us to God, as the wings of a Bird raise it up in 
the air. 
30. Natural grace and talents must never be praised, nor those be 
blamed who do not possess them. 
3l. Every Sin small or great has its source in Pride. 
32.-An idle person is always discontented. 
33. Perfection does not consist in doing a great deal, but in imitat-
ing our Lord in all we do. 
4-"A golden maxim" is written diagonally beside this. 
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34. Remaining always in our imperfections is a proof that we do 
not keep close to God. 
35. All singularity is a nest for Pride-
36. Charity is the wedding garment without which we cannot be 
pleasing to God. 
37. When we humble ourselves before one we have offended, we 
heal the wound we had made. 
38. GOD is my Father let him do with me as he pleases all is the 
same to me since he will not forsake me-
39. Humility raises the soul which is devoted to it to the highest 
perfection-
40. The Observance of the rule costs no more to those who love it, 
than to wear a ring on the finger. 
41. God hides himself from the wise and pretending and communi-
cates himself to the humble and simple. 
42. Charity is above every rule, every thing must be submitted to 
her. 
43. as the Soul is the life of the Body so meditation and prayer is the 
life of the Soul--
44. nature grieves to be punished and mortified but grace rejoices. 
45. We have each our Angel to guard us, and our Demon to tempt us. 
46. an angry person sees every thing with the eyes of anger-
47. God will Justify in his own time those who without Justifying 
themselves leave their cause in his hands-
48. Murmurs in a community are the source of division and worse 
than the plague. 
49. Reproofs make known to us what self love hides 
50. a Heart filled with charity is a sanctuary in which God <de-
lights> loves to dwell, and where he takes his delight-
51. The scandals we give and have given should make us dread the 
Judgments of God. 
52. Nature draws us to the Earth, Religion lifts us up to heaven 
53. God increases our measure of grace in proportion to the good 
use we make of it. 
54. Mortify your senses, and you will soon see a great change in 
yourself, and great facility in doing good-
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55. Love God and you will soon be perfect. 
56. A Daughter of Charity is a tree who should bear no fruit but for 
God---employed in exterior duties, she must live in the world and yet 
be dead to it. 
57. if envy once enters the mind of a Sister division will not remain 
behind, and the poor soul is lost. 
58. When division enters a community it is to make its funeral ser-
vice for Death follows on her steps. 
59. a suspicious restless temper is the scourge of a community, do-
ing continual harm on pretence of doing good. True 
60. a Sister who is always wanting a confessor at her elbow as it 
were, is a weak mind which seeks amusement in piety itself. 
61. Confession however sacred a duty it may be must still be sub-
jected to charity, and Justice and we must be careful not to wound 
these virtues in it. 
62. OBEDIENCE is the MOTHER of SAL V A nON 
63. An Obedient Sister will show that she acts by the Spirit of 
God-while she who is led by Self will acts by the spirit of the evil 
one, who cannot bear dependance-
64. How weak is our Virtue, when Superiors are obliged to sooth 
and flatter us-
65. Nothing disconcerts the enemy of souls so much as to discover 
our temptations [as] soon as we make them known he quits the bargain 
and takes his flight. 
66. take Obedience from a community and neither edification nor 
Peace can remain.-
67. God makes his special dwelling in hearts united in his love and 
consecrated together to him-We salute sacred images and the tem-
ples of God with so much respect, how then can we be disrespectful to 
each other bearing his image, and being his own living temples' 
68. our advancement in a spiritual life depends on our fidelity to 
our rule-if we keep our rules, they will keep us-
69. Obedience is a Philosophical stone which changes whatever it 
touches into Gold. 
' ''Oh blessed maxim think often of it" is written diagonally beside this. 
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70. A Sister who makes her Communions well will do every thing 
else well, , , (vice versa) God ardently desires to gi ve himself to us and 
he will have us to desire ardently our union with him. 
71. prayer and meditation is the mirror which shows us the good-
ness of God, and our own deformity and oppositions to it. Mortifica-
tion and Meditation are two Sisters who should never be separated-
72. Sickness is not always a punishment of God but often a trial 
which his love makes of ours. 
73. we must go to God by the simple desire of pleasing him 
whether in consolations or afflictions. What a happiness to belong no 
more to ourselves but to God.-
74. Charity raises us to God, and draws God down to us. 
75. Modesty is the index of our interior by which the dispositions 
of our soul may be known-
76. nothing can be hoped of a Sister who does her duties carelessly 
without trying to correct herself-
77. The Art ofloving God is to love him as the art of gaining humil-
ity is to humble ourselves-
78. It is spiritual persons who are to support the weak and imper-
fect, and for Sisters to support and bear with Sisters-
79. There would be no murmurs or complaints if there were no Sis-
ters to love and listen to them-
80. Every tree is subject to the wind, and every Sister is liable to 
temptations against her vocation-
81. No Sister can expect to persevere unless she tells her trials and 
pains to those who can advise and comfort her-
82. When a Sister sees she is loved in the world let <it> her fear that 
her ways may be too much like its own-
83. It is the interior spirit and not the dress which makes a Daughter 
of Charity-the love of God and our neighbour, love of the poor and 
union with each other makes our interior habit. 
84. a Sister of Charity should love all her Sisters in God, and she 
fails in this point when she shows she is partial only to Individuals. 
85. If a cloistered religious wants one degree of perfection a Sister 
of Charity wants two. 
86. our own will is always vicious and will be sure to lead us to evil. 
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87. a Sister who gives way to resentment of her nature when she is 
reproved for her faults may fear soon to be left to her hardness of 
heart-
88. The favours and graces we recieve from God are preserved 
only by silence and humility-
89. Whatever is not done in the spirit of Humility should be looked 
on and counted as Nothing. 
90. Wretched is the Sister who is guided in her conduct by her natu-
ral inclinations or aversions. 
13.11 A Treatise on Interior Peace, Ambroise de Lombez, 
O.F.M. Cap/ 
Traite de La Paix Interieure was written in Old French by the Rev-
erend Ambroise de Lombez, a noted Capuchin theologian, and was 
first published in Paris in 1756. It became immensely popular and 
went through more than thirteen editions in Paris. 
Elizabeth very probably obtained a copy of the French text from 
the SUlpician priest Rev. Simon Brute. He may have brought a copy of 
Lombez with him in 1811, or perhaps in 1815 when he returned to 
Maryland after a visit to his native country. 
Elizabeth often borrowed books from Brute's personal collection 
now housed in The Old Cathedral Library in Vincennes, Indiana. This 
library is believed to hold the only copy of the original French text of 
the Traite, the ninth edition, published in Paris in 1769. It is this edi-
tion that is said to be the one that Elizabeth used. 
A Treatise on Interior Peace is one of numerous works of religious 
biography and the spiritual life that Elizabeth translated from the 
13.11 AMSV NIP 11(): M, II, H2 
I Ambroise de Lombez. O.F.M. Cap., A Treatise all Interior Peace, trans. Elizabeth Seton. ed. 
Sister Marie Celeste [Cuzzolina], S.c. (Staten Island, New York: Alba House, 1996). The material 
provided here is adapted from its "Forward" and "Preface." The complete text of E1izabeth 's 
translation is not provided since it is available elsewhere . 
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French, for the benefit of her religious community and students. Hers 
was the first translation of this work in the United States. 
The book is divided into four main sections: 
··The Excellence of Interior Peace (8 chapters) 
·-Treatment on the Obstacles to this Peace and the Means to Van-
quish Them (7 chapters and a prayer) 
··Where the Proper Means are Found to Acquire this Peace (14 
chapters) 
··The Practical Aspects of Interior Peace (11 chapters, some with 
subdivisions; Elizabeth translated only the first six chapters.) 
The book's main theme is the importance of cultivating interior 
peace that prepares the soul to receive and respond to God's grace, 
preserves us against temptation, and fosters self-knowledge. Among 
the obstacles to such peace, the author notes excessive joy and sorrow, 
impetuous zeal and over-activity, laziness, and scrupulosity, which 
receives lengthy treatment in this book. Some of the means to attain 
interior peace are humility, mortification, faithfulness to devotional 
exercises, moderation, patience in distractions and suffering, submis-
sion to God's will, frequent Communion, mental prayer, and detach-
ment. The last section gives practical advice, such as not seeking 
sensible devotion too strongly; not being troubled by one's failings; 
being moderate in desiring, imitating, and practicing virtue; and on 
ways to preserve interior peace amid temptations. 
Chapters VII to XI of the last section, which were not translated by 
Elizabeth, treat of themes such as not being concerned with the faults 
of others, discerning the origin of our desires and acting always in 
moderation, and detachment from worldly goods and pleasures in or-
der to attach oneself only to God in freedom of spirit. 
The influence of the teachings of St. Francis de Sales is evident 
throughout the Treatise. St. Teresa of Avila is quoted as well, and 
there are numerous scriptural allusions. Since both content and style 
of this work would have greatly appealed to Elizabeth Seton, it is un-
derstandable that she chose to translate it into English. 
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13.12 St. Jerome Emeliani 
July 20th St. Jerome Emelian, founder of Schools of Piety in Italy. 
St. Jerome was born in Venice of ancient and most respectable 
family. In his early youth he followed the profession of anns, and 
when the commonwealth was much in danger he was appointed com-
mandant of the Citadel of Castro in the Torosina Mountains. the cita-
del being taken Jerome was put in a close prison, bound hands and 
feet, and there remained destitute of every human comfort, , , but the 
Blessed Virgin to whom he was tenderly devoted, moved by his con-
tinual prayer appeared to him, and with most compassionate sweet-
ness loosed his fetters and led him through the midst of his enemies 
who guarded every pass to Torosina-when he entered the city in 
safety he hastened to the chapel of his celestial protectress, and hung 
up the chains which had bound him at her altar as a monument of her 
compassion and his deliverance.-he now proceeded to Venice with a 
heart much more turned to piety and determined to devote himself 
inti rely to the poor, but especially to poor little children without 
parents ' or friends who wandered daily through the city in a deplor-
able condition, and as he had still the remains of his paternal rights he 
procured them a convenient dwelling and every necessary support, 
that he might be enabled to form them to Piety and Virtue. 
At this very time the Venerable Cajetan and P. Carafa (Since Paul 
4th came to Venice) and much approving this design of Jerome in be-
half of Poor Orphans gave him the care of an Hospital of Incurables 
that he might fully dilate his compassionate heart in a continual exer-
cise of his Charity, which however did not a moment forsake his dear 
orphans. 
Some time after he was solicited to found houses for orphans in dif-
ferent cities at N ovi he had one for Boys, one for Girls, and an Asy lum 
for wretched women whose youth and inexperience had led them 
astray, rather than depravity and corruption. St. Jerome and his 
13.12 ASJPH 1-3-3-21E (1-6) 
1 Elizabeth probably saw the life of St. Jerome as a model for the Sisters of Charity because his 
work of caring for orphans was similar to that of the sisters. 
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followers had a humble dwelling in a little village called Tomascho, 
where they drew up their rule of life by which they devoted them-
selves not only to the care of orphans "to the little ones, and sucklings 
fainting in the streets" but also to the instruction of youth of all de-
scriptions to bring them up in virtue and piety. 
but the whole heart of St. Emelius was turned to his orphans, and 
his companions engaging with abundant charity in the good works 
their zeal had embraced he went himself to Milen and Pavia gathering 
troops of young people and children around him on the roads and in 
the villages and cities, selecting all he could serve "pouring out his 
soul to the hungry and afflicted," procuring clothing, food, instruc-
tion, and protection for the friendless and necessitous. his heavenly 
piety and tenderness of heart moved the nobles, majistrates, and rich 
wherever he went to meet his views and forward his designs 
-returning back to Tomascho his zeal was redoubled for every 
good work, all human kind seemed more and more endeared to him, 
and when his principal duties would allow him he would join the Har-
vest workman, or work with common labourers so that he might catch 
some happy moments to work upon their soul, and say a word of the 
Mysteries of Faith and how they should be practiced. he would invite 
poor men and boys to come to him that he might clean their heads, 
dress their sores, or in any way engage them to mind his words of life 
and Salvation, and often his cases of charity were so successful that 
seeing as they believed miracles done by him for the Body, they 
would give up the Soul to his eager desires, and quit their irregularities 
and vices-
to obtain a more abundant blessing on his labours he passed whole 
days in a cavern of the mountains of Tomascho fasting, praying, using 
severe discipline and would in this his frequent penance pass the 
nights on the bare ground which he wet with his tears to expiate his 
sins and the sins of those whom he could not bring to God--either by 
the arts of his divine charity, or the threats of Gods Justice . 
. . in 1537 the happy Vales of Tomascho were visited by the 
plagues, and if in his course of daily labours the steps of Emelian had 
been constantly attended by the most tender charity what now were 
the glowings of his heart for his dear Poor of all descriptions, night and 
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day he was comforting and attending, supporting the sick or burying 
the dead, till fainting and sinking under the burdens he carried he fell 
himselflifeless, a Victim oftender mercy and love for the Poor-aged 
56. 
o Father of Mercies grant by the merits of St. Jerome Emelian Fa-
ther and helper of orphans that we2 may preserve that spirit of Adop-
tion by which we are called and are thy children through JESUS 
CHRIST our Saviour-
13.13 Daughters of Charity at Brienne 
-at the Siege of Brienne' (during the revolution in France )-the 
heat of the attack was directed towards the Hospital-Three Sisters of 
Charity' were serving in it as ardent at their post of charity as the gen-
erals of the Army at their Posts of War-the wounded soldiers calling 
for their help through the bloody carnage, recieving from them the last 
assistance and consolations of Faith!-leaving with them the last 
adieus to their inconsolable families, to their mothers and friends 
whom they would see no more ... 
The situation of the town becoming quite hopeless the Superior of 
the Sisters was intreated to retire, but she firmly said "No, I am at my 
post, and here let me die God will ask me in my accounting day what I 
was doing at the Siege of Brienne," then turning to her Sisters who 
were very young she said, "the trial may be too great for you at your 
age. I permit you to go if you desire it." but 0 true Daughters of St. 
Vincent worthy indeed of the name! these Angels of Charity would 
scarcely wait the sentence to declare their resolution to remain faithful 
to their charge, which they did to the honour of their glorious vocation 
and the holy Religion which animated them .. the three had the 
2"We" is underlined three times. 
13.13 ASJPH 1-3-3-21E p. 7-8 
'This battle took place January 29, 1814. 
2The three sisters were Sister Antoinette Sirot (1756-1814), the Sister Servant; Sister Suzanne 
Toumier; and Sister Josephine-Marie Sabatine Lasalle. These sisters died between March 15 and 
March 23, 1814, from di seases resulting from their care of the dead and wounded. 
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happiness to die Martyrs of Charity ... 400 sick perished with them 
by the scourge of War more cruel than the ravages of disease-the in-
habitants who escaped fled to the forest to suffer every extremity of 
misery. 
13.14 Fragment of Life of St. Ignatius of Loyola' 
Converted the most obstinate Sinners brought numbers to enter in 
themselves and many even to renounce the world entirely. 
at this time he wrote his Spiritual Exercises which are not only a 
collection of meditations and considerations, but are a con-
verse[ation] with ourselves and God in Prayer, and a way of conver-
sion and reformation never marked out before by which he not only 
shows us how we are to forsake and get free of our sins, but also how 
we may reach the highest perfection. and there is as much difference 
in this book, and others which treat of the four ends2 and Christian 
Doctrine as there is between theory and practice. 
13.15 St. Camillis de Lellis 
Founder of Regulars for the Service of the Sick and Agonizing-
He was born 1550 at Bacchianice [Bacchianico], a little town of the 
Kingdom ofN aples. He lost his Mother as soon as he was born, and his 
Father six years afterwards, who had served as an officer in the wars of 
Italy ... Camillis in his turn embraced the profession of arms, but af-
terwards renounced it in 1574--he had contracted a violent passion 
13.14 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:35 
'Written on the back in Rev. Simon Brute- s hand: "Mrs. Seton a page of her translation of the life 
ofS!. Ignatius." This is possibly from Dominique Bouhours, La Vie de Saint 19nace,folldateurde la 
compagnie de Jiisus (Paris: Mabre-Crimoisy, 1679). Cf. Setoll Writings 3: Appendix B-2. 
2Death, judgment, heaven, and hell 
13.15 ASJPH 1-3-3-210, p. 1-10 
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for gaming, and met with considerable losses, which finally reduced 
him to such Misery that he was forced to engage in day labour, and 
was employed in a building some Capucians 1 were raising. 
Tho' Camillis had gone so far astray, God did not forsake him, but 
gave him many and particular invitations to Penance and Pardon ... a 
moving exhortation made one day by a Father Capucin compleated 
his conversion, struck with a divine light, he burst into tears, detested 
the crimes of his past life, and cried to heaven for mercy. 
What now were the impressions of this noble and generous mind 
enlightened by Faith, this tender compassionate heart awakened to 
love by the God who had died for his love .. he hastened to bind him-
self eternally to him, and offered himself immediately to his service in 
the house of the Capucins who had befriended him, but they could not 
admit him to their noviciate as he had an ulcer in his leg which Physi-
cians thought incurable . . . he tried to gain admission with the 
Cordeliers2 but the same obstacle existing with them Camillis deter-
mined to leave his country and go to Rome, where he served the sick 
four years in the Hospital of St. James shutting himself up with them 
intirely .. there his penances were most severe, besides his night 
watches and the devoted care he gave especially to the Agonizing, , 
every hour was spent in procuring every possible comfort, Corporal 
and Spiritual for them, and in suggesting acts of every virtue relative 
to their situation, and suited to the wants of each one. his prayer and el-
evation of heart was continual, the burning fire of divine love-which 
consumed it was fed continually by his confessor St. Philip de NerV 
and a constant recourse to the sacrament of Love-his uncommon 
prudence and regularity of conduct procured him at last the direction 
of the Hospital, and put it in his power to serve his dear sick most ef-
fectually-Grieved to have seen them so long in the care of hirelings 
who had little zeal for their comfort, or pity for their pains, he formed 
the plan of an association of persons of piety who would devote them-
selves to so good a work through charity, and really found many who 
JThe Capuchins are a branch of the Franciscans. 
2The Order of Friars Minor (Franciscans) 
' St. Philip Neri was Camillus' spiritual guide. 
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desired to share his labours .. still great obstacles were in the way of 
his design, and he resolved at least to put himself in a condition of as-
sisting them effectually by preparing diligently to recieve holy or-
ders- for this end he studied with incredible ardour and soon gained 
the necessary degrees, and was ordained by the Bishop of St. Asaph 
under Pope Gregory l3th4 , , but alas his beautiful plan of serving his 
dear sick as he desired was still delayed, he was obliged to serve the 
chapel of Our Lady of Miracles, and was removed from the direction 
of the Hospital ... yet in this same year of his ordination 1584 the 
sighs and groans of the wretched prevailed, Our Lady of Miracles was 
not served in vain by her faithful suppliant, and Camillis saw himself 
already able to lay the first foundation of a congregation to serve the 
sick'-the zeal and piety of many were united, he gave them a small 
number of rules, and gave those who were admitted to the association 
a black habit and cloak, sending them daily to the Hospital of the Holy 
Ghost where they served the poor and sick with the zeal and respect 
with which they would have served the person of our Lord. They made 
the beds of the sick, performed every low and painful office, made 
them moving exhortations to prepare them for the last Sacraments, 
and prayed with them continually for the grace of a good Death. 
Many indeed were the obstacles to be surmounted in the progress 
of this good work, as there had been in its very beginning-but Confi-
dence in God and sweet patient Charity raised the Saint far above his 
adversaries. in 1585 his friends procured him a house to lodge his con-
gregation, and encouraged by his happy success he extended his 
views, and engaged his Brothers to take care of the poor abandoned in 
the plague, those poor prisoners who were perishing in their gloomy 
cells, and even to give their care when time allowed to those who died 
in their own houses, , , their principal object was the care of the Soul, 
suggesting acts to the sick suitable to their condition and disposing 
them every way for a good Death. Camillis procured Priests of his or-
der the best books of piety on Penance and the Passion of Our Lord, 
collected the most moving prayers of ejaculation from the Psalms for 
4Gregory XIII (1502- J 585) reigned 1572-1585. 
5This was similarto those foundations made by St. Vincent de Paul and St. Louise de Marillac. 
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different occasions, and gave the most particular charge to his Priests 
to watch the agonizing, to have their temporal affairs regulated in 
time, that they might give their whole attention to the concerns of their 
Salvation. he charged them also not to leave the sick too long with 
friends or relatives who might trouble them by excessive tender-
ness-and to try and inspire them with lively sentiments of repen-
tance, resignation, Faith, Hope, and Charity, and to teach them to 
accept Death in the Spirit of Sacrifice and expiation of sin; to beg for 
Mercy through their agonizing Saviour and to conjure them to apply 
to themselves the fruit of the prayer which he made on the cross, to 
grant them the grace of uniting their Death with him, and to recieve 
their Soul in his own bosom. he gathered a number of prayers to recite 
as occasion would require to those who were in their last agony. 
Camillis was called in 1588 to Naples to found a house of his order 
there, he took 12 of his companions with him for the purpose-These 
Servants of the Sick (as they called themselves)6 flew to the help of 
those who had the plague in the galleys and were not permitted to land. 
two of them died victims of their Charity .. Camillis showed the same 
zeal at Rome twice when at different periods the contageon was there. 
In 1591 Pope Gregory 14th 7 raised this congregation of charity to a 
religious order under obligation of adding to the Vows of Poverty, 
Chastity, and Obedience a vow to serve the sick, even those who had 
the plague. St. Camillis neglected no means to prevent the disorders 
which are found even in places consecrated by Charity .. his zeal be-
came the more active when he discovered that in those Hospitals they 
often buried the poor before they were Dead. he therefore directed his 
religious to continue their prayers for the agonizing some time after 
they seemed to have breathed their last, and not to allow the face to be 
covered immediately as is customary but still his care of the Soul was 
far beyond that which he took for the Body. he spoke to the sick with 
an unction and power which could not be resisted, he instructed them 
how to prepare for confession, how to repair those they had made 
6Yincent de Paul adopted elements of the vow formula of the Monks Hospitallers of Italy which 
included a fourth vow "to serve OUf lords the poor." 
' Gregory XIV (1535·1591) reigned 1590-1591. 
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badly, and to put themselves in a right disposition for Death.-his 
whole conversation on all occasions turned to the love of God, , if he 
heard an instruction or a sermon in which it was not mentioned or 
dwelt on, he would say it was a ring in which a Diamond was wanting. 
This faithful Servant of the Sick was himself afflicted with many 
infirmities under which he suffered severely, but his greatest suffering 
was being unable to nurse his dear sick as usual .. he recommended 
them in the most moving manner to others, and would drag himself 
from bed to bed to see if they wanted any thing, and to suggest acts of 
virtue to them-often he would repeat to them the word of St. Francis 
"the happiness I hope for is so great that pain and suffering are a joy to 
me."g 
The Humility of St. Camillis was his most striking feature, it 
pleaded for him so successfully that he was set at liberty from his 
charge of superior general which he earnestly desired, that every mo-
ment of his life might be for his dear sick;-he founded many houses 
of his order in the different cities of Italy-Being at Genes [Geneva] 
he was taken ill, which hastened him to Rome where he recovered so 
far as to visit his Hospitals .. but soon after his physician gave him 
over and he rejoicing said "I shall go up to the house of the Lord." 
When the holy Viaticum was brought to his chamber and placed on his 
little table he turned with many tears and said "I am the worst of Sin-
ners my God, but save me through your infinite Mercy, all my confi-
dence is in the merits of your precious blood, how unworthy indeed 
am I that you should come to me." he had been long accustomed to 
confess daily with a lively compunction of heart, and yet found him-
self always in sentiments of deepest Humility amidst the praise and 
admiration of his devoted spiritual family-he made them the most 
moving discourse on the love of God, and of the Poor in him, before 
his happy departure which took place 14th July 1614-aged 65 . 
Oh that by his intercession in the hour of Death we may overcome 
our Enemy and obtain our Eternal crown through JESUS CHRIST our 
Lord and Saviour." 
' Probably St. Francis of Assisi 
9The last paragraph appears to be Elizabeth 's commentary on the text she translated. 
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13.16 Agnes! 
Agnes seeing a multitude gathered found them gazing on the 
corpse of a poor worldling who had been executed-then said she the 
world repays one who was its slave-"Oh God how blessed are they 
who serve you-entering a chapel of our Lady she cast herself at her 
feet and said to her "0 holy virgin from this moment I consecrate my-
self to you and promise to serve you my whole life in quality of Your 
Slave"-her innocence and purity were such, that when she was no 
longer a child she yet did not understand or know the meaning of im-
proper words or expressions if even were uttered in her pres-
ence-age of seven when she first began [to] meditate she had much 
difficulty in fixing her attention and w[oul]d say to her soul "borne in 
the presence of our God we must stay with him a short quarter of an 
hour and be very attentive to him and for him"-the quarter being past 
she would encourage it to continue and say no prayers or words to 
speak of you to myself or to God but only present you as the dearer 
part of my being and own substance as I do my W[illia]m [Seton]2 
Holy Thursday 11th Ap[ril] 1815 
13.17 Translation of Religious Biography! 
one of his Sisters who had a most painful malady having a particu-
lar desire for her nursing and care who continued her usual duties with 
this additional charge was almost night and day on foot but whatever 
she did was without hurry or remark and offered to him for the love of 
13.16 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:93, p. 3 
'This excerpt is possibly taken from The Life of Venerable Mother Aglles of Jesus, Religious of 
the Order o/St. Dominic in the Monastery a/St. Catharine in Lallgeac ill France. Rev. John David, 
S.S., translated a portion of this work which is held in the Archives of the Sisters of Charity of 
Nazareth, 
2Elizabeth's son William had set sail the previous week on April 6 for Bordeaux, France. on the 
Tontine. 
13,17 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:30 
'The identity of the subject is unknown as is the community to which she belonged, 
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whom she did all her actions- her great rule of conduct was to keep 
close to God, altho' she had no consolation of his sensible presence, 
making her meditations indeed with so regular an exactness that she 
suffered no duties of work or mercy whatever to deprive her of them 
but with so little sensible devotion that she had always to repeat her in-
tention of doing only the will of God, with no other pretension but to 
suffer before him the humiliations and weariness she endured daily in 
this exercise, and show her love and fidility to the divine goodness by 
a steady perseverance in it- She remained in the choir kneeling with 
her hands joined all the moments of silence and repose she could ob-
tain and for whole mornings together on festivals conversing with 
God in acts of adoration, examins, prayers for the agonizing and de-
parted, uniting with the church on earth and in heaven in a simple 
Spirit of peace and Humility as hoping and expecting all things from 
the merits and sacrifice of her Saviour and God-one of her principal 
efforts for advancing in Virtue was to keep away useless thoughts, and 
gain the habit of continual remembrance of God. for a little spiritual 
delight and essay of attention to this point, she said 900 Glorias, 100 to 
each choir of angels, on Trinity Sunday before her death, to honor the 
blessed Trinity, in the intervals of other exercises and devotions ofthe 
community. she had a special devotion to the holy family and great 
delight in invoking Jesus, Mary, and Joseph for her hour of 
Death- she was so simple in her Spirit of mortification no singularity 
appeared in her except her ready and pleasant look in taking whatever 
was given to her in the refectory and Infirmary and her continual at-
tention to make room for those who <wanted the fire most> were most 
sensible to the cold winter, never approaching the fire herself when 
she could possibly avoid it-
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13.18 Barruel's Memoirs' 
Will you not one of these days send Barrnels Memoirs if you have 
them-O the Book containing so much of what passed in those sad 
days you come lent it her -now I c[ oul]d have much translated 0 do-
Condorcet' 
It might be thought he was determined to avenge himself on the Su-
preme Being for the Heart he had given him. Had ungrateful Insensi-
ble, cold, the Assassin of Friendship and his Benefactors, he wrote a 
famous sketch of the "Progress of the Human Mind" to enforce a be-
lief of the perfectablity of Man, and thru away his Life by wanting 
strength to resist the importunities of hungar for a few 
hours-Barruels Memoirs-
Pain[e]' 
let those who may be tempted to follow his steps reflect that at three 
score the age which experience marks as the limit of human life Tom 
Pain has neither wife, child, home, or country; that all men have re-
nounced him, and he has renounced his God-
Mirabeau' 
his revolutionary career, tho short, was brilliant, and his attributes 
have secured to him that renown which his virtues could not have 
13.18 ASJPH 1-3-3-3:31 
INote in another hand: "The Abbe Augustin Barruel ( 1741-1 820) Jesuite before the Suppression 
Memoirs pour servir a rltis/oire du Jacobens;ne, 5 vols, (London: 1797-98) Bve," 
2Marie Jean Antoine Nicolas Caritat, marquis de Condorcet, (1743-1794) was an aristocrat, a 
mathematician, an official of the Academy of Sciences, and a friend of Voltaire (1694-1778). He 
was the perfect example of an Enlightenment figure, supported the French Revolution, and was 
himself a victim of the Revolution. He wrote Esquisse d'ull tableau historique des progress de 
{'esprit hUlnain (Paris: Masson et Fils, 1822). 
3Thomas Paine (1737-1809) was an AnglO-American political philosopher who had great 
influence on the American Revolution and on the nineteenth century. 
'Honore Gabriel Rigueti Comte de Mirabeau (1749-1791) was a statesman during the French 
Revolution. 
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claimed and such is the privilege of extraordinary endowments that he 
is generally contemplated, notwithstanding his trechery, profligacy 
and venality, not only with out horror, but even with a degree of com-
placency, and the French Revolution has produced so many other 
Public Characters who exceeding, him in every evil quality, pos-
sessed none of his claims to administer that ifhe is not purified he is at 
least dignified by the comparison-
13.19 Fragment-Translation from the French l 
1st Question-Should women be called to contribute to the tri-
umph of religion would it not be taking them from their first social du-
ties as wives and Mothers, giving them the pretentions of Doctors and 
casuaists, and raising them to a sort of Apostleship from which they 
are excluded by the church? 
Answer-we are far from intending such a reverse of things-no, 
We do not raise women to the first duties of religion, inviting them to 
serve it with all their Zeal-we do not grant them a ministry which can 
belong only to the Pastors of the people, by inviting them to second 
this ministry with all their heart and soul-
13.20 Anna Maria l 
Anna Maria was born at Chateau Giron, a little town in the diocese 
of Rennes, March 9th 1753, and was baptised the next day at the 
Church of Magdalen of her parish. She came in the world after a sister 
13.19 ASJPH 1·3·3·3:37 
INote at the top in another hand: "Mother's beginning of the translation of Des Services que les 
Fnnmes Pel/vent Rendre a fa Religion." This book was published by I' Abbe Jauffred in France in 
1801. Cf. Setoll Writillgs 3:Appcndix B·2. 
13.20 ASJPH 1·3·3.28(46·69) 
IThe label on this copybook identifies the writers as Elizabeth and her daughter Catherine. The 
writing of both appears throughout this notebook that includes documents 3.20. 13.21 . 13.22 and 
13.23 in this volume. The identity of Anna Maria, the subject and the source are unknown. Many 
records in the Daughters of Charity Archives were destroyed during the French Revolution. 
Possibly Elizabeth was interested in this story as a reminder of her own daughter Anna Maria. 
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who was born a few minutes before her. These twins were received 
with the same tenderness by a father and mother filled with virtue and 
whom the Lord had already blessed with a numerous family. The sick-
ness which Anna Maria experienced in her cradle, did not promise her 
a long life at 5 years of age she could scarsely walk, but while her con-
stitution was so difficult to form, her mind developed itself with facil-
ity, and her character early appeared full of Gaity and vivacity. Her 
mother deprived by the embarrassment of her employments, of the 
precious advantages of forming her children to piety herself confided 
her as well as her sister to the care of a pious girl, who died since in the 
ardour of sanctity: her capacity answered the designs of Madame 
Gilbert, who desired above all things, the love of God for her daugh-
ters, and when she was asked who was their mistress? a virtuous per-
son replied she, who will <learn> teach my children to love and pray 
to God, and who will not engage them, in the pursuit of vanity; with 
age they will learn what remains for them to know, it was under the 
eye of this mistress they passed the greater part of the day. 
But ofthe two pupils, her whose life we write, at present did not ap-
pear to profit like the others from the instructions which they received 
in common; without shewing any of those striking vices, which in a 
bad heart may be perceived even in infancy. Anna Maria naturally 
giddy, and unaccustomed to reflection, often took offence from the 
slightest pleasantry, and evinced an expressive sensibility, which 
however, did not hinder her mixing a great deal of pleasantry in her lit-
tle disputes also everybody delighted to teize her; because she had so 
many retorts of wit and gaiety, never shewing an angry temper, unless 
in time of recreation her pleasures were crossed or interrupted, then 
indeed she would be vexed, and speak with great vivacity to her com-
panions, her resentment however extending no further. 
Loving with excess the plays which required sagacity and address, 
she yet shewed in them at the same time, the goodness of her heart, and 
equity of mind, being always ready to be looser, provided the game 
was fair; but if the least deception was used, she would cry out against 
injustice, and carryon the debate, to the great amusement of those 
with whom she was engaged. Dancing she did not care for, and even 
tried to obtain others from it, telling them they gained nothing by it, 
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but fatigue, and in proportion as she deligh[t]ed in the amusements of 
the country, those of the city inspired her with disgust, often declaring 
there were too many people at them. This love ofliberty also gave her 
an indifference for dress. She never spoke of it like other young peo-
ple, and when any of her friends would mention the price or beauty of 
their cloathing, she wanted to assume a reasonable air, and ask them 
"what is the use of dressing a body so nicely which will be so poorly 
adorned in the tomb? dont talk about it, I care not how mine is dressed 
provided it is covered." Her sincerity in this was daily proved, as she 
never tried to make the least display of any of the graces with which 
nature had gifted her. This way of thinking and acting was already a 
beginning of Christian piety, so also the first cares of Anna Maria's 
mistress to engrave in her heart the principals ofviliue were not fruit-
less, and many different circumstances proved the good dispositions 
of her pupil. However great her delight was in amusing herself with 
children of her age, she was the first to warn them to terminate their 
recreation when the hour ofthe divine <sacrifice> office approached, 
as they were pennitted to go and receive the benediction ofthe blessed 
Sacrament. She was fond of prayers and testified a particular devotion 
to the Blessed Virgin Mary whom she called her good mother, whose 
name she delighted to bear, even believing it was a better title of pro-
tection than her companions possessed, to whom she would some-
times say with childish simplicity. Ah as for you your name is not 
Mary, and mine is. She specially honoured her guardian Angel, and 
had a singular tenderness for the souls in purgatory. Sitting down to 
work, she would say to her companions "let us take a task, and keep si-
lence for the deliverance of those good souls; or let the one who fin-
ishes last, say a chaplet or five paters and five aves. (for she would say 
with tender compassion) their sufferings are great; happy would we 
be if we could deliver one; It would keep for us a place in Heaven. The 
example and lives of the Saints were often also the subject of her con-
versation yet with all these good dispositions, many faults escaped 
her, arising from the great quickness of her temper. The Sister who 
was born with her, being much milder, promised much more, and was 
often proposed to her by her parent as her example: but Anna Maria 
w[oul]d answer them drolly" 0 my Sister is a devotee, but stay till I go 
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to the convent, I will be good, and better too than she is, I will take 
good care of her mother would reply how I [will] put you in the con-
vent, till you learn to love work, and be patient you will be too great a 
trial to those good ladies, and only set a bad example to the other 
boarders. Anna always heard these reproaches with a smile, yet she 
sensibly felt them. She approached her tenth year she wished to make 
her first Communion as well as her sister. Her parents were not dis-
posed to permit it because she did not supply the want of years by 
mildness and recollection, as her sister did, but she resolved to obtain 
their permission, by a continual watchfulness over herself, which 
soon produced a remarkable change in her conduct. Assiduous herself 
at catechism and instructions and elements of Religion, she even em-
ployed herself in teaching others who could not read themselves, and 
with all her love for fun and amusements she gave them lessons of 
wisdom, of which she herself was the first to practice. Her parents per-
ceived with delight that she had less disposition for contention than 
formerly, and tho! still fond of pleasure it was no longer mixed with a 
malicious smile, or a desire to bring others into fault. Her kindness to 
her Brothers and Sisters, was remarkable; they even <told> relied so 
much on her good will, that they would demand from her a thousand 
services and when these desires were too much, multiplied, they had 
certain means of dissipating or preventing her being vexed which was 
to assure her that they would persuade their parents to let her make her 
first communion. Anna Mruia shewed in every thing a resolution to 
conquer herself and supplicated her Parents to pardon her, her former 
disobediencies- Y es! She would tell them, I will fulfill all my duties 
and be quite another being, when I have made my first communion. 
"This promise softened them and they yielded to her desires accompa-
nying their consent with a ceremony little known in our days, by both 
giving her their benediction--every thing served to convince them 
their condescension was not unreasonable, when they saw the fear she 
had of receiving our Lord, without the necessary dispositions, and the 
care and precautions she took, the fervent prayers she addressed to 
him, and above all her great pains to make her general confession, af-
ter having finished it, she said with the greatest can dour; Well at least, 
I hid nothing in my confession God will do with me now, what he 
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pleases, but I would rather die, than communicate unworthily." She 
made her first communion when she was 10 years and 9 months old. 
This action so important to the rest of her life, and upon which; how-
ever few children reflect enough, introduced in the conduct of Anna 
Maria the most salutary effect; every day she appeared more and more 
reasonable and showed more mildness and disposition. Her foolish 
amusements she absolutely neglected, and on Sundays and festivals 
she was found to assist at the offices of the church in the most edifying 
Manner. 
This change was certainly very pleasing to her parents, but they 
still thought her mind, not enough advanced to allow her being sent to 
the convent, as she so earnestly desired. They represented to her, that 
her sister had given much more satisfaction, and profited more at the 
time of retreat and prayer: but she answered smiling, you think my 
Sister has drawn more fruit. Well! You will see when I return from 
there, I will be as good as a religious." this comparison could not fail to 
make them laugh, from a child so full of gaiety, for a long time she met 
with nothing but refusals to her desires but she obtained at the age of 
fourteen, that one of her brothers should conduct her to the Monastery 
of the Benedictine nuns ofVitre. they had been very successful in the 
education of several of her Sisters. Anna Maria drew from their in-
structions the greatest advantage; her character was good and there-
fore easy to gain the hearts of her teachers; she attached herself much 
to each of them and it was from affection that they told her, her faults 
and from attachment to these ladies she corrected them; to behave 
with mildness and friendship to others, is surely the best way to in-
spire them with sentiments of Virtue. The new habitation of Anna 
Maria had for her thousand charms. 
The love silence, fidelity to every duty, the Spirit of mortification 
which she remarked in the religious of Vitre, enchanted her, and she 
felt enough strength to immitate, that which was the subject of her ad-
miration. 
From the first of her entrance in this house untill the time of her 
quitting it, her assiduity in attending the instructions, her regularity in 
conforming herself to the order of the house, her assiduity in reading 
and meditating in good books, threw in her soul the precious seeds of 
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the greatest virtues "it was there as she afterwards said to one of her 
friends, being so near our Lord, she began to know him "Ihadnot (she 
related with the liveliest regrets) I had not known God before I went to 
the convent, or at least 1 had not comprehended the obligations we 
contract in our baptism ofloving and serving him alone" To fulfill this 
obligation which she so sensibly felt, she applied herself from day to 
day, to the discovering of her faults, and used so much firmness and 
constancy in vanquishing them, that they were soon seen to disappear: 
she even conceived a horror for them, which made her consider as 
crimes those impatiences to which she yielded and the railleries she 
had permitted for the ridicule of others when at the house of her Fa-
ther; and she would say with an air truly afflicted that she could not 
weep enough for them. It cannot be expressed with what readiness her 
tender and feeling heart detached itself from the things ofthe earth to 
unite itself with God alone. <She> As soon as she knew him, his holy 
love filled the whole capacity of her soul, and although she was so 
young, she was so penetrated with it, that her greatest delight was to 
converse with him in mental prayer, which holy exercise (considered 
by the world to be the excessive employment of cloisters and Semi-
nary) was of the most extensive advantage to her she soon learned 
from it to retrospect her own heart and by frequent examinations to re-
form its defects, She perceived at the foot of her crucifix the powerful 
attractions of divine love, she tasted a thousand delights in her inter-
course with her cmcified Lord, yet mixing Joys with a continual regret 
that she had begun to love him so lately, often shedding tears at the 
thought that she did not half enough love this adorable master- She 
resolved to practice a continual penance for her past follies and reso-
lutely set about it but the desire of expiating her faults was not the only 
motive ofthis conduct. The value ofthe Sacrifice, offered by our Lord 
on the cross for our Salvation, elevated her soul and by a frequent 
meditation of Jesus Crucified, he became the model of her conduct 
and detelmined her to sacrifice herself to him who sacrificed all for 
her- In the great eagerness she had of finding the means to please 
God, and of becoming more and more pleasing to him. She made a de-
termination to consecrate herself to him without reserve, and wishing 
to accustom herself at once to the kind oflife she intended to embrace, 
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her fervour lead her (Notwithstanding the weakness of her constitu-
tion) to solicit as the greatest favour, permission to rise at night with 
the religious who were enchanted at these happy dispositions, and the 
young boarders of the house who felt an attraction to her virtues, drew 
from them the most precious advantages. Anna Maria gained their 
friendship in order to confirm them in solid Christianity-Her heart 
no longer deceived by the world was far from wishing to pursue the 
pleasures of new connexions-she never went out of the community 
unless to the house of a friend of the family, and that but for a pretext 
of going from thence to the hospitaliers of De Vitre for whom she had 
a very great affection; The charity with which they succoured the poor 
and dressed the wound[s] ofthe living images of her crucified master, 
animated her with a most ardent desire to share in so excellent a work 
and excited the wish to live and die in this holy asylum in the quality of 
a daughter of mercy-The year which her parents permitted her to 
pass in the convent was nearly finished, and she hastened to commu-
nicate to them her wish of joining the Hospiltalliers, to consecrate her-
self to the succour of the sick for the rest of her days + Her parents 
were not acquainted with the uncommon edification her virtues had 
given in the convent she was about to quit; charmed and affected by 
her excellent sentiments, they permitted her to enter at the 
Hospitalliers as a boarder, observing to her at the same time that she 
would have an opportunity to see more clearly ifhearafter, she would 
be able to persist in her design; adding that it was useless now to think 
of fixing herself there while she was so very young-thus at fifteen 
she entered the house of the misericorde de Jesus (Mercy of Jesus). 
The modest and recollected air with which she announced herself and 
the simple habit with which she was cloathed both from custom and 
taste occasioned her to be but little remarked by those pensioners, who 
look for nothing in a new associate but new customs and fashions of 
the world, of which they found nothing in Anna Maria. Her conversa-
tion all celestial, could only please the small number of young persons 
who considered their situations in the convent as a means of knowing 
and practicing virtue. These were not only inspired with it by her con-
versation, but led into the practice of it by her example. She united 
herself to them intimately and deligh[t]ed to deposit with them the 
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secret of her love for God, and the good works she practised in his ser-
vice-Too timid to communicate at first to these ladies her intentions 
of entering in their house, yet they could not fail to percieve that her 
highest motives were to be of their association. They considered her 
as an angel, and proposed her as a model to all their pensioners. 
Among the many virtues which <were the mo> shone in her conduct, 
Charity and the Spirit of mort(flcation' were the most remarkable. She 
considered it as a singular liberty and as the greatest indulgence to be 
permitted to accompany the religious in the chambers of the sick. Her 
zeal to serve them, courage in doing the most disgusting things, her 
compassion for their sufferings, passed all that can be expressed. Al-
ways seeking out for these things, most repugnant to nature, and seek-
ing with avidity every species of mortification. She denied herself 
every thing that was not really necessary, and the money allowed by 
her parents for her private use, was employed almost altogether for the 
use of the poor. These little secrets of humble and fervent piety, were 
not revealed till after her death, by a good sister who sewed in the hos-
pital and to whom she was necessarily obliged to confide the perfor-
mance ofthese good actions. Industrious to hide them from the eyes of 
others, she sometimes chose the hours her companions consecrated to 
amusements, to retire alone with God, Which did not however prevent 
her rising at a very early hour when permitted, so as to be able whether 
in chambers or Choir to entertain herself in secret with him who her 
soul loved. The passion of our Lord; Contempt of the world and the 
excellence of christian virtues, were the abundant subjects of her med-
itations. If these examples which we record of Anna Maria 's conduct 
are such as are not practiced at so tender an age, she offered others 
which are conformable to the ways of providence and may be imitated 
at every age. Such as her great love for sufferings, which made her 
consider them as favours from heaven, inspiring her with the most 
lively joy when she experienced them in any way and even occasioned 
her to envy others when they complained of them, though she would 
never complain of her own-As also her desire for retirement, 
2Inserted between the lines is the word "Francis" with a second word crossed out. This may be a 
possible reference to St. Francis of Assisi. 
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indifference for pleasure and general renunciation of whatever would 
indulge her taste or inclinations, having no other wish, but to conform 
herself to Jesus Crucified; this love of silence and Solitude with her di-
vine master; she was sometimes animated with the reading of pious 
books; at other times she employed herself at work or singing, the 
hymns of the Church-She was very desirous of purifying herself of 
the smallest faults in the sacrament of penance, and always eager to 
approach to the blessed sacrament of the Altar. Her humility made her 
fly from every thing contrary to Christian simplicity, so that she 
prefered being the object of the railleries of the boarders of the con-
vent (who often form a little world more dangerous than the great 
world itself) than to depart from the simplicity of conduct she had 
adopted in her life of retirement and instead of trying to disconcert 
them by the sensible and witty answers her mind would have dictated, 
she contented herself with replying "I came to the convent for no other 
reason than to pray to God more frequently, as we have not so good an 
opportunity to do it in the world" and then she would be silent, after 
having defended with mildness and modesty those of her companions 
who by imitating her conduct, were exposed to the same criticisms 
and her silence was always taken by the others as a mark of a mean 
spirit, but this rather pleased her and she was very willing they would 
laugh at her expense, and gave herself up with so good a grace to these 
acts of Humility, that no one could immagine they cost her the least 
pain. She never at any time had loved either the fashions or taste of the 
world, and what she had formerly done for the love ofliberty, she now 
did from a higher motive. It was often remarked to her that it did not 
suit her age to have her cap always down over her face, but she would 
reply, it is because I wish to wear tresses in heaven, I keep all my 
graces for that world, as the modes of this one do not suit me. I hope 
there I shall ever be better dressed than you are here" with these words 
she would look up to heaven with an air full of joy and pleasure as if 
she was contemplating her eternal crown. The time her parents had 
appointed for her return home approached, but Anna Maria would 
have wished never to have quitted an asylum in which she had the op-
portunity of visiting at any moment the adored Lord whom she loved 
so much, and to assist and console the poor which was her greatest 
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delight. In order to lessen her sorrow they promised her she should re-
turn in a few years and the sister who had the charge of the pensioners 
consoled her by telling her, "go my dearest child and begin in the 
bosom of your family the very life you desire to lead here, visit and 
console the poor and sick and persevere in approaching the adorable 
Sacrament every eight days. I have only one subject of uneasiness, 
which is the weakness of your health, but all must be committed to 
God, he will give you both strength and means to accomplish his 
will." She could not tear herself from the arms of this Religious, and 
her companions without many tears; but the manner in which she was 
received by her family could not fail to diminish her chagrin. She car-
ried Joy with her into the bosom of her good parents who were impa-
tient to judge for themselves, if, indeed so great a change had taken 
place in their dear child, as was reported. In considering the umltter-
able sweetness of her character, and the many virtues which shone in 
her, they could not contain their surprise, in recollecting what she had 
been in her infancy. They could scarcely knew her again, whoever 
came to the house, or had any knowledge of her, partook in their admi-
ration; her figure, her talents were much spoken of, but her piety, her 
charity, and secluded life still more. She soon became known and re-
vered by every body. Scarcely had she arrived at the chateau Geron, 
where she entreated her parents not to oblige her to go to balls and as-
semblies telling them in a gay manner "I was not <born> made for 
dancing" but! the plays and amusements you loved so much "0 all 
that's nothing now replied Anna Maria, and that the world may not 
rely on me" I beg you as a favour to let me adopt a dress which I know 
will not please it" her family would not contradict her, but only ob-
served she was very young and might change her mind, but that that 
they would be willing to give her coulour'd gowns and fancy dresses 
when she was tired of her Brown ones. The conduct of Anna Maria 
was now commended by few, they represented to her it would be 
much better to conform herself to the example of persons of her age; 
that a decent dress would never hinder a person from being a good 
christian, besides which, her distinguishing herself so much by her de-
votion would subject it to a thousand ridicules, if she should not after-
wards persevere, but her soul enlightened from on high discovered in 
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these observations a wisdom purely human, and the snares which the 
world makes use of to hold those captive, whom it has seduced; she 
only answer'd with a smile to those friends of her sisters, who thus 
blamed the simplicity of her dress "it is much more convenient to have 
but one gown, which spares me the trouble of consulting the weather 
or seasons how often you plague yourselves to know weather it will be 
good or bad[,] Wheather because you are slaves to the world," De-
tached from everything of this world, she not only announced it by her 
distaste for dress, but she felt more than ever the delights of Solitude 
and how dear they were to her heart remaining in company only where 
duty obliged her, and finding in her chamber and in the church the asy-
lum w[h]ere her soul could repose in the presence of her God but this 
love of Solitude neither rendered her savage or melancholy, she car-
ried with joy the yoke of our Lord, which always rendered her devo-
tion amiable; and when she met with those persons who unacquainted 
with the delights of piety would express their surprise at her gaiety and 
playfulness; she fearing they did not understand the source of it, 
would say with a serious air, "Virtue is not sad we cannot be discon-
tented in the service of so good a master. But it is more a matter of sur-
prise how the world can be cheerfull, since joy belongs only to the 
lovers of Virtue, and to those who have a good conscience" on her re-
turning home one day covered with mud after having visited the poor 
and sick in very bad w<h>eather some young ladies and a gentleman 
who happened to be there accosted her with laughter and pleasantries 
in the od[d]ity of her appearance which she received with an admira-
ble grace and to amuse them still more at her expense then shewed 
them the boarders of her gown covered with mud, the young man felt 
the motives of this conduct and was so edified that <tho' > he declared 
tho' he was not virtuous himself he adored it in her. Her docility to the 
will of her parents was unlimited and her eagerness to anticipate the 
smallest of their desires, her compliance in assisting her sisters in the 
work and business of the house, and her kindness to every bod<d>y, 
drew on her the admiration of everyone who witnessed it; Her father 
often answered <with> with tears when questioned about his daugh-
ter. He would say "She is a Saint and anticipates even our desires and 
if she was permitted would do all that is to be done in the house," 
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When our time is regulated we may find like Anna Maria occasions to 
oblige others while fulfilling our personal duties. Rising very eady in 
the morning, she went at 5 oclock to the church, here after performing 
her usual devotions, she afterwards heard Mass, at which she had the 
happiness of communicating, four or five times a week, and on her re-
turn home would do the work of the housemaid, that she might also be 
able to assist at the divine sacrifice, and from that time untill dinner 
she was employed in distributing bread and work to the poor, who 
where in want of them. Part of her afternoon was consecrated<g> in 
visiting the sick, and where they had frequent need she would go twice 
a day. On her return she would go to the church to recite her chaplet 
and would pray for an half hour and in the evening she taught little 
children their prayers and instructed them in their catechism, prepar-
ing them for their first communion, the intervals between these good 
works she spent in her chamber employing herself in needle work and 
pious reading, never visiting but those persons with whom she could 
converse of him she best loved. On Sundays and <holidays> festivals 
she seldom quitted the foot of the altar except Charity itself drew her 
away. One day a Lady of her acquaintance waited after Vespers to ac-
company her home; Two hours passed and she was still immovable 
and the expression of her face was, as if she was in heaven, inspiring 
her friend with so much respect that she dare not disturb her. After 
they went out of the church she said to her. "Surely my dear Friend 
you were tasting the sweetness of God." That is true answered Anna, 
and I prayed well for you. 0 if you did but know the recompence he 
gives to those who love him, you would not hesitate a moment to quit 
that world which will destroy you-if you do not detach yourself from 
it." Her companion affected by these words promised she would quit 
it, "but tell me said she where find the subjects of your prayers" Anna 
replied smiling, "God gives them to me sometimes, my good friend, is 
he not sufficiently amiable to fill our whole attention, but when I am in 
want of a book I have the affections of the soul by father A[ v ]rillon3 
and the four ends of Man by father Paller. I will lend them to you if you 
3Jean Baptiste Avrillon (1652-1729), Sentiments sur la dignite de /'ame ... e! sur I'abandon de 
Dieu (Paris, 1747). The book by Paller has not been identified. 
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please" Her friend accepted the offer and gained much advantage 
from her walk: In proportion, as her domestic life was exemplary and 
edifying to her family, so her conduct when abroad penetrated (Cha-
teau Geron) with veneration for her, the greatful tears and benedic-
tions of the unfortunate whom she was continually assisting, shed the 
odour of her virtues with the reputation of her charity. Ajust account 
cannot be given ofthe good works she performed daily, especially in 
the two last years of her life Not one poor person but knew the name of 
their good mother. Not one sufferer whom she had not visited, without 
being detained, <by> either by the fatigue of the walk, by bad weather 
or her own weak health and whenever she was pitied or begged to take 
care of herself she would answer that she was not fatigued, much more 
should be done in order to gain heaven. She has been busied in stables 
where the miserable peasants crowded like animals, were dying with 
cold and hunger, and infected with the odours their own misery shed 
around them; she would change their clothes, lay them on clean straw 
brought by herself, stay near them to prepare what was necessary, 
dress their wounds and administer the means she had procured from 
Physicians, obliged continually to answer, at the same time the multi-
tude of poor which surrounded her as they formerly did her Savior. 
She would in a manner tear herself away from them to go to more re-
mote places where the sick were absolutely abandoned. they were as-
tonished at first to see a young person like her enabled to do so much 
good and bestow so many charities but her love for the poor was so 
well known that many made her the distributor of their alms .... Prov-
idence furnished her with abundant means through the Lord of the 
parish. The Marquis of Chateau Giron had engaged a young Lady to 
bestow an annual sum on the poor ... but the terrible distress which 
desolated Britany in the year 1769 and 1770 soon rendered it impossi-
ble for this young lady to perform her commissions alone. Feeling 
souls even now recollect with trembling the misery, which in the 
towns, but still more on the countries were a multitude of unfortunate 
Peasants sleeping at night on the bare grounds devouring in the day 
time even the grass of the fields , nourishing themselves with husks 
and the most common food of animals a multitude of poor and sick be-
sieged the Chateau Giron and all the environs. Then the Marquis 
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begged of Anna Maria to visit his Castle as he then knew her by repu-
tation, he gave her charge of immense alms for the relief ofthose fami-
lies she had adopted and from that time untill the moment of her death, 
she was honour'd with the same confidence and enabled to assist all 
the Indigent in her own or In the neighboring villages and enabled to 
do every good work she wished to perform. Behold then our Heroine 
at the age of 16 so favoured by providence as to possess Immence re-
sources for the comfort of the poor but her external charities to them 
were only a preparation for the more useful attention of the Salvation 
of their souls, gaining every heart by her compassionate tenderness af-
ter distributing the material bread with What care! What zeal, did she 
not use to gain for them the divine and spiritual! we must know how 
<th> to love God as the youthful heart of Anna Maria did in order to 
understand w<h>ith wath [what] sweetness her's was filled. After 
performing such sublime and Self-sacrificing acts of Charity-She 
desired as it were hencefore to sacrifice herself more entirely to Him, 
in the service of the poor. Therefore having after much difficulty hav-
ing obtained the reluctund [reluctant] consent of her good parents, she 
Entered the Community of Daughters of Charity in Paris, Where after 
a short period of trial She made her Solemn Vows, Continuing <at 
her> in serving her beloved poor until her happy death which took 
place about the year 178S! Beloved and Esteemed by all who knew 
her-Her Memory is still held in Benediction. What a model for 
young ladies of our class.5 
4Written on the left side of the page. No record ofthis person has been located in the Daughters of 
Charity Archives in Paris. 
5Written upside down in another hand on the top of the page as a reflection on the foregoing text 
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13.21 Pious Stories I 
pp.70-79 
"Interesting Anecdote of a Female Convert Written to a Friend by 
herself' is an autobiographical account of a woman's conversion 
from a dissipated life to a life of piety. 
pp.80-85 
"Trait from the Old Testament" is a StOlY about the high priest 
Onias and his fidelity to the care of the Temple even when threatened 
by the Syrians. Cf. 1 Mace. 3,4, 15. 
pp.86-96 
"The Generous Gondolier" tells about a gondolier at the Grand Re-
gatta during the Venetian Carnival. It ends with moral exhortations to 
generosity. 
pp.97-108 
"Otilia Virgin and Abbess" recounts the story of a disabled child 
miraculously cured who later became an abbess known for her holy 
life. 
13.22 Letters from a Convert, to his friend Theodore, who was 
his disciple in the most impious and vicious Philosophy I 
13.21 ASJPH 1-3-3-28, p. 70-108 
IThis portion of the copybook contains four pious stories transcribed and perhaps translated by 
Elizabeth and her daughter Catherine. 
The editors have not included the transcriptions of these stories in this volume in the interests of 
space and because they do not believe they add to the understanding of Elizabeth's life and 
spirituality. 
13.22 ASJPH 1-3-3-28, p. 109-199 
I This portion ofthe copybook is a series ofletters that tell the conversion stOlY of a man who lcd a 
sinful life, met and was instmcted by a holy monk, was received into the church, and reformed his 
lifc. The letters include a number of apologetic arguments used by the monk to convert the penitent 
to the faith. As a result of these letters, Theodore, the recipient of the letters, also experienced a 
conversion and came to lead a life of holiness and good works. 
Although this section of the manuscript is in Elizabeth's hand and her daughter Catherine' s. the 
editors have not included this portion of the notebook in this volume in the interests of space and 
because they do not believe they add to the understanding of Elizabeth's life and spirituality. 
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13.23 Extract From St. Vincent's Life' 
In Barbary the Christian slaves of all ages, sexes and conditions, 
after being exposed to sale as beasts are exposed in Europe, are con-
fined all together in places like stables, where they are loaded with 
chains, and only leave these dwellings offilth and misery, to go in the 
fields to labour, or to the galleys to row, and this in the heat of summer 
and colds of winter with no other covering but linen drawers! When 
returning from these labours, bruised and lamed with the bastinado,' 
and half dead with fatigue; their only allowance is brown bread, and 
their place of rest these stables of accumulated filth and desolation! 
they are seen at work, also in marble quarries, so burnt with the raging 
heat that their skin falls off and their tongues hang out like dogs pant-
ing with thirst. 
In the midst of this excessive misery the missioners of St. Vincent 
were as ministering Angels. They obtained permission or brought the 
privilege of having the chains of these poor sufferers sometimes taken 
off-would clean their wretched Bagnes [penal colonies] or dwell-
ings! and hear their confessions! dress up as decent an Altar as they 
could <and> say mass and administer the Blessed sacrament to con-
sole them in their affliction 
Some poor Christians in more remote situations, found it difficult 
to procure the sacraments; when they were sick the Christian Apothe-
cary would be sent for; he would tell the master that he must bring the 
Physician, thus a missioner would get access carrying the B[lessed] 
Sacrament, in a box in his bosom, and sometimes administering it in 
the very presence of the turks, saying it was the remedy he brought for 
the sick! A priest might often be seen going in silence through the 
street, not returning the salutation of any person, which was the signal 
that he carried with him this blessed physician of the sick! a christian 
would go before with a little lantern hid under his cloak, holy water in 
13.23 AS.TPH 1-3-3-28(199-211) 
IThis section of the copybook contains selections taken from Abelly 2:7 and Abelly 2: 105ff. 
Missionaries were sent by Vincent in 1645 to Tunis and latcr to Algiers and Bizerte. 
2 A type of punishment consisting of blows with a stick on the soles of the feet or the buttocks 
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a Phial, a corporal and purificator,3 the turks not allowing their Chris-
tian slaves any part of the day from their labour, the missioners were 
often obliged to instruct and prepare them in the night at a time of par-
ticular devotion one of them passed six or seven nights in this manner 
successively without sleep! 
The french Consul made this known to M Vincent that he might 
moderate this excessive zeal.4 Often were these good priests impris-
oned while in the performance of these labours of love and charity 
Monr Barreau' was not only imprisoned but commanded to pay a debt 
which he never contracted, when he represented the injustice of the 
claim and the impossibility of his being able to pay it! 
The barbarious Bashaw [pasha, a ruling official] had him stretched 
on the ground, after the custom of the country, and the soles of this feet 
so unmercifully beaten, that he fainted with pain, and was carried 
home almost dead. still the Bashaw insisted on the sum demanded, 
and ordered irons to be run under the nails of his fingers; Mr. Barreau 
not possessing one third of the money, determined to give himself up 
to the hands of God and suffer death if it was his will! but the poor 
christian slaves hearing what had happened brought some ten, some 
twenty some fifty and an hundred crowns, little sums which they had 
laid up towards the payment of their own liberty, but which they now 
most cheerfully gave up for the liberty of this good priest and to save a 
life devoted to their service-and God rewarded the affection of these 
poor slaves, for Mr. Vincent being informed of all that had happened, 
gathered the alms, and donations of charitable persons, returned the 
money to the poor slaves and by the help of the Consul obtained their 
liberty; so that 70 of them returned to france with their beloved mis-
sioner whose life they had saved-
Mr. Vincent never disputed on religion he said nothing could be 
gained by asperity or pride, the enemy of our souls having so much of 
these, would never permit anyone to be vanquished by them, but not 
possessing either humility or meekness, he could not always prevent 
3Lincns used for celebrating Mass and distributing Communion 
4The following section is from Abelly 2:92·97. 
5Jean Barreau, a non·ordained Vincentian who served as consul in Algiers beginning in 1646 
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souls from being drawn from his slavery by their means-but he made 
it a particular study of his missioner to be able to give a reasonfor ev-
ery point offaith6 as the Apostle directs . Without speaking on subjects 
of controversy; when necessarily obliged to contrast truth and false 
doctrine to do it, without naming heretics, whom he wished they to in-
struct more by example than words, as instructions without humility 
and kindness to support them generally produce much noise without 
profit 
Peter Burgon from the life of St. Vincent." 
He was about twenty one years of age, born in the Island of 
Majorca, being about to be sold by his Master to the galleys of Con-
stantinople from whence he could never get free, went to the Bashaw 
to beg his pity and interference-the Bashaw promised to protect him 
ifhe would wear the turban, and by persecutions, threatenings and tor-
ments, prevailed with the poor youth to become a renegade, atho he 
preserved in his heart every sentiment of esteem and love for his reli-
gion, he protested to the Christian slaves, that tho he wore the dress of 
a turk, he was not one in his heart and that he took this step only with 
the hope of regaining his liberty; but seeing the crime he committed by 
this exterior compliance, he was struck with repentance, and knowing 
that Death only could expiate his Cowardice, he resolved to meet it 
rather than live in his infidelity, accordingly he began to speak 
warmly of the excellence of Christianity, and with contempt of 
Mahonetamism [Islam] in presence of both turks and Christians; 
though he trembled at the torments the barbarians would inflict on 
him, my Saviour died for me he said, and it is just that I should die for 
him! so going to the Bashaw he said you seduced me to renounce my 
religion which is good and true, to follow yours which is evil and 
false, therefore I must now declare to you that I am a Christian, and 
that I reject and detest the turban you gave me; saying this he threw off 
61 Pet. 3:15 
7 Abelly 2: 1 00 recounts this story of Bourgoin or Borguni. 
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the turban and trampled on it saying I know you will put me to death, I 
am ready to suffer ever kind of torment for my Saviour J[esus] 
C[hris]t on this declaration the Bashaw condemned him to be burnt 
alive he was stript of his upper garments, a chain put round his neck, 
and loaded with a heavy beam to which he was to be tied and burnt, as 
he was conducted to the place of death, seeing himself surrounded by 
turks renegades and even Christians, he cried aloud "Live Jesus and 
let thy Apostolic roman Faith triumph for ever, there is no other by 
which we can be saved and he went on courageously to death for 
J[esus] C[hris]t-Before he was fastened to the stake he said to his 
companions, Although I am afraid of death I yet feel something (lay-
ing his hand on his forehead) which assures me that God will give me 
grace to suffer the torments prepared for me-our Lord himself 
dreaded death, still he voluntarily endured greater torments than can 
be inflicted on me-"My hope is in his strength and mercy" the fire 
was now lit around him, and he gave up his soul pure as gold from the 
furnace! he received absolution from the Missioner, who was near 
him on a signal given in the midst of his torments and sufferings-
Another Trait from the Missions8 
In Tunis two young lads of fifteen, one french the other English 
took a great affection for each other, and tho sold to different Masters, 
would often meet and speak of their holy faith determining to die 
rather than forsake it. The english youth had been converted from 
Lutheranism, by his dear companion in slavery; and when some of his 
ancient sect came to Tunis and offered to ransom him if he would re-
turn to their religion; he protests that he preferred slavery for life with 
the Catholic religion, rather than to sacrifice his faith for his liberty. 
They both continued to suffer incredible persecution, their Masters 
seemed leagued with Satan himself in their inhuman endeavours to 
make them renounce Christ Jesus; leaving them often for dead from 
their cruel bastinadoes-one day the young englishman finding his 
8 AbeUy 2: I 18ff . 
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friend in that condition stretched on the floor called him to know ifhe 
was alive or dead! "I am a Christian for life" was all the reply he could 
get for a long time from his friend, on which he knelt down and began 
to kiss his feet; the Turks who at that moment came in asking why he 
did it, "to honour said he the members which suffer for Jesus Christ 
my Saviour and my God" on which he was soon beaten out of the 
house-but when the frenchman recovered he made his way to his 
dear companion whom he found beaten till he was almost lifeless[.] a 
Turk with a Sabre stood near him, but a particular inspiration he asked 
his suffering friend, whom he loved best Jesus Christ or Mahomet, 
and the poor little englishman answering J[esus] C[hris]t that he 
would live and die for him; the turk drew his sabre to cut off as he said 
the ears of the frenchman, who however would not give him time but 
drawing his knife from his belt immediately cut off one ear himself, 
and holding it all bleeding to the barbarian, asked him boldly if he 
would have the other one also! which truly he would have taken off 
with equal resolution, to prove his determination to suffer death itself 
for his Faith, if they had not wrestled the knife from him. 
The Infidels now lost all hope of shaking the resolution of these 
two young Christians, in supporting the faith of Christ, and God was 
pleased to reward their fidelity by taking them both at one time to him-
self, by a contageious malady which completed the purification of 
their souls and brought them to them bright crown in heaven. 
=================== 
Introduction of Christianity 
into Ethiopia.9 
What trifling circumstances our God makes use of to accomplish 
his merciful designs! 
St. Frumentius and one of his cousins, when both very young, were 
led into Ethiopia by a Merchant who had been entrusted with the care 
of their education, whither he went for some commercial concerns, 
~is last section is not from Louis Abelly ' s biography of Vincent de Paul. Its source is unknown. 
S!. Frumentius (d. c. 380) is said to have introduced Christianity into Ethopia. 
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the barbarians, having massacred the Merchant and his crew, found 
the two Children studying under a tree, and preparing their lessons, 
with so much attention, that they forgot the long absence of the 
Mer[chan]t Nor heeded the strange country and fierce looking people 
who inhabited it those who now approached them were moved with 
compassion and led them to the king, who charmed with their inno-
cence and sensible modest answers, took them under his protection. 
After a few yrs he made Frumentius his trans[lator] and secretary, the 
other he nominated his cup bearer. The King soon after dying, 
Frumentius shared the regency with the Queen dowager, during the 
minority of her son, he used all his influence in favour of the christian 
Merc[han]ts who landed on those coasts. At last obtaining of the 
young King permission to return with his relation to his own Country, 
Tyre he made known to Athanasius Patriarch of Alexa[andriaJ. the 
states of the Christians in Eth[ opia]. And the kind dispositions of the 
natives towards that religion requesting him to send them a Bishop. 
Ath[anasius] after considering well consecrate[dJ Frumentius and 
sent him back where his preaching 
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APPENDIX A 
A-ll.34 "Oh, my Jesus!" 
[n.d.] 
Oh, my Jesus! No one, no one ever wronged me. All have done too 
much, and thought less evil than there was. But oh, how many I have 
grieved, troubled, and scandalized! Let me then mount to Thee on the 
steps of humility, on which Thou earnest down to me. Let me kiss the 
path of Calvary sprinkled with Thy blood, since it is that path alone 
which leads me to Thee. 
A-ll.35 "The tender interior look . .. " 
[n.d.] 
The tender interior look through sorrow at eternal joy- through 
the look of our Jesus, who wept for what you now weep, and must 
weep for to the last moment of life with loving bitterness and bound-
less exertions of penance- penance united to the only penance of our 
Jesus suffering, naked, and dying in obedience and payment for your 
fault. Penance, yes; life is so short, eternity so long. Let every fiber of 
the heart now suffer with Him that eternity may be most glorious, 
pure, serene, and loving. Oh, dear, dear eternity, come, take from this 
earth. 
A-ll.34 RSM II, p. 175 
A-I1.3S RSM II, p. 178 
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A-ll.36 "Beware of the disgust ... " 
[n.d.] 
Beware of the disgust and tediousness oflife proceeding from na-
ture rather than Divine love. Keep on with hard earned, but eternal, 
blissful merit. Try to love, yes, to love your trial as from the Will, try to 
love the dear, good, trying one. 
Through piety and gratitude come to the deepest recess of peace, 
and love, and true contentment of your heart, and let the little, whis-
tling, chilling wind blow above your head, and blast nothing of your 
dear interior cheerfulness, your bright and hopeful look at eternity. 
A-ll.37 "Through divine love and grace .. ."1 
November 10, 1805 
"Through divine love and grace." Not to speak of any one unless to 
their advantage, nor of myself unless of God's goodness. To avoid all 
curiosity. Not to express any discontent. To be silent when consistent 
with duty. Not to be angry with any thing but what displeases God. To 
rise as soon as I awake. To be gentle to the children and humble to ev-
erybody. To be regular with the children in lessons, etc. To lift up my 
heart on all occasions, great and small, to Him. 
A-ll.36 RSM II, p.178·79 
A-ll.37 RSM J, p. 232 
1 According to Robert Seton, this reflection is from one of Elizabeth's notebooks. 
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A-12.3 Rule of 1812' 
1812. The copy of the mles presented to Archbishop [ John] Carroll 
and Rev. [John] Tessier for approbation. 2 
A-12.3 ASJPH RB #29b 
'This Rule is a transcription of the handwritten copy made by Rev. John Dubois, which the 
Sulpicians and Archbishop John CalToll adapted from the Common Rules of the Daughters of 
Charity in France (ed. Rene Ahneras, 1672), brought to the United States by Bishop Benedict 
Flaget, S.S., in 1811. 
Sister Rose White's Journal gives the following account: 
"Rev. Mr. Flaget returned from France and brought us the rules, constitutions and conferences of 
the Sisters of Charity founded by St. Vincent de Paul. Rev. Mr. Flaget received the promise of 
Sisters to accompany him to America, and the money was provided to pay their passage, and it was 
thus he received for us the rules, constitutions and etc., but the govenuuent under Bonaparte 
interfered and the Sisters were not at liberty to leave France. The constitutions and rules were 
submitted to the Archbishop [John Carroll] and the Rev. Mr. [John] Tessier of St. Sulpice [in 
Baltimore]. They were modified to suit this country and translated into English by our Rev. 
Superior, Mr. Dubois, then read to the Sisters assembled before they were signed by the Archbishop 
and Rev. Mr. Tessier to know from us if they were approved of by the Archbishop and Rev. Mr. 
Tessier who had directed them to be translated and made to suit this country. We were all at liberty to 
adopt these rules or not, free to retire, if we wished to from the Community. All were invited to stay 
notwithstanding bad health and other infirmities. Each was invited to raise her hand, if she were 
willing to adopt the rules. All were united but one voice. The good Superior len us for Baltimore, 
returned in a few days, the Constitutions signed, Rules approved of by the Archbishop Carroll and 
Rev. Mr. Tessier." Cf. Seton Writings 2:730-31. 
Rev. Benedict Flaget, S.S., (1763-1850), a French emigre priest serving in the United States, was 
a professor at St. Mary Semina,y in Baltimore and in 1808 became bishop-elect of Bardstown, 
Kentucky. At the request of Rev. John David, S.S., superior of the Sisters of Charity, and 
Archbishop John CalToll, he obtained a copy of the Common Rules of the Daughters of Charity 
while on a trip to Europe and brought it to Emmitsburg (1810) for the use of Elizabeth and her sisters. 
In 1811 he arrived in his frontier post where he spent much of his time on horseback visiting 
Catholics throughout his vast diocese. He transferred the seat of the diocese to Louisville in 1841 
where he remained as bishop until his death. 
Dr. Ellin Kelly prepared this transcription from Dubois' original manuscript and from a copy of 
the French Rule which Rev. Simon Brute made for Rev. John David, S.S. The French copy is 
preserved in the Archives of the Sisters of Charity of Nazareth, Kentucky. 
TIle Sisters of Charity of Nazareth were founded in 1812 in Nelson County, Kentucky, by John 
David, and Catherine Spalding (1793-1858). Born in Charles County, Maryland, Sister Catherine 
served as Superior of the community for four different six-year terms. The Emmitsburg community 
shared its rule and habit with the Nazareth sisters, who chose to change the black cap to a white bonnet. 
Some minor changes have been made in the original spelling and punctuation. Bracketed words 
and phrases are editorial changes or substitutions for illegible passages. 
2January 17, 1812, marks the official confinnation of the Rules and Constitutions ofthe Sisters of 
Charity of St. Joseph's. 
Rev. John Maty Tessier, S.S., was superior at St. Mary Seminary and second superior of the 
Society ofSt. SuI pice in the United States (1810-1829). He showed a special interest in people of 
color who had come with French masters from Santo Domingo and other West Indian Islands. and 
he made them a part of the congregation at St. Mary Chapel on Paca Street. He participated 




For the Society of Sisters of Charity 
[n the United States of America 
CHAPTER I 
Of the Ends of their Society and of the Virtues peculiar to their 
State 
Article I 
I. The principal end for which God has called and assembled the 
Sisters of Charity is to honor Jesus Christ Our Lord as the source and 
model of all Charity by rendering to him every temporal and spiritual 
service in their power in the persons of the poor either sick, invalid, 
children, prisoners, even the insane or others who through shame 
would conceal their necessities in some instance. A secondary but not 
less important one is to honor thc Sacred Infancy of Jesus in the young 
persons of their sex whose heart they are called upon to form to the 
love of God, the practice of every virtue, and the knowledge of reli-
gion, whilst they sow in their minds the seeds of useful knowledge. 3 
N ow in order that they may correspond with the grace of that voca-
tion and fulfill with merit to themselves and benefit to others the great 
obligations atmexed to it, they must endeavor to live a holy life and ap-
ply with great care to their own perfection, joining the exercises of an 
interior and spiritual life to their exterior employments, according to 
the following regulations which they shall strive to practice with the 
utmost fidelity as the most proper means to arrive at the ends of their 
holy vocation. 
II. They shall reflect that although they do not belong to a religious 
order (that state not being compatible with the objects of their institu-
tion), nevetiheless, as they are more exposed to the world than nuns, 
having in most circumstances no other monastery than the houses of 
the sick or the school rooms, no other cell than a hired room, no other 
chapel than the parish churches, no cloister but public streets or hospi-
tal rooms, no enclosure but obedience, no grate but the fear of God, no 
3The addition ofthe education of girls as the secondary purpose ofthe community was the major 
adaptation ofthc French Rule to fit the needs and circumstances of the Catholic church in the United 
States. 
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veil but that of holy modesty, they are on that account to lead as virtu-
ous a life as ifthey were professed in a religious order and to comport 
themselves in every place in which they may be mixed with the world 
with as much recollection, purity of heart and body, detachment from 
creatures, and in fine give as much edification as nuns in the retire-
ment of their monastery. 
III. The first thing which they must endeavor to observe inviolably 
shall be to hold the salvation of their souls in higher consideration than 
any thing in the world and to spare no pains to keep themselves always 
in a state of grace, shunning mortal sin more than they would the infer-
nal spirit and using all their endeavors, with the assistance of God, not 
to commit deliberately any venial sin but to obtain from God the grace 
necessary to that effect and [to] secure to themselves the reward which 
our Lord promises to those who devote themselves to the service of 
His little ones. They must, moreover, diligently apply to the acquisi-
tion of Christian virtues, particularly to those which are recommended 
to them in the following rules. 
IV. They shall perform all their exercises both spiritual and tempo-
ral in a spirit of humility, charity, and simplicity in union with those 
which Jesus Christ performed on earth, directing to that end their in-
tention in the morning and at the beginning of every action, particu-
larly in going to serve the sick or instructing their pupils, 
remembering that these three virtues are as the three facilities of the 
soul which must give life to the whole body in general and to every 
member ofthe community in patiicular and, in a word, that this is the 
proper spirit of their company. 
V. They shall abhor the maxims of the world and embrace those of 
Jesus Christ and among others those that recommend mortification, 
both interior and exterior, the contempt of themselves and of all 
earthly things, preferring low employments and such as are repugnant 
to the inclinations of nature to honorable and pleasing ones, taking al-
ways the last place and the refuse of others, and persuading them-
selves that with all this they will still be better offthan they deserve on 
account of their sins. 
VI. They shall have no attachment to anything created: particularly 
to places, to employments, or to persons, not even to their parents nor 
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to their confessors, and they shall always be disposed to quit all when 
obedience will require it, recollecting the words of Jesus Christ, that 
we are not worthy of Him if we are not ready to pmi with father and 
mother, brothers and sisters, for His sake and renounce ourselves as 
well as everything else to follow Him! 
VII. They shall suffer cheerfully and for the love of God inconve-
niences, contradictions, scoffings, calumnies, and other mortifica-
tions which may happen to them even for their good actions, 
remembering that our Savior, who was very innocent, endured for us 
far greater ones and prayed even for those who cmcified Him and that 
all this is only a pali of the cross which He wills them to carry after 
Him on earth to deserve the happiness of living forever with Him in 
heaven. 
VIII. They shall have a great confidence in Divine Providence, 
abandoning themselves to it without reserve as an infant to its nurse, 
fully persuaded that provided on their part they strive to be faithful to 
their vocation and to the observance of their mles, God will ever keep 
them under His protection and assist them in every necessity of soul 
and body even when everything should appear to be lost. 
CHAPTER II 
Of the vows taken by the Sisters of St. Joseph and of the 
obligations annexed to them. 
Article I 
Of the Vow of Poverty 
I. The Sisters of Charity shall hold in great honor the poverty ofJe-
sus Christ, contenting themselves with their little necessaries in the 
usual simplicity and according to the usage of the Community, con-
sidering that they are the servants ofthe poor and consequently must 
themselves live a life of poveliy. They accordingly shall put every-
thing in common as the primitive Christians did so that none ofthem, 
either in or out of the Motherhouse, shall have anything whatever to 
keep or to use as her own and individual property. They shall not 
~~~---~~---~------~----
4Cf. Luke 14:26. 
t 
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dispose, either by gifts or loans, of anything belonging to the Commu-
nity or to themselves nor of what might remain in their hands ofthe al-
lowance given them for their maintenance, much less of what might 
be deposited in their charge for the use of the poor, nor borrow, pur-
chase, or receive anything without the consent of the Mother in mat-
ters of little import and for common use and that of the Superior 
besides in extraordinary things and those which are of some value. 
II. They shall endeavor to establish themselves in that holy practice 
so much recommended by the Saints and so strictly observed in well 
regulated communities: neither to ask or refuse anything in temporal 
matters. Should they, however, be in real want of some article, they 
may disclose it with simplicity and indifference to the Sisters or other 
persons who have the charge of supplying their necessities, and let 
them remain easy whether it is granted or not. But in order that they 
may not be [an] occasion of contravening to this holy practice, the Sis-
ter in office or Sister Servant in the separate establishments shall in-
quire every week into the wants of each one in particular and supply 
them without superfluity, according to the resources of the house. 
III. As they must not, without permission, make use for themselves 
of anything destined for the Community or for some other Sister, so 
they must not complain if at any time the use of an article that had al-
ready been granted to them should be, with superior permission, 
transferred to someone else but rather be pleased with the opportunity 
of practicing holy poverty and mortification. Should they, however, 
think it necessary to speak of it, as for instance if they thought or sus-
pected that this transfer had been made without permission, they shall 
not divulge it in public nor even disclose it in private to any but the 
Mother or the officer whom it may concern, or in the distant establish-
ments to the Sister Servant. They shall also be very careful never to lay 
aside or change without permission the things granted for their private 
use because they are old or not agreeable to their taste, and much less 
shall they ever presume to throw them away or to alter them to suit 
their own inclination. 
IV. They shall be strictly scrupulous in the management of the 
money and other things in their charge, destined to the use ofthe Sis-
ters, considering that any willful neglect on this score would be a sin 
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against the virtue of poverty which they have promised to practice 
from the moment they put on the habit and assumed the name of Ser-
vants of the Poor. Accordingly, whatever resources the charity of the 
people or their own industry may afford them hereafter either in the 
motherhouse or in the separate establishments, neither the Mother, 
nor officers, nor Sisters, nor in the separate establishments the Sister 
Servant and her companions shall ever deviate in the dress, food, 
house, furniture, etc. from the strictest simplicity and the spirit of po v-
erty so much inculcated by their holy founders, remembering that 
whatever remains in their hands, after they have taken the strict neces-
saries out of it , is intended either to extend their establishments for the 
public good or to be applied to the relief of the poor. And further let it 
be understood that every Sister Servant in the separate establishments 
shall render a yearly account to the Mother of any monies received or 
appended, the surplus of which, if any not destined for the poor, she 
has a right to demand for the use of the Motherhouse. 
v. And whereas a perfect unifonnity in all things is the best means 
of preserving union and good order in a community and evelY singular-
ity is the greatest source of dissensions, irregularities, and confusion, 
the Sisters of Charity not only at the Motherhouse but also in the sepa-
rate establishments shall preserve inviolate a unifonn mode in their 
board, dress, and furniture. And to obviate any abuse which might 
creep in respecting any article oftheir dress, those who live in separate 
establishments shall either receive from the Mother a sample of that 
kind of stuff which is used in the Motherhouse that they may buy the 
like and no other, or if it could not be procured, send to her a sample of 
that which they can get and receive her approbation. They shall also 
conform themselves as much as possible to the maxims, practices, and 
usages adopted therein, both for the spiritual and temporal government, 
not adopting new ones though apparently better and more perfect. 
Should, however, any individual after a mature examination in the 
presence of God think that she stands in real want of any particular in-
dulgence on account of indisposition, she shall propose her thoughts 
to the Mother, who shall examine with the Superior what is most ex-
pedient, and she shall with simplicity and indifference wait submis-
sively for their decision. 
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VI. They shall also practice holy poverty in their sickness, content-
ing themselves with the common fare of the poor, as well in medicines 
as in nourishment and other such necessaries, without fretting or mur-
muring at not being treated according to their fancy. They must con-
sider particularly on this occasion that, being the servants ofthe poor, 
they are not to be better treated than their masters and that it is a great 
happiness for them to have something to suffer for the love of God 
who thus wishes to exercise their patience in order to increase their 
merit. Besides that they do not know what is proper for them as welJ as 
the physician and the infirmarian to whom, consequently, it is reason-
able that they should abandon the care of their health. 
Accordingly they shall eat only at the hours appointed and in no 
other place than the infirmary or the refectory, and they shall not re-
ceive nor cause to be bought for themselves anything whatsoever 
without permission from the Mother or Sister Servant, and the other 
Sisters, who may visit them, shall give them nothing without the like 
permission. And if any stranger wished to treat them more delicately 
and profusely, they shall humbly thank them and respectfully entreat 
they should not insist on their deviating from their TIlles, which how-
ever do not forbid them receiving, with the above permission, some 
little delicacies when they have great need of them. 
VII. Whilst they reside in the Motherhouse, they shall never invite 
any stranger either to eat or to take lodging in the house without the 
pennission ofthe Mother. Those likewise who live in separate estab-
lishments are warned against taking such liberty even with their rela-
tions without the consent of the Sister Servant, who shall never give it 
but in cases of great necessity and with either a general or special per-
mission of the Mother (which is to be understood only of persons of 
their own sex). Ifthere was no other evil in such a practice than that of 
disposing of property of which they have no other use than that re-
quired by their own necessities, the whole surplus of which belongs to 




I. The Sisters of Charity shall use their utmost endeavors to pre-
serve unstained the purity of their bodies and hearts for which purpose 
they shall quickly reject all sorts of thoughts contrmy to that virtue and 
carefully shun everything that could in any manner injure it: particu-
larlya desire of pleasing, vanity, and affectation either in their dress, 
carriage, gait or conversations, as also curiosity to hear or see people 
through the windows or going in the streets. Much more so will they 
avoid that scandalous mode of running to the windows to look at 
strangers coming to the house or going away and frequent communi-
cations with strangers not commanded by either necessity or charity. 
In fine, they shall guard carefully against whatever might give the 
least occasion to suspect them, in any degree, of being inclined to the 
vice opposite to chastity, that suspicion alone even though ill founded 
being more injurious to their society and its holy functions than all 
other crimes which might be falsely imputed to them. 
II. And whereas holy modesty is necessary to them, not only for the 
edification of others but also for the preservation of that angelical pu-
rity which is quickly tarnished by acts of immodesty, they shall be ex-
tremely careful never to depart from its rigid rules at all times and in 
every place. Accordingly they shall keep their eyes down particularly 
in the streets, in the church, in strange houses, and above all, when 
speaking to persons of the other sex and even among themselves in 
their chambers, at the time of prayer, during pious colloquies and 
meals, at the time devoted to silence. They shall avoid precipitancy in 
walking and other actions [and] preserve cleanliness in their garments 
and furniture without affectation. They shall also abstain even in their 
recreations from childish levity, immoderate laughter, unbecoming 
discourses and gestures, forbidden plays or such as might lead them to 
an indelicacy. They shall never touch one another without necessity, 
not even in play or in token offriendship, unless it is to salute one an-
other in a spirit of charity, the newly received Sisters, or those who re-
turn after an absence, or to affect a reconciliation with someone to 
whom they might have given some uneasiness. In which case it is 
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permitted to them to kiss one another on the cheek but not otherwise 
and always kneeling down, but never in the street or any other public 
place. 
III. They must carefully shun idleness as the parent of all vices and 
particularly of impurity. To this end whenever their duties and the ex-
ercises marked out in their daily employment shall afford them some 
moments of relaxation they shall faithfully employ them in sewing, 
spinning, or some such work, and if they have not wherewith to oc-
cupy themselves, they shall ask it ofthe Mother or her Assistant. And 
those residing in separate establishments must apply to the Sister Ser-
vant. They shall in no place keep birds, lap dogs, or any animals for 
amusement which might be the occasion of badly employing that time 
which they ought to be very scrupulous of losing, remembering that 
God will call them to an exact account for every moment of it. 
They shall not spend their time on working days in saying other 
prayers than those prescribed to them in their daily employments 
without a special permission of the Mother, not to be granted when it 
interferes with their exterior duties. Nor shall they stop to hear more 
than one Mass unless some particular circumstance obliges them to do 
so. 
IV. As an ill regulated communication with strangers may prove as 
detrimental to their purity as it is meritorious and advantageous to 
them when directed by obedience and charity towards the poor, they 
shall never go about without the permission of the Mother to whom 
they shall declare when and on what errand they go, and on their return 
they shall give her an account ofthemselves. Those who live in sepa-
rate establishments will do the same with the Sister Servant who shall 
likewise inform her second in authority before she goes out. On these 
occasions they shall not forget before they go out to enter their chapel 
or oratory, take holy water, and on their knees to offer to our Lord the 
action they are going to perform and to demand his blessing and grace 
not to offend him, which they shall likewise do on their return home, 
both to thank him for his gracious protection and ask his pardon for the 
faults they may have committed. 
V. They shall pay no visit but in cases of necessity, or when it be-
comes necessary to visit magistrates or men in authority, or to solicit 
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contributions etc. but visits of mere ceremony are absolutely forbid-
den. 
VI. On no occasion must a Sister be permitted to go out alone but 
always with a suitable companion, designated or approved of by the 
Mother, who is never to quit or lose sight of her whilst out. In case a 
Sister cannot be spared to accompany her, she may take a prudent girl 
of the school or some good person of the neighborhood whom she 
shall pray not to quit her all the time she is out. They shall never visit, 
even on pretext of charity, any people of loose, suspicious character 
nor attend or administer medicines to any lady defamed for the vice of 
impurity or laboring under diseases which spring from it. As for other 
poor sick people, particularly ofthe other sex, they shall be very cau-
tious in administering remedies to them or attending them and shall 
not approach them too near even during their agony in preparing them 
for death. 
VII. If strangers should come to visit them, they shall neither speak 
to them nor introduce them to any Sister till they have obtained per-
mission to that effect from the Mother or the Sister Servant, and then 
they shall receive them in the place destined for the reception of 
strangers but never introduce them into the inner part of the house, 
much less into the chambers or dormitories without an express per-
mission of the Reverend Superior even if they were persons of their 
own sex and who would wish to see the house, whatever may be their 
rank and consideration. They shall act in the same manner with 
priests, even their confessors, except in case of sickness; in which case 
there will always be another Sister present within sight of them, or if it 
is impracticable on account of the smallness of the room, the door 
must be left open. They shall use the same precautions with the physi-
cian or other person who would be duly authorized to visit them in 
sickness. They shall, with much more reason, abstain from visiting 
[the] confessor or the priests in their private chambers unless they be 
very sick; for then they are allowed to visit them but always two to-
gether. And if out of this case, they want to speak to them at their 
houses, let it be in some public or open part thereof and never at undue 
hours. The same rule shall be observed at [the] Sisterhood or at sepa-
rate establishments; at which places no intercourse of that kind shall 
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take place but in the chapel, oratory, or a room open to everybody and 
destined to receive strangers. If, by chance, they happened to find 
themselves alone with any man whatever, they must not stop a mo-
ment with him unless the doors be open. 
VIII. Whenever they meet with persons of the other sex, they must 
let a great reserve appear in their words and in all their exterior, taking 
care not to show too much cordial[ity] or complaisance and shorten-
ing their discourse with them, even though it should be in matters of 
piety or on what concerns the relief ofthe poor or anything ofthe same 
nature. They shall not be taught to write, etc., by men, and above all 
they shall never suffer from them any kind of familiarity. 
IX. When they go through the streets or to some house for the ser-
vice ofthe poor, they shall not stop with strangers without great neces-
sity, and then they will endeavor to satisfy their demands in a few 
words, prudently waving and cutting off by some pious reflections 
any worldly conversation. They shall studiously avoid inquiring into 
the conduct not only of strangers but also of their Sisters, as well as 
into private family concerns although under pretence of consoling the 
poor, this curiosity being very contraIY to the spirit of devotion and to 
the good example they owe to their neighbor. Whilst [they are] attend-
ing the sick in private houses, [should anyone] break out into immoral 
or irreligious reflections in their presence without opposition on the 
part of the master of the house, they shall withdraw immediately and 
never return there without receiving a solemn promise that such be-
havior shall never be suffered any more. 
X. Sobriety and good order in their meals greatly contributing to 
the health both of the soul and body and particularly to the preserva-
tion of chastity, they shall do their utmost to conform in this point to 
the regulations observed in the Motherhouse, both with regard to the 
quantity and quality of the victuals and drink and the time and place of 
taking their meals. Ifhowever someone should be under the necessity 
of eating between meals or out ofthe house or of taking some extraor-
dinary nourishment, she shall ask permission from the Mother or the 
Sister Servant ofthe place in which she is. But the use of wine or spiri-
tous liquor is to be granted to no one without the express permission of 
the Superior of their company. 
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XI. Although the continual labors of the Sisters of Charity pennit 
them not to embrace penitential practices and bodily austerities, they 
may however at times, with the pennission of the Mother, perfonn 
small ones. Should they incline to extraordinary works of the kind, 
they must previously obtain the approbation of the Reverend Supe-
rior. But unless they have obtained such pennissions, they will con-
tent themselves with the days of fasting and abstinence prescribed by 
the Church, which they will observe in the manner in which it is by the 
Catholics at large throughout the United States, to which they will add 
only the eve of the festival of St. Vincent of Paul which shall be kept 
by them as a fasting day. Let them, however, be convinced that exter-
nal mortifications avail but little if not accompanied and animated by 
[those] which are internal and consist in subjecting their judgment and 
inclination to the will of their Superiors, in combating and overcom-
ing their passions and wicked propensities, and [in] refusing to their 
senses any unnecessary gratification. 
XII. Sisters, except in voyages and travels authorized or com-
manded by their Superiors, must never take their meals, much less 
spend the night, out of their own house under any pretense of kindred, 
friendship, and indisposition. Should they, for extraordinary reasons, 
ever be employed in sitting up with a sick friend or parent, they there 
must always be two together. 
Article III 
On Obedience 
I. The Sisters of Charity shall pay honor and obedience to their in-
stitute, to the most Reverend Archbishops and Bishops in whose re-
spective dioceses they may be established. They shall obey also the 
Superior General' oftheir society and those whom he may delegate to 
direct or visit them, to the Mother, and in her absence to her Assistant 
Sister and to the other officers ofthe Community in what may concern 
5 According to the Constitutions of the Sisters of Charity in the United States, the Superior 
General was to be appointed by the Superior of the Seminary ofSt. Sulpice (St. Mary) in Baltimore. 
The Sulpician priests who served in this capacity during Elizabeth's lifetime were Rev. Louis 
Dubourg, S.S., Rev. John David, S.S., and Rev. John Dubois, S.S. 
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their respecti ve offices, as also to the Sister Servant under whom they 
may be placed in the separate establishments and to those who may be 
charged with their conduct in their travels. They shall also obey with-
out any delay the sound of the community bell as they would the voice 
of our Lord which calls them to their regular exercises. 
II. They shall above all aim at punctual obedience with submission 
of their judgment and will in all things which are not sinful and to all 
kinds of Superiors and officers, as well to those who are imperfect and 
disagreeable as those who are perfect and agreeable, remembering 
that they obey not so much persons as Jesus Christ who orders them by 
their mouths and who said Himself, speaking to those who have the 
care of others, "He who hears you hears Me, and he who despises you 
despises Me."6 
III. When a Sister will be sent to reside in some city, town, or coun-
try congregation, either to serve the poor sick or attend a school, she 
shall go accompanied by one of the Sisters to receive on her knees the 
blessing of the priest who attends that congregation. And as long as 
Sisters reside in a congregation, they will render to the priest attending 
it every sort of honor, respect, and even obedience in the service of the 
sick, particularly with regard to the spiritual assistance they may af-
ford to him. They shall also profess a very great respect for all other 
priests, particularly for those appointed to hear their confessions and 
for the confessors of the poor, looking up to them upon every occasion 
with the same veneration as when they are at the sacred altar and sub-
mitting to their orders and advice in everything that is not sinful nor 
contrary to the rules and practices ofthe society or to the intentions of 
their Superiors. If anyone of them did not comply with their obliga-
tion towards the sick or otherwise, they will not take upon themselves 
to blame them in face [sic] or criticize them before others, but will re-
quest the rector, if there is any, or their ecclesiastical superior to ob-
serve it to them. 
IV. They will also pay respect and obedience in what concerns the 
service of the poor to the administrators of the hospitals which may be 
entrusted to their immediate management hereafter, [and] physicians 
6Cf. Luke 10: 16. 
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or other persons who, by their office or out of charity, may be con-
cerned in the service of the poor and as nurses, as well as if they are 
sick themselves. They shall punctually obey, for others as well as for 
themselves, the prescriptions of the physician in every thing proper to 
his office and not contrary to their rules. They shall also obey in the 
same manner the infirmarian or nurses given to them, according to the 
extent of authority given to them by their office or their Superiors. 
V. They shall not open the letters nor the notes addressed to them 
without the permission of the Mother who may read them before. Nor 
shall they write any themselves without the same permission, and 
when written, they shall deliver them into her hands that she may pe-
ruse them and forward or suppress them as she thinks proper. In the 
separate establishments the Sister Servant will use in this respect the 
right of the Mother. 
VI. The preceding rule, however, does not regard the letters written 
to or by the Reverend Superior, the Director, or the Mother which are 
never to be shown, either to strangers or to other Sisters. Should they 
contain any intelligence which must be imparted to others, the com-
munication shall be made by word of mouth or in writing, but without 
ever exhibiting the letter in which it was conveyed. It must be also un-
derstood that all the letters which the Sister Servants or their compan-
ions write, either to strangers or to private Sisters oftheir society, must 
be addressed to the Mother without any other seal than that of the 
cover when they are addressed to or are to pass through the 
Motherhouse. 
VII. The Sister Servants who are far from the house of the Mother 
shall be careful to write to her two or three times a year to give her an 
account of their employment and of what relates to their companions, 
and they, as well as said companions, shall write to her or to the Supe-
rior whenever they have something of consequence to impart and the 
Sister Servant shall always grant full pennission to their companions 
to write to Superiors without expressing any desire to see their letters 
nor those which they may receive from them. 
The Sisters who do not know how to write may entreat some of 
their Sisters, or their confessor, or some other trusty person to do them 
that favor which they will ask with great discretion, dictating nothing 
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Of Charity and Union amongst Themselves 
I. They shall frequently recall to their minds the name of Sisters of 
Charity with which they are honored and endeavor to render them-
selves worthy of it by a true and sincere love for God and their neigh-
bor. They must, above all things, cherish and respect one another as 
true Sisters whom our Lord has united together in His service by a spe-
cial profession of charity and do their utmost to preserve a perfect un-
ion amongst themselves To this effect, they shall quickly suppress 
every sentiment of aversion and envy which they might feel against 
their Sisters and carefully avoid ever addressing them in rude and dis-
agreeable language, tone, or manner, but they shall treat one another 
with Christian meekness and respectful cordiality which must always 
appear both in their words and on their countenance. 
II. They must willingly bear with the imperfections of their Sisters 
as they would wish their own frailties to be overlooked by them and 
accommodate themselves as much as possible to their tempers and 
opinions in all things, which are not sinful or contrary to the rules, be-
ing always particularly attentive to evince a great deal of charity to-
wards those whose disposition and tempers correspond the least with 
theirs for that holy condescension united with mutual support is an ex-
cellent means of cherishing peace and union in a community. 
III. If through human frailty it should happen that a Sister give 
some cause of mortification to another Sister, she shall not fail to ask 
her pardon on her knees. This she must do at farthest before going to 
bed, and the other shall receive this humiliation of her Sister with hu-
mility and kindness going on her knees also, this holy practice being a 
sovereign and speedy remedy to heal the bitterness of heart and re-
sentment which may yet remain for the fault. 
IV. They shall take the greatest care of their sick Sisters, particu-
larly when out of the house of the Mother. To this end they shall 
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consider them as the Servants of Jesus Christ in as much as they are the 
servants of His members, the Poor, and as their real Sisters in as much 
as they are all, in a particular manner, daughters of the same father 
who is God and ofthe same mother which is their society and consid-
ering them as such, they shall render them their service with all possi-
ble affection and exactness. They shall above all be particularly 
careful to give timely notice to the Confessor when a Sister is sick in 
order that she may receive the sacraments and other spiritual assis-
tance of which she may stand in need. But as to what regards the treat-
ment of the body, they will observe what has been prescribed in the 
sixth rule of first article of the second chapter, On Poverty. 
V. And in as much as too great a tenderness for self, which is con-
trary to well ordained charity and to a prudent care of health, might in-
duce the Sisters, particularly those of partial establishments, to 
disclose their trifling ailments to a physician who, by a heedless com-
plaisance with their wishes, might expose them to greater injury, they 
shall not make use for themselves of any medicine or blood letting, 
nor shall they consult any physician without the permission of the 
Mother or Sister Servant, who shall not grant it unless she sees a real 
necessity for it. And she must herself endeavor to give example to the 
others in the practice of this rule. And all after their recovery shall 
cheerfully resume their ordinary employments without pretending to 
a longer use of the particular dispensations granted them during their 
sickness. 
VI. They shall attend the funeral of such of their Sisters as die at or 
near the place of their residence, if they get timely notice of it. They 
shall offer for the repose of the soul of each, the three (following) 
communions they will make on usual days and the nine ros[aries) 
whi.ch they will say on the following days.7 They shall also procure a 
High Mass and three low masses to be celebrated for each, and in ev-
elything else conform to the customs established in the Motherhouse. 
They shall also occasionally attend the internments of the poor when 
their occupations permit and pray for the repose of their souls. 
7Beside these lines lIshall!1 is written in the margin twice. 
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Article II 
Of Some Means for Preserving Charity and Union among 
Themselves 
I. Although they ought to entertain a great love for each other, they 
must nevertheless carefully guard against private friendships which 
are so much the more dangerous as they appear the less so, because 
they are generally veiled under the cloak of charity whilst they are in 
reality nothing but a disorderly affection of flesh and blood. For this 
reason they must avoid them with as much or even more diligence 
than aversions, these two vicious extremes being capable in a little 
time of destroying a whole society. 
II. In order to remove all cause for murmurs, which are not less 
prejudicial to the peace and union of a community than the two pre-
ceding vices and which ordinarily spring from a curious desire of 
knowing all that passed under pretense of a false zeal for the common 
good, they shall not inquire into or speak of the transactions of their 
society, nor of the reasons wherefore such a Sister has been sent out or 
such a one recalled, nor of the qualities of places or employments or 
duties of others, nor in fine of the rules of the society to find therein 
something to speak against or to complain of. But ifthe matter should 
appear to them to be of some consequence, they shall disclose their 
sentiments humbly and plainly to the Superior or Director without 
giving themselves any farther anxiety about it, taking great care not to 
munnur against their conduct or the proceedings ofthe Sister Servant: 
all sorts of murmurs being a source of scandal and disunion which 
drawls] down the malediction of God not only on those who make use 
of them but also on those who give a willing ear to them and even on 
all the community. 
III. They shall be on their guard never to entertain one another in 
conversation with the faults of their neighbor particularly those of the 
Sisters, nor shall they relate in the house what they have heard abroad, 
unless to the Superiors. But should any among them so far forget their 
duty as to hold forth discourses so contrary to charity in the presence 
of her Sisters, the others far from listening to her shall do all in their 
power to prevent her from continuing, even going on their knees, if 
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necessary, to exhort her to stop, and if she should not desist from that, 
they must quickly withdraw as if they heard the hissing of a serpent. 
IV. And in as much as silence is the most efficacious means to rem-
edy not only the numerous faults contrary to charity which are com-
mitted by the tongue, but also many other sins which, as the Holy 
Scripture testifies, those who talk too much are sure to commit, they 
shall be particularly attentive to observe silence during the periods 
marked out in their daily employments, as for instance: from evening 
prayers until after the morning's meditation and from two o'clock in 
the afternoon until three, so that even in passing through the streets 
they must always remember that it is a time of strict silence, and ifthen 
they should find it necessary to speak together, they must do it in a low 
voice and in a few words. They shall moreover observe the same si-
lence at all times in churches, chapels, sacristies, domestic oratories, 
and the refectory during meals. They shall also be careful not to make 
a noise in the rooms or upstairs when passing through the house by vi-
olently opening or shutting the doors, walking heavily, particularly 
during the night or going where there are sick people. And even when 
they are pennitted to talk together, they shall avoid speaking too loud 
and discourse in that moderate tone which public edification and their 
state require. 
Article III 
Of Charity toward the Sick Poor 
I. One of their chief employments being to assist the sick poor, they 
shall fulfill this duty with every possible care and affection, recollect-
ing that it is not so much upon them as on Jesus Christ that they bestow 
their services. With that view they shall with their own hands carry 
them their nourishment and remedies, treating with compassion, 
mildness, cordiality, respect, and devotion even the most troublesome 
amongst them or those for whom they feel some aversion or less inter-
est. And they must be conscientiously careful never to let them suffer 
for want of giving them the necessary assistance, medicines, etc. at the 
exact time and in a proper manner whether through negligence, or cul-
pable forgetfulness, or through some unreasonable attachment for 
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their spiritual exercises, which they must always postpone for the nec-
essary attendance on the sick poor. 
II. They must not forget every now and then to suggest to them pi-
ous thoughts in order to dispose them to patience, or to make a good 
general confession, or to die well. They shall be very careful to in-
struct them in the things necessary for their salvation and to procure 
them in good time all the sacraments and even more than once. If after 
their convalescence they should fall sick again, they should observe 
the rules heretofore laid down for their conduct toward the sick. 
III. And inasmuch as ill directed charity is not only displeasing to 
God but prejudicial to the souls ofthose who practice it in that manner, 
they should never take upon themselves to give any nourishment or 
medicine to any of the sick against the will of those on whom they de-
pend or contrary to the orders they have received, without minding the 
complaints which the discontented paupers are accustomed to make, 
whom they must however endeavor to console and satisfy in the best 
manner they can, evincing to them compassion for their afflictions 
and regret at not being able to assist them according to their wishes 
and soliciting others to do them every possible service. 
IV. Should some charitable person give them alms for the sick poor 
[ or] for some other needy persons, they shall be very exact in distribut-
ing them according to the manner that has been prescribed them by the 
benefactors and by no means to other poor. But if they have poor rela-
tions, they are still more to be on their guard not to fail on this point to 
the prejudice of their conscience, and in order that natural love may 
not deceive them under pretense of charity, they shall not ask any as-
sistance for their relations from abroad without permission from the 
Superior. 
V. They shall not engage to nurse the sick out of the house in which 
they live and much less rich people whom they must not undertake to 
take care of or serve either in sickness or health or even of their sick 
domestics, if they be not admitted on the list of paupers, such business 
not being conformable to their institution which has in view only the 
assistance of the poor. However in this country and when necessary, 
they may be allowed to nurse the sick poor in the day time in private 
houses, but special leave for this must be obtained from the Superior 
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who is not to grant it for the night and only when no inconvenience can 
arise from it, on account of the character ofthe people or of those who 
frequent the house. In case of emergency, if neither a physician nor a 
surgeon can be found in the place, they may in that case give even to 
rich people the assistance which they ordinarily afford to other sick. 
VI. They shall not associate with them in their duties any servant or 
other person not belonging to their society without the express per-
mission ofthe Superior. They shall not admit boarders in any oftheir 
houses nor other persons of their sex for the spiritual retreat longer 
than eight days, and this only in the house in which the Mother resides 
and not in other houses without permission of the Superior, except it 
be young girls for their education and tutoresses for certain branches 
of an unexceptionable virtue and [approved of] by the Superior. 
CHAPTER IV 
Article I 
Of Spiritual Practices 
I. They shall constantly endeavor to acquit themselves faithfully of 
their spiritual duties as having particular need of them to preserve 
themselves in the state of grace and in the fervor necessary to enable 
them to persevere in their vocation. And although they ought to make 
no scruple of sometimes changing the hours appointed for them and 
even of omitting some of them when other pressing duties require 
such a sacrifice, yet they must be very careful never to fail in them 
through negligence or indevotion or through too great an inclination 
for exterior affairs which are often veiled under the false pretext of 
charity. 
II. They shall go to confession once a week to such confessors as 
the Superior shall have appointed and not to others without his per-
mission. Those who reside in the Mother's house shall have an oppor-
tunity of applying to an extraordinary confessor, as much as possible 
three or four times a year, to whom they shall either make a confes-
sion, if they think proper, or at least present themselves, even if they 
have nothing to tell him, were it only to receive his spiritual advice. To 
that extraordinary confessor they will make a review of the faults 
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committed since the last visit if they think proper. If they prefer to 
make this review with their ordinary confessor, they will do it every 
three months. 
III. They shall make a spiritual retreat every year at an appointed 
time and also an annual confession of the faults committed since the 
last retreat. Those who are stationed at the distance of one or two days 
journey from the Motherhouse shall endeavor to repair thither at least 
once a year, one after another for the purpose of making a spiritual re-
treat, after having asked and obtained the permission of the Mother 
and Superior and having agreed with the Sister Servant on the most 
convenient day for their departure. And she in her tum shall contribute 
all in her power to afford them that satisfaction. But the inconvenience 
of the Sisters travelling even that far in this country is so great that if it 
should appear more convenient and equally satisfactory to the peace 
of their conscience, this point of rule shall be dispensed with, and they 
will in general be satisfied with the proviso made in the following 
number. 
IV. Those who may be stationed in more distant establishments 
shall have recourse for all the above mentioned exercises and other 
spiritual aids to such persons as the Superior may appoint for them at 
the place of their residence and to the visitors whom he may occasion-
ally send to them. But neither those at a distance nor those near at hand 
shall engage in any confraternity without the express permission of 
the Superior. 
V. They may go to Communion every Sunday and festival of obli-
gation and also on some other feasts of devotion to our Lord, the 
Blessed Virgin, the Holy Apostles, the Saints peculiarly honored in 
the society and their own patron saints. But they shall not go oftener, 
nor three days in succession without the permission of the Superior, 
nor even two successive days if they find it necessary to go to Confes-
sion for the second. And in order to obviate the abuses which might 
arise from a general permission to go to Communion when they please 
as also to add the merit of obedience to the grace of the sacrament, 
they shall each time ask the permission to receive Communion either 
of the Mother or of the Sister Servant, and all shall humbly submit to a 
refusal which it will be proper to give occasionally, even to the most 
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fervent, either to keep them in humility, excite in them a more vivid 
hunger for the Holy Eucharist, or to be at liberty to refuse the same fa-
vors to more tepid Sisters without exposing them to reflections from 
others. 
VI. Every Friday, except Good Friday and those on which fall 
some feasts of obligation, they shall assemble at five o'clock in the 
evening or at any other hour, which may be found by the Mother most 
convenient, to attend the short conference held by the Mother or some 
one in her stead, relatively to the faults committed against the mles.' 
There in the presence of all the others, each one shall accuse herself on 
her knees, cheerfully receive the advice and penance given to her, and 
ask pardon of those to whom she may have given some cause of mort i-
fication or bad example. Each one shall once a month request to be 
publicly admonished of the faults that may have been remarked in her, 
and the others shall comply with her desire in a spirit of humility and 
charity without mentioning the fault that may have been committed 
against themselves in particular. And the Sister thus admonished shall 
receive that favor with humility, not excllsing herself nor discovering 
any vexation. Those who live in distant establishments shall observe 
the same in the presence of the Sister Servant. 
VII. To prevent many serious inconveniences which might at last 
bring on the destmction ofthe Sisterhood if evelY one was at liberty to 
disburden her heart with whomsoever she pleaseth, they shall not dis-
close their temptations or other interior troubles to their Sisters and 
much less to strangers, but they must apply to the Superior, the Direc-
tor, the Mother or the Sister Servant, God having designed them and 
no others for that purpose. If, however, some one should think before 
God that she actually stood in need of the advice of any person in the 
world, she may ask it but 110t without permission from the Superior or 
Mother, for fear lest in doing otherwise God should permit that person 
to give her bad advice in punishment of her disobedience. 
VIII. They shall above all be careful to be silent concerning those 
things which they are obliged to keep secret, and among other things 
whatever takes place in conferences, communications, and 
8This practice was known as the chapter of faults. 
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confession, being well assured that, besides the offense which they 
commit against God by revealing a secret, they cause all those holy 
practices to become hateful, useless, and sometimes injurious to 
many. They are not, however, forbidden to discourse with each other 
on some happy or ingenious reflexion or expression which the Supe-
rior, Mother, or a Sister may have uttered, provided it be for the edifi-
cation of the others and without telling where they heard them, 
particularly if in confession. But they are never allowed to speak of 
them by way of recreation and still less so to complain of or murmur 
against them. Neither shall they make known the rules to any persons 
not belonging to their community without the express permission of 
the Superior or Mother. In distant establishments the Sister Servant 
shall keep them locked up in her chamber and shall not carry them out 
of the house, nor expose them to the inspection of strangers, nor take 
any copy of them. 
IX. As neither the Superior nor Mother can remedy abuses un-
known to them and consequently the society would be in the most im-
minent danger if those who perceive them do not give information, 
every one shall be careful, humbly and charitably, to acquaint the Su-
perior or the Mother and, in case of pressing necessity, the Sister Ser-
vant with the faults of any consequence or dangerous temptations she 
may have remarked in her Sisters. And she shall in her tum be pleased 
to have her faults in like manner disclosed to the Superior or Mother, 
receiving with resignation and without excusing herself the admoni-
tions that may be given her, either in public or private, taking care 
never to use reproaches nor discover any ill will against those whom 




Of the Employment of the Day 
I. From the festival of All Saints to the 3rd of May , [the] Invention 
[Finding] of the Cross, they shall rise at 4 y, o'clock at the first sound 
ofthe bell, making the Sign ofthe Cross and giving their first thoughts 
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to God. They shall dress themselves diligently and modestly, putting 
on at least the principal articles of their dress before they draw the cur-
tains of their cells or beds. Observing also that as they may be sud-
denly called out of their beds to wait upon the sick, they must 
endeavor to keep themselves in that modest attire even when in bed, as 
would enable them to appear decently before their Sisters at a mo-
ment's warning. [It should be] well understood that they must not 
keep on any dress which might interrupt their sleep, be injurious to 
their health, or be an obstacle to cleanliness. As soon as they are in a 
condition to leave their bed, they shall take holy water and go on their 
knees to adore our Lord, to thank Him for His protection during the 
night, to offer themselves and all the actions ofthe day to Him. They 
shall then make their beds quickly and finish dressing themselves. 
II. At 5 0' clock they shall say their prayers in common, commenc-
ing by the invocation of the Holy Ghost and the ordinary acts of the 
morning exercises. They shall listen to the reading of the subject of 
meditation and continue to meditate until 5 l4 , having concluded it by 
the Credo [and] Mary prayers. The rest of the time until the opening of 
the school shall be devoted by the Sisters to manual labors, according 
to the different offices assigned to them. The School [Sisters] shall at-
tend their respective duties according to the rule made for the school 
and the directions they have received from the Mother. They shall at-
tend Mass whenever the priest comes, but the Mass is not to begin be-
fore the prayers of the boarders nor after 7 Yo 0' clock, as it would 
interrupt the order of the classes. Should it happen that the priest [co-
mes] not until that time, no other Sisters are to attend but such as can 
do it without interrupting their necessary duties. On communion days 
half an hour shall be allotted to those who are going to communion to 
prepare themselves for it, either after morning prayers or before Mass 
as it will suit them best, and y;. of an hour shall be given to the same for 
thanksgiving after communion. 
1. As the hour of Mass must be uncertain since it depends necessar-
ily on the convenience of the priests and the difference between the 
Seminary clock and that of the Sisterhood, all the rule that can be 
made for the exercises from 6 Yo until 8 o'clock is that, should the 
priest not be ready to begin Mass by such an hour appointed by the 
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Mother for breakfast, the breakfast will be put on the table and Mass 
begin only after breakfast. 
2. That the hour of breakfast shall be always the same unless Mass, 
having begun some time before, it should happen to be said during 
that hour; in which case breakfast shall take place immediately after 
Mass.9 
3. That on communion days Mass shall be said soon enough to al-
low the school Sisters V4 of an hour of thanksgiving between Mass and 
breakfast, if possible. 
4. That in case this should be impossible, on those days only V4 of 
an hour may be curtailed of the grammar class which will, in this case, 
begin only at 8 V4 0' clock. 
5. That no more than Y2 an hour [of] recreation shall be allotted to 
the school girls including the breakfast, the remainder of the time ei-
ther before Mass or after Mass or after breakfast to be devoted to study 
as circumstances shall direct. 
6. That should they be obliged to wait for Mass in the chapel for 
some time, they shall begin their beads and say what they can of them 
which they may continue until the Gospel. 
7. That all the Sisters who will apply to manual labors or other of-
fices shall do it in silence as much as their duties permit it. 
III. At 8 0' clock the School Sisters will apply to their respective du-
ties as pointed out to them by the rules ofthe schools or the directions 
of the Mother. The other Sisters shall resume their ordinary employ-
ments during which they may entertain each other with some pious or 
useful discourse in a serious manner and not by way of recreation. 
IV. At 11 % they shall meet, either in the choir or in the chapel, to 
say the short prayers they have been used to say heretofore: viz. , the 
Glories, etc. and the short adoration of the Sacred Heart, then the An-
gelus Domini, and conclude with the reading of some part of the Gos-
pel as directed by the Mother. During Lent they shall read every day 
the Gospel appointed by the Church for that day, during the Holy 
Week a part of the Passion of Our Lord, and on Sundays and Holy 
Days the Gospel of the day unless it was read at the altar. Previous to 
91n the margin is written: "Necessity of this rule for the regulation of the housekeeper."' 
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the above prayers and reading, the Sisters shall devote a few minutes 
for their particular examination. They shall dwell on the resolutions 
which they had taken in the morning and particularly on the acts of 
viltue which they have to practice and will aftelwards renew their res-
olutions. 
V. [ At] 120' clock they will repair to the refectory for dinner during 
which they shall listen attentively to the lives of the Saints which shall 
be read. It shall be concluded by a few verses of The Following of 
Christ and even by whole chapters of the same ifthe life of the Saint 
for that day is too short. 
As long as it is necessary to keep the novitiate under the same roof 
with the boarding house, or the boarders and [the] Sisters shall eat in 
the same refectory and at the same hour, the reading shall be by one of 
the boarders by tum, for which purpose a list ofthose who are capable 
of it shall be made by the first Angel and hung up in the refectory. The 
Mother and in her absence, the Sister who is at the head of the chief de-
partment of the school, will correct the reader when she makes any 
blunder. The same Angel shall keep the books used in the refectory. 
Whenever the Sisters take their meals in different places or at different 
hours, the reading for the Sisters shall be by one of the Sisters. 
VI. After dinner the Sisters shall apply to their different employ-
ments if necessary; if not, they shall employ themselves together in 
sewing or other manual labors. It will be proper that the employments 
given to the Sisters during recreation should be such as to become a rest 
from their usual ones, namely that those whose usual employments are 
active and laborious should take sedentary ones, and that they who have 
been chiefly confined should rest themselves by active and more labo-
rious ones. The School Sisters may be sent occasionally to the kitchen 
after dinner, by tums to help the Sisters there to clean, etc. and as far as 
the Mother thinks proper. But they can stay no longer than within v.. an 
hour of the begilming of the aftemoon's school, that they may not keep 
their scholars waiting, and in this case other Sisters must be sent from 
the Workbasket to supply their place if necessary. But if Sisters from 
the Workbasket are sent there, they shall stay until everything is 
cleaned and the kitchen in order. And whereas by some Sisters going 
there to help [and] quitting when they please might throw the whole 
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burden of the work upon the remaining ones or upon the Kitchen Sis-
ters, none of the Sisters appointed for this purpose must quit until they 
have obtained the approbation of the Procuratrix or of the Cook. And 
they are under their authority whilst attending there. They are not at lib-
erty to do what they choose, which might multiply hands too much for 
certain parts and leave others undone, but they must require the 
Pro curatrix or Cook to point out to them the business they wish to be 
done by them. But to obviate the inconvenience of too many or too few 
Sisters attending at the same time, a list shall be made ofthe Sisters, ei-
ther of the School or ofthe Workbasket Department, who are to help to 
clean the kitchen, of the hours they are to attend, and of the day: one 
copy of which shall be hung in the principal school room, another in the 
Workbasket room, and a third one in the kitchen. This last is to enable 
the Kitchen Sisters, in case any of the appointed should fail to attend, to 
remind said Sister of it or to apply to Mother for another. In case the Sis-
ters appointed could not attend through indisposition or otherwise, the 
next in tum shall take her place, but the one who failed shall, as soon as 
she is able, take the place ofthe one who supplied her place as often as 
she failed to attend herself. 
Amidst the different employments which the Sisters will follow at 
this time until 2 o'clock, they may by way of recreation entertain 
themselves in friendly, cheerful, but modest conversation, avoiding 
all kinds oflevity in words or actions, too loud talking, screaming, im-
moderate laughing, rude expressions or behavior, and excessive fa-
miliarity, often remembering to raise their hearts to God, to which one 
of the Sisters appointed for that purpose shall at two or three different 
times invite them, saying, "Let us remember that God is present," par-
ticularly if some words had escaped not perfectly consistent with 
charity, humility, modesty. 
VII. At 2 o'clock, after having said the "Come Holy Ghost," a Sis-
ter shall read aloud in the Workbasket room in a spiritual book during 
a quarter of an hour in the presence of all the Sisters who can possibly 
attend without too much inconvenience, and she shall terminate the 
reading by the words: "God is charity; he who dwelleth in charity, 
dwelleth in God, and God in him." During that reading and after it is 
finished until 3 0' clock, the Sisters will continue to work in profound 
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silence.-(In the Motherhouse that time after the reading shall be em-
ployed in teaching the novices the duties of good Christians and true 
Daughters of Charity unless, as it is the case at present, that all the Sis-
ters are considered as novices,lO another hour should be appointed in 
the evening to do it. All the Sisters not prevented by their occupations 
shall attend at this instruction during which they may continue any 
sedentary work that does not disturb their attention, such as plain sew-
ing, knitting, etc.) 
VIII. At 3 0' clock they shall go on their knees, and a Sister shall, in 
a loud voice, say the following words: "Jesus Christ has been made for 
us obedient, even unto death, and the death of the Cross."" And all 
shalljoin in adoration ofthe Son of God, dying for the salvation of our 
souls, offering Him to the Eternal Father at the moment when He gave 
up His soul, entreating Him to apply the merits of His death, particu-
larly to those who are in their last agonies or in a state of sin and to all 
the souls detained in PurgatOly.'2 
IX. After the act of adoration, if they are to continue their work in 
the same place or in whatever place several of them may have to at-
tend, they may converse together as they did in the morning from 8 
o'clock until II Y4 on any necessary, edifying, or useful subject, but 
seriously and with a recollected mind and in a lower voice than during 
recreations. 
X. Those who have pelmission to learn reading, writing, or some-
thing else may employ Y, hour or one hour, either in the morning or in 
the afternoon or both, for that purpose at such a time as the Mother or 
Sister Servant may find most convenient when they are entirely free or 
may be freed from any necessmy occupation. And each one shall 
1 0Since this Rule was adopted during the firs t novitiate, all the sisters were making their novitiate. 
"phil. 2:8 
12The remainder of this paragraph is written in the left margin: .oN .R . There is a form of prayer 
expressing those different sentiments, a copy of which shall be taken by eVCIY Sister, who will read 
it if she chooses, but they are at liberty to meditate or say allY other prayer provided they follow the 
subject of this devotion. Those who keep the school shall perform the above act of adoration in the 
[school] room, without spiritual reading which they will put off to a more convcnient timc. Those 
who may be in the streets or in company with strangers and not at home sha11 perform it interiorly 
without going on their knees. Those who are employed in or about the house, but not out of doors, 
will do it on their knees ifit is ill their [power]; if not then, as soon as possible." 
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apply to that exercise so as to be always ready to interrupt or omit it al-
together on the days on which the Mother or Sister Servant shall think 
that it ought to give way to some occupation of a more urgent nature so 
that it may, in no wise, be prejudicial to the service ofthe poor nor to 
any of the duties of the society. 
XI. At 7 % o'clock supper-the same rules shall be observed as at 
dinner, but no reading of The Following of Christ. After supper, work at 
the Workbasket, putting away everything from the refectory, cleaning 
of the kitchen, preparing everything for the next day, so that they may 
shut up the kitchen at a warning given three minutes after 8 Y. 0' clock. 
XII. At 8 Y. all the Sisters shall assemble in the choir or in the room 
appointed by the Mother. There the Mother, or in her absence the next 
officer and in the separate establishments the Sister Servant, having 
said "Come Holy Ghost" etc. and each Sister having resumed her 
work if practicable, one ofthe Sisters shall read the first two points of 
the meditation of the next day. Then whilst waiting for the ringing of 
the bell for the evening prayers, the Mother or presiding Sister shall 
call on some of them to repeat what they may have remarked or shall 
say herself a few words on the subject proposed in order to render 
meditation more easy to the novices. But on Saturdays and Sundays 
and eves of festivals of obligation; a Sister shall read the Gospel ap-
pointed by the church for the next day which all shall hear on their 
knees. Should a feast fall on Sunday, the Gospel of the festival which 
the church celebrates on that day shall be read. 
XIII. At 8 12 they shall proceed to the chapel, make their examina-
tion of conscience, say the evening prayers and the Angelus Domini, 
after which they shall retire in silence (which silence is to be observed 
strictly until after the meditation and prayers of the next day) and pre-
pare themselves for bed. After having taken holy water and said some 
prayers for two or three minutes and no longer, they shall go to bed 
modestly, each one undressing herself out of the sight of the others 
and keeping her curtains drawn in the night as far as they can be pro-
cured. They shall endeavor to fall asleep with some good thought in 
their minds, particularly on the subject ofthe next morning's medita-




Of the Employment of the Day In Summer from the 3rd of 
May to the lst of November 
At 4 0' clock they shall rise and follow in evelY aspect the regula-
tions made for the winter, except that every exercise may be half an 
hour sooner until 8 0' clock. 
At 8 0' clock the school shall begin, and evelY Sisternot employed in 
it shall apply to her duties, as directed by the Mother. The rules pre-
scribed for winter shall be observed also in the summer until 5 0' clock. 
At 5 0' clock supper unless, on experience, it should be found in-
convenient to the Sisters at large. If so another hour shall be appointed 
by the Mother, after which no more alteration can be made without the 
deliberation of the Council. And whatever hour is appointed, it shall 
always be the same, unless it is found necessary on recreation days to 
have a later hour appointed in order to give the children who walk 
abroad sufficient time to retnrn home. 
Immediately after supper those Sisters appointed to keep decurys [a 
group often girls] will take each of them their respective decurys out to 
walk and keep their decurys whilst out in the woods or elsewhere in the 
shade, if the weather pennits, or in different rooms if it does not. When-
ever Mother thinks proper to invite all the Sisters out for some work in 
the garden, yard, or woods, she will do it principally at this time, ob-
serving to replace occasionally such of the Sisters whose office requir-
ing an habitnal attendance might deprive them forever of this innocent 
relaxation. All the other exercises until bedtime as in the winter. 
Article III 
Sundays and Holy Days 
I. The different circumstances in which the Sisters of st. Joseph 
may find themselves, requiring a different distribution of time on 
these days, it must necessarily admit of alterations, according as cir-
cumstances may render them necessary or proper. Accordingly the 
outlines only can be drawn here, and a distribution is made suitable to 
the present circumstances of St. Joseph. Should those circumstances 
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change other regulations must be adopted, but let it be understood that 
no change must take place without it has been adopted by the Council 
after mature deliberation, that the changes once admitted must not be 
altered again without a change of circumstances requiring it, and must 
not be left to the whim ofthe moment which would, of course, intro-
duce confusion in the Sisterhood. [It is] well understood that in ex-
traordinary circumstances a dispensation may be granted for that time 
by the Mother, but so that everything may return to the usual order as 
soon as the circumstance is over which required such a dispensation. 
The distribution oftime as for the time of rising, prayers, dinner, and 
supper as well as recreations will be the same. The time between them 
will only be filled differently. The time appointed above for manual 
labor or school keeping shall be devoted to spiritual exercises, such as 
the frequenting of the Sacraments, the Divine Service at home or in 
the parish churches, hearing of sennons, catechism, spiritual enter-
tainments, spiritual readings out of books approved of by the Superior 
or his delegates, the practice of catechism amongst one another to ren-
der themselves capable of instructing the poor and the children in 
things necessary to salvation, etc. 
II. Those who have leave to learn reading and writing will devote 
for this purpose Y2 an hour or one hour morning or evening or both at 
the most convenient time when it does not interfere with any of their 
essential duties. They will nevertheless not forsake on these days their 
usual recreation in the decent manner already pointed out to them for 
every day. 
III. As long as there is a priest appointed to officiate at St. Joseph's 
on Sundays, High Mass shall be said at about 7 o'clock in the winter 
and 6 Y2 in summer. From that time until dinner in winter the Sisters, 
not engaged otherwise, shall employ their time as they please in pri-
vate devotions, catechisms, reading and writing, in their correspon-
dence with their friends, observing however that the most part of the 
day should be devoted to spiritual exercises. In summer a great part of 
the Sisters and even of the boarders may be invited to go to either of 
the two parochial churches to attend divine service there. 13 The choice 
13SI. Joseph Church in the village of Emmitsburg and Sl. Mary Church near MOllnt Sl. Mary 
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of the place shall be left to the Mother who, in case she should send 
some to one place and some to another, shall divide them in two bands 
as she may think proper. Several reasons recommend the measure: the 
public edification, the help afforded thereby to the singing, the in-
structions which they will have an opportunity to hear, the exercise of 
walking. But as greater inconveniences may accrue from it than ad-
vantages, the Mother will either permit or forbid it as she thinks best. 
Nor will any Sister be under obligation of going, if a High Mass has 
been celebrated at St. Joseph's, unless positively commanded by the 
Mother. Nor will all go at once, but some must remain to take care of 
the house, some to provide the dinner, and others to take care of such 
of the children as the Mother thinks ought not to go or of sick Sisters if 
there are any. None ofthe Sisters oughtto complain that she is not per-
mitted to go but must be equally ready to stay or go as the Mother will 
direct her. And whereas the three Sisters employed about the kitchen, 
having duties to fulfill on Sundays as well as on other days and by the 
new regulations fulfilling the same office the whole year round, 
[none] of them could ever go to the parish churches, one or two of 
them may be permitted to go by the Mother ifthere is no more to do on 
that day than the remaining ones can do, or if the usual number is 
wanting, another Sister will be appointed in her place out of any of the 
other departments. 
IV. When the Sisters stay at home in summer and the whole year in 
the winter, there shall be a conference for the Sisters by the Superior in 
the afternoon at 3 o'clock and another from 4 to 5 for the French Sis-
ters, as long as there are a number of them who cannot understand the 
English language.'4 
V. At 4 o'clock, Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament, preceded 
on certain days by Vespers. Supper as usual and private devotions af-
ter the usual time for recreation. 
l4Perhaps the sisters from Martinique: Madeleine Guerin, Louise Rogers, and Adele Salva 
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Article IV Of Some Exercises Peculiar to the Candidates 
After the lst of March 1813 
During Their First Trial at St. Joseph's 
I. Every day they shall attend at a spiritual reading which shall be 
made to them with an instruction for Yz an hour at 6 0' clock in the eve-
ning. 
II. At 2 0' clock they will attend attentively the reading which shall 
be made to all the Sisters who cannot attend the instruction at 6 
o'clock. 
III. Every Wednesday they shall have a conference like that which 
is kept every Friday for the Sisters. 
Article V 
List of days whereon communion is pennitted to the Sisters. 15 
1. Circumcision of Our Lord 
6. Epiphany 
January 
18. St. Peter's Chair (our Holy Father) 
Februmy 
21. St. Agnes 
25. Conversion of st. Paul 
29. St. Francis of Sales 
2. Candlemas Day 24. St. Matthias 
14. St. Valentine (Rev. Mr. Dubourg) 25. Community communion 
22. St Peter's Chair at Antioch 
March 
8. st. John of God 19. St. Joseph 
15Frequent or daily reception of Communion was not encouraged until the time of Pope Pius X in 
the early twentieth century. This list includes feasts ofsaints significant to the community because 
of their work (care of the sick and dying, instruction of youth) or because they were patron saints, 
eg., ofDubourg. The community's roots in seventeenth century France are reflected in the inclusion 
of feasts of Sts. Vincent de Paul , Louise de Marillac (Mlle. Le Gras), Francis de Sales, Jane de 
Chantal. and Lazarus (the Congregation ofthe Mission founded by Vincent de Paul was also known 
as Lazarists). 
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15. Memory of Mlle. Legras 
17. St. Patrick 
April 
25. Annunciation 
1. Camillus de Lellis (for the agonizing) 
25. St. Mark 
30. St. Catherine of Sienna 
May 
1. St. Philip and St. James 
3. Finding of the Holy Cross 
June 
11. St. Barnabas 
24. Nativity of St. John the Baptist 
25. Community communion 
29. St. Peter and St. Paul 
2. Visitation of the B.V Mary. 
19. St. Vincent of Paul 
20. St. Jerome Emiliani 
22. St. Mary Magdalen 
July 
August 
1. St. Peter in chains (Holy Father) 
6. Transfiguration of our Lord 
15. Assumption of the Blessed Virgin 
21. St. Jane of Chantal 
8. St. Michael (last hour) 
25. St. Magdalen ofPazzi 
(Not die but suffer) 
25. St. James 
26. St. Ann 
29. St. Martha (active life) 
24. st. Bartholomew 
27. St. Joseph Calasanctius 
(instruction of youth) 
28. st. Augustine 
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September 
1. St. Lazarus 21. St. Mathew 
8. Nativity of our Lady 
14. Exaltation of the Holy Cross 
25. Community communion 
27. Death ofSt. Vincent of Paul 
October 
2. Angel Guardian 
15. St. Teresa (Suffer or die) 
21. St. Ursula (instruction of youth) 
25. Community communion 
28. St. Simon and St. Jude 
November 
1. All Saints 
2. All Souls 
3. Presentation of the Blessed 
Virgin Mary 
22. St. Cecilia 
25 . Community communion 
30. St. Andrew 
December 
3. St. Francis Xavier 
6. St. Nicholas 
8. Conception of Blessed Virgin Mary 
21. St. Thomas 
27. St. John 
Besides the above: all Thursdays in Advent, all Fridays in Lent, 
one communion at each of the Ember Days on Saturday, days ofordi-
nations. But not three communions successively without a special 
leave from the Superior. Not two successively when they need go to 
Confession between. None ofthe above communions allowed on par-
ticular days can be put off to another day unless missed by sickness or 
by some acts of obedience, only then for very particular days. 
CONCLUSION 
The Sisters ofSt. Joseph shall entertain the highest esteem for their 
rules as also for the holy practices and praiseworthy customs hitherto 
observed, considering them as means which God has given them of 
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advancing in the perfection suitable to their state and of securing more 
easily their salvation. Therefore, they shall read them or hear them 
read together with those of their particular duties once a month when-
ever this is practicable, and they shall ask pardon of God for the faults 
they may have committed against them and endeavor to conceive at 
the same time fresh desires to observe them faithfully until death. If 
they find there is any rule or particular sentiment for which they have 
repugnance, they shall endeavor to overcome it and to mortify them-
selves, remembering that Our Lord has said that the "Kingdom of 
Heaven suffers violence, and the violent bear it away.",6 
APPENDIX 
Of the Orphans Educated at St. Joseph's 
The Sisters ofSt. Joseph's shall endeavor to educate gratis as many 
poor orphan children as it will be in their power, without lessening too 
much their resources necessary to support the Novitiate. To be admit-
ted as such, it is not necessary that a girl should always be fatherless or 
motherless or both. It will be sufficient that, in the opinion of the Su-
perior, Mother, and Council, the parents should be poor, unable to pay 
for her education, and the child promising. 
The time of those children shall be divided between manual labor 
and their education. The morning will be devoted to the first and the 
afternoon to the last, or vice versa, if the Mother thinks necessary to 
change it. But whatever rule is adopted in this respect, it shall be con-
stantly observed. The Sisters will, in this respect, be scrupulous oftak-
ing any of the time allowed to them for their education by requiring of 
them services which would take away their attention from their stud-
Ies. 
During the part ofthe day appointed for their education, they shall 
be placed by the Mother under the care of a School Sister and be 
taught, as much as possible, separately from the other boarders with 
whom they shall not be permitted to have much intercourse in order to 
prevent them from contracting habits of idleness, pride, and fornling 
16Matt. ll:12 
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notions above the sphere oflife in which they may have to live if one 
day they return [to] the world. Accordingly the education shall be con-
fined to reading, writing, the principal rules of arithmetic; and the 
greatest care shaH be taken to teach them how to sew, spin, knit, and 
all the details of housekeeping as the best means to get their living if 
they had to live in the world. As for embroidery, grammar, foreign or 
dead languages, geography, history, those branches of education shall 
be left aside for them as useless for them and calculated only to take up 
their attention from the useful branches. Above aH things the Sisters 
will endeavor to fonn their hearts to a solid piety which [is] the chief 
motive of educating them. But should any ofthem announce extraor-
dinary talents for some branches of education not mentioned above, 
the Mother may have them taught to her, but so that it should not inter-
fere either with their usual labor or their necessary branches of educa-
tion. Whilst employed in manual labor or in recreation, they shaH be 
under the care of a Sister who shall take care to check them whenever 
acting or speaking improperly. They shaH be subject, as for silence, to 
the same rules as the Sisters while at work with them. In sickness they 
shaH be treated as the Sisters themselves. 
CHAPTER VI 
Distribution of External Employments at St. Joseph'sl7 
The Mother is at the head of every department in the house, and ev-
elY authority is derived from and dependent on hers. The appointment 
of the Sisters for any ofthem is entirely at her disposal. She may dis-
place any of them as she may think proper, but each office shall be reg-
ularly fulfilled by the same Sister, who is not to be replaced but in a 
case of urgent necessity to avoid the confusion which such perpetual 
changes might produce. 
t7Cf. Seton fVritings 3: 12.9 for a list of sisters assigned to various employments. 
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Article I 
School Department at St. Joseph's 
This department is under the sole control and inspection of the 
Mother. To her exclusively belongs the right of appointing the School 
Sisters and those who have the care of the discipline. But to prevent 
this important department from interfering with her other duties and 
[to] obviate the inconvenience of her absence either on account of 
sickness or other avocations, it shall be divided for the present into 
two distinct departments: viz. , tuition and discipline, until a Head 
School Sister may be appointed, who shall have the superintendence 
ofthe whole under the Mother, whom she shall represent. Meanwhile 
each of these two departments is independent of the other. Whosoever 
is at the head of either shall be accountable to the Mother only, and no 
further authority is conferred on either than that of inspection and of 
rendering an account to the Mother of any abuse that may creep in or 
of acting provisionally or directing how to act, each ofthem in their re-
spective departments when the Mother cannot be consulted or until 
she can be consulted. But when a Head School Sister shall be ap-
pointed, the whole management of the school, both as for the tuition 
and discipline, will be under her, subject however to the control of the 
Mother whenever this last will think proper to interfere. 
I. The hours of each class, the number of the classes, the division of 
the girls into classes, the appointment of the teachers, [and] their re-
spective employments being liable to alterations, according to cir-
cumstance and seasons, a rule has already been made for it. For the 
present, the outlines of the plan only can [be] established here. The 
filling of it is left entirely to the Mother who, after consulting in diffi-
cult cases either her Councilor the School Sisters, will act as she 
thinks proper with the following restrictions: 1. That no alteration can 
be made in the rules ofthe School, as long as it is kept with the Novi-
tiate, which should interfere with the general order of the Community 
[unless] it has been submitted to the consideration of the Council. 2. 
That without it, the hours of keeping classes and mode of teaching 
cannot be altered to avoid the confusion attending perpetual changes. 
3. As for the distribution of the children into classes [and] the 
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appointment or removal of mistresses, as it depends in some measure 
on the improvements of the children and other variable circum-
stances, Mother will be consulted and determine it alone. 
II. The education at St. Joseph's will be confined to what is truly 
useful and edifying. English, spelling, reading, writing, painting, 
grammar, arithmetic, plain sewing and stitching shall be generally 
taught with the exceptions made for orphans. Geography, history, 
bookkeeping, French, and a little embroidery and music may be 
taught, if it is desired by the parent and in the power of the Sisters. But 
first an extra charge shall be required by the Mother for music, French, 
and tambour work [embroidery], particularly the two first and even 
for the last if it takes up much of the time of the teacher. Secondly, 
[none] ofthese three will be taught unless by a Sister, if any is capable 
of it, or by a young lady who may live at St. Joseph's and be employed 
as a teacher, in which case, she must subject herself to the same regu-
lations as the other scholars [and] be of an unexceptionable character. 
No further engagement can be taken by the Mother for these branches 
than that teachers can be conveniently procured. No men can be em-
ployed as teachers for those or any other branches without the leave of 
the Superior and consent of the Council, which is not to be granted but 
in case of absolute necessity and for men of such an age and character 
as will be unexceptionable. Thirdly, that none of the girls, who will 
apply to those accomplishments, shall be at liberty to attend partially 
any of the other classes but must either do it during the time appointed 
for recreation or give up any other branch which is taught at St. Jo-
seph's at the choice of her parents, no one being allowed to attend any 
class unless she attends it regularly and the whole hour. Everyone of 
the girls belonging to each class shall have one copy of every one of 
the books taught in her class for which her parents shall be charged 
and which, if returned in tolerably good order when no more wanting, 
shall be credited to the parents to its value then. 
III. None ofthe girls can be employed by the Sisters or be called out 
by any of them, even an Angel, without a positive order from the 
Mother or in her absence from her Assistant, addressed to the School 
Sister under whom she is, which [order] is to be given only in a case of 
urgent necessity. Nor are any of the Sisters permitted to walk in the 
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room where the class is kept or to speak to any of the children but with 
the leave of the School Sister, and that only in case of necessity. 
IV. Everyone of the writing mistresses must have their pens, copy 
books, ink and ink horns ready before their respective classes begin. 
V. During the time of classes and particularly during the writing 
class, the greatest silence must be observed even by the School Sisters 
except when the duties of their office require they should speak. No 
children can be allowed to speak, even on pretext of wanting books, 
paper, ink, or pens, but must address themselves to the School Sister 
in a whisper so as not to disturb the others. Every Sister is bound to 
keep her class in order and punish the delinquents immediately or dur-
ing the next recreation. The Head Sister is directed to inform the 
Mother of any abuse ofthis kind, and the Sister thus faulty shall be in-
formed of it, if necessary in the next chapter. 
VI. The children tearing their books [ or] copy books, breaking 
their pens, or blotting their books evidently on purpose shall be 
charged with the value of the damage by the School Sister, who will 
render an account of it weekly to the Mother that they may pay for the 
same out of their pocket money. 
VII. Each School Sister shall keep the books of her scholars, give 
them when wanting, take them back when no more wanting; so will 
the writing mistresses do with the ink, paper, pens, and wafers. 
VIII. Should any of the girls be taken sick during class, the School 
Sister shall send her to the Angel who, if she sees cause, will conduct 
her or send her to the Mother or, in her absence, to the Assistant to be 
disposed of as she will think best. 
IX. When a child is admitted at St. Joseph' s, she shall be examined 
by the Mother only or by the Sister at the head of the first class, if the 
Mother directs it or is sick or absent, and then placed in the class for 
which she is fit. 
X. The girls shall not be permitted to do anything during class 
which might distract their attention from their main object, such as 
sewing, knitting, etc. The same rule shall be observed during the cate-
chism. 
XI. No girl can be sent out of class even by the School Sister on pre-
text of carrying a message to any other Sister or even Mother, when it 
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is not a case of necessity and does not concern the class, even if it is to 
try on her clothes which must be done during recreation. 
XII. The greatest attention shall be paid to the behavior of the chil-
dren in class. They shall not be permitted to loll, sit where they please, 
stoop too low, sit crossed legged [or] leaning upon one another, talk-
ing or whispering to one another, pushing or making faces to one an-
other. Impudent behavior or answer to the School Sisters shall be 
punished instantly. They shall not be permitted to come in class too 
late or to walk in a rude, noisy manner. 
XIII. The School Sisters being answerable for the behavior of the 
girls and their attention to their studies are, of course, authorized to en-
force obedience to their authority at their own discretion, provided 
they inflict no other punishments than those pernlitted by the rule, re-
membering that whilst Our Lord was so severe to the deceitful and 
stubborn Pharisees, He was all patience, all mildness for the daily fail-
ings and imperfections of His ignorant but well-meaning disciples. 
Should they, however, yielding to a momentalY passion or blind zeal, 
punish unjustly or with too much severity any of their pupils, the 
Mother will admonish them thereupon, but privately. But no Sister or 
Angel has a right to screen the child or take her part for a fault commit-
ted whilst under another's care, reprimand the Sister, or interfere with 
it in any way. Still less will she render the punishment abortive by giv-
ing to the child the objects by the privation of which she has been pun-
ished. But should the Angel perceive that a School Sister is too hasty 
in condemning or too severe in punishing a child, it is her duty to make 
an humble and mild representation to her thereupon, and even to in-
form the Mother of it, if it happens frequently. So will the School Sis-
ters do with the Angels. But as they may be blinded by a false zeal or 
indulgence, the Mother will not form a judgment from their report 
only but, after having heard the person complained of, form a cool 
opinion on the subject and give the necessary directions to prevent it. 
XIV. No children shall be permitted to go out ofthe house without 
an evident necessity, except during recreation and four times a day: 
viz., first, immediately after the English class in the morning; second, 
before the sewing; third, at 4 o'clock in the afternoon; and immedi-
ately after or before night prayers. But every time one of the two 
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Angels shall attend them to see if good order is observed. Silence is to 
be kept then, and the breaking of it, when it is not recreation time, shall 
be punished as well as in the study room. No Sister is permitted to stop 
them then, on pretext of requiring any service ofthem. 
XV. No Sister is to show the children how to sew or interfere at all 
with their work but those appointed for that purpose. 
XVI. [ At] 3 minutes before the end of any class, study, or work, a 
bell will be rung as a warning to give time to the School Sisters to take 
from those under their care the books, paper, work, and thread which 
have been used during the class. Any child who will act up and leave 
her seat before the second bell is rung shall be punished, either by the 
loss of 10 minutes of recreation or by a fine of one cent to the profit of 
the poor out of her pocket money. 
XVII. Stubborness [and] disobedience shall be punished immedi-
ately when habitual or frequently repeated by the same child. No Sis-
ter shall ever yield to the obstinancy or importunities of a child. If mild 
advices will not do, mild punishment shall succeed. If these have no 
effect, severity shall increase until submission is obtained. If the child 
has not been subdued by any, she shall be referred to the Mother who 
will direct a severe one. If this will have no effect, the child must be 
dismissed from St. Joseph's. 
XVIII. Whenever a direction must necessarily be given for the 
time of beginning the school or an exception be made to the above 
rules in extraordinary circumstances and the Mother cannot be con-
sulted on account of sickness, absence, or engagements where she 
cannot be interrupted, the Head School Sister, if any is appointed, or 
the Sister at the head of the first class, if no Head School Sister has 
been appointed, shall give directions to the best of her knowledge, 
provided this exception does not interfere with the general order ofthe 




Constitutions of the Sisters of Charity 
in the United States of America' 
Chapter I 
Article 1 
The Sisters of Charity in the United States of America, known by 
the name of Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph 's, are the daughters of St. 
Vincent of Paul, whom they acknowledge as their chief patron and 
founder. Their Institute is the same as that of the Sisters of Charity of 
France with this difference: that the education, which the Sisters of 
Charity were there bound to give only to poor children, will be ex-
tended here to all female children in whatever station of ljfe they may 
be,for which the Sisters will receive a sufficient compensation, out of 
which they will endeavor to save as much as they can to educate gratis 
poor orphan children. There will also be adopted such modifications 
in the Rules as the difference of country, habits, customs, and manners 
may require. 
But although this Institution is the same in substance as that of the 
Sisters of Charity in France, it will have no connection whatever with 
the Company or Government of the said Sisters in France or any Eu-
ropean countly, except that of mutual charity and friendly correspon-
dence. 
A-12.4 Constitutions 
'The Constitutions of the Sisters afCharity trom 1812 to 1850 presented here is a compilation of 
documents from three archives. Documentll-A-G 1 in the Archives ofthe Archdiocese of Baltimore 
consists oftwo distinct documents: the first six pages contain rules for the Confraternity (or Ladies) 
of Charity; the remaining twenty-four pages, numbered 17 through 40, are a large fragment of the 
first Constitutions for the Sisters of Charity at Emmitsburg. The first version was later revised and 
reorganized into three chapters. Missing material tram Document II-A-G 1 has been reconstructed 
by Dr. Ellin Kelly from documents in the Archives ofthe Sisters of Charity of Nazareth, Kentucky, 
and of the Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati. Punctuation and spelling have been regularized. The 
reconstructed first section is italicized. An autograph copy ofthese Constitlilions is at the Archives 
of St. Joseph's Provincial House (ASJPH 3-1-2). 
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The Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph's are established under the au-
thority o.fthe Archbishop of Baltimore and the Superior of the Semi-
nary of St. Sulpicius in Baltimore, who shall appoint the Superior who 
is to govern their society. 2 
Havingformed after mature deliberation the Constitutions and ob-
tained the approbation of the Archbishop o.fBaltimore, nothing shall 
be added to or retrenchedfrom them afterwards, without the concur-
rent authority of the said Archbishop and of the Superior. 
No debts can be contracted, no money borrowed except for the nec-
essary provisions and maintenance of the Sisterhood or boarding 
schools dependent on it, for the necessary repairs o.f the establish-
ment,for thefin ish ing of the works already begun, or for erecting new 
buildings, without the approbation of said Superior. No new founda-
tions at the expense of the Sisterhood, at a distance, can be made with-
out his concurrence. The same rules as to the expenses which may be 
made in other establishments shall be observed, which are specified 
here for the Motherhouse. 
Article 2 
There shall be a central Government jl-om which will emanate all 
the other establishments and all the orders sent abroad. It shall be 
composed of the Superior, the Mother, and her Council. Of course, 
neither the Superior, the Mother, nor Council can be at any distance 
2When the Constitutions were approved, John Carroll was Archbishop of Baltimore and Rev. 
John Mary Tessier, S.S., was superior of the Sulpicians. Rev. John Dubois, S.S., was appointed 
superior of the sisters. 
The Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph's remained an independent community from 1812 until 1850 
when they affiliated with the Daughters of Charity ofS!. Vincent de Paul in France. At that time the 
community in the United States became a province of the international congregation whose 
Motherhouse was in Paris. As such, the sisters came under the authority ofthe Superior General of 
the Congregation of the Mission (Villcentians), the arrangement that had prevailed since the times 
of Sts. Vincent de Paul and Louise de Marillac. 
In 1846 a group of Sisters of Charity from Emmitsburg serving on the New York missions formed 
a separate foundation, the Sisters of Charity ofS!. Vincent de Paul, of New York, under the authority 
ofthe bishop ofthat diocese. They elected Sister Elizabeth Boyle as their first snperior. Two years 
after the Emmitsburg community affiliated with France, s ix sisters on mission in Cincinnati fonned 
a separate foundation, the Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati, under the authority of the bishop of that 
diocese. They elected Si ster Margaret George as their first superior. 
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from one another, which would prevent that daily intercourse which 
may be necessary. 
There shall also be a Novitiate under the inspection of the Central 
Government. 
The seat of the government shall be the Motherhouse at St. Jo-
seph's, Emmitsburg, MGlyland. 
Article 3 
The object of the Institution of the Sisters of Charity in America, 
according to the plan laid down by St. Vincent of Paul being: First, to 
honor Our Lord Jesus Christ as the source and model of all charity by 
rendering to Him every temporal and spiritual service in theirpower 
in the person o.fthe poor sick, children, prisoners, and others. Second, 
to honor the sacred Infancy of Jesus in the young persons of their sex 
whom they are called upon to form to virtue, whilst they sow in their 
minds the seed of us<!fitl knowledge. Accordingly the care of the poor 
of all descriptions and ages, sick, prisoners, invalids, foundlings, or-
phans, and even insane in hospitals and private houses shall be the 
object of the solicitude of the Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph's and ex-
ercise their zeal gradually as circumstances, openings, and means of 
doing either shall be afforded them. Third, the next object of their 
zeal, no less important at this time in America, will be the education of 
young persons of their sex of all descriptions in virtue, piety, and all 
the branches of usefitl learning, which they will endeavor to extend 
gratis to poor orphans asfar as their circumstances will permit them. 
Article 4 
This company is composed of those who were never married and 
widows, who to be admitted must have principally the following quali-
fications: viz., to be sound o.f mind and body without any deficiency of 
sight and other faculties necessGlY for the fit/filling of theirfunctions; 
of a good character, respectable connexions, and of a legitimate birth 
(which two last conditions may be dispensed with when the want of 
them by the unanimous opinion of the Superior, Mother, and Council 
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is redeemed by the extraordinary merit and virtue of the candidate); 
of an age commonly neither short of sixteen nor exceeding 
twenty-eight; and above all, fit/ly disposed to serve God during all 
their lives in the persons of the poor and education of youths with an 
entire submission to the guidance of their Superiors and a greatfidel-
ity to the Rules of the Institution. The widows who wish to be admitted 
must besides be legally exonerated of the care of their children, if they 
have any, and have so well provided fOr their temporal concerns that 
they may never be molested or disturbed by them from their employ-
ments. 3 
Article 5 
Nofortune or dowry is requiredfor their maintenance after their 
Novitiate, but everyone of the candidates shall pay their boardfor the 
.first year of their admission and some moderate compensation, ac-
cording to their abilities,for defraying their bedding, theirfirst dress, 
and other little articles offurniture unless they came provided with 
those articles. But they may be dispensed from the above conditions 
by the Superior, the Mother, and the Council when this deficiency is 
[compensated}, in their judgment, by their merit, poverty, and the ser-
vices they may render immediately. 
Article 6 
Candidates for admission must, besides the aforesaid qua1tfica-
tions, be furnished with a certt/icate of good life and unexceptionable 
morals, their certificate of Baptism, and as much as possible, with the 
consent of their parents. They shall apply to the Mother, who will con-
sider attentively whether they have the requisite qualifications and 
car€!/itlly examine their vocation, unbiased either by the natural at-
traction a/the candidate, the recommendation ofherfi'iends or even 
of benefactors of the Company, or by any other human 
' Widows in the community at this time included Elizabeth Bayley Seton, Rose Landry White, 
Margaret Farrell George, and Bridget Farrell, her mother. 
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considerations. She will represent to them with sincerity the dillicul-
ties of that state with all its functions and principal obligations. She 
will also introduce them to the Superior and to the three principal OJ-
ficers of the Community,4 who will examine them with the same atten-
tion, and after deliberating together, if a Plurality vote for their 
admission, she will encourage their hopes without, however, giving 
them a full assurance till the expiration of three months, which are 
generally allowed to try their vocation. If after this they persist in their 
design, she will admit them to their Novitiate. 
Article 7 
As to the candidates who do not reside in the vicinity of the 
Motherhouse, the Mother shall cause them to be examined in the 
place of their residence by some neighboring Sisters or some other 
trusty and intelligent persons on whose testimony, if favorable, she 
will write to them, with the advice of the Superior, to come without, 
however, giving them full assurance of being admitted. On their ar-
rival, the Mother shall present them to him and to the three Officers, 
and if the plurality isfor them, they shall be received as the others. 
Article 8 
Upon their entrance, the Mother shall cause them to be instructed 
in the mysteries of our faith and the principal duties of a Christian, 
particularly the practice of the sacraments o:fPenance and Eucharist. 
She will also employ them with the Novices in the usual exercises of 
the Community, but they shall not be admitted to the private Confer-
ence on Fridays nor to the Holy Communion till the conclusion of 
their spiritual retreat, which they will begin as soon as possible under 
the direction of the Mistress of the Novices' and during which they 
4The priest designated as ecclesiastical superior and the sisters elected assistant, treasurer, and 
procuratrix. Cf. Chap. 2, Article 3 of this document. 
'Sister Catherine Mullen was the first mistress of novices until her death December 25, 1815. In 
September 1813 Elizabeth mentions "Mrs. Farral going humbly among the novices to learn her 
catechism of Sister Kitty"; cf. Seton Writings 2:251. For typical materials used for instructing 
candidates and novices, cf. Seton Writings 3:9.1 , 9.11, and books listed in Appendix B-2. 
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will, il the Director think proper, make a general confession. After 
which if they have fully resolved to persevere and arejudged fit for 
that state, they will begin their Novitiate under the direction of the Sis-
ter who has the charge olinstructing the Novices and o.ltraining them 
to the practice of the virtues proper to their Institution but still without 
wearing the Habit o.lthe Company, voting in the elections, nor being 
admitted to the public deliberations concerning the affairs of the 
Company. After three to six months from the time of their admittance 
into the house, such as have begun to take the spirit of their vocation in 
the opinion o.l the Superior, the Mother, and the Council will receive 
privately in the accustomed manner the Habit, but they will be al-
lowed neither to vote in the elections nor to deliberate on the affairs of 
the Company until after the expiration ol their Novitiate. Such, on the 
contrary, as would not have improved during thefirst term of proba-
tion shall be postponedfor the taking o.lthe Habit or even dismissed 
from the Company if they are judged unfitfor it. 
Article 9 
At the expiration of one year, if the Novices do not appear to have a 
decided vocation, they shall be informed ofit but shall be permitted, if 
they choose it, to continue their Novitiate one year longer. But should 
their unfitness appear evident to the Superior, Mother, and Council 
before the expiration of that second year or at the end of it, they shall 
be dismissed. 
Article 10 
At the expiration of the first year or of the second (in case the Novi-
tiate had been continued two years), the Mother shall propose, in the 
meeting ol the Officers in the presence of the Superior, the petition of 
those who wish to make their Vows, and after discussing their con-
duct, if they are found to have advanced in the practice of virtues and 
in the observance o.lthe Rules, they shall be permitted to make the sim-
ple vows of Poverty, Chastity, Obedience, and Permanency in the 
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Company, 6 according to their Rules, and thisfor one year only con-
formably to the practice of the Community. And every year on the 25th 
of March they will renew them for the same space of time, but they 
must each time ask permission for that effect about three months be-
fore the above specified day. But this privilege of being allowed to 
make their vows, one year or at most two years after their admission 
into the Sisterhood, being a deviation from the Rules of the Sisters of 
Charity in France, which require jive years probation, this deviation 
is made only to obviate the apprehension which Novices might have 
that, after spending in the Sisterhood the best years of their lives, they 
could be excluded from it without committing a capital fault. Should 
experience hereafter show the necessity (Perhaps felt in Europe) of 
requiring jive years probation, the Superior, the Mother, and the 
Council, if unanimous in their opinion, are hereby authorized to re-
quire that jive years probation, and their doing so shall not be consid-
ered as an infringement of the Constitutions. On the contrary, the said 
jive years probation shall be afterwards considered as a constitu-
tional point, which cannot be rescinded without the concurrence of 
the Superior and the approbation of the Archbishop of Baltimore, 
without whose consent no part of the Constitutions of the Sisters of 
Charity of St. Joseph's can be altered. 
As to the manner of making their Vows, they shall during Mass, im-
mediately after the Consecration and without changing places, read 
aloud in a low but audible voice and everyone for herself the Form of 
the Vows. The above permission shall be granted, after the jirst year 
6During the time of Vincent de Paul and Louise de tvIarillac, permanency referred, not to an 
additional vow but to the intention of the individual sister to make a lifetime commitment of her 
annual vows as required by the founders of the Daughters of Charity. Both Vincent de Paul and 
Louise de Marillac required that the sisters must intend to make a lifetime commitment before 
pronouncing vows for the first time. The founders saw this as a way of perpetuating the corporate 
accomplishment of the mission of the Company through a fourth vow of corporal and spiritual 
service ofthe poor made by each sister. The phrasing in the American constitution reflects language 
from the 1718 statutes of the Daughters of Charity promulgated by M. Jean Bonnet in 1718. The 
vow formula prescribed by him in 1722 stated the vows as "vow to God poverty, chastity, and 
obedience . .. according to our Rules, for one year; and to devote myselfto the corporal and spiritual 
service of the poor sick." This was also the practice of the Sisters of Charity ofSt. Joseph's both 
during and after Elizabeth's time. 
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or atfarthest after the secondyear, only to those who have given satis-
factory proofs oj'their virtue and ala sincere love for their vocation. 
Chapter II 
Article 3 
The Council of the Mother is composed of an Assistant, Treasurer, 
and Procuratrix, who as a Council and as Officers have distinct privi-
leges and duties annexed to them. 7 
As a Council, all business and transactions relating to the interest 
of the Company at large and the improvements of property thereof; 
the receiving of new foundations, legacies, donations; buying, ex-
changing, leasing, and selling real property; borrowing money to any 
amount; admitting Candidates or Novices or dismissing either; re-
moving Sisters from one place to another; settling accounts; discuss-
ing the merits or dejects of those who petition for leave to take their 
Vows and permitting or refusing the same; determining such ques-
tions relating to elections as have been or may be hereafter left to 
them by the Constitutions; canvassing the merits of the Candidates 
and Novicesfor the Sisterhood or candidates for the different elective 
offices of the Central Government; any alteration to be demanded in 
the Constitutions; and the trials olSisters accused of any misconduct 
liable to require exclusion Fom the Sisterhood must be referred to 
them. They are bound to secrecy respecting any deliberations which 
may require it, such as what relates to the character of candidates for 
the Sisterhood, or Officers, or Novices, or any other business which 
might compromise charity and good understanding amongst the Sis-
ters or confidence in their Superior or Officers. 
'Cf. Setoll Writings 3:12.1 and 12.2. 
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Chapter III 
Of Elections and Meetings for that and other purposes 
Article I 
Every third year in the day following the feast of St. Vincent of 
Paul' the Sisters of Charity ofSt. Joseph shall proceed by the plurality 
of votes to the election of the Mother and of the other three Officers, 
namely the Assistant, the Treasurer, and the Steward [Procuratrixj, 
who will act as auxiliaries and councillors to the Mother. They shall 
not, however, be all elected the same year, if possible, as will be men-
tioned hereafter. The election shall be made in presence of the Supe-
rior and of the Director, if the two offices are not held by one priest. If 
the Superior is also Director, he shall be accompanied by another 
priest of his own choice, who shall not, however, be introduced into 
the meeting or the hall where the election is to be made whilst the dis-
positions of the candidates will be canvassed or anything said which 
may relate to the private character of the Sisters, but only when the 
votes are to be collected. 
But in order that the elections should not be postponed unneces-
sarily, as soon as the present Constitution is made and approved by 
the Archbishop of Baltimore and the Superior of St. Sulpicius in Balti-
more, the aforesaid elections shall be made, butfor only three years; 
at the expiration of which, another election of the Mother must take 
place, which shall be counted only ji'om the day after the feast of St. 
Vincent of Paulfollowing. 
The same Mother may be continued at a second election, but only 
for a second turn of three years, after which she will not be eligiblefor 
the same office, although it should chance to be vacant by the death of 
her successor till after the expiration of three years, nor to any of the 
other three offices till at least one year after the expiration of the term 
of her superiority. 
8July 19, at that time 
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Article 2 
Should the Mother happen to die in office six months or more be-
fore the day appointedfor the election, they must proceed as soon as 
possible to the election of her successor, observing however that the 
newly elected Mother is to remain in office only till the feast ofSt. Vin-
cent 0.1 Paul preceding the expiration of her three years unless the Su-
perior and the three Officers for some particular reason judge it 
expedient to prorogue [defer} her term until thefeast of St. Vincent of 
Paul, following the expiration of her three years. If the death of the 
Mother happens less than six months before St. Vincent of Paul's 
feast, the election shall be postponed till the day a,fier thatfeast; in this 
case, the Superior will appoint a substitute to .fill that office till the 
election day. He may choose even one who had already been in office, 
though the time required in this and the following articles be not yet 
expired. 
Article 3 
In the election of the three other Officers, the same rules shall be 
observed, except some which will be hereafter specified. None of 
those three Officers, during her triennium, shall be eligible to the two 
other offices nor for three years a,fier its expiration to any of the three, 
although any of them may be elected to that of the Mother if proposed 
for that station in the manner expressed hereafter. 
Should it be thought expedientfor the good of the Company that 
one of the three Officers should be sent to any other establishment de-
pendent on the Sisterhood, she may be sent with the consent of the Su-
perior, the Mother, and at least one of the two Officers; in which case, 
the Superior, the Mother, and the Council will substitute another Sis-
ter in her place. The same is to be practised whenever it shall happen 
that any of the Officers become unfitfor her office, either on account 
of some incurable or chronical disease or through some impediment 
'which will be judged by the Superior, the Mother, and the Council 
[Document ll-A-Gl begins at this point] to be incompatible with her 
functions. Should any such impediment take place with the Mother, 
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the same rules shall be observed as are prescribed for the case of her 
death in the preceding number. 
XII 
Moreover the said officers cannot be continued beyond three 
years, except when one, through infirmity or otherwise, has been for a 
whole year prevented from filling her office and at the time ofthe next 
election is found capable of doing so. If the election of the Mother 
happens to concur in the same year with that of any of the three other 
officers or ifthe election of several of these is to take place at the same 
time, then the last deposed Mother or some of the late officers, with 
the advice ofthe Superior, may be admitted into the Council in order 
to supply, by the knowledge they have acquired during their exercise, 
to the inexperience of the new promoted members. 
XIII 
The Daughters of Charity being destined to be scattered in small 
groups over various and perhaps very distant parts of America (when 
it pleases God to give an opening for the execution of this plan), it will 
become impossible for all the Sisters to be present at the meetings held 
in the Motherhouse either for elections or other affairs or even to de-
pute one from each of the distant establishments, on account not only 
ofthe inconveniences and expense attending longjourneys but also of 
the scarcity of members in each establishment, which might render 
the absence of a single one for some considerable time very detrimen-
tal to the same. For this reason, it is provided that in such a case the 
Sisters not distant more than two or three days journey from the 
Motherhouse, who have eight years vocation (counting from the mo-
ment of their admission to the Novitiate) and who have been on the 
last profession day admitted to their vows, shall be the natural depu-
ties of the whole company to attend the said elections and other like 
meetings convoked on extraordinary and important affairs in which 
the welfare of the whole body is concerned, excepting however those 
Sisters, who for want of secrecy, particularly with regard to the 
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deliberations of said meetings or for other considerable faults, may 
deserve to be excluded from them by the judgment of the Superior or 
delegate and the officers of the community, whose duty it will be to 
give said Sisters previous notice of their exclusion. 
As to ordinary affairs or those which concern partial establish-
ments, such as accepting new ones, receiving fOlmdations, making ac-
quisitions and exchanges, managing and regulating the interest of said 
partial establishments, and other like business, the Mother and the 
three officers shall, in virtue of their election, be considered as depu-
ties of the Company to do what in their opinion, assisted with that of 
the Superior, they may judge most expedient, and all the others shall 
confornl to the resolutions adopted in said meetings. 
XIV 
And whereas it may happen that many of the Sisters who may at-
tend at the election ofthe officers have but an imperfect knowledge of 
those that might be qualified to be elected, in order to afford them 
lights which may direct them in their choice, the Mother and the three 
officers, who must be supposed to have acquired in the exercise of 
their charge a more adequate knowledge of all the Sisters than the rest, 
shall meet two or three times or oftener, if necessary, in the week pre-
ceding the election in presence of the Superior, or Director delegated 
by him, to agree together on the two Sisters who they judge before 
God to be the most capable of filling the office about to be vacant; 
which two candidates shall be proposed to the general assembly to 
choose by a plurality the one of the two who will be judged the more 
competent for the charge. 
XV 
The qualities requisite to be elected Mother are: first, to be at least 
thirty-five years of age and to have twelve years vocation; secondly, 
to be of a strength equal to the burden; thirdly, to have been admitted 
to the vows on the last profession day; fourthly, to be endowed with a 
mind mature, discreet, and vigilant, but equally docile, mild, and 
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peaceable; fifthly, to live an exemplary life, especially by the practice 
of poverty in dress, food, and the rest; by a remarkable purity and de-
tachment from all creatures; by a prompt obedience to the Superior 
and a punctual observance of the Rules; by a sincere union, charity, 
and forbearance to her Sisters; and in fine, by a great fidelity to medi-
tation and other spiritual exercises, accompanied with an equal affec-
tion and application to the exterior functions of charity toward the 
poor, particularly the lowest as most repugnant to nature. 
To be eligible to any of the three principal offices of the Commu-
nity, one must be at least twenty eight years of age, have ten years vo-
cation, and possess in proportion the same qualifications which are 
required for the Mother, among which the said number of years both 
of age and vocation are necessary for the validity of the election. 
XVI 
Previous to the general assembly, there will be generally three pri-
vate meetings, or more if necessary, of the Superior or his delegate, 
the Mother, and the three officers, in order to agree on two Sisters to be 
proposed for the election. For the first of which meetings, they shall 
read out a list of all the Sisters who have the above complement of 
years, both of age and vocation, and of that number they will single 
out at most ten or twelve in whom they discover the best qualifications 
for the office in question, and their names shall be written separately. 
In the second meeting, after having maturely weighed before God the 
respective merits of said Sisters and fixed privately in their own minds 
their choice on the two whom they judge the best fitted for the office, 
the Mother and officers, one after the other, shall name out to the Su-
perioreach, one of the two who, in her private opinion, has the bestti-
tie to be elected, whose good and bad qualities will immediately be 
freely and openly discussed. After which discussion, the Superior will 
count the votes in a loud voice, and the one who shall obtain the great-
est number shall be written down as one of the two to be proposed to 
the general assembly. They will proceed for the second in the same 
manner as for the first. For the third meeting, the same order shall be 
observed as in the second to ascertain whether each officer persists in 
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the same opinion. If a third subject be proposed, after a like examina-
tion of her qualities, the vote shall be taken, and if she has more than 
either of the two former, she shall be inscribed in her place. 
If after this third meeting anyone changes her sentiment, she will 
propose her new thoughts to the Superior or his delegate, and in case 
she persists in them, a fourth meeting shall be convened to examine 
into her reasons, where the votes being again called for, they shall as 
before fix on the two subjects who engross the greatest number of 
votes. But let it be remembered that if the Sisters are at all times 
strictly bound to keep secret everything that is proposed in their as-
semblies, they are particularly so with respect to these, and although 
they are in their meetings at liberty freely to discuss the merits oftheir 
Sisters, they must never out of them mention that subject to any, even 
among themselves, except privately to the Mother or to the Superior 
or delegate, in case they want to receive or to impart some useful in-
formation. 
XVII 
When the question is about the election ofthe Mother, the same or-
der shall be kept in the preparatory meetings. But as she may be taken 
from among the officers, of whom neither ill nor good must be said in 
their own presence, the three remaining with the Superior or delegate 
shall examine whether she is to be preferred to one of the two already 
marked down, which will be practiced for each of the three officers 
successively, recalling each one into the room after she has been bal-
loted and sending out another, and so on to the last. 
But should anyone or two of the officers be substituted to those 
previously elected, the Superior or delegate and the rest shall keep it 
perfectly secret so that the elected ones may not obtain any knowledge 
of it till they are proposed in the general assembly. In like manner, if 
the present Mother has only completed her first triennium, she shall 
quit the room to leave the officers at liberty to examine with the Supe-
rior whether she may be proposed to be continued for a second term of 
three years. But although she be proposed, they shall nevertheless 
designate other two along with her. 
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XVIII 
When they will have to proceed to the election of two officers 
whose triennium is to terminate at the same epoch, there shall be two 
designated for each office, one after another, in the above specified 
marmer; and those four, thus elected by the officers in their prepara-
tory meetings, shall be proposed to the general assembly in the man-
ner hereafter pointed out. 
Nota bene that the Superior or delegate has no vote in any of the 
meetings either special or general held for the election of officers. But 
he will give information on the qualities of those subjects who might 
not be sufficiently known; well understood, ifhe has himself acquired 
that knowledge by any other way than Confession. In case of equality 
in the number of votes, either in the preparatory meetings or general 
assembly, the most ancient of vocation of the two or three proposed 
shall be elected. 
XIX 
In the general assembly for the election, the following order shall 
be observed. All the Sisters who have a right of suffrage, according to 
Number XIII, and who have been able to attend without any essential 
detriment to the service of the poor (which will be judged by the 
Mother and officers on the report ofthe Sister Servant of each place), 
being assembled about two o'clock p.m. in the chapel of the 
Motherhouse, the Superior or Director, accompanied by another 
priest as it has been said in Number IX, after reciting the Veni Sancte 
Spiritus will commence by a small exhortation of about half an hour 
on the subject ofthe election. And after causing one or two to speak on 
each point and having himself, after all have spoken, added what he 
may think important, they shall proceed to the election. But previous 
to it, the officer who has finished her time shall humble herselfin pres-
ence of the others, accusing on her knees some of the faults she has 
committed against the duties of her office and begging pardon of her 
Sisters and the assistance of their prayers. Whereupon the Superior, 
after addressing to her some words of encouragement as he may think 
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proper, will recommend her to the prayers of the assembly, and she 
will retire to some place among the Sisters out of the officers' rank. 
Although after the election ifthe one chosen be not present, she must 
continue in her office and take her place in the meetings after the offi-
cers till her successor's an-ivaI. 
xx 
Then the Superior will read out the names of the Sisters designated 
for each office, and kneeling down with the whole assembly, he will say 
the hymn, Veni Creator, each verse of which being commenced by him 
and continued by the assembly, and after the little verse and oration, he 
will remain on his knees about two or three minutes. When rising, he 
will recommend to the Sisters to continue kneeling in prayer till the end 
of the election without in any manner speaking with one another. 
XXI 
The Superior having resumed his seat with his companion close to 
him, and each of them having prepared the paper on which he is to 
write the names of the Sisters proposed to be elected, drawing a line 
opposite to each name, the Mother shall rise alone and come to tell the 
Superior on her knees the name of the candidate she chooses of the 
two proposed, which shall be done in a low tone of voice so as to be 
heard by none but the Superior or Director and the priest who accom-
panies him. Both of whom will immediately mark down, each on his 
own paper, the vote they receive by writing a dash across the line 
which corresponds to the name of the candidate designated by the 
voter, without permitting anyone to see the mark on these papers. 
The Mother, having returned to her place where she shall continue 
to kneel, the Assistant shall come and act in the same manner; then the 
Treasurer and after her the Steward, and in fine all the Sisters, one by 
one according to the rank in which they chance to be placed, the Supe-
rior and his companion carefully marking down in the manner afore-
said each one's suffrage. And if there be any Sister confined by 
sickness, they shall both go to take her vote. 
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XXII 
After the votes have been thus collected, the Mother and three offi-
cers (except such of them as may have been proposed for the election) 
shall draw near the table, and the Superior shall count in their presence 
the votes he has marked down on his paper opposite to each name. The 
same shall be afterwards done by the other priest on his own paper, ob-
serving that the other Sisters may take no notice of it. Upon which 
having recognized the one that has a plurality, the said Superior shall 
proclaim her as legally elected to such an office; and before he leaves 
the room, he shall fill with her name the act of election, which he must 
have previously drawn out, and sign it with his name together with his 
own assistant, the Mother, and the officers (except the new elected). 
XXIII 
If the elected Sister is present, she will humbly submit to the choice 
made of her and, having knelt down in the sign of compliance, she will 
listen to the admonitions which will be given her by the Superior. 
Then she shall take the place designated for her office. If it be a new 
Mother, besides what has been said, the two following particulars 
shall be observed: First, the Superior will confirm her election, and if 
she were absent, he will do it on her arrival in the first ordinary meet-
ing ofthe Sisters. Secondly she shall be conducted by the Assistant or 
the next officer in rank to her place where, being seated, the same offi-
cers according to their rank and then all the Sisters shall come, one af-
ter another, to kiss her hand in token of the respect and submission 
they owe and wish to pay her, to which the Superior will before this 
ceremony exhort them in a few words. 
XXIV 
The Superior will then strictly enjoin on all present not to speak to-
gether, not with the absent Sisters, and much less with strangers of what 
has passed at the election, and particularly never to say to anyone whom 
they have voted for, nor which was the Sister proposed along with the 
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one elected, nor in fine ever to presume to declare in any manner their 
disapprobation of the choice made though ever so contrary to their own 
opinion or inclinations. After which recommendation he will tenninate 
by the anthem Santa Maria, the verse and oration, and dismiss the Sis-
ters with his blessing which they shall receive on their knees. 
xxv 
As the Mother, after her first triennium, may be continued for a 
second term of three years, she shall, as has been said, in case the of-
ficers in their preparatory meetings have agreed upon it, be proposed 
with other two Sisters in the general assembly. If one of the three offi-
cers during her triennium be elected Mother, another officer shall be 
appointed in her place at the same election, and they will propose for 
that in the general assembly the two private Sisters who, in the prepa-
ratory meetings, have been agreed on by the officers although one of 
them has already been proposed in the same assembly for the 
Mother's office. Vide [cf.] Numbers XVI and XVII. 
XXVI 
For the election of the other three officers, never shall a third candi-
date be proposed except when, through sickness or some other lawful 
impediment, some one of them, having been hindered for a whole 
year, becomes eligible a second time, according to Number XI. For in 
such a case she shall be proposed together with the other two, if she is 
not herself one ofthe two agreed on in the officers' meetings. If they 
have to proceed to the election of two officers in the same assembly, 
the Superior will first propose the two designated for the first office, 
and after a choice has been made of one ofthose two, he will only pro-
pose the other two designated for the second office. 
XXVII 
Besides the assemblies held for the elections, the Mother and the 
three officers shall regularly meet once a week with the Superior or 
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delegate to treat on ordinary affairs concerning the direction of the 
company and moreover, as often as the Superior or his delegate will 
think is expedient, on others that may occur. In these reunions they 
shall faithfully observe the rules and admonitions on the head of meet-
ings which, the better to remember them they shall read once every 
three months in one of the same assemblies. 
XXVIII 
The Superior of the Seminary of St. Sulpicius of Baltimore is the 
head of the whole company. Nothing can be done in it, no resolution 
can be carried into effect without his approbation. And in all cases (ex-
cept in elections) if the votes be equally divided, the decision belongs 
to him alone or to his delegate, according to the extent of powers dele-
gated to him. In matters of importance such as would be this forming 
of their establishments; receiving fundations, legacies, or donations; 
buying, leasing, or selling real property; borrowing money; dispens-
ing for a time with any point ofthe Rules or Constitutions, etc. he must 
be consulted in person. He may also appoint occasional visitors with 
more or less extended powers; and confessors, either ordinary or ex-
traordinary, must be designated by him from among the Priests ap-
proved by the Right Rev. Bishops. It must be understood, however, 
that in doubtful and important matters the Superior is to act in concert 
with a council of at least three Priests of his company among whom he 
only claims the casting vote . 
XXIX 
The Mother shall have the direction ofthe whole company with the 
Superior, and in his absence with his delegate, and she shall give at 
least evelY three months to the said Superior a detailed account both of 
her own conduct and of the state of the company, besides the ordinary 
meetings of the officers with the Director or Visitors delegated by him 
at which she must attend. She shall carefully watch over all the mem-
bers of the Community and particularly the officers, in order that they 
may faithfully discharge their respective duties. She shall endeavor to 
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be the soul and life of the whole body, animating her Sisters as much 
by her example as by her words to the practice of virtues, the observa-
tion of the Rules, and the fulfilling of their employments. She will em-
ploy them in the exercises ofthe institutions, send them to the separate 
establishments, or recall them when thought expedient; the whole 
with the advice of the Superior or delegate and of the officers. 
xxx 
The Assistant ofthe Mother, who is the second officer, shall repre-
sent her when absent, and everyone will obey her as the Mother her-
self, ifpresent. She shall inform her of the necessities of all her Sisters 
on whom she shall, to that effect, constantly keep a watchful eye. 
XXXI 
The Treasurer, third officer, shall receive all monies and keep them 
in a strong chest with two locks, one key of which will remain in her 
hands and the other in those of the Mother.9 The same must be prac-
ticed for the Archives where all titles and papers of importance are to 
be deposited. She shall not fail to write in a book, which is to be locked 
up in the chest, on one side the monies received, on the other the mon-
ies drawn out and the dates of the day, month, and year. She may retain 
in her own hands a sum of fifty dollars and sometimes more, accord-
ing to the necessities ofthe house and the judgment of the Mother, to 
supply the daily expenditure. And she shall every now and then lay in 
the gross provisions. She shall also keep a book for the merchants, 
opening an account for each and writing on one side what they supply 
on credit, on the other the partial sums paid to them also by dates as 
aforesaid. Nothing must be bought on credit without her pennission, 
and in this case the bills must be brought to her to be inscribed on the 
merchants' book. She shall every month render her accounts to the 
Mother and once a year to the Superior or to his delegate ad hoc in 
9Louise de Marillac recommended this practice for the Confraternities of Charity. Cf. CCD 
13b:5. 
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presence of the Mother and officers. She shall also represent the 
Mother and the Assistant in their absence. 
XXXII 
The Steward, fourth officer, shall provide for the daily wants of the 
Community. She shall be careful to write every day in a book on one 
side the monies received from the Treasurer, on the other the expendi-
ture and use ofthat money in detail, with the dates ofthe day, month, 
and year. She shall render her accounts every week to the Mother in 
presence of the Treasurer and represent the said Mother in her absence 
and that of the other two officers. 
XXXIII 
The said officers shall endeavor always to act in great concert to-
gether, cherish a perfect union and good understanding with one an-
other, and show to the Mother a sincere love and entire submission, of 
which they are particularly bound to set an example to the other Sis-
ters. When anyone goes out of office, she shall give to the Mother all 
the infonnation she may think will be useful to her in the direction of 
the company and shall fully instruct her successor in every particular 
duty of her charge. 
XXXIV 
Besides the Mother and the three said officers, there shall be in the 
principal house a Mistress of Novices and a Head School Mistress, ap-
pointed by the Mother with the advice of the Superior and ofthe offi-
cers. She or any of the officers may be entmsted with cither of those 
two employments, if the Superior and the other officers approve of it 
and are satisfied that they can reconcile that additional charge with the 
duties of their principal office. In every separate establishment there 
shall be one who under the name of Sister Servant shall have the direc-
tion of the others and to whom they shall submit as to the Mother, 
comfonnably to the Rules. Should any of those establishments be-
come numerous, there shall be also an Assistant to the Sister Servant, 
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and in case of necessity also a Treasurer and a Steward, who shall ob-
serve the same mles as the officers ofthe Motherhouse. All these ap-
pointments shall likewise be made by the Mother with the consent of 
the Superior and principal officers and continued within their good 
pleasure. 
xxxv 
As to inferior offices, such as those of sacristans, school assistants, 
porter, infirmarian, cook and others, the Mother shall distribute them 
and continue or revoke them in the principal house, according to her 
own judgment, and so will the Sister Servant in separate establish-
ments. 
XXXVI 
The Mother shall read these Constitutions and Regulations to each 
of the officers as soon as they are elected and shall also read them, 
along with the same, before every election. But they shall communi-
cate them to nobody, either within or out of the community, without 
an express permission of the Superior. 
Finis. 
Provisional Arrangements 
The Constitutions once approved by the Archbishop shall forth-
with be presented to all the Sisters for their acceptation. Three days 
reflexion shall be allowed to them after a public reading of the same, 
with a solemn promise on their part that they will during that interval 
communicate on the subject with none but God and the Superior or 
Director. The three days being elapsed, such only as accept of the 
Constitutions shall attend the assembly convened for that purpose, 
and after an instruction to that effect delivered by the Superior or Di-
rector in his absence, they shall sign the formula of acceptation. 
The non-acceptants shall be treated with every possible kindness 
by everyone but will cease from that moment to be considered as 
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members and take with the Superior or Director the most convenient 
arrangements for their removal from the Community. 
Until the Company has arrived at an age and at a number which 
permit it to observe the letter ofthe Constitutions respecting the elec-
tions, the Superior dispenses with such parts of them which become 
impossible to accomplish as, for instance, the age and time of vocation 
required for eligibility and for voting in the assembly. 
At the first election, which is to take place the day after the accepta-
tion of the Constitutions, all Sisters who have been one year in the 
Community shall be admitted to give their vote. 
The number of subjects qualified to be proposed for office being 
but small and not permitting that the regulations concerning the pre-
paratory meetings ofthe officers be carried into execution, the Supe-
rior, Director, and such of the other Priests of the company of St. 
Sulpicius as are best acquainted with the Community, having agreed 
among themselves on three subjects for the office of Mother including 
the present one, will propose them on the first election day. The next 
day for the office of Assistant, they will propose two, who may be the 
same that were rejected the day before for that of Mother. The third 
and fourth day they will do the same for the other two offices. 
The newly elected Mother shall remain in office till the next feast 
of St. Vincent, when she may be reelected for a term of three years. 
The new elected Assistant shall remain in office for two years, 
when she may be reelected for a term of three years. 
The new elected Treasurer and Steward shall remain in office for 
three years when only one of them will be reeligible. All the rules etc. 
(Signed) D 
First Vow Formula 
I, the undersigned, in the presence of God and all the company of 
Heaven, renew the promises of my Baptism and make my Vows of 
POVERTY, CHASTITY, and OBEDIENCE to God and our Rev. Su-
perior General until the 25th of March next, and engage myself to the 
corporal and spiritual service of the poor sick, our true Masters, the in-
struction of those committed to our charge, and to all the duties pointed 
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out by our Rule in the Society of the Sisters of Charity in the United 
States of America, which I beg to fulfill through the merits of our cruci-
fied Saviour and the intercession of the Blessed Virgin. Amen. 
A-12.S Brute Note on Seton documents' 
A.MD.G. 
Note 
This Collection of Papers contains a number of important 
documen[t]s for the Early history of the Sisters and of Mrs. 
Seton- their examination and further use was properly deferred at 
some years distance and ought yet remained suspended for some 
more- in the mean time they ought not to be destroyed- as in a criti-
cal review and final use whatsoever, some times a few apparently use-
less lines supply a data or compleat [complete] the proper 
qualification of some fact -
As, of course such papers contain occasionally parts, lines, or ex-
pressions that ought to remain sufficiently a matter of trust and special 
confidence, they should be kept locked in a private place, and only a 
proper person engaged to prepare them for use. 
Should Providence offer yet a chance to him who so far preserved 
them and saved many from destruction,-to whom even a good part 
belonged personally, which he thus confidently leaves, that he might 
bestow the time and attention he is now denied for their best use,' he 
claims humbly and affectionately to be called upon for it -
A-12.S ASJPH 7-3-1-2, #85 
Mt. St. Mary's Seminary 
22 aout [August] 1834. 
+ Simon Brute 
'This note was written to the sisters at St. Joseph's in Emmitsburg. Rev. Simon Brute had the 
foresight to save many of Elizabeth 's letters and writings and to direct the sisters to do the same. The 
Brute Collection in ASJPH is extensive. 
2At the time Brute needed to direct his energies toward the newly created diocese of Vincennes, 
Indiana, of which he had been appointed bishop. 
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Baumgartner (Bomgardener), Mary 
Beckenbaugh, Eliza 
Beckenbaugh, Kitty 
Bedford, Henrietta A. 









A -12.18 Academy and Fr.e School Roster 
'The names of all pupils are taken from St. Joseph's Academy Register of Pupils, 1813-1860 and 
extant financial Ledgers, account books, Seton correspondence, and records ofthe Sisters of Charity 
and St. Joseph's Academy. These are fragmentary and provide an incomplete picture of the number 
of years students were enrolled in the Academy. No extant records of students in St. Joseph's Class 
who did not pay tuition or of orphans educated at St. Joseph's from 1809 to 1821 are available. 
Spelling of names in the documents is inconsistent. Based on this list, over four hundred pupils 
attended St. Joseph's Academy from 1809 through 1821. 
'This pupil listed as "Mary Almeda" is believed to be Marie Therese Almaide Maxis Duchemin 
(1810-1892) who appears in Academy Ledger, 1814-1819. Almaide became Sister Mary Theresa, 
one of the founding sisters of the first African American religious congregations for women, the 
Oblates of Providence (Baltimore, 1829). She was known to have received a good English 
education. A woman of racially mixed parentage, Almaide passed for white. In 1845, along with 
Rev. Louis Floret Gillet, C. Ss. R. (1813-1892), Mary Theresa founded the Sisters, Servants of Mary 
Immaculate (as Sisters of Providence) in Monroe, Michigan. The name of the community changed 
in 1847. 
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Brooks (Brooke), Ellen 
Brooks (Brooke), Susan 
Brown, Ann 
Brown, Maria Henrietta 
Buckley, Ellen 
Burges, Juliana (Julia) 
Byrnes, Ann 
Byrnes (Byrne), Eliza 
Cafferty, Mary 
Campbell, Catherine (Catheraine) 
Canal, Mary 









Cauffman, Catherine M. 
Cauffman4 (Kuffman) (Kauffman), Sarah 
Chatard, Emily 
Clancy, Eleanor (Ellen) 
Clary, Maria 
Clayland, Charlotte 
3 A grandniece of Archbishop John Carroll 
'Sarah Cauffman of Philadelphia was among the earliest students at Sl. Joseph's Academy and 
was a dear friend of Anna Maria Seton. After Sarah left the Academy, she and Elizabeth maintained 
a correspondence. 
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Cleery (Cleary) , Catherine 
Cleery, Maria 
Clemson, Sarah 
Clopper/ Ellen [Maria] 
Coale (Coals, Coales), Mary Ann 
Coales (Coals) [Coale], Sarah (Sally) 
Cochran, Eliza 
Cockey, Rachel 
Collins, Mary Ann 
Connolly (Connelly), Mary 
Corcoran (Corcran), Eliza 
Corish,6 Celia 
Corish, Jane 
Coskery (Cosskery), Catherine 






Daddisman,7 Louise (Louisa) 
Dalton, Annie M 
Danner, Margaret 
5Ellen Maria Clopper and her sister Mary Augusta both attended SI. Joseph's Academy. They 
were the daughters of Francis Cassatt (originally of Philadelphia) and Ann Jane Byrne Clopper. 
Sister Rose White was a dear friend of the Cloppers who moved to Montgomery County, Maryland, 
on a farm ("The Woodlands") overlooking the Seneca River between Old Germantown and 
Gaithersburg. Mr. Clopper, a convert, was so impressed with SI. Joseph's Academy and the Sisters 
of Charity that when he donated land for a church, he specified that the parish be named SI. Rose of 
Lima in honor of Mother Rose White, Elizabeth's successor. 
Rose of Lima (1586-1617), a member ofthe Third Order ofSI. Dominic, lived a reclusive life in 
Peru while adopting extreme practices of mortification and penance. She is the patron saint of South 
America and the Philippines. 
6Celia and Jane Corish were siblings who entered the Sisters of Charity and became Sister 
Benedicta and Sister Camilla respectively. 
7Louisa Daddisman (1797-1889) from Frederick County, Maryland, entered the Sisters of 
Charity and was called Sister Martha. She remained a dear friend of William and Catherine Seton. 
She was present when James Cardinal Gibbons, ninth archbishop of Baltimore (1878-1921), 








Delarue (Delare), Celerine (Celanire, Celanise) 
Deloughery (Delonghery), Ann 
Deloughery, Mary 
Depestre (Dupestre), Louisa 
Depestre (Dupestre), Mary 
DeSilver, Eliza 
Dessaw (Dessa), Ann 
DeVarroux (Deveraux), Caroline 

















Egan,8 Mary [Teresa] 
8Mary Teresa Egan was admitted gratis in 1814 to St. Joseph's Academy because of her father 's 
embarrassed financial situation. She entered the Sisters of Charity in 1817 and died about four 




Elder, Ellenor (Ellen) 
Elder, Juliana (Juliann) 






















Foy (Fay, Foyes), Eliza 





9Elizabeth, Jane, and Mary Fox of New York were daughters of Elizabeth and Robert Fox, a 
convert. Elizabeth and Robert were friends of Elizabeth and encouraged her to send sisters to open a 
mission in New York. 
IOMary Gartland (1786-1820) of Philadelphia attended St. Joseph's Academy (1810-1812), then 
entered the Sisters of Charity. As Sister Jane Frances she taught arithmetic, reading, and geography 
at the Academy for eight years. She was elected Treasurer of the community in 1819. 









Glenn, Eliza A. 
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Godefroy (Godefrey),13 Eliza 
Godefroy (Godefrey), Mary 
Good, Mathilda 
Gough, Mary 









Griffith, Mary E. 
Griffith, Sarah A. 
Gross, Mary 
"Hannah and Susan Gaston were daughters of Judge William Joseph Gaston (1778·1844), 
congressman from North Carolina (elected 1813 and 1815), and North Carolina supreme court 
justice. He was a prominent convert to Catholicism who held St. Joseph's Academy in high esteem. 
12Theresa Gillmeyer entered the Sisters of Charity in 1826 and became Sister Sophia. In 1852 she 
became one of the founding sisters of the Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati. 
13Eliza and Mary Godefroy were daughters ofMaxmilian Godefroy (1770?-183 7?), a prominent 
architect in Baltimore, who designed the Chapel of St. Mary Seminary in Baltimore which was 
being dedicated when Elizabeth arrived there June 16, 1808. The chapel contained a subterranean 
chapel dedicated to Mary, the Mother of God, where Elizabeth prayed and where the children she 
instructed received their First Communion. Godefroy was a friend and colleague of Benjamin 
Henry Latrobe (1764-1820) who designed the South Wing of the U. S. Capital and the Basilica of 




Hamilton, Elenor (Ellen) 
Hamilton, Emiline (Emily) 
Hardy, Ann 
Harper,'4 Elizabeth (Eliza) Hyde 
Harper, Emily Louisa 
Harper, Mary Diana 
Harper, Sally 
Hartnett, Eliza Ann 
Hayden (Heyden), Margaret 




Heyden (Heydon), Eliza 
Heyden, Maria 










Jamison (Jameson), Elizabeth (Eliza) 
14Elizabeth, Emily, Mary Diana, and Sally were daughters of Robert Goodloe and Catherine 
Carroll Harper. Catherine Seton lived with the Harpers for a time after her mother's death. She was 
often Emily's companion on trips in the United States as well as on the Grand Tour of Europe. Emily 
kept in contact with Mother Rose White and Sister Margaret George, providing tuition for needy 
students at st. Joseph's and giving donations for projects such as the construction ofa new cbapel 
(1839-1841) for whicb she donated tbe main altar. 
"Catherine Jamison entered Cannel of Port Tobacco and became Sister Ambrosia of the Heart of 
Mary. She was a cousin of Mary Smith, another Academy pupil who also entered Carmel, and 











Jenkins, Mary (Mary Ann) 
Johnston, Mary Ann 
Kearney, Mary Ann 
Keleher, Johanna 
Kennedy, A. J. 
King, Alicia 
King, Eliza F. 




Lane (Land), Julian (Julia) 
Lane, Louisa 
Langley, Catherine (Cathy) 
Langley, Elvia (Eliza) 
Lawrence, Julia 
Lawrence, Martha 
Lawson, Mary Ann 
Layland, Charlotte 
Le Grande (Legrand), Caroline 
Le Roy, Helen 
LeBreton (LeBritton),'6 Julia 
16Julia LeBritton was one of the first boarders with Elizabeth at the school on Paca Street in 
Baltimore. She came to Emmitsburg by wagon in June 1809 with the sisters and remained at St. 
Joseph's Academy. After returning home, she petitioned for admission to the Sisters of Charity in 
1816. Known as Sister Julia, she soon withdrew from the community but returned in two years only 





LeGrand (Legrand), Ellen 
LeGrande, Maria 
Leroy, Ellen 
Licklighteres, A. M. 
Lilly, Mary 
Livers, Cecilia (Caroline) 
Livers, Kitty 
Livers, Mary 




Magruder, Eliza Ann 
Magui-, Eliza 
Maize, Eliza 
Mallon, Rosalin (Rosina) 
Marcelly (Marcilly), Miss 
Man~e (Maire), Eliza 
Maree (Maire, Man;:e, Marci), Louisa 
Maregg, Linnet 
Maris, Eliza 
Marmajean (Warmajean), Virginia (Virgine) 
Matthews, 1/7 Ann M. (Anna) 






McCann, Mary [?Rosanna] 
17 Ann M. Matthews was of Caroline County, Maryland. 




McCleary (McCleery), Ann 




McGauly, Ann Ellen 
McGee, Ellen 
McLaughan,Mary 
McMeal, Anna Marie 
McMeal, MargaretM 
McMurray, Velma 
McNevitt (Nevitt), Teresa 






Monahan (Manahan), Mary Ann 
Mooney, Sarah 
Moranville, R ? 
Morrison, Ann 
Motter, Anna Mae 
Motter, Elizabeth 
Motter, Kitty 
Mulcahy (Mulcahey), Ellen 
Mullanphy,'9 Mary 
19Mary Mullanphy was probably related to John Mullanphy, a Catholic philanthropist from SI. 
Louis, Missouri. He financed the Sisters of Charity establishment ofthe first Catholic hospital west 
of the Mississippi River for which Bishop Joseph Rosati, C.M., requested sisters in 1828. 
Mullanphy's niece Eleanor (Ellen) Angela Brady (1793-1825) entered the Sisters of Charity and 
was known as Sister Angela. 
Joseph Rosati , C.M. (1789-1 843) was a native of Italy and a member of the first group of 
missionaries of the Congregation ofthe Mission (C.M., Vincentians) to come to the United States in 









Oconor (O'Connor), Susan 
Ogle, Catherine 
Ogle (Egle), Mary 
Owens [Owings],22 Charlotte 
Owens [Owings], Mary 
O'Conway23, Anna 
O'Conway, Isabel Editha 
Pannell, Sarah (Sally) 
Parsons, Ann 
Paston, Susan 










20 Anna and Charlotte Nelson were also known by the surname Smith. 
2'Rebecca (Becky) Nicholson was the daughter of Joseph Hooper Nicholson of Baltimore, the 
brother-in-law of Francis Scott Key and the one who first arranged for the printing of the poem 
"Defence of Fort M'Henry: which was set to the tune.of Anacreon in Heaven" and became known as 
"The Star-Spangled Banner." 
22The Owings girls were identical twins. 
23 Anna and Isabel Editha O'Conway were daughters of Matthias and Rebecca Archer 
O 'Conway. Isabel was a pupil of Elizabeth's at Paca Street and traveled to Emmitsburg with the 







Rasch (Rash), Mary (Ann) 
Richie, Susan 




Schultz (Schulte), Eliza 
Scott, Susan 
Seguin (Segissor),24 Emma 
Seton/5 [Catherine] Josephine 
Sewall, Catherine (Catharine) 
Shields, Margaret 
Shoemaker, Caroline 
Shorbe [Shorb], Ellen 
Shorbe [Shorb], Fanny 
Shorbe [Shorb], Julian (Julia) 
Shreiber (Schriber, Shreiver), Laura 
Skiddy, Margaret 
Slingluff, Esther 
Smith/6 Angeline (Angelina) 
Smith, Ann (Nelson) 
Smith, Charlotte (Nelson) 
Smith, Eleanor (Ellen) 
Smith,27 Henrietta 
Smith, Jane 
Smith, M. A. 
Smith, M. Eliza 
24Emma Seguin was the daughter of an early music teacher at St. Joseph 's Academy. 
25Catherine Seton was Elizabeth's daughter. 
26 Angelina was a sister to Mary Smith 






Steeple, Mary Ann 
Steigers, Maria 
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Steigers, Mary Ann 
Stenard (Stenards), Ann 
Stenard (Stenards), Eliza 
Stigers (Steigers), Eliza 
Stigers (Steigers), Matilda 







Teman (Tieman),30 Ann Elizabeth 
Teman (Tieman), Sally 
Thompson, Cecilia 






Van Pradelle[s] (Wampradelles ), Charlotte 
28Mary Smith, a sister to Angelina, entered Carmel of Port Tobacco where she was known as 
Sister Stanislaus of the Infant Jesus. A cousin, Catherine Jamison, also entered Carmel. 
29Susan Taney was a daughter ofChiefJustice ofthe United States Roger Brooks Taney, the first 
Catholic supreme court justice. He rendered the Dred Scott decision. 
30 Ann Elizabeth and Sally were daughters of Luke Tiernan, a prominent Baltimore businessman, 
who later accepted Richard Seton to work with him as an apprentice and to live with his family. His 
sons Luke and William were students at Mount St. Mary from 1813 to 1817. Ann was a close friend 
of Catherine Seton. 
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Van Pradelle[s] (Wampradelles), Mary 
Wagner, Mary 











White, Ann M. 
White,3! Juliana 
White, Mary Ann 
White, Rose 











Wiseman,32 Catherine (Kitty) 
Wiseman, Ellen 
3! Julianna White was the daughter of Abraham White, Jr., of Baltimore. Julianna married Judge 
Thomas Parker Scott (1804-1873), son of Eliza Goodwin Scott and tbe honorable John Scott, a 
judge of the Supreme Court of Maryland. 
32Ellen and Catherine "Kitty" Wiseman and Catherine and Sarah Cauffman attended St. Joseph's 
Academy about the same time, along with Anna Maria Seton. Ellen corresponded with Elizabeth 
after she left the Academy. 
Wyse (Wise), Eliza M. 
Wyse,33 Ellen 
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Wyse, Margaret (Margaretta) 
Yates, Catherine (Catherine) 
A-13.10 Practical Catechism' 
Practical Catechism-
Q. What is the rule which a christian should follow in all that regards 
the present life?-
A. The doctrine of Jesus Christ 
Q.Why 
A. Because a Christian can only hope for eternal Salvation but 
through Jesus Christ, the doctrine he teaches should be our rule of 
life-
Q. Where is this doctrine to be found?-
A. In the Gospels -
Q. What do you understand by the word Gospel?-
A. All the canonical books of the new Testament understood accord-
ing to the interpretation of the church 
Q. Are all Christians obliged to practice the maxims of the gospel? 
A. Yes, they have made a profession of it, in their Baptism they took 
upon themselves these engagements and it is by this Christians are 
distinguished from those who are not so--
Q. How can a Christian make the gospel a rule of life? 
A. In regulating-his thoughts, desires, affections, words, projects, ac-
tions in a word all his life by it---doing nothing it condemns and omit-
ting nothing it prescribes-
33Eliza Wyse may be a daughter of George Weis of Baltimore. Her tuition was paid by Sulpicians 
in Baltimore. Ellen and Margaret may be of the same family . 
A-13.IO ASJPH 1-3-2-1 
'This document exists only in typescript. Its source has not been identified though it is similar in 
format to 13.8. Archival tradition has included it in the Seton collection at the St. Joseph Provincial 
House archives in Emmitsburg. 
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Q. Can the Christian who takes the Gospel for his rule follow the incli-
nations ofnature?-
A. As they are commonly corrupt and opposed to the Gospel we 
should carefully observe all our inclinations and resist courageously 
those which are criminal-
Q. May we indulge those which appear innocent?-
A. No, we must examine them with care, for often we may decieve 
ourselves, and the most innocent in appearance often lead to the great-
est crimes-"There is a way which seems right to man, but which 
leads to death-Provo 16 .. 25 -
Q. How should the Christian who wishes to live according to the Gos-
pel conduct himself? 
A. He should be continually on his guard because the world is corrupt 
in almost all its ways, it approves what the world condemns and 
blames what it recommends, thus whoever follows it will infallibly 
wander from the way of the Gospel 
Q. Can the true Christian admire and love the world?-
A. No. Admiration leads to love, and the love of the world makes us 
enemies to God. "Whoever would be loved by the world makes him-
self an enemy to God- St James 4th 4 -
Q. Is not the authority of the world of some weight?-
A. Yes too great for the worldling, it always thinks well of those who 
favours its inclinations, but those who are not ofthe world, despises it 
and mocks it-
Q. Why?-
A. Because the world raises itself against the ways and the will of 
God, and as it is to God alone sovereign respect is due, should we not 
despise all that rises in opposition to him-
Q. What should a christian do, with regard to the maxims of the 
world? 
A. He should examine them according to the gospel and when he finds 
them opposed to it to abandon them, whatever may be the authority of 
either the number, or custom in their favour-
Q. Will not this method lead to singularity? 
A. By it we will act like the lesser number, that is not shameful for you 
know who has said-"The number of the Elect are few. -
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Q. Those who resist thus to their inclinations and the world, must they 
not live in the exercise of a great abnegation of themselves 
A. Yes as nature is so corrupt, as well as the world self abnegation is a 
necessary condition to be a disciple of Jesus Christ - if anyone will 
come after me, he must renounce himself, take up his cross, daily and 
follow me - St Luke. 9th v. 23 
Q. Must we follow the Gospel through whatever difficulties we may 
find in the different occurrences of. life? -
A. We cannot dispense ourselves with them, if we wish our salvation 
because Jesus Christ has given us the Gospel for our guide to heaven, 
we have no other guide to follow.-
Q. After all this, what then should a Christian do?-
A. We should after the maxims and rules which Jesus Christ has given 
us in the Gospel-if a thing is permitted, or forbidden, just or unjust, 
true, or false, sure, or dangerous, edifying or scandalous-spiritual, or 
carnal, it is on these principles we should regulate our lives -
Chapter 2nd 
Of Cloathing-
Q. What rule does the Gospel prescribe with regard to this? 
A. It recommends expressly to all to be content on this point with what 
is really necessary As soon as we have a sufficiency to support life and 
to cover us, we should be content 1. Tim. 6th. c. 8v. 
Q. It praises St John Baptist who was not dressed in soft gar-
ments-and that he wore a camel's skin with a leathern girdle around 
his waist-
Q. Does the Gospel forbid rich habits?-
A. If the Gospel does not expressly forbid it, it is because the condition 
and dignity of certain persons of an elevated rank require it neverthe-
less it is easy to understand how dangerous it is to take pleasure in the 
history of the rich man in the Gospel, who was dressed in purple and 
fine linen St Luke 16th c. v. 19th -
Q. Is there any thing particularly addressed to females?-
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A. Yes the two great Apostles St Peter and St Paul addressed them par-
ticularly St Peter marking how a faithful wife could gain over an un-
faithful husband whose adorning let it not be the outward plating of 
the hair, or the wearing of gold or the putting on of apparel, but the hid-
den manna of the heart in the incorruptibility of a quiet and meek spirit 
which is rich in the sight of God- for after this manner heretofore also 
the holy women hoping in God, adorned themselves being subject to 
their own husbands-
Q. What says St Paul on this subject? 
A. The same thing, the only difference is, that he expresses it more 
formally and in more general terms to all females "in like manner 
women in decent apparel, adorning themselves with modesty and so-
briety and not with plaited hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly array but as 
it becometh women professing piety with good works3-
Q. What is the substance of these words of the Apostles?-
A. That women should not, seek exterior ornaments nor those which 
are precious and fashionable, but that they ought to decorate the inte-
rior with the virtues of gravity, modesty, serenity peaceable and fruit-
ful in good works-
Q. Is not this advice too severe?-
A. All the rules of the Gospel are severe to a nature corrupted with the 
spirit of the world-the question rests now on this not to examine if 
this rule be severe, but if it be not the best-
Q. Why is it the best?-
A. Because the qualities of the soul have a real merit, which makes 
those who possess them truly great before God, and men, instead of 
which costly and brilliant clothing can cover souls truly vile and con-
temptible and gives no merit to those who wear them-
Q. Is all ornamental dress forbidden to Christians?-
A. No, when christian prudence regulates it according to the condition 
ofthe persons; but when this dress is excessive, or directed by vanity it 
is strictly forbidden, consequently the Gospel forbids all immodesty 
of dress, which would be a snare for virtue, that dress directed by 
21 Pet. 3:1·7 
31 Tim. 2:9·11 
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ambition, a spirit of the world, a desire of shining and those for which 
expences are contracted to the prejudice of their family or the interests 
of the poor-
Q. But what do you say in other cases?-
A. We must consider firstthat the body is the prison of the soul and if a 
soul which pleases itself in ornamenting its chains does not seem to 
forget itself-it is not reasonable to seek our satisfaction in what 
should be our confusion- and in general the motives which induce 
those persons to expend on this dress more than is necessary springs 
from self love, and complaisance for the world-and if a christian 
obliges to renounce himself and not to conform himself to this world 
could yield to this excess in dress, he would be unworthy the divine 
model he is obliged to follow- alms are very useful to the soul and all 
that a christian has of superfluity should be disposed of in this man-
ner-
Q. What should we conclude on by this Chapter?-
A. Why should conclude as a thing most evident, that, after the clear 
texts of scripture, that in this, article of dress we should limit ourselves 
to what is necessary and that all superfluous and unnecessary orna-
ments are often criminal and frequently the effect of some weakness 
and are consequently more conformed to the spirit of the world than 
that of Jesus Christ- and that those persons who by their station in life 
are obliged to wear costly and precious cloathing should not esteem 
them more than the Gospel permits-
Of Eating and Drinking 
Q. What rule does the gospel give on this subject?-
A. It condemns all debauchery and drunkenness-
Q. Where in the Gospel are these things condemned?-
A. In St Luke 21st c. 34th verse.-And take heed to yourselves, lest 
perhaps your hearts be overcharged with surfeiting and drunkenness 
and the cares ofthis life and that day come upon you Suddenly- and 
in Romans 3rd leave the works of darkness and put on the armour of 
light, let us walk honestly as in the day, not in rioting and drunkenness 
not in chambering and impurities not in contention and envy-but put 
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ye on the Lord Jesus Christ and make not provision for the flesh in its 
concupiscences-and in Galatians 5 .. the works ofthe flesh are mani-
fest which are fornication, uncleanness immodesty lUxury - of the 
which I foretell you that they do such things shall not obtain the King-
dom of God-and finally in the 1 st Epistle to the Corinthians4 St Paul 
says, "know you not that the unjust shall not possess the Kingdom of 
God; be not decieved, neither fornicators, nor idolators, nor adulterers 
nor the effeminate nor drunkards shall possess the Kingdom of God-
Q. This seems pretty clear and positive, what other rules does the Gos-
pel give us?-
A. It recommends and counsels a great moderation in eating and 
drinking as we read in the Epistle of St. Paul to Timothy,' when we 
have wherewith to support life and cover us, we should be content, 
that renouncing all impiety and worldly passions, we should live in 
this present life with temperance justice and piety· -and in many 
other places of the Gospel we are taught, that fasting is a very useful 
exercise in the Christians life and has many advantages of the proph-
etess Anna she departed not from the temple, serving God, day and 
night with fasting and prayer-37th chapter of St Luke, "Let us com-
port ourselves in all things as servants of God suffering with much pa-
tience afflictions and adversities in watching and fasting." 2nd 
Corinthians 6thc. verse 4th-It is a means to drive away the devil 
"This kind of devil is only driven out by prayer and fasting Matthew 
17th. 20v-It is a means in particular of drawing on us the divine 
mercy" And as they were ministering to the Lord and fasting the Holy 
Ghost said to them "Separate me Saul and Barnabas for the work to 
which I have taken them Acts 13th It is an efficacious means to obtain 
protection and special favours "and having fasted and prayed they 
imposed their hands on them and sent them away-and when they had 
ordained for them priests in every church and had prayed with fasting 
they commended them to the Lord, in whom they believed - By all 
this we see that all excess in eating and drinking all gluttony and 
41 Cor. 6:9-10 
' I Tim. 6:8 
&fit. 2:11-12 
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drunkenness is absolutely forbidden by the Gospel and that modera-
tion in eating and drinking and in retrenching all that is not necessary 
to nature is perfectly conformable to the Gospel- and that it recom-
mends fasting as a christian exercise 
Q. If these are evangelical truths what shall we say of christians who 
are guilty of excesses in drinking 
A. Has not St Paul said, that Drunkards shall never inherit the King-
domofGod-
Q. What can we say of those persons who make their happiness con-
sist in satisfying their appetite in every thing and who for that end have 
their tables served with every thing costly and luxurious-
A. I find nothing in the Gospel in favour of such persons-
Q. But is it forbidden?-
A. The Gospel does not reproach the rich man with excess in eating or 
drinking, but that he feasted sumptuously- thereby teaching us that 
this habitual sensuality merits an eternity of torments- Does not St 
Peter recommend sobriety in his first Epistle verse 8th and the prophet 
Amos-says "woe to those who live in the abundance of all things" 
this is sufficient proof to us that all sensuality is forbidden--conse-
quently a christian should absolutely forbid himself not only all ex-
cess but all sensuality in eating and drinking 
Q. Are those truly sincere Christians forbidden all feasts etc 
A. This is no where forbidden, on the contrary it is praise worthy in 
some instances, for example to keep up union among families but so-
briety must reign in these rejoicings it would be criminal to make fool-
ish and vain expences which would lead to excess-
Furniture 
The Gospel forbids excess in this article as well as any other .. it 
says seek first the Kingdom of God and his justice and God will be 
glorified in all things through Jesus Christ-the Christian sins against 
this rule when he makes great expenses for the furniture of his house 
etc 
God has declared that he will exact a rigorous account ofthe goods 
confided to us and guilty will we be if to satisfy our vanity we expend 
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those riches given us by a merciful God to be employed in solacing the 
poor and miserable - and procuring thus glory to God and labouring 
for our salvation in this point the Christian should be guided by the 
spirit of God, and not by the spirit of the world which seeks to gratify 
itself in every thing-
Of the Manner of conducting ourselves 
Q. in What manner should' a christian conduct himself?-
A. He should shew by his conduct that he was truly a christian 
Q. Where is this commanded?-
A. St Peter has declared the will of God in these terms "But according 
to him that hath called you, who is holy be you also in all manner of 
conversation holy-Because it is written you shall be holy for I am 
holy- But you are a chosen generation, a Kingly priesthood, a holy 
nation, a purchased people that you may declare his virtues who hath 
called you out of darkness into his admirable light who in time past 
were not a people but are now the people of God, who had not ob-
tained mercy, but now have obtained mercy, Dearly beloved I beseech 
you as strangers and pilgrims to refrain yourselves from carnal desires 
which war against the soul 
Q. What is particularly commanded by these words?-
A. That Christians be holy in their conduct and this for different Mo-
tives-I. Because they belong to God, whose sanctity should be the 
model oftheirs-2nd Because he has chosen them in a particular man-
ner to be his people-3rd Because they participate in the priesthood of 
Jesus Christ and must become victims consecrated to God - 4th Be-
cause they are the price of the blood ofJesus, in fine because by a par-
ticular effect ofthe love of God they have been drawn from darkness 
to advance towards the light of eternal glory, by these motives oflove 
and gratitude christians should be always on our guard to give proofs 
by their conduct of that holiness to which they are called-
Q. How can this be practiced?-
A. In shunning both in word or action every thing offensive to God 
and which tends to scandalize our neighbour-
Q. Where is this commanded?-
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A. In many places in the New Testament "if anyone should scandalize 
one of these little ones who believe in me, it would be better for him to 
have a mill stone about his neck and drowned in the depth of the 
sea-woe to the world because of scandals, it must needs be that scan-
dals come, but woe to him by whom it comes, take care to give no 
cause of scandal to anyone whether you eat, or drink or what else you 
do, do all for the glory of God - give the cause of scandal to neither 
Jew nor Gentile nor to the church of God-take care that the liberty 
which you take scandalise the weak in sinning thus against your breth-
ren and wounding their timorous conscience you sin against Jesus 
Christ, it is for this reason I eat not meat, if my Brother seeing me eat it 
should be scandalised Abstain from every thing which has the ap-
pearance of ill 
Q. Should this care be so general, that we are obliged to shun every 
thing that would give scandal 
A. Yes, it is the decision of St Paul, cited above "Scandalize neither 
Jew, nor Gentile, nor the Church of God, nor your brethren who are 
weak - all mankind are comprised in this passage But St Peter com-
mands us to be more on our guard with respect to infidels, "preserve 
amidst the Gentiles a regular conduce 
71 Cor. 10:32; I Pet. 2:12 
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Appendix B-1 Artifacts 
Repository I ID # Type Description Size Comment 
(in 
inches) 
ASJPH Bronze William Shiffer medal (bronze) with Eliza- 3 Cf. ASJPH 1-3-9-2. 
1-3 # II beth on front and related scenes on reverse 
ASJPH 1-3 # 15 Rosary Elizabeth's chaplet of wooden beads with 24 Presented by Archbishop Robert Seton who 
crucifix that has engraving Caritas Christi had it re-strung and added a Miraculous 
Urget Nos and Evangelizare pauperibus on Medal; some beads are deteriorating. 
reverse 
ASJPH 1-3 # 16 Book page Page 65 from a prayer book of Elizabeth 3x6 Presented by Mrs. Henning, December 8, 
(Title of book unknown) 1907 
ASJPH 1-3 # 17 Painting Oil painting ofSt. Anne 2.5 x 3.5 Belonged to Elizabeth who gave it as a 
prize to one of the early pupils; written on 
back of painting: Mother Seton·s 1812 
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ASJPH 1-3 # 18 Book Simon Brute's illustrated account of Eliza- 5x3 
beth's sentiments on death 5x7 
frame 
ASJPH 1-3 # 18 Engraving Engraving of Elizabeth, 1798? 23 x 18 Ceroni (after 1797 Saint Memin) 
x 3.5 
ASJPH 1-3 # 19 Handkerchief Minute piece of handkerchief belonging to .25 
Elizabeth 
• ASJPH 1-3 # 20 Four artifacts from the Stone House: 22 x 16 Obtained June 23, 1979, when it was moved 
a) broken spoon in two parts (whole 8) x4 from original location 
b) round ball (.5) 
c) ceramic piece (2.5) 
d) marble portion of a cross (1.25) 
ASJPH 1-3#21 Hardware from Original hardware from Stone House door, Various Miscellaneous pieces 
Stone House between parlors I and 2 
ASJPH 1-3 # 22 Stone from Stone from room where Elizabeth died 3 
WhiteHouse 
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ASJPH 1-3 # 23 Crucifix Ivory corpus on wooden crucifix presented 10 Given by Mrs. M. Shepley; left ann of cor-
by Elizabeth to Mrs. Kellenberg of pus is broken 
Emmitsburg who assisted with singing on 
great feasts 
ASJPH 1-3 # 24 Rosary Brown beaded five-decade rosary given by 20 
Elizabeth to Thomas Wells, her godson 
ASJPH 1-3 # 27 Corpus from Metal corpus from inside Elizabeth's coffin 4 Partial corpus 
crucifix 
ASJPH Wood shavings Wood shavings ground from the wood of Transferred August 1999 to ASJPH from 
1-3 # 28b Elizabeth' s coffin the Relic Room 
ASJPH 1-3 # 28a Fragments of shroud, wood, and stone from Transferred August 1999 to ASJPH from 
inside Elizabeth's coffin the Relic Room 
ASJPH 1-3 # 28 Fragments of shroud from inside Elizabeth's 
coffin 
ASJPH 1-3 # 29 Beads Six small beads from inside Elizabeth's cof- .2S 
fin 
ASJPH 1-3 # 30 Cloth Cloth from outside Elizabeth's coffin A portion transferred August 1999 to 
ASJPH from the Relic Room 
ASJPH 1-3#31 Stone Stone from inside Elizabeth's coffin Miscellaneous brown clay 
ASJPH 1-3#32 Nails Miscellaneous nails from inside Elizabeth's 
coffin 




ASJPH 1-3 #34 Wood Wood from inside Elizabeth's coffin 
ASJPH 1-3 # 35 Locks of hair Two locks of Cecilia Seton's hair (brown) 8 
ASJPH 1-3 # 36 Locks of hair Two locks of Catherine Seton's hair 6 a) In Elizabeth's writing: "Kate December 
a) brown (1818) 4, 1818" 
b) yellowish white (1885) 
ASJPH 1-3 # 37 Lock of hair Lock of daughter Rebecca Seton's hair in 2 
round silver reliquary 
ASJPH 1-3 # 38 Lock of hair Lock of Anna Maria [Curson] Seton's hair In Elizabeth's hand: "Anna Maria Seton's 
(second wife of William Seton, Sr.) and a who died 22 August 1792 to which is tied 
ringlet of Cecilia Seton, her youngest daugh- little Cecilia's taken off by my hand when 
ter four year's old" [1 795?] Cf. ASJPH 
1-3-3-18, #68. 
ASJPH 1-3 # 39 Lock of hair Lock of Eliza Sadler's hair 
ASJPH 1-3 # 41 Hinge Part of hinge from Paca Street House 3 
ASJPH 1-3 # 42 Daguerreotype Daguerreotype of Elizabeth's engraving by 3.5 
Saint Memin in ornate leather-embossed case 
ASJPH 1-3 #43 Photos Photos oflikeness of Richard and William 5x3 Originals are displayed in the Seton Shrine 
Seton as young men (Navy) Theater (1999); cf. ASJPH 1-3-3-12. 
ASJPH 1-3 #44 Leather journal Rebecca Seton's prayer journal leather cover 3.5 
ASJPH 1-3 # 46 Photo Photograph of William Seton, son of Eliza- 4 
beth Seton, taken in 1867 
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ASJPH 1-3 # 47 Seal Seal, St. Andrew's Church, Staten Island, I Parish of Dr. Richard Charlton, maternal i 
New York grandfather of Elizabeth 
ASJPH 1-3 # 48 Photos Gift of Antonio Filicchi, last survivor with a.2 b. Photograph was given to Sister Isabel 
name ofFilicchi and grandson of Elizabeth's b. 5 x4 Toohey, D.C., when she visited Leghorn, 
friends: August 3, 1947. 
a. miniature photo of portrait in silver case 
b. photograph in velveteen frame 
ASJPH 1-3 # 52 Painting Unfinished Madonna painted on ivory by 12 Belonged to Robert Seton; given to him by 
Elizabeth's granddaughter Emily Seton at the Emily Seton when he was en route to Rome 
Sacred Heart Convent in Paris. Wooden in August 1857; given to ASJPH by descen-
frame. dent of Guy Carlton Bayley, Mrs. Wm. L. 
Dempsey on May 4 1956 
ASJPH 1-3 # 54 Sterling silver Sterling silver with "rose" floral pattern 6 Belonged to Cecilia Seton and engraved: 
a. 4 teaspoons, Celia 
b. 1 butter knife, 
c. 1 salt spoon (missing) Salt spoon stolen from White House display 
in late 1980s 
ASJPH 1-3 # 55 Watercolor Watercolor floral still life painted by Anna 9x9 Also shown "The writing is Father 
Maria Seton with embroidered initials Babade's her confessor in Baltimore" 
"AMS" 
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ASJPH 1-3 # 63 Dancing slip- Elizabeth's dancing slippers - cream silk 9 One set on loan to Seton Shrine for display 
I 
a&b pers with "S" monogram and hard leather soles; 
two sets 
ASJPH 1-3 # 64 Oil painting Oil painting of Madonna in wooden frame 17.5 Gift of Sister Francis Edward Stone, S.C.N., 
given by Elizabeth to Margaret McMeal of June 7, 1955 
Philadelphia, an academy pupil 
ASJPH 1-3 # 67 Metal thimbles Two metal commemorative thimbles from I Presented by Alice R. May, affiliate of the 
Spain with image of Elizabeth Daughters of Charity, Baltimore. 
ASJPH 1-3 # 71 Painting Canonization painting of Elizabeth done in 9.5 x 11 Small version of a portion of the canoniza-
Italy tion banner 
ASJPH 1-3 # 73 Key Key to original door lock at Stone House 5 
ASJPH 1-3 # 78 Crucifix Handcarved crucifix made from wood of the 6.5 
Holy Land from Grandma Shepley, 1820; 
supposed to have belonged to Elizabeth 
ASJPH 1-3 # 80 Fan Fan donated September 24,1998, by Ann Original owner of fan was probably 
Maynadier Davidson and Jean Maynadier Rebecca Seton then Eliza Seton Martland, 
Henry, descendants of Elizabeth Seton not Elizabeth Bayley Seton although it may 





ASJPH 1-3 # 97 Medals Metallic medals (inexpensive) .5 
a-c a. Venerable (1) 
b. Blessed (12) 
c. Saint (assorted styles) (9) 
ASJPH 1-3 # 102 Engraving Black and white engraving of the Palazzo 10.5 x 7 At the time of Elizabeth's stay with the 
Grant where the Filicchi family lived after Filicchis at Leghorn, Amabilia and Antonio 
1807. Has annotations in Elizabeth's hand- were living on the second floor of the 
writing: Palazzo Grant, approximately one block 
"\. House of Antonio Filicchy Leghorn from the Church of Santa Catalina. The 
2. Mrs. Baragatzzi building had four levels: the ground floor 
was for carriages (without the horses), Pas-
3. little barge, Annina AF-EAS going to em- tor Thomas Hall of the Protestant Episcopal 
bark for America in the Piamingo -No.4 Church had the first floor, the Filicchis 
were on the second, and the Setons, the top 
The day of judgement said P. Filicchi" or third floor. (The Filicchis were probably 
not the owners of the building.) Today this 
[The numbers refer to numbers written on the is a yellow stucco apartment building. Re-gretfully, a plaque was erected about Eliza-picture regarding the scene.] beth, and many images have been published 
ofthe later dwelling of the Filicchis, the 
Palazzo Filicchi where they moved in 1807. 
Today it is used by the Verini Sisters. 
ASJPH 1-3 # III Book Memory book belonged to Catherine Seton, 
daughter 
------- ------- --- - ------ ---
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ASJPH 1-3 # 112 Secretary Laptop secretary possibly given to Elizabeth On loan to Seton Shrine for display 
by Judge Parkin Scott, relative of Sister Ber-
tha Robertson, D.C. 
ASJPH 1-3 # 119 Decree Decree of Canonization 1975 
ASJPH P 1-3 #9 Painting Oil Painting of St. Mary Magdalen, artist un- 24 x 19 Given to Elizabeth by the Filicchis in Italy, 
known possibly painted by Camilla Filicchi (an un-
married sister of Antonio and Filippo) who 
was an artist 
ASJPH P 1-3 #10 Painting Oil Painting of Jesus Christ, artist unknown 30 Y, x Belonged to Elizabeth 
26 
ASJPH P 1-3 #11 Painting Oil Painting of St. Joseph and Child, artist 28 Y, x Given to Elizabeth when she lived on Paca 
unknown 23 Y, Street, Baltimore, 1808-1809 
ASJPH P 1-3 #12 Painting Oil Painting of Blessed Virgin Mary, artist 29 Y, x Belonged to Elizabeth 
unknown 23 Y. 
ASJPH P 1-3 #13 Painting Oil Painting of St. Francis of Assisi (stig- 29 Y, x Given to Elizabeth by the Filicchis 
matic), artist unknown 22 
ASJPH P 1-3 #14 Painting Oil Painting of Jesus as a child, artist un- 36 x 30 Belonged to Elizabeth 
known 
ASJPH P 1-3 #15 Decree Super Dubio Decree, Seton Cause, printed 15 x 19 January 27, 1966 
text; original signatures and seal 
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ASJPH P 1-3 #45 Decree Beatification Proclamation, Seton Cause 39 x 36 March 17, 1963 
ASJPH P 1-3 #49 Decree Decree concerning Seton Cause, printed 13 x 32 February 28, 1940 
copy 
ASJPH PH #295 Painting Oil painting of Our Lady of Guadalupe, artist 42 x 25 Gift of Matthias O'Conway to Elizabeth 
unknown 1811 
ASJPH PH # 382 Wedding ring Elizabeth's wedding ring Ring was worn by her daughter Catherine 
Seton until her death; given by the Sisters 
of Mercy 
ASJPHPH# 52 Needlework Needlework of St. Vincent de Paul; silk and 25314 x According to oral tradition this belonged to 
wool on Penelope linen; stitcher unknown. 22 Elizabeth although needlework expertts 
date the material mid-nineteenth century 
ASJPH P 11-5-25 Needlework Needlework sampler stitched by Catherine 8x9 Stitched by Catherine Seton, second daugh-
#16 Seton, dated June 28, 1806. "Seek the Lord ter of Elizabeth, at the age of seven; accord-
in Simplicity ... " ing to tradition, Elizabeth helped her 
fashion this. 
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ASJPH Historic site The White House is not a replica but a resto- Restored 1917, 1947 
ration of the "house in the fields," built dur-
ing the winter of 1809-1810. Elizabeth 
named this building St. Joseph's House. It 
was a log building, later faced with clap-
board and painted white. Refectory, scullery, 
and bake room were in the basement, which 
was at least partly above ground to allow 
daylight through the windows. Sleeping 
quarters were on the second floor. 
In the chapel the wooden altar, altar rail, 
folding doors, and fanlight date from Eliza-
beth's time. The Meerschaum Stations a/the 
Cross may be the ones Elizabeth requested 
from her friend George Weis in 1811. 
Elizabeth and her twelve sister companions, 
two pupils (Isabel O'Conway and Julia 
LeBreton), her sister-in-law Cecilia, and her 
three daughters - nineteen in all - moved 
into the White House February 20, 1810. 
Placed on the National Register of Historic 
Places, 1976. 
- - -- -- - ----
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ASJPH Picture Oval Ecce Homo (Behold the Man) 
print 
ASJPH Picture Oval Mater Dolorosa (Sorrowful Mother) 
print 
ASJPH Picture Lithograph of Madonna Gift of Petrus (Peter) O'Conway, Eliza-
beth's godson and brother of Sister Cecilia 
0' Conway 
I 
ASJPH Piano Piano Gift to Elizabeth by Dr. Richard Wells 
I 
-- - ---- ------- ------
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ASJPH Historic Site The Stone House was the first pennanent 1750? 
home of Elizabeth in St. Joseph's Valley. Restored 1979 
Here she founded the Sisters of Charity of St. 
Joseph's July 31,1809. For about six weeks 
previously, Mother Seton and her group had 
lived in the log house of Rev. John Dubois, 
(1764-1842), on St. Mary's Mountain while 
repairs were completed on the Stone House. 
In her time the Stone House consisted of two 
large rooms on the first floor, a garret (attic) 
above, and a five-foot-deep root cellar. This 
property, fonnerly owned by Robert Flem-
ing, was purchased for the sisters by Samuel 
Sutherland Cooper (1769-1843), a wealthy 
seminarian at St. Mary in Baltimore. The 
first Mass was celebrated in the Stone House 
on August 10, 1809, feast of St. Lawrence. 
Cooper donated two tracts of land compris-
ing 269 acres. 
The house, built about 1750 of native stone, 
was referred to as the "fann house" to distin-
guish it from the new "house in the fields" 
(St. Joseph's House or the White House). Its 
front faced the south overlooking Toms 
Creek. Placed on the National Register of 
Historic Places, 1976. 
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ASJPH PH #62 Painting Painting of Christ the Redeemer, artist un- Gift to Elizabeth from William Magee 
known - lithograph Seton 
ASJPHPH#52 Needlework Needlework of St. Vincent de Paul Belonged to Elizabeth 
ASJPHPH#53 Woodcarving Woodcarving of Calvary scene, probably Gift of Antonio Filicchi to Elizabeth 
from Gubbio in Italy 
ASJPH PH#61 Furniture Dresser with dovetailed drawers, history un- Belonged to Elizabeth 
known 
ASJPH PH #27 Furniture Dropleaf table, history unknown Belonged to Elizabeth 
ASJPH RB #29a Manuscript Manuscript of Almeras edition (J 672) of Original copy of Rule brought by Bishop 
Rule of St. Vincent de Paul and St. Louise de Benedict FJaget from France; owned by 
Marillac; in French, 1725? (Arrived in Elizabeth 
Emmitsburg August 1810.) 
ASJPH 1-1-4:1 Letter Letter of Vincent de Paul to Louise de Brought by Bishop Benedict Flaget from 
Marillac, Richelieu, November 24, 1639 France; owned by Elizabeth. 
Cf. CCD, 1:409. 
ASJPH Miniature Miniature of Michael de Burgo Egan and Belonged to Elizabeth 





Mother Seton Trunk Leather laptop trunk 20x 8 x 
House, Paca Street, 10 
Baltimore, MD 
Mother Seton Watch Gold pocketwatch, engraved "WMS" Diame- May have been property of son or grandson 
House, Paca Street, ter 2 
Baltimore, MD 
Archives of Mater Needlework Sampler, Glory to God. Catherine Seton 12" x Stitched by Catherine Seton at the age of 
Dei Provincialate, Needlework, 1808 16Y2 eight; according to tradition Elizabeth 
Daughters of Char- helped her fashion this. 
ity, Evansville, Ind. 
AMSV Miniature Oval handpainted miniature of Elizabeth 21/16 x Received from estate of Ferdinand Jevons, 
done about 1794 and attributed to Francis 15/8 great grandson of Elizabeth, about 1969 
Rabineau; a lock of hair in a braid is on the 
back 
AMSV Miniature Oval handpainted miniature ofWilJiam 2l/l6x Received from estate of Ferdinand Jevons 
Magee Seton done about 1794 and attributed 1 5/8 about 1969 
to Saint Memin 
AMSV Brooch Gold filigree brooch said to be worn by Eliz- 2x 1 Received from Sister Mary Dolores Boyle, 
abeth as a bride. According to custom, every S.C., whose family received it from Mrs. 
bride ofthe Seton family wore this on her Henry Seton for whom a member of the 
wedding day. Boyle family worked 
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AMSV Crucifix Brown wood crucifix with silver corpus and 12 x 5\1, Said to be given to Elizabeth by Archbishop 
ivory skull and cross bones at foot; silver John Carroll; received from the Sisters of 
plate on back engraved: Mother Seton - Mercy at the death of Mother Catherine 
1810 Seton, R.S.M., in 1891 
AMSV Clothing Shawl, black belt, and black cap worn by Believed to be the only extant clothing 
Elizabeth; brought to New York by Sister worn by Elizabeth as a Sister of Charity 
Elizabeth Boyle about 1822 
AMSV Christening Christening dress made by Elizabeth for her Given to Elizabeth Seton, great grand-
dress daughter Catherine, born in 1800 daughter of Elizabeth by the Sisters of 
Mercy at the death of Mother Catherine 
Seton, R.S.M.; she gave it to Sister Irene 
Fitzgibbon, S.C., of the New York Found-
ling Hospital in 1894. 
AMSV Lock of hair Lock of Elizabeth' s hair contained in an oval 1 x% Received from the estate of Fer din and 
locket; on card written by Mother Catherine Jevons in 1969 
Seton referring to Bishop James Roosevelt 
Bayley: "Mother Seton's hair. I send it to 
you as a keepsake to remember the Bishop. 
He prized it very highly. M.S." 
AMSV Writing desk Portable writing desk 12 x 9\1, Belonged to Elizabeth; received from estate 
x3% of Ferdinand Jevons in 1969 
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. 
AMSV Rosary Black rosary beads said to be used by Eliza- Received from estate of Ferdinand Jevons 
beth in 1969 
AMSJ A 112001 Beads and cru- Elizabeth Seton's First Communion rosary Box Elizabeth made her First Communion in the 




AMSJ A 112 002 Crucifix Crucifix of black wood with brass corpus and 4 \I, x I Belonged to Elizabeth 
trim 0/., 
AMSJ A 112003 Clavichord key Key from clavichord that Elizabeth Seton 2 \I, x 0/., Given to the archives by Sister Mary 
used when she taught music at Emmitsburg Romana Dodd, S.C. 
AMSJ A 112 005 Lock of hair Lock of Anna Maria Seton's hair. Anna Given to the archives by Sister Mary Agnes 
Maria, Elizabeth Seton's oldest daughter, McCann, S.C. 
was the first American Sister of Charity to 
die. She made her vows on her deathbed in 
March 1812. 
AMSJ A 112008 Piece of wood Wood from the oratory of Elizabeth Seton's 3 \I, x 2 
Paca Street House in Baltimore. x I Y. 
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AMSJ A 112009 Piece of bark Small piece of bark from the tree at which 5x2 
Harriet Seton threw an apple core to mark 
the spot that became the community ceme-
tery in Emmitsburg. 
AMSJ A 112011 Commemora- Two medals struck by the U. S. Navy in I Y, di-
tive medals 1975 at the time of the canonization of Eliza- ameter 
beth Seton. Entitled: "Sainted Mother of Two 
Navy Sons" 
ASCSE Medallion Oval Ecce Homo on a wooden stand 2 Y, x 3 Given by Elizabeth to her daughter 
2/3 Catherine, who gave it to Bishop James 
Roosevelt Bayley; later Archbishop Robert 
Seton gave it to Mother Mary Xavier 
Mehegan, S.C. 
ASCSE Picture Picture of St. Catherine of Genoa used by 4 Y, x 3 Given by Archbishop Robert Seton to Sister 
Elizabeth during her meditations Y, Mary Pauline Kelligher, S.C. 
ASCSE Secretary Antique mahogany roll top secretary 25718 x Belonged to Elizabeth, gift of Archbishop 
43 x 15 Robert Seton to the community 
----- -
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ASCSE Footstool Footstool 14 Y, x 7 Given by Elizabeth to her daughter 
y, x 8 Catherine, who later gave it to her nephew, 
Archbishop Robert Seton; he later presented 
it to the community. 
ASCSH Clavichord key Ebony key (middle C sharp) from Eliza- Given to Sister Fides Glass, S.C. 
A-103 beth's clavichord 
ASCSH Wood Piece of wood from altar ofSt. Peter Church, 
A-I03 Barclay Street in New York where Elizabeth 
received her First Communion 
ASCSH Medal Medal, Ecce Homo and Mater Dolorosa, Given to community by Sister Mary Ger-




Elizabeth Seton mentioned numerous books in her letters and jour-
nals. Soon after her death in 1821, Rev. Simon Brute listed books she 
borrowed from his library of over 5,000 volumes. Other books have 
been identified by researchers (notably Ellin M. Kelly, Annabelle Mel-
ville, Kathleen Flanagan, S.c., and Marie Celeste Cuzzolina, S.C.) as 
works she translated, copied, adapted, or consulted. Inscriptions in 
books also indicate sources to which she had access, either because 
they were in her possession or were given to the sisters in her lifetime. 
In her edition of Elizabeth's translation of A Treatise on Interior 
Peace by Ambroise de Lombez (New York: Alba House, 1996), Ma-
rie Celeste Cuzzolina, S.c., gives a partial list of annotated personal 
books and French books borrowed from Brute, from some of which 
Elizabeth translated excerpts; cf. pp. 171-174. 
In many cases it is not possible to identify the actual editions Eliza-
beth knew or used. Publication information in the following chart re-
flects as closely as possible the edition that would have been available 
in her time. 
The following abbreviations are used throughout: 
AMSJ = Archives, Mount St. Joseph, Ohio 
AMSV = Archives, Mount St. Vincent, N. Y. 
ASCSH = Archives, Sisters of Charity of Seton Hill, Greensburg, Pa. 
ASJPH = Archives, St. Joseph's Provincial House, Emmitsburg, Md. 
ASJPH RB = Rare Book Collection, Emmitsburg 
CW = Elizabeth Bayley Seton: Collected Writings, vols. I, II, III 
(Page numbers are cited for volumes I and II, document num-
bers for volume III.) 
Elizabeth = Elizabeth Ann Seton 
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Melville [Annabelle] = Elizabeth Bayley Seton, 1774-1821 (1951 
hardcover ed.) 
OCL = Old Cathedral Library, Vincennes, Ind., where the library of 
Rev. Simon Brute is housed 
SKF = Flanagan, Mary Kathleen, S.c. "The Influence of John Henry 
Hobart on the Life of Elizabeth Ann Seton," Ph. D. Disserta-
tion, Union Theological Seminary, New York City, 1978. 
White [Rev. Charles I.] = Mother Seton, Mother of Many Daughters 











PROTESTANT PERIOD (1774 -1805) 
BOOK PUBL. COMMENTS 
INFO 




L 'Apocalypse avec une Explication 1689 "The Bishop of Meaux [Bossuet] 
has written some address to Protes_ 
tants and observations on the 
Apoc[a]lyps[e] which I desire much 
to see." 
HistOlY of the Variation of Protestant First French Given to Elizabeth by Filippo 
Churches ed. , 1688 Filicchi who recommended that 
Elizabeth read this "History" 
Exposition of the Doctrine of the Catholic First French Given to Elizabeth by Filicchi. The 
Church in Matters of Controversy ed., 1671 apologetic treatise, "Brief Exposi-
tion" written for Elizabeth by 
Filippo Filicchi, borrows from 
Bossuet's work. (SKF, 206) 
---- _ .. _ ---- - - -
- - ---




Febmary 8, 1796 
To Antonio Filicchi, 
CWI,343, 
January 24, 1805 
CW I, 343, n.2; 
III, A-8.27 
CW III, A-8.27 
~ 
-610-
Bourdaloue, Sermons "[Bourdaloue] speaking of the wise CW I, 342 - draft to 
Louis, SJ. Mens enquiry 'where is he who is Filippo Filicchi [after 
(1632-1704) born King of the Jews,' draws the January 6, 1805] 
inference that when we no longer 
discern the Star of Faith we must 
: 
seek it where only it is to be found 
with the Depositors of his Word" 
(Probably vol. 5, "Sur les mysteres") 
"now I read with an agonizing heart CW I, 372, journal to 
the Epiphany Sermon of Amabilia Filicchi, 
Bourdalou-" entry of January 
1805 
Bowdler, Jane Poems and Essays First pub. Elizabeth included a long quote in a CW 1,30-31 
(1743-1784) 1786; nine edi- letter to Julia Scott, noting that she May 16,1798 
tions pub. by had transcribed "almost Half the 
1798. Volume" for her daughter Anna 





Butler, Alban Lives of the Primitive Fathers, Martyrs, First published Gift of Filippo Filicchi; Elizabeth Melville, 80 I 
, 
(1710-1773) and Other Principal Saints 1756-1759 read it on return voyage to America 1804 
in 1804. 
Challoner, The Unerring Authority of the Catholic First pub. 1732 Elizabeth read it while with Filicchis 1804, "Dear Remem-
Richard Church after her husband's death. brances"; 
(1691-1781) Philadelphia: CW III, 10.4; A-8.27 
I. Lloyd, 1789 
de Marsollier, La Vie de Saint Francois De Sales, Eveque Paris, 1774 Read by Elizabeth during her con- CW I, 347, draft to 
M. Et Prince, vol. I, septieme edition version struggle - "in reading the Cheverus 
ASJPHRB life of St. Francis de Sales I felt a [after March 25, 
#90 perfect willingness to follow him 1805] 
and could not but pray that my soul 
might have its portion with his on 
the great day." 
(typed note on ASJPH listing: "be-
lieved to have been used by Mother 
Seton while still at Paca Street") 
- -- -- - -
-612-
de Sales, Fran- Introduction a la vie devote, de Saint Rouen, 1802 Filippo Filicchi gave Elizabeth a CW 1,289,318 
cis Fram;ois de Sales ASJPHRB copy on the saint's feast, Jan. 24, 1804 
(1567-1622) [Introduction to the Devout Life) #111 1804. She read it often during her 
conversion struggle and after. 
First French 
"Dear Remem-
ed., 1609; nou- She cited "his chapter on wid- brances," 
velie ed., ows-delight in reading and kneel- CW III, 10.4 
Lyon: Le ing at every page .... " [Part Third, 
Freres Bruyset, Ch. XL) 
1746 
Doddridge, The Principles of Christian Religion alld of Published CWI,158,174 
Philip Hymns Founded on Various Texts in the posthumously, 1801 
(1702-1751) Holy Scripture J. Eddowes 
and J.Cotton, 
1755 
Glasse, George Contemplations of the Sacred History Gloucester, Abridgement of Joseph Hall CWIII,8.24 
Henry 1793 (1574-1656), Contemplations on the 
(1761-1809) Historical Passages of the Old and 
New Testaments. Hall's mUltiple 
volumes were reissued during the 
17th, 18th, and 19th cents. 
Elizabeth copied 45 extracts from 
Glasse. 
-613-
Home, George Commenta/Y on the Book of Psalms First pub- Gift of Rev. John Henry Hobart, CW III, 8.23 




Jemin, Nicho- Pensees theologiques: nHatives aux erreurs BruxeUes: Referred to in Filippo Filicchi's CW III, A-8.27 
las du temps S'Terstevens, "Brief Exposition" for Elizabeth April 1804 
(1711-1782) 1772 
a Kempis, Imitation of Christ First circulated On her voyage to Italy, Elizabeth CW I, 250, 347,371 
Thomas anonymously took comfort in "my Bible, com- December 4, 1803; 
(1380-I471) ca. 1425 mentaries, Kempis." She mentions a November 1, 1804 
"Protestant preface." 
Manning, Rob- Eng/and's Conversion and Reformation Antwerp, 1725 Given to Elizabeth by Antonio CW I, 318 
ert Compared Fi1icchi After 1803 
More, Hannah 1. Strictures on the Modern System of Fe- 1799 Elizabeth was reading "3rd vol Miss To Rebecca Seton, 
(1745-1833) male Education More." CW I, 237,239 
OR Before 1804 
2. Essays on Various Subjects, Principally 
Designedfor Young Ladies 1777 
------
_ . .. _-
-
- 614-
Nelson, Robert A Companion for the Festivals and Fasts of First pub- Hobart published a revision of the To Rebecca Seton 
(1656-1715) the Church of England: with Collects and lished, Lon- text in 1804. CVVI,232,237, 239 
Prayers for each Solemnity don, 1704; 1802 and after 
many subse-
quent editions 
Newton, Dissertations on the Prophecies First published Hobart gave Elizabeth a copy to re- CVV I, 341 
Thomas 1754-1758 fute Manning 's work. Early 1805 
(1704-1782) 
Roche, Regina The Children of the Abbey First English Novel popular in England To Eliza Sadler, CVV 
Marie Dalton ed., 1796 1,99 
First American October 1799 
ed., 1798 
Rollin, Charles Ancient History of the Egyptians, Dublin: w. Multivolume work; excerpts are in CVV III, 8.1 
(1661-1741) Carthaginians, Assyrians, Babylonians, VVhitestone et an early copybook of Elizabeth 
Medes and Persians, Macedonians and aI., 1778, vol. I (ASJPH RB #30) 
Grecians 
Rollin Roman History Excerpts are in an early copybook of CVV III, 8.1 
Elizabeth (ASJPH RB #30) 
-615-
I 
Rousseau, Jean Emile Paris, 1762 Probably Eliza Sadler brought it To Eliza Sadler, CW I 
Jacques (and other works) from France for Elizabeth, who read 1,76,81,90,95, 99 
(1712-1778) the 3 volumes "with delight." June 1799 
and Voltaire Later, lamenting "their fatal influ-
( 1694-1778) ence," she wrote that "once they Spiritual Journal for 
composed my Sunday devotion." Cecilia Seton, CW, I, 
475 I 
16 rSeptember 1 1807 
Catechism of the Protestant Episcopal New York: T Cf. CW III, A-8.27. 
Church in the United States of America and Swords, 
1802 
English Book of Common Prayer 1662? Elizabeth and her husband prayed CWI,255 
"our Blessed Service" in the Leg- November 1803 
hom Lazaretto. 
Lady of the Haystacks Elizabeth paraphrased this: "trouble CW 1,168 
and sorrow dwells in Houses and To Eliza Sadler 
happiness only with fresh air and June 18, 1801 liberty-" 
Life of St. Augustine Elizabeth mentioned she was read- CW I, 321 
ingit. To Antonio Filicchi 
September 1804 
Life of St. Maria Magdalene de Pazzi Elizabeth mentioned she was read- CW I, 321 















CATHOLIC PERIOD (1805-1821) 
BOOK PUB. INFO COMMENTS 
Life of St. Vincent de Paul Paris, Borrowed from Brute; Elizabeth 
[ La vie du venerable serviteur de dieu, Florentin Lam- translated parts from French. 
Vincent de Paul] bert, 1664 
La conduite de I 'eglise Catholique touchant Paris, Veuve Borrowed from Brute; Elizabeth 
Ie culte du tres saint sacrement de Georges Josse, translated parts from French. Proba-
i'Eucharistie 1678 bly corresponds to "Eucharistic Em-
blems" on Brute's list 
Oeuvres de Sainte-Therese Paris, Denys Elizabeth translated "portions of St. 
Thierry, 1687 Teresa's [of Avila] works"; bor-
rowed from Brute, who recom-
mended Letter 36 in reference to 
Annina's death. 
Conduite pour passer saintement Ie temps Marseille, Jean Elizabeth translated parts from 
de i'avent Mossy, 1811 French; borrowed from Brute. Prob-
ably corresponds to "The Antiphons 
of Advent" on White's list 
CITA TIONIDA TE 
CW III , 13.1 , 13 .2 
Cf. CW III, 10.5 
White, 1949, 298 
-617-
Berthier, Les Psaumes traduits en franr;ais avec des Paris: A. Le Elizabeth translated parts from White, 1949,298 
Guillaume notes et des rejlexions Clerc, 1807 French; borrowed from Brute. 
Francois, SJ. 
( 1704-1782) 
Berthier Rejlexions spirituelles, Tomes 1- V Paris, Merigot Elizabeth translated parts from White, 1949,298 
Ie Jeune, 1790. French; borrowed from Brute. 
Nouvelle ed. Listed by White as "Various pas-
Toulouse, Si- sages from the works of Berthier" 
mon Sacarau, 
1811 
Berthier Oeuvres spirituelles Nouvelle ed. Borrowed from Brute 
Paris, Adrien 
Le Clerc, 1811 
Berthier Picture and Note states that Elizabeth wrote on a ASJPH 1-3-3-12:17 
note not extant picture of St. Benedict Labre (beati-
fied 1859) a passage of "Immensity" 
translated from Berthier. 
Bethune, Mrs. The Power ofF aith: Exemplified in the Life 1816 Eliza Sadler sent a copy of this Melville, 311, n. 53 
Joanna, ed. and Writings of the Late Mrs. Isabella Gra- book, published by Mrs. Graham's 1816 
ham of New York daughter, to Emmitsburg. 
-_. 
-618-
Boucher Vie de Sainte Therese, Tome Second OCL Inscription by Elizabeth CW III, 11 .55 
Boudon, La conduite de la divine providence et Paris, Estienne Borrowed from Brute 
Henry-Marie I' adoration perpetuelle Michallet, 
1678 
Boudon La vie cachee avec Jesus en Dieu Paris, Estienne Borrowed from Brute 
Michallet, 
1691 
Bouhours, La vie de Saint Ignace, fondateur de la Paris, Mabre Elizabeth translated parts from CW III, 13.14 
Dominique, compagnie de Jesus 
-Cramoisy, French; borrowed from Brute. 
SJ. [Life of St. Ignatius] 1679 
Bourdaloue, Sermons 1805 Draft to Cheverus: "the Sermons of CW I, 347 
Louis, SJ. Bourdaloue have also greatly helped [after March 25, 
to convince and enlighten me, for 1805] 
many months past one of them are 
always included in my daily devo-
tions - these books and some oth-
ers Filicchi who has been, and is, the 
true friend of my Soul has provided 
me with." 
-619-
Bourdaloue Exhortations et instructions Paris: Chez Elizabeth copied three parts of Vol. CWIIJ,8.26 
Martin, 1774, 3, "Exhortations pour Ie careme - 1804? 
2 vols. sur la Passion" in her "Pyamingo 
Reflections. " 
To Antonio Filicchi: [Elizabeth 
CW II, 29 writes of a 1 "Venerable Patriarch 
[Fr. Babade 1 ... instructing me and August 20, 1808 
referring to Bourdaloue and my 
Proues." 
To a clergyman: "Your dear CWII,708 
Bourdaloue is always the fountain of 
my Sunday instructions, because I 
can draw so many little streams to 
apply direct to our own wants." 
Bourdaloue Retrait Spirituelle Elizabeth used his 7th day, 1st medi- CWIIJ,8.26 
(vol. 6 of his Oeuvres Completes) tation, for her meditation found in 
"Pyamingo Reflections": "This is 
my commandment that ye love one 
another. ... The charity of our 
Blessed Lord in the course of his 
Ministry .... " 
--- -
-620-
Caussin, Nich- The Holy Court in five tomes: the first, Corke : Printed To Brute: " . .. my dear old holy CW II,470 
olas, S.J. treating of motives, which should excite and sold by court making many extracts" March 25, 1817 
(1583-1651) men of qualWe to Christian pelfection. The Eugene 
second, of the prelate, souldier, states-man, Swiney, 
and ladie. The third, of maxims of 1765-67. 
Christianitie against prophanesse, divided 5 vols. in 1 
into three parts, viz. divinitie, government 
of this life, and state of the other world. The 
fourth, containing the command of holy 
reason over the passions. The fifih, now 
first published in English, and much aug-
mented according to the last edition of the 
authour; containing the lives of the most fa-
mous and illustrious courtiers; taken both 
out of the Old and New Testament, and 
other modern authours 
Collet, Pierre, La vie de Saint Vincent de Paul Nouvelle ed., Borrowed from Brute 




Crasset, Jean, La douce et sainte mort 1681; Borrowed from Brute 
SJ. Nouvelle ed. 
Paris: 






de Bonrecueil, Les oeuvres de Saint Ambroise sur la Paris, Elizabeth translated parts from White, 1949,298 
Joseph Duranti virginite Barthelemy French; borrowed from Brute. 
I 
Alix, 1729 
de Les Martyrs, ou Ie Triomphe de la Religion 1809 A "Jo Smith" brought this book to CWII,483 
Chateaubriand, Chretienne 
Vicomte 




de Levizac Ler;:ons de F emilon, extraites de ses Londres, A. Inscription: Anna Seton 
ouvrages, pour I 'education de I 'enfance Dulau,1802 stamped: St. Catherine's Convent of 
Mercy, 1075 Madison Ave., New 
ASJPHRB York 
#21 
de Liguori, Visits to the Most Blessed Sacrament and to Elizabeth copied and adapted ex- CW III, 10. 1 ! 
Alphonsus the Blessed Virgin Mary for Each Day of cerpts in a notebook. I 
(1696-1787) the Month I 
de Lombez, Traite de la paix interieure Paris, Guillot, Elizabeth translated from French; CW III, 13.11 
Ambroise, [A Treatise on Interior Peace] 1769 borrowed from Brute. 
O.F.M. Cap. 







NIP 110: MIl, 
B2 
de Lombez Lettres spirituelles sur la paix interieure et Paris, Guillot, Borrowed from Brute 
autres sujets de piete 1776 
-623-
de Sales, Fran- A portion of the Conferences of St. Francis Elizabeth translated parts from White, 1949,298 
cis de Sales French. 
de Sales, Fran- Epitres spirituel/es Lyon, Vincent Elizabeth translated parts from 




de Sales, Fran- Sermons, recueillis par les religieuses de la Seconde ed. Borrowed from Brute 
cis Visitation Sainte Marie d'Annecy Paris, 1643 
de Sales, Fran- Lettres circulaires aux communal/tes des Paris, 1655 Borrowed from Brute 
cis religieuses de la Visitation Sainte-Marie 
du Point, Louis Meditations sur les mysteres de la foy Vols. I, III, IV Elizabeth translated parts from White, 1949, p. 298 




vols. I and VI, 
Paris, Jean de 
Nully, 1708 
-624-
Duguet, Jeslls Dying [Paris, 1729] Borrowed from Brute 
Jacques Joseph 
(1649-1733) 
Gahan, Rev. The Devout Communicant; or Spiritual En- Philadelphia: Inscription by Elizabeth: CW III, 11.54 
William, tertainments for three days before and Bernard Given to Julianna White by Mother 
O.S.A. three days after Commllnion Domin, 1818 Seton 
ASJPHRB 
#22 
Gobillon, La Vie de Mademoiselle Le Gras, Paris, Andre Elizabeth made the first English CW III, 13.3, 13.4 
[Nicolas] fondatrice et premiere sllperiellre Pralard, 1676 translation of this book from French. 
(1626-1706) First edition 
ASJPHRB 
#26 
Guyon, Moyen cOllrt et facile de faire oraison [A [1685] Elizabeth adapted her "prayer of the Cf. CW I, 389, 
Jeanne-Marie Short and Very Easy Method of Prayer] heart" excerpt from Guyon. to Cecilia Seton 




Huby, Vincent, Oeuvres spirituelles Paris, Gabri- Borrowed from Brute 
SJ. elle-Charles 
Berton, 17 5 8 
Jauffre, I' Abbe Des Services que les Femmes Peuvent France, 180 I Elizabeth translated a portion. CW III, 13.18 
Rendre a la Religion 





Judde, Claude, Retrait spirituelle pour les personnes Paris, Gissey Elizabeth translated parts from Cf. CW III, 10.5 
SJ. (1661- religieuses et Bordelet, French; borrowed from Brute. 
1735) 1746 
Collection complete des oeuvres Paris, Nyon, Possible source of "Two Standards 
spiritue/les du P. Judde, recueillies par M Crapart, excerpt" in notebook CAMSJ A III 
I 'Abbe Ie Noir-Duparc 1781-82 074, pp. 155 ff.) 
-626-
a Kempis, The Following of Christ, translated by Rt. Philadelphia, Archbishop Carroll recommended Cf. CW III, 1 1.52; 
Thomas Rev. Richard Challoner Mathew that Antonio tell Elizabeth to read it, Carroll to Antonio 




Brute recalled that Elizabeth helped Summer 1811 
him learn English with book 3, ch. 
21. 
Lallemant, La Mort Des JlIstes, all Reclieil Paris, 1693 Borrowed from Brute 
[Louis, SJ.] 
(1578-1635) ASJPHRB Notation that it was given by Sister 
#62 Francis Assisium McEnnis to Sr. 
Ann Frances Richardson 
[Death of the Just] Inscribed - S Brute 




Lallemant Holy Desires of Death Borrowed from Brute 
[Les Saints desires de la mort] 




Marie de Lettres de la Venerable Mere Marie de Paris, Louis Elizabeth translated portions from CW III, 13.6 
I 'Incarnation I 'Incarnation B illaine, 1672 French; borrowed from Brute. 1819 
(Marie Guyart, Premiere Superieure des Ursulines de la Marie of the Incarnation, French 
1599-1672) Novelle France wife, mother, and widow, founded 
Divisees en deux Parties. the first Ursuline convent in North 
America in Quebec City in 1639. 
Massillon, [Sermons for Advent and Lent] [first edition, Given to Elizabeth by Cheverus; "It CW, I, 347, [after 
Jean-Baptiste 1745; reprinted is impossible to determine which March 25, 1805] 
(1663-1742) [Oeuvres completes de Massillon eveque de many times] edition Cheverus sent Mrs. Seton." 
Clermont] (Melville, 332, n.79) Cf. Cheverus to 
Seton, ASJPH I 5. 




Nagot Consolation in Suffering Borrowed from Brute 
Nicole, Pierre Essais de morale . .. contenant des Paris, Borrowed from Brute 
rejlexions morales sur les Epitres et Guillaume 
Evangiles Desprez et 
Jean Dessartz, 
1713 
Plunkett, Abbe Daily Exercise Elizabeth took it "to read the prayers CW I, 373, Journal to 
Peter after COMMUNION." Amabilia Filicchi 
January 1805 
Proues "Venerable Patriarch [Babade] . . . To Antonio Filicchi, 
instructing me and referring to CWI, 29, 
Bourdaloue and my Proues" August 20, 1808 
Retrouvillier Memoirs of Retrouvillier Borrowed from Brute 
Rodriguez, Pratique de la Perfection Chretienl1e [Published in Dubourg gave the Sisters a copy. Rose White's Jour-





Saint-Jure, Meditations sur les plus grandes and plus Paris, Pierre Borrowed from Brute 
Jean-Baptiste, importantes veritez de lafoy: rapportees Le Petit, 1654 
SJ. aux trois vies spirituelles, etc. 
(1588-1657) 
Saint-Jure Le Maistre Jesus Christ Paris, La Borrowed from Brute 
VeuveJean 
Camusat et Pi-
erre Ie Petit, 
1649 
Saint-Jure Le livre des elus Paris, La Borrowed from Brute 
[Book of the Elect] VeuveJean 
Camusat, I643 
Scupoli, Dom Spiritual Combat 1610; Balti- To Cecilia Seton: "do you remember CW I, 494, 
Lawrence more, 1807 the last chapters of the Spiritual [February 28, 1808] 
(1530-1610) Combat" 
AMSVNIP 
110: Mil, B2 AMSV copy has inscription, possi- CW III, 11. 72 bly by Elizabeth 
According to the "Provisional Regu-
CW II, 739; before lations," it was read to the Sisters 
every day during tea. 1812 
~---




Surin, Jean-Jo- Les fondements de la vie spirituelle tires du Paris, Borrowed from Brute 
seph, SJ. livre de l'Imitation de Jesus-Christ Cramoisy, 
(1600-1665 ) 1667. Nou-
velle ed., 1703 
Surin Dialogues spirituels choisis ou la petfec- Troisieme ed. Borrowed from Brute 
tion chretienne est expliquee pour toutes les Paris, Edme 
personnes, Tome II Couterot, 1719 
Thomas of Je- The Sufferings of Our Lord Jesus Christ Lyon: Bruyset, To Cecilia Seton: "Blessed Father CWI,464, 
SliS (Augustin- (Les Soufji-ances de Notre Seigneur Je- 1735, 4 vols. Thomas has taken the place of all [September 3, 1807] 
ian) sus-Christ dans sa Mort, trans. into French other reading and almost all other 
by Alleaume, S.J.) prayers for his works are a continual 
prayer. ... " (In this letter she 
quotes sections from his writings.) 
Elizabeth and Cecilia were reading Summer, 1807 
his works, probably at Rev. Michael 
Hurley's suggestion. 
Vincent de Conferences spirituelles pour {'explication Paris, Elizabeth translated parts from 
Paul des regles des Soeurs de Charite Demonville, French; borrowed from Brute 
1803 




Watson,R., Apology for the Bible in a Series of Letters New York: Inscribed on flyleaf: "Wm. M. Seton CW III, 11.56 
D.D. Addressed to Thomas Paine, Author of a John Bull, and S. Brute" 
Book entitled The Age of Reason, Part the 1796 On Preface page: "Wm. M. Seton 
Second, Being an Investigation of True and 1796" 
of Fabulous Theory OCL, #364 On p. 3, a paragraph from Letter I, 
(Watson vs. Paine) and then a note (possibly in Eliza-
beth's hand): "Nobody knows what 
is confession as preached in the 
Catholic Church and commended by 
it as a divine institution and can 
speak of it with contempt. . . . " 
The Holy Bible Philadelphia, Gift of Antonio Filicchi to Elizabeth CW III, 11.53 
(Douay-Rheims version) Mathew (Univ. of Notre Dame Rare Books 
Carey, 1805 Col.) 
Gift of Simon Brute to Elizabeth, 
1813 
(OCL, Vincennes) 
Numerous inscriptions and notes by 
Elizabeth in both 
Prayer Book (probably Roman Catholic Boston, 1803 Gift of Bishop Cheverus of Boston, CW III, 11.51 
Manual, or a Collection of Prayers, An- who had it printed Cf. CW 1,347 and 
thems, Hymns) Original at Numerous inscriptions and notes by Cheverus to Seton, 
Univ.ofNotre Elizabeth ASJPHI,2 
Dame, title June I , 1805 
page missing 
-632-
(printed prayer book) The Little Office of AMSVNIP Numerous inscriptions and notes by CW III, 11.50 
the Blessed Sacrament 110: M, III, Elizabeth 
B3 
[Practical Reflections:] A Brief Method of n.d. Inscribed: "Julianna Scott presented CW III, 11.64 
Meditation to her by her beloved friend Mother 
ASJPHRB Seton (unclear) 1814" 
#47 
Pious Guide to Prayer and Devotion, Con- Georgetown, Prayer book compiled by Jesuits at CW II, 738, "Provi-
taining Various Practices of Piety Calcu- 1792 Georgetown and promoted by Arch- sional Regulations 
lated to Answer the Various Demands of bishop John Carroll for St. Joseph's Sis-
the Different Devout Members of the Ro- ters," before 1812 
man Catholic Church The community's early "Provisional 
Regulations" states, as part of the 
morning prayer schedule, "At 5:30 
vocal prayer (out of the pious 
guide)." 
The Novice of St. Dominic Elizabeth and Cecilia Seton read this Cecilia Seton to Eliz-
work. abeth, 
August 7, 1807 
Account of the Withdrawals to Rochefort Borrowed from Brute 
-633-
Catechism of the Daughters of Charity Paris, 1755 Borrowed from Brute; signature of CW III, 13.8 
Sister Francis Assisium [McEnnis] , 
[Instructions pour Le Stiminaire des fllles ASJPHRB S.C.; translated by Elizabeth; foun-
de la Charite (Rev. Edme Perriquet, CM.)] #27 dational document for Vincenti an 
spirituality 
The Education ofF emales by the Ursulines Borrowed from Brute 
Life of Mme. Combe, foundress of Good Paris, Borrowed from Brute Cf. CW III, 9.8, 9.9 
Shepherd Nuns Florentin et Pi-
I 
erre Delaulne, i 
1700 I [Relation abregee de la vie de Madame de 
Combel 
Lives of the Founders of Retreats in Borrowed from Brute 
Brittany 
Master of the Novices of Carmel Borrowed from Brute 
Plaintes et Complaisances du Sauveur par Paris, P. Inscription: "Rebecca Seton 1 st Jy, CW III, 11.63 
L 'Auleur de L 'Ecole dll Sal/vel/r Gueffier, 1807 1816 our Eternity of divine love" 
AMSVN/P Written by Elizabeth: J.MJ. 
110: M, II, B1 
The Prayer of the Heart Borrowed from Brute 
-634-
The Primer or Office of the B. Virgin Mary Dublin, R. Inscribed: "Rebecca Wharton Pres-
to which are added a New and Improved Cross, 1803 ented her by her husband G H 
Version of the Church-Hymns Wharton 26 Nov 1816 and given by 
Original at her to Mrs. Seton 1818" 
AMSJ 
Spiritual Letters Borrowed from Brute 
Task Elizabeth asks Fr. Hickey to take CW 11,613 
"half dozen of the TaslC' and "some To Rev. John 
little books ofEtemity" from books Hickey, June 14, 
she is sending back to Baltimore. 1819 
Translation of the Octave of the Blessed Borrowed from Brute 
Sacrament 
"Which is Better, Gentle Government, etc. " Borrowed from Brute 
Words of the Saints Borrowed from Brute 
Life of St. Francis of Assisi Recommending this to Elizabeth, Melville, 235 
Brute wrote: "I wd. it were rather in 
English for you-it is the very sua-
vity and unction ofSt. Francis of 
Sales, with something of a higher 
heaven." 
-635-
CONTEMPORARY SOURCES POSSIBLY USED BY ELIZABETH 
Some of the following are in the Rare Book Collection, ASJPH. Others are writings published before 1821 and therefore 
available to Elizabeth Seton. 
AUTHOR BOOK PUB. INFO COMMENTS CITATION/DATE 
Adams, Rev. The Flowers of Ancient HistDlY Dublin, 1789 Written on back flyleaf: 
John ASJPHRB "Sr Feliciti" 
#108 
Avrillon Les Trente Amours Sacn§s, au Sentiments Paris. 1777 Writing on title page 





Bayley, An Account of the Epidemic Fever New York, T. Elizabeth's father wrote this report 
Richard and J. Swords, on the severe outbreak of yellow fe-
1796 ver in New York City in the summer 
ASJPHRB and fall of 1795. He was active in 
#25 investigating the causes of epidem-
ics and their impact on immigrants 
and later became Health Officer for 
the city. 
Bossuet, Meditations sur l' Evangile Paris, 1752 
Jacques- ASJPHRB 
Benigne #104 
Boucher Retraite d'apres les Exercices spirituals de 1807 
Saint-Ignace 
Bourdaloue Sermons of John Baptist Massillon and Hartford, Lin- Sermons on preparation for death 
Lewis Bourdaloue, by J.B. Massillon, trans coIn and and spiritual blindness 
Gleason, 1805 
Bourdaloue, Sermons Choisis n.d. French sermons on penitence, 






Butler, Alban, Lives of Saints, vols. I and 2 London, 1818 
abridged by the ASJPHRB 
Rev. John Bell #197 and #198 
C.,J-H The Real Principles ofCatholicks, or Cate- London, 1749 Written on front cover: To Rev. John Hickey 
chism for the Adult ASJPHRB "For the use of the Decury, 1st CW II, 613 
#103 Communion Instructions. Saint Jo-
seph's House" 
June 14, 1819 
Name A.W. Richardson on p. 2 
Written on back cover: 
"idolatry, superstition, sacrilege, 
perjury, blasphemy." 
Elizabeth asked Hickey to take 
"some large and small Catechisms" 
from books she was sending back to 
Baltimore. 
Challoner, The Catholic Christian Instructed in the London, 1737 
Richard Sacraments, Sacrifice, Ceremonies and Ob-
(1691-1781) servances of the Church 
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Challoner Considerations upon Christian Truths and Philadelphia, 
Christian Duties digested into Meditations Eugene 
for evelY day in the year Cummiskey, 
1866 ed. 
Challoner The Garden of the Soul, a manual of spiri- First pub. 
tual exercises and instructions for Chris- 1740 
tians who, living in the world, aspire to 
devotion 
Challoner Think Well on 'T or Reflections on the New York, P. CW III, 9.11 
Great Truths of the Christian Religion for O'Shea 
EvelY day of the Month 
Fenelon, Dialogues des Morts Anciens et Modernes, Tours, 1809 
Fran90is de avec Quelques Fables nouvelle edi-
Salignac de la tion 
Motte-
(165 1-1715) ASJPHRB 
#96 
Fletcher, Rev. Reflections on the Spirit of Religious Con- New York: Notation: "The first Book in St. Jo-






_ .. _- -
--
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Fleury, Claude Fleury 's Short Historical Catechism Con- Baltimore: Academy records show the purchase 
(1640-1723) taining a Summary of the Sacred History Fielding Lucas of several catechisms for religious 
and Christian Doctrine Jun'r,1810 instruction of students. 
(trans. from 
the French, One catechism by Archbishop 
rev. by Bishop Carroll was the forerunner of the 
Cheverus) Baltimore Catechism. Another was 
Fleury's. It summarizes sacred his-
tory with biblical stories, followed 
by questions and answers based on 
them. Another part has a summary 
Boston: J. of Christian doctrine. The introduc-
Beicher,1813 tion notes the importance of Scrip-
tural roots of doctrine. 







It Kempis Viator Christianus, or, The Christian Trav- Paris, 1804. Signature of Rev. Simon G. Bmte 
eller First English 
printing This may be one of the "minor 
works" listed by Bmte as borrowed 
ASJPHRB by Elizabeth. 
#20 
Milner, John Letters to a Prebendary: being an answer Baltimore, 




Milton, John The Poetical Works of John Milton London: S. Book given to relative [Catherine 
Hamilton, Seton?) by Mary Bayley Bunch, half 
1818 sister of Elizabeth. Thence it passed 
to William, Mother Seton's elder 
son. William gave it to his son Rob-
ert, who in turn presented it to 
Patrizio Filicchi, son of Mother 
Seton's benefactors. Antonio 
Filicchi, grandson of Patrizio, gave 
this to Sister Isabel Toohey, D.C., 
Visitatrix, at Leghorn, August 3, 
1947. 
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Saint-Jure, L 'homme religieux Paris: Chez 
Jean-Baptiste, Denys Bechet 
SJ and Lovis 
BiUaine, 1658 
[de Sales, Fran- Practical Piety set forth by St. Francis de Baltimore, Elizabeth's meditation written in her CW III, 11.52 
cis] Sales ... collected from his letters and dis- John Murphy copy of the Imitation of Christ; "To 
courses and Co. , 1869 live according to the spirit," is based 
on an excerpt from de Sales. 
Soissons, M. Traite de la Conjiance en la Misericorde de Paris, 1720 Written on front flyleaf: "On Sr. 
L'Eveque de Dieu Angela' s grave"; on back flyleaf: 
ASJPHRB "Sooth the sadness of my heart" 
#102 
Young, Rev. A New Latin-English Dictionary London, 1764, Written on front cover: "Sister Ann 





Anecdotes Clm!tiennes all Reclieil de Traits Lyon: Rusand, Signed: Brute 
D 'Histoire Choisis, vol. II 1807 Notation: "Presented to St. Josephs 
by Rev. Mr. Brute" 
ASJPHRB Subtitle: Avec de grands exemples 
#46 de vertu, pour servir ill' education de 
la Jeunesse et ill'instruction de tous 
les Fideles 
L 'Anmie Sanctijifie ou Choix de sentences Paris, 1785 Pencil markings in margin 
et d'examples du differentes vertlls 
ASJPHRB 
#107 
Le Catechisme Du Concile De Trente. Paris: Notation: De la biblioteque des 








Dictionary of the English Language London, 1798 Possible reference: To Rev. John Hickey 
ASJPH Elizabeth asked Hickey to take "half CW II, 613 
dozen of little Dictionaries" from 
books she was sending back to Bal-
June 14, 1819 
timore. 
[Dictionary for the Bible - in French] 1760 
ASJPH 
Rubricks 1750 Belonged to Sister Fanny Jordan 
The Evening-Office of the Church, in Latin ASJPHRB 
and English #56 
Examens Particuliers sur Divers Sujets, a Metz: Notation: "J. Dubois for the Sisters 






Instructions Chrestiennes sur les mysteres Paris: Andre Notation: "Given to Sister Adelle 
de N. Seigneur Jesus-Christ, vol. II Pralard, 1681 [Salva 1 St Josephs presented ... by 
ASJPHRB her affectionate Mother [Seton?]" 
#58 Notation: Novice Library. 
Office of the Holy Week According to the Baltimore: G. Imprinted in gold on cover: Rebecca 
Roman Missal and Breviary Dobbin and M. Seton 
(I st American ed.) Murphy, 1810 
L 'Office de fa Semaine Sainte Paris: Notation: "Left to St. Joseph's by 
Guillaume Father Brute" 
Desprez, 1758 (with his signature) 
ASJPHRB 
# 19 
Paroissien Roman, Contenant L 'Office Paris: Inscribed: "Emily Harper and Sister 
Divin Des Dimanches Et Fetes Dehansy, 1804 Martha Daddisman" 
ASJPHRB#5 
Hymns, for the Use of the Catholic Church Baltimore: Inscribed: "Sr. Agnes of St. Jo-
in the United States of America. A New John West seph's, 1816" 






Newly Discovered Documents 
1. Elizabeth Seton to Cecilia Seton 
My sweetest Cecil 
What do you think of such a Sister - down two days running. A sol-
emn Mass for poor B took me today - Oh it was - ! 
Well, when will it be offered for us how soon perhaps dearest. 
Father OB[rien} said a great deal of your dear finger and wishes 
very much to see it - dear finger. 
Since with Sister [Mary] P [ost} among so many; crazy young folks 
was half Crazy - just return when dear much loved' was gone.--
so it goes dearest --
- When when shall I see you. Mrs. P[ ost]'s horse is lame and [un-
clear, possibly Tynes] saw offwith him and sh[ould] not like to trust 
him - how perverse - who can help it. Lovely Patience help me 
dearest friend. But surely dear Ann[ a Maria Seton] may come soon. 
Tuesday Eve. 
Have been too desirous to ride to the wilderness2 to day, but am forced 
to remember this is not the season of indulgence. 3 
My darling Sister can you not leave Ann[ a Maria] with Emma' and 
take a little ride as I have now so little prospect of seeing you -
1. ASJPH 1-3-3-8:112 
'Elizabeth referred to Samuel Waddington Seton. her brother-in-law and Cecilia's brother, as 
"much loved." 
2The Wilderness was James SCIon's home outside New York City. 
3possibly Lent 
4James Selon's daughter. Cecilia was living with James Seton's family after the death of his wife 
in 1807. 
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love and pray for poor Sis 
Your own' 
2. Elizabeth Seton to Mr. And Mrs. Delamare 
2nd March 1820' 
My dear Mr. And Mrs. Delamare 
your little Darling2 has passed admirably through her trial of the 
first Separation it is now the 3rd day Since you left her and she has 
passed along very gently sleeping soundly all night and following her 
refectory meals and classes with a very good grace. at two oclock the 
day you left her she started from her little companions to find her bon-
net and insisted on going to the tavern saying she knew you was yet 
there, but a good many uniting to amuse her off the thought she at 
length gave it up with a few tears - at night again she insisted 
strongly with me and I got offby assuring her nothing could be done 
then and by little caresses and young companions she got over it so 
well that we have heard no more about it. Sweet child she has so affec-
tionate a heart that I am sure she will soon love us - and you may be 
sure it will not be our fault if she does not -
next week we will see better about her little talents etc. 
51808 is written in another hand at the bottom of the document. 
2. Miscellaneous Papers, Elizabeth Seton. Mss. & Archives Section, New York Public Library. 
Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations 
'There is a cross at the top of the page in Elizabeth's hand. At the bottom ofthe first page ofthe 
copy of this letter, in another hand, is written: "Mother Se<a>ton the founder of the Order of the 
Sisters of Charity It should be placed in her Life" 
The second page ofthe letter bears the stamp: Emmet Collection. It is unclear whether the stamp is 
on the original letter or merely on the copy of the manuscript. 
2Mary Delamar appears in Sl. Joseph's Academy Ledgers of 1813 and 1814-1819 showing that 
she attended the Academy in 1811, 1812, 1813 and 1815. The name Louisa Delamar appears in Sl. 
Joseph's Academy Ledger, 1819-1825, showing she attended the Academy in 1819. 
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I intreat you to be quite easy about her - and trust the heart of y[ our] 
devoted friend in Xt. 
EASeton 
3. Rev. John Hickey to Eve' 
n.d. [July 26, 1820] 
My dear Revd. Father-
Your wild child is well and happy, I am well over my retreat, and 
kept silent enough, and though Mother often asks me if Mr. Sam2 has 
not pinched my fingers or toes, I am safe so far. I Iik my Father Brute 
very much, indeed I like everybody, Mother says my cloudy days are 
not come yet, come and our Lord treats me like a child, and gives me 
no cross or thorns til I grow stronger and better. She loves me like a 
true Mother but I believe I would not have been so much favoured 
only for the sake of my spiritual Father, so I thank you for a great deal 
of my happiness and do humbly beg you to pray for me that I may per-
severe and serve our Lord faithfully -
And do give my heart felt remembrance to all in the clothes room -
especially to Barbara. Mother remembers her and prays for her and 
her good old friend Alzier. 
You will surely pray for St. Josephs family and your 
poor unworthy Eve 
and her scribe so much more unworthy 
St. Ann Mother of our dear Mother 
3. DePaul University, III-A-Souvay, Box 5, #84, Seton Letters, 1809-1820. Original at AGU 
(Shea Collection) 240:7 
'This document is in Elizabeth's handwriting. Rev. Souvay wrote on it: "Mother Seton simply 
held the pen for Eve." Eve Kreitz was admitted to the Sisters of Charity July I , 1820, and took the 
name Sister Elizabeth. In 1822 she left the community, retuming to Baltimore. 
2Elizabeth's name for the devil 
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Errata for Volume I 
1. The following is a list of either additions or changes to scripture 
references: 
p. 57, first line, "Giver of all Good," cf. Tob. 4: 19. 
p. 60, sixth last line, "High ... Eternity," Isa. 57:15. 
p. 70, n. 2, add Matt. 6: 10. 
p. 162, quotation at end of first paragraph, cf. Matt. 6:21 and 
Luke 12:34. 
p. 180, change n. 1 to cf. 1 Cor. 2:9. 
p. 199, change n. 2 to cf. Ps. 23:3. 
p. 245, last line, cf. 1 Cor. 10:4. 
p. 264, line 5, quotation, cf. Ps. 67:3, 5. 
p. 264, line 6, "Our Father," Matt. 6:9, Luke 11 :2. 
p. 265, line 20, cf. Rom. 
p. 265, end of Dec. 1 entry, cf. Ps. 146:2. 
p. 267, line 13, "My Father and my God," cf. Ps. 89:26. 
p. 271, first line, "Shadow of Death", cf. Ps. 23:4. 
p. 275, seventh last line, "transgressions blotted out," cf. Ps. 
51:1. 
p. 287, Wednesday, line 2, quotation, cf. Ps. 8:3; 102:25. 
p. 300, n. 14, change to cf. Ps. 46:1 and 94:17-18. 
p. 300, April 19, par. 3, lines 2-3, "where should we hide from 
the presence," cf. Ps. 139:7. 
p. 302, first two words, cf. Ps. 22:1; Matt. 27:46, Mark 15:34. 
p. 302, line 19, "I have sinned ... my Father," Luke 15:21. 
p. 303, line 11, "ever before me," cf. Ps. 51:3. 
p. 303, last line, cf. Luke 18:13. 
p. 309, line 4, cf. Isa. 6:3. 
p. 309, line 10, "songs of Sion," cf. Ps. 137:3. 
p. 310, line 11, "He who searches the heart," cf. Ps. 139:1. 
p. 318, lines 7-8, "humble, contrite heart," cf. Ps. 51: 17. 
p. 340, end of first par., Matt. 26:42. 
p. 347, n. 5, Ps. 116:8-9. 
p. 361, mid-page, "Thy will be done," Matt. 6: 10, 26:42. 
p. 372, lines 2-3, "unless the Father draw me," cf. John 6:44. 
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p. 377, n. 30, change to Ps. 68:l. 
p. 387, line 18, "Peace where there is no Peace," cf. Jer. 6:14, 
8:1l. 
p. 401, text referred to in n. 1, change to two notes as follows: 
"my Child was lost and is found," cf. Luke 15:32; and "I 
have called, and you would not answer," Isa. 65: 12 and 
Jer. 7: l3. 
p. 470, n. 4, add cf. Luke 2:14. 
p. 475, n. 17 should include only the Ps. 97:2 reference. The 
Mark reference goes with "Watch, Watch, my soul," and 
should be cf. Matt. 26:41 and Mark 14:38. 
p. 477, n. 1, Ps. 68:l. 
p. 477, n. 2, begin with cf. 
p. 515, line 3, "Peace the World knows not," cf. John 14:27. 
p. 529, n. 1, add cf. Isa. 40:1l. 
p. 531, middle of page, "He will deliver," Ps. 55:18, 91:2; 2 Cor. 
1:10. 
p. 533, middle of page, same as on page 53l. 
2. p. xx, Robert Seton is Elizabeth's grandson, not her nephew. 
3. p. xxv, an updated genealogy appears in volume 3 
4. p. 135, Document l.95 archival citation is ASCH S-J #27-30. 
5. p. 243, Document 2.1 archival citation is ASCH S-J #164-165. 
6. p. 290, Document 2.11, footnote 7. Cf. RSM 1: 143 for a description 
of this painting and its location. 
7. p. 305, Document 2.15 archival citation is ASJPH 1-3-3-3:16(3). 
8. p. 353, Document 3.18, footnote 3. The book by Bossuet that Eliza-
beth is referring to is L 'Apocalypse avec une Explication. 
Errata for Volume II 
1. The following is a list of either additions or changes to scripture 
references. Where translations differed from recent editions, the King 
James Version (KJV) or the Douay Rheims (DR) have been indicated. 
p. 17-18, "least of God's creatures," cf. Matt. 25:40. 
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p. 20, last line, "to him be glory forever," Rom. 11 :36. 
p. 80, last par. of 6.5, "partake ofRis glory," 1 Pet. 4: l3. 
p. 88, line 4, "if it is the will of our Lord," cf. Matt. 7:21. 
p. 90, line 12, "widow and orphan," cf. Exod. 22:22. 
p. 91, first par., cf. Job 13:15. 
p. 107, last par., "pain has become my rest," cf. Job 16:7 (DR). 
p. Ill, last word, "fiat," Luke 1 :38. 
p. 1l3, line 7, "Father of Mercies," 2 Cor. 1:3. 
p. 117, middle par., "nature groans - for me it is an Anguish," cf. 
Wisd.5:3. 
p. 121, second par., line 4, "separating ... Father," cf. Rom. 
8:35. 
p. 125, line 4, "Come follow me," cf. Matt. 19:21. 
p. 128, line after n. 9, "blessed name be adored forever," cf. Ps. 
71 :19. 
p. 130, line 7, "blessed and praised forever," cf. Dan. 3:52. 
p. 144, second par., line 1, "at his right hand," cf. Gen. 48: 13. 
p. 156,6.68, first line, "cup," cf. Matt. 26:39, 42; Mark 10:38; 
14:36; Luke 22:42 (KJV). 
p. 175, line 8, "anguish of soul," cf. Gen. 42:21; 2 Kings 4:27. 
p. 186, last line, "light out of darkness," cf. Ps. 111:4 (DR); 
112:4 (KN). 
p. 189, last par., line 3, "blessed ... name forever," cf. Ps. 
144:21. 
p. 200, fifth last line, "in life and death," cf. 2 Sam. 15:21. 
p. 201, 6.89, line 10, "him who gives," cf. Gen. 33:11. 
p. 206, twelfth last line, "name blessed," cf. Ps. 71: 19 (DR); 
72: 17 (RSV). 
p. 211, second last par., last line, "will be done," cf. Matt. 6: 10. 
p. 215, 6:102, "will ... done forever," cf. Matt. 6:10. 
p. 229, line 2, "perish ... remain forever," cf. Ps. 101: 27 (DR); 
102: 26 (RSV). 
p. 304, line 1, "child to our God," 1 Sam. 1 :28. 
p. 316, n. 5, third last line, "place for you," cf. John 14:2. 
p. 320, second last par., "oil ... flow," cf. 2 Kings 4:5. 
p. 324, middle of page, "Olive of Peace ... Dove," cf. Gen. 8: 11. 
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p. 328, second last par., "launch ... deep," Luke 5:4 (DR, KJV). 
p. 337, line 5, "keep ... pure," cf. Tit. 5:22. 
p. 340, last line, "whole soul," cf. Mark 12:33 (DR and KJV). 
p. 351, n. 4, a second reference, cf. John 13:33. 
p. 358, line 3, "widow and orphan," cf. Exod. 22:22. 
p. 376, line 12, "What is man without a soul," cf. Mark 8:37 (DR 
and KJV) 
p. 383, line 12, "gives to ... as well as man," cf. Matt. 22:2l. 
p. 401 7.30, line 4, "graces ... bestowed on you," cf. 2 Cor. 8: 1 
(KJV). 
p. 405, n. 3, "God who can do everything," cf. 2 Cor. 5:18; Eph. 
3:9; 1 Tim. 6:l3. 
p. 433, second par., "thy will be done," Matt. 6: 10. 
p. 434, line 5, "ecce homo," John 19:5. 
p. 435, tenth last line, "heart jumps for joy," cf. Job 29: l3. 
p. 436, ninth last line, "how good it is," cf. Ps. l33: l. 
p. 439, eighth last line, "wait one hour," cf. Matt. 26:40; Mark 
14:37. 
p. 441, sixth last line, "jumps for joy," cf. Job 29:l3. 
p. 442, line 12, "thy will be done," Matt. 6:10. 
p. 442, line 17, "ecce homo," John 19:5. 
p. 448, last line, "spread ... wings," cf. Jer. 48:40; 49:22. 
p. 452, line 11, "into his hands," cf. Luke 23:46. 
p. 453, 7.66, line 2, "pour out soul," cf. Ps. 42:4. 
p . 475, 7.83, second last line, "whole soul," cf. Jer. 32:4l. 
p. 484, third last line, "always in my heart," cf. Phil. 1:7. 
p. 495, third line, "tower to the skies," cf. Gen. 11: 1-9. 
p. 499, line 4, "agonies in the garden," cf. Matt. 26:36-46; Mark 
14:32-42; Luke 22:39-46. 
p. 517, eighth last line, "cup almost full," cf. Ps. 23:5. 
p. 518, sixth line, "God ... faithful God to you," cf. 1 Cor. 
1O:l3. 
p. 541, first word, "God is my hope," cf. 1 Thes. 1 :3; 1 Pet. 1 :2l. 
p. 560, line 14, "harden a heart," cf. 95:8. 
p. 565, line 4, "look up," cf. Ps. 5:3 (KJV). 
p. 574, seventh last line, "look up," cf. Ps. 5:3 (KJV). 
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p. 587, fourth last line, "every good thing," cf. Philem. 1:6 
(KN) 
p. 598, line 4, "loaded with his cross," cf. Matt. 27:32; Mark 
15:20-21; Luke 23:26:32; John 19:16-17. 
p. 601, line 2, "carry ... in my heart," cf. Phil. 1 :7. 
p. 614, line 2, "straight path," cf. Matt. 7:14. 
p. 615, first two lines, "light ... darkness," cf. John 3: 19. 
p. 643, third last line, "continual thanksgiving," cf. Heb. 13: 15. 
p. 645, sixth last line, "hard heart," cf. Job 41:24. 
p. 649, 7.245, line 2, "peace to you," cf. John 14:27. 
p. 650, third last line, "searcher of hearts," cf. Rom. 8:27. 
p. 671, third last line, "pleasedGod,"cf.l Thes.4:1;Heb.13:16. 
p. 682, fifth last line, "nailed us," cf. John 20:25. 
p. 687, fourth line, "daily bread," Matt. 6:11; Luke 11:3. 
p. 687, last line, "sin no more," cf. John 5: 14. 
p. 689, last line, "crown," cf. Rev. 2: 1 O. 
p. 697, fourth line, "reward and crown," cf. 1 Cor. 9:25. 
p. 701, sixth last line, "strength given you," cf. Dan. 2:37. 
p. 705, sixth last line, "foot of the cross," cf. John 19:25. 
p. 709, 7.327, line 2, "ark," cf. Heb. 9:4. 
p. 710, line 2, "seek God in all things," cf. Zeph. 2:3. 
2. p. 28, n. 3, the date ofDubourg's letter is May 3, 1808,not 1818. 
3. p. 34, n. 7, Cecilia O'Conway entered the Ursulines in Quebec, not 
Montreal. There was no convent of the Ursulines in Montreal. 
4. p. 38, n. 3, Juliana Chatard entered the Daughters of Charity. 
5. p. 56, Rose Stubbs was born in Dublin, Ireland, in the late 1700s. 
She came from Dublin to New York in 1805 aboard the Osage 
along with her parents, siblings, and a nanny. Her brother Ed-
ward Stubbs was Chief Dispersion Clerk in the Treasurer's Of-
fice during the Buchanan administration in the 1850s. 
6. p. 95, n. 2, Gouverneur Ogden was Elizabeth's brother-in-law. 
7. p. 108, n. 1, Rev. Pierre Babade, S.S., not Babaoe. 
8. p. 113, In the paragraph beginning "in return for your confidence 
... ": two phrases are crossed out in the original. They are: "but 
this weakness is an embarrassment with respect to your dear," 
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and "[three lines are crossed out] after her [unclear] are it may 
be passed over in silence." 
9. p. 151, n. 1, the title of St. Francis de Sales' book is Introduction to 
the Devout Life. 
10. p. 260, the correct archival citation for document 6.147 is ASJPH 
1-3-3-9:42b; the correct archival citation for document 6.148 is 
ASJPH 1-3-3-9:49d. 
11. p. 272, the archival citation for document 6.163 is ASJPH 
1-3-3-26C, p. 19. 
12. p. 362, n. 1, Mehitabel Cox Marcoe 
13. p. 377, n. 2, John Marcoe 
14. p. 567, in the last paragraph the phrase "for in go on as fast as I be-
gan, Rose will probably be kept at home" is crossed out in the 
original. 
15. p. 571, "Daddy" referred to in the last paragraph is Elizabeth's son 
Richard. 
16. p. 644, n. 5, both the pay and the free school opened in 1822. 





Note: The documents 12.17 ("Elizabeth Seton's Day Book"), A-12.18 
("St. Joseph's Academy and Free School Roster 1809-1821"), and 12.25 
(" 1812-1822 Receipt Book") are not included in the index. Each ofthese doc-
uments includes many names of students, merchants, and workers from the 
Emmitsburg area during the early years of the Sisters of Charity. 
A 
Abelly, Rev. Louis: Elizabeth Seton's 
translation of biography of Vincent de 
Paul, 217-354; citations of his work, 491 , 
494,495,616 
Adams, Rev. John: 635 
Ann of Austria, Queen: 370 
Astronomy: Elizabeth 's interest in, 102 
A vrillon, Jean Baptiste: 487, 616, 635 
B 
Babade, Rev. Pierre, S.S.: inscription on a 
painting, 593; references in letters, 619, 
628; errata, 652 
Barreau, Jean: 492 
Barruel, Rev. Augustin: 475 
Bayley, Guy Carleton (half-brother): 593 
Bayley, Rev. James Roosevelt (nephew): 603, 
605 
Bayley, Dr. Richard (father): underlining in 
Bibles of references to physicians, 92; 
636 
Bean, Sr. Scholastica: biographical note, as 
incorporator of community, 117 
Bennel, Sr. Mary Joseph [Rivel]: filled board 
vacancy, 120 
Berthier, Rev. Guillaume Fran90is, S.J.: 617 
Bethune, Joanna: 6 17 
Biblical References: notes and markings in 
Elizabeth's two Bibles, the Notre Dame 
Bible and the Vincennes Bible, 84-106; 
Amos: 102 
I Chronicles: 90, 91, 101 
2 Chronicles: 90, 91, 92, 96 
I Corinthians: 222, 236, 257, 300, 315, 
584,587 
2 Corinthians: 110 
Daniel: 89, 91, 92, 98 
David: 89 
Ecclesiastes: 98 
Ephesians: 106, 340 
Elijah: 40 
Exodus: 49, 54, 91, 96,100, 106,2 19 
Ezechiel: 54, 106, 408 
Galatians: 378 
Genesis: 25, 38, 90, 91, 96, 100, 101 ,238, 
240,295 
Habakkuk: 63, 91 
Holy Innocents: 26-27 
Holy Spirit: 365 
Isaiah: 3, 89, 90, 91, 99, 105,263,264, 
289, 302, 344 
Jairus: 47 
Jeremiah: 89,228, 295 
Job: 89, 97,101,102 
Joel: 99, 244 
John: 26, 35, 37, 43, 44, 54, 55, 68, 70, 
75,89, 106,227,236,238, 239,305, 
310,319,322,324,325,345,355,389, 
396 
I John: 297 
Jonah: 41 
Judith: 91, 96 
I Kings: 54,374 
2 Kings: 40, 54, 100 
Luke: 35, 37, 41, 70, 75, 90, 91, 92,106, 
225, 230, 240, 254, 263, 270, 274, 283, 
312,330,351,352,354, 364,406,440 
I Maccabees: 98 
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Mark: 35, 320 
Matthew: 3, 6, 10, 12,26,35,41,86,99 
106,223,224,225,227,229,237,239, 
254, 263,274,277,278,291,293,300, 
301,3 19,321,322,324,330,339, 341, 
342, 343, 344, 345, 378, 380, 388, 401 
Moses: 89 
Numbers: 54 
I Peter: 33, 236, 292, 582, 587 
Philippians: 55, 221, 277, 312, 365, 379 
Proverbs: 67, 223, 311 
Psalms: Ps. 5: 97; Ps. 6: 90, 97; Ps. 7: 97; 
Ps. 8: 34, 97; Ps. 9: 97; Ps. 12: 101; Ps. 
17: 55; Ps. 24: 383; Ps. 32: 90; Ps. 33: 
55; Ps. 34: 383; Ps. 38: 90; Ps. 40: 97; 
Ps. 51: 55 , 90,305,410; Ps. 56: 32; Ps. 
69: 325; Ps. 73: 70; Ps. 90: 97; Ps. 95: 
2; Ps. 102: 90; Ps. 103: 68; Ps. 107: 
379; Ps. 113: 55; Ps. 115: 294; Ps. 118: 
92,315; Ps. 119: 289; Ps. 130: 90, 325; 
Ps. 144: 90; Ps. 145: 292 
Revelation: 53, 81,101,106, 236 
Romans: 220, 290, 293, 306, 330, 405 
1 Samuel: 71, 90, 91, 349 
2 Samuel: 54 
Simeon: 89 
Song of Songs: 9, 10, 109, 137,396, 397 
Tabor (Mount): 40 
1 Timothy: 582, 584 
2 Timothy: 98, 236, 410 
Titus: 584 
Tobit: 91,101 
Wisdom: 72, 97 
Zechariah: 41, 89,105 
Blair, Hugh: 609 
Blatiron, M. Etienne: 381 
Bonnet, Jean: 402 
Bony, Fran90ise: Elizabeth's translation of 
her life, 395-412 
Bossuet, Rev. Jacques: 609, 636 
Boucher: 618 
Boudon, Henry-Marie: 618 
Bouhours, Rev. Dominique, SJ.: 618 
Bourdaloue, Rev. Louis, S.J.: 610, 618-19, 
636 
Bowdler, Jane: 610 
Boyle, Sf. Elizabeth: as incorporator of 
community, 116; elected first Assistant 
Mother, 120; re Martha Hartnet's actions, 
122; school duty, 125; school mistress, 
129; first superior of Sisters of Charity of 
St. Vincent de Paul of New York, 542; 
took articles of Elizabeth's clothing to 
New York, 603 
Brady, Sf. Angela: as incorporator of 
community, 116; elected first secretary, 
120; niece of John Mullallphy, 574; 
inscription, 641 
Brady, Sr. Felicitas: as incorporator of 
community, 117 
Brawner, Sr. Hilary: biographical footnote, 
202 
Brute, Rev. Simon: sermon on Sr. Maria 
Murphy' s death, 8; excerpt from sermon, 
18-21; anniversary, 20, 22; biographical 
footnote, reference to Vincennes Bible, 
85,87; role in Elizabeth's spiritual 
direction, 87; assessment of Elizabeth's 
devotion to scripture, 88-89; Elizabeth's 
underlining in Bible of Simon and 
Gabriel, 92; appointed Rev. John Dubois' 
assistant, 93; trip to France with William 
Seton, 94, 99; Elizabeth's journal during 
his trip to France, 99; as confessor at SI. 
Joseph' s Academy, 134; advised 
Elizabeth to read and translate, 217; 
Elizabeth's translations and copies of his 
books, 412, 499, 607, 608, 616, 617, 622, 
623,625; notes and writings, 468, 564, 
590, 620, 626, 631, 644; books borrowed 
by Elizabeth, 618, 621, 627, 628, 629, 
630, 632, 633, 634, 640, 642; referred to 
in letter, 647 
Bunch, Mary Bayley (half-sister): 640 
Burke, Sf. Maria Murphy: death, 6-10 
Butler, Rev. Alban: 611, 637 
Butler, Sf. Mary Ann: composer of poem, 
58-59; incorporator of community, 116; 
first duties, 116, 130 
c 
Camus, Rev. Pierre: 357, 359 
Carroll, Charles: deeded land to Moravian 
church, 151 
Carroll , Rev. John: approval of Sister of 
Charity rule, 92, 499, 542; met Martha 
Hartnet, 122; granduncle of Jane Brent, 
566; gave Elizabeth crucifix, 603; 
recommended book to Elizabeth, 626; 
promoted prayer book, 632; wrote 
catechism, 639 
Catholic references: Limbo as a Catholic 
belief, 27; 363 
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Catechism (Practical): 579-587 
Cauffman, Catherine: 578 
Cauffman, Sarah: 566, 578 
Caussin, Rev. Nicholas, S.J.: 620 
Challoner, Rev. Richard: 611 , 626, 637, 638 
Chapter of Faults: 520 
Charlton, Rev. Richard (grandfather): 593 
Chatard, Sr. Juliana: 652 
Chatard, Dr. Pierre: care of Sisters of Charity, 
124 
Cheverus, Rev. John: biographical footnote, 
I; sent prayerbook to EI i zabeth, 71, 63 I ; 
references to letters, 611 , 618, 631; book 
given to Elizabeth, 627 
Churches: 
St. Andrew: 593 
St. Lazare: 367, 370, 384 
St. Nicholas des Champs: 357 
St. Peter: 606 
Clark, Sr. Mary Xavier: elected as Assistant 
Mother, 121; receipt entry, 202 
Cloister: 391 
Collet, Rev. Pierre, C.M.: 620 
Clopper, Ann Jane Byrne: 567 
Clopper, Francis: 567 
Clossy, Sr. Susan: incorporator of 
community, 116; duties, 116, 125, 132; 
school mistress, 129; receipt entries, 203, 
205-213 
Combe, Mme.: 633 
Condorcet, Marquis: 475 
Confraternities of Charity: 359, 360, 361, 367, 
378,455; as source of rule for American 
Sisters of Charity, 541 
Confraternity of the Sacred Heart: 411 
Conroy, Sr. Teresa: incorporator of 
community, 116 
Constitutions of Sisters of Charity: account of 
adoption, 93; text of, 541-564 - object of 
the Institution, 543; novitiate, 545-548; 
council, 548; elections and community 
meetings, 548-559; duties of the officers. 
559-562; vow formula, 563-564 
Cooper, Rev. Samuel: 600 
Corish, Sr. Benedicta: 567 
Corish, Sr. Camilla: incorporator of 
community, 117; biographical footnote, 
158; student at St. Joseph's, 567 
Corneul, Claude: 366 
Corneul, Mme.: 366 
Coste: Rev. Pierre: compiler of writings of 
Vincent de Paul, 218 
Council (of the Sisters of Charity): 
composition of in Constitutions, 548; 
description of responsibilities of, 559-561 
Crasset, Rev. Jean, S.J.: 621 
Cuzzolina, Sr. Marie Celeste: 607 
D 
d' Andilly, Arnauld: 616 
de Bonrecueil, Joseph Duranti: 621 
Daddisman, Sr. Martha: 567 
de Barberey, Helene: 36 
de Champion, Honore: 351 
de Chateau briand, Vicomte Fran,ois-Rene: 
621 
Decount, Sr. Mary Augustine: incorporator of 
community, 117; elected as officer, 121; 
receipt entries, 204-205; 
de la Quiche, Marie (Dutchess of Ventadour): 
383 
Delamare, Louise: 646 
Delamare, Mary: 646 
Delamare, Mr. and Mrs.: 646 
de Lestocq, Rev. Guillaume: pastor of St. 
Laurent, Paris, 232 
de Noailles, Mareshall: 405 
de Rochechouart, Marie Henriette: superior of 
a Paris Visitation monastery, 348 
Dodd, Sr. Mary Romana: 604 
Doddridge, Philip: 612 
de la Peltrie, Madame: 4 I 4, 426 
de Retz, Cardinal: 380 
Dubois, Rev. John, S.S.: last rites to Sr. Maria 
Murphy, 6; involvement in Sisters of 
Charity Constitutions, 93, 499, 542; as 
superior signed minutes of council 
meetings, 117-120; confessor at St. 
Joseph's Academy, 134; notation in book, 
643; correction in errata, 652 
Dubourg, Rev. William, S.S.: first superior of 
Sisters of Charity, 115; celebration of 
feast: 53 I 
Duchemin, Marie Therese Almaide Maxis: 
565 
Duffy, Sr. Agnes: duties, 130, 133, 134-135; 
inscription in book, 644 
Duguet, Jacques Joseph: 624 
Duhamel, Rev. Charles: 23 
du Pont, Louis: 623 




Edwards, Prof. James F.: identification, 85 
Egan, Sf. Mary Teresa: biography and death, 
28-29; student at St. Joseph's, 568; 
miniature, 601 
Egan, Bishop Michael: identification, 28 
Egan, Michael Duborgo: identification, 28; 
miniature, 60 I 
Elder, Aloysius: 20 
Elections: directives in Constitutions: 
549-558 
F 
Farrell, Sr. Bridget: incorporator of 
community, 117; re Martha Hartnet's 
actions, 122; convent duties, 130, 131 
Fenelon, Fran,ois: 638 
Filicchi, Amabilia: 628 
Filicchi, Antonio: re Notre Dame Bible, 87; 
inscriptions, 112; associated with various 
artifacts, 593, 595, 601; letters cited, 609, 
610,615,619,628; books given to 
Elizabeth, 613, 631, 640 
Filicchi, Camilla: 596 
Filicchi, Filippo: associated with artifact, 595; 
books given to Elizabeth, 609, 611, 612; 
letter cited, 610; referred Elizabeth to 
book, 613 
Filicchi, Patrizio: 640 
Fitzgibbon, Sr. Irene: 603 
Flaget, Rev. Benedict, S.S.: 499, 601 
Flanagan, Sf. Kathleen: 607, 608 
Flaudin-Maillet, Brother Antoine: 251 
Fletcher, Rev. Dr.: 638 
Fleury, Claude: Catechism, 639 
Fronde (1648-1653): 370 
Foundlings: 366, 371 
Fox, Elizabeth: 569 
Fox, Robert: 569 
G 
Gahan, Rev. William, O.S.A.: 624 
Gartland, Sf. Jane Frances: incorporator of 
community, ll6; elected Treasurer, 120; 
school duty, 125; receipt entries, 197-201 
George, Sf. Margaret: 27; incorporator of 
community, 116; elected Treasurer and 
resignation, 120; school duty, 126; 
discipline, 128; school mistress, 129; 
receipt entries, 187-191 , 192-197; writer 
of document, 442; elected first superior of 
Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati, 542; 
contact with Harper family, 571 
Gibbons, Rev. James: 567 
Gillet, Rev. Louis: 565 
Gilmeyer, Sf. Sophia: 570 
Glasse, George Henry: 612 
Gobillon, Rev. Nicholas: Louise de Marillac's 
confessor, 382; curate of SI. Lawrence, 
384; author of life of Louise de Marillac, 
386,624 
Godefroy, Maxmilian: 570 
Gather, Rev. John: 639 
Goussault, Madame: charitable donor, 367 
Grace, Sf. Mary Gonzaga: holy card 
inscription, 113 
Graham, Isabella: 617 
Gruber, Sr. Ann: incorporator of community, 
116; convent duty and biographical note, 
130 
Guerin, Sf. Madeleine: incorporator of 
community and biographical note, 117; 
death, 120; convent duty, 130-131 , 133 
Guyon, Jeanne Marie: 624 
H 
Huby, Rev. Vincent, S.J.: 625 
Hall, Joseph: 612 
Harper, Catherine Carroll: 571 
Harper, Emily: 644 
Harper, Robert Goodloe: 571 
Hartnet, Sf. Ann Marie: secretary to Mother 
Rose White, 239 
Hartnet, Martha: Incident, 121-123 
Hickey, Rev. John, S.S.: citation of letters, 
634, 637,643,647 
Hobart, Rev. John Henry: 613, 614 
Home, Rev. George: 613 
Hospitals of the Daughters of Charity: SI. 
Jean at Angers, 363, 366, 368, 369, 371; 
hospital of the insane, 374; Royal 
Hospital. 402; St. Germain, 403; Hospice 
of the Holy Name of Jesus, 404; Brienne, 
467 
Hurley, Rev. Michael, O.S.A.: 630 
I 
Imagination: 53-54 
Imitatioll of Christ: prayers and notes written 
by Elizabeth in, 77-84; provenance of 
Elizabeth's copy, 77 
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Indian tribes: Algonquins, 415; Iroquois, 415, 
424,425,426,432; Huron, 426, 427, 435 
Innocent X, Pope: 383 
"Instructions for the Daughters of Charity": 
document used by Sisters of Charity, 
442-463 
J 
Jauffre, L' Abbe: 625 
Jegou, Rev. Jean, S.J.: 625 
Jemin, Rev. Nicholas: 613 
Jamison, Catherine: 571, 577 
Jenkins: Mr. Q.: application for candidate to 
Sisters of Charity, 123-124 
Jevons, Ferdinand: donor of artifacts, 602, 
603, 604 
Jordan, Sr. Frances Ann (Fanny): incorporator 
of community, 116; biographical note, 
124; school duty, 125, 126; substitute for 
Mother, 128; school mistress, 129; 
association with artifacts, 641, 643 
Judde, Rev. Claude, S.J.: 625 
K 
Kelligher, Sr. Mary Pauline: 605 
Kelly, Ellin: 84,499,541 , 607 
Kemp;s, Thomas Ii: 613, 626, 640 
Key, Francis Scott: 575 
Kreitz, Eva: 647 
L 
Ladies of Charity: 362, 366, 367, 371 
Ladies of the Confraternity: 367 
Lallemant, Rev. Louis, S.J.: 626 
Lasalle, Josephine Marie Sabatine: 467 
Latrobe, Benjamin Henry: 570 
LaValliere, Louise Fran90ise: 627 
LeBritton, Julia: 572, 598 
Le Gras, Antoine: 356, 358 
LeGras, Louise: see St. Louise de Marillac 
"Light of Pentecost": 357, 359, 365 
Literature: appreciation of good writing, 91 




Assumption: sermon by Brute, 18-21 
Corpus Christi: 23,24,76 
Good Friday: reflection, 37-38 
Lent: 365 
Pentecost: 58, 357, 359, 365 
Lombez, Rev. Ambrose de: 607, 622 
Loret, Julienne: 376 
M 
Maiguemont, Cardinal: 380 
Maitland, Elizabeth Seton (sister-in-law): 594 
Manning, Robert: 613 
Marcoe, John: 653 
Marcoe, Mehitabel Cox: 653 
Marie of the Incarnation (Marie Guyart): 
Elizabeth's translation of historical 
letters, 413-438; 627 
Martin, Claude: 419 
Mary, the Mother of Jesus: 57, 89, 365, 380, 
401,413,465,478 
Mary Adelaide of the Visitation: Elizabeth's 
translation of life, 438-441 
Massillon, Rev. Jean-Baptiste: 627, 636 
May, Alice R.: 594 
McEnnis, Sr. Francis Assissium: 626, 633 
McNeil, Sr. Betty Ann: 385 
Mehegan, Sr. Mary Xavier: 605 
Melville, Annabelle: 607, 608 
Migne, Jacques-Paul: 223 
Milner, John: 640 
Milton, John: 640 
Moore, Dr. Daniel: doctor at St. Joseph's, 
134,211 
Moore, Dr. Robert: doctor at St. Joseph's, 122 
Moore, Dr. Samuel: doctor at St. Joseph's, 
122, 211 
More, Hannah: 613 
Moreau, Marguerite: 373 
Motto of Daughters of Charity: 387 
Mulherrin, ST. Aloysia: convent duty and 
biographical note, 131 
Mullen, Sr. Catherine (Kitty): council 
member, 115; school duty, 125; discipline 
officer, 128; school mistress, 129 
Mount St. Mary: First Communion, 12, death 
of a student, 13, slave owners, 24 
N 
Nagot, Rev. Charles, S.S.: 628 
Napoleon: 100-101 
Naseau, Sr. Marguerite: 360 
Nelson, Robert: 614 
Newton, Thomas: 614 
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Nicholson, Joseph Harper: 575 
Nicole, Pierre: 628 
Novices: in Sisters of Charity Constitutions, 
545-548 
o 
0' Brien, Rev. Matthew: received Elizabeth 
into Catholic church, 87; 645 
O'Conway, Anna: 575 
O'Conway, Sf. Cecilia: council member, 115; 
duties and incorporator of community. 
116; school duty, 125, 126; school 
mistress, 129; convent duty, 131; receipt 
entries, 191-192; 412, 575, 599, 652 
O'Conway, Isabel: 575, 598 
O'Conway, Matthias: 575, 597 
O'Conway, Peter: 599 
O'Conway, Rehecca Archer: 575 
Ogden, Gouverneur: 652 
Orphans: 406 
p 
Perriquet, Rev. Edme: 442 
Picot, Joseph: death, 13-18 
Plague: 366 
Pliny: 223 
Plunkett, Abbe Peter: 628 
Poor: in life of Louise de Marillac, 362, 363, 
364, 374, 375, 379, 382, 386, 387, 395, 
399,400,403,404,406,407,411,441 
Post, Mary Bayley (sister): 645 
Prisons: 368 
Proues: 628 




Anima Christi: Elizabeth' s modification, 
74-75 
Compline: 358 
Hymns of Praise: 63-64, 64-65 
Little Office of the Blessed Sacrament: 
list of persons to he prayed for, 65-67 
Magnificat: 30 
Memorare: 32, 106-107 
Mental Prayer: preference for, 310-312; 
counsels and instructions on, 313-314 
o Antiphons: 72 
Original prayers of Elizabeth: 108-111 
Prayer of Consecration: 57-58 
Prayer of Conversion: 58 
Prayerfor Parents: 61-62 
Seven Last Words: 35 
Te Deum: 30 
Q 
Quinn, Sf. Martina: school duty, 126; convent 
duty, 130 
R 
Rabineau, Francis: 602 
Rehours: Rev. Hilarion: 358 
Religious Communities: 
Capuchins: 356, 358, 469 
Carmel of Port Tobacco: 571, 577 
Congregation of the Mission 
(Vincentians): 262-264, 370, 371, 372, 
398, 542, 574 
Daughters of Charity: Particular Rules, 
128; 279-83; 359, 362, 366, 367, 369, 
371, 372, 375, 380, 381 , 384, 386, 387, 
391,397, 398,399, 401 , 402,442,455, 
467,499,541,542, 547 
Good Shepherd Nuns: 633 
Oblates of Providence: 565 
Order of Friars Minor (Franciscans): 395, 
414,469 
Order of St. Augustine (Augustinians): 428 
Order of St. Benedict (Benedictines): 419 
Order of St. Ursula (Ursulines): 369,412, 
414,428,429, 438 
Recollects: 414 
Sisters of Charity: first council meeting, 
115-116; 1810 document, 128, 
Incorporation, By-Laws, Board 
Minutes, 116-121; election of officers, 
119-120; 385 
Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati: 541, 542, 
570 
Sisters of Charity of Nazareth: 473, 499, 
541 
Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul 
of New York: 542 
Sisters of Mercy: 597, 603 
Sisters, Servants of Mary Immaculate: 
565 
Sisters of the Visitation: 380, 438 
Society of Jesus (Jesuits): 414, 415, 419, 
421 
Society of St. Sulpice (Sulpicians): 414 
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Retreats: 365, 519 
Retrouvillier: 628 
Richardson, Sf, Ann Francis: 626 
Robertson, SL Bertha: 596 
Robineau, Brother Louis: 256 
Roche, Regina Marie Dalton: 614 
Rogers, Sf, Louise: incorporator of 
community, 117; convent duty, 130; 
biographical note, 131 
Rollin, Charles: 614 
Rosati, Rev, Joseph, c'M,: 574 
Rousseau, Jean-Jacques: 615 
Rule of 1812: 499-540 
s 
Sacraments: 
Baptism: verification of EIi7A,beth' s, 
81-82; 417 
Eucharist: 34; in praise of, 43-52; 60, 
441, 519; Communion days for Sisters 
of Charity, 531-533 
Extreme Unction: 382,409,430,441 
Penance: defense of, 107; 441 , 518 
Sadler, Eliza: artifact, 592; cOlTespondence 
cited, 614, 615: sent book to Elizabeth, 
617 
St. Joseph's Academy: school regulations. 
124; orphans' program, 534-535; school 
program, 536-540 
Saint-Jure, Rev, Jean-Baptiste, S,J.: 629, 641 
Saint Memin: 592, 602 
SI. Mary's Seminary, Baltimore: 499 
Saints: 
Alphonsus Rodriguez: 628 
Ambrose: 223 , 247, 315, 621 
Angela Merici: 418 
Augustine: 226, 315, 374, 378, 410 
Bernard: 258 
Camillus de Lillis: 468 
Francis Assisi: 395,472,634 
Francis de Sales: 82, 94, 218, 220, 249, 
301,340,380,382,531,611,612, 623, 
634, 641, 653; Instructions for 
Widows, 387, 455 
Gregory: 223, 373 
Ignatius Loyola: Spiritual Exercises, 468; 
618 
Isaac Jogues: 419, 424 
Jane Frances de Chantal: 220, 380, 531 
Jerome Emiliani: 110,465 
John: 26 
John Chrysostom: 50, 361, 377 
Louis: 347 
Louise de Marillac: references in life of 
Vincent de Paul, 217. 258, 259, 267, 
280,282,296, 318, 321; instructions, 
377; 542; Last Will, 384; feast 
celebrated by Sisters of Charity, 531 ; 
re practices of Daughters of Charity, 
547; re Rule of 1812, 601 
Monica: 359 
Nicholas Tolentino: 33 
North American Martyrs: 419, 426, 427 
Paul: 312, 324 
Paulinus: 332 
Peter: 324 
Philip Neri: 469 
Robert Bellarmine: 442 
Roch: 366, 367 
Rose of Lima: 567 
Satyrus: 223 
Simon: 59-60 
Teresa of Avila: 616, 618 
Vincent de Paul: Elizabeth's translation 
of biography, 217-354; Conferences-
on detachment, 226; on observance, 
228; on poverty, 233; on attachment, 
234; on mortification, 240, 322; on 
infirmities, 252; works of mercy, 
284-288; virtues stressed, 288; faith of, 
288-289; on love of vocation and 
helping poor, 297; on imitation of 
Jesus Christ, 320-324; on charity, 330, 
337; instructions, 365; 393; on the 
spirit of the company, 449; maxims, 
457-463; as founder of Daughters of 
Charity, 499, 531, 541, 543, 547; in 
relation to artifacts, 597, 601 ; in book 
chart: 616,620,630 
Salva, Sr. Adele: incorporator of community, 
116; convent duties, 131, 132, 133; 
inscription on book, 644 
Schedule of the day (horarium): as outlined in 
Rule of 1812, 521-531 
Scott, Julia Sitgreaves: biographical note, 
112; correspondence cited, 610; 
inscription, 632 
Scott, Parkin: 596 
Scott. Thomas Parker: 578 
Scupoli, Dam Lawrence: 629 
Seguin, Emma: music teacher, 127, 576 
Seton, Anna Maria (daughter): her papers, 5; 
mentioned in Sr. Maria's eulogy, 8; 
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duties, 116; cited in relation to artifacts, 
593, 595, 604; cited in relation to books, 
610,616, 622,645 
Seton, Anna Maria Curson 
(stepmother-in-law): 3, 87, 592 
Seton, Catherine (daughter): mentioned in 
relation to books, 71 , 87, 621, 627; 
certificates, 135-137; mentioned in 
relation to students at SI. Joseph's, 576, 
577; mentioned in relation to artifacts, 
592,595,597,602,603,605 
Seton, Cecilia (sister-in-law): in 
correspondence, 3, 4; in Sr. Maria's 
eulogy, 8; council member, 115; duties, 
116; mentioned in relation to artifacts, 
592,593, 598, 606; mentioned in relation 
to books, 615, 624, 629, 630, 632, 645 
Seton, Elizabeth (great-great granddaughter): 
603 
Seton, Emma: 645 
Seton, Harriet (sister-in-law): 4; duties, 116 
Seton, Mrs. Henry: 602 
Seton, James: 645 
Seton, Rebecca (sister-in-law): mentioned in 
relation to artifact, III, 594; mentioned 
in relation to book, 613 
Seton, Rebecca (daughter): 27; reference to 
her death, 29, Ill; mentioned in relation 
to artifact, 592; mentioned in relation to 
books, 633, 644 
Seton, Richard (son): 577,592,653 
Seton, Robert (grandson): hiographical note, 
36; re Elizabeth's prayerbook, 71, 85-86; 
excerpts from Memoirs, 497-498; 
mentioned in relation to artifacts, 589, 
593,605, 606; mentioned in relation to a 
book,640 
Seton, Samuel Waddington (brother-in-law): 
biographical note, 3; 645 
Seton, William (son): trip to France with 
Brute, 94, 473; mentioned in relation to 
artifacts, 592; mentioned in relation to 
books, 640 
Seton, William (father-in-law): 3 
Seton, William Magee (husband): mentioned 
in relation to artifacts, 60 1, 602, 631 
"Servant of Jesus": poem, 62 
Shirk, Sr. Julia: incorporator of community, 
117; convent duty, 130; biographical 
note, 131 
Sirat, Antoinette: 467 
Sister Servant: 378, 379, 467 
Slaves: 24-25, 366, 386 
Smith, Sr. Johanna: incorporator of 
community, 116; biographical note, 118; 
elected Procuratrix, 120; receipt entries, 
201-202,214 
Smith, Mary: 571, 577 
Society of SI. Vincent de Paul: 359 
Soissons, M. L'Eveque de: 641 
Souvay, Rev. Charles, C.M.: 647 
Spalding, Sr. Catherine: 499 
Spiritual Themes: 
Chastity: of SI. Vincent, 257-260; 390 
Charity: of SI. Vincent, 329-339; 449, 
455,501; in Rule of 1812, 513-518 
Cheerfulness: in preparation for generous 
acts, 31 




Daily Offering: 34 
Death: 52-53, 389 
Detachment and Poverty: 232-237, 501 
Devotion to Mary and Saints: 324-325 
Divine Providence: 502 
Equanimity: 260-261 
Eternity: 91, 95 
Evil: 388 
Examen: 137-139,451 
Fortitude and Patience: 267-272 
Hope: Vincent's thoughts on, 290-296 
Humility: Vincent's thoughts and 
practices, 217-219, 345-354, 449, 455, 
501 
Justice and Gratitude: Vincent's thoughts 
on, 229-232 
Love of God: 297-299 
Maxims of Life: 366 
Meekness: as companion of humility, 
340-345 






Presence of God: 308-310, 451-452 
Prudence: 226-229 
Redemption: 446 
Resignation and Indifference: Vincent's 
thoughts on, 303-307 
Retreat: 365, 519 
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Self-Discipline: 498 
Simplicity: 223-226, 449,455,501 
Spiritual Practices: in the Rule of 1812, 
518-521 
Will of God: conformity to, 299-303; 
365,373 
Zeal: Vincent's thoughts on, 325-329 
Star Spangled Banner: 575 
Stinson, Sr. Clare: biographical note and 
convent duty, 130 
Stone, Sr. Francis Edward: 594 
Stubbs, Rose: 652 
Surin, Rev. Jean-Joseph, S.J.: 630 
T 
Taney, Roger Brooke: 577 
Tessier, Rev. John, S.S.: 499, 542 
Thomas of Jesus, O.S.A.: 630 
Thompson, Sr. Eleanor (Ellen): duties, 116; 
infirmary duty, 135; candidate, 171 
Thompson, Mrs.: 20 
Thompson, Sr. Sally: duties, 116; incorporator 
of community, 117; convent duty, 132, 
133; biographical footnote, 163, 171; 
candidate, I71 
Tieman, Luke: 577 
Tisserant, Rev. J. S.: 71 
Toohey, Sr. Isabel: 593, 640 
Toumier, Suzanne: 467 
v 
Virtues: theological, 448; cardinal, 448 
Vocation: 386, 388, 395 
Vows: a reflection, 36-37; formula, 563-564; 
sacredness, 416; vow of widowhood, 359 
Chastity: 362, 389, 394; as defined in 
Rule of 1812, 506-510 
Obedience: 220-222, 362, 389, 391, 394; 
as defined in Rule of 1812, 510-513 
Poverty: 362, 389, 390, 394, 423, 471 ; as 
defined in Rule of 1812, 502-505 
War of 1812: 95 
Watson, R.: 631 
w 
Weis, George: 579, 598 
Wells, Dr. Richard: doctor at St. Joseph's, 
134; 599 
Wharton, Rebecca: 634 
White, Abraham: 578 
White, Rev. Charles I.: 608 
White, Julianna: 624 
White, Sr. Rose: Assistant Mother, 115, 128; 
incorporator of community and duties, 
116; Sister Servant in Philadelphia, 121 ; 
convent duties, 129-131, 133; infirmary 
duties, 134-135; receipt entry, 214; 
account from journal , 499; as teacher at 
St. Joseph' s, 567, 571 ; mentioned in 
relation to a book, 628 
Wiseman, Catherine: 578 
Wiseman, Ellen: 578 
y 
Young, Rev. William: 641 

